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OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10

UNITED STATES G^ERNMENT

Memorandum
DIRECTOR^ FBI date: November 25,. I960TO

subject:

SAC, DETROIT (100-28695)

THOMAS HAYDEN
SECURITY MATTER - C

VA
'-'^’"Attached

Michigan Daily"1 of 
captioned individual 
"The Michigan Daily" 
the University of Michigan

hereto is an article clipped from. "The 
November 13, I960, under the name of 

who is the editor of the publication, 
is the student newspaper published by 

Ann Arbor, Michigan. •

The above publication is subscribed to by mail 
by this office but delivery is very erratic, often being' 
-delayed as much as a week or more. ■

Captioned Subject is identical with TOM HAYDEN ' 
mentioned in San Francisco teletype to Director and SAC, 
Detroit, dated August 5, I960, and titled "CPUSA International 
Relations", IS - C (Bufile 100-3-81). . . >

The above is being submitted for the information 
of the Bureau. , '

/§)- Bureau (REGISTERED) 
(Enclosure - 1)

1 - Detroit
WRB:TJ '
(3) . .

REO 89

L

NOV 291960

12 NOV 28 1960
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Mirljigan Btilg ”
' ' . Seventy-Hirst Year 1

Edited and Managed by Students of the University op Michigan

'When Opinions Are Free under AUTHORITY OF BOARD IN CONTROL OF STUDENT PUBLICATIONS • 
Truth Will Prevail” ’ ' - , ,

Student Publications Bldg. * Ann Arbor, Mich. • Phone no 2-3241
r*"— ----- ■— ............- ■ ■ ' ’■ ■ ■ ■ ---- ■ ■ ■

Editorials printed in The Michigan Daily express the individual opinions of staff writers 
or the editors. This must-be noted in all reprints. , ; .

L SUNDAY. NOVEMBER 13, 1960 NIGHT EDITOR: MICHAEL BURNS

Student ‘Dupes,’ Adult ‘Patriots’ 
And the Communist Menace ■i;-

DETROIT DIVISION

*pHIS MONTH’S COPY of Nation’s Business 
features an article, entitled “New Commu-'

nist Plot, Points Up Need to Develop Knowledge ' 
of Americanism,” which adds more intensity,; 
if not profundity, to the recurring worry over 
Communist infiltration of student action cir
cles. ' ,

Although Nation’s. Business, FBI chief J. Ed- > 
gar Hoover, members of the Hotise Committee ! 
on Un-American Activities and other men,- ! 
groups and journals of similars “Save America”-' 
inclinations would indignantly .disagree, one : 
can soundly and legitimately argue that their . 
anti-Red. phobia seriously undermines,’ rather 
than preserves, the ideals of a democratic 
America. . '

Detroit, Mich

Detroit
Editor:

Free Press 
Lee Hills ,

Detroit
Editor:

News ■
Martin S. Haydenz

Detroit
Editor:

Times
John C. Manning"

Edited

Date:
Edition*
Page: 2— Col:

Title of Case:

! AN EXCERPT from the article reads: “The 
' plot against young Americans is as subtle 
( as. it is. sinister. Communists know that the _ 
j overwhelming majority of U.S. teen-agers and 
; college students are patriotic and would npt be 
| vulnerable to direct appeals from the party it

self. They concentrate instead on undermining 
religion, love, of country and the competitive, , 
free enterprise system.

! “The, resolution on youth adopted by the I 
j American Communist Party at its latest con- ' 

vention leaves no doubt about its aim. ‘Our par- । 
tlcipation in (young American’s) struggles will 1

! help unite youth against the enemy of alV'"-1'1 
monopoly capital,’ it declares. The implicate*, 
idi? business, whose future employes’ attitude( 

are at rstake, is obvious.” ■<,

ENCLOSURE J



’ ’J'HE.'NET RESULT of • such' charges, i's rioV 
। the annihilation of. the Communist Dragon, 
I, but unfortunate perpetuation of oiir badly- 

formulated alternatives: As we set in opposi-, 
tion free enterprise vs. welfare statism, nuclear 
disarmament. ys; nuclear war, so we also tend J 
to'polarize the American Way of Life'With; 
Atheistic, Materialistic Communism, when In 
fact no' such distinctions exist! Nor do they 
contribute to the- health of a society supposed-, 
iy premised on the belief in honest, appraisal, ' 
analysis 'and consensus. '

If Hoover and the American people would 
look more closely at the San Francisco: inci- 

!’ dent,, they might find something of greater 
{ significance than a simple Communist plot;

They might discover what the student “dupes”, 
j in California really think of their alleged in-,4 
j. spirer, Communist Archie Brbwn, or their al- .

leged infiltrator,'; 18-year old Douglas Wachter 
—joking songs are sung about boisterous, long
shoreman Brown (“House Committee- come- to.

I town, so we. turned to Archie Brown1. . .
, and Wachter has Jittie, if any, influence among 
the several'students who planned, and led the 
May, 13 demonstration..

' JN OTHER WQRDS, Hoover and other Amer-, 
leans might find, instead of subversive 

j dupes, young, men and women.-fed up with, 
I repressive police, legislative'and judicial tactics1 

cloaked by the banner of . Anti-Communism.
. They might find young men and Women who 
| honestly believe that where the public, is sov- 
( ereign, it must have’free access to all opinions 

which will allow it to. exercise such sovereignty 
i with some measure of wisdom.

In fact, Hoover and others might.be forced 
i to re-evaluate their simplistic, question of who’s 
■ a dupe and who’s a patriot. . ‘
। - —THOMAS HAYDEN

, Editor



"jt MAJOR PORTION of the article
on the still-controversial turbulence in ^SanU .theh-the-stUdent~Is Vii~obvious Red. t j ’

J Francisco;. May 13 when a student-police con-; Such confusion of positions is alarming. NoU I ,■ 
f flict ended in beatings and hosings. The stu- even Hoover seems capable of recognizing that'/;. •;
। dents had been protesting the hearings’ of- thei 
I House Committee on Un-American Activities. t 
। The Nation’s Business article, like Hoover,1 
j claims the student demonstrations'were Com- 
: jnunist instigated., _ |

Such allegations are indicative of a threaten-
( ing American^ malaise Which exposes itself in i
I various, related, ways:
j , ™Harry S. Truman calls the southern- sit” 
; ins “Communist- inspired.*’
! --The Saturday Evening Post, in ft July edi- r 
t torial entitled “Those Mobs Are Part of the 
i Kremlin’s Master Plan,” links student uprisings.
1 around the world and the1 San Francisco dem- 
! onstratioh as part ,of’ a vast, well-organized 
I conspiracy; It claims that the student riews- 
I paper at the University of California even. 
i printed directions' for the riots^so the students 
1 could function in'unity.
' Hoover, in alliance with the House Commit- 
, tee, publishes his report on “Communist Tar- 
• get—Youth,’’ which again wraps togetlfer stu

dent demonstrations around the world as Com-
: munist inspired. Most of1 Hoover’s report deals
, with the San Francisco action, in which he 

argues that the poor students were duped.
! —The, House Committee begins national cir-
■ culation of a nicely-edited', film; of the. San 

Francisco demonstrations, showing how all the
' poor students were fooled.by Red agitators,

4

•Mg

in opposing the House Committee, or segrega- \ 
tion, the Communist and the-democrat are. 
not necessarily working for the same thing. ! 
The -Communist may. be' seeking the fastest ! 
means to’ a .social upheaval, while the student , 
is, seeking recognition of the, intrinsic value- ! 
of free speech and equal opportunity. ,

N°5 ONLY is such confusion alarming,. but I; 
it is* 1 * * * * * 7 a tremendously serious threat to the 

preservation of a .democratic social order,, since i
1 it tends to inhibit both freedom- of action and ’
: of speech. We once believed this country, and r 
’ all the institutions therein; could only be pre- ; 
> served -by the. free tension of ideas: ' ' ;;

“Congress shall make no law'respecting , ft 
j," an establishment of religion, or prohibit- 
I ing the free exercise thereof; of abridging j 

the freedom of speech, or of the press; or 
'j the right of'the people peaceably to assem-° 
I1 ble and to petition for a redress. of,

grievances.” - ■ - ।
I But the words of the 18th century are hardly 

heeded today by the men who babble about 
- preserving “The American Way of Life.” In
stead their concept of preservation has ,in-

1 volved the use of -force in’the'case of ,the 
I South, innuendo by congressional investigate.

, । ing committees, and. sometimes' the blatant, 
• j public accusation, as in the case of -studen’-- 
J editor Peter Steinberg who has been. cg1.^ 

j^LL THESE ACCUSATIONS bear, an absurd rSompmmst-oriented by the.Pres^t^
• implication: That if one human being Agrees. >of i^f’;

even partially -with another human being,' they" 
l must agree on everything else or are even mem- , 

bers of the same organization. To illustrate; \ ~
in Hoover’s terms, if American Citizen X and>

, Communist X believe mass action is; a legiti- 1 
'mate means to work towards civil’rights, then j 
Citizen X is either a Communist' dupe- or an , 

i actual Party member. Or if. student X and ;
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Date:

Transmit the following in

Via AIRTEL

FROM:

00: NEW YORK

Sex 
Race

THOMAS 
IS-C

TO:

gent in Charge

emmett "Hayden

/X-
DIREC

6/15/62

(Type in plain text or code)

AIR MAIL
(Priority or Method of Mailing)

sac, XtlaNta (100-6296) (P)

THE UNITED STATES FESTIVAL COMMITTEE, INCX 
(EIGHTH WORLD YOUTH FESTIVAL)
IS-C ............................. /

Re Bureau letter dated 5 
STATES FESTIVAL COMMITTEE, INC."

u

Investigation Atlanta reflects that THOMAS EMMETT 
HAYDEN, a former resident at 560 Moreland Ave., N.E., Atlanta 
Ga., moved from Atlanta on or about 5/1/62. He left with 
postal authorities, Atlanta, a forwarding address of 'in care 
of SDS, Room 405, 112 E. 19th Street, New York, New York."

Male 
White

IT

o o .

In regard to THOMAS EMMETT HAYDEN, he was interviewed 
by Agents of the Atlanta Office on 10/12/61, in connection with 
a racial matter, wherein HAYDEN claimed his Civil Rights were 
violated in assault occurring at Me Comb, Miss., 
On this occasion, HAYDEN was deserted as follows:

- Chicago (IGO-37056)(Info)(RM)
- Detroit (Info)(RM). ./1aV
- New York (RM) SACV I

1 - Milwaukee (info) (RM) REC- 91 [ffq JUN 18 >9b^
3 - Atlanta (1 - IOO-6296)(The U.S. FESTIVAL’ 

COMMITTEE, INC.)

1
|VV»

Sent M P

HW ■

o



/A
o

- AT . .IOO-6296 .

■'. dob. " .M'o
BOB. .>1;
Height;' ;

■; Weight- A;. . 
' Hair . . ;. 
■ Eyes ■•■■
■Complexion

■‘ Employment

12/11/39 ■■■- •3.?'-. / -'■ :
. Detroit, Michigan .'.
' 5V10|"- " . V;<: - {./.J A ■

145 150 lbs. , . .. . / ■ •>;-/ • . j:..
Black ■ ' ■■.. ' "A •' ■ "'<■

■- Brown ' ■ ‘‘ ? ;-..A'o
Medium ■ ’’ ‘ :•; ' '?/.•
Free lance, writer, League for

., Industrial Democracy, " ■ , . 
..Mademoiselle 'Magazine, : AO ...■ 

.. Graduated University of .Michigan^
.. no military'service. . • '

... •' ■;.. , Sources Atlanta, Ga., are unable to advise whether ;;
' - THOMAS EMMETT HAYDEN,- 'formerly of ;56O 'Moreland' Ave.7 and now "Of'■ ' '.
. - 112-E. 19th? St;NYC,OisOcontemplatlng■ ■a' 'trip abroad this, 'summer;:

V;‘NEw' YORK \. '.7'O-.-O-J'■ 70 ' ■■' .:'■

O ’..New York is requested through'.sources dr pretext, inter-
view, attempt; to /.ascertain *;whe.ther;,-.cad tidned - individual'-' is planning" 
.to go to Helsinki, Finland, for Youth Festival. . f A. o

' 7 ' Additional .information ■regarding; HAYpEN'-,>,was;. furnished ''
• NY in letterhead -memorandum .dated. 5/25/62;,-. captioned,- /’STUDENT.'’. 0

. NON-VIOLENT CO-ORDINATING COMMITTEE,. RACIAL MATTERS-;" < <'•'
- ■■ A.m '■ 0- ./;’■■ A.'.'■-J07'oA''-.,7-;-1

'■ ATLANTA ■', -M" : ,’O ’■ / '■ / ;/:/" 3 . A"'

.. ' \ r lnfprmation_cppi.es, ifurnlshed1;;,OhicagpA„ ifetr.dit/ and .
Milwaukee.as these; offices-have outstanding;,;inydS’tlga;'t.iqn. v

- ■, .■ ? Additional inquiry contempla ted,.Allahta to" determine 
■ if-HAYDEN,' is planning summer visit tdAHelsirikl,!Finland.- ‘



1 -
1 -
1 - 
1 -
1 -

SAC (100-6296)

THOMAS E1E4ETT HAYDEN 
INTERNAL SECURITY - C

July 2, 1362

1 - Mr. Kitchens
1 - Mr. Rosack

ReATairtel 6-21-62 captioned ”Thomas Emmett Hayden, 
IS-Cj The United States Festival Committee, Inc., (Eighth 
World Youth Festival)1 setting forth information regarding 
Hayden.

For the information of all offices receiving copies 
of this communication,I

Atlanta, therefore, should prepare a letterhead memo
randum containing information regarding Hayden suitable for 
dissemination. 'This memorandum will include pertinent back
ground data and information regarding Hayden's participation 
in racial disturbances. No mention should be made in the memo
randum of the fact that Hayden has been in contact with| 
This memorandum should be submitted by return mail. '

Tolson____________
Belmont ____  ____ -

Callahan __------------TPR:blw/(10)
Conrad____

eLoach__
ans_____

Malone____
Rosen _____
Sullivan ___
Tqvel _____
Trotter____
Tele. Room 

Imes _

Chicago (1G0-J7U56) 
Detroit 
Milwaukee 
New York 
Washington Field

- - ■ • V

55 JUL 121962
MAIL ROOM

mailed 3

com^~fbL

b3
b7E

b3
b7E



FD-36 (Rev.

FBI

Date: 6/21/62

Transmit the following in __________________________________________________

Via . AIRTEL AIRMAIL’

TO:

FROM:

SUBJECT:

6/15/62.X

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-436224)

SAC, ATLANTA (100-6296)(RUC)

THOMAS EMMETT-HAYDEN
IS-C

THE UNITED STATES FESTIVAL COMMITTEE, INC 
(EIGHTH WORLD YOUTH FESTIVAL)

Re Atlanta airtel captioned as above dated

■________On 6/19/62 Miss CONNIE CURRY,
/, ' / I. advised that THOMAS HAYDEN, a

- /.representative of "Students for Democratic Society"
■ - (SpS’).i, 112 ,E. 19th’St., New York, New York, and whp
■resided formerly in'Atlanta, Ga., was planning definitely 

, ' on going to the Youth Festival During Summer, 1962. She 
?advised that she does not know a close associate having 
first name of "AL" who is also going but understood 

'• that.'.a BOB ROSS was going to the Festival with TOM 
HAYDEN. No additional data regarding ROSS was known 
to- Miss CURRY other than he was also probably connected

,e5^tbSDS‘- - - ■
/j^Bureau (RM) z '

- 1 - Chicago (100-37056)(RM) . p*’ ?
1 - Detroit (info.) (RM)

. 2 - New York (RM) ' ' s OKST-102
1 - Milwaukee (lnfo.)(RM)
2 - WFO (RM) '
2 - Atlanta (100-6296)(EIGHTH WORLD YOUTH FESTIVAL.)^ 

■ (1- IOO-6387) (THOMAS EMMETT HAYDEN)
AFM/rlw (12)



••
t

AT 100-6296

Miss CURRY stated that THOMAS HAYDEN did not 
have sufficient money of his own to finance this trip 
to the Youth Festival .but believed that he would be 
assisted financially by SDS even though he was traveling 
on his own as an observer and not as an official re
presentative of the SDS.

She futher advised that from 6/11/62 to 6/15/62 
HAYDEN was in Michigan attending an annual conference 
of the SDS. HAYDEN is-due to appear in State Court, Albany, 
Ga., on 6/25/62 .in. connection with an arrest resueting from 
Racial Disturbances.

No letterhead memo being prepared, Atlanta, as 
subject resides in NYC and all pertinent background data 
previously furnished that officeo

WFO:

AT WFO:

Check records to determine if THOMAS EMMETT 
HAYDEN has obtained a Passport and furnish to SAC, 
New York so that appropriate letterhead memo may be 

- submitted by that office.

-•' For the information of WFO, THOMAS EMMETT
;HAYDEN is described as follows:

Race White
Sex Male .
DOB 12/11/39

■ FOB Detroit, Michigan
■ Height 5’10|"

Weight 145 pounds .
Hair Black ’
Eyes Brown

2



r ' . at 100-6296

He previously attended the University of Michigan 
and has participated in many racial demonstrations in the 
South during the past year.

r
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UNITED STATES GoA^NMENT

Memorandum
DIRECTOR, FBI (100-436224) date: 7/3/62

FROM

subject:

SAC, NEW YORK (100-148904) ($k)

THOMAS EMMETT-HAYDEN <
IS—C 
(OO:ATLANTA) '

Re Atlanta airtels to NY, 6/15-21/62, captioned "The 
United States Festival Committee, Incorporated" (8th World.Youth 
Festival), and Bulet to Atlanta, 7/2/62.4/ . ,

Sources NY indicate that the address left with Postal 
authorities Atlanta is the organizational address of the "League 
for Industrial Democracy" (ltd). The Students for a Democratic 
Society (SDS) is the youth,affiliate of the LID. There is no 
indication that subject resides at this address listed as 112 
East 19th St., NYC.

In view of reBulet, 7/2/62, NYO is conducting no 
additional investigation, UACB.

x/2_~Bureau ^00=4^6224j- (RM) 
^-Atlanta (100-6296), (RM).

1-NY 100-148904 . . .

EBxume
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OPTIONAL- rUKm io 
5010- KM .

UNITED STATES GMjCRNMENT

Memormmum
DIRECTOR, FBI

SAC, WFO (100-40690) (P)

THOMAS EMMETT‘•'HAYDEN 
IS - C 
(OO:NY)

date: 7/12^2

ReATairtel dated 6/21/6^ to the Director and 
other offices.

On 7/9/62, Mrs. VERDE CRENSHAW, Passport Office, 
Dept, of State, advised IC DAVID L. DE WEESE that there was 
no identifiable record for subject in the files of the 
Passport Office.

Since information is available indicating that 
subject will attend the Eighth World Youth Festival, WFO 
will recheck periodically and promptly submit letterhead 
memo when a file is located.
/

$ &/37- Bureau
w (1-100-436224)
1 - Atlanta (100-6296) (Info)
2 - New York
| - WFO

RAN:pjh
C?)

U
n
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 co
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ed
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Optional Form No. 10

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

MEMORANDUM

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI
WOM: /SAC, ATLANTA (100-638?) (RUC)

SUBJECT:' THOMAS EMMETTHAYDEN 
INTERNAL SECURITY - C 
(00: New York)

DATE: 7/17/62

Re Atlanta airtels dated 6/15/62 and 6/21/62,
P / Bureau letter dated 7/2/62 and New York letter dated ?/3/62.

X 2^ 's. ■?yT S •> ’■UM'

/ Enclosed herewith are 12 copies of a letterhead
memorandum for the Bureau and one each for other interested 

■ offices.

Agents interviewing HAYDEN in Atlanta, Ga., on 
10/12/61 regarding incidents at McComb, Miss., were SA's 
CHARLES T. HAYNES and RICHARD 0. HAMILTON.

Source #1 is a pretext interview conducted on 
8/4/60 by SA DONALD E. JONES of the San Francisco Office 
as set forth in San Francisco teletype to Bureau, 8/5/60, 
captioned "CPUSA Internal Relations, IS-C."

Confidential Source #2 is

Confidential Source #3 is

Confidential Source #4 is

2^Bureau (Enc. 12) (RM) ft£C* 52
■^-Chicago (IGO-37056) (Enc. 1) (RM) s5 jul 18 1962
1-New York (100-148904) (Enc. 1) (RM)
1-WFO (Enc. 1) (RM) . - ----- - —
1-Detroit (Enc. 1) (RM) esfsnam ,,
1-Milwaukee (Enc. 1) (RM) '■£’VA / JO
2-Atlanta , •
AFM/ghb 
(9): (

e,(Enc. 1) (RM)
(I-100-6296) (Eighth World Youth Festival) 

rM* 
srCop^zto.

! actiop

b7D

b3
b7E

15731112^



» e
AT 100-6387

Careful consideration has been given to each source
concealed in this memorandum and their identities were concealed 
only in those instances where the source must be protected.

his enclosed memorandum is being classified
since data reported from Sources 2, 3 and 4 could 

‘^sionably^sult in identification of a confidential informant 
of continuing value, the disclosure of which could be detrimental 
to the national defense.

New York is carried as origin in this matter as
subject no longer resides Atlanta area and has left a forwarding 
address in New York City where his wife is presently employed 
by the YWCA. \



r

In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

U ED STATES DEPARTMENT OlWUSTIGE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Atlanta, Georgia 
July 17, 1962

THOMAS EMMETT HAYDEN

_____________ On June 19, 1962, Miss CONNIE CURRY, ______________
I I advised that THOMAS HAYDEN, a former
resident of 560 Moreland Avenue, Atlanta, Georgia, and presently 
residing in New York City, as well as a representative of 
"Students for Democratic Society", 112 East 19th Street, 
New York City, was planning definitely to attend the Eighth 
World Youth Festival, Helsinki, Finland, in July, 1962.
She further identified HAYDEN as being closely identified 
during the past six months or so with student "sit-in" 
movements designed to eliminate racial discrimination in 
the South.

Miss CURRY advised that HAYDEN had done some 
free-lance news writing, but did not consider.this livelihood 
as of sufficient monetary means to pay in entirety for a X/ 
trip to Helsinki, Finland. She advised that HAYDEN was <’—-~ 
going to the Festival with one BO^ROSS, not otherwise known, 
and was apparently being assisted 'financially by the "Students 
for Democratic Society, " even though he was travelling on his 
own as an observer and not as an official representative of 
any organization. She further identified HAYDEN as having 
been assaulted in McComb, Mississippi, in connection with 
student demonstrations.

COPIES DESTROYED

35 4 OCT 12 .



RE: THOMAS EMMETT HAYDEN

On October 12, 1961, THOMAS EMMETT HAYDEN, 560 
Moreland Avenue, Atlanta, Georgia, advised representatives 
of the FBI that as a free-lance writer covering civil rights 
stories in the South, he on October 11, 1961, at McComb, 
Mississippi, was physically assaulted by a white citizen 
of that community. HAYDEN stated that he was in McComb, 
Mississippi, because of the extremely volatile racial 
situation there, the lack of accurate news, coverage and 
from a reportorial viewpoint this area was highly significant 
to study race, particularly as to voter registration. HAYDEN 
advised that he was threatened, and otherwise harassed by 
white citizens of McComb, Mississippi, in addition to the 
assault. On this occasion HAYDEN furnished the following 
descriptive and background data regarding himself:

Sex 
Race 
Born

Height 
Weight 
Hair 
Eyes 
Complexion 
Build 
Occupation

Education

Military Service 
Scars and Marks 
Marital status 
Residence

Male
White
December 11, 1939, 
Detroit, Michigan 
5’ioi"
145 to 150 pounds 
Black
Brown
Medium
Medium
Free-lance writer, League 
for Industrial Democracy, 
Mademoiselle Magazine 
Graduated from University 
of Michigan 
None
None
Married, no children 
560 Moreland Avenue, N.E., 
Atlanta, Georgia

An article appearing in the "Oberlin Review," 
Oberlin, Ohio, issue of April 24, 1962, by STANLEY ORNSTEIN, 
reported that TOM HAYDEN, 22 year old field secretary of 
"Students for a Democratic Society," stressed the union of 
morality with action in the Southern Student Civil Rights 
Movement. It was reported HAYDEN considers'himself more of 
an analyzer and reporter- of the Student Movement than an 
active participant, and asserted moral aspiration alone 
cannot accomplish social change due to the traditionally

2
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RE: THOMAS EMMETT HAYDEN

entrenched attitudes of the South in the whole political 
and institutional fabric of Southern society. He compared 
the South as the closest thing in the United States to a 
fascist system and reported that the condition of the Southern 
Negro has not yet improved perceptibly. j

According to Chief of Police LAURIE PRITCHETT, 
Albany, Georgia, one TOM EMMETT HAYDEN, 1217 East Fourth 
Street, Royal Oak, Michigan, born December 11, 1939j white, 
male, was arrested December 10, 1961, Albany, Georgia, 
charged with disorderly conduct, obstructing traffic and 
failure to obey an officer in conjunction with an incident 
at the Albany, Georgia, railroad station that day. The 
incident involved the arrival of nine passengers on the 
train, who then used a white waiting room at the station, 
and upon leaving the station were greeted by.some 150 
demonstrators. The crowd was ordered to disperse from 
the middle of Roosevelt Avenue, and HAYDEN was one of the group 
who refused to disperse from the street. Final disposition 
of these charges has not been made.

Confidential Source Number 1 advised on August 4, 
I960, that THOMAS EMMETT HAYDEN indicated at the time he was 
Editor of the Michigan "Daily-" and a senior at the University 
of Michigan he was National Co-ordinator ofi^the Non-violence 
Movement in connection with Hiroshima Day, and there was no 
official organization.connected with this movement. 
Source 1 stated HAYDEN indicated there was a national theme 
"No More Hiroshimas - Youth Wants Peace. 11 According to /
Source Number 1, HAYDEN said he was not connected officially J 
with the Communist Party, but he has many similar sympathies.

On January 31, 1962, Confidential Source Number 2 
furnished information that among individuals definitely expected 
to attend the Eighth World Youth Festival in Helsinki, Finland, 
during the summer of 1962 is TOM HAYDEN.

On August 11, 1961, Confidential Source Number 3 ,
advised that on August 10, 1961, a meeting sponsored by the 
Students for Democratic Society and a new organization known * 
as Students for Travel to Cuba (SFTC) was held in New York _ 
City. One of the founders of the SFTC was listed as TOM HAYDEN, ,* 
University of Michigan. . '

- 3 -



On August 11, 1961, Confidential Source Number 4 
advised that the SFTC wanted to stay clear of supporting Cuba. 
The SFTC was defunct^as of December, 1961, and no information 
was received that SFTC implemented its program.

All sources utilized in this memorandum have 
furnished reliable information in the past.

This document contains neither recommendations nor 
conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is 
loaned to your agencyj it and its contents are not to be 
distributed outside your agency.

-4-



J^TIONAL ftWM NO. 10
*5010-104 .

UNITED STATES dB^ERNMENT <*

Memorandum
tc/ : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-438281) date: 8/9/62

^|Wwom SAC, TO (100-40690) RUC.

/r : '0.
subject: THOMAS EMMETT HAYDEN

IS - C . .
(OO: NY)

(M ReATlet,7/17/62, to Director and other offices.

| Enclosed for the Bureau are 13 copies, for New York
'a M two copies and for DE and AT one copy each of a LHM coii- 

taining results of a review.of the files of the Passport
K Office on 7/27/62 by SA JAMES J. FARRELL. .

•'-S
(n

A copy has been made of the photograph appearing 
on subject’s passport application and it will be forwarded 
to NY by R/S when processed.

Atlanta for info.

(RM)

,tS
REC-50

One copy is designated for the Detroit Office 
since subject listed his permanent residence at 1217 East 
Fourth, Royal Oak, Michigan. One copy is designated for

EDHEREIN

(1-100-436224)
1-Atlanta (Enc.l) (100-6387) (RM) (Info) 
1-Detroit (Enc.l) (RM) (Info)_ 
2-New York_ (100-148904),, (Enc.2) 
1-WFO „ ■ ‘ „
RAN:jmo/mmf 
(8)

■98 AUG 10 1962

57AU1T301S62



File No.

UN^ED STATES DEPARTMENT OJ^TSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

WASHINGTON 25, i>. C.

AUG 9 1962

THOMAS EMMETT HAYDEN

. The file maintained for captioned individual at 
the Passport Office, United States Department of State 
was reviewed on July 27, 1962 and contained the following 
information:

Passport Number C-490318 was issued to Thomas Emmett 
Hayden on June 25, 1962. This passport was not valid for 
travel to Albania, Cuba, and those portions of China, Korea, 
and Viet-Nam under communist control. )

The application for this passport was dated June 22, 
1962 at New York, New York and contained the following:

Thomas Emmett Hayden was born December 11, 1939 
at Detroit, Michigan. His permanent address vzas 1217 East 
Fourth, rRoyal.jOakMichigan. His mailing address . was^Room 405, 
H2 East 19th Street, New York 3, New York, in care of 
Students for a Democratic Society. ,

His parents^w^re show as:

Father: John FAJHaycfen, born 1907 at Milwaukee, '\ 
Wisconsin, and is.a citizen of th^dJnTfe^S^^sT^^^' - 

—3 - "x. \k/ >
Mother: Qeheviov^Sar.ityJ born 1909 at Oconomowoc, 

Wisconsin, a ‘ci’t^en of the UnrEed"“States7
J d A-———- I
Revindicated that he was last married on October 1. I 

1961 to Sandra Casor^Sgayden who was born | | at
I I This marriage has not Keen ^terminated and__
his spouse is residing with him at the above address. ,

He indicated’that he intended to depart from the 
Port of New York via air on July 14, 1962 for a stay abroad 
of undetermined time. The proposed itinerary was shown as: 
France and Finland.

b6
b7C

The purpose of the trip was shown as "Attendance at 
Helsinki Youth Festival."

BY
COPIES destroyEd^jcloSURB
85.4 OCT13,1970

b3 
b7E



RE: THOMAS EMMETT HAYDEN

He was described

Height:
Hair: 
Eyes: 
Marks: 
Occupation:

application as follows 

5*10"
Black
Brown 
None 
Student

This document contain^ neither 
recommendations nor conclusions of 
the FBI, It is the property of 
the FBI and is loaned to your agency J 
it and its contents a're not to be 
distributed outside your agency*

~ 2 -
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 
MEMORANDUM

TO:

SUBJECT:

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-436224) 
(100-436225) 
(100-

SAC, DETROIT ,

EIGHTH WORLD YOUTH FESTIVAL, 
HELSINKI, FINLAND 
7/28 - 8/6/62
IS - C
(00: NEW YORK) 
(Detroit file: 100-29826) (P) k

THE UNITED STATES FESTIVAL COMMITTEE, INC. 
IS - C

\ (00: NEW YORK)
(Detroit file rJ.00-29950) (P)

■ THOMAS EMMETTTIAYDEN
IS - C
(00: NEW YORK)

\ (Detroit file: 100-28695) (RUC)

ex ReBUlet to Chicago, dated 5/29/62, captioned "THE
J UNITED STATES FESTIVAL COMMITTEE, INC. (EIGHTH WORLD YOUTH 
\ FESTIVAL), INTERNAL SECURITY - C”; Atlanta airtel to Bureau, \ dated 6/15/62/ captioned "THOMAS EMMETT HAYDEN, IS - C" and 

’’THE UNITED STATES FESTIVAL COMMITTEE, INC; (EIGHTH WORLD YOUTH 
FESTIVAL), IS - C’’;xahd Bulet to Atlanta dated 7/2/62,^captioned 
"THOMAS EMMETT HODEN, IS - C".

Referenced Bureau letter dated July 2, 1962, indicated that THOMAS^HAYDEN-referred to in Bureau letter dated May 29, 1962, 
has been TdeiTTried’ as identical with THOMAS EMMETT HAYDEN, 
referred to in Atlanta airtel dated June 15, 1962, and is going 
to attend the Eighth World Youth Festival.

3 - DetroitZQ- Bureau (REGISTERED MAIL)
- Atlanta (REGISTERED MAIL) (ENC- 4) 

(1 - 100-6367 THOMAS E HAYDEN) . ;



1

2 / c ' ■ - ,

DE 100-29826 , 
DE 100-29950 
DE 100-28695

Detroit furMished backgrouad iaformatioa to the 
Bureau coaceraiag THOMAS EMMETT HAYDEN ia letterhead form 
by letter dated April 7, 1961, captioaed”RACIAL SITUATION 
FAYETTE COUNTY, TENNESSEE,. RACIAL MATTERS”.

For informatioa of the Atlaata aad New York Offices, 
two thermofax copies of the cover letter a»d letterhead 
memoraadum coataiaiag backgrouad iaformatioaoa THOMAS EMMETT 
-HAYDEN are be lag furaished these pfflees,
• ■ ■ ......

No further actioa beiag takea by Detroit.

!



ilBilllliiilllM

subject:

I I
. S010-KS’" ""

• UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
Director, FBI

Legat, Bern (100-465) (RUC) 

& 
THOMAS EMMETT HAYDEN 
SM - C

h On 7/30/62 information in Atlanta memorandum dated | J 
7/17/62 •was furnished to the following sources with a request 
that this office be advised if subject comes to attention: Mg



'MlBtillMBBBBIllMtiMiM
______________

iBBIillilM
I W/-J

F B I

Date:

b6
b7C

Transmit the following in_________ .________________________________
(Type in plain text or code) 

AIRTEL
Via _________________________ ____________________________________

(Priority)

TO

FROM:

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-436224T . /

SAC, CHICAGO (100-39500) (RUC)

THOMAS 
SM - C

EMMETT HAYDEN

Re Newark airtel 12/3/64^

Chicago file review concerning captioned subject 
was submitted to Newark by letter dated 10/6/64 entitled "THE 
NEWARK FULL EMPLOYMENT PROJECT;RM” Newark file 157-1608.

2 - Newark (100-48095) (RM)
1 - Chicago

CNF:mec 
(6)

DEC 11 1964

58DFC c c
Approved: Sent M PerV

Special Agent in Charge



I

w. REGISTERED MAIL |

Date: 10/22/64 I
AIRTEL |

Transmit the following in---------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------
(Type in plain text or code) I

(Priority or Method of Mailing) ।

TO:

FROM:

RE:

letterheac 
/ Newark, Ne

to offices

(6^ Bureau 
(1 -

3 - New Yc 
(1 -

5 - Newark 
(1 - 
(1 - 
(1 - 
(1 -

OAC:MJ 
(14)

_____ 1 .A____

DIRECTOR, FBI

SAC, NEWARK

NEWARK COMMUNITY UNION PROJECT, aka. 
RACIAL MATTERS 
00: Newark ( r\ <
(Newark file 157-1308)

CIRM 
IS - c 
00: Newark 
(Newark file 100-48052) 
(Bureau file 100-442429)

Re Newark airtel and letterhead memorandum, 10/19/64.

Enclosed for the Bureau are nine copies of a
I memorandum concerning BAYARD RUSTIN’s visit to 
sw Jersey, on 10/20/64.

Copies of the letterhead memorandum are furnished 
receiving copies of this airtel.

(enc.-lO) RM @
100—4362-24) (THOMAS EMMETT HAYDEN.)
>rk (enc.-3) RffiT~" 
100-46729) (BAYARD RUSTIN)

157-1608) (1 - 100-48052)
100-48095) (THOMAS EMMETT HAYDEN) 
100-477171| (BAYARD RUSTIN)

1/6l) ~ ¥3>92 S/-^ 
WOT RECORStD
29 OCT 29 W e/ ' '

Special Agent in Charge



NK 157-1608
NK 100-48052

iThe first source used m enclosed letterhead b7D
memorandum is | L who furnished the information
orally to SA OLIVER A. CHALIFOUX.

• b6 
b7C 
b7D

_____ Enclosed letterhead memorandum is classified feon±jdentjal^Decause data reported by I could result
in identifiSiation of a confidential source of continuing 
value and compromise his future effectiveness.

One) copy of the letterhead memorandum is being

b7D

2



J||iMlliM .....

STICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Ke-’n.rk, New Jersey

October 22j 1964
In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

UNITED STATES

b6 
b7C

i

NEWARK COMMUNITY UNION PROJECT, . < 
Also known as The Newark 
Full Employment Project
RACIAL MATTERS' ' ■

COMMUNIST INFLUENCE IN RACIAL MATTERS 
INTERNAL SECURITY - C ' ‘ ' •

A source advised on October 21, 1964, that Mrs._____ }
Louise Patterson off f *
a Negro woman active in neighborhood improvement work in tne 
Clinton Hill area of Newark, had recently stated that the 
students of the Newark Community Union Project (NCUP) had invited 
Bayard Rustin to visit them in Newark on October 20, 1964.
Mrs. Patterson said that Rustin arrived in Newark, New Jersey, 
about 4;00 PM, October 20, 1964, and went straight to the NCUP 
offices at 155 Ridgewood Avenue, where he met some of the students 
who then took Rustin to the home of Mrs. Patterson.

. Following his visit to Mrs. Patterson, Rustin was, 
escorted by the students through parts of Clinton Hill and 
was shown various slum areas there. After this tour Rustin 
returned to Mrs. Patterson’s home for supper and an open 
meeting for the public. The source did not know what 
transpired at the meeting.

The ’’New York Herald Tribune” issue of August 14, 
1963, page 7, column 1:, contains an article captioned 
"Thurmond Assails a Leader of March." The article 
stated that, in answer to charges by Senator Strom 
Thurmond, Bayard Rustin admitted joining the Young 
Communist League (YCL) in 1936. Rustin also 
reportedly stated that he broke completely with the 
YCL in June, 1941.

10$ '^3^1



NEWARK COMMUNITY UNION PROJECT
COMMUNIST INFLUENCE IN RACIAL MATTERS

The YCL has been designated by the Attorney .
- General ox the United States pursuant to .

Executive Order 10450. .

The ’’Daily Worker” issue of February 25, 1957, " .
. page 1, column 1, contained an article -which

■ stated that Bayard Rustin,.Executive Secretary,
War Resisters League, was one of eight non-communist 
observers at the Communist Party National Convention 

■ in 1957. . ' ;

The ’’Daily Worker” was an east coast communist 
newspaper which suspended publication on 
January 13, 1958.

In addition, the source said Louise Patterson 
spoke of the recent arrest of Tom Hayden of the NCUP. 
According to Patterson, a Negro landlady in Newark was . 

. found to have violations of city regulations' in an apartment 
that this landlady rented to a 72-year-old Negro woman. Hayden 
and some of his group spoke to the landlady’ about these 
violations, but the landlady refused to correct these 
conditions, so the NCUP reported the landlady to the-City of 
Newark. Also, Hayden and one or more friends went to see the 

' - landlady who agreed to repair the premises she was renting 
' to the elderly woman. The agreement was made in a formal 

statement and signed by those concerned. Thereafter, one
. . day about 2:00 in the morning, the landlady appeared at the 

' apartment rented to the old lady and told her to vacate the 
apartment by 8:00 AM the same day. The old lady went to 
the NCUP and complained. Hayden then went to the landlady 
to show her the terms'of the agreement. The landlady said 
she would not honor the agreement and asked for Hayden’s copy. 
Hayden refused to give it to her, whereupon the landlady 
attempted to take it from Hayden, striking him and hurting 
hex* hand in the process. Louise Patterson claimed that Hayden 
only raised his hands to protect himself. .Hayden went to 
file a complaint against the landlady, but in the process met the 
landlady, who had just filed a complaint against him. The 
landlady pointed Hayden.out as her assailant, whereupon the . 
police arrested Hayden. Patterson said a lawyer has 
been obtained to defend Hayden. '

2



NEWARK COWUNITY UNION PROJECT ■
COESSWNIST INFLUENCE IN RACIAL MATTERS

.. The source said that Louise Patterson did not
; . . mention the names of the landlady, her elderly tenant, or the

' . lawyer obtained to defend Hayden. h

A second source advised on December 23, 1963,
. that Thomas Emmett Hayden, born December 11, 1939,

at Detroit,. Michigan, can be characterized as a ■ .
/■/ ’’crusader” who possesses a passion for unpopular

causes. The source believed that Hayden was
,, . ~ completely loyal to the United States. •’

.. ’ A third source advised on August 6, 1960, that ;
Thomas E. Hayden, then an undergraduate at the

’ •. ; .. University of Michigan, was a campus leader during
' • the fall semester of 1960. This source stated that

. ... Hayden was a member of the Student Government
. Council of the University of Michigan; was a

. ■ ,5 University of Michigan delegate to the National'
. Student Congress, and during the summer of 1960

. visited campuses throughout the United States
. regarding.National Student Association affairs. This 

source described Hayden as a responsible, aggressive, 
■ student leader whom he regards as completely loyal 
to the United States. This source said that Hayden’s

. ' : . work was crusading, and Hayden possessed inexhaustive
. . ; . . energy which takes him to leadership capacity. This .

. . \ .. r source said that Hayden supported the Student .
Government Council’s endorsement of ”sit in” demonstrations 
in the South and he has worked on integration matters.
This source said that Hayden’s activities were based on

. . sincere personal conviction, andthe source said he .
has never known Hayden to be a member of, or

. sponsor of, any student organization at the University 
of Michigan known to the source as containing communists

~ or communist sympathizers. ,

3
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A fourth source advised on September 3, 
1964, that Tom Hayden had become the main ।
leader of the NCUP, formerly known as The Newark 
Full Employment Project.

This document contains neither recommendations 
nor conclusions of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. 
It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; |
it and its contents are not to be distributed outside <
your agency.

4



a I7DS323 (Rev. 11-29-61)

In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

best available copy

• t .unWed states department of justice

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Bos
Cwtiiw a*

Title IB

Character

Reference

©OS

itstoB tel

All sources (except any listed, below) whose identities 
are concealed in referenced communication have furnished reliable 
information in the- past.

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property 
of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside 
your agency.
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0-3*6“ (Rev. 12-13-56)

Date: 10/16/64

Transmit the following in
(Type in plain text or code)

AIRTEL ____________ , REGISTERED MAIL__________ ._______ '
(Priority or Method of Mailing) i

__________________________________________________________ r____________________ j_

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI

FROM: SAC, NEWARK

"CHANGED”
SUBJECT: NEWARK COMMUNITY UNION PROJECT, aka 

The Newark Full Employment Project 
Newark 157-1608
RACIAL MATTERS

CIRM; IS-C 
CO; NEWARK 
Bufile 100-442429 
Newark 100-48052

'‘„U1

Re Newark tel and LUM 7/28/64 and Newark letter 
to New York 9/25/64 captioned "The Newark Full Employment 
Project”.

The title of this case is being marked changed 
to reflect the current name of the organization. Thej 
new name appears on throwaway handbills being distributed 
by the organization.

CO” ^reau (Snc« ®)i_(RM) (^)
■■ <^-£€05338224) (THOMAS EMMETT HAYDEN)

2 - Atlanta (Enc. 2) (RM)
2 - Detroit (Enc. 2) (RM)
2 - New York (Enc. 2) (RM)
8 - Newark

(1 - 100-47808)
(1 - 100- )
(1 - 100-46920)

(CARL WITTMAN) .
(THOMAS EMMETT HAYDEN)
(DAVE NEEDLEMAN)

b7D

OAC/r
C--£Z

'Approved: L__________________________
■. n m Special Agent in Charge

Sent M Per



NK 100-48052
NK 157-1608

Enclosed for the Bureau are nine copies of a 
letterhead memorandum concerning captioned matter.

Copies of this communication are being furnished
to Atlanta, Detroit and New York offices for information. 
Chicago letter to Newark, 10/6/64, captioned ’’THE NEWARK FULL 
EMPLOYMENT PROJECT”, furnished information concerning 
THOMAS EMMETT HAYDEN (bufile 100-436224) and advised that 
HAYDEN is known to the Atlanta, Detroit and New York offices. 
Offices receiving copies of this communication are requested 
to advise Newark of the office of origin of this case 
captioned THOMAS EMMETT HAYDEN, dob 12/11/39 at Detroit, 
Michigan, in order that Newark may obtain all pertinent 
info on HAYDEN.

Newark has been attempting to locate and interview
Mrs. MAMIE HAYES the complainant in the assault case against 
HAYDEN, These efforts will be continued. Newark will follow 
and report on the disposition of HAYDEN’S case in 
Municipal Court, Newark.

This communication is classified ico .1) since
information from NK T-l, T-2 and T-4 could result irTV 
identification of informants of continuing value and nAmnrnm 
their future effectiveness and because of NK T-3*s | |

One copy of this LHM is being furnished to 
Secret Service locally.

The following sources were used in LHM:

NK T-l
NK T-2
NK T-3

NK T-4
tby request)

NK T-5

^by request)

2
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In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

UN D STATES DEPARTMENT OF <TICE
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

b6
b7C

N ew ar k t New J or s e y 

October 16j 1964

iliilliiiiiililll

NEWARK COMMUNITY UNION PROJECT, 
also known as The Newark Full 
aaployment Project .
RACIAL MATTER -

COMMUNIST INFLUENCE IN RACIAL
MATTERS

INTERNAL SECURITY - C

. On October 14, 1964, Lieutenant Peter Dunn, Newark,
New Jersey, Police Department Headquarters, advised that 
Newark Police on October 14, 196.4, arrested one Thomas Emmett 
Hayden, 194 Ridgewood Avenup, Newark, New Jersey, white male, 
born-December 11, 1939,•at Detroit, Michigan,- According to' the 
Newark police report, Central Complain^ Number 56740, dated - 
October 14, 1964, Hayden was arrested on a complain^ filed by 
Mamie Hayps,| charging <
Hayden with Assault and' Battery .̂ Complainant stated she had / 
been physically assaulted about the head, arms, and shoulders ’ 
and her thumb and hand were injured during tne assault. The 
Newark Police arrest report noted that complainant claimed 
that she had been constantly harassed ' by Hayden.

b6
b7C

, The police report further stated that complainant 
claimed she was forced' to. sign a notarized agreement under 
threat of violence to her* and under threat of picketing her 
property at I I and her residence at I
_____________________________ The agreement was signed by Hayden 
and one Carl Wittman. Complainant stated these two men told 
her that if she did not comply with their wishes, they would 
spread her name all over the city and disgrace her.

b6
b7C

On October 16, 1964, Inspector Robert Donelly and 
Detective Edward Fox, Fifth Precinct, Newark, New Jerseyt 
Police Department, made available a copy of the following 
agreement: .



Shanley Avenue ' V; . . 
123 Ridgewood Avenue

_ Landlady: Mrs, Mamie Hayes^lOS
. . " "."• ’ Tenant: Mrs, Palestine Watkins 0

We0 the undersigned0 do agree to the"following: • • .
1,-Mrs Hayes, as soon as possible, shall: .
.. " a/:" repair'the windows ’

. bo-paint the closet in Mrs,. "Watkins? room .’ . . . . . ,
" ••/’ c. not rent to more than six. units for use "of the” second'-floor bathroom , \ 
:y-. do- repair walls in kitchen , ■ x---"”' ■-1-" ’ ■ ' • h

; e. • makd additional lighting in the kitchen . 7-■’./ . . '/-.I-.'-..."

fmake the cooking areas., sanitary .••• y • "■ ’■■■■■■■■■ y

yy .y hs
supply.’towels weekly : .. . y •. |y....y '. yi'
post a-.license . . ,... ' . . : ■ ' ' ■ ■ - ■ . 7 ’■

. , . instruct'firstiflddr'.’tenants.not §0 usesecond-£ loor bathroom.:7;
' y.\ J.- ■ r ep la ce/.ySt ’pve 'by’ November 'S’ 1 ' ■-..■■• -■/"■■.- ’ •

/k#- make arrangements. for keeping Mrs Watkins?'food safely ■ ” .7.
' .: ” ■ • ; . . f ’. • ■ ’

’ 2, Mrs. Hayds .’agrees-there will be nd abusive language -to Mrs, Watkins’.7 
on her part or on the ..part of her agent ’ ' • .... • • ’ ”.777//t ■ / ... ' ...... ' - V. . •, ■ , ’ '..,7

■ For the two-week .period, "September 30*0ctbber 14, and until all the . /: 
/ 7/ above /repairs are made y except, for those in the kitchen, Mrs. Watkins .
... y shall’pay no’rent* After that time, Mrs., Watkins shall.pay. §8 per week 

—-until the/kitchen is-repaired and,open for usec After that, Mrs,. Watkins . ‘ 
„ shall pay'$10 per-week-rent?’ • ' ' . . . ' -. ■'y

:-\4« The Newark Community Union Project/.:through its representatives Thomas •,
; . Hayden and Carl Wittman9 agree to suspend all legal, proceedings, • demon-. 

st rations and mass leaf letting, against Mrs, Haye’s <> The suspension wilLr/yy? 
: remain in effect so long, as the. above..agreements are being carried, out . . 7/7?
■y ;;..in good faith, \ .. y
■5"? If. Mrs Hayes desires to "evict'Mrs Watkins "for any reason^ or if the above’". 

■ / ’agreements, are violated'in the opinion of any of the undersigned parties5 ." 
y .. there shall be an immediate " ‘ ‘ ’* ‘" ' "

-action'is taken, .

:k

meeting' of the undersigned parties, before- .any 7:

■ Maini e "naye’S"’’ Thomas Haydenyj/’ 
194 Ridgewood Aye, b6

b7C

Palestine Watkins ...; . ■
'Sari'' vkttman~^~

<W<r*»

;d persona feaviag 
ajy >

October- 1964-•■

epearocl
••I’. •'•■•■. •

2 .7 '■



NEWARK COMMUNITY UNION PROJECT

COMMUNIST INFLUENCE IN RACIAL MATTERS

NK T-l advised on December 23, 1963, that Thomas 
Emmett Hayden, born December 11, 1939, at Detroit, 
Michigan, can be characterized as a ’’crusader" who 
possesses a passion for unpopular causes. The source 
believed that Hayden.was completely loyal to the 
United States.

NK T-2 advised bn August 6, 1960, that Thomas 
E. Hayden, then an undergraduate at the University 
of Michigan, was a campus leader and news editor 
during the Fall semester of 1960. This source stated 
that Hayden was a member of the Student Government 
Council of the University of Michigan, was a University 
of Michigan delegate to the National Student Congress, 
and during tae Summer of 1960, visited campuses 
throughout the United States regarding National Student 
Association affairs.

NK T-2 described Hayden as a responsible, aggressive, / 
student leader whom he regards as completely loyal to / 
the United States. NK T-2 said that Hayden’s work was 
crusading, and Hayden possessed inexhaustive energy y 
which takes him to leadership capacity. This source 
said Hayden supported the Student Government Council’s 
endorsement of "sit in" demonstrations in the South 
and he has worked on integration matters. NK T-2 
said that Hayden’s activities were based on sincere 
personal conviction, and the, source said he has never 
known Hayden to be a member of, or sponsor of, any 
student organization at Michigan University known to 
the source as containing communists or communist 
sympathizers.

NK T-5 advised on September 3, 1964, that Tom 
Hayden had become the main leader of the Newark 
Community Union Project, formerly known as the Newark 
Full Employment Project.

NK T-3 advised on February 27, 1964, that several 
days previously one Carl Wittman of Swarthmore College, 
Swarthmore, Pennsylvania, had..statdd that he was 
planning to hold s. seminar on Marxism in the Spring of

Mi'
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1964 at Swarthmore College. Wittman felt he was 
competent to lead the seminar. Wittman identified ‘
himself with the orthodox pro-Soviet position 
regarding Marxism and stated that he is from the 
background and tradition of old line Marxists. 
Wittman stated he was respectful of the thinking 
of Lenin during his generation and of Mao Tse Tung 
in the present generation.

The Newark Police report also noted that complainant 
had stated that the assault by Hayden was caused when he sought 
to retrieve the copy of the agreement which complainant had in 
her possession. When she refused, she said that Hayden assaulted 
her.

Detective Fox advised that he learned from Mamie 
Hayes, the complainant, that Hayden had threatened to kill 
her. It was the intention of Newark Police Department to 
arrest Hayden on October 16, 1964 (following his court 
appearance) on a charge of ’’Threatening to Kill”. Detective 
Fox advised that this charge would require that this matter 
be brought before the Grand Jury. Fox advised that Hayden 
was free on bail awaiting court appearance on October 16, 1964, 
in Municipal Court, Newark, New Jersey.

According to Inspector Donelly and Detective Ed Fox 
who were contacted October 16, 1964, Hayden failed to appear 
as scheduled in Municipal Court, Newark, on October 16, 1964. 
Fox advised that the case will be carried over and in the 
event Hayden does not appear in court in the next several 
days, a warrant for his arrest will be obtained.

NK T-4 advised on October 15, 1964, that a group 
of nine Negroes, seven men and two women, met with Newark 
City Councilman Lee Bernstein on the evening of October 14, 
1964, to discuss the details of Hayden’s arrest, and to determine 
how Hayden could be released from jail. NK T-4 said that the 
group was very critical of Bernstein, was very sympathetic 
to Hayden, and was infuriated by the failure of city authorities 
to honor Hayden’s counter-complaint against Mamie Hayes, which 
Hayden tried to file at the time of his arrest. This source 
said that the group told Bernstein they would hire a lawyer 
for Hayden’s defense.

4
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This document contains neither recommendations
nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI 
and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not 
to be distributed outside your agency.
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In Reply, Please Refer to
File No.

un^Id states Department of^stice

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Newark, New Jersey

October 16, 1964

are concealed in referenced communication have furnished reliable 
information in the past.

TITLE NEWARK COMMUNITY UNION PROJECT, 
aka

CHARACTER

CCWHNIST. INFLUENCE IN 
RACIAL MATTERS 
RACIAL MATTERS

REFERENCE Letterhead memo dated and 
captioned acoabove at 
Newark, Mew Jersey.

All sources (except any listed below) whose identities

NK T-5 with whom contacts have been insufficient to 
judge their reliability.

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions 
of the FBI. It is the prc®erty of the FBI and is loaned to your 
agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside 
your agency.
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SAC, Newark (100-48095) 12/15/64

1 - Mr. Pettit

i

Director, FBI •(10.0t43622^>— 
/ REC6V 

. THOMAS EMMITT HAYDEN 
SECURITY MATTER - C 

cX-101
Reference is made to your airtels dated December 3, 

1964., -and December 9., 1964 captioned as above.

The information furnished by your office regarding 
the subject indicates that he is very active in civil rights 
matters; however, there is no indication that he is affiliated 
with any communist organizations or espouses communist causes.

For your additional information, one Thomas Hayden 
born December 11, 1939, at Detroit, Michigan, was one of the 
individuals attending the Eighth World Youth Festivall

b3
b7E

It is not desired that investigation be instituted 
by you. under the Security Matter - C character;. >

BGLPjbaf (4)

Tolson____________
Belmont___________

-- Mohr_______________
DeLoach __________
Casper____________
Callahan__________
Conrad____________
Evans ______________
Gale ._______________
Rosen ______________
Sullivan___________
Tavel ______________
Trotter____ ________
Tele. Room_______
Holmes 4 Alf* $

1 1964
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I __________

Date:

b6
b7C

..Transmit the following in

AIRTEL
fType in plain text or code)

REGISTERED MIL
Via

(Priority or Method of Mailing)

TO: DIRECTOR

FROM:

SUBJECT:

SAC, NEWARK (100-48095^^(P.)

THOMS EMMETT HAYDEN '
SM - C '

Re Newark letter to Detroit, 11/27/64*
b6 
b7C 
b7D

" /SecjA. dA

AND E
/1DVTSES BY

EXCEPT

DEC < W

SentApproved: ____0 '
Special Agent in Charge

EXT. B

I (protect, bv request. contact insufficient 
to judge his reliability) advised, 12/1/64, he went to 
Washington, D* C*, 11/28/64, to participate in gathering of 
Civil rights groups endeavoring to keen Mississippi delegates 
to Congress from being seated* I Newark
Community Union Project (NCUP)jled by TOM HAYDEN, CARL WJTTMN, 
and B^RRY KALISH. also in Washington representing NCUP* While 
in Washington, I IWITTMN were introduced hv HAYDEN
to two girls HAYDEN said were his cousins* I I heard -
HAYDEN say these girls are employed in some high Government O 
office and handle security information* HAYDEN indicated these 
girls not in sympathy with HAYDEN’s activity in civil rights, 
and HAYDEN commented he is probably black sheep in his family* 
HAYDEN claimed these girls reside together in apartment, 
Arlington, Virginia, and one cousin is very close to him 
because they were raised together* WITTM sat and talked with • 
girls* • BPbtalATEAGENCIES >■

(3,-Bureau (RM) 
2-Atlanta (RM) -
2-Chicago (100-39500) (RM) 
2-Detroit (RM) 
2-Newark .
l-157-_™„ BECUS’V11

OACijcj © 
(11)

REASON■F 
DATE OF R 
_£



« - «
100-48095

I I did not recall
following description of them;

b7D
name of girls but provided

UNSUB #1

Sex
Race 
Hair 
Height

Age
Weight 
Build 
Appearance 
Characteristics

Female
White \
Blond, medium length
Approximately 5 feet 6 inches 
(in high heels) 
20-21 
120-130 pounds
Slim, petite
Very attractive 
No unusual characteristics 
or marks.

UNSUB #2

Sex
Race 
Hair 
eight

Age 
Weight 
Build 
Appearance 
Characteristics 

Female 
White 
Brunette 
Approximately 5 feet 6 inches 
(in high heels) 
Approximately 23 
120-130 pounds 
Slim, petite 
Very attractive 
No unusual characteristics 
or marks.

Detroit sources have described HAYDEN as "crusader” 
who possesses passion for unpopular causes but loyal to 
U. S. Sources so far have not reported HAYDEN as COMMUNIST 
PARTY member or under COMMUNIST PARTY control.

I------------------------------- --------- 1 b6I_______________ _________________________________________________________ I b7c

Office, Swariimvre, Pa“ (.protect, by request) reported, 
2/27/64, CARL WITTMAN of Swarthmore College had stated '
WITTMAN planning to hold seminar on Marxism in spring, 1964, 
at Swarthmore college; and WITTMAN identified himself with

2



NK 100-48095

orthodox pro-soviet position regarding Marxism, stating he is 
from background and tradition of old line Marxist; and he was 
respectful of thinking of LENIN during his generation and of 
MAO TSE TUNG in present generation. '

Newark files indicate WITTMAN’S parents, Paramus, 
N.J,, are communists. ' ’

BARRY KALISH, school teacher, arrested this summer, 
Detroit, for contributing to delinquency during demonstration 
there. .

Newark has leads outstanding to develop background 
on HAYDEN and KALISH. >

HAYDEN closely associated with WITTMAN in NCUP 
activity since August. I [previously advised HAYDEN
replaced DAVE NEEDLEMAN as head of NCUP. NEEDLEMAN is son 
of ISIDOR GIBBY NEEDLEMAN, COMMUNIST PARTY lawyer and suspected 
Soviet espionage agent. At this time, Newark has no information 
reflecting close relationship between HAYDEN and NEEDLEMANr / 
but assume they are acquainted through interest in NCUP.

Detroit.requested expedite furnishing Newark with 
all available information on THOMAS EMMETT HAYDEN, especially 
relatives, in effort identify HAYDEN’s cousins.

Chicago and Detroit requested furnish Newark with ’
all available information THOMAS EMMETT HAYDEN. Newark’s 
file indicates these offices have information on HAYDEN, ■■ > 

(
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Date: 12/9/64

Transmit the following in

„ AIRTEL
Via_________

TO:
5/3 SV

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-436224)

FROM: SAC, NEWARK (100-48095)

SUBJECT: THOMAS EMMETT HAYDEN 
SM - C .

b6 
b7C

e:

(Protect by request)

PSI

to

(Type in plain text or code)

REGISTERED
(Priority)

oom

b7D

- b7D

11

(K. 
Q 
o 
(jJ 
it

copies of a LHM 
‘ over

Attached LHM is furnished Jackson

are 12
regarding visit by subject to Jackson, Mississippi 
week-end of 12/4-7/64. " 1_ 2----- 2_1_2
for its information.

Attached for the Bureau

Sources used in attached LHM

2

5.

NK T-2

Bureau ’XEncU 1®

NK T-l
b6 
b7C
b7D

(1 - 157
(1 - 157

- Jackson (Enc« 2) (Info) (RM) 
(1 - 157

- Newark
\ (1 - 157-1608) (NCUP)
• (1 - 157-1720) (MFDP)

.,(1 - '100-480521 (CIRM)

Rfo ' j- ''

(CIRM) 
) (NEWARK COMMUNITY UNION PROJECT) 
) (MISSISSIPPI FREEDOM DEMOCRATIC PARTY)

.) (MISSISSIPPI FREEDOM DEMOCRATIC PARTY)

OAC: jah 
(10)'

Special Agent in Charge

DEC

Sent

!
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NK T-3

NK T-4 ____________

Newark has no characterizations of NCUP or MFDP,.

For the information of Jackson, subject has not
been identified as a CP member, but information in Newark's 
file shows subject in close association in the NCUP with 
CARL WITTMAN, described by a Philadelphia source as a 
self-admitted Marxist, Atlanta letter to the Bureau dated 
11/20/64, entitled, "NCUP, RACIAL MATTERS", indicated one 
TOM HAYDEN was in association with CARL and ANNE BRADEN in 
1962, CP members at Louisville, Kentucky,

Attached LHM classified^coHXideaXiarSbecause the
unauthorized disclosure of data reporte(y‘ by' "above sources could result in identification of these/sources and
compromise their future effectiveness,/

• 2./■

2



In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

STATES DEPARTMENT OF TICE

Newark, New Jersey
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

THOMAS EMMETT HAYDEN 
SECURITY MATTER -C

the 
the

NK T-l,

ON

who has furnished reliable information in
past, advised on December 7, 1964, that Tom Hayden of 
Newark Community Union Project (NCUP) had left Newark

for Jackson, Mississippi, to observe the activities of the 
Mississippi Freedom Democratic Party (MFDP) and write articles
about it for the NCUP.

NK.T-2, who is in a position to furnish reliable 
information, advised oh December 7, 1964, that Tom Hayden 
of the NCUP left Newark, New Jersey, on December 3, 1964, 
for Jackson, Mississippi, to observe the activities of the 
MFDP, and Hayden was scheduled to return to Newark on 
December 7, 1964.

r ■.

NK T-3, who(has furnished reliable information in the past, ^advised on December 23, 1963, that Thomas Emmett 
Hayden, bcrn December!11, 1939, at Detroit, Michigan, can be characterized as a "crusader" who possesses a passion for 
unpopular) causes. This source believed that Hayden was 
completely loyal to the United States.

i _

: NK T-4 advised on August 6, 1960, that Thomas E. 
Hayden, then an undergraduate at the University of Michigan, 
was a campus leader and news editor during the Fall semester 
of 1960. NK T-4 stated that Hayden was a member of the 
Student Government Council of the University of Michigan, was 
a University of Michigan delegate to the National Student 
Congress, and during the Summer of 1960, visited campuses 
throughout the United States regarding National Student 
Association affairs.



THOMAS EMMETT HAYDEN

NK T-4 described Hayden as a responsible, aggressive
student leader whom he regards as completely loyal to the 
United States. NK T-4 said that Hayden’s work was crusading 
and Hayden possessed inexhaustive energy which takes him to 
leadership capacity. NK T-4 said Hayden supported the \ 
Student Government Council’s endorsement of "sit in” \ 
demonstrations in the South and he has worked on integrati.on 
matters. NK T-4 said that Hayden’s activities were basedon 
sincere personal conviction, and the source said he has 
never-known Hayden to be a member of, or sponsor, pf, any 
student organization at Michigan University known to the 
source as containing communists or communist sympathizers. NK T-4 
has furnished reliable information in the past.

NK T-l advised on September 3, 1964, that Tom
Hayden had become the main leader of the NCUP, formerly known 
as the Newark Full Employment Project,

This document contains neither recommendations nor
conclusions of the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI), It 
is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it 
and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.

2
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‘•'UNITED STATES

’Memorandum
RNMENT '

b6
b7C

TO

SUBJECT:

FROM

Newark

DIRECTOR, FBI (100

SAC, DETROIT (100-28695) (RUC)^-

THOMAS EMMETT HAYDEN 
SM - C

‘ (00: NEWARK)

Re Newark letter to Detroit dated 
airtel to Bureau dated 12/3/64/7

At Ann Arbor, Michigan

February 23, 1965

11/27/64, (10), and

NANCY KREMKUS, Supervisor, Alumni Records Office, 
University of Michigan (U of M), advised SA JOHN L. MC GIRR 
on 1/11/65, that THOMAS EMMETT HAYDEN, born December 11, 
1939, Detroit, Michigan, entered this University’s College
of Literature, Science and Arts in September of 1957. He 
received an A.B. degree on 6/17/61, having majored in 
the field of English.

Subject identified his parents as Mr and Mrs.

This fiLe~confa^Ks^4^irpptegs-~f-rbm the ’’Michigan 
Daily”, a University of7Michigan campus newspaper, identifying 
HAYDEN as the Editor and Chief of this publication for the 
\academic year 1960-1961. _ , 1 / db'l , . A

A clipping from the ’’Ann ArborfNews 0/11/61, 
reports that HAYDEN and another officer of the National^.^i^U' 
Student Association were dragged from their cars as thay—~“—— 
drove beside a Negro anti-segregation march in Me Comby^d'9<OM15^c/<V

I ‘ tij r I (MdC'I'h I 1 ' 1 * ‘ ’ r
BONN3XYNN”HEUK7~~Risg^strar’s Office, University of' 

Michigan, advised SA MC GIRR on 2/2/65, that HAYDEN return 
to this University’s Horace Rackham School of Graduate 
studies in September of 1962, majoring in journalism. He 
£ftmpleted 40 hours of study, leaving in May of 1964. No 
3$vance degree had been conferred for this graduate study..

2^3ureau (RM) . "...
^Newark (RM) (Enc. 21)’v? 
^(l - 100-48095)

(1 - 157-1608), 
1-Detroit 
LMC/dd

8 FEB 25 1965

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Sdvirigs Plan
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In the course of the above investigation, the 
files reviewed contained no indication of the identity of 
subject’s cousins.

At Detroit, Michigan

Records of the Detroit Department of Health, 2 
Woodward Avenue, Detroit, reviewed by SA LAWRENCE M. COOPER, 
JR. on 12/17/64, contained certificate of birth number 26198 
pertaining to THOMAS EMMETT HAYDEN. This birth record

. indicates that THOMAS EMMET HAYDEN was born on 12/11/39 at 
Women’s Hospital, Detroit. His father was JOHN 'FRANCIS 
HAYDEN, 5826 Iroquois, Detroit, age 33, race white, born 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin and employed as an accountant at the 
Fort Shelby Hotel, Detroit. His mother was listed as 
GENEVIEVE GARITY, age 32, race white, address 5826 Iroquois, 
Detroit, occupation housewife, and born at Iconomowac, 
Wisconsin.

Voters’ Registration Cards, Detroit Election 
Commission, 2 Woodward, Detroit, reviewed on 12/17/64 l?y 
SA COOPER,contained a Voters* Registration Card for JOHN 
F. HAYDEN, these Voters* Registration Cards are negative 
concerning THOMAS EMMETT HAYDEN and GENEVIEVE HAYDEN.

. The Voters’ Registration Card for JOIJN F. HAYDEN, born 
in 190$, reflected that he registered to vote on 10/4/52 at 
the address 605 Edison, Detroit. This card indicated that 
he last voted in Royal Oak, Michigan. This record indicates 
that he was born on 5/9/06. His Voters’ Registration Card 
was cancelled on 8/5/64, inasmuch as he moved to Warren, 
Michigan.

On 12/23/64, Mrs. JOHN F. HAYDEN, 14842 Craig
Court, Warren, Michigan, was contacted teleohonicallv bv
SA COOPER, utilizing the pretext of I I b7E

k
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b7E

On 12/28/64, records of the Wayne County Clerk’s 
Office, Detroit, were reviewed by SA COOPER and found to 
contain no record of a divorce action between JOHN F. 
HAYDEN and GENEVIEVE HAYDEN.

Records of Local Board 66, Selective Service 
System, Royal Oak, Michigan, were reviewed by SA COOPER 
on 1/19/65, and found to contain a record of the subject 
under Selective Service Number 2066391388. This record 
indicated that HAYDEN registered with the Selective Service 
on 12/19/57. His date of birth was listed as 12/11/39 at 
Detroit, and his residence as 710 Capalta, Royal Oak, and 
his mailing address was room 7214 Ban Tyne Hou/s^ University 
of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan. The address of the person 
who would always know his whereabouts was Mrs. J. F\ HAYDEN, 
710 Capalta, Royal Oak, and his occupation was a student 
at the University of Michigan. These records indicate 
that he had changes of addresses noted as follows:

112 E. 19th Street, N.Y., N.Y. 
Effective 8/9/61

1217 E. 4th Street, Royal Oak, Michigan 
Effective 2/9/62

715 Arch, Ann Arbor, Michigan 
Effective 9/7/62

t/
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This Selective Service record indicates that the 
subject had no brothers or sisters and indicated that he 
was married to SANDRA CASON in Texas on October 1, 1961. 
This record indicates that the subject is presently classified 
1Y.

On 1/21/65, Miss BETTY ADAMS, Don'dero High School, 
709 N. Washington, Royal Oak, Michigan, advised SA COOPER 
that the subject had attended Dondero High School from 
September of 1954 until June of 1957, at which time he 
graduated. He was enrolled in the college preparatory 
course and resided at 710 Capalta, Royal Oak.

On 1/21/65, Mr. TERRY R. HOOD, Counselor, Dondero 
High School, Royal Oak, Michigan, advised SA COOPER that he 
recalled the subject during the time he had attended school 
there. He advised that HAYDEN had been editor of the high 
school newspaper and was a very intelligentsstiiident, but that 
HAYDEN refused to recognize authority and to accept discipline 
at the school, and was therefore, a source of some trouble 
to the school administration. He advised, however, that 
he had no reason to question the loyalty of the subject and 
further advised that he was acquainted with the subject’s 
mother, Mrs. GENEVIEVE HAYDEN, who was an employee of the 
Royal Oak School Board. He advised that the subject’s 
parents were divorced and that the subject had resided with 
his mother while attending high school. Mr. HOOD advised 
that he was not aware of any relatives of the subject, other 
than his mother and father; knew that HAYDEN did not have 
any brothers and sisters, and did not know if he had any 
other close relatives. He advised that he did not know 
if the subject’s mother had any brothers or sisters residing 
in the Royal Oak area.

Records of the Royal Oak,Michigan Credit Bureau 
and the Royal Oak Police Department were reviewed on 12/30/64 

■ by IC RAY GILBERT and were negative concerning THOMAS EMMETT 
HAYDEN. The records of the Royal Oak Credit Bureau reviewed 
on 12/30/64 by IC GILBERT contained a record for GENEVIEVE 
HAYDEN,which indicates she resides at 1217 E. 4th Street, 
Royal Oak, Michigan, is divorced from JOHN F. HAYDEN and 
previously resided at 166 Tennyson, Highland Park, Michigan, 
and 710 Capalta, Royal Oak, Michigan. This record indicates

4
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that GENEVIEVE HAYDEN is employed by the Royal Oak Board
of Education and the record contains no unfavorable 
infoi-mation concerning her. ■<

Recprds^r“the Merchants Credit Bureau, Detroit,
and the Credit Data Corporation, Detroit, were both 
reviewed on 12/30/64 by IC CLARENCE H./WILLIAMS and the 
files contained the record concerning /JOHN FRANC I SLAYDEN
wife, ESTHERresiding at I
The records of both ,these agencies indicate that JOHN

b6
b7C

FRANCIS HAYDEN- is employed by Chrysler Corporation, 
Highland Park, Michigan, and previously resided at 605 
Edison, Detroit. The records of these agencies contained 
no unfavorable information concerning JOHN FRANCIS HAYDEN.

On 2/5/65, Mrs. GENEVIEVE HAYDEN, 1217 E. 4th 
Street, Royal Oak, Michigan, was interviewed by SA COOPER 
by means of a suitable pretext. The pretext utilized was 
that an investigation was being conducted concerning the 
apparent false Selective Service registration of an 
individual using the name of THOMAS J. HAYDEN, who 
apparently had utilized some of the background information 
which pertains to THOMAS EMMETT HAYDEN while making this 
false registration with Selective Service. Mrs. HAYDEN 
was assured that this investigation did not concern her 
son in any manner, but that it was necessary to obtain 
some background information concerning him in order to 
obtain information concerning the false registration of 
THOMAS J. HAYDEN.

During the course of this pretext interview with 
Mrs. HAYDEN, it was determined that her son, THOMAS EMMETT 
HAYDEN had graduated from the University of Michigan, Ann 
Arbor, and that he had attended graduate school there. She 
advised that he is presently in Newark, New Jersey; that he 
is married and has no children, and that he is presently 
engaged in civil rights activities. In connection with 
these civil rights activities, Mrs. HAYDEN advised that 
her son is completely different from herself and other 
members of her family, in that he is very idealistic, 
and always concerns himself with some type of an idealistic 
project in behalf of underprivileged groups and classes.

- 5 -
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■~“’!ITf^r~H^AYDSN~acrVTsed that the subject has two 
cousins who presently.work in Washington, D.C., and 
reside in ^Arlington, VArgilnia ♦ She aaviseT^Ehat they 
are the daughters ofHi'er', MrsT HA)®EN^s, sister, and both 
of them work in the Pentagon. \J2tfie advised that the name 
of one of these girlX is JULIJz\VQRECK A and the name of the 
other is MARY SUEWORECK. ./ ~~

In view of the nature of the pretext contact, 
further identifying information concerning these cousin's* 
of the subject could not be obtained without endangering 
the veracity of the pretext. It is noted that the 1964-65 
Virginia Suburban section of the Washington, D.C. Telephone 
Directory on file at the Michigan Bell Telephone Office, 
Detroit, was reviewed on 2/8/65, and it contains a listing 
for one JULIE A. VORECK, |

| This individual is probably the subject’s 
cousin referred to in referenced Newark airtel to Bureau 
dated 12/3/64. '

b6
b7C

. For the information and assistance of Newark,
the following serials are being forwarded to Newark:

Memorandum to Los Angeles from SA FRANK L.
BELSANTE dated 8/22/60.

Memorandum to San Francisco from SA JAMES G.
CARLISLE dated 8/24/60.

Detroit letter to Bureau dated 11/25/60 with 
enclosure.

Detroit letter and letterhead memorandum dated 
4/7/61, captioned "RACIAL SITUATION, FAYETTE 
COUNTY, TENNESSEE, RACIAL MATTERS."

Atlanta airtel to Bureau dated 6/21/62, 
captioned, "THOMAS EMMETT HAYDEN, IS-C, 
The United States Festival Committee, Inc. 
(Eighth World Youth Festival.)

- 6 -
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Bureau letter to Atlanta dated 7/2/62, 
captioned ‘THOMAS EMMETT HAYDEN, IS - C“

Bureau letter to Chicago dated 5/29/62, 
captioned,“THE UNITED STATES FESTIVAL 
COMMITTEE, INC. (EljGHTH WORLD YOUTH FESTIVAL) 
INTERNAL SECURITY - C. "

Atlanta letter to Bureau with letterhead 
memorandum dated 7/17/62, captioned, ’’THOMAS 
EMMETT HAYDEN, IS - C. "

Washington Field Office letter to Bureau with 
letterhead memorandum dated 8/9/62, captioned 
"THOMAS EMMETT HAYDEN, IS - C"

Memorandum of SA WALTER A. BOYLE datedllO/19/62, 
captioned "CHICAGO COMMITTEE TO DEFEND THE BILL 
OF RIGHTS, IS - C."

Chicago letter to Detroit dated 7/12/63, 
captioned "HAYDEN, TOM, 715 ARCH, ANN ARBOR, 
MICHIGAN."

New York letter to Milwaukee dated 12/27/63, 
captioned, "STUDIES ON THE LEFT, INC. IS - C."

Xerox copy of Atlanta airtel to Bureau dated 
6/15/62, captioned, "THOMAS EMMETT HAYDEN, 
IS - C."

Xerox copy of Atlanta letterhead memorandum 
dated 5/25/62, captioned, "STUDENT NONVIOLENT 
CO-ORDINATING COMMITTEE CONFERENCE, APRIL 27-29, 
1962, ATLANTA, GEORGIA.“

Xerox copy of clipping from the“Michigan Daily," 
University of Michigan Student Publication, dated 
10/^/61.

Xerox copy of Memphis airtel to Bureau with letter
head memorandum dated 1/31/61, captioned "RACIAL 
SITUATION, FAYETTE COUNTY, TENNESSEE, RACIAL MATTERS."

Memphis airtel to Bureau with letterhead memorandum 
dated 2/3/61, captioned, "RACIAL SITUATION, FAYETTE 
COUNTY, TENNESSEE, RACIAL MATTERS."

- 7 -
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San Francisco teletype to Bureau dated 
8/5/60, captioned "CP USA, INTERNATIONAL 
RELATIONS, IS - C.”

Xerox copy of airtel from Detroit to Bureau 
dated 8/6/60, captioned "CP USA, INTERNATIONAL 
RELATIONS IS - C. "

Xerox copy of a clipping from the "Michigan 
Daily", University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, 

' Michigan, dated 10/24/62.

Xerox copy of Detroit airtel to Bureau with 
letterhead memorandum dated 10/25/62, captioned 
"CUBAN DEMONSTRATION, UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN, 
ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN, OCTOBER 24, 1962, CUBAN 
CRISIS - 1962."

In addition to the foregoing information 
concerning the subject, the files of the Detroit Office 
contained a letter from Milwaukee to Detroit dated 
10/8/63, captioned "WISCONSIN SOCIALIST CLUB, IS - C. 
This letter indicates that the 10/1/63 issue of the 
"Daily Cardinal", University of Wisconsin, reported that 
TOM HAYDEN, a former "Michigan Daily" editor, was a 
guest speaker of the Wisconsin Socialist Club at Madison, 
Wisconsin, on 9/29/63. He was also identified as a former 
President of the Students for a Democratic Society. It 
is noted that Detroit files do not contain a characterisation 
of the Wisconsin Socialist Club.

■ The following description of the subject was 
obtained from Selective Service records and during the 

course of the pretext interview with his mother:

¥

Name THOMAS EMMETT HAYDEN
Race White
Sex Male
Height 5’10"
Weight 140 Pounds
Eyes Brown
Hair Black



DE 100-28695

Complexion
Marital Status
Wife

Fair
Married^

/ SANDRAHAYDEN, nee

Tin-3 £ hw

L



TELETYPE GN'iT 

■ JAH IbJ&ob-

ENCODED MESSAGE.

7-00 PM/ URGENT 1-1S-C5 PJK

TO DIRECTOR 2 7100^123974/

FROM NEW YORK 7100-80532 /

HERBERT EUGENE APTHEKER, STRAUGHTON LYND, THOMAS HAYDEN

UNAUTHORIZED TRAVEL TO NORTH VIET NAM, MISUSE OF U.S. PASSPORT,

LOGAN ACT, CONSPIRACY.

M REBUAIRTEL TCJY JANUARY ELEVEN SIXTY-SIX
. SOCIAL A6-J?A/r .

। S-A"PERSONNEL FBI ATTENDED PUBLIC MEETING IN MANHATTAN CENTER 
WMiccin

JIYO’, HELD DURING AFTERNOON OF SUNDAY, JANUARY SIXTEEN, SIXTY-SIX.

AT THIS MEETING APTHEKER, LYND AND HAYDEN GAVE "EYE-WITNESS REPORT

FROM HANOI." THIS MEETING ATTENDED BY APPROXIMATELY THREE THOUSAND g i

PEOPLE. CHAIRMAN A.J.MUSTE INTRODUCED SPEAKERS AND STATED MEETING i
mm c irfi. J

HELD UNDER AUSPECIES OF THE FIFTH AVENUE PEACE PARADE COMMITTEE, NYC.

' APTHEKER, LYND AND HAYDEN IN SPEECHES DESCRIBED THEIR TRIP TO 
NORTH VIETNAM. THEIR ITINERARY WAS PRAGUE, MOSCOW, PEKING AND HANOI. 
THEY DESCRIBED EXPERIENCES IN NORTH VIETNAM AND INTERVIEWS WITH 
VARIOUS PEOPLE IN NORTH VIETNAM. ALL SPEAKERS WERE CRITICAL OF JMrr

POSITION IN NORTH VIETNAM. ONE POINT EMPHASIZED BY SPEAKERS, BASED ON

INTERVIEWS WITH GOVERNMENT PEOPLE WAS THAT COMPLETE WITHDRAWAL OF U.'S;



FORCES FROM VIET NAM IS NOT A PRE-CONDITION FOR NEGOTIATIONS

HOWEVER EVENTUAL WITHDRAWAL IS DEMANDED AS WELL AS NO OCCUPATION ; BY’-''C 
ufJiTET) STATe-s • .

FORCES* MEETING TERMINATED APPROXIMATELY FIVE PM. DETAILS OF 'c
- '.??■ - 7- /Vfw yoi?K oF

:< MEETING WILL BE INCORPORATED IN REPORT BEING PREPARED BT JUG'S



OPTIONAL. FORM NO. 10 5010-107
MAY 1862 EDITION
GSA GEN. REG. NO. 27

UNITED STATES GG^KRNMENT

Memorandum
4

DIRECTOR, FBI (100=436224)'

SAC, NEWARK (100-48095) (C)

date: MAR 2 1965

THOMAS EMMETT HAYDEN
SM - C 
00; NEWARK

RE: Detroit letter to the Bureau,^ 2/23/65, 
captioned as above.-$43 5^^/-// 
Bureau letter to Newark, 12/15/64.^-

Referenced Detroit letter furnished information 
obtained by Detroit to the Newark Office regarding HAYDEN. 
For the information of the Bureau, Newark sources advise 
that HAYDEN continues to work for the Newark Community 
Union Project, a civil rights and tenants group in Newark, 
N.^J. The Bureau has previously been advised of this 
activity of HAYDEN. Referenced Bureau letter to Newark, 
12/15/65$ advised-that the Bureau did not desire that 
investigation of HAYDEN be conducted,
2 In view of instructions in referenced Bureau

letter, this case is being placed in a closed status in 
the- Newark Office. 'I
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' . . Date: 12/21/65 I
I

Transmit the following in ______________________________ _________________________ s_______ '
' ’ (Type in plain text or code) ' I

„ AIRTEL IVia _________________________  _________________________________________________________ I
(Priority or Method of Mailing) ।

_______________________________________________________________________-______________ -1-
43%.%’S 7

. TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100=435-22^)>

FROM: SAC, NEWARK (100-48095)

0
SUBJECT: THOMAS EMMETT HAYDEN

SM-C ■ '

New York tel, 12/13/65, in captioned matter

, Enclosed is original and 
letterhead memorandum suitable for 
copies each are being furnished-J^

seven copies of 
dissemination.

WO.

a
Two

in view 
which

■ LHM is classified ___
information obtained from NK T-l 
information if revealed could jeopardize security of 
this* source*. Ahj> ftemtfitly be g*(>BerE]> Tfc torfioos 
Monfi&E -ra TVS fifarr/ortfii- SeevfiyTf.

I Sources utilized in attached LHM are as follows;

Of

b3 
b7D
b7E4action

New York tel, 12/18/65 
captioned as above

Nev; York tel, 12/18/65, 
captioned as above

iiy resting slip fee 
~| info

m t-i

source

b7D

Sent

NX T-3 ' ' 
unidentified

Approved: _—____________ ____________
3^^ 6 Agent in Charge

Bureau (Enc. 8 V (RM)
2-New. York (Enc.2)\(RM) ; ,
2-Washington Field\(Enc’-.;2) /(Bit)

3-Newark | '
(1-100-47373) (SDS)

BJL;xmu 
(10)

^'133

W2

Documentation of

L A
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NIC T-4 instant LHM
b7D

In retel WFO was requested to make a check 
of Passport Office, Dept, of State for information on 
passport secured by HAYDEN. For assistance of WO 
the following is a description of HAYDEN;

Name;
Race;
Sex:
DOB: 
POB: 
Height: 
Build; 
Weight: 
Hair;
Eyes • 
Complexion; 
Residence;

THOMAS EMMETT HAYDEN 
White 
Ma xe 
12/11/39
Detroit, Michigan ■ 
5? 11” 
Slender 
150 '
Bl ack 
Brown ' 
Sallow 
227 Jellif Ave., 
Newark, N.J.

LEADS:

WASHINGTON FIELD

AT WASHINGTON, . D. C.

Will review records of passport Office, Dept, 
of State, and determine information concerning subject’s 
passport reauest it being noted subject traveled on Passport 
F-1027114.'

Will furnish Newark photograph of subject from 
Passport Records.

NEW YORK

■ ' AT NEW YORK CITY, N.Y. Will, through
appropriate sources determine subject’s return to the 
United States and advise Bureau and Newark.

2
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NEWARK

AT NEWARK, N.J. Will report subject’s return 
to the U.S~ ■ •

No additional investigation, other than set out 
above, will be conducted by Newark in view of instructions 
set forth in Bulet to Newark dated 12/15/64, in captioned 
matter.



In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

D STATES DEPARTMENT OF
H^STICE

b6
b7C

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Newark, Nev; jersey 'eftgW’rT 
December 21, 1965

THOMAS EMMETT HAYDEN 
SECURITY MATTER - C *

\9_

I® T-l advised on December 13, 1^66, that Hebert 
^ptheker of New York and professor StaughtomXynd of Yale 
University,“would be departing from the UnitedyStates for 
Hanoi, _North Vietnam traveling via Brussels,,. Belgium^ ' 
Purpose of the trip was not determined. " “ :—7s /

NK T-2 advised in December, 1959, that Herbert “ 
Aptheker was elected to the National Committee of 
the Communist Party, USA at its 17th National 
Convention held December 10-13, 1959.

Staughton Lynd was interviewed by Special Agents 
of the Federal Bureau of Investigation on 
August 13, 1953, during which time he stated that 
though he had never been a member of the 
Communist Party, he had Joined the American 
Youth for Democracy (AYD) in the fall of 1946, 
on the campus at Harvard University. He said 
that the AYD was known as the Harvard Youth for 
Democracy on the campus and that he had 
disaffiliatedhimself with the AYD in June, 1947, 
Lynd further advised that while at Harvard 
University he had been a member of the John Reed 
Club for approximately two years during 1947 and 
1943. He said that approximately one year 
during this period he had served as secretary of 
the John Reed Club. . ■

The AYD has been cited pursuant to Executive Order 
10450.

Co}
1°)

WCEOSURB



THOMS EMETT HAYDEN

A characterization of the John Reed Clubs of the 
United States is contained in the appendix attached.

The records of Sabena Airlines, Hew York City, as 
checked on December 15, 1965, revealed that Herbert Aptheker and 
Staughton Lynd had reservations on Sabena Flight 543 to leave 
John F. Kennedy Airport, New York City, on Sunday, December 19, 
1965, at 3:30 pm en route BKUssels, Belgium. At Brussels 
they would board Flight OK 536, December 20, 1965, en route / .' 
Prague, Czechoslavokia.

’ NK T-3 advised on December 13, 1965, that Thomas
Hayden, not further identified would accompany Aptheker and 
Lynd on the above flights. . 0

On December 19, 1965, it was determined that 
Sabena Airlines Flight 543 to Brussels, Belgium on 
December 19, 1965, had been cancelled;- Thomas Hayden was 
observed by a Special Agent of the Federal Bureau of 
investigation to have departed John F. Kennedy Airport, 
New York City, aboard Air India Flight 116 at 9:00 pm on 
December 19, 1965, en route to London. Hayden was thereafter 
to make connections at London with British European Airlines, 
departing London at 11:00 am, December 20, 1965, for /
Prague, Czechoslavokia. ,

On 12/19/65, Passenger Agent Ricardo Argentieri, 
Air India Airlines, John F. Kennedy Airport, New York City, 
verified Hayden’s departure stating that Thomas E. Hayden, 
227 Jellif Avenue, Newark, New Jersey, traveling on >
Passport F-1027114,"had departed on Air India Flight 116, r q 
on December 19, 1965. . C

On December 20, 1985, NK T-4 advised that he 
learned from Corinna Faller of the Students For A 
Democratic Society in Newark, New Jersey, that Thomas 
Hayden had left on December 19, 1965,for a visit to 
North Vietnam.

The "National Guardian” of November 13, 1935, 
page 2, stated that Tom Hayden was among the 
guests on the dais at the 17th Anniversary 
Dinner of the "National Guardian" held 
November 5, 1965, at the Hofei Americana,

2
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THOMAS EMMETT HAYDEN . .

New York City. The November 13, 1965 issue of 
the"National Guardian" described Hayden as 
organizer since 1964 of the Newark Community 
Union project and one of the original organizers 
of the Students For A Democratic Society.

A characterization of the "National Guardian” 
is contained in the appendix hereto. । 

This document contains neither recommendations
nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI 
and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not 
to be distributed outside your agency.



APPENDIX

JOHN REED CLUBS CF THE UNITED STATES

The ’’Guide to Subversive Organizations and
Publications", revised and published as of December 1, 1961, 
to supersede Guide published on January 2, 1957, prepared 
and released by the Committee on Un-American Activities, 
United States House of Representatives, Washington, D.C., 
contains the following concerning the JOHN REED CLUBS OF THE 
UNITED STATES: '

"1. Cited as organizations ’whose 
affiliation with the COMMUNIST 
PARTY is clear beyond dispute."

(Special Committee on Un-American 
Activities, Annual Report, 
House Report 1476, January 3, 1940, 
p. 10.)"





“ F’D-323 (Rev. 11-29-61)

In Repfy, Please Refer to
File No. NK 100-48095

- All 
are concealed

i <• tITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Newark, New Jersey 
December 21,1965 >.

Title THOMAS EMHETT HAYDEN

Character . ' SECURITY MATTER - C

Reference Newark\a±rtel arid letterhead
memorandum dated December 21,

'?■ ■ t : >:r.'■

sources (except any listedjbelow)' ■whose"-identities 
in referenced- communication have furnished reliable' ■' .

information in the “past.. ' " ' . ; “ ..

This document contains neither .recommendations nor conclusion s'of theFBI./It is the property 
of the FBI and is loaded to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside

-your agency. ’ - .. , ' ' ■ , .1-’ .
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FBI

515 PM

TO D

NEW YORK,.

RECTOR

URGENT

FROM

THOMAS EMMETT HAYDEN, SM-C

(100-438281)

M®.
[»;• Efe&o®efti .... |

ftfe.. Moto'--.--------1

ife. Gaw'e®'---4^--1
i MJf, |

lj SSr.. Cb'iwad ~ — fj 
'i Mr- Wft-—------ |

ENCODED

NEW YORK (100-148904) 2P

AXS12-18-65

r. Rosen... 
iullivan.

[r. Tavel.— 
Mr. Trotter.. 
Mr. Wick— 
Tele. Room- 
Miss Holmes 
Miss Gandy.

1

RENEW YORK AIRTELS TO BUREAU DECEMBER FOURTEENTH AND FIFTEENTH

NINETEEN SIXTY FIVE ENTITLED "HERBERT EUGENE APTHEKER
(•V/'V-i/Ci’ J- mH +< ■- w IG N1 , r
- r,1A^—f

IS-C

]ADVISED DECEMBER THIRTEEN

UNIVERSITY, WOULD BE DEPARTING SHORTLY FROM THE UNITED STATES FOR

,v»

END OF

& M

*\S‘

RECORDS, SABENA AIRLINES

TITUTE FOR MARXIST STUDIES, AND PROFESSOR STAUGHTON LYND OF YALE

,'S 
I MJ?

NINETEEN SIXTY FIVE THAT HERBERT APTHEKER, DIRECTOR OF AMERICAN INS-,

b7D j

REFLECTED AS 0

b: 
b'

HANOI, NORTH VIET NAM, TRAVELING VIA BRUSSELS , BELGIUM. FURPO 
HED BY ,

ATEGOF THIS TRIP WAS NOT DETERMINEDEXEMPT Fl
tCAT t

ER

FIFTEEN NINETEEN SIXTY FIVE THAT HERBERT”aPTHEKER AN!TTTOWy!^r±-ffiD 
3 . ■ { i
zJvHAVE RESERVATIONS ON SABENA FLIGHT FIVE FOUR EIGHT TO8L^VE6Ud8fl6 F.

KENNEDY AIRPORT, NEW YORK CITY, SUNDAY ■ ng’tg P2!
H \SIXTY FIVE AT EIGHT THIRTY PM, EN ROUTE BRUSSELS, BELGIUM, AT BRUSSELS

THEY BOARD FLIGHT .OK FIVE THREErS*Ix7' DECEMBER TWENTY NINETEEN SIXTY

„■ /V^-^Z



1
^PAGE TWO .
FIVE#ZKN ROUTE PRAGUe(BjZECHOSLOVAKIA. v

ANOTHER CONFIDENTIAL SOURCE ADVISED DECEMBER EIGHTEEN NINETEEN

SIXTY FIVE. THAT THOMAS HAYDEN (NOT FURTHER IDENTIFIED) WILL ACCOMPANY 
APTHEKER AND LYND ON ABOVE FLIGHTS, IT IS PRESUMED HAYDEN WILL ACCOM

PANY THESE INDIVIDUALS TO HANOI. THOMAS HAYDEN PROBABLY IDENTICAL WITH 
THOMAS EMMETT HAYDEN, NEWARD SUBJECT, WHO HAS BEEN AFFLIATED WITH STUDENT 
NON VIOLENT COORDINATING COMMITTEE. WASHINGTC^FIELD OFFICE CHECK 
PASSPORT RECORDS ON THOMAS EMMETT HAYDEN, WFO FILE ONE HUNDRED FOUR 
ZERO SIX NINE ZERO, FOR CURRENT INFORMATION REGARDING USE OF PASSPORT 
FACILITIES ON PART OF HAYDEN^ NEWARK ASCERTAIN THROUGH INFORMANTS AND 
SOURCES, WHETHER THOMAS EMMETT HAYDEN HAS PLANNED TO TRAVEL ABROAD 
AT THIS TIME. NEWARK TELEPHONICALLY ADVISED, COPIES REGISTERED MAIL NEWARK 
AND WASHINGTON FIELD OFFICE. (u)

ELR , 
FBI WASH DC



I I Name Searching Unit - Room 6527
I _I Service Unit - Room 6524
I j Eorward to File Review
I ^Attention ____________
I ^Return to

Supei^nsoi// Room Ext.
Type of References Requested:

I iRegular Request (Analytical Search)
I I All-References (Subversive & Nonsubversive)
I /H^ubversivA References Only
I I Nonsubversive References Only
I- I Main References Only

Type of Search Requested:
I I Restricted to Locality of-------------------------
I I Exact Name Only (On the Nose) '
I| Buildup I I Variations

Subject ___
Birthdate & Place
Address ___________________________________________

Localities ________________________________________
f —/'x' -zT^earcher

R#Date _Z_2±_ n i t i n 1 
Prod. _________________________

FILE NUMBER SERIAL

/ /to-A3 VAX/
4 A A - 7

/Ot- /27723 -AX' 
/M -736217-27?

- 7/3 ?c>A f/^77^





FD-36 (fiev. 12-13-56)

F B I

Date: 12/23/65

Transmit the following in
(Type in plain text or code)

Via
AIRTEL

(Priority or Method of Mailing)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-438281)

FROM: SAC, CTO (100-40690)(P)

SUBJECT THOMAS EMMETT HAYDEN 
SM - C

ReNYtel to Bureau, dated 12/18/65

Records, Passport Office, U.Si Department of \ 
State (USDS), as checked on 12/22/65, revealed that 
HAYDEN has passport C-490318, which could be renewed. 
No renewal application has been received as of this 
date. Information regarding above passport was submitted 
by WFO on 8/9/62.

'^f.1

Officials, USDS, advised that renewal 
application may have been submitted in some other city 
and one to four weeks elapse before the renewal reaches 
the files in Washington,D.C,

WFO will recheck in 1/66 for information 
concerning renewal of the above passport.

Bureau
New York (RM) 
(1-100-148904) 
(1-100-80532) r
Newark (100-48095)(RM)
WFO

GTT:sch 
(7)

AIRTEL

34

a . /y Senl
Approved: _ s_ '--___________ —__ / cent

v Special Agent in Charge
M Per

2 -

1 -
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FD-36 (Rev. 12-13-56)

Date: 12/29/65

Transmit the following in _________________________________________ I
(Type in plain text or code) ।

AIRTEL
(Priority or Method of Mailing)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100^4B6224)
FROM: SAC, WFO (100-40690)(f) 1
SUBJECT: THOMAS EMMETT^HAYDEN T'Z

SM - C

Enclosed herewith are 11 copies for the Bureau, 
two for New York and one for Newark, of LHM setting forth 
travel plans of subject.

Information included in LHM describes issuance of 
a passport to the subject for proposed travel to Europe. It 
is to be noted that recent newspaper articles reflect that 
HAYDEN was traveling to Hanoi with Professor STAUGHTON LYND 
and HERBERT APTHEKER.

b3 
b7E

2 - New York (Encl.2)(RM)
1 - Newark (Encl.1)(RM)
1 - WFO



In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

unULd states department ofWstice

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

WASHINGTON 25, D. C.t

December 29, 1965

THOMAS EMMETT HAYDEN

The files of the Passport Office, United States 
Department of State, reviewed by a Special Agent of the 
Federal Bureau of Investigation on December 29, 1965, 
disclose the additional information that Thomas Emmett 
Hayden was last issued Passport F-1027114 at New York City 
on December 16, 1965, for proposed travel for one month to 
Belgium, England and France for. the purpose of writing. In 
his application, dated December 14, 1965, at New York City, 
he stated his intention to depart from New York City via 
Sabena Airlines about December 17,1965, not by organized tour. 
He stated that he had not made any trips abroad in the 
previous twelve months and that he expected to take another 
trip abroad within the next five years. This passport was 
limited in validity to expire bn June 15, 1966, and stamped 
that it was not to be extended without the express 
authorization of the Department of State. This passport 
was valid for travel to all countries except Albania, Cuba 
and those portions of China, Korea and Viet-Nam under communist 
control;

It appears from his file that this passport was 
restricted inasmuch as he reported the loss of his previous 
1962 passport. The file contains a certification by him 
dated December 14, 1965, at New York City, stating, *‘I 
received a passport in about July, 1962, for a European trip 
which later was called off. The passport was left among 
files in my Ann Arbor, Michigan, home. It was left there 
when I shifted my residence to Newark, New Jersey, in July, 
1964. Recently, I*ve planned again to go to Europe, and I 
called the people with whom I lived in Ann Arbor, asking them 
to send the passport. Several days of searching still have 
not turned it up. The Ann Arbor police have been notified, 
and they report no record of the passport.”

COPIES DESTROYED 

S5 4 OCT 12 1970 mCEOSUBEl



THOMAS EMMETT HAYDEN

Mr. Hayden, who stated that he was born on 
December 11, 1939, at Detroit, Michigan, gave his permanent 
residence as 227 Jelliff Avenue, Newark, New Jersey, and , 
arranged to pick up his passport in New York City. He^.//^

V,indicated that his marriage on October 1, 1961, to Sandr a*~"b^ 
/NCason^Hayden had been terminated by divorce on Apri±~±7^t963? 

!^uf"theiWent of death or accident, he requested that Connie fc 
2<Brown, a friend, be notified at| F '

1 The file contains a notation that he "identified 
» ■« • • -r . mm— » 4 a * -■ a mo.nimseii with New Jersey driver’s license H0954-74065-12392 

dated December 30, 1964.

The following description of Hayden appeared in 
his passport file:

Height: 
Hair: .
Eyes: 
Occupation

5 feet, 10 inches 
Black
Brown
Community organization 
specialist

to •• o”.r agency;
io bo

ii agzncy.

-2-
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(3C) 100-438281
1 - Liaison
1 - Mr. Mack
1 - Mr. McNiff

Date: January 1966

</)

K3 
r.\l

To:

From:

Subject

CQ co

Tolson -----------
DeLoach -------
Mohr .--------------
Casper_ ____
Callahan ------
Conrad----------
Felt_________
Gale------------- -
Rosen —---------
Sullivan --------
Tavel .------------

IH&zx
Tele JfeooVZ.

Gandy

pa

o: o.

Office &£ Special Investigations 
Air Force

attention: Chief, CounteMnteiligonse Division

John Edgar Hoasrar# Dlreetor-

THOMAS MW HAYDEN 
SECURITY KATTEH * C

For your information, captioned individual has two 
cousins Mary Sue Vbx’eek and Julie -Voreek, sisters# who 
until recently resided in the Virginia area and who until 
Deaenibcx' 17, 1965, were both employed by the Defense 
Communications Ajaency ®f the Air -Force at the Pentagon. 
At the time of leaving the above cmnloymnt, they furnished 
a forwarding address of

Also’ enclosed for your information ,are two sacaoranda. 
fro® our 'Newark Office dated December 21, 1965, containing 
inforaation co'wcming Hayden. /s\n , /■-? <?' > & ,

NOTE:

Enclosures

TJMjsss i
(6) oF

RBC- 57
JAN 25 1966

Subject is not 
investigation of him i 
He is a former National President of the Students 
Democratic Society who departed the United States

on Security Index but a current 
being conducted by the Newark Office, 

for a
„ _A.— — ---------- ------------- in December

19o5j with Herbert Apthekerand Staughton Lynd en route to 
group

returned to the United States on January-9. 1966. ■■
Hanoi, North Vietnam] on a ’’peace mission.” This

b6
b7C

removal of

NOTE CONTINUED PAGE TWO

fied ma 
beco

his letter
uncla

MAIL ROOM I ’ .1 TELETYPE UNIT



Office of Special Investigations
Air Force ■

NOTE CONTINUED

Above enclosures are Newark letterhead memorandum
and reliability memorandum setting forth details of subject’s 
trip to North Vietnam, Newark letterhead memorandum is 
classified”UpE£i^e??ti§IS ” Instant letter is classified 
"CgHfideKtiaX/" as unauthorized disclosure of information
contained in enclosed Newark letterhead memorandum could, 
reasonably result in identification of valuable sources 
and thus be prejudicial to the defense interests of this 
country.
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X60-12SOT4
;3.O®-S©€910

Bate: Bacombsr 218. 1965

1 <- Liaison
1 r Mr. Shaw
1 — Mr. Franck
X - .Mr. KcNiff ■.

Ta: director ■'' ' • ’ • •

Bureau of Intelligence aud Hesoarch 

Bepartmeat ©£ Stat©

Fr&su . . Ma Sdgar Hoover* Director

Subject :■
-• mm mrow - c
STAmmW CBASG
SHCiBXTX KffiB ■«.. c

MMTEB c

' . TMs is t© eoailra informtion telephonic^!!? furnished 

by Special Agent Howard We. Mttle of the M'edorsl bureau o£ , 
Investigation ©n Ue evening o£ Dmteia^g 10- to Duty Officer 

JJ J.. Kelly of the State g-gpart^nt and |__________________________________________ , , • . >

____________ 11© the effect that Merijert Apt&eker^ 
.ughten Lynd / and ow Thoasas Htaydoa (not furths? identified)• /were 

icdulcd to depart■ Bow. Wrk City at S:30 pow on KJeoe»ber 1S?- lOGS^ ?J\ 

route to Srussols* Belgium Woss Brussels tM? would ©ontime 1 

to Wagae- teeehoslevakiao. Xtecesfosr 30. !965;;. fljvxl - I
■ ■■-1 ■ . ■7 %;x

It has Im prwic?>3Eily ascertained that th® destination

Apthaker ’and I»yssd is Hanoi ?. North Vietnmo 3?h® jjurpose. and final. ■ }\ 

stlnation o£ Hayden’s trip io wa&awn at th&

b3 J 
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©n 
©a

of

X ■ 
i
2
2
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-ch

/ 1)
■ TJMibaf

Manila'(see note page two) 
Paris (seaante page two) 
New York <’

CLASSI
EXEMPT FR0WTW5 

(see not® page.two) 
- New Haven (see note page two)jKi 
- Newark (see note page two)
• 'Foreign Liaison Unit (route through for 
• 100-438281 (Hayden)

ASSIF1CATI NITE

review)

SEE NOTE PAGE THREE B'1 j

NOt’^E£°RC>®0'
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e
Directoi’
Bureau of Intelligence and Research
Dep ar true nt of State

Copies of reports pertaining x-jjy UHU. JwyZiU
;/ navo oeen previously xurnished to you. Information concerning 
/Hayden will be furnished .to you immediately upon its receipt 

■<;;The Legal Attache- in Paris has been advised of the proposed .
/ travel 011 the.part of the above individuals. ’

1 Director_________________________ ’

attention: Deputy Director,

b3
b7E

ATTENTION: SAC, NEW YORK, NEW MAVEN AND NEWARK, AND LEGATS, PARIS
AND MANILA . '•

Nev; York submit in form suitable for dissemination
verification of the departure of Aptheker, Lynd and Hayden from . 
New York on December 19, 1965. Furnish New Haven and Newark with / 
copies of above. ■

r ■ ' ■
/ New Haven verify departure of Lynd and furnish complete

information in accordance with instructions relating to security f 
' subjects traveling abroad.

, ■ I ’
: 1 \

■ 11 \ ' Newark determine if the above Thomas 'Hayden is identical 
;to. the Thomas Emmett Hayden, subject of your file 100-48095. If 

/.'identical, furnish complete information in accordance with instruc- 
■/ .’tidns relating to security subjects traveling abroad.

negat, Paris, alert your sources so as to receive any> 5 < * * • 
pertinent information regarding the travels of Aptheker, Lynd, and 
Hayden. You should specifically attempt to determine if these three 
individuals continued their travel together from Belgium to 
Czechoslovakia. For your information, Herbert Aptheker was born 
July .31, 1915, Brooklyn, New York, and resides at 32 Ludlam Place, 
Brooklyn, Nev; York. Aptheker is a member of the National Committee 
of the Communist\Party, United States of America. ' Staughton Lynd 
was born November 22, 1929, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, and resides 
at 23'Court Street, New Haven, Connecticut. Lynd in an interview 
with Special Agents of the FBI in August, 1953, described himself 
as a socialist and pacifist. He admitted membership in the American 
Youth for Democracy at Harvard College 1946-1949; attended meetings 
of the;. Independent Socialist League during the summer of 1949;



Director
Bureau of Intelligence and Research
Department of State •

.,...--'and -was a member of the Socialist Workers Party for about sir i
weeks in the.summer of 1949o He/reportcdly has continued his. {l
association with members of ths (Communist Party and Socialist • . j
Workers' Party to this date* Both Aptheker and Lynd are on the "
Security Indexo Thomas Emmett ^ayden was born December 11, 1939, l
at Detroit, Michigano (He is a subject of the Newark Office, but j
he is neither on the Reserve Index>or the Security Index* He has !
been active in the civil rights movement and has bees affiliated v/iy -i 
with the Student Non-Violent Coordinating Committee* i Zqq ;

Inasmuch as begat, Manila, covers South Vietnam, ah I
informational copy is being furnished Manila* Manila should be 
alert for any information coming to its attention concerning /j 
these individuals* 1 *• /

NOTE:

clag as it containsThis letter is 
information furnished by _____________________ _ _
disclosure of which information could reasonably result in the 
identification of this source and foe detrimental to the national 
defense interests of this country, '

b7D
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SAC

x— Director

THOMAS EMMETT HAYDEN 
SECURITY MATTER - C

Newark (100-48095) 2/1/66

ICES

Mr. McNiff

was received by the Bureau in January, 1966 
and reliable source to the effect that

ADVISE© byr 
slip (s;
DATE

AND FIS

Information 
from a most sensitive 
Herbert Aptheker, Staughton Lynd, and Thomas Hayden had on their 
recent peace mission stopped in Moscow, Russia, During a dis
cussion in Moscow, Aptheker and Lynd expressed the view that it

_ ‘4 \
./ s!?K----

el_(5aih '

would be difficult to set up an organization (probably a medical 
aid committee) in the United States to aid the North Vietnamese, 
as such action would constitute aid to the enemy, Aptheker suggested, 
however, that if such an organization were set up in Canada by the 
Canadian Communist Party, he would be able to influence a great 
numbei’ of people in the United States to use it as theii^J*channe

According to information provided by this source, Lynd 
left a very favorable impression; but, it was noted, Aptheker related 
that Hayden was very mildly anti-communist and objected to being iv. 
involved in anything that could be labeled as communist. On the /. 
other hand, Aptheker stated that Lynd would not back out of any 
discussion simply because he did not necessarily agree with all 
phases of the discussion.

INFORMATION OBTAINED FROM THE ABOVE SENSITIVEiot WTrrsbwmTEn- wrsrinrw^ ~wwu aneA c

Firm's-”" j
INFORMATION^' -c.

semimto;—iwvnsow
OFFICIAL^'W'Al

2 - New Haven (100-18293)
3 - New (i nn-ROHS^) (1 nn^493i)
1 - Detroit

TJM:llp > 
(15)

FEB 1 - 1956

COMftZUFBll

_______ ULED 3

- I „ । A-’
- 100-123974](Herbert Apthekt

--£=u--------*
Sullivg-O----------- 1

t^im-ui------

- 100-396916 (Staughton Lynd^XEMPT F
-100-3 ItCPUSA)

Tratteeg-J®--------
-UJ S---

Tefal fiferH----------

Holmes------------------ -

. 4

T! FEB 2 1965'

BET UTIlIs® FOR

i

SSIFIC

SEE NOTE PAGE
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Letter to Newark 
pjj> THOMAS EMMETT HAYDEN 
100-438281

NOTE:
b3 
b7D
b7E
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Historian, a Leader of New 
! Left, and 2 Others There
;■ Without U.S. Permission

By JOHN CORRY 
’ Staughton Lynd, the assistant 
professor of history at Yale who 
is perhaps the most articulate 

’spokesman for the new Ameri
can left, is in Hanoi, North iVet- 
nani, on a "fact-finiding” mis
sion, reliable sources say.

, Mr. Lynd has also been asked 
by the magazine Viet Report 
"to clarify the peace terms of 
the National Liberation Front 
and the Democratic Republic of 
Vietnam.”

■5 He is accompanied by Thomas 
" Hayden, ’ a founder of tKe^Eu- ‘ 

d®fs"for a Democratic Society, 
and Herbert Aptheker,- who is 
generally regarded as the lead
ing theoretician of the Coi’n- 
■m unist party in’this country.
i” sThe three left John F. Kcn- 
'nedy Airport Dec. 19. on Sabeaia 
Airlines Flight 548. They flew 
■to Brusells, if is reported, and 
.then boarded a Czechoslovak 
Airlines plane for Prague. They 
.went from there to Moscow and 
Peking, and entered North Viet
nam be way of Cambodia.
i Each could face a $5,000 fine, 
five, years in prison, or both for 
Visiting ' North Vietnam with
out permission from the State 
■Department.
j- It is' also possible that they 
could be prosecuted. under the' 
Logan Act. • This makes it a 
■crime for an unauthorized, citi
zen to deal with a foreign gov
ernment in an attempt to' in
fluence its relations, with the 

’United States. '—
t ,Aptheker Arranged Trip

Mr. -Aptheker arranged the 
'■trip. While attending a peace 
conference in Helsinki last sum
mer he received- an- invitation 
from, the .Communist Govern
ment of North Vietnam. It was 
suggested that he bring ’ two 
non-Communists with him.
;• Mr. . Aptheker, in turn, - in
cited Mr. Lynd .and anoth'r 
person,. who _ has not bean 

’identified. Like’Mr...Lynd, this 
person is a leader of the new 
'left. He-accepted the invitation,

;t then, 
.the

wiiich, Ig^s ■ affiliated,rejected 
it ra -’i^Biefore -the scheduled 
depj^KST i

■ M^Pynd then suggested that 
Mr., Hayden go along. Mr. Hay- 
din.insists, however, that he is 
making the trip , as an . individ
ual,'not as.a representative of 
the Students'for. a Democratic 
Society; ,...

In a joint statement before 
they, left, Mr. Lynd and Mr. 
Hayden said: a

"We have no assurance, that 
we can add. anything to Ameri
can understanding of the ;other 
side’s approach to peace. The 
recent bombing ’ of Haiphong 
anei the danger that this dread
fulJ war may., be further esca
lated, however, ■ confirms us in

the feeling that we should try.
"We go as politically, independ-• 

ent ■ individuals. The money for 
1 our trip is our, own, or cpmes 

as gifts or loans from individ-। 
ual friends. One of us, Profess! 
sor Staughton Lynd, has ispe- 

‘ cifically been asked to make 
this- fact-finding effort by .the 

- magazine Viet Report, to the 
editorial board of which he be- 
ongs.',’.

y .Viet Report, a monthly, is 
• 'published'~ih New-York. It is' 

edited by Carol Brightman, a 
graduate assistant in English!
has achieved a press run of i '11’ civil rights activities in Alla.,

tions on American Communists.! 
The suit was upheld. ?

Mr. Hayden, 26 years old,I is 
arf organizer for the New Com
munity Union. Project in New
ark. The project, which was set 
lip by the Students for a Demo
cratic Society, seeks to organ
ize the poor on issues such as 
housing, unemployment and 
welfare. /■

Mr. Hayden has also been is- 
grauuate assisba-nL m Dugusui so-ciated with the Student Nm- 
at New.York University, and 

about 80,000 in its first three 
issues.

The magazine, which is gen
erally critical of United States 
policy in Vietnam, is sold most 
frequently on campuses by or
ganizations such as the Ameri
can Friends Service Committe,’ 

. the Fellowship of Reconcilia
tion and The Students for a 
Democratic Society.

’’. Mr. Lynd, who belongs to no 
organization, is a Marxist , and 
a pacifist. Shortly before he left 
this country he spoke here at 
a symposium on peace'that was 
sponsored by the League for In
dustrial Democracy. . ;.

■. He suggested that’ one ap
propriate response for those op- 

, posed to the war in Vietnam 
would ' be to go there and to 
help rebuild the devastated 
areas that are now held by the 
Vietcong. ■

Signed Document Discounted 
■ He . would be interested, Mr. 
Lynd’ continued, in arranging 
this kind of project. From it. he 
said, may arise a deeper under
standing among Americans and 
North and South Vietnamese;

Mr. Lynd also declared that 
It would be helpful if Ameri
cans visited North Vietnam to 
seek clarification of Hanoi's 
terms for a withdrawal of 

' American troops.
! This need not be "anything 
as pretentious as a signed docu
ment,” he said, "but a memo
randum that could be taken 

■ (from meeting to meeting iii this 
W Country.” _

■ Mr. Aptheker is the director 
f 'the American Institute for 

’’Marxist Studies, here;- He. has

a filled a numh^MBBcommunist 
I party posts often cited 
V m the party^Ks as "one fof 
V America’s most eminent hls- 

: torians.” ij
In 1953 Mr. Aptheker’ was 

one of 16 authors whose woi'ks 
. were removed from its over- 
' seas libraries by the State De
partment. Perhaps his best 
known books are "A Documen
tary History of the Negro Peo- 

. pie in the U.S.” published by 
Citadel Press, and "American 
Negro Slave Revolts,” published 
by Columbia University Press.

In 1961, Japan canceled Mr. 
Aptheker’s visa when he sought 
to attend a conference on nu- 

.. clear weapons in Tokyo.
Two years ago, Mr. Aptheker 

and the 'late Elizabeth Gnrley 
■ Flynn, then head of the Com-' 

4 munist party in the United.; 
States, brought a suit challeng
ing the foreign travel res trie-' 

violent Coordinating Commit tee

bama and Mississippi.
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9-00 PMZ URGENT

TO DIRECTOR 2

A

1-9-66 PJK

/ROM NEW YORK Z100-80532/

HERBERT EUGENE APTHEKER, IS-C

STAUGHTON CRAIG LYND, SM-C

THOMAS EMMETT^YDEN, SM-C

RE NYTEL TO BUREAU ONE EIGHT SIXTY-SIX

■

ABOVE THREE SUBJECTS ARRIVED AT JFK INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT, NYC,Z

ONE NINE SIXTY-SIX, ABOARD PAN AMERICAN FLIGHT ONE ONE NINE AT SIX

FIFTY PM., WERE PROCESSED THROUGH OBSERVED BY

'■0'
)

\4hJ
'b7E

SPECIAL AGENT PERSONNEL. LHM FOLLOWS. REGISTERED MAIL COPIES 0

NEWARK AND NEW HAVEN. \
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IMgiglilM ■___ _ I I > • ’ £ FBI

Date: 1/6/66

Transmit the following in______________________________

Via AIRTEL

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-123974)

FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100-80532)

SUBJECT: HERBERT EUGENE APTHEKER
IS = Cj ISA 1950 "dd -

STAUGHTON CRAIG LYND Z ‘
SM - C ■ \

dZ) ?'■THOMAS EMMETr HAYDEN ,J''
SM - C '

Re NY airtel to Bureau 1/4/66. v \

Enclosed for Bureau and offices listed, are copies '
of LHM in above case concerning anticipated return of subjects j
to US, from Hanoi, North Viet Nam. The sources utilized in 
attached LHM are identified, as follows: 

(£)- Bureau (100-123974)(Enc. 7)(RM)
2 - Newark (100-40690)(THOMAS HAYDEN)(Enc. 2)(RM)
2 - New Haven (100-18293)(STAUGHTON LYND)(Enc. 2)(RM)
1 - New York (100-110521)(STAUGHTON LYND) 13
1 - New York (100-148904)(THOMAS HAYDEN) 13
1 - New York (IOO-I54785)(VIDEM)(Sec. 43)
1 - New York (100=155867)(Viet Report)(Sec. 43) ’
1 - New York 

__________________ __________  _  / ** OR
IG

IN
AL

 S
UE

S 
®

App roved ________________ Sent_________________M Per______________________
Special Agent in Charge

51 WS1966

L



NY 100-80532
b7D

unauthorized disclosure of information contributed by above 
sources might impair their future effectiveness and such 
impairment could have an adverse effect on the national 
defense interests of the US.

The news broadcast over radio station WINS was 
overheard by SA- VINCENT J. ASCHERL.

C.'y LHM is submitted on above three individuals 
since the matter reported was a joint venture and the same 
information applies simultaneously to the three of them.

The NYO will be alert for any announcements in the 
local press and in "The Worker" concerning the forthcoming 
meeting at Manhattan Center, NYC, at which the above individuals 

will be welcomed. ■
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In Reply, Please Rejer to 
File No.

UWagEP STATES "DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGA'^N

New York, 
J anuary

New York
6, 1966

Bufile 100-123974
NYfile 100-80532

Re: Herbert Eugene Aptheker
Internal Security - 0
Internal Security Act of 1950'

Staughton Craig Lynd 
Security Matter - C

Thomas EmmettHayden 
Security Matter C

Reference is made to previous communications submitted 
in this matter pertaining to travel on the part of the above 
individuals to Hanoi, North Viet Nam. It is noted that they 
departed from John F. Knnnedy International Airport, Queens, New 
York, on December 19, 19&5•

Co)
The confidential sources utilized in this communication 

have.furnished reliable information in the past. Characterizations 
of individuals mentioned herein are set out at the end, where /* 
such characterizations were available. • .

Relative to the purpose of this trip to Hanoi on the 
part of Aptheker, Lynd and Hayden, an article in the New York 
"Times", January 1, 1966, page 35 entitled "US Leftist In Hanoi 
Says Lull In Raids Produces No Reaction" quotes Staughton Lynd, 
Professor, Yale University, New Haven, Connecticut, as stating 
that there has been no significant reaction in Hanoi to the halt\ 
of United States air raids on North Viet.Nam ' Cty

1

This document contains neither recommendations nor . 
conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the 
FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents 
are not to be distributed outside your agency.

ded from automatic 
Ing and ■

on

SS1FICATI0N IN

ENCLOSURE'
DATE OF

E
downgf 
declassifi

CLASSIFIED BY__ 
exempt from op



Herbert Eugene Aptheker;
Staughton Craig Lynd
Thomas EmmettHayden '

The article related that Lynd, Thomas Hayden, 
a student leader, and Herbert Aptheker, "a leading theoretician 
of the' US CP" arrived in Hanoi last Tuesday by way of Moscow 
and Peking. The article stated that their trip was ' .
sponsored by "Viet Report" a magazine critical of United States (A 
Policy in Viet Nam. '

Lynd is quoted in a telephone interview from Hanoi 
as saying "we have been here only a few days. We feel it 
should be better to wait until our return to report on what / 
we have found while here." . * • z

Confidential source number one furnished information 
on January 3, 1966, to the effect that Arnold Johnson, 
National Public Relations Director, Communist Party, United 
States of America (CP, USA), on that date, discussed with an 
assistant in the office of A. J. Muste, 5 Beekman Street, New 
York City, the return of the above three individuals from 
Hanoi. A cablegram had been-directed from Lynd, Aptheker and 
Hayden, in Hanoi, to A. J. Muste, reading as follows: "January 
14 fine. Slight chanc.e travel problems. Hope wide as possible 
spectrum of movement will sponsor and attend. Your cable 
delighted us. Lynd, Aptheker, Hayden. " y\

Arnold Johnson was anxious to make a reservation
for January 14, 1966 at Manhattan Center, 311 West 34th
Street, New York City, for a public meeting to honor the abovOriY^h' 
three on their return to the United States. I

The above source further advised on January 5> 1966, 
that Gil Green, member of the Secretariat, National Board, 
CP, USA, instructed Arnold Johnson to insure that "The Worker" 
reflects the date of the welcoming meeting as January 16, 
1966, at 2:00 p.m., at Manhattan Center, changed from January 
14. There were to be* only three speakers at the affair, with ™ 
A. J. Muste as chairman. ■

-2-



Herbert Eugene Aptheker;
Staughton- Craig Lynd
Thomas Emmett Hayden

Confidential source number two advised on January
5, 1966, that an individual in contact with Fay Aptheker, 
wife of Herbert Aptheker, mentioned that Herbert Aptheker was 
expected back in the United States possibly on January 9, 1966<fu

According to a news broadcast on New York radio 
station WINS, 6:00 p.m., January 5, 1966, Thomas Hayden is 
quoted as stating from Hanoi that they met with the proper 
people and would be leaving Hanoi on Friday (January 7, 1966). f 
:No date was mentioned as to when they would arrive back in the {(J; 
United States. • .

The masthead of the July, 1965 issue of "Viet-Report" 
. described it as "an emergency news bulletin on 

. 'Southeast Asian Affairs". The masthead stated that
the publication was distributed by Viet-Report, Inc., r 
133 West 72nd Street, New York City. '•

The records of the County Clerk, New York County, 
New York City, received on August 2, 1965, reflected 
the issuance of Certificate of Incorporation Number 
504792, New York State, fileion June 24, 1965, for 
Viet-Report, Inc., 133 West 72nd Street, New York 
City; incorporating officers were:

b6 ; 
b7C
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Herbert Eugene Aptheker;
Staughton Craig Lynd
Thomas Emmett Hayden

On May 25, 1965, confidential source number three 
advised that on May 13, 1965, a "teach-in" was held 
at Pratt Institute, Brooklyn, New York, for the 
purpose of evaluating the Viet Nam war; that among 
the speakers was John McDermott, Assistant Professor r 
of Philosophy, Long Island University, Brooklyn, (. O' 
New York. . ■ '

"Viet«Report" issue of July, 1965, page.3°, identified i
John McDermott as "Associate Editor" of "Viet-Report" '
and a graduate student in Sociology, Brandeis f (j)
University, Waltham, Massachusetts. ’

The March 17, 1964 issue of "The Harvard Crimson" !
in an article, identified Martin Nicolaus as a |
graduate student, Brahdeis University, Waltham, i
Massachusetts, then the acting New England ;
Representative for the Student Committee for Travel ' !
to Cuba (SCTC), who was then accepting applications j
for a proposed 1964 trip to Cuba as guests of the / ;
Cuban Federation of University Students. ■;

1
A characterization of the SCTC is set forth in the ./ 1) i
Appendix attached hereto. C vj i

Confidential source number four advised in 'December '. ■
1959, that Herbert Aptheker was elected to the National j 
Committee, CP, USA, at its 17th National Convention, \ !
held in December, 1959- t

"The Worker" September 22, 1964, page 7, Column 1, 
described Arnold Johnson as National Public Relations f / .I 
Director, CP, USA. L /

"The Worker" is an EAst Coast' Communist newspaper. !



Herbert Eugene Aptheker;
Staughton Craig Lynd
Thomas Emmett Hayden

"The Worker"j April 1^, 1957 3 described A. J. Muste (o)as "dean of socialist pacifists."

Confidential source number, five, on November 16, 
196^ described Gil Green as a member of the Secretariat> 
National Board and National Committee, CP, USA, and . : ,
a full time paid functionary of the CP,'-USA.

Confidential source number six advised in 1962, that
Fay Aptheker attended four meetings of the Kings .
County CP in Brooklyn, New York, during the period £ (J 
April to September, 19&2, '

-5-
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APPENDIX

1.

STUDENT COMMITTEE FOR
TRAVEL TO CUBA (SCTC) ’ '

"The Columbia Owl", weekly student newspaper of 
Columbia University, New York City, December 12, 1962, issue, 
page one, contained an article entitled "Students to Visit 
Cuba During'Holidays. " This article stated in part that 
the Ad Hoc Student Committee for Travel to Cuba was formed 
October 14, 1962, by a group of students from New York City 
universities, the University of Wisconsin, Oberlin College, 
and the University of North Carolina, who stated that as 
students they would like a chance to see and evaluate 
the situation in.Cuba for themselves and had received an 
offer of transportation and two weeks stay in Cuba from the 
Federation of University Students in Havana, as guests of 
the Federation. The Committee accepted the offer and . 
applied to the State Department of the United States for 
passport validation which was refused; however over fifty 
students planned to defy the State Department ban and go to 
Cuba.

A. source advised on December 6, 1962, that during 
December, 1962, it was learned that the Ad Hoc Student 
Committee for Travel to Cuba had recently been formed by the 
Progressive Labor Group. .

A second source advised on September 13, 1963> that 
during the summer of 1963 fifty-nine individuals travelled to 
Cuba and that the leaders of the group were members of the ' 
Progressive Labor Movement (PLM) and that the trip was planned 
and organized by PL members;

A third source advised on October 9, 1963 that the 
SCTC was utilizing Post Office Box 21?8, New York 1, New York, 
as its mailing address.

____________On March 12, 1965, PHILLIP ABBOTT LUCE,  
self-admitted member of

the SCTC.Executive committee ana 'the PLM National Coordinating*
Committee advised as follows; . . .

b6
b7C



2.

STUDENT COMMITTEE FOR '
TRAVEL TO CUBA (SOTO)

‘The SCTC was formerly known as the Ad Hoc Student 
Committee for Travel to Cuba and the Permanent Student 
Committee for Travel to Cuba.

. LUCE advised .he was a leader and participant of the
1963 trip to Cuba and an organizer of the 1964 trip to Cuba 
and that borh trips were sponsored by the SCTC.

LUCE advised that by the spring of 1964 the 
Executive Committee of the SCTC was considered to be members 
of the PLM. ■

. LUCE advised that no trip to Cuba or China was 
being planned by the SCTC for 1965.
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Date: 1/H/6&

Transmit the following in_______________________________________ ___________

Via AIRTEL_____________

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-123974)

FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100-80532)

z

SUBJECT: HERBERT EUGENE APTHEKER 
IS - C

STAUGHTON CRAIG LYND 
'SM - C

& 
THOMAS EMMETTJHAYDEN 
SM - C

on 1/3/66:
furnished the following information

ARNOLD JOHNSON, National Public Relations Director, 
CP, USA, on 1/3/66, was in corfect with THOMAS CORNELL in the 
office of A. J. MUSTE. A. tjf. MUSTE was described in the x x
"Worker" of 4/14/57 as the "dean of the socialist pacifists.” (W) (U)

Bureau (100-123974 (RM)
2"- Newark (100-40690)(THOMAS HAYDEN)(RM)
2 - New Haven (100-18293)(STAUGHTON LYND)(RM)
1 - New York(100-IIO52I)(STAUGHTON LYND I
1 - New York(100-148904)(THOMAS HAYDEN)
1 - New York f / £ V t/jj g X S /
yjA/kss y l r
(12\yV ® u"'uv'
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NY 100-80532

They discussed the receipt of a cablegram addressed 
to A.J. MUSTE from Hanoi, North Viet Nam, which was signed 
STAUGHTON LYND, HERBERT APTHEKER and THOMAS HAYDEN. The . 
following is the text of the cablegram: "January 14 find,. 
Slight chance . travel problems. Hope wide as possible 
spectrum of movement Will sponsor and attend. Your cable 
delighted us. LYND,APTHEKER,HAYDEN." V

people and 
meeting.

JOHNSON and CORNELL further discussed informing 
of. "nailing down" Manhattan Center, NYC, for the 09 m
From the above, it is presumed that LYND, APTHEKER 

and HAYDEN will return to NYC from Hanoi on or before 1/14/66 
and that their reception is being planned for them possibly 
at Manhattan Center, NYC. No LHM is being submitted at this 
time, since it is anticipated that specific information as 
to the return of subjectsto US and the reception planned for 
them will be available shortly from sources other than 

which information can be disseminated . Ut7D

-2-
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In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

u:^ ED STATES DEPARTMENT O STICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

New York, New York 
January 6, 1966

Bufile 100-123974
NYfile 100-80532

Re: Herbert Eugene Aptheker
Internal Security - C;
Internal Security Act - 1950 *

Reference is made to previous communications submitted 
concerning proposed travel on the part of Herbert Aptheker to 
Prague, Czechoslovakia and Hanoi, North Viet Nam. . '

Special Agent personnel of the Federal Bureau of Inves- 
tigati on, on December 23, 1965 examined Immigration and NaturaXi^a- 
tion (INS) Form 1-94, on Herbert Eugene Aptheker at Immigration i 
and Naturalization Service Station, John F. Kennedy International 
Airport, Queens, New York. . This form verified the departure of 1 
Aptheker from John F. Kennedy international Airport on December 19;> 
1965> aboard Air India Flight 116 enroute to London, England. The 
1-94 reflected Aptheker resides at 32 Ludlam Place, Brooklyn, New / \
York. He. claimed United States citizenship and used Passport Q O ) 
Number E 681 400.

A confidential source who has furnished 
reliable information in the past advised in 
December, 1959> that Herbert Aptheker was 
elected to-the National Committee, Communist 
Party, United States of America (CP, USA) at

This document contains neither recommenda tions nor conclusions of 
, the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency 

z it and its contents are not to be distributed outside yoUr agency. z

L



In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

UL^’ED STATES DEPARTMENT Ol^juSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 
New York., New York
January 6, 1966

Bufile IOO-396916
NYfile 100-110521

Re: Staughton Craig Lynd 
Security Matter - C

Reference is made to previous communication dated 
December 15, 1965, entitled Herbert Eugene Aptheker which 
also set forth information concerning proposed travel on the 
part of Staughton Lynd to Prague, Czechoslovakia and Hanoi, North 
Viet Nam.

Special Agent personnel of the Federal Bureau of Investiga
tion (FBI), on December 23, 1965, examined the Immigration and ! 
Naturalization (INS) Form 1-94 on Staughton C. Lynd at Immigration 
and Naturalization Service (INS) Station, John F. Kennedy 
International Airport, Queens, New York. This form verified the 
departure of Lynd from John F. Kennedy Airport, Queens, New York 
December 19, 1965> aboard Air India Flight 116, enroute to London, 
England.

The T-oU rpfipntpd Lynd’s residence as __ ____________ ,
He—claimed United States citizenship and

used Passport Number

b6 
b7C

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of 
the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency, 
it and its contents are not to" be distributed outside your agency.

ENCLosup*
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In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

NY 100-148904

STICEU^’ED STATES DEPARTMENT O 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 
New York, New York
January 6, 1966

1
b6 
b7C

Re: Thomas Emmett Hayden 
Security Matter - C

Confidential Source Number 1 who has furnished reliable 
information in,the past, advised on December 18, 1965, that 
Thomas Hayden would accompany,Herbert Aptheker of 32 Ludlam Place, 
Brooklyn, New York, and Staughton Lynd of New Haven, Connecticut . 
on their trip to Prague, Czechoslovakia, leaving New York Decemberf ff 
19, 1965. . ' /' ' '. ,

Special Agent personnel of the Federal Bureau of Investiga
tion (FBI) on December 23, 1965, examined Immigration and Naturaliza
tion (INS) Form 1-94 on Thomas E. Hayden at INS Station John F. 
Kennedy International Airport, Queens, New York. This form verified 
the departure of Hayden from John F. Kennedy International Airport 
December 19, 1965, aboard Air India Flight 116, enroute to London, 
England. The 1-94 reflected Hayden’s residence as 227 Jelliff 
Avenue, Newark, New Jersey. He claimed United States citizenship r \ 
and used Passport Number Fl027114. I

Confidential Source 2, who has furnished reliable infor
mation in the past, advised in December, 1959, that 
Herbert Aptheker was elected to the National Committee, 
Communist Party, United States of America (CP, USA) , 

; at the 17th National Convention, CP, USA, held in f il\
December, 1959.

In 1952, Sargent Kennedy, Registrar, Harvard College, 
Cambridge, Massachusetts, advised that Staughton 
Lynd, in October, 1950, stated that for about two 
and one-half years he had been a member of the
John Reed Club at Harvard College as well as a member 
the American Youth for Democracy (AYD).

of

ofThis document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions 
the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; 
it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.

IDO-l
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Re; Thomas Emmett Hayde 
Security Matter - C

The AYD has been designated pursuant to
Executive Order 10450. ।

The'Fifth Report, Un-American Activities - 
California, 1949 of the California Legislature 
Sacramento, California on Page 324, characterizes the 
■John Reed Clubs of the United States as follows:

"1. Named after the founder of the American 
Communist Party. (Special Committee on 
Un-American Activities, Report, March 
29, lohb, P- 17.5)

2. Communist organizations named in honor 
of John Reed who was one of the earliest 
Communist leaders in the United States. 
(California Committee on Un-American 
Activities, Report, 1°48, p. 270).

3. Among organizations created or controlled 
by the Communist Party or part of a 
united front with the Party, which sup
ported the First United States Congress 
Against War. The congress was openly 
led by the Communists. (Massachusetts 
House Committee on Un-American Ac
tivities, Report, 1938, pp. 4^2 and 466). (0



Routing Slip 
FD-4 (Rev. 3-4-6^) 

To? ’
|X~| Director
A*L: Room 827RB
□ SAC __________ _
□ ASAC ___________

Date 1/24/66 ,a.. . . .
XBU 100-438281 . -

t»TK 100-48095____________

tip THOMAS EMMETT HAYDEN 
SM - C

z

I

I I Supv.------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
□ Agent -----------------------------
□ SE ------- .--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

□ IC ----------------------------------
□ CC----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
□ Steno ____________________
□ Clerk___________________________________________________________

ACTION DESIRED .
□ Acknowledge □ Open Case
□ Assign Reassign___ □ Prepare lead cards
□ Bring file □ Prepare tickler
□ Call me
□ Correct
□ Deadline _______________
□ Deadline passed
□ Delinquent
□ Di scontinue
□ Expedite
□ File
I I For information
□ Initial & return
IZZI Leads need attention
□ Return with explanation

assignment card 
fi I e 
serial s 
and return

□ Recharge serials
□ Return

__□ Return 
□ Return 
□ Search 
□ See me
I I Send Serial s 

to________
□ Submit new charge out
□ Submit report by
□ Type

or notation as to action taken.

Re Routing Slip referencing NK airtel 
1/19/66.
Amended page of LHM submitted with 

additional page (page four, characterization
of AIMS).

LlZ.—See reverse side

SAC R. W. BACHMAN^^ 

Office NEWARK ■ ;;w
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b7C

FBI
Date: 1/19/66

Transmit the following in
(Type in plaintext or code)

AIRTEL
Via_____________________
aO____________ _________

M i TO:

FROM:

' SUBJECT:

(Priority) , .
_________________________________ ________________________________ --------------- J___________________

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-438281) 
■ ■ '■

SAC, NEWARK (100-48095)' 'b!:■- ‘ :

• ■. b ' v
'<”v . '

THOMAS EMMETlAiAYDEN ^-b

SM - C •

Re Newark airtel and letterhead memorandum dated 
12/21/65.12?

Enclosed is original and seven copies of 
a letterhead memorandum reporting subject’s return 
to the United States.

Letterhead memorandum is
view of information reported by| 
characterization of HERBERT APTHEKER. 
revealed, could jeopardize the

classifiedfco

This /thf ormation 
security of/this

in 
in 
if 
informant.

b7D

by....

(Encs. 8)< (RM)

Sent
clffl’ Agent in Charge

43-Bureau 
1-Newark 
BJC:jmc 
(4)

Copyfc: 
by rojjtii
Kj/Hfo (_ [ action

M Per ____ Is___________

VIb7E

V'JAN £0 196S '

AwJU'fc*



In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF J USTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Newark, New Jersey 
January 19, 1986

z teoiAs hayden 
, / ssctaTY Mtteh-c _ t ,n,' I L>6'W

Reference is made^to^m"e^bzandiim~at”Newark3'’New'“Jersey, 
dated December^ 21, 1965, which reported that subject had 
departed the United States on December 19>, 1965,\for 
purpose of travel to North Vietnam..with StaughtonMynd and rj\ 
Herbert Aptheker. •——" \ ■/ '* /

The /New York Times” of January 10, 1966, page one, 
reported that' the subject, along with Staughton Lynd, Yale 
University professor, and Herbert Aptheker, the Director of 
the American\Institute for Marxist Studies, arrived at 
Kennedy International Airport.-New York, aboard Pan American? qA 
Flight 119 frdhi Paris, on January 9, 1966.

A characterization of American Institute for Marxist x Studies appears in the appendix hereto. )

At an airport news conference, Lynd related information 
they had gathered during their stay\in North Vietnam. Among 
those seen by the three wa^^ham^fer^fJong, Premier of North 
VjLe_tnam..~. During the news conference* at the airport, Lynd 
stated that he and his companions had submitted written » 
questions to Premier Pham Van Dong and had spoken with )
him for ninety minutes.

A source who has furnished reliable information in 
the past advised in December, 1959, that Herbert 
Aptheker was elected to the National Committee of 
the Communist Party, USA, at its 17th National Con
vention held December 10-13, 1959.

\ ' 
r 
r

»»
i, COPIES DESTROYED 

" 85^ OCT 12 1970



THOMAS EMMETT HAYDEN

Staughton Lynd was interviewed by Special Agents 
of the Federal Bureau of Investigation on August 13, 
1953, during which time he stated that 
though he had never been a member of the Communist 
Party, he had joined the American Youth for Democracy 
(AYD) in the fall of 1946, on the campus at Harvard 
University. He said that the AYD was known as the 
Harvard Youth for Democracy on the campus and that 
he had disaffiliated himself with the AYD in June, 1947. 
Lynd further advised that while at Harvard University, 
he had been a member of the John Heed Club for 
approximately two years during 1^47 and 1948. He 
said that approximately one year during this period 
he had served as secretary of the John Heed Club.

The AYD has been cited pursuant to Executive Order * 
10450.

A characterization of the John Reed Clubs of the 
United States is contained, in the appendix attached.

This document contains neither recommendations nor 
conclusions of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. It is 
the property of the Federal Bureau of Investigation and is 
loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be ( . 
distributed outside your agency. V'

2
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AMERICAN INSTITUTE; FOR MARXIST STUDIES

A' source advised on April 9,1963 j that on: April 7/.. ’ • ■. , - — ’*”**-• , — ,y . — ~ — y . -7. - • ■• ;■ . ’ . - 
1963, at a meeting of the New England District Committee, i
Communist Party, United States of America (CP, USA), held in

'■: Boston, Massachusetts, Herbert Aptheker stated he vvas /;"? 
developing ahorganization called American, institute for Marxist i! 
Studies: (AIMS), which would eventually legalize the CP.; He ; ।J . 
stated AIMS /would publish: literature onhistory,science, ■j.phySics 

? archeology, and other subjects which<Wduld: bd put out Quarterly r 
with various supplements. ■ ■■ 1 ■. -.-./a '

A second sdurce advised in December, 1959; that Herbert;
Aptheker was: elected to the National Committee > CP, USA, at the; 
17th National Convention of the CP, USA, held in December,1959.

; A third source advised on June/ 7, 1963, that bn
June 3, 1963, Herbert Aptheker spoke at the CP, USA, ' New York 
District Board meeting- concerning AIMS?. Aptheker -stated that 
AIMS would unite and strengthen ?the; CP although - the CP would 
not be connected ‘with -it > He stated-.All® was being formed to 
operate within.the scope,pf the Me Carran and Smith Acts and 
wpuld legally, bring Marxist material and; dpidiohsT to the. <

' attention of AmeriCaii:;scholars and the general public.

; : / ? A fourth source advised that^as Of Nfey 7; 1965, AIMS 
was •located 'at 20 East 30th Street / New York City. v?;'?



Legat, Bern January 26 1966

Director, FBI

1 - Mr. Reddy
HERBERT APTHEKER 
SM - C '
Bufile 100-123974
Bern file lOOj^Jl 

THOMAS EMMETT HAYDEN

J&tlfile 100-438281“^“ 
Bern file 100-465

STAUGHTON LYND 
SM - C
Bufile 100-396916 
Bern file 100-0

!’

Reurairtel 1/13/66.

Following are thumbnail sketches of Aptheker, 
Hayden and Lynd whichbrnay be furnished to interested 
United States and Swiss intelligence agencies:

APTHEKER Leading theoretician of the U. S. Communist 
Party, member of the National Committee of the 
Communist Party, USA, and director of the American 
Institute for Marxist Studies, .

HAYDEN Founder of Students for a Democratic Society 
and student leader who has been active in 
student and civil rights groups.

LYND Assistant Professor of History, Yale University, 
and a leading spokesman for the ’’New Left,*’ and 
former member American Youth for Democracy, John 
Reed Club, Independent Socialist League and 
Socialist Workers Party who describes himself as 
a Marxist and pacifist.

1 - Foreign Liaison (Route through for review)

D0FLEA1 VEM
I ! '

ISEI aSIM
 TYNIDIHO



AIRTEL

' ■ TO .
FROM;

1/13/66

; DIRECTOR, FBI 

\leGat, Bern 
HERBERT APTHEKER

'' SM - C "
Bufile 100-123974
Bern file 100-771 (P)
THOMAS EMMETT HAYDEN 
SM - C ■ . 
Bern file

;: STAUGHTEN
. .SMC'
Bern file

100-465 (RUC)
LYND. ;

-100-0/ "
Re Bern cable. 1/11/66. ;

A translation from an article in the 1/10/66 
issue of. the Swiss, newspaper ’’Neue Ztfrcher Zeitung” has been 
made the subject of an LHM, ,‘5 copies of which are enclosed. b3 

b7D 
b7E

____  and the| 1 couia furnish no information 
regarding the subjects' stop at Zurich.

Bureau is requested to furnish thumbnail sketdhow 
of subjects for d-is&eminnt ion to interested I [

\7\- Bureau (5 ends)
(1 - NYC, 1 encl) ?
(1 - New Haven, lend)

1 -Liaison (sent direct)
3, - Bern
HDGfrn
(11) ■ ••is- •

199 JAN :26:1966-

'J-' D



In Reply, Please Refer to . 
File No.

Jp-ED STATES DEPARTMENT OEWSTIGE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

WASHINGTON,'D.C. 20535

January 13, 1966

HERBERT APTHEKER; 
THOMAS EMMETT HAYDEN 
STAUGHTEN LYND

. The January 10, 1966 issue of the Swiss German 
language newspaper "Neue Zfircher Zeitung" contained an article 
which read as follows in translation:

’’Visit of American Pacifists in Vietnam

’’Declarations,on their Way Through in Zurich. i 
”UP. The three members of a private, leftist orientated ii 
American Peace Mission arrived Sunday in Zurich on the ; 
return trip from Hanoi, and after a short stopover flew 
on to New York. The group consisted of the Yale history , 
professor STAUGHTON LYND, one of the leaders of the 
American 'New Left,’ the co-f©under of the d^ftist ,
’Students for a Democratic Society,’ THOMAS HAYDEN, as 
well as the Communist Party historian Dr. HERBERT 
APTHEKER. !;

’’The three Americans were staying until shortly 
before Christmas behind the Iron Curtain, and were 
carrying on talks in Moscow, Peking, and Hanoi. The 1 
trip of the group to Hanoi caused a considerable stir in 
the United States; it was emphasized that the three were 
violating the law according to which no private trips 
can be made to those territories which are barred by 
the State Department to American citizens.

"Prof. LYND explained in Zurich that the 
group had been received for a considerable time by 
Minister President PHAM VAN DONG in Hanoi. The group 
declined, however, to furnish details of the.talks held 
by them. A detailed report of 
to a gathering in Manhattan on

their trip will be presented 
January 16. 1

"This documont contains neither recommendations 
nor conclusions at the FBI. It is the property .
of the FBI and is loaned' to your agoncy; it and ' I j 
its contents are rot to-bo disLibuted outside fG 
your agency."'- ' -• ' ■ ’ ■



. ’’-The trio, 'as HAYDEN'informed,-/had had the' 1 
opportunity to see'the • bombing .damages in the more'distant 
vicinity of-Hanoi.,.' In the provincial capital of Nam 
Dinh, a Catholic center 120 Kilometers south of Hanoi, a j 

. destroyed pagody. and a destroyed home, for small' children 
,/"■ were viewed."/-. The ..'attach On.the latter:, allegedly'-, 

■ on the/World Day f or the Child.. ■/■■'./; ..-/ /./..■-■'
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.. 4-572 (Rev. 7-18-63)
OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10 
MAY 1962 EDITION 
GJA GEN. REG. NO. 97

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum

5010-106

The' Director DATE:

FROM' N. P. Callahan

SUBJECT: Congressional Record

Pages 918-919. Senator Lausche, (D) Ohio, spoke concerning 
the unauthorized trip to Hanoi by Staughton Lynd, Herbert Aptheker and 
Thoma§~Hayden, He stated "I repeat what I said last week: The Attorney 
General should investigate this visit to Hanoi, and if he finds there has. been 1 
a violation of law, he should institute the necessary proceedings to see to 
it tnat justice is done. ” Mr. Lausche placed in the Record two articles from 

it the Cleveland (Ohio) Plain Dealer.

."■Sr-,

■ M)

O
rig

in
al

 fil
ed

 in
:

s/

FEB 10 1966

«ll—--- ,v> ar»ni... —-

In the original of>6 memorandum captioned and dated as above, the Congressional 
Record for // / Io & was reviewed and pertinent items were
marked for the'Dire^tbr's attention. This form has been prepared in order that 
pSi^sOE Sc4Dyji0'|^WW)riginal memorandum may be clipped, mounted, and placed 
iiTOpfrOUtl #urfealPft9e or subject matter files.



- 4-572 (Rev. 7-18-63)
OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10 5010-106
MAY 1962 EDITION 
GSA GEN. REG. NO. 27 V*

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
TO The Director

FROM : N. P. Callahan

SUBJECT: The Congressional Record
r—--------------------------------------- :____________ • -__________ :______—_______________LJ__,_____
I '1 ' ' " ■ ■ ' &5J
JPages 673-674. Senator Lausche, (D) Ohio, spoke concerning ’
7,’ the request contained in telegrams sent from Hanoi on January 5th and from ■ * 

i :New York on January 12th by Staughton Lynd for himself and Herbert Aptheker < . | 
: anc* "asking for the 'right to appear before the Foreign Relations .
' ' Committee and to give testimony and make arguments in behalf of the ’
■ . Communists of North Vietnam and the Ho Chi Minh Communists of South .
h Vietnam. " Lynd, Aptheker and Hayden are the three men who traveled to ? a . ■ .
■' Hanoi without obtaining authority from the State Department. Mr. Lausche j j' 

advised that he didn’t believe they should be allowed to appear before the > IJ .n
. Foreign Relations Committee. He went on to state "it seems to me that the

> Attorney General of the United States should give vigorous attention to Crs^ S 
: i ascertaining whether our criminal laws have been violated; and if he finds

* that to be the fact, appropriate action should be taken against those men in the £ 
furtherance of justice. " “ -g

I __ ___________ __ ________________________________ .______ ______________ I . c- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , ■
o

. NOT PPCORDEiS 
176 JAM S3 1W6

In the original of a memorandum captioned and dated as above, the Congressional
' Record for / ~ Ad) - d> d was reviewed and pertinent items were,

marked for the Director's attention^Dhis form has been prepared in order that 
portions of a copy of the origifeW^Mndum may be clipped, mounted,, and placed 

>„ “th shth
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Director, FBI (100-396916) 1/18/66

legat, Manila

STAUGHTON CRAIG LYND, Aka 
flat - c 
(00: mi)
(Manila file 100-51) (RtJC)

HERBERT EUGENE APTHEKER 
IS - C
(Manila file 100-52)(ROC)

z THOMAS EMMETT HAYDEN
/. SM — C '

(Manila file 100-53) (RUC)

Reference is grade to New Haven airtel 12/18/65, WFO v W
LRM dated 12/20/65, and Newark LHM dated 12/21/85; Manila 
letter 1/4/66.

A copy of New Haven LKM elated 12/28/65 ha® been
sent to the Ambassador at Saigon for background information.

Tiie visit of these three individuals to North Viet- t*/ -
nan was extensively reported by the local press, and was also 
the subject of State Department instructions.

These subjects departed from Hanoi after a very
short visit. The Bureau will be informed of any pertinent 
information coming to the attention of the Manila Office.

No further action appears to be necessary at this

7 - Bureau
(1 - Foreign Liaison) 
(1 - New Haven)(Info) 
(1 - New York)(Info) 
(1 - Newark)(Info)

NOT RECORDED
170 JAN 27 J966

3 - Manila
HBBtejg 
(10) >
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i^e: l/ri/66

Transmit the following i: PLAIN TEXT............................. ......
(Type in Plain Tezt or Code)

Via_ AIRTEL
(Priority)

TO s

FROM

New

New 
New 
New

DIRECTOR, FBI

SAC, NEW YORK

ITT

SUBJECT s HERBERT EUGENE . 
IS-C5 ISA, 1950

(100-123974)

(100-80532)

APTHEKER

a
THOMAS EMMETT HAYDE^sS •
SM—C •n-p hSOI

STALGHTON CRAIG LYND
SM-C

ReNYairtel to Bu, 1/9/66

Enclosed for the Bureau and 
LHM pertaining to the arrival of 

subjects at ■
return trip

cooies of _ _ ‘the above three
the Port of New York on 1/9/66, on their 
from Hanoi, North Vietnam.

Bureau 
Newark

Haven
York
York
York
York

(100-123974) (Encl. 7) (RM)
(100-48095) (THOMAS HAYDEN) (Encl. 2) (RM)

(100-13293)(STAUGHTON LYND) (Encl.2) (RM) 
(100- 4.10521) (STAUGHTON LYND) (,743) 
(100’148904) (THOMAS HAYDEN) (7?43) 
(IGO-154785)(VIDEM) (#43)

approved ___ _  Sent*——W* »———MTJ—w I'ml mrii ■ -»—wwnwu.. .JL-***—*

!Special Agent in Charge
M Per OR

IG
IN

AL
 F
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ED
 I
K

NOT RFCOftIMEp



NY 100-8053

n

e

The confidential source utilized in the 
.•»che.l LHM is L b7D

This LHIi is classified. 
unauthorized, disclosure of informationSt^girbnL ed~f 
this source might impair his future effectiveness 
such impairment could have: an adverse effect on tn^ 
national defense. ' '

ts inc e

Special Agents, who observed the arrival^^'"*3^ 
of subjects and their processing through INS and Customs 
were the following;

GERALD W. MURPHY

ANTHONY CANTAGALLO

VINCENT J. ASCHERL

Separate Forms FD-302 are being prepared 
covering the interviews with INS and Customs personnel 
who processed subjects upon their arrival. These forms 
will be forwarded to NK and NH under separate cover.

One LHM is being submitted in t’.'.is instance 
on above three individuals since the matte? reported 
constitutes a joint venture and the same information 
applies simu-ltaneously to the three of them.

Supervisor JOSEPH ROONEY, US Customs, 
furnished information to SA ASCHERL.

Copies of this LHM are being disseminated 
locally to 108th INTO Group and Secret Service.

-2-
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d®TED STATES DEPARTMENT oWjUSTICE

b6 { 

b7C

■

In Reply, Please Refer to ‘r
File No.

Bufile 100-123974
NYfile 100-80532

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
New York, New York
January IX, 196£

Re: Herbert Eugene Aptheker 
Internal Security - C 
Internal Security Act of 1950

Staughton Craig Lynd 
Security Matter - C 

4b, . k "'I-..*'.; ,

-Thomas Emmett Hayden 
Security Matter - C

is made t ©previous communications in thisReference is made to .previous communications in this 
matter pertaining to travel on the part of above individuals 
to Hanoi, North Vietnam, during the period December, 1965 
to January, i960.

The confidential sources utilized in this communication 
and in the Appendix have furnished reliable information in 
the past.

Characterizations of Individuals mentioned herein 
are set out at the end of this communication where 
such characterizations were available, . \

, Special Agent (SA) personnel of the Federal Bureau 
of Investigation (FBI) on January 9, I966, observed 
Herbert Aptheker, Staughton Craig Lynd and Thomas . 
Hayden arrive at John F.Kennedy International Airport,

:. Queens, New York, aboardrPan American flight 119» at 6:50 P.M.-
b7E

This document contains neither recommendations nor 
conclusions of1 the FBI.. It is the property of the 

loaned to your agency; it and its contents 
:be 'distributed outside your agency

FBI 
are

and is 
not to

i

V-. •
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Herbert Eugene Aptheker; 
Staughton Craig Lynd 
Thomas Emmett Hayden.

. Aptheker, Lynd and- Hayden were met at the airport 
•by a group of young people wearing buttons which identified 
them with the W.E.B. DuBois Clubs.' Melvin L. .Wulf, . 
Attorney for the American Civil Liberties Union,was also 
on hand to render any legal assistance the subjects 
might request. Aptheker, Lynd and Hayden departed the 
airport at 8:15 P.M. .

: The W. E. B. DuBois Clubs is characterized ‘ 
in the Appendix attached hereto. ,

.... An article in the -New York Times7' of January 10, .
1966» page 1, entitled -Lynd,, Back From Hanoi, Voices 
Optimism on Peace," related the return of the three 
to New.York after a ten day visit to North Vietnam.
The following is a summary of the article:

. The Premier, he said, declared that a -political
. settlement of the Vietnam problem'- could be reached 

"only when the United States has accepted the 
four-point stand of the Government of the Democratic 

' . Republic of Vietnam (North Vietnam), has proved this 
. by actual deeds and at the same time has stopped

’ unconditionally and for good its air raids and all
other acts of war against the Democratic Republic

: of Vietnam/'



V.

Herbert Eugene Aptheker 
S taught on Craig Lynd. 
Thomas Emmett Hayden

Both North Vietnam and the Communist-led National 
Liberation Front of South Vietnam, Mr. Lynd said, 
require as a condition for negotiation :,an' 
unambiguous decision'1 by the United States to withdraw 
its troops...

The Premier also indicated according to Mr. Lynd, 
that North Vietnam vias agreeable to an election 
that would unite both parts of the beleaguered 
country...

The Premier also said, Mr. Lynd declared, that if 
North Vietnam’s four points were accepted ”it will 
be possible to consider the reconvening of an 
international conference of the type of the 
195^ Geneva Conference on Vietnam,"...

'■Hanoi considers its four points to be the 
essence of the Geneva settlement, especially the 
provision requiring withdrawal of all foreign troops 
from. Vietnam and leaving all political solutions 
to the self-determination of the Vietnamese people,, ”

The above three individuals left New York December 19»
1965, on a "privately financed fact finding mission,. 
The Government of North Vietnam had invited Herbert 
Aptheker and he, in turn, had suggested that Lynd and 
Hayden accompany him. During a news conference at the 
airport on January 9, 19&6» Lynd related that he and his 
companions had submitted written questions to Premier 
Pham Van Dong of North Vietnam in Hanoi and had spoken 
with him for 90 minutes.

-3-



Herbert Eugene Aptheker
Staughton Craig Lynd 
Thomas Emmett Hayden

An article in the New York Times dated January 9»
1966, page 1, entitled :Lynd Says Hanoi Denies Getting 
a Direct U.S. Bid1' related that Professor Staughton Lynd, . 
Herbert Aptheker and Thomas Hayden, arrived in Moscow 
on January 8, 1966, on the return from Hanoi. They ■ 
spoke with newsmen at Moscow airport. The following 
is a summary of the article;

. In a prepared joint statement, they said that they 
had spoken for 90 minutes with the North Vietnamese

, ' Premier Pham Van Dong, as well as with representatives 
of the South Vietnamese National Liberation Front, 
the political organization of which the Vietcong 
are the fighting forces...

-;Ue asked Premier Pham Van Dong ..whether the United 
. States had made direct contact with the

Government of the Democratic Republic of Vietnam 
since President Johnson stated on Dec. 20 that 
his administration would knock on all doors in quest 
of peace, The Premier answered ’no.’

::Wishing to make sure we had understood correctly, 
we rephrased the questions ’Since Dec. 20 has the 
Government of the United States approached the 
Government of the Democratic Republic of Vie-tnam 
either through ambassadors in Prague, Moscow or 
other capitals or by direct contact with Hanoi?’

"The Premier responded that when the question was 
asked in this broader ..tfense, the answer was still/
’no. *

c,'If the Administration is prepared to knock on all 
doors except those of the National Liberation Front 
and the Democratic Republic of Vietnam, the immediate 
parties to the conflict, then we must ask: Are the

• worldwide discussions now in process intended to 
seek out the basis for a settlement, or are they 
intended to prepare public opinion for new 
escalations?\

Their joint statement was read before a television 
oeunera by Mr. Hayden, 26, a community organizer and 
one of the founders of the Students for a Democratic
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Herbert Eugene Aptheker j
Staughton Craig Lynd . , > -|
Thomas Emmett Hayden ■ J

' ' ' ' ' ' ■ ■ ’ . ' ' ' ■ • •! ; j

Society. Mr. Aptheker,50 a leading American 
Communist theoretician, stood On one side of him, . .
Mr. Lynd on the other, ■>

‘'The Worker" page 12, January 9, 1966, contained 
an announcement as follows: . ;

"Hear three U.S. Fact Finders just-returned from :
Vietnam - Manhattan Center Sunday, January 16, 1966, __

. 2:00 P.M., Staughton Lynd, Herbert Aptheker, ! '
; Thomas Hayden." .

;:Th© Worker" is an East Coast Communist newspaper <> .

A confidential source advised in December, 1959» 
that Herbert Aptheker was elected to the National i .

. Committee, CP, USA, at.its 17th National Convention, 
held in December, 1959» :

Concerning Staughton Lynd, this individual was 
interviewed by Special Agents of the Federal Bureau . .
of Investigation on August 13, 1953• During this , 
interview, Lynd advised though he had never been a 
member of the CP, he had joined the American Youth ... 
for Democracy (AYD) in the fall of 1946, on the campus 
at Harvard University. He stated that the "AYD ;
was known as the Harvard Youth for Democracy on the campus (
and that he had disaffiliated himself with the AYD f
in June of 1947.

The AYD has been designated pursuant to Executive 
< Order 10450.

. Staughton Lynd further advised during this interview '
that while at Harvard University, he had also been . .
a member of the John Reed Club for approximately . 
two years during 1947 and 1948. He stated that 
approximately for one year during this period he had 
served as the secretary of the John Reed Club.

-5-



Herbert Eugene Aptheker , .
Staughton Craig Lynd. ,

. Thomas Emmett Hayden . ■

The John Reed Clubs of the United States are 
characterized in the Appendix attached hereto,

■6



APPENDIX

W.E.B. DU BOIS CLUBS OF AMERICA ' .

A source has advised that on October 26-27, 1963/ 
a conference of members of the Communist Party (CP), including 
national functionaries, met in Chicago, Illinois, for the 
purpose of setting in motion forces for the establishment of 
a new national Marxist-oriented youth organization which would 
hunt for the most peaceful transition to socialism. The 
delegates to this meeting were cautioned against the germ of 
anti-Soviet and anti-CP ideologies. These delegates were 
also told that it would be reasonable to assume that the 
young socialists attracted into this new organization would 
eventually pass into the CP itself.

A second conference of over 20 persons met in 
Chicago on December 28-29, 1963; for the purpose of initiating 
a "call" to the new youth organization and planning for a 
founding convention to be held in June, 1964.

A second source has advised that the founding 
convention for the-new youth organization was held from 
June 19-21, 1964, at 150 Golden Gate Avenue, San Francisco, 
California, at which time the name W.E.B. Du Bois Clubs of 
America (DCA) was adopted. Approximately 500 delegates from 
throughout the United States attended this convention. The 
aims of this organization, as set forth in the preamble to the 
constitution, are, "It is our belief that this nation can best 
solve its problems in an atmosphere of peaceful coexistence, 
complete disarmament and true freedom for all peoples of the 
world, and that these solutions will be reached mainly through 
the united efforts of all democratic elements in our country, 
composed essentially of the working people allied in the uni£y 
of Negroes and other minorities with whites. We further 
fully recognize that the greatest threat to American democracy 
comes from the racist and right wing forces in coalition with 
the most reactionary sections of the economic power structure, 
using the tool of anti-Communism to divide and destroy the 
unified struggle of the working people. As young people in - 
the forces struggling for democracy, we shall actively strive 
to defeat these reactionary and neo-fascist elements and to 
achieve complete freedom and democracy for all Americans, 
thus enabling each individual to freely choose and build 
the society he would wish to live in. Through these struggles 
we feel the American people will realize /the viability of the 
socialist alternative, ——

I
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APPENDIX

2.

W. E. B. DU BOIS CLUBS OF AMERICA . '

. The constitution further states that this new . 
organization shall be a membership organization open to 
individuals, or if five or more people so desire, a chapter 
can be formed which shall in turn be guided by the policies 
and principles of the parent organization.

As of October, 1965, the headquarters of the DCA 
.was located at 954 McAllister Street, San Francisco, 
California. . .

Over the Labor Day week end, 1965, the DCA held a
conference in Chicago, Illinois. According to a third source, 
anew slate of national officers was elected at this conference, 
which included Chairman HUGH STERLING FOWLER, II, (who,. /
according to the third source, attended a CP cadre encampment 
held at Camp Midvale, New Jersey, in June, 1965:, and following ' 
his election as Chairman of the DCA, attended another national 
CP cadre youth, conference held on September 9-12, 1965, on a 
farm located in Northern Indiana, according to a fourth 
source); Director of Publicity CARL ELLENGER BLOICE (who was 
elected to the San Francisco County Committee CP in April, 
1964, according to a fifth source); Educational Director 
MATTHEW "DYNAMITE" HALLINAN (who.in June, 1964, was stated 
to be the Youth Representative on the Northern California 
CP District Board, according to a sixth source); Organizational 
Secretary TERENCE "KAYO" HALLINAN (who, according to a seventh 
source, met in June, 1965, with the District Staff of the 
Illinois CP to discuss the proposed DCA Midwest Summer Project)^ 
and Treasurer SUSAN PHYLLIS BORENSTEIN (who, according to an ; 
eighth source, has attended meetings of the Youth Club of the 
CP of Illinois during 1965, in connection with the DCA Summer 
Project). .. ■•/•••• - :



e
Herbert Eugene.Aptheker 
Staughton Crax-g Lynd. 
Thomas Emmett' Hayden

APPENDIX

JOHN REED CLUBS OF THE UNITED STATES

!:Cited as organizations, ’whose affiliation with 
the Communist Party is clear beyond dispute.’ , 
(Special Committee on Un-American Activities, 
Annual Report, House Report IA76, January 3, 19^0, 
p. 10)’;
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4-572 (Rev. 7-18-63)
OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10 
MAY 1962 EDITION 
G$A GEN. REG. NO. 27

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
TO : The Director

FROM N. P. Callahan

SUBJECT: The Congressional Record

DATE: /- /3~6<£>

Page 98. Congressman Devine, (R) Ohio, advised that he had 
directed a letter to Attorney General Katzenbach ’’demanding to know why the 
Department of Justice, apparently taking encouragement from the usual soft 
policies of the State Department, has not taken action concerning Herbert 
Aptheker, a professor from Yale by the name of Lynd, and one other fellow 
that went over to the southeast Asia theater, in Vietnam, - - - -. yIt seems 
to me that the U. S. Government should stop applying double standards in

I cases of this nature and prosecute violations of the Federal.statutes. ’’

^7^ 0^'Yl cl C- y)
' O'

NOT RECORDED’ 
199 JAN 18 1966

In the original of a memorandum captioned and dated as above, the Congressional 
Record for / " / 2- - Y & was reviewed and pertinent items were
marked for the Wee tor's attention. This form has been prepared in order that 
portic®^ gj^oO^^^SBinal memorandum may be clipped, mounted, and placed 
in appropriate Bureau case or subject matter files.

k



4-3 (Rev. 12-1-65)

□ ASRGRAM rat CABLEGRAM■/ □.RADIO' □ TELETYPE'

Tolson - - r. 
jfrj DeLoach —£ 

Mohr ----
Casper —— 
Callahan 
Conrad---------

Felt ;__ :_____
Gale______

Loosen ____
/Sullivan

T aval_______
T totter_____
f Wick________

:'.- TeIc.' Room ~ 
Holman 
Gandy ■■

' / ’■

.2*3 1

1-1:/

\SD-01

URG NT 1-12-66

TO DI CTOR

FROM LEGAT BERN NO. I4.66

HERBERT APTHEKER SM-C

. APTHEKER, THOMAS HAYDEN AND
'Ci ■’

■ M ■?
. —1

G 'I

STAUGHTON LYND REPORTED IN SWISS

PRESS AS GOING TO GIVE DETAILED REPORT OF THEIR TRIP TO MOSCOW

PEKING AND HANOI TO GATHER I NG IN MANHATTAN JAN. 16..FOR INFO.

/A contained hi the above massaffe is to be diaseminatcd outside the Bureau, it it> sr-f<*d thnt it, be suitably
: ;< jn ar./r.- (o prob., ':t the Bureaidet cryptof^ephir systems*1



4-572 (Rev. 7-18-63)
OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10 
MAY 1962 EDITION 
GSA GEN. REG. NO. 27

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
TO : The Director DATE:

FROM : N. P. Callahan

SUBJECT: The Congressional Record

7T- o'
/ Pages A21-A22. Congressman Fisher, (D) Texas, extended '■> ■

| his remarks concerning the unauthorized trip to Hanoi bjj^ree American cA ;
I citizens, Herbert Aptheker, Staughton Lynd, and ThomasTEIayden^ and pointed Vx?
| out that it has been reported by the press that the^JusticeTBeparitment is ^7
| reviewing several laws that might be applicable to this unauthorized trip.
| He stated "Does this conduct constitute a violation of our laws? That is the
| question the Justice Department is now trying to determine. If- there is
I substantial evidence of their guilt, then it would seem that they should be -A,
|prosecuted.-------- Moreover, their travel in defiance of the law which
^requires them to clear the trip with the State Department would seem to :
^present an open-and-shut case against them. ” '

-3- *
,3

---------------------- --------------J____________________________ ______ __________________ )

/£)£> - tJ 31
। /oo - swfeg--

NOT RECORDED
199 JAM 18 3966

In the original of a memorandum captioned and dated as above, the Congressional 
Record for |— ' L (fi was reviewed and pertinent items were
marked for the Director's attention. This form has been prepared in order that 
portionSvoha^copylof^e original memorandum may be clipped, mounted, and placed 
^hmraMKt^AAau case or subject matter files.
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT
MEMORANDUM

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI Q zro - DATE: 1/6/66

FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100-80532)

\SUBJECT:

since it in- 
LHM ojj HAYDEN

Enclosed for the Bureau and offices listed are copies of 
LHMs pertaining to captioned individuals, 
submitted on APTHEKER_ 
from NY on 12/19/65• Copies are furnished NH and NK 
with Bureau instructions.

Separate LHMs have been
LYND AND HAYDEN verifying their departure 

in accordance

■■

HERBERT EUGENE APTHEKER 
IS - C;
ISA - 50;

STAUGHTON CRAIG LYND
SM - C;>^'-7 - -y

(5X' 7

THOMAS HAYDEN 
SM - C

ReBulet to USDS, WDC, dated 12/21/65, in above ent: 
jsmatter and NYairtel to Bureau, 12/20/65^ concerning HERBERT 

APTHEKER.

The LHM on APTHEKER is marked 
furnished by|

__ __ -^because of ~lnformat! _  
of ~~ [(Concealed at his request) and 
____ i Iffcurces 1 and 2 res'p’eGt.iyely in this LHM.

CJ li,

a:

CLASS.

al
e

/^Bureau (Enpls. 18) (RM)
^2-New Haven (100-18293) (STAUGHTON LYND) (Ends.

2-Newark (100-40690) (THOMAS HAYDEN) (Ends. 11) (RM
3-New York (100-80532)

(1-100-110521)(STAUGHTON LYND)(#44)
(1-100-148904)(THOMAS HAYDEN)(#43)

furnished b6
b7C 
b7D

61?
?/

tii

REASON-FCIK II 
DATE OF, REVIE

^66



NY 100-80532

Unauthorized disclosure of information attribute^
to these sources might impair their future effectiveness and 
such impairment could have an adverse effect on the national 
defense. , .

Five copies of this letter are designated for the 
Bureau for dissemination to Legats at Manilla and Paris.

Examination of | referred to in attached
LHMs was madety SA VINCENT J. ASCHERL.

Algo enclosed for New Haven and Newark are nine copies 
of FD-302's on LYND and HAYDEN, respectively., The originals of 
these forms are being maintained in NYO files on subjects.
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________
| ~|_ i \

F B I

1/31/66Date:

(Type in plain text or code)

(Priority)

HAYDEN

ReNKairtel to

b6
b7C

THOMAS EMMETT 
SM-C 
(00:NEWARK)

(100-148904) (RUC)

DIRECTOR/ FBI

SAC, NEW YORK

I

Sent M

•

Transmit the following in

Via AIRTEL

TO:

FROM:

SUBJECT:

the Director, 12/21/65. NYrep 
of SA VINCENT J. ASCHERL, 1/25/66, captioned "HERBERT 
EUGENE APTHEKER; STAUGHTON CRAIG LIJ®; THOMAS EMMETT HAYDEN".

Enclosed for Newark is one copy of a memorandum 
to the Director, FBI, 100-3-60, from Denver dated 
January 27, 1966, captioned "COMMUNIST PARTY, USA NATIONAL 
COMMITTEE MEETING, 1/15-17/66; IS-C".

THOMAS EMMETT HAYDEN arrived at JFK International 
Airport on 1/9/66, in company of HERBERT APTHEKER and 
STAUGHTON LYMB. Details of their trip is located in 
referenced report of NYO.

3Bure au (RM
1- Newark (RM
1- New York

AJC:ltr 
(6)

Approved
SpecialzAgent in Charge



V

Mr. J. Walter Teagley 
Assistant Attorney General 
Attention: Mr. Brandon Albey
Director, FBI ' ‘

HERBERT EUGENE APTE 
STAUGHTOW CRAIG LYND 
THOMAS EMMETT HAYDEN 
UNAUTHORIZED TRAVEL TO VIETNAM 
MISUSE OF PASSPORT 
LOGAN ACT - CONSPIRACY

Reference is made to 
Agont Vincent J. Aschorl dated 
New York, New York, and to the 
December 14, 1965, at New York, both captioned as above.

February 8, I960
1 * Mr. Reddy

T. 
Ah

the report of Special . &*>'7
January 25, 1966, Jit 1° ) irfl 
memorandum dated I

Confidential informant T-3 in ths report of 
Special Agent Aschorl and confidential source number one 
in the memorandum dated December 14, 1905, relate to . 
confidential investigative techniques.

Confidential informant T-4 in the report of 
Special Agent Aschorl is a source of thin Bureau's

b7D

ti-J

obtained this information not in the regular course of business 
and without the knowledge of Fay Apthokor, it does not appear 
that he would be a competent or favorable witness. In 
addition, the source expressed an unwillingness to ba inter- ;
viewed by Department attorneys or to testify, pointing out J
that should he testify, he would definitely be 
froa I ’

discharged

a;

• ©

Passenger Agent, 
John F. Kennedy international Airport, Queens, 
who furnished the information set out on pages 
and twelve of Special Agent Aocherl'n repor 
photographs of Aptheker, Lynd an 
ho had read about their trip 
newspapers. Ho did not r 

100-123974 j 
100-39G91G

57 F BEE NOTE PAGE TWO

Air India, 
New York, 
ton, eleven 

-Identified 
faydon and recalled that 
ch Vietnam in local 
specific statements by

b7D
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e
Mr. J. Walter Te^gley , . ■

Apthe&W, tert -ar Ha.yde& that tfcqy ««*e ■«» route-to iforth' ■ 
Vi&tnaau | I Is twilling to testify sisaev he i’sars
testimony wu;ld reflect unfavorably up an Ws with
Air. ledis, -and might ' possibly result isi .remiss twat teas by 
friends of AptheSwr, Lynd.and \- '

This letter c^firrs Information furbished today
by Special Agent $dw<j.r--5 B. SoC^y of this bureau t& 
Department AttorH^y Srandoa 'AMey. .

NOTE

The Department is considering possible prosecutive
action against Aptheker, Lynd and Hayden as a result of their 
recent unauthorized travel to North Vietnam. Request for the 
above information was received telephonically from Department 
Attorney Alvey on the afternoon of February 4, 1965.

as it relates to possible 
prosecutiveBP^HMflWRmLn^current informants, the disclosure 
of whom, could adversely affect the national defense.

. - ..2 -•



FBI NEW YORK

8:44 PM ESI URGENT

TO D/3 ///9///

FROM NEW YORK

TSUTYPS unit.
FEB W66

ENCOD

2/7/66 M.F.R

Mr.

& ’tf'r.

I Mr.
j Mr.I
t -Mr. ;i...
H Mr. G;de-

(100-80532) 1 PAGE

b7D

A-

H Mr- .......
‘I Mr. Trcttr-c....

j Miss Holrncs— 
4 Miss Gandy—

' X- - . ■
HERBERT EUGENE APTHEKER; STAUGHTON CRAIG LYND; TJ^U^EMITJAYDEN;

'UNAUTHORIZED TRAVEL TO VIETNAM; MISUSE OF PASSPORT; LOGAN ACT

CONSPIRACY.

PASSENGER AGENT, AIR INDIA, JOHN F KENNEDY

V

INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT ADVISED FEBRUARY SEVEN, SIXTYSIX THAT HE WOULD j1 
BE UNWILLING TO TESTIFY IN ABOVE CASE FOR REASON THAT HE FEARS THAT ANY^

TESTIMONY HE WOULD GIVE WOULD REFLECT UNFAVORABLY UPON HIS EMPLOYMENT

WITH AIR INDIA, WHERE HE IS IN DAILY CONTACT WITH PUBLIC; FURTHER THAT

SUCH PUBLICITY MIGHT JEOPARDIZE SECURITY OF BOTH HIMSELF AND HIS FAMILY

IN VIEW POSSIBLE RECRIMINATIONS BY FRIENDS OF SUBJECTS. FOR SAME

REASONS DECLINED TO BE INTERVIEWED BY DEPARTMENTAL ATTORNEY

STATED SUBJECTS MADE NO STATEMENT AS FAR AS HE RECOLLEC

'TS THEY WERE BOUND FOR VIETNAM IDENTIFIED PHOTOS OF SUB

JECTS AND RECOLLECTED THAT HE HAD READ ABOUT SUBJECTS’ TRIP IN LOCAL

NEWSPAPERS.

END

WA..MSE

FBI WASH DC

' 1 /
NOT KSCOKDED

145 FEB 9 fW
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FBI NEW YORK

250 PM URGENT 2-7-66 JAM

Mr. Tolnon.... .
| Mr. Debouch .

Mr. Mohr.___
; Mr. Wick____

Mr. Caspar.....
Mr. Caiinhan.. 
Mr. Conrad 
Mr. Feit....
Mr. Qsje____ *

. Mr. liiofcen.... 
j Mr. Suinvan../?'' 
& Mr. Tavoj ’ 
| Mr. Trotter....'_ 
k 1 <?«?. _____ _

........... 9

b 
b

TO DIRECTOR Z37 100-123974 ENCODED

FROM NEW YORK 100-80332 2P

HERBERT EUGENE APTHEKER; STAUGHTON CRAIG LYND; THOMAS EMMET

<0 HAYDEN; UNAUTHORIZED TRAVEL TO VIETNAM; MISUSE OF UNITED 
STATES PASSPORT; LOGAN ACT; CONSPIRACY i

N

J

tn

RE BUREAU TEL DATED FEBRUARY FOUR, SIXTYSIX, AND REPORT

VINCENT J. ASCHERAL JANUARY TWENTYFIVE, SIXTYSIX.

CONFIDENTIAL INFORMANT T-THREE IN REREP AND CONFIDENTIAL

URGE NUMBER ONE IN NEW YORK LETTERHEAD MEMORANDUM DECEMBER

FOURTEEN, SIXTYFIVE, IS

A CONFIDENTIAL TECHNIQUE AND UNAVAILABLE TO TESTIFY. T-FOUR-   - . ..  . .   -   

IN REREP IS

REQUEST. /

CONCEALED AT HIS

OBTAINED THIS INFORMATION FROM FLIGHT

RESERVATIONS IN POSSESSION OF FAY APTHEKER, WITHOUT LATTER 
’ . FEB J

WIFE OF HERBERT APTHEKER.
.9.' ■ ££^?'

END PAGE ONE

KNOWLEDGE. FAY APTHEI

by • < WH!

IS

^0®
■1566

DAT

,.61^
A Hi' •

3S-CYXEP

b7D

.j



PAGE TWO

SHE IS | ] AND HANDLED FLIGHT RESERVATIONS

INDEPENDENTLY FOR SUBJECTS. INASMUCH AS ABOVE INFORMATION WAS

OBTAINED ByI I NOT IN REGULAR COURSE OF BUSINESS AND WAS b7D

NOT LEGALLY IN HIS POSSESSION, HE WOULD NOT BE COMPETENT OR 
FAVORABLE WITNESS AS TO SAME. | |WOULD NOT BE WILLING

TO BE INTERVIEWED BY DEPARTMENT ATTORNEY AND IS NOT WILLING 
TO PUBLICLY TESTIFY SINCE IF HE DID, HE WOULD CERTAINLY LOSE . 
HIS JOB. PASSENGER AGENT, AIR INDIA,

NOT AVAILABLE FOR INTERVIEW UNTIL EVENING FEBRUARY SEVEN, 
SIXTYSIX. RESULTS OF INTERVIEW WILL BE FURNISHED BUREAU. (. U 
END ■ •. .. ? ■■■' ■ ' ' ' '■

rpt . . : ... ' ■'VX'/' ' ■ .<?■ ’ C/''' ■' . ; : ■

FBI ' ' 'WASH ' DC ;• • ; ,
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Date: 2/7/66

Transmit the following in ________________________________________

Via;_______ 5.TRTEL

TO

FROM

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-123974) 

SAC, NEW YORK (100-80532)

SUBJECT: HERBERT EUGENE APTHEKER, STAUGHTON LYND, 
THOMAS HAYDEN; UNAUTHORIZED TRAVEL TO 
NORTH VIETNAM, MISUSE OF U.S. PASSPORT, 
LOGAN ACT, CONSPIRACY

EXTREME CAUTION MUST BE EXERCISED WITH RESPECT 
TO DISSEMINATION OF THE’ INFORMATION HEREIN INASMUCH AS, 
BY ITS NATURE, SAID INFORMATION TENDS TO IDENTIFY NY 694-3*, ,
A VALUABLE INFORMANT, AS THE SOURCE. UNLESS THIS INFORMATION. /
IS OBTAINED FROM A SOURCE OTHER THAN NY 694-8*, IT SHOULD. J H 
NOT BE INCLUDED — EVEN IN PARAPHRASED FORM — IN THE 
INVESTIGATIVE SECTION OF A REPORT. jb

L vh
On 2/4/66, NY 694-S* advised that on that date he 

conferred with ARNOLD JOHNSON, Public Relations Director oiLyb 
the CP, USA, who told him the following: yWXjb '

/5>Bureau (100-123974) (HERBERT APTHEKER) (RM) p
) (STAUGHTON LYND) ( y.

2-Atlanta (1OO-6488) (SNCC) (info) (rm) H ...
(1-100-6557) (JOHN LEWIS) V

1-Newark (100-48095) (THOMAS HAYDEN) (info) (rm) 
1-New Haven f100-18293) (STAUGHTON CRAIG LYND) (info) (RM) P
11 _____ J b7D P<

1-NY 100-110521 (STAUGHTON CRAIG LYND) (43) 
1-NY 100-148904 (THOMAS HAYDEN) (43) 
1-NY 100-84994 (GUS HALL) (42) 
1-NY 100-16029 (ARNOLD JOHNSON) (42) U "p"'- ‘J
1-NY 100-80532 (HERBERT APTHEKER) (42)^<-'<?__ \ _______

O
R

IG
IN

AL
 

7?
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NY 100-80532

GUS HALL, General Secretary of the CP, USA, 
told ARNOLD JOHNSON in strict confidence that he is 
very angry because of the way HERBERT APTHEKER handled 
the recent delegation to North Vietnam, in HALL’s 
opinion, APTHEKER should have made certain that JOHN 
LEWIS of the Student Non-Violent coordinating Committee 
was included in the delegation. At the last moment 
LEWIS was "cancelled out" and HALL did not understand 
why.

According to HALL, the delegation would have been 
much . more "impressive" if a youth leader such as LEWIS r 
had been Included in the delegation. zx

HALL also was incensed because, when in North 
Vietnam, APTHEKER had not insisted upon conferring with 
HO CHI-MINH, President of North Vietnam. HALL stated 
that, even though HO CHI-MINH was not in Hanoi at the 
time when the aWreWtfJd delegation was there, APTHEKER 
nevertheless should have insisted on a meeting with 
HO CHI-MINH, and should not have been prevailed upon to 
talk to the Premier and Generals rather than to MINH. ।
Had the aforesaid delegation conferred with MINH personally, 
it would have gained "international prestige" and its ! 
report on North Vietnam would have been more "authoritative" 
in the eyes of the united States Government, HALL further j 
told JOHNSON that APTHEKER had committed "a terible blunder" 
in that when STAUGHTON LYND requested that he be permitted ; 
to Join the CP, USA, APTHEKER failed to encourage him, ' 
stating that LYND was "politicallyImmature, a pacifist 
at heart", and not yet ready to join the communist Party. 
HALL stated that as a result of APTHEKER*s stupidity X/X 
he felt that the communist party now has "lest LYND". OK) (U)

J



650 PM

TO YORK

FROM DIRECTOR

HERBERT EUGENE APTHEKER; STAUGHTON 
EMMETT ISyDEN^ UNAUTHORIZED TRAVEL 

UNITED STATES PASSPORT; LOGAN ACT;

CRAIG LYND;

TO VIETNAM;

CONSPIRACY,

THOMAS

MISUSE OF

REREP OF SPECIAL AGENT VINCENT J. ASCHERL DATED JANUARY

TWENTY-FIVE LAST. ' .

PAGES TEN, ELEVEN AND TWELVE OF REREP ARE FD THREE ZERO 

;.KS SETTING OUT INFORMATION FURNISHED BY 

PASSENGER AGENT, AIR INDIA, RELATING TO THE EXAMINATION OF THE 

PASSPORT OF APTHEKER, LYND AND HAYDEN PRIOR TO THEIR DEPARTURE 

FROM JOHN; F. KENNEDY INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT ON DECEMBER NINETEEN

-t v ' • t ■

IMMEDIATELY RECONTACT AND DETERMINE IF HE CAN

LAKE A POSITIVE IDENTIFICATION OF APTHEKER, LYND, AND HAYDEN 

FROM PHOTOGRAPHS WHICH SHOULD BE EXHIBITED TO HIM.

DEPARTMENT HAS ALSO REQUESTED INFORMATION REGARDING 

AVAILABILITY FOR INTERVIEW AND FOR POSSIBLE TESTIMONY OF 

CONFIDENTIAL INFORMANTS T-THREE AND T-FOUR IN SPECIAL - AGENT . 

.-.SCHERL’S REPORT DATED JANUARY TWENTY-FIVE LAST AND OF 

END PAGE ONE - . -

8? FEB 8 1956

as
 m



PAGE TWO

’’’CONFIDENTIAL SOURCE NUMBER ONE” IN NEW YORK LETTERHEAD 

MEMORANDUM DATED DECEMBER FOURTEEN LAST, ALSO ADVISE WHETHER. 

THE INFORMATION FURNISHED BY THESE THREE SOURCES IS DIRECT 

Xi.'OWLEDGE OR HEARSAY.

SUTEL REPLY TO REACH BUREAU NOT LATER THAN COB 

LCHDAY, FEBRUARY SEVEN NEXT.

J'/.. AUS

.••••• £1 NEW YORK
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J Walter Yeagley 
Assistant Attorney General

February 3, 1966

Director, FBI

HERBERT EUGENE APTHEKER 
STAUGHTON CRAIG LYND 
THOMAS EMMETT HAYDEN 
UNAUTHORIZED TRAVEL TO VIETNAM 
MISUSE OF UNITED STATES PASSPORT 
LOGAN ACT 
CONSPIRACY

1
1
1
1

Reference is made to your letters dated January 101s- 
1966, and January 14, 1966, outlining the specific invest!- 
gation to be conducted by this Bureau regarding the recent i 
unauthorized travel to North Vietnam by Herbert Eugene <\ x 
Aptheker, Staughton Lynd, and Thomas Hayden. \ X

Attached is a copy of the report of Special 
Agent Vincent J. Ascherl dated January 25, 1966, at 
New York, New York, setting out the results of the 
investigation you requested. Attached as enclosures to 
this report are copies of seven statements which were 
located by United States Customs Inspector Eva Klein in 
the baggage of Thomas Hayden upon Hayden's arrival at the 
John Fitzgerald Kennedy International Airport on 
January 9, 1966.

Mr. Franck 
Mr. McNiff 
Mr. Reddy 
Mail Room

0,1

Also attached is a copy of a memorandum dated 
January 25, 1966, at Washington, D. C., captioned 
’’Staughton Craig Lynd” regarding the appearance of Lynd 
at an'affair sponsored by the Women Strike for Peace 
which was held at the Washington Hilton Hotel, Washington, 
D. C., on the evening of January 24, 1966.

Finnllvl b7E

is also attached

. No further investigation is contemplated in this 
case in the absence of a specific request from the Department.

100-123974
100-396916

v^IOO-438231

Enclosures - 10

EBR:Jas
50 FEB 10 m

NOT RECORDED
184 FEB 4 1966
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GSA GEN. REG. NO. 27 ‘ j 
UNITED STATFj 

Memoi

5010-108-03

j?MENT

b6
b7C

to : DIRECTOR, FBI . ■ date: 2/11/66

•M SAC, CHICAGO (100-

THOMA 
SM-C

YDEN

.<r

b7D

|_____________ |, who has furnished reliable informa.-
tion in the past, on February 7, 1966, advised SAs WALTER A. jA/ 
BOYLE and RICHARD W. HANSEN that the January 29, 1966, issue 
of the "National Guardian" carried an extensive article on ' \ ' 
page 6, columns 1-4, captioned, "Excerpts from Speech at New 
York Meeting—Hayden’s Report on Vietnam Trip." In connection 
with this article, there appears in column 4, paragraph 3, 
under dateline Peking the following:

"Our Chinese host was an editor of a major magazine 
and a revolutionary dating back to the 1920s. He had studied 
history at Berkeley in the 1930s, and is erudite and cosmopoli
tan." (u)

The above is

subject:

(1 - 100-18080 (RICHARD, CRILEY),

RWH:MDW 
(6)

(2/Bureau (RM)
1-Newark (Info)(RM) 

(1 - 100-
3-Chicago

) .1 -’i -" -

b7D | .

__  remarked that in his opinion the individual^- 
HAYDEN was referring to was undoubtedly TANG Ming-chao. TANG 
had attended the University of California, Berkeley, California,^ 
in the 1930s and was a 
Chicago, an individual elected to the District Committee, CP 
of Illinois, in 1959.

fellow classmate of RICHARD CRILEY of

During the late 1950s and early 1960s, 
TANG was a contact for the CP, USA in the CP of China. As 
of 1963, TANG was in Peking and held the position as Deputy 
to the National People's Congress and was a Vice Chairman of 
the China Reconstructs Editorial Board. He is still believed 
to hold this position with that publication.

(THOMAS HAYDEN)

FEB 23 1966 -b7D.



5010-107OPTIONAL. FORM NO. 10 
MAY 1962 EDITION 
GSA GEN. REG. NO. 27

UNITED STATES GCjOfeNMENT

Memorandum
TO <-7

DIRECTOR, FBI (100=4382247 date: 2/23/66

FROM SAC, WFO (100-40690)(RUC)

subject: THOMAS EMMETT HAYDEN 
SM - C 
(OO:NY)

ReWFOairtel and LHM,12/29/65.

A check of the files of the Office of 
U.S. Department of State, could locate no 
information concerning HAYDEN. It is to

Security, 
pertinent 
be pointed out that HAYDEN, along with HERBERT 
APTHEKER and STAUGHTON LYND, is the subject of U.S. 
Department of State investigation concerning travel 
of the three to Peking and Hanoi during 12/65.

No further investigation is being conducted 
by WFO under the above caption. Any inquiry received 
concerning the above mentioned travel will be handled 
under the caption ’’STAUGHTON LYND, HERBERT APTHEKER, 
THOMAS HAYDEN, Unauthorized Travel to Vietnam; Misuse 
of U.S.Passport; Logan Act-Conspiracy," Bufile 100-123974

(RM)

Bureau
2 - New York (RM)
2 — Newark
1 - WFO

GTTjsch 
(7)

. a ’;

2 FEB 23 1966

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan
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1

Transmit the following in

Vin AIRTEL___________

TO :

FROM :

SUBJECT:

F B I

' Date: 2/23/66

(Type in plaintext or code)

(P riorily)

DIRECTORj FBI (100-123974)

SACj NEW YORK (100-80532)

HERBERT EUGENE APTHEKER; • 
STAUGHTON CRAIG LYND; .
THOMAS EMMETIGhAYDEN;—
UNAUTHORIZED TRAVEL TO VIETNAM;
MISUSE OF U.S. PASSPORT; LOGAN ACT 
CONSPIRACY

I
I
1
I
I
I
I.

ReBuairtel to NY,. 2/17/66, and report of SA 
VINCENT J., ASCHERL, dated 1/25/66, at NY.

. I I Panel Source (NY T~7) is
available for interview- by. a Department attorney and also 
available for possible testimony. | '

J Panel Source (NY T-6 in referenced

MAR 3 W

report), advised on 2/23/66, that he did not desire to 
* / ■ • /,/ J —

3-Bureau (100-123974) (RM)
1-NY (100-80532) . ...
VJA:kxk/rmv ’

(5) ,



r

NY 100-80532

be interviewed by a Department attorney in this case.'and 
moreover, did not wish to testify. I I b7D

I which has existed for some time, and stated he was 
apprehensive as to the effects such testifying or interview would 
have on his health. He offered this concern for his health as the ■ ■
condition which would preclude any interview or testimony. . ■' -

. Referenced report reflects on page B that in addition
to T-5 and-T-6, the following sources attended the Manhattan . 
Center meeting on 1/16/66, and accordingly, should be able to 
furnish substantially the same testimony as T-5 and T-6:

b7D

All of these are current active security informants
NYO. ■ .

■ , I ______[will be recontacted, however, to determine
if.he is available and willing to testify, in which event this 
information will be furnished expeditiously to the Bureau, so 
that his name can be furnished to the Department for consideration 
as a witness. ’ ■ .. • • ' ",

-2-



FD-36 (.Rev. 12-13-56)

Date: 2/21/66

Transmit the following in
(Type in plain text or code)

Via AIRTEL
(Priority or Method of Mailing)

TO: . DIRECTOR, FBI (3.00-123974) /

FROM: SAC, WFO (100-45394)(P)

SUBJECT: HERBERT APTHEKER .
STAUGHTON LYND 
THOMAfPliAYDEN ' 

~TlNAUTHORiZEIJ~TRAVEL TO VIETNAM 
■' MISUSE OF UNITED STATES PASSPORT

LOGAN ACT - CONSPIRACY - .

ReWFOairtel to Bureau, 2/18/66.

PSI I I mentioned in referenced
airtel as being available for interview, and testimony, 
advised on 2/19/66, that after discussing her possible 
testimony with her husband, her husband had expressed 
a desire that she not testify in the above captioned 
matter.

For info of the Bureau, WFO is in possession 
of copies of tapes of each session of talks given by 
STAUGHTON LYND on the evening of 1/24/660 The original 
tapes were made available by the Security Officer of the 
Washington Hilton Hotel. The Bureau may wish to make 
these tapes available to the Department for review.

MAR 3 1966



FD-36 (Rev. 12-13-56)

F B I

Transmit the following in

Via AIRTEL

TO:

FROM;

SUBJECT

Date: 2/18/66

(Type in plain text or code)

(Priority or Method of Mailing)

DIRECTOR,! FBI (100-123974)

SAC, WFO (100-45394) (?)

HERBERT APTHEKER
STAUGHTON LYND '
THOMiAS^HAYDEN

^LAuTH0RT2W,‘WAVEL TO VIETNAM
■ MISUSE OF UNITED STATES PASSPORT ' 

LOGAN ACT - CONSPIRACY

ReBuairtel, 2/17/SS, captioned as 

j Panel Source, and |~~ 
available for interview and

} ___
testimony

Bureau
1 - WFO

GTT;sch 
(4)

(AIRTEL

। ■ . ..
। ' Mr. Wick ...

Mr

Mr

7 IK

above„

Mr
Mr

Arivi.v.cS...

Miss Gandy__

’•'•i •*> .v-

MJ' MAR 3 I3G®

Mr. Tolson__

7 ,

M n'.r.t

M Per

MARV2 W6

Approved:/! L.'y'SfT

" Special.Ag'ejit‘in Charge
-Sent

((ale
Rosen .... .
Sullivan/ 
'Cave!
Tr»ttei<__
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Mrtol

1 ■ SACs® HOT York WQ«Q0532) '
■ ' ?' '■' &Uaai ■ ■ ■ '

. '■ Washington Mold (100^4569)
r .

r '. E’ZWS Director, JfBI (IGO-123974)

iwagw!ISmBECT APT 
STAVGCTOM LYMD , . '
THOLUS BAYDSH ' .
WAUSEORISSD TBAVEL TO VIETNAM ' 
MISUSS 01? UMITED SaV2E3 PASS3WT
X&W act -> cmspmcsr

2/17/G6 "

1 - Mr. Reddy

By letter Sfebrnaxy 15© 296Ge th© Department 
requested advice ass to the availability tor interview 
and testimony of the confidential intomsnts doslgnstod 
as ®»6P T-7 and T-8 in the report of Special A^ent Vincent J. 
Aschorl dated ternary 25® 1955® at See York® M York.

It is acted that th® svabols T~$ and T<»7 relate
■M panel murcesl ___________ I respectively.
and that T-8 is| | fogi&og]

• i Mot York sualrtel availability of I
s-for interview by Departseat -attorn^rs and for possible 

testissmy. Bgroau 5gd.ll handle th© question miativ© to
fthe availability of ■

: ■■ ©opartamt also requested advice as to availability 
confidential lafomants WF T-l and T-2 in Washington yield 

" W! datg-d ternary 25, 1966. tew .symbols relate to'panel 
; 1 aonreo |~ ~|®nd ‘3?G2p®CtiVGly

: \ ______ Washington Mold sualrtel availability of I
---- u_ sndl 1 tor intss'vicw by Departmnt . attorneys and tor 

"2h------ ;pasMbl© tost&oay. ■" ' - .



TO

FROM

OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10 / '
MAY 1963 EDITION '
G5A GEN. REG. NO. 27

.UNITED STATES GOVWMENT

Memorandum

3010-106

: Mr. W. C. Sullivan W

: F.J. Baumgardner

Tolson_______
De^oqch _____
Mohr----------------
Wick__________
Casper_______
Callahan---------
Conrad------------
Felt__________
Gale----------------
Rosen ------------
Sullivan _____
Tavel _______
T rotter______
Tele. Room _ 
Holmes 
Gandy

SUBJECT: HERBERT EUGENE APTHEKER 
STAUGHTON CRAIG LYND 

p/ THOMA^EMMETT^YDEK...
UNAUTHORIZED TRAVEL TO VIETNAM y' 1 U 
MISUSE OF PASSPORT
LOGAN ACT - CONSPIRACY ' ' ‘

1
1
1
1

Mr. Sullivan 
Mr. Bartlett 
Mr. Baumgardner

DATE: 2/11/66

being conducted 
China and North

investigation 
travel to Red 
Staughton Lynd and Thomas Hayden 
necessity of developing proof that 

Aptheker, Lynd

In connection with 
into the recent unauthorized 
Vietnam by Herbert Aptheker, 
the Department has noted the 
prior to their departure from the United States
and Hayden had the specific intent to travel to North Vietnam 
via Red China. To date, the only such evidence developed 
emanates from inadmissible sources and from Lynd’s wife. She 
of course, is not competent to testify.

It was giio-Q'Pgi'pri tn thp nonsr-i-mpnl- that nn.cawi hl y b7E g
representatives of I_____________________ $

___________________through which cities Aptheker, S 
Lynd, and. Hayden traveled en route to Red China and North Vietnam, ° 
might have been present at the airport when Aptheker, Lynd 
and Hayden arrived and departed. News releases indicate that 
Aptheker, Lynd and Hayden made statements en route of their c
intention to travel ultimately to North Vietnam. Accordingly, 

representatives may have heard such statements.

By attached letter dated 2/9/66, the 
requested that such investigation be conducted.

RECOMMENDATION:

That a copy of the attached letter be furnished the 
appropriate branch of the Department of State by liaison and 
that State be requested to expeditiously handle the Department’s



Director, FBI (100-438281)“

4/1/66

1 - Mr. Mack
1- Mr. Reddy
1 - Mr. McNiff

THOMAS EMMETT HAYDEN
SM - C ' ' . . 5

• 9 . ., Reurlet March 10, 1966?

In response to vonr inquiry set forth in referenced i

letter, the|_________________ _________________|on March 18, b3
1966, advised this Bureau that their agency has not had any b7E
operational interest in Hayden^

/. With regard to your consideration that subject be 
interviewed, it is pointed out to you that the matter of 
subject’s recenttrip to Hanoi is still under prosecutive 
consideration by the Department of Justice and, therefore, 
no interview of this subject should be contemplated at 
time. .

this

You should submit your recommendations as to 
or not the subject should be included on either the 
Security Index or the Reserve Index.

whether

TJMtllp 
(6)

MAILEQ 11

.MAR 3 11966
NOTE:

Subject in late 1965 and early 
North Vietnam in the company of

1966, todkJ.ana unauthorized
Herbert Aptheker oftrip to _ _ _

the Communist Party, U.S.A., and Staughton Lynd, a Yale 
Professor.__ Newark in referenced letter pointed out tha b3

b7E

had an operational 
interest in the subject. Newark indicated that upon receiving 
an answer to this inquiry, they would give-consideration to

Tolson____ interview of the subject and also to a recommendation as to
DeLoach whether or not he should be included on the Security Ipdex.
Mohr______
Wick ______
Casper .___
Callahan__
Conrad ____
Felt___ j—
Gale ______
Rosen ____
-Sullivan__
Tavel - 
Trotter____
Tele. Room 
Holmes___ _
Gandy _____

an

MAIL ROOM





~ a
NK 100-43095

b7D

Panel Source

Panel Source

Attention of the Bureau is invited to the 
report of SA VIHCEI-TT J. ASCHERL dated 1/25/66, at New York, 
in the natter entitled "HERBERT EUGENE APTHEKER; STAUGHTON 
CRAIG LYND; THOMAS EMMETT HAYDEN; UNAUTHORIZED TRAVEL TO 
VIETNAM; MISUSE OF UNITED STATES PASSPORT; LOGAN ACT; CONSPIRACY". 
In this report detail is given as to the background, departure 
and return of HAYDEN to the US after a trip to North Vietnam.

In view of the fact that his trip to North Vietnari 
is reported in complete detail in report of SA ASCHERL, 
Newark is not repeating the complete details in instant 
report.

Reference is made to Bureau letter to Newark, dated 
12/15/64, in captioned natter which related that THOMAS HAYDEN 
was one of the individuals cooperating with thel

In letter pf 12/15/64, the Bureau

b3
b7E

COVER PAGE..



IIK 100-48035

desired that no investigation be initiated by the Newark 
Office under the SM-C classification. Also in view of the 
relationship of the subject with| no mention was made t>3
in this report of the subject’s interest in the 8TH W'ISLD / (A b7E 
YOUTH FESTIVAL. V J

By letter dated February 1, I960, the Bureau 
furnished information from a rios*> sensitive and reliable 
source to the effect that HERBERT APTHEKER, STAUGHTON LYND 
and THOMAS HAYDEN had stopped in Moscow, Russia, on their ■ 
recent peace mission. While in Moscow, they discussed setting 
up an organization (possibly a Medical Aide Committee) in 
the US to aide the North Vietnamese. There was discussed, 
that setting up such a committee could possibly constitute 
aide to the enemy and discussion was had as to the possibility 
of the Canadian CP setting up this committee. The same 
source noted that APTHEKER related that HAYDEN was very . 
mildly anti-communist and objected to being involved in anything>Wg/\ 
that could be labeled as. communist.

The Bureau in connection with the letter of 
2/1/66, noted that INFORMATION OBTAINED FROM THE ABOVE 
SENSITIVE AND RELIABLE SOURCE CANNOT BE DISSEMINATED OUTSIDE 
OF THE BUREAU AND SHOULD NOT BE SET FORTH IN ANY COMMUNICATION 
prepared for diSSeminatioiTT~the ABOVE INFORMATION CANNOT BE 
DISCUSSED"!/ITH' OFFICIALS OF ANY FOREIGN NATION, INCLUDING ____
Canada, information from this source should be utilised for m 
lead purposes only;

_______Bv memo dated 2/11/66j information was reported
that f furnished on 1/28/66, This informant b7D
reported a discussion by the CP, USA leadership concerning 
whether HAYDEN was ready to join the CP and if so, whether 
they would want him in the CP, The feeling-seemed to be 
that EAYDEN appears to be following the pro-Chinese 
ideological line in the world communist movement; "he out-radicals 
the radicals," There was a consideration by party leaders 
that if HAYDEN was taken into the CP he might create problems 
for them. The consensus is that should he show a 
desire to join the CP, despite all his shortcomings, they v-
would take him in and work on him to reform him and make him (U) 
follow the CP, USA line, ' /

In furnishing the above information, the Chicago Office

C
COVER PAGE



NK 100-48095

acivised as follows:

EXTREME CAUTION MUST BE EXERCISED IN CONNECTION 
WITH ANY HANDLING OR REPORTING OF THE INFORMATION 
SET FORTH HEREIN IN ORDER TO PROTECT THE' IDENTITY 
OF THIS HIGHLY PLACED SOURCE. SINCE THE INFORMATION 
BY ITS VERY NATURE TENDS TO IDENTIFY THIS SOURCE, 
IT SHOULD BE COMPLETELY PARAPHRASED IF FOUND 
NECESSARY TO BE SET FORTH IN ANY REPORT FOR ‘ 
DISSEMINATION. .

Information copies of this report are being 
furnished to New Haven and Nev/ York, since STAUGHTON LYND 
HERBERT APTHEKER are 'subjects of those offices.

and

This report is being classified jionEtdeHtxai^ 
because of information furnished by informants of continuing 
value and whose effectiveness would be curtailed through 
unauthorised disclosure of information in this report.

The subject is not being recommended for either 
the Security Index or the Reserve Index in the Newark 
Office, A separate communication is being directed to the 
Bureau requesting clarification of HAYDENfs status with 

in order that proper determination may be made as to 
possible interview and/or placing the subject on either the 
Security Index or the Reserve Index of the Newark Office.

b3
b7E

INFORMANTS

File Number Where LocateIdentity of Source

100-48095-4

100-48095-4

b7D

D
COVER PAGE



IJK 100-48095

a

Identity of Source File Humber Where Located

NK T-17 

Sources of the Newark Office who were contacted
in March, 1966, and who had no information to report 
concerning any CP activity on the part of the subject 
were as follows:

Contacted 3/1/66
By SA RUSSELL HORNER

Contacted 3/4/66
By SA OLIVER A. CHALIFOUX

Contacted 3/3/66
By SA JAMES A. MARLEY, -JR.

LEAD

NEWARK

AT NEWARK, NEW JERSEY. 1. Will await reply . 
from Bureau concerning any possible operational status subject
may have wit li

2. . W'i&l upon reply from Bureau, make

bs
b7E

appropriate recommendation for interview, and/or placing subject 
on either Security Index or Reserve Index of the Newark Office.,

F*
COVER PAGE
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UF^lED states department of^stice
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Copy to:

DEBITARD J. CONNELL
Report of: 3/10/36
Date:

' 100-42095
Field Office File

THOMAS EMMETT HAYDEN '
Title:

Office:

Character:
SECURITY MATTER - C /

Newark, New Jersey

Bureau File
100-433221

. Subject born 12/11/39, in Detroit, Michigan/ was
Synops'§tudent leader at University of Michigan, and editor of 

student paper in schoolyear 1’960-1961, Reported as one 
of the founders of the STUDENTS FOE A DEMOCRATIC SOCIETY (SDS) " 
and active in civil rights and social action field." Subject 
took unauthorised trip to North Vietnam in late 1965 and y

A, ■ Bxrtn Lata

Records of the Detroit, Michigan, Department of Health,
2 Woodland Avenue, Detroit, reviewed by SA LAWiENCE M, COOPER, 
JR., on-December 17, 1064, contained certificate of birth 
number 23198 pertaining to THOMAS EMMETT HAYDEN, This birth . 
record indicates that THOMAS EMMETT HAYDEN was born on , 
December 11, 1939, at Women’s Hospital, Detroit, His /2h- \
father was JOHN FRANCIS^KAYDEIT,' 5326 Iroquois, D^tjipit^ ”age'33 

j• namely P ;

^S^QUp 1
Excluded  2^B</automatic 
downjgyading anc^^^. f i
d^joiassification ;

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to 
your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.

■ early 1966, in company with HERBERT APTHEKER of CP, USA and 
STAUGHTON LYND, Yale University Professor, Various activities 
of subject reported. Sources of Newark Office contacted in . 
March, 1966, had no information.to report concerning CP /.x 
activities of subject. Description set forth, \V)

DETAILS

I,BACKGROUND * 2
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100-48095

race white, born Milwaukee, Wisconsin, and employed as an 
accountant at the Fort Shelby Hotel, Detroit, His mother 
was listed as GENEVIEV^GARITY, age 32, race white, address 
5220 Iroquois, Detroit, occupation housewife, and bprix at 
Icononowac, Wisconsin^e>x.. i'T\ G- ■

B, Citizenship Status

Subject is a United States cit 
his. birth as set forth above o

by virtue o

C, Education
TZ Sigh 'Schobr-
On January 21, 1965, Miss BETTY ADAMS, Dondero High 

School, 709 North Washington, Royal Oak, Michigan, advised 
SA LAWRENCE M,•COOPER that the subject had attended Dondero 
High School from September of 1954 until June of 1957, at 
which time he graduated. He was enrolled in the college 
preparatory^ course and resided at 710 Capalta, Royal Oak,

On January 21, 19S5, Mr, TERRY R. HOOD, Counselor, 
Dondero High School, Royal Oak, Michigan, advisee!
SA COOPER that he recalled the subject during the time he 
had attended school there. He advised that HAYDEN had been 
editor of the high school newspaper and was a very intelligent 
student, but that HAYDEN refused to recognize authority and 
to accept discipline at the school, and was therefore, a 
source of some trouble to the school administration, He 
advised, however, that he had no reason to question the 
loyalty of the subject and further advised that he was 
acquainted with the subject’s mother, Mrs, GENEVIEVE HAYDEN, f 
who was an employee of the Royal Oak School Board, He advised it 
that the subject’s parents were divorced and that the subject t V 
had resided with his mother while attending high school, lr/

2, College

NANCY EEEJ.EUS,.Supervisor, Alumni Records Office, 
University of Michigan (U of M), advised SA JOHN L, MC GIRR 
on January 11, 1965, that THOMAS EMMETT EAYDEN, born December 11, 
1939, Detroit, Michigan, entered this University’s College 
of Literature, Science and Arts in September of 1957, He ,
received an A.B. Degree on June 17, 1SG1, having majored in f 
the field of English,
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BONNALYNN HECK, Registrar’s Office, University 
of Michigan, advised SA MC GIRR on February 2, 1965, 
that HAYDEN returned to this University’s Horace Rackham School 
of Graduate Studies in September of 1962, majoring in 
journalism.' He completed 40 hours of study, leaving in 
May of 1964. No advance degree had been conferred for 
this, graduate study.

NK T-l, who is acquainted with various *’ activities 
on the University of Michigan campus, advised on December 23, 
1963, that THOMAS HAYDEN can be characterised as a ' 
"crusader” who possesses a passion for unpopular causes. 
He believed HAYDEN to be completely loyal to the United States,

NK T-2 advised on August 6, 1960, that THOMAS E.
HAYDEN, then undergraduate student at the University of 
Michigan, was a Michigan campus leader and incoming editor 
of the "Michigan Daily” during the fall semester of 1960. 
The source stated that HAYDEN was a member of the 
Student Government Council 'of the University of Michigan 
and University"of Michigan delegate to the National Student 
Congress, During the summer of 1960, HAYDEN visited campuses . 
throughout the United States regarding National Student Association 
affairs. The source' described^HAYDEN as a responsible, 
aggressive "student leader whom he regards as a completely 
loyal citizen of the United States, The source stated 
that in HAYDEN’s three years at the University of Michigan, 
he has never known him to participate in subversive 
activities nor to express pro-communist sympathies. The 
source stated that HAYDEN’s . work^h was crusading
and he possessed inexhaustive energy which takes him in every 
interest to leadership capacity. The source stated that I
HAYDEN possessed a passion for unpopular causes and \A
will counsel with all factions on any particular issue. 0

The source stated that as a member of the 
Student Government Council, student governing body, 
University of Michigan, HAYDEN supported the Student 
Government Council’s endorsement of "sit in" demonstrations 
in the South and has worked diligently on integration 
matters. The source stated that HAYDEN’s activities on 
controversial issues were based on sincere personal 
conviction. The source stated that HAYDEN has not been a 
member or sponsor of any student organization in the 
University of Michigan known to the informant to have contained
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communists or communist sympathizers 
associated with individuals known to 
or- communist sympathizers.

and that he has not 
source as communist

D. Marital Status .

Files of the Passport Office, Department of State, 
were examined on July 27, 1962, at Washington, D.C., by a 
Special Agent of the Federal Bureau of Investigation and 
this check revealed that in applying for a passport on 
June 22, 1962, HAYDEN stated he had been married on
October 1, 1961, to SANDRA CASON HAYDEN, who'had been • /.A
born on October 23, 1937, at Victoria, Texas, '

The files of the Passport Office, DepartEjent of 
State, as examined on December 29, 1965, at Washington, D.C., 
revealed that in applying for a passport on December 14, 1965, 
HAYDEN stated his marriage to SANDRA CASON HAYDEN had been (J 
terminated by divorce on April 1, 1963.

E. Military Service

NK T-3, the records of another government 
agency, which maintains personnel records, were checked on 
January 19, 1965 at which time it was determined that the < 
subject has had no military service.

F, Identification Record

The following is an Identification Record of 
THOMAS EMMETT HAYDEN as obtained from the FBI Ident if ication 
Division, under FBI .Number 628 452 E: .
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contributor
OF

FINGERPRINTS

NAME 
AND 

■ NUMBER

ARRESTED 
OR 

RECEIVED

CHANGE U JL O JL X X Vl^J

PD Albany Ga TOM
EMMETT
HAYDEN
#9918

12/10/61 failure 
to obey 
officer
DC .
obstructing

. traff

PD Ann Arbor 
Mich

THOMAS 
EMMETT 
HAYDEN 
#45277

9/17/63 loitering 
in a pub 
bldg 
Sec 9:26 
(13) Chap 
103 Title IX

SO Ann Arbor 
Mich

THOMAS 
EMMETT 
HAYDEN
#IB 26989

9/17/63 loit .

PD Newark NJ' THOMS
EMMETT
HAYDEN
#102379

10/14/64 A & D
(o)

A
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G. Buipl o y ing<r£

The December 29, 1965, issue of "The Star-Ledger” 
a daily newspaper published in Newark, New Jersey, carried 
an article on Page which furnished background on the 
subject. This article reads in part as follows;

’’Thomas Hayden 26, one of three men visiting 1
North Vietnam, is head of Newark’s Community Union I
Project and a former national president of Students f 
for a Democratic Society, - '■

’’The Community Union Project is an organization I 
operating in the Lower Clinton Hill section of |
the city since the summer of 1964, The NCUP 
was formed by students from the Students for /
a Democratic Society,

The NCUP is composed of a group of students 
working to stimulate local people to get involved 
in local affairs such as housing, civil rights 
and education,

’’Hayden has been active in the- civil rights 
movement both in Mississippi and Newark.

’’He worked with the Student Nonviolent 
Coordinating Committee in Mississippi and has 
also been involved in several demonstrations in 
Newark.

"Hayden was the focal point of a City Hall 
sit-in this summer that resulted in the arrest of r ,X
10 NCUP members, C

"Hayden is also associate editor of the . [
publication ’Studies On The Left’ and has contributed I 
to numerous magazines, \ •

CO
"NCUP is one of several community organising /

projects by SDS describing itself in its 
constitution as ’an association of young people 
on the left ... which seeks to put forth a radical,, 
democratic program counterposed to authoritarian r f
movements both of communism and the domestic right." C

o
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in the appendix hereto. [0

The "Daily Tribune", a daily newspaper published 
in Royal Oak, Michigan, in its issue of December'29, 1965, 
contained an interview with the subject’s father. In 
commenting upon the subject’s employment the father is 
quoted as saying "I think Thomas’ only real job since » >
he got out of college was with Students For A Democratic (.v
Society." ■ '

E. Residence

UK T-3 advised on January 19, 1965, that the 
subject’s home address in 1957 was 710 Capalta, Royal Oak, 
Michigan, and that his address at the University of Michigan 
was 7214 Ban Tyne House, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, 
Michigan. According to this source, other addresses that , \ 
HAYDEN has had are as follows: I CM

112 East 19th Street 
New York City 
As of August, 1961

1217 East 4th Street
Royal Call, Michigan
February, 1962

715 Arch
Ann Arbor, Michigan 
September, 1932 ■

On October 12, 1961, HAYDEN advised representatives 
of the Federal Bureau of Investigation that he was then residing \ 
at 560 Moreland Avenue, Northeast, Atlanta, Georgia, ■

On January 9, 1966, DOUGLAS FARRELL, Supervisor, 
Immigration and Naturalisation Service, Kennedy Airport, 
New York City, advised that THOMAS HAYDEN upon his arrival - 
in the United States at Kennedy Airport on January 9, 1966, 
filled out Immigration and Naturalisation Form 1-94 and 
on this form indicated his home address as 227 Jelliff Avenue, ■ \ 
Newark, New Jersey,

II, FOREIGN TRAVEL
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The ”New 
carried an article 
STAUGHTON LYND and 
United 
to North Vietnam, 
individuals had left the United States on December 19 
on a privately financed fact 
to the news article 
invited HERBERT APTHEKER and he in turn had suggested that 
LYND and HAYDEN accompany him. This article described 
HERBERT APTHEKER as the 
FOR MARXIST STUDIES and

York Times’* of January 10, 1966, 
on Page 1, revealing that HERBERT APTHEKER,- 
THOMAS HAYDEN had returned to the 

tates on'January 9, 1966, after a 10 day visit
This article revealed that these three 

1965, 
inding mission. According

, the government of North Vietnam had

This, 
director of ' 
LYND as a Yale University

the AMERICAN INSTITUTE 
Professor

A characterization
MARXIST STUDIES is

ox the AMERICAN INSTITUTE 
contained in .the appendix

FOR 
hereto

NK T-4 advised in December, 1959, that HERBERT
’APTHEKER was elected to the National Committee of 
the Communist Party, USA at its 17th National 
Convention held December 10-13, 1959.

(0

Co)
STAUGHTON LYND was interviewed by Special Agents 
of the Federal Bureau of Investigation on
August 13, 1953, during which time he stated that 
though he had never been a member of the 
Communist Party, he had joined the American

. Youth for Democracy (AYD) in the'fall of 1946, on 
the campus at Harvard University. He said that the 
AYD was hnown as the Harvard Youth for Democracy on 
the campus and that he had disaffiliated himself with 
the AYD in June, 1947. LYND further advised
that while at Harvard University he had been a member 
of the JOHN REED CLUB for approximately two years 
during 1947 and 1948. He said that approximately 
one year during this period he had served as 
secretary of the JOHN REED CLUB. (U

The AYD has been cited pursuant to Executive Order 
10450.

A characterization of the JOHN REED CLUBS OF THE 
UNITED STATES is contained in the appendix attached

The files of the Passport Office, United States 
Department of State, reviewed by an SA of the Federal Bureau 
of Investigation, on December 23, 1965, disclosed the

J
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additional information that THOMAS EMMETT HAYDEN was last 
issued Passport F-1027114 at Hew York City on
December 13, 1965- for proposed travel for one 
month to Belgium, England and France for the . '
purpose of writing. In his application, dated December 14, 1965, 
at New York City, he stated his intention to depart from
New York City via Sabena Airlines about December 17, 1965, 
not by organized tour. He stated that he had not made any 
trips abroad in the previous twelve months and that he 
expected to take another trip abroad within the next five 
years. This passport was limited in validity to expire on 
June 15, 1966, and stamped that it was not to be extended ‘ 
without the express authorisation of the Department of State. 
This passport was valid for travel to all■countries except 
Albania, Cuba and those portions of China, Korea and Vietnam f f\\ 
under communist control, /

. The ’’Newark Evening Hews”, a daily newspaper I
published daily in Newark, Hew Jersey, in its issue of ' |
January 11, 1966,■contained an interview with THOMAS HAYDENi |
In this interview, HAYDEN related details of his trip abroad I 
wherein he had spent 10 clays in North Vietnam, three days 
in Moscow, Russia, and four days in Peking, China. The 
interview reflected that HAYDEN had spoken to many people ,
in these, countries about the possibility of peaceful solutions/y 
to the North Vietnam struggle, v- ?

The "New York Times" issue of January 9, 1966, 
carried an article datelines Moscow, January 8, 1966. This 
article.reflooted that LYND, APTHEKER and HAYDEN made a 
joint statement at the airport in Moscow wherein they revealed 
that they had, spoken for 90 minutes with North Vietnamese 
Premier PHAM VAN DONG as well as with representatives of 
the ' Vietnamese •' National Liberation Front, the political 
organization of which the Vietcong are the fighting forces. 
This article reflected that the joint statement before the 
television cameras were read by TOM HAYDEN, who'was \
identified as a community organizer and one of the founders 
of the STUDENTS FOR A DEMOCRATIC SOCIETY. ' .

III. ACTIVITIES OF SUBJECT

Under heading Employment above, details of 
subject’s activities with the NEWARK COMMUNITY UNION PROJECT 
in Newark, Hew Jersey, and his position as former President 
of the STUDENTS FOR A DEMOCRATIC SOCIETY were set out.
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1, YALE SOCIALIST UNION

A characterisation of the YALE SOCIALIST UNION is /
contained in the appendix hereto, v ,

The May 3, 1965, edition of the "Yale Daily News", 
a daily student newspaper published at Yale University, 
New Haven, Connecticut, contains an article concerning the 
YALE SOCIALIST UNION (YSU) symposium "Socialism in America" 
held April 30, 1965, - May 2, 1965, at Strathcona Hall, 
Yale University, New Haven, Connecticut, According to this 
article "about 100 radical students and socialist leaders" 
attended the symposium at which "viewpoints expressed ranged / A 
from extreme liberalism to outspoken anarchy and Marxist C 
analysis to black nationalism. ■

1IZ T-5 advised on May 4, 1965, that THOMAS HAYDEN 
was one of the speakers at this symposium. In his speech. 
I-IAYDEN stated that the poor people in the United States are 
alienated from society and that the civil rights movement 
was being used by the United States Government to keep'- 
the lid on possible revolution, and that a ' 
coalition of churches, labor and the Democratic Party- are 
part of the "rottenness” of this system. lie claimed that among 
the poor there was a revolutionary energy that could be .
tapped and called for a change in the civil rights movement (J 
to tap the revolutionary energy among the masses. ■

NK T-6, IH T-7 and NK T-8 on May '3, 1965, all 
advised of HAYDEN’S participation in the symposium sponsored • 
by the YALE SOCIALIST UNION, as mentioned above. ' \y

2. "NATIONAL GUARDIAN"

A characterisation of the "NATIONAL GUARDIAN" is contained 
in the appendix hereto.

The "NATIONAL GUARDIAN" of November 13, 1965, 
Page 2, stated that among the guests on the dais at the 
17th Anniversary'Dinner of the "NATIONAL GUARDIAN" held 
November 5, 1965, at the Hotel Americana, in New York City, 

was THOMAS HAYDEN. This article identified him as the
organizer since 1964, of the NEWARK COMMUNITY UNION PROJECT ■ i 
and one of the original organizers of the STUDENTS FOR A C (J I 
DEMOCRATIC SOCIETY. . V '

' .. 10

L
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' NK T=9 on November 19, 1965, and NK T-10 on
November 15, 1965, also advised of the subject’s attendance 
at the "NATIONAL GUARDIAN" Dinner held November 5, 1965, 
at the Hotel Americana, in Nev/ York City.

3, March on Washington, November 27, 1965

NX T-ll advised on November 30, 1965, that the
March on Washington for Peace in Vietnam was held on ’
November 27, 1965. Among those persons present at Washington, D.C, 
in connection with this demonstration was ISOMAS HAYDEN of / . A 
STUDENTS FOR A DEMOCRATIC SOCIETY. .

4, Manhattan Center Rally, January 16, 1966

Special Agent personnel of the Federal Bureau of 
Investigation were present at a meeting in Manhattan Center, 
34th Street and 3th Avenue, Nev/ York City, on January 16, 1966, 
at which meeting HERBERT APTHEKER, STAUGHTON LYND and THOMAS ' 
HAYDEN gave "Eye Witness" reports on their trip to North Vietnam, 
At this meeting, HAYDEN was introduced as one of the . \
founders of the STUDENTS FOR A DEMOCRATIC SOCIETY. /

HAYDEN reported on his impressions of the . 
attitudes of people whom he interviewed in Prague, Moscow, / 
Peking and Hanoi. C^l

He said they spent December 20, 1965, to
December 22, 1965, in Prague and on the evening of their 
arrival they attended a celebration commemorating the 
fifth anniversary of the founding of the National Liberation 
Front (NLF)o In Prague they spoke with the Ambassador of 
the North Vietnam Republic» HAYDEN stated that the 
NLF program calls for a coalition government in Vietnam \
and this would include all elements opposed to United f LM 
States occupation or aggression, /

On arrival in Moscow, according to HAYDEN, they 
met with a representative of the NLF, a member of the 
NLF Central Committee, They had a three hour discussion 
with him. According to this person, the strategy of the 
United States is to permanently occupy South Vietnam and turn 
it into a colony. He said the United States had not understood 
the strength of the "people’s war." The revolutionary >
forces in the South are much stronger than they were in f Uj 
1954.

11
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Also in Moscow they had a discussion with the 
Ambassador to North Vietnam, He said that the United IT
has no authority in Vietnam; that the Vietnamese do not 
require total withdrawal of United States forces as a 
pre-condition of negotiations but they oppose occupation 
of South Vietnam and they want the eventual withdrawal of 
United States troops.

HAYDEN stated that from the interviews they
had in Peking, China, he concluded the Soviets and the 
Chinese have only supporting roles in this conflict with 
the Vietnamese clearly in command. They had a trip through 
the Chinese Museum of .the Revolutions They had an interview 
with the Editor of a Chinese publication who said ”we are 
communists and we belong with the weak and oppressed peoples, 
We support the Democratic Republic of Vietnam (DRV) and 
the ULF,” The Chinese believe there will be more
United States troops in Vietnam and more United States bombings, 
and that the war will be extended to all of Indo-China. / n

HAYDEN stated that he had interviews with five
members of the NLF in Vietnam; that the Vietnamese people 
know more.about maintaining independence than we do.

5, Greater Newark Council To End The War 
In Vietnam

NK T-12 advised on February 14, 1966, that there was
a "Lincoln Birthday Rally to End the War in Vietnam”- held 
in the ballroom of the Essex House Hotel, Broad Street, 
Newark, New Jersey, on February 12, 1966, sponsored by the 
Greater Newark Council to End the War in Vietnam, According 
to this source, one of the speakers at this rally was 
THOMAS HAYDEN,

THOMAS HAYDEN referred to his'recent trip to
North Vietnam and his experiences there. He said he was 
struck by the peacefulness and serenity of the people in Hanoi 
who have become accustomed to the war and carried on 
their daily chores in a matter of fact way. HAYDEN stated 
that the streets of Hanoi were quiet and that there were no 
police in evidence. He said the North Vietnamese were 
prepared in case of air raids, that there were ample bomb 
shelters if the need arose, but that children were now . 
using the roofs of these as playgrounds. HAYDEN stated that, 
the majority of the people in South Vietnam favored communism 
and would show it if given a chance of free choice, f

12
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HAYDEN stated that if the outside world wonders why they 
would make this choice, it is because the natives realize that 
after the communists have used their ability to break the 
grip of the Saigon Government, the territory so freed will 
be given back to them for their own use, HAYDEN stated I
that there is nothing terrifying about communism and I
he stated that Christianity, communism, Buddhism, and other \ 
Eastern religions were all the same and have a common '
basic theme. HAYDEN went on to state that the Vietnamese 
want independence. He said that they once accepted compromise 
by accepting the 17th Parallel, but do not now want to 
yield to anything. They are aware that the United States X
can destroy then but feel that world opinion will deter ( 
the United States from doing so.

Belleville Discussion Group

NK T-13 advised on February 7, 1966, a meeting of 
this group was held on February 6, 1966, at a private residence 
in Belleville, New Jersey, The scheduled speaker at this 
meeting was THOMAS HAYDEN, who spoke about his 
recent trip to North Vietnam in the company of HERBERT 
APTHEKER and STAUGHTON LYND, HAYDEN reviewed the history of 
North Vietnam and the years of fighting and struggle in that 
country. He described how the people of Vietnam are / (j
tired of fighting and want only peace.

7. Wayne STUDENTS. FOR A DEMOCRATIC SOCIETY and 
the Wayne Committee to End the War in Vietnam

NK T-14 on February 25, 1966, made available an 
announcement advising the appearance of' THOMAS HAYDEN, 
According to this source, this announcement.was being 
distributed on the Wayne State University- Campus and 
announced a meeting for February 26, 1263, at which THOMAS 
HAYDEN, one of the founders and past President of the 
STUDENTS FOR A DEMOCRATIC SOCIETY would speak. It was 
noted that this appearance was ’sponsored by the Wayne '
STUDENTS FOR A DEMOCRATIC SOCIETY and the Wayne Committee 
to End the War in Vietnam. 1

NK T-15 on March 1, 1936, made available a
press release, issued in connection with HAYDEN’S visit to 
the Wayne University Campus, la this press release, HAYDEN f 

L
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was described in part as follows;

Mr, HAYDEN, 26, is presently an organizer with 
the NEWARK COMMUNITY UNION PROJECT in a Negro section of 
Newark, New Jersey, He was one of the framers of the 
Port Huron statement, the first major press paper of the 
STUDENTS FOR A DEMOCRATIC SOCIETY, and was a former 
President of the organization. He has worked with the 
STUDENT NONVIOLENT COORDINATING COMMITTEE (Sl'ICC) in the 
South and is an editor of the ’‘Quarterly Review” STUDIES , 
ON THE LEFT, He was formerly editor of the University of f (j 
Michigan student paper, ’’Michigan Daily”, L 1

i

NK T-15 advised that HAYDEN was a featured speaker 
on February 26, 1936, at the De Roy Auditorium, Wayne 
State University, According to this source, HAYDEN began his 
talk by explaining that he did not call himself an expert 
on the Vietnam situation but was rather a person who had 
travelled to Vietnam and now was giving an account of f . i]
what he saw, just as the French and British newsmen have I
done,

He told of meeting people in Prague, Peking, 
and Hanoi and he described them as ’’wonderful” people. He 
said the Vietcong are not faceless bandits running around 
in black pajamas, but are people fighting for their liberation, 
HAYDEN said the United States was wrong in being there, but 
should not withdraw immediately, He said they should 
stop bombing North Vietnam and gradually withdraw their 
troops over a period of time after they have assured the 
Hanoi Government that they will be willing to sit down to 
negotiations and to an eventual supervised free election. ,\ 
HAYDEN talked of mistakes that the United States Forces (v/ 
were making in propaganda.

IV. MISCELLANEOUS

NK T-16 advised on February 16, 1936, that 
HERBERT APTHEKER in late January, 1966, commented to a 
group of COMMUNIST PARTY leaders in New York City, about 
his recent visit to Hanoi with STAUGHTON LYND and THOMAS
HAYDEN. He stated that he felt that 
and APTHEKER should be used at large 
He urged people to issue invitations

-the teai?- of LYND, HAYDEN 
publie gatherings, 
to have them speak

14
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either as a group or individually, but that he thought' 
that the main thing was to have their views made known, He 
emphasized the need to strengthen the peace movement and
to especially utilize the peace sentiments among college 
people.

NK T-17 on February 1, 1933, stated that at a
meeting of the District Committee of the Southern California 
District COMMUNIST PARTY held on January 30, 1933, a report 
was made concerning GUS HALL’s reaction to the trip of APTHEKER, 
LYND and HAYDEN. It was reported that HALL, the leader . '
of the COMMUNIST PARTY, USA, had stated that the trip 
of these three took a very high place in history and 
that this trip had boosted the stature of the COMMUNIST PARTY 
highly, both nationally and. internationally. He added 
that this is the time to build the party because of all the \ . 
favorable atmosphere created by the Hanoi visit, C$\)

V.INFORMANT CONTACTS

Sources of the Newark Office, who are acquainted
with various phases of COMMUNIST PARTY activity in New Jersey? 
were contacted in March, 1966, and advised that they had 
no information to report concerning COMMUNIST PARTY activity / 
on the part of the subject, V

VI, DESCRIPTION

A description of the subject as furnished by
Passport Records and observation of the subject is as follows:

Name 
Sex 
Race 
Date of Birth 
Place of Birth 
Height 
Weight 
Hair
Eyes 
Complexion 
Build 
Occupation

THOMAS EMMETT HAYDEN 
Male
White
December 11, 1939 
Detroit, Michigan 
5’10’' .
150 lbs.
Black
Brown 
Sallow 
Medium 
Community Organizer

15
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Marital Status f April 1, 1953
iron SANDRA CASON HAYDEN
JOHN FRANCIS HAYDEN 
14342 Craig Court - 
Warren, Michigan - Father

GENEVIEVE GARITY HAYDEN
1217 East'4th
Rcyal Oak, Michigan, - Mother

Education Graduate, University Of Michigan 
1951

k
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APPENDIX

AMERICAN INSTITUTE FOR MARXIST STUDIES

A source advised on April 9, 1963, that on 
April 7, 1963, at a meeting of the District Committee 
of the Communist Party, United States of America (CP, USA) 
of Nev; England, held in Boston, Massachusetts, HERBERT 
APTHEKER stated he was developing an organisation called 
American Institute for Marxist Studies (AIMS), which would 
eventually legalise the CP, Ee stated AIMS 
would publish literature on History, Science, Physics, 
Archeology and other subjects which would be -put out 
quarterly with various supplements.

A second source advised in December, 1959, that. 
HERBERT APTHEKER was elected to the National Committee, 
OP, USA, at the 17th National Convention of the CP, USA, 
held in December, 1959.

A third source advised on June 7, 1963, that 
on June 3, 1963, HERBERT APTHEKER spoke at the CP, USA, 
New York District Board meeting concerning AIMS, 
APTHEKER stated that AIMS would unite and strengthen 
the CP although the CP would not be connected with it, 
He stated AIMS was being formed to operate within the 
scope of the MC CARRAN and SMITE Acts and would 
legally bring Marxist material and opinions to the ' 
attention of American scholars and the general public.

A fourth source advised on May 7, 1965, that 
as of that date, AIMS was located on the fifth floor west 
at 20 East 30th Street, New York City, New York, (

17
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JOHN REED CLUBS OF THE UNITED STATES

The "Guide to Subversive Organisations and 
Publications/’ revised and published as of December 1. 
1961, prepared and released by the Committee on Un-American 
Activities, United States House of Representatives, reflects 
the following citation concerning the John Reed .Clubs 
of the United States:.

"I, Cited as organizations ’whose affiliation 
with the Communist Party is clear beyond 
disputea5

("Special Committee on Un-American Activities, 
Annual Report, House Report 14-76, January 3, 194C, p.10,)"



i.

"NATIONAL GUARDIAN"

‘The ’’Guide to Subversive Osga,nizat iOD.s and Publ t eat ions 
revised and published December 1, 1961. to supersede Guide 
published on January 2, 1957, prepared and released by the 
Committee on Un-American Activities, United States House of 
Representatives, Washington, D.C.; reflects the following bn 
Page 193 regarding the "National Guardian": 1

1. "established by the American Labor Party in 1947 
as a 'progressive' weekly * * *. Although it denies having any 
affiliation with the Communist Party, it has manifested itself 
from the beginning as a virtual official propaganda arm of Soviet 
Russia."

(Committee on Un-American Activities, Report, 
Trial by Treason: The National Committee to 
Secure Justice for the Rosenbergs and Morton . ' 
Sobell, August 25, 1956, p. 12.) ( U

APPENDIX
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STUDIES ON TEE LEFT, INCORPORATED, . 
also known as Studies on the Left (SOTL)

The "Widsconsin State Journal", a daily newspaper 
published at Madison, Wisconsin, on November 26, 1959, 
announced that a new scholarly magazine, "Studies on the Left", 
a historical review dedicated to the leftist point of view, 
edited by present and former graduate students at the 
University of Wisconsin (UW), but having no connection 
with the US itself, would begin publication soon.

Records of the Wisconsin Secretary of State 
reflect SOTL was incorporated under laws of Wisconsin 
July IS, 1959, as a non-stock., non-profit corporation with 
headquarters, Post Office Box 2121, Madison, Wisconsin, 
The first issue contained a policy statement from the 
editors stating SOTL was primarily a magazine for national 
circulation designed to give younger men with radical views 
a place to voice their opinions, About two issues a year 
are published, the most recent in February, 1963,

Publicly listed members of SOTL’s Editorial Board
Saul Landau, Stephen Scheinberg, Martin J, Sklar and 
James Weinstein have been identified by sources previously, 
as having participated, in the activities of the Labor Youth 
League (LYL); while.Editorial Board members David Eakins 
and Matthew Chapperon have been identified as active members 
of the Communist. Party (CP), Another source has identified 
Sklar and Weinstein as handling the finance and business 
affairs of.SOTL.

Volume #3, Number 2, Winter 1963 issue of SOTL, . 
published in February, 1963, on the inside front cover contained 
an announcement that effective March 1, 1963, the new mailing 
address, of SOTL will be "Studies on the Left", Box 33, 
Planetarium Station, Nev; York 24, New York,

. A source advised on May 13, 1963, that SOTL has
as its mailing address Box 33, Planetarium Station, New York.24, 
New York,

The Labor Youth League (LYL) has been designated 
pursuant to Executive Order 1045C,

29



YALE SOCIALIST UNION

A source advised on May 14} 1963, that at an Executive
Committee meeting of the Connecticut Branch, Socialist 
Workers Party (CBj SWP), held May 12, 1963, LEON DAY, 
identified by the source as a CP, SWP member at that time, 
stated that he and VICTOR LIPPIT,, a Yale University 
Graduate student, had organized the Yale Socialist Union 
and DAY stated since he was not a Yale student he could 
not participate in the Yale Socialist Union (YSU) but 
planned to work quietly with LIPPIT on the organization.

■On February 20, 1964, a second source advised that
the YSU is a student organization formed at Yale University, 
New Haven, Connecticut, in May, 1963, which publicly describes 
itself as ’’the focal point for radical student activity 
on the Yale campus.”

The March 13, 1964,. edition of the ’’Yale-Daily News”
a daily student newspaper published at Yale University, New 
Haven, Connecticut, contains an article concerning the 
YSU which reported that activities of the YSU were limited 
to a "series" of appearances by various radical spokesmen 
and discussions of Marxist thought."

According to the second source, and articles in the
April 24 and 27, 1964 editions of the "Yale Daily News", 
the YSU sponsored a meeting on April 25, 1964, at which a 
"Propaganda film” entitled, "Vietcong", advertised as 
"American atrocities in Vietnam," was shown and at which 
meeting the YSU adopted a resolution calling for withdrawal 
of U.S,' troops and aid from South Vietnam and self-determination 
for South Vietnam. ■ '

During 1963-1964, the YSU, according to the second,
third and fourth sources, sponsored meetings featuring as 
principal speakers national officers of the Communist Party, 
Socialist Workers Party, Young Socialist Alliance, and 
Fair Play for Cuba Committee,

and theThe second source on March 30, 1964,
fifth source on April 2, 1964, advised the CP, SWP does not 
have any present interest in the activities of the YSU and 
is not currently attempting to infiltrate, dominate or control 
the YSU. (
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2 APPENDIX

YALE SOCIALIST UNION (continued)

The Socialist Workers Party has been desig
nated pursuant to Executive Order 10450,

■On May;. 18, 1964, a fifth source advised the
CP, SWP is affiliated with and follows the । . j\ 
alias and purposes of the SWP,
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There are enclosed for the information of the ■" -.
Bureau copies of tw articles which appeared in the ”Hev 
York Herald Tribune,” Paris Edition, on 12/29/OS and 1/10/66.
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Sources used in the U-III are as follows:

NIC T-l is

NIC T-2 is

NIC T-3 is

NIC T^4 is ‘

NIC T-5 is •

NIC T-6 is

NIC T-7 is

This LEM is being marked jjSnSieteffELal in order 
to protect the identity of NIC T-l through NIC T-7, sources 
of continuing value identification of which would adversely 
affect national security. .

b7D

.• No documentations have been set out in
attached UM .on the GREATER. COUNCIL TO END THE WAR IN 
VIETMMb since characterizations are not available.
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File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

b6
b7C

Newark, New Jersey
February 15) 1966

GREATER NEWARK COUNCIL TO 
END THE WAR IN VIETNAM 
INFORMATION CONCERNING
INTERNAL SECURITY________

Reference is made to memorandum dated February 9, 1966, 
at Newark, New Jersey. (u

On February 14, 1966, NK T-l, who has furnished 
reliable information in the past, stated that there was a 
’’Lincoln Birthday. Rally to End the War in Vietnam” held 
in the ballroom of the E^sex I-ZousM.., Hotel, Broad Street, Newark,r 
New Jersey, on February 12) 1966).sponsored by the Greater 
Newark Council to End the War in Vietnam.

NK T-l stated that approximately 100 persons attended 
this rally and that groups started leaving about half way 
through, with the result that at least one third left prior 
to the end of the rally.

NX T-l stated that speakers at the rally were the 
Reverend Ford,Roseville Methodist Church, Newark, New Jersey, 
ThomaS^Iayden, Joseph Magliacano, and Clarence Coggins.
Peter Shuchter was the master of ceremonies.

NK T-l stated that the Reverend Ford decried
United States participation in the Vietnamese war saying 
that the United States Government’s interest in Vietnam 
was really economic and that the vast amount of money 
spent in carrying on the war should be used instead for 
much needed public works and the war on poverty. Reverend . 
Ford said that United States troops should be immediately Q u) 
brought home from Vietnam.

Thomas Hayden was the next speaker. He referred to , 
his recent trip to North Vietnam and his experiences there,
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GREATER NEWARK COUNCIL TO 
END THE WAR IN, VIETNAM

He said he was Struck by the peacefulness ahd serenity of 
the people in Hanoi who have beconie accustomed W the war and 
carried on their daily chores in a matter df fact 
Hayden stated that the streets of Hanoi were quiet £rici that 
there were no police in evidence* He said the North 
Vietnamese were prepared in case of air raids, that theste $ere 
ample bomb shelters if the need arose, but that children 
were now using the roofs of these as playgrounds* Hayden 
stated that the majority of the people in Sovth Vietnam 
favored communism and would show it if given a chance ti 
free choice. Hayden stated that if the outside world 
wonders why they would make this choice, it is because the 
natives realize that after the Communists have used their 
ability to break the grip of the Saigon Government, the 
territory so freed will be given back to them for their 
own use. Hayden stated that there is nothing terrifying \ 
about communism and he stated that Christianity, communism, 
Buddhism, and others Eastern religions were all the same and 
have a common basic theme* Hayden went on to state that 
Ithe Vietnamese want independence. He said that they once 
accepted compromise by accepting the 17th Parallel, but 
do not now want to yield to anything. They are aware that 
the United States can destroy them but feel that world 
opinion will d^ter the United States from doing so, '

The next speaker was Joseph MagliauahO who 
stated that President Johnson had no sooner been elected 
to office then he forgot to carry out his promises, 
a fact which labor will long remember. He said that the 
President is currently embarked on supporting a corrupt 
Saigon Government in spite of the fact that a black market 
is flourishing there. Magliacano stated that food and 
equipment sent by the United States to Saigon is being 
stolen by no less than the South Vietnamese officers. He 
said that money spent for this should be put to better use, 
for example, education and help to the aged* He stated that<jJ 
the Vietnamese should be left alone to run their own '
government.

NK T-l stated that Clarence Coggins was introduced 
as the last speaker. Coggins stated that the United States 
had no right to be fighting in Vietnam and that the real 
trouble was that the American people were afraid to speak 
out, He said that if they were not afraid they would have a » huge peace movement going on. Coggins stated that -it must be ( (j)



GREATER NEWARK COUNCIL #6
End tee war in Vietnam ;

remembered ,thdt thb Vietnamese are struggling for the same 
things thht We are struggling for; namely, civil rights, 
Coggins stated that if he had to choose between Ho Chi Minh 
and Governor Wallace,he would certainly choose Ho. He 
stated that the Ku Klux Klan is allowed to operate unchecked 
yet everything is done to destroy communism, Coggins 
stated that the South Vietnamese were promised free elections 
but were never allowed to have them.

He said that both in South Vietnam and the United 
Stiates it is only the money people who want war so that they 
can further enrich themselves. Coggins indicated that h< 
running in a local election as a "peace candidate" and 
his theme would be "Bring the Boys Home",

NK T-l stated that during the meeting, Peter 
Shuchter announced that telegrams would be sent to 
United States Senators Clifford ?. Case and Harrison A, 
Williams of New Jersey urging them to do something to 
stop the United States from sending soldiers to Vietnam. 
He said a similar telegram would be sent to President 
Johnson too.

NK T-l said that Marty Leichtung participated 
in the program by leading a quartet of singers. Shortly 
before the meeting began, he was noted to be in discrete 
conversation with Lottie Gordon.

NK T-l stilted that Shuchter privately stated after 
the meeting that he was disappointed in the turn out. /

NK T-l made available a copy of a petition 
circulated at the above rally sponsored by the Greater 
Newark Council to End the War in Vietnam which was addressed 
to United States Congressman Paul Krebs and seated as 
follows: 

"To Congx’essman Paul Krebs:

"In order that you may present in Congress a view rep
resentative of the views of the residents of your district, 
we, the undersigned, who live in your area, urge that you 
hold open Congressional Hearings in this district concerning (y 
our government’s policy in Vietnam,"

An article appearing in the "Newark Sunday News," 
the Sunday edition of the "Newark Evening News," a 
daily newspaper printed at Newark, New Jersey, captioned / 3"Opposing Views" stated that a Caldwell Marine Reservist C5v

CjgElDENTlAL 
" 3



GREATER NEWARK COUNCIL
THE WAR IN VIETNAM_____________

G. L. Mit-.3h«?JL verbally clashed with Tom Hayden as Hpyden 
left the rally at the Essex House. Mitchell indicated 
to Hayden that he was circulating petitions to the 
United States Attorney General’s Office requesting that 
Hayden be "prosecuted to the full extent of the law" for 
his recent .unauthorized triji to North Vietnam. This 
article stated that the rally was one of many held in the 
East to protest American policy in Vietnam; In this 
article Hayden is quoted as stating that he was leaving z \ 
for the South to attend siimilhr continuing demonstrations.

THOMS HAYDEN

The "New York Times" trfi January : 10, I960, page one, 
reported that Thomas Hayden, a founder df the Students 
for a Democratic Society; Staughton Lynd, an assistant 
professor of history at Yale University, and Herbert 
Aptheker, Director of the American Institute for Marxist 
Studies (AIMS), had returned to the United States after 
a ten day,privately financed, fact finding mission ,
to North Vietnam. The government of North Vietnam had / 
invited Aptheker and he, in turn, had suggested /
that Lynd and Hayden accompany him.

A characterization of AIMS is contained in the appendix \ 
attached hereto. (.7

NK T-2,who has furnished reliable information in the 
past, advised in December, 1959, that Herbert 
Aptheker was elected to the National Committee, 
Communist Party, United States «f America,, at the 
17th national convention of the Communist Party, USA, 
held in December, 1959.

In 1952, Sargent Kennedy, Registrar, Harvard College, 
Cambridge, Massachusetts, advised that Staughton Lynd 
in October, 1950, stated that for about two and one 
half years he had been a member of the John Reed Club 
at Harvard College as well as a member of the American 
Youth for Democracy (AYD).

The AYD has been designated by the Attorney General as 
pursuant to Executive Order 10450.

A characterization of the John Reed Club is contained 
in the appendix attached hereto.

4



GREATER NEWARK COUNCIL TO END 
WAR IN VIETNAM . ; ;

IM^L.IACjANO

NK T-3, who Was in a position to furnish Reliable 
information, advised in April, 1945, that Joseph 
Mhgliactinb ibid Joseph Fischer, the State Communist 
Party Secretary for New Jersey, that he, Mhgliacano, 
would replace the Essex County, New Jersey, Communist 
Party literature director.

CLARENCE COGGINS

NK T-4 advised on May 3, 1965, that Clarence Coggins was the 
leader of the Labor Vanguard Democrats, which was another r 
name used by Coggins for the LaborJNegro Vanguard v' 
Conference.

A characterization of the Labor Negro Vanguard Conference as well as Coggins, appear in the appendix attached. ((J

PETER SHUCHTER

Observations of Special Agents of the Federal Bureau 
of Investigation :on April 16, 1961, revealed that on 
that date, Peter fe'huchter accompanied Robert Hamilton 
to 165 Franklin Street, Bloomfield,New Jersey, an 
apartment building in which Harry Bloksberg then 
resided.

NK T-5, who has furnished reliable information in 
the past, advised on April 2, 1961, that Robert 
Hamilton had been teaching a Marxist class for 
young people for the New Jersey Communist Party. 
NK T-5 stated that Harry Bloksberg had been active 
in this class.

On September 27, 1965, NK T-6,_ has furnished 
reliable information in the past, advised that Peter 
Shuchter attended a meeting of the W. E. B. Du Bois 
Clubs of America (DCA) held on August 20, 1965.

A characterization of the DCA appears in the
appendix attached;

MARTIN LElCIZrUNG

NK T*7, who has furnished reliable information in 
the past, advised on March 4, 1965, that as of December, 1963, 
Leichtung was a member of the Communist Party of New / A 
Jersey.



GREATER NEWABIC COUNCIL TO
END THE 7IAR IN VIETNAM '

LOTTIE GORDON

NK T-7 advised on March 9, 1965, that Lottie Gordon / ■ 
had been reinstated as a Communist Party member during 
January, 1965.

This document contains neither recommendations nor 
conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and ~ 
is loaned to your agency; it and. its contents are not to be U 
distributed outside your agency.

6



1 APPENDIX

LABOR-NEGRO VANGUARD CONFERENCE 
Formerly known as the 
Labor-Negro Vanguard Party, 
Also known as
Labor Vanguard Democrats

In a press release dated November 18, 1961; the 
LABOR-NEGRO VANGUARD PARTY (LNVP) stated:

5fThe growing influence of the irredentist forces 
upon the policies of our nation as indicated by the alarming 
drift towards war and the outlawing of the COMMUNIST PARTY 
(CP) has accentuated the need for all racial; progressive; 
and liberal forces to unite in a common party

In a leaflet entitled; ’’Call to Progressive Minded 
America;94 issued by the-. LNVP; its founding convention was - 
scheduled for November 25, 1961; in New York City. The aims 
and purposes were listed as; . ' ..

io For the resurgence of the American Labor Movement.

. 2. For the winning of the struggle for Negro rights,

3. For an end of the cold war,

40 For economic security and higher mass living standards,

5. For the end of the exploitation of man by man,

A source advised on December 19, 1961; that CLARENCE 
COGGINS is considered the Provisional Chairman of the LNVP, 
Other active members include BERNARD (WHITEY) GOODFRIEND, 
ALVIN OLIVER, WILLIAM CLARK, and RODNEY OLIVER,-1 . . ’ - . . ' • - ... —   —

A second source advised on December 12, 1959, that 
CLARENCE COGGINS, BERNARD (WHITEY) GOODFRIEND, ALVIN OLIVER, 
WILLIAM CLARK, and RODNEY OLIVER 4X1 members of the 
HARRIET TUBMAN Section of the' Essex County; New Jersey, CP,“ 
which was expelled from the Party with'no right of appeal by 
action ©f the 17th National Convention, CP, USA, being held 
Decsaber 10=>13s 1959. . ' .

On January 15, 1963, the first source advised that 
th© LNVP is now using the name LABOR-NEGRO VANGUARD CONFERENCE 
(MVC) and is the name the organization is now known by and 
under which name all leaflets are issued.



LABOR-NEGRO VANGUARD CONFERENCE 
- (Cont9d) ' .

The May 2, 1965 , issue of ’the'""Newark Evening
News", a daily Newark, New "Jersey, newspaper, . contained . 
an article that the tabor Vanguard Democrats, running ' 
an insurgent slate in the'June 1, 1965, Democratic Primary 
opened their official'campaign May 1, 1965, with a ”By 
Day Rally" in Military - Park at Newark,,' . . ' ■

WILLIAM CLARK headed the Labor Vanguard Democrat
.ticket'as candidate’-for Governor of-New-Jersey® • ’Other 

' candidates ©n the ballot wer,e ESTHER NETTE of Newark, ' 
candidate for Assembly?" HERMAN Do KLEIN ©f East■Orange, 
candidate for Freeholder?’and ALVIN OLIVER of. Newark, 
'candidate for Essex County Clerk0 ' ■ . . ■ • ■

On May. 18, 1965, a third source ■ adv is dd ihat the
Or • if if ■ ' , b, , . * *■ LABOR= NEGRO VANGUARD CONFERENCE had been inactive;for • - ■ - '

-about seven -months until CLARENCE' COGGINS and ALVIN OLIVER?'; ?'''■'" 
stimulated- the" current political activity', under, tfife desigMti©^.. 
of Labor' Vanguard Democrats® • . ' '

12
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This report is classified ^Conf^dehtiXll' to 
protect identities of informants NY T-l; NY T-2, aNY T-3 and 
NY T-§. Unauthorized disclosure of information furnished 
by these informants might impair their future effectiveness 
and such impairment could have an adverse effect on the 
national defense.vj/ 

(U)
Information copies are designated for- Newark 

and New Haven since HAYDEN and LYND; respectively; are 
security subjects in those Divisions. L

In addition to panel sources NY T-5 and NY T-6, 
the following security informants of *the NYO attended a 
meeting at Manhattan Center; 1/16/66:^/^ '

Several of these informants would have 
attended this meeting without any specific direction ’. 
from the NYO. Their operation and activity within the \ 
Communist movement required this attendance as evidence 
of their interest and support. It was not considered 
essential to show this extensive coverage of the Manhattan. 
Center meeting in the Details of instant report.^juj

This case is being placed in a pending 
inactive status; awaiting any further instructions 
from the Department as to additional investigation they 
may wish conducted in this case.CQ , . ;■■■■■
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NEW YORK

File Number Where Located

Instant report

Instant report
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■AT NEW YORK, NEW YORK. Will await further , 
instructions from Bureau as to any additional investigati'£Hi 
requested by the Department in this case. । ।
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Synopsis:

1 - 108 INTO Group, 118 E. 16th St., NYC (RM)
1 Secret Service, NYC (RM)

VINCENT J. ASCHERL New York, New York
1/25/66 Office:

100-80532 100-12397^
Bureau

HERBERT EUGENE APTHEKER;
STAUGHTON CRAIG LYND;
THOMAS EMMETT HAYDEN

UNAUTHORIZED TRAVEL TO VIETNAM;
MISUSE OF UNITED STATES PASSPORT;
LOGAN ACT;
CONSPIRACY E55S0?.

DM

File

HERBERT APTHEKER was invited, during the 
Summer, 1965s by thSoNorth Vietnam Government to visit 
Hanoi. He, in turn, suggested that LYND and HAYDEN 
accompany him. Passports of APTHEKER, LYND and HAYDEN 
not valid for travel to those portions of China and 
Vietnam under Communist control. Above individuals 
departed NYC, 12/19/65 for North Vietnam. Their 
itinerary was London, Prague, Moscow, Peking and Hanoi. 
They allegedly spend ip days in North Vietnam and 
departed from there on11/7/66. Their return itinerary 
was Peking, Moscow, Paris, New York. Subjects arrived 
JFK International Airport, Queens, NY, 1/9/66 at 6:50 p.m. 
They were processed through US INS and Customs. Five 
tape recordings and written material in the baggage of 
THOMAS HAYDEN were detained by US Customs for screening, 

press intervieja^-.Kexiriedy Airport, 1/9/66, and at 
meeting Manha^an^cent^r>\NYC, 1/16/66, above subjects 
claimed teahavtvinterviewed! certain Hanoi officials and c 
also representatives—o£-tfie Viet Cong during their ten” 
day visit in North Vietnam. 9
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ENCLOSURES:

Designated as enclosures for the Bureau, Bureau
offices and other Government Agencies receiving copies of 
this report are sets of the seven statements detained from 
the baggage of THOMAS HAYDEN upon his arrival at John F. 
Kennedy International Airport, Queens, New York, 
January 9> 1966. The number of sets designated for the 
Bureau, Newark and New Haven, and the other Government 
Agencies, corresponds with the number of copies of 
instant report designated for them. Accordingly, 
enclosures are forwarded as follows: l

Bureau
Newark
New Haven
108th INTO Group, 
New York City 
Secret Service, 
New York City

7 Sets
1 Set
1 Set

1 Set

1 Set s

The seven statements, referred to above, are 
listed in detail on page 25 of this report.
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DETAILS:

I. BACKGROUND OF HANOI 
NORTH VIETNAM TRIP

HERBERT APTHEKER, while at the Helsinki 
Peace Conference in July, 1965, met North Vietnam 
Communist Party (CP) functionaries who invited him 
to visit North Vietnam..Tr

(NY T-l ~7
LDecember 13, 1965J

On July 5, 1965, APTHEKER flew to Helsinki, 
Finland, as the Chief Delegate of the Communist Party, 
United States of America (CP, USA) to the peace 
conference, which was held in that city.v-/ ....

NY T-2
July 6, 1965

HERBERT APTHEKER, Director of the American 
Institute for Marxist Studies (AIMS), 20 East 30th 
Street, New York City, and Professor STAUGHTON LYND 
of Yale University, New Haven, Connecticut, were 
planning to leave the United States about December 18 
1965, for Prague, Czechoslovakia. They were to stay 
in Prague about two days and then proceed to Hanoi, 
North Vietnam

AIMS Is characterized in the 
appendix of this report.v—

NY T-3
December 13, 1965 (

- 3 -
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NY T-4 advised on December 18, 1965; that 
THOMAS HAYDEN would accompany APTHEKER and LYND on 
the above flights.

An article in the "New York Times", 
January 10, 1966, page 1, entitled "Lynd, Back From 
Hanoi Voices Optimisn on Peace" stated that the 
Government of North Vietnam had invited APTHEKER 
to journey to North Vietnam and he, in:turn, had 
suggested that LYND and HAYDEN accompany him.

An article in the "Long Island Press", 
December 28, 1965^ pages 1 and 2, reported an 
interview with Mrs. LYND, wl£6'-of STAUGHTON LYND, in 
which she stated that her husband had left this 
statement before he departed for North Vietnam on 
December 19; 1965:

"We are leaving tonight on a fact-finding 
trip to made contact with representatives of the FLN 
(Viet Cong) and the government of North Viet Nam. 
The invitation came to us through Dr. Herbert Aptheker, 
who during a conference in Helsinki last summer was 
invited to come to North Viet Nam, bringing with him 
one or two persons with political viewpoints different 
from his own." "

II. PASSPORT DATA

A. HERBERT APTHEKER

File maintained for HERBERT APTHEKER at ’ 
Passport Office, United States Department of State, 
was reviewed on July 17; 1964, and contained the 
following:

o)

o)

CoJ

( 0)

- 4 -
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Passport E681400 was issued to HERBERT 
APTHEKER on July 10, 1964. Passport not valid for 
travel to Albania, Cuba, and those portions of China, 
Korea, and Vietnam under Communist control. Passport 
will expire on July 9> 196?, and may be renewed for 
two years.

Application for passport was dated
June 26, 1964, at New York, New York, and contained 
following as indicated by HERBERT APTHEKER: O)

He indicated he was last married on
September 4, 1942, to FAY P. APTHEKER, born on ‘
February 28, 1905, at New York, New York. o

Date of Birth July 31> 1915
Place of Birth Brooklyn, New York
Residence 32 Ludlam Place

Brooklyn 25, New York 
Parents Father

- BENJAMIN APTHEKER
born Russian r ./ 
(United States citizen) 
Mother 
REBECCA KOMAR 
born Russian ' v
(United States citizen) 

Person to be Notified 
In Event of Death or 
Accident Mrs. FAY P. APTHEKER,

wife, 
32 Ludlam Place 
Brooklyn, New York 

Description: 
Height 5’ 10"
Hair Gray-brown
Eyes Green
Marks and Scars None
Occupation Author o)

- 5 -
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HERBERT APTHEKER was elected to 
the National Committee, CP, USA, 
at its 17th National Convention, 
held in December, 1959•

fNY T-5
^December 19, 1959

B. STAUGHTON LYND

The files of the Passport,Office, United States
Department of State, reviewed by a Special Agent (SA) 
of the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) on 
December 29, 1965, disclosed that STAUGHTON CRAIG LYND
was issued passport Number! I at Boston,
Massachusetts, on December 0^ 1965, for proposed
travel for ’’Christmas vacation two weeks'1 to "Europe 
(itinerary not yet definite)" to "see friends." In 
his application, dated December 6, 1965, at New Haven, 
Connecticut, he stated his intention.to depart from 
New York City by "airline (not sure which line)" about 
December 20, 1965, not by organized tour. He stated 
that he did not know whether he would be taking another 
trip abroad. This passport was valid for three years1 
travel to all countries except Albania, Cuba and those 
portions of China, Korea and Vietnam under Communist 
control.

I | atT ~ land
his file reflects that his birth certificate has been 
seen by passport authorities. He gave his permanent 
residence as I,
He listed his father as ROBERT S. LYND, born at New 
Albany, Indiana, on September 26, 1892, and his mother 
as HELEN MERVELL, born at La Grange, Illinois, on 
March 17, 1896. He stated that he was last married on 
limp IP. TORI, to ALICE LEE NILES, born at|______________

| on | and indicated that this
marriage had not been •Germinated. In the event of death 
or accident, he requested that his wife be notified at 
the home address.

This indjy idual stated that he was born on

b6
b7C

- 6 -
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file:
The following description appeared in his

Height
Hair ■
Eyes 
Marks

5 s 11"

Occupation

Brown
Blue
Scars on right shoulder 
and right calf 
Professor .

STAUGHTON LYND was interviewed 
., A .^by'SAg. of_the FBIrdn..-Attgustil3>% 

1953. During this interview, 
LYND advised that he had never 
been a member of the CP and 
that he had joined the American 
Youth for Democracy (AYD) in 
the Fall of 1946, on the campus 
of Harvard" University. He 
stated that the AYD was known 
as the Harvard" Youth for 
Democracy on the Campus and he 
had disaffiliated himself from 
the AYD in June, 1947.

The AYD has been designated 
pursuant to Executive Order 
10450.

STAUGHTON LSND further advised 
ate. /this interview that while 
at Harvard University he had 
also been a member of the John 
Reed Club for approximately two 
years during 19^-7 to 1948. He 
stated that for approximately 
one year during that period he 
had served as Secretary of the 
John Reed Club.

Co)
- 7 ~
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John Reed Clubs of the United 
States are characterized in 
the appendix of this report.

0. THOMAS HAYDEN

The files of the Passport Office3 United
States Department of State, reviewed by an SA of the 
FBI, on December 29, 19.65, disclosed the additional 
information that THOMAS EMMETT HAYDEN was last 
issued Passport F-1027114 at New York City on . 
December 16, 1965, for proposed travel for one 
month to Belgium, England and France for the 
purpose of writing. In his application, dated 
December 14, 1965, at New York City, he stated his 
intention to depart from New York City via. Sabena 
Airlines about December 17, 1965, not by organized 
tour. He stated that he had not made any trips abroad 
in the previous twelve months and that he expected to 
take another trip abroad within the next five years. 
This passport was limited in validity to expire on 
JuSe- 15, 1966, and stamped that it was not to be 
extended without the express authorization of the 
Department of State. This passport was valid for 
travel to all countries except Albania, Cuba and 
those portions of China, Korea and Vietnam under
Commun i s t c ont ro1.

Mr. HAYDEN, who stated that he was born
on December 11, 1939, at Detroit, Michigan, gave his 
permanent residence as 227 Jelliff Avenue, Newark, 
New Jersey, and arranged to pick up his passport in ... 
New York City. He indicate^^^haV/iis marriage on.-'"' 
October 1, 1961, to SANDR^OASON^AYDEN had been"' 
terminated by divorce on April 1, 19^3- In the 
eyent of death or accident, he requested that CONNIE 
T3R0WN. a friend, be notified at P

J The file contains a notation 
thatTae~T:d^'ntified himself with New Jersey driver’s 
license HO 954-74065-12392, dated December 30, 1964.

- 8 -
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The following description of HAYDEN appeared 
in his passport file:

Height 
Hair
Eyes 
Occupation

5’10" 
Black 
Brown
Community Organization 
specialist

III. ITINERARY OF SUBJECTS

RAYMOND H. COHEN, Counsel for Sabena
Airlines, 720 Fifth Avenue, New York City, furnished
the following information on December 15, 1965:

HERBERT APTHEKER of Brooklyn, New York, and
STAUGHTON LYND, had reservations on Sabena Flight 5^0 
to leave John F. Kennedy (JFK) International Airport, 
Queens, New York, December 19, 19&5, at 8:30 p.m., 
en route Brussels, Belgium. At Brussels they were 
to take a connecting flight OK536, on December 20, 1965, 
en route to Prague, Czechoslovakia.

APTHEKER, LYND and HAYDEN were observed
by SA personnel, FBI, departing JFK Airport on Air 
India, Flight 116, at 9:00 p.m., December 19, 1965, 
en route to London, England. They were originally 
scheduled to depart on Sabena Flight 5^8 at 8:30 p.m. 
However, this flight was cancelled at the last hour 
and the trio was observed leaving Sabena Airlines 
Terminal at 8:00 p.m. They walked to the Air India 
Terminal, which is immediately adjacent to the Sabena 
Terminal. They booked passage on Air India Flight 11 
and departed the United States at 9:00 p.m.

- 9 -
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b7D

FEDERAL bureau of investigation
1/3/66

___________________________ Date _ _________
Passenger Agent, Air 

India, John F. Kennedy International Airport, Queens, 
Yew York, on December 19; 1965; furnished the following 
information: UL_

He examined United States Passport E 681400 
Which was presented to him by HERBERT EUGENE APTHEKER, 
32 Ludlam Place, Brooklyn, New York, on December 19, 
196> prior to the latter’s departure on Air India 

/ Flight 116, which departed John F. Kennedy International 
Airport on December 19, 1965, at 9:00 p.m.

HERBERT APTHEKER departed on ths flight and 
was to arrive in London, England at 8:30 a.m., London 
time, December 23, 1965. HERBERT APTHEKER had a 
connecting flight on British European Airlines 
departing London at 11:00 a.m., December 20, 1965, 
en route Prague, Czechoslovakia. t

On

by

12/19/65 ------------- -—CLL

John F. Kennedy 
International Airport

------------------------------------------------------------File #
SA VINCENT J. ASCHERL/jth:mek

- 10 -
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12/27/65

Date dictated______ _________________
It is the property of the FBI and is loaned toThis document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI.

your agency, it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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b7D

Federal bureau of investigation

1/3/66
Date

Passenger Agent., Air 
India. John F. Kennedy International Airport, Queens, 
New Y<brk, on December 19, 1965, furnished the following 
information: .

He examined United States passport Number 
F1027114, which was presented to him by THOMAS E. 
HAYDEN, 22? Jelliff Avenue, Newark, New Jersey, on 
December 19, 1965, prior to the latter's departure 
on Air India Flight 116 which left John F. Kennedy 
International Airport on December 19, 1965, at 
9:00 p.m. THOMAS HAYDEN departed on this flight 
and was due to arrive in London, England at 8:30 
a.m.j London time, on December 20, 1965. THOMAS 
HAYDEN had a connecting flight on British European 
Airways (BEA) departing London, England at 11:00 a.m. 
December 20. 1Q65, en route Prague, Czechoslovakia._____________

7 exhibited the | I

L0
b7D 
b7E

John F. Kennedy
12/19/65 International Airport NY 100-110521

On ----------------------------at------------------------------------------------------------ File # 

SA VINCENT J. ASCHERL/jth ;mek 1:L _ 12/27/65
by —----------------------------------------------------- —----------------- ■--------------- Date dictated---------- -----------------------------

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to
your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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b7D

Federal bureau of investigation

1/3/66
Date__________________________

Passenger Agent, Air 
India, John F» Kennedy International Airport, Queens, 
New York, on December 19, 1965, furnished the following 
information: _

on_____ i
December 19, 1965, by STAUGHTON C. .LAND, |_J________

| ~ ~| prior to the latter’s
departure on Air India Flight 116, which departed 
John F. Kennedy International Airport on December 19, 
1965, at 9:00 p.m. STAUGHTON LYND departed on this 
flight and was due to arrive in London, England at 
8:30 a.m., London time, December 20, 1965. LYND had 
a connecting flight on British European Airways 
departing London at 11:00 a.m., December 20, 1965, 
en route Prague, Czechoslovakia.

b6
b7C

12/19/65
John F. Kennedy 
International Airport NY 100-110521

------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------- .r 11c tt___________ . /,~r~______
SA VINCENT J. ASCHERL/Jth:mek 12/2Y/O5

- 12 - 
by --------------------------------------------------------------- -----------------------------Date dictated____ -___________________

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to
your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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An article in the "New York World Telegram 
and Sun", dated December 29, 1965, page 3, entitled 
"professor Lynd in Hanoi,: Wife Believes, " ,
reflected the following pertinent information concerning 
the itinerary of subjects;

The article is date-lined New Haven, Connecticut, 
December 29, 1965, and quotes Mrs. STSUGHTON LYND stating 
that her husband presumably already arrived (as of 
December 29, I965J, in Hanoi, North Vietnam. She 
received a communication from him, sent December 22, 
1965, from Prague, Czechoslovakia. In the letter, 
LYND informed his wife that he hoped to arrive in 
Peking, China, December 23, 1965 and then go directly 
to Hanoi. Mrs. LYND said her 36 year old husband 
and the other two were well aware they could be 
prosecuted by federal authorities for making the trip \
without the approval of the State Department. /

The article further related that according 
to JOHN MC DERMOTT, Associate Editor of the magazine 
"Viet Report", STAUGHTON LYND went to Hanoi as a 
correspondent for "Vietr ? Report" in an attempt to 
clarify peace proposals which have been stated by the 
National Liberation Front (NLF) and the Democratic 
Republic of Vietnam (DRV) over the last few months. (_ 0

"Viet-. • Report" is characterized 
in the appendix of this report.

An article in the "New York Times", January 1, 
1966, page 3, entitled "United States Leftist in Hanoi 
Says Lull-In Rai'dSx’produces" No Reaction" quotes STAUGHTON 
LYND as stating there had been no significant reaction 
in Hanoi to the halt of United States air raids in North 
Vietnam, The article related that LYND, APTHEKER and >
HAYDEN had arrived in Hanoi, Tuesday, December 28, 1965, QUJ 
by way of Moscow and Peking. y

13 -
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According to a news broadcast on radio station
WINS (New York), 6:00 p.m., January 5, 1966, THOMAS 
HAYDEN is quoted as stating from Hanoi that he and 
APTHEKER and LYND had met with the "proper people" 
and would be leaving Hanoi on Friday, January 1966.

An article in the "New York Times",
January 9, 1966, page 1, entitled "Lynd s<ays-:Hanoi 
Denied Getting a Direct United States Bid" related 
that LYND, APTHEKER and HAYDEN arrived in Moscow, 
January 8, 1966, on return from Hanoi. They spoke 
with newsmen at Moscow Airport.

SA personnel, FBI, on January 9> 1966, 
observed APTHEKER, LYND and HAYDEN arrive at JFK 
International Airport, Queens, New York, aboard 
Pan American Flight 119 at 6:50 p.m. They were 
processed through United States Inmigration and 
Naturalisation Service (INS) and United States 
Customs at the airport.

APTHEKER, LYND and HAYDEN were met at the
airport by a group of young people wearing buttons 
which identified these young people with the W.E.B. 
Du Bois Club. APTHEKER, LYND and HAYDEN departed
the airport at approximately 8:15 p.m

The W.E.B. Du Bois Club 
is characterized in the 
appendix of this report.

O)

- 14 -
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IV. PROCESSING THROUGH UNITED 
STATES INS AND UNITED STATES 
CUSTOMS

15
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
1/17/66

Date_____________

The processing of HERBERT APTHEKER. STAUGHTON 
C. LYND and. THOMAS E. HAYDEN, through Immigration and 
liaturalization Service (INS) and United States Customs 
at John F. Kennedy International Airport on January 9 5 
1966, was observed by Special Agent personnel of the 
Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI). These individuals 
arrived at Kennedy International Airport, aboard Pan 
American Flight 119 at 6:50 PM, January 9, 1966. A 
cordon of four police officers attached to the Port 
Authority Police, escorted APTHEKER, LYNDand HAYDEN to 
the INS station. STAUGHTON LYND in the fore-front of 
the group was observed presenting his passport"for 
inspection to Immigration Inspector, DOUGLAS FARRELL. 
APTHEKER and LYND were also duly processed by INS 
Inspector FARRELL.

From the INS station they proceeded immediately 
to United States Custom's inspection station at the 
airport where their baggage was checked by Customs 
Inspector GOLDBERG. Badge number | | and KLEIN, Badge
number

APTHEKER, LYND and HAYDEN departed the restricted 
area of the International Arrivals Building at approximately 
7:45 PM.

b6
b7C

1/9/66 JFK International Airport NY 100-80532 
Queens, NY

On ----------------------------at  ------------------------- .—_— ------------ File #__________
- 1/14/66

SA VINCENT J. ASCHERL;arf
by-----------------------------------------------—------------------------------------------ Date dictated —-_____________________
This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to
your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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FD-302 (Re,v. 4-15-64)

'1. ' ■

Date ________________________ __
While at the Pan American Airlines International.Terminal, 

Kennedy International Airport, at the Immigration^Office, it 
Has observed at 7:10 PM that Mr* STAUGhrON Lxiw, THOMAS 
HAYDEN and HERBERT EUGENE APTHEKER, - were all checking in at ’ 
the Control Booth of the Immigration and Naturalization Office. 
These three men had deplaned from Pan American flight number 
119. After checking through Immigration, these three men 
proceeded to Customs check-in counter number three, and at 
7:14 PM'started to be processed by the United States Customs 
Officer* At 7:45 PM it was observed that these three men 
left the restricted area of the Customs check-in and went out / 
into the public lobby area of the terminal.

1/9/66 New York City

On at______________
SA GERALD W. MURPHY/iah

100-80532____________ * ■ . *

_____________ File # ________ _____________________
1/10/66

- 17 -
---------------------- .Date dictated---------------------------------------

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to
your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

1/12/65
Date

On January 9, 1966, at approximately 7:10 p. m.,
Special Agent a. J. Cantagallo, Jr., observed inOMAS E.
HAYDEN, HERBERT APTHEKER, and STAUGHTON C. LYND going through 
Immigration and Naturalization Service processing area, 
Kennedy Airport, New York City. Mr. DOUGLAS FARRELL, Immigration 
and Naturalization Service, New York City, processed the 
above=three individuals through Immigration.

mC'A- <- 100-80532Ji1 K/t Airport
0 1/9/66 New York, New York

--------------------------- at----------------------------------------------------------- .r lie #_____________________________
SA A. J. CANTAGALLO, Jr./ltr 1/11/66

- IS “by---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Date dictated---------- -----------------------------
This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to
your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

1/12/66
Date __ _______________________

On January 9, 1966, approximately 7:20 p. m.,
DOUGLAS FARRELL, Supervisor, Immigration and Naturalization
Sfti-vinft. Kennedy Airport. New York City. made aval 1 ab 1 e

| This b7E
form was filled out by HERBERT APTHEKER upon his arrival
at Kennedy Airport on Pan Am Flight 119 from Paris, France. »
The following information was on the form: (

Mr. FARRELL processed APTHEKER through Immigration .
and Naturalization Service upon his arrival at Kennedy 
Airport.

1/9/66
On ________________

Kennedy Airport, 
New York, New York 

at ________________________

SA A. J. CANTAGALLO, Jr./ltr

100-80532

__ File # __________ ___________________  
1/12/66

—Date dictated ----------------------------------------
This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to
your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

yii/66

Date ___ __________

On January 9, 1966, at approximately 7:20 p. m., 
DOUGLAS-’FARRELL, Supervisor, Immigration and Naturalization 
Service, Kennedy Airport, New York City, made available

This form was 
filled, out by THOMAS E. HAYDEN upon his arrival at Kennedy 
Airport, New York City on Pan Am Flight 119 from Paris} 
France. The following information was on the form:

b7E

Mr. FARRELL processed. HAYDEN through immigration 
and Naturalization Service upon his arrival at Kennedy 
Airport.

1/9/66 JFK Airport 100-30532
New York, New York

On ---------------------------at File #

SA A. J. CANTAGALLO, Jr./ltr 1/12/66
by --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Date dictated----------------------------------------
This document ^contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to 
your agency^J-t and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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Federal bureau of investigation

1/12/^6

On January 9^ 1966, at approximately 7?20 p. m
DOUGLAS FARRELL, Supervisor, Immigration and Naturalization 
.Qomr-i __ TOnnpriv flirnort- New York Citv. made aval 1 ab 1 e

1 This
form was filled out by STAUGH'i'UN U. LYND upon his1 arrival 
at Kennedy Airport on Pan Am Flight 119 from Paris, France. 
The following information was on this form:

Cd)
b6 
b7C
b7E

Mr. FARRELL processed LYND through lififfilgration
and Naturalization Service upon his arrival at Kennedy Airport, q

JFK Airport
on 1/9/66 New York, New York Pilp ^00-80532

- 21 - '
bv SA A. J. CANTAGALLO, Jr./ltr _ 1/11/66
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1/17/66

Date _____________ ■_____________

Captain JOSEPH ROONEYs Staff Officer, United.
States Customs, John Fitzgerald Kennedy (JFK) International. 
Airport, Queens, New York, furnished the following information;

HERBERT APTHEKER, STAUGHTON LYND, and THOMAS
HAYDEN were processed through United States Customs 1/9/66 
at JFK International Airport, Queens, New York, They 
arrived aboard Pan American Flight 119 at 6:50 PM. /
Their Custom’s declarations reflected their names and C
addresses as follows:

THOMAS E. HAYDEN
227 Jelliff
Newark, New Jersey
United States resident

STAUGHTON C. LYND 
I_________ b6

b7C

HERBERT APTHEKER 
32 Ludlam Place 
Brooklyn, New York 
United States resident

The custom’s declaration on THOMAS HAYDEN reflected 
that certain material as follows in his baggage was detairyed 
by Customs for screening:

1. Certain typewritten or printed statements.

2. Five tape recordings.

3- Two books by HO CHI MINH,

JFK International Airport NY 100-80532 
1/9/66 Queens, NY

SA VINCENT J. ASCHERLjjarf Flle # 1/1V66
- 22 -
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FEDERAL bureau of investigat

1/17/66
Date__________________________

Mrs. EVA KLEIN. Badge Number | [ Inspector■> b6 i
United States Customs, John Fitzgerald Kennedy (JFK) b7c
International Airport, Queens, New York, furnished f q|
the following information: 1 /

On January % 1966, at 7:15 PM, she processed
THOMAS E. HAYDEN, 227 Jelliff Avenue, Newark, New Jersey, 
through the United States Customs at the airport. He 
arrived on Pan American Flight 119 from Europe. As part 
of her official duties she checked his baggage and 
retained the following items from his baggage for a . i
determination by Customs as to their possible subversive 
character:

1. Certain statements protesting the United 
States Policies in Vietnam.

2. Two books by HO CHI MINH, Volumes three f 
and four. '

3. Five tape recordings.

1/9/66 JFK International Airport NY 100-80532 
Queens, NY

On --------------------------- at ------------------------------------------- :__________File # __________ __________________
SA VINCENT J. ASCHERLjarf 1/1V66

by ---------------------------------------------------------------------~~--------- Date dictated
This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to
your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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1/13/66
Date______________ ________ __

Mr = SEYMOUR GOLDBERG, Customs Inspector,
Badge Number | j stated that he was on duty on January 9, 
1966, when Mr. STAUGHTON LYND came through Customs at the f n)
airport. 1

He had no conversation with Mr. LYND other than 
to request him to orally declare anything which he was 
bringing into the United States. Mr. LYND replied that he 
had a Czechoslovakian typewriter which he valued at $70.00 
and a doll which he valued at $3»00« Mr. GOLDBERG.stated 
that he completed the Customs form which was not signed 
by Mr. LYND and that concluded his conversation with him. 
Mr. GOLDBERG examined the baggage of Mr. LYND and observed / qJ 
these two items and found nothing else other than personal /
belongings.

Mr. GOLDBERG stated that he did not have any 
conversation with nor did he examine the baggage of Mr. LYND's / (J ) 
other travelling companions, Mr. HERBERT EUGENE APTHEKER /
or THOMAS HAYDEN.

Mr. GOLDBERG stated that he would be willing / \
to testify and stated he had made no independent notes 
concerning the occurrence.

NY 100-80532

.File #

1/13/66

1/11/66 JFK International Airport
On --------------------------- at 

SA BERNARD G. HARRINGTON and 
SA WILLIAM A. DATZ/cjs - 24 -

bv
‘ ------------------------------- Date dictated_______
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1/17/66
Date

Miss ELEANOR SUSKE, Supervisory Administrative 
Aide, Division of Import Controls, United States Customs- 
House, New York City, furnished the following information:

Miss SUSKE on January 11, 1^66s made available 
for review by Special Agent personnel, Federal Bureau of 
Investigation (FBI), the following material which was 
contained in the baggage of THOMAS E. HAYDEN, upon his 
arrival at John Fitzgerald Kennedy International Airport 
(JFK)3 Queens, New York, January 9> 1966:

Five tape recordings.

2. Seven typewrit ten or printed statements.

On

by

3- Twp paper-back books.

Miss SUSKE stated that the five tape recordings 
listed above were apparently exposed in the United States 
and covered civil rights demonstrations, picket lines, 
speeches by civil rights workers and interviews with 
civil rights demonstrators. Miss SJSKE advised that the 
seven statements apparently were made in North Vietnam, 
and were critical of United States foreign policy in Vietnam. 
The seven statements referred to are identified by title r 
as follows!

1. By the Democratic Republic of 
Vietnam State Committee of Science 
and Technology on the Use of Toxic 
Chemicals 

Aggressive 
Vietnam.

and Poison Gas by the 
US Imperialists in South

Hanoi 10/20/65

United States Customs House NY. 100580532 
1/11/66at Bowling Green, NYC File #

SA JAMES D. BRODY;arf 
_______________________ :_________- 25 - Date dictated
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:'2. By the Meteorological Department 
of the Democratic Republic of 
Vietnam Regarding the Criminal 
US Air Raids on D.R.V. Meteorological 
Stations and Observatories.

Hanoi H/29/65

"3. By the Red Cross Society of the 
Democratic Republic of Vietnam 
regarding the savage crimes of 
the US Government and its trampling 
upon the Geneva Conventions for the 
Protection of the Victims of war.

9/27/65

‘'4. Of the Democratic Republic of 
Vietnam Ministry of Public Health 
on the US bombings of medical 
establishments.

Hanoi 7/15/65

"5. To the Evangelical Christians and 
ministers of all creeds in the USA.

Hanoi 12/23/65

u6. By the Ministry of Water Conservancy 
of the Democratic Republic of Vietnam.

Hanoi 9/15/65

u'7. By the Ministry of Education of 
the Democratic Republic of Vietnam 
regarding the US imperialists crimes 
in air raiding educational institutions 
and massacring teachers and students.

10/12/651

-26-
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The two paperback.. books referred to above 
were entitled "HO CHI MINH Selected Works III" and 
"HO CHI MINH Selected Works IV" consisting of 445 pages 
and 468 pages respectively and both published by Hanoi 
Foreign Languages Publishing House in 1961 and 1962. o)

- 27 -
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V. PRESS INTERVIEW WITH 
SUBJECTS, JANUARY 9, 
1966. AND COVERAGE OF 
ACTIVITIES IN NORTH 
VIETNAM

- 28 -
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGAT

1/13/66

Date ____ ______________

Mr. MILTON A. CAINE, Information Officer, The 
Port of New York; Authority, stateu that is ms Qiiuy uo 
make arrangements for the press and photographers to meet 
any personalities arriving at John F. Kennedy International . 
Airport whom they desire to interview or photograph. C

He stated that on January 9, 1966, he was 
advised by the press that they would like to interview 
Mr. STAUGHTON LYND, Mr. HERBERT EUGENE APTHEKER, and 
Mr. THOMAS HAYDEN, upon their arrival at John F. Kennedy 
Airport. He reoyiested a representative of Pan American, 
whose identity he does not know, to point out Mr. LYND to 
him. He then approached Mr. LYND and asked him if he 
desired to make a statement to the press. The latter ,
responded in the affirmative and Mr. CAINE made arrangements (_/ 
for a press conference room to be prepared.

He stated that Mr. LYND then told the assembled 
representatives of the press and radio and television that 
he had a prepared statement, which he then gave to the 
various representatives. ,Mr. LYND and Mr. HAYDEN both 
read portions of this press release and made no divergence 
from the prepared text according to Mr. CAINE’s belief. 
On several occasions during the reading of the press 
release, Mr. LYND indicated that certain portions were 
important but Mr. CAINE did not recall which particular 
items Mr. LYND had emphasized.

Mr. CAINE stated that he was busy in his duties 
of making arrangements for the press and paid little 
attention to the contents of the press release. He stated . 
that he was not present at the time when Mr. APTHEKER \
spoke.

Mr. CAINE stated that he had no further 
conversation with Mr. LYND than that previously referred 
to.

NY 100-80332 
v1/11/66 JFK International Airport, NY

On --------------------------- at File #
SA BERNARD G. HARRINGTON and
SA WILLIAM A. DATZ/cjs _ Z

by ----------------------------- :----------------------------------------------- —------------ .Date dictated ------------------------------------
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Mr. CAINE stated that he vjould be willing to 
testify and stated further that he had made no notes 
concerning the occurrence.

- 3C -
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Federal bureau of investigation

1/13/66

Date

Mr. ALBERT P. CARMICHAEL. Reporter. Associated 
Press, stated that he was on duty on January 9, 1$66, and 
was present for the press conference granted by HERBERT .
EUGENE APTHEKER, STAUGHTON LYND and THOMAS HAYDEN. C

He stated that the press conference began with 
the reading of a press release by Mr. STAUGHTON LYND and 
Mr. THOMAS HAYDEN. He stated that it was his belief that 
they did not deviate from the prepared text other than £ L
that Mr. LYND read an excerpt from the release for the 
television representatives.

Following the reading of the press release, Mr. 
LYND stated that it was not his desire to answer any / J
questions since his replies might be misrepresented. .

Mr. HERBERT EUGENE APTHEKER then had a separate 
press release, copies of which were not given to the press 
or to the representatives of television. In view of the 
fact that no press release was given by Mr. APTHEKER to 
these media, Mr. CARMICHAEL then took notes which he has ( y 
retained.

He stated that it was a lengthy statement in 
which Mr. APTHEKER stated that President JOHNSON’S policy 
was bringing death to Americans in Vietnam and devastation 
to that country, and he desired a reversal of that policy. 
Mr. APTHEKER stated further that it was nightmarish that 
certain United States Senators were calling for the 
bombing of Hanoi and millions of women and children. He 
stated further that it was monstrous that comedians 
referred to the bombing of North Vietnam as "slum clearance." 
Mr..CARMICHAEL believed that Mr. APTHEKER was referring 
to certain comments made by comedian BOB HOPE while the r . 
latter was in Vietnam during the Christmas holidays. I

NZ 100-80^32

„ 1/11/66 JFK International Airport
On _Z----- '-----------------at ----------------------------------------------------------- File #

SA BERNARD G. HARRINGTON and
SA WILLIAM A. DATZ/cjs 

by--------------------------------------------
1/13/66

^31^ Date dictated
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Mr. APTHEKER then discussed the four points of 
the National Liberation Front which Mr. CARMICHAEL termed 
the political arm of the Viet Cong, 
these point 
and 
the 
end

He pointed out that 
had modified the position of the Viet Cong 

he believed that if the United States went along with 
Geneva Agreement and implemented it, it would be the ( C> J 
of the war in Vietnam. v

Mr. CARMICHAEL approached Mr. APTHEKER and asked 
him if he had a copy of this press release and Mr. APTHEKER 
replied in the negative. He stated he only had one copy 
which he gave to an unknown individual and he stated that 
it would be subsequently printed.

Mr. CARMICHAEL stated that he did not desire to 
testify because it would jeopardize his position as a 
reporter for Associated Press in any subsequent news 
gathering. Co)

- 32 -
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”deral bureau of INVESTIGATlW , 
1/17/66

RASA GUSTAITIS, Reporter, New York^ratd-Trlburie?--------------
230 West 41st Street, New York, New York, advised as1 follows

On January 9, 1966, she attended a press conference \ 
held by HERBERT EUGENE APTHEKER, STAUGHTON LYND and THOMAS 
HAYDEN at Kennedy International Airport, New York, New York. |
LYND and HAYDEN read a prepared statement and then APTHEKER t
advised that he agreed in general with their statement and I 
presented his own statement. I

The three men advised that during their 10 day ! 
visit, they spoke to Hanoi officials and Viet Cong represen- | 
tatives. They also, on several occasions referred to their • I 
visit to Viet Nam during the press conference. J

Mr. APTHEKER stated that he was approached by a
North Vietnamese delegate at the Helsinki Peace
Congress in 1965. He said he was asked to visit the country 
and bring non-comniunists with him. He added that he invited 
Professor LYNDand Mr; HAYDEN.

RASA GUSTAITIS advised that she would be willing 
to testify.

(y)

On

1/9/66 New York, New York NY 100-80532

File #
T/1K/66

at__________________________ _
SA J. STEWART KAISER/jwm 

bv____
---------Date dictated
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1.
1/18/66

Date _________________

Mr. HENRY G.DOGEMAN was contacted at 2811 Bridge 
Plaza North, New York City (NYC), by Special Agent {SA; 
MURPHY, at which time the identity of Agent MURPHY was made 
known to Mr.lDGEM'AN stated his home address
was | 1— • telephone
number 516 PR 5-6165? and could bfe conuaubeu at his place 
of employment at MU 2-0400. He stated that he is a reporter 
for the''United Press International" and sometimes is at the 
Kennedy Airport, telephone 656-7204. He stated that on 
Sunday, January 9, 1^66, he was working in the capacity 
of a reporter fcr "United Press International" and was at 
the John F. Kennedy International Airport, Pan American 
Building, to cover the arrival of Mr. STAUGHTON LYND, Mr. | 
THOMAS HAYDEN and Mr. HERBERT APTHEKER.

b6
b7C

He stated his first contact was made inside the x 
conference room at the pan American Building and was there 
for about an hour, during which time Mr. LYND opened a 
press conference identifying himself, Mr. HAYDEN and Mr. 
APTHEKER, announcing that his typed statement would be 
handed out and.that he would read from this statement. 
Mr. LYND stated this statement was "subcribed to by Hayden". 
Mr. LYND said that Mr. APTHEKER had his own statement, 
which was self-prepared.

Mr.LDGEMAN said HAYDEN then read about a page and 
a half of this statement and HAYDEN made no departure from 
this script. Mr. LOGEMAN advised he asked HAYDEN how 
they had been treated by Customs and LYND replied "It seemed 
to be routine". Mr.io®MAN asked if they expected any 
action taken later against them, to which LYND said "As I
to the future, I don't know". Mr.LDGEM.AN stated that the |
"Herald Tribune"female reporter asked HAYDEN what Customs 
had taken from him. HAYDEN said "Mimeo papers reporting 
what a group of Vietnam people reported on actions of the 
US men in Vietnam". HAYDEN also said five tape recordings 
were taken "contents unknown". Mr. LCEEMN said he was not 
sure if HKYDEN meant that Customs .did not know what the 
contents were, or that he, Mr. HAYDEN, did not know the x 

-contents of these-^tape—recordings.^___HAYDEN also said( Q j

On 1/11/66 New York, New York NY 100-80532
-------------------------------------- -------------File #

by SA GERALD W. MURPHY/jv
“—3-4  ------ Date dictated
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that volumes three and four of either "The Works" or "Life 
of Ho Chi Minh" were also taken. LYND was asked if he was 
more or less optimistic if a settlement could be had.
LYND said "more". He stated that after HAYDEN read the 
first page and a half of the prepared statement, LYND read 
from thereon.

('A?
He stated another person who was present' at this 

press conference was the female CAROL BRIGHTMAN , who said 
she was the Editor of "Viet Report". She said she was 
from New York, but a native of Winnetka, Illinois; also, 
one other representative of"Viet Report" was there. Mr. 
LOGEMANsaid that BRIGHTMAN stated Mr. LYND was acting 
as a correspondent of the magazine "Viet Report", but 
they did not finance the trip. He said Mrs. LYND was 
there and that she said the money was gotten up by friends 
of Mr. LYND to pay for this trip. He also advised that the 
"Herald Tribune" female reporter was present, as was the 
"Associated Press" reporter; Mr. and Mrs. ROBERT LYND, Mrs. 
APTHEKER and about fifty young people, none of whom claiinedi 
to be any group leaders, but Just claimed to be friends of 
these three returning men. Mr.LOGEMAN further stated that 
LYND had commented he did not intend to answer any questions, 
but would only read the released press statement and that Mr. 
APTHEKER would not.release a typed statement for the general 
reader and little interest was shown to what he said.

He stated that he would be willing to testify 
if required to, but he would prefer prior to being requested 
to testify, that his boss Mr. EUGENE HEGARTY of the "United 
Press International", be so advised.

i
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TCDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATlW

Date _____ 1/17/6-6__________

___________ _ Mr. HENRY LOGEMAN of|_________________ _______________________ _ 
I provided a seven, page typewritten carbon copy 

statement which is headed "FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE, Hayden and 
Lynd, January 9". This seven page statement, according to 
Mr. LOGEMAN, was secured by him on Sunday, January 9, 1966, 
while he was at the John F. Kennedy International Airport, 
Pan American Building, at which time Mr. STAUGHTON LYND, 
Mr. THOMAS HAYDEN and Mr. HERBERT APTHEKER had a press conference 
Tie stst'ed this?seven'page statement is the. same statement 
that he had reference to when he spoke to Agent MURPHY earlier 
this same day. He stated that on the bottom of page seven 
of this statement provided to him by Mr. LYND he, Mr. 
LOGEMAN, had made some notes which he said he wrote in pencil f (j 
and which he described as follows:____________________________________ Id

b6 
b7C

The first line that he wrote in pencil is "Hayden 
and Lynd said they were non-Communist, ’we'worked closely with 
Aptheker". He stated the second line he wrote in pencil is; 
"if Communist and non-Communist countries can work together 
for peace-then Communist and non-Communist individuals must 
do so". He stated this was a statement made by Mr. LYND 
at the press conference on January 9, 1966. He stated the 
third line again was quoting Mr. LYND and it says "Aptheker 
was a positive asset to the visit". He stated the fourth 
line he cannot read and does not know what he wrote. He 
stated the portion in brackets concerns four points mentioned 
in text of a copy of "Viet Report" shown to LOGEMAN by a 
reporter for "Viet Report".

Mr. LOGEMAN stated that each of the seven pages, of 
thS press release has been initialed and dated January 11, 1966 
by him. He stated this press release given to him by Mr. LYND 
is the substance of the press release given by Mr. LYND and 
Mr. HAYDEN at the John F. Kennedy InternatiorfalAirport, Queens, 
New York, January 9, 1966.

This seven page statement is copied as follows:

Lu)

1/11/66 Floral Park, New York NY 100-80532
On --------------------------- at----- ------------------------------------------- .__ -___File # 
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"FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
Hayden and Lynd

./'HAYDEN:

"Our fact-finding effort took us first to Prague, 
Moscow and Peking, where we interviewed representatives of the 
National Liberation Front, the Democratic Republic of Vietnam, 
and the Soviet and Chinese Peace Committees. Thus when we . 
arrived In Hanoi on December 28 we felt we had a tentative ( U 
understanding of the NLF and DRV positions.

"During our ten days in North Vietnam we talked with 
many persons in many walks of life. These included Premier 
Pham Van Dong; Mr. Hoang Quoc Viet, who is head of the countrys 
trade unions and also holds a position in the government 
corresponding to that of Attorney General in the United States; 
Colonel Ha Van Lau, liaison officer of the DRV to the Inter
national Control Commission, officials of the Fatherland Front, 
the Workers party, the Democratic Party, and the Socialist 
Party; leaders of the Buddhist and Catholic faiths and of 
womens organizations; student and youth leaders; and members 
of our host group, the North Vietnam Peace Committee. We 
talked with soldiers from the NLF army who were visiting the 
North. We met also with many ordinary people in Hanoi, in the 
countryside, and in Nam Dinh, a city which has been bombed 
and strafed by American planes.

"We asked permission to speak with an American 
prisoner so as to inquire into the treatment they receive and 
to ask if they had grievances which we could report to both 
Vietnamese and American authorities, On the evening of 
January 3 we were allowed to speak for one hour with a 
captured American pilot, with his agreement. At his wish, 
in response to our suggestion, we will write to his family 
to tell them of our talk with him.

"We intend not to Identify this man lest in any way 
he suffer reprisals because of publicity. Our talk with 
him ranged from the World Series to the history of Vietnam, 
but centered on the question of his treatment as a prisoner. 
He said that his life was no bed of roses but that his treat
ment was adequate and better than he had expected. He is, so 
he said, adequately clothed and fed, and mentioned in particular 
a turkey dinner at Christmas time. He told us that he showers 
every other day. He has been allowed to write one letter 
to his family, and hopes soon to be able to write one letter 
each month. He said his captors for the most part left him 
by himself. The only reading matter provided is the Vietnam , 
Courier, an English-language newspaper written from the (Q

- 37 -
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"standpoint of the DRV government. He is also permitted 
to listen to the English-language broadcasts of radio Hanoi. 
We received the impression that he was in a room by himself 
but could communicate with other American prisoners. ic 
He said he and they all prayed for peace.

"Vietnamese officers were present throughout the 
conversation which naturally imposed restraint on all four 
Americans. We came away deeply moved by the poise and courage 
our fellow-citizen displayed in this difficult situation. 
His treatment so far as we could determine was adequate and 
humane.

"On December 30 we submitted to the DRV government, 
through the Peace Committee, a list of those questions about 
the positions of the NLF and the DRV which seemed to us most 
often asked in the United States. On January 5 we received 
written answers to these questions from Premier Pham Van 
Dong, and spoke with the Premier for 90 minutes.

"Mr. Staughton Lynd and I prepared a report of our 
findings for you, which he will read on behalf of both of us, 
but before that I would like to depart from my neutrality as 
a fact-finder to say one thing to you. While we were away, 
there was a pause in the bombing of North Vietnam, but one more 
civil rights worker was murdered in the American South. I 
consider myself a member of the same generation and movement 
as this dead young man. We know that terror still is used 
against the Negroes and the poor of our country; more than 
any other fact I found on my journey, this makes me fearful 
about the kind of freedom and protection the Uniced States 
is bringing the poor people of Vietnam.

"LYND:

"Mr. Hayden and I wish first to explain why we will 
limit our comments this evening to the written statement I am 
about to read, rather than answering questions. . Having in 
mind the experience of the Italian professors whose words 
as quoted in the press were repudiated by Hanoi, we fear the 
possibility of unintentional distortion which could lessen 
the usefulness of the report we have brought back from f <
Vietnam. v '
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"For example, it would be a distortion to say or 
imply that we return with a dramatic concession of an explicit 
peace feeler. We feel we do bring back with us significant 
clarifications of the NLF and DRV attitudes toward some of the 
more controversial among President Johnsons 14 points. We ask 
the cooperation of the press, in the inte^st of the concern 
for accuracy and responsibility which you share with us, to (J 
report our statements in this regard as clarifications t
rather than concessions.

"The first half of the remainder of our statement 
will deal with the pause in bombing and the reaction of DRV 
to that pause. Then we will return to some of the specific 
points at issue between the United States on the one hand, and 
the NLF and DRV on the other.

"Among the significant North Vietnamese commentaries 
on what is termed in Hanoi the United States peace offensive, 
have been a statement by the Voice of Vietnam radio on Dec. 30, 
authoritative articles in Nhan Dan for Dec. 31 and Jan 3> and 
the statement by the DRV Foreign Ministry on Jan. 4. We also 
discussed the new American initiatives with many persons, 
among them Premier Pham Van Dong in our interview with him 
on Jan. 5.

"We think that as seen from Hanoi there is a deep 
inconsistency in United States policy between a peaceful posture 
looking toward a negotiated settlement, and an interventionist 
posture which has in view the permanent partition of Vietnam 
and an expanded war. This two-sidedness makes United States 
policy seem hypocritical and suspect to the Vietnamese, who 
hear overtures of peace but also pledges to stay in Vietnam, 
who know of the ■ pause in bombing but also observe a 
daily military build-up in the South.

"For those to whom we talked in Vietnam, the record 
of events in recent weeks proves clearly the continuing incon
sistency of American policy. American ambassadors have gone 
all over the world to ‘knock on any door ’ seeking peace. But 
Premier Pham Van Dong, in response to our questions, stated 
unequivocally that the United States government had not made
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"contact with the government of the DRV, either at Hanoi or 
through DRV ambassadors in other capitals, since President 
Johnson spoke of knocking on any door Dec. 20. We assume 
that the United States, in keeping with previous policy, 
has not sought to make contact with NLF representatives either. 
To those with whom we spoke in Vietnam, it appears that the 
United States knocks on all doors except the doors of those 
whom it is fighting. They wonder if the United States is 
searching for peace or mainly attempting to soften ' 
before negative public opinion abroad and at home.

its image

bombing of 
last pause 
During the

"To be sure, there is now a pause in the 
North Vietnam. But the Vietnamese remind that the 
was followed immediately by expansion of the war. 
current pause, while the United States has waited for a so- 
called signal from Hanoi, Vietnamese sources have emphasized 
that President Johnsons words are accompanied by escalation 
in the South. According to these sources, the day after 
President Johnson spoke of knocking on any door the Department 
of Defense admitted the widespread use of toxic chemicals and 
authorized 'hot pursuit''by American troops into Cambodia. 
A week later, when President Johnson announced his 14 points, 
4000 nev; American troops of the 25th division arrived at 
Pleikhu. Hanoi sources also point to the arrival in 
Saigon between Dec. 21 and ‘‘
of the United States Army, 
of Staff, the Secretary of 
the Air Force. Experience 
conferences immediately precede new escalation.

Jan. 1 of the Chief of Staff 
the chairman of the Joint Chiefs 
the Amy, and the Secretary of 
suggests to them that such

"The North Vietnamese do not trust an offer.to f
negotiate unconditionally which, as they see it, -represents I 
only one side of Americas two-sided policy. They want to know I 
if the United States has clearly decided that Vietnam should ' 
be united, rather than partitioned. They want to be sure that 
the United States has finally abandoned any plan to make 
South Vietnam a military base for the United States in I
Southeast Asia. Thus 'Observer' stated in Nhan Dan for ’
Jan. 3 that the so-called unconditional negotiations offered 
by the United States in fact contain four conditions. 1. United
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"States troops will stay in South Vietnam as long as the 
United States thinks it necessary; 2. South Vietnam must he 
an independent sovereign state; 3. The United States refused 
to recognize the NLF; 4. 'The North Vietnamese people are not 
allowed to support the patriotic struggle of their compatriots 
in the South.1 (<)

"In our view, the United States does make such 
policy demands regularly, and they do conflict directly with 
its other stated aim of unconditional discussions and its 
denial of any ambition to occupy part of Asia.

"President Johnsons 14 point program appears to 
come close to the diplomatic statements of the NLF and DRV, 
especially in accepting the Geneva Agreements as a basis of 
settlement, in denying any desire to keep troops indefinitely 
in South Vietnam, and in approving reunification.

"However, the North Vietnamese see two crucial 
Inadequacies in the hew United States peace position. First, 
they wonder how the United States can accept the Geneva 
Agreements as the basis for settlement but treat the DRV 
four points merely as a matter which could be discussed. 
Hanoi considers its four points to be the essence 
of the Geneva Settlement, especially the provisions requiring 
withdrawal of all foreign troops from Vietnam and leaving 
all political solutions to the self-determination of the 
Vietnamese people. ,

"Secondly, the United States realized that the 
NLF must be in some sense a party to any final negotiation, 
but the United States defines the NLF simply as an arm 
of Hanoi. Premier Pham Van Dong told us that his government 
’can by no means be dissociated’ from the third point in 
its four point program, which calls for settling the 
affairs of South Vietnam in accordance with the program of 
the NLF. The Premier said that what this point involved was 
the principle of self-determination at the heart of the 
Geneva Agreements. Like many others with whom we spoke, the 
Premier insisted on the independence of the NLF from the 
DRV government in Hanoi. At one point in our talk he indicated 
his own surprise at the apparent strength of the NLF and its 
success in dealing with the United States forces.
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"So long as American policy remains obviously two
sided, we can understand the realistic suspicion of Premier 
Pham Van Dong, who told us: 'What is the reason for the peace 
offensive? To win public opinion, particularly American / (J
public opinion. Only by so doing can President Johnson C .
escalate the war.'

"We feel it would be tragic, and quite frankly, 
irresponsible on the part of the United States government, to 
regard Hanois response to a temporary bombing pause as a 
conclusive demonstration that an honorable negotiated 
solution cannot be found with the NLF and the DRV. Our 
conversations in Vietnam convinced us that many ingredients 
'Qf an honorable solution exist.

"As you know, we have cabled Senator Fulbright asking 
to report aur findings, at any time and under any conditions, 
to the Senate Committee on Foreign Relations. We sent this 
cable because we consider it our responsibility as American 
citizens to make available to the appropriate agency of the 
government the information we have obtained.

"We hope to present to the Senate Committee on 
Foreign Relations the full text of our questions to premier 
Pham Van Dong and his written answers, together with a 
summary of our interviews with the Premier and with other 
NLF and DRV spokesmen. Both these texts will be made 
public no later than Sunday January 16, when we expect to 
make a public report at the Manhattan Center in New York 
City.

"However, because of the urgency of the problems 
involved, we also consider it our responsibility to state 
now what we regard as some of the key points in Premier 
Pham Van Dongs answers to our questions.

"1. In his written answers'/ the Premier repeated 
the statement in the Foreign Ministry release of Jan. 4, 
namely, that a 'political settlement of the Vietnam problem' 
could be envisaged 'only when the United States has accepted
the four-point stand of the Government of the DRV, has proved 
this by actual deeds, at the same time has stopped unconditionally 
and for good its air raids and all other acts of war against f .I 
the DRV.’ ( UI
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"in our interview, we asked the Premier what actual
deeds the government of the DRV had in mind. He replied 
that that was something for the United States government to 
decide.

"in the context of our conversations, this response
appears to clarify significantly the DRV attitude toward 
American military withdrawal. On the one hand, as we were told 
over and over again, the NLF and DRV require, as a precondition 
to negotiations, an unambiguous decision by the United States to 
withdraw all its troops from Vietnam. On the other hand, they 
would seem to.be prepared to leave the United States consi
derable freedom in choosing how to demonstrate by concrete 
steps that this decision has been made. Every indication 
is that there is no explicit requirement of the physical with
drawal of all United States troops prior to negotiations.

"2. The Premier categorically denied the presence
of ’forces of the Democratic Republic of Vietnam in South 
Vietnam,' terming it a 'sheer fabrication.' 

"We think that this denial has not previously
been made in such absolute terms by the highest governmental 
authorities in the DRV. In response to a similar question 
from reporter Felix Greene only a few weeks earlier, President 
Ho Chi Minh only said that the United States is 'fabricating 
false information' to ’cover up' its aggression.

"Premier Pham Van Dong_s answer seems even more 
interesting since we prefaced our questions by'saying that we 
would not report having asked any question that the Premier 
chose not to answer. We see little reason for premier phem 
Van Dong to make such a statement if it can be proven false 
by American authorities.

"3. It has been widely assumed in the United States
that the DRV is no longer open to the possibility of reunifica
tion of North and South Vietnam by means of a free general 
election. In response to a question about this, Premier Pham 
Van Dong referred to a passage in the program of the Vietnamese
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"Fatherland Front, which says in part 1 'we must conduct 
negotiations to arrange the holding of a free general elections 
in order to achieve national unity without either side trying 
to exert pressure on, or trying to annex the other.1

"4. In response to a question about the possible 
reconvening of the Geneva Conference, Premier Pham Van 
Dong quoted his words of last April to the effect that once 
the DRV four points had been accepted 'it will be possible 
to consider the reconvening of an international conference 
of the type of the 1954 Geneva Conference on Viet Nam.' We 
might add that one of the DRV ambassadors to whom we spoke 
ien route to Hanoi commented that determination of the 'role 
and composition1 of an international supervisory commission 
would be an appropriate 'task for such a conference.

"Throughout our interview Premier Pham Van Dong, 
like so many others to whom we spoke, insisted that while 
the people of Vietnam were prepared to fight as long as need 
be to win their independence, noone wanted peace more than they. 
If there was one message which person after person charged us 
to bring back to the people of the United States, it was this: 
Tell the American people^uhake a distinction between them 
and the American government. Explain to them that we have been 
fighting for twenty-five years and that many of us, having 
regrouped to the North under the Geneva Agreements, have 
pot seen or heard from our families in ten years. Who 
could want peace more than we? But there can be no real 
peace unless there is independence. An end to this war, 
they never failed to add, would be in the interest both of 
our people and of yours.

"At one point in our interview with Premier Pham 
Van Dong, he said to us: If you have the opportunity to see 
President Johnson, please ask him for me, why is he fighting us? 
We wonder if the American people are sure of the answer to 
this question. Before we launch a new and more terrible 
round of escalation, should we not stop to consider whether 
the possibilities of peace have really been exhausted? The 
present American peace initiative is not yet seen as such by
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"the Vietnamese. They see it through suspicious eyes, for 
it is accompanied by American military build-up in the South 
and by continued United States references to the permanent 
partitioning of Vietnam. Until these, policy •ihbonsistencies 
have been resolved, we believe it is tragically unfair to brand 
our antagonists as intransigent or to conclude that an 
honorable negotiated settlement is Impossible."
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An article in the "Daily News", January 9, 1966, 
page 6, entitled "GIs Hear Sour Quote of U.S. Red", 
date-lined Saigon, January 8, 1966, related that a tape 
recording was beamed to United States Servicementin 
Saigon. Hanoi radio said this was reportedly the 
voice of American peace missionary HERBERT APTHEKER. 
In this recording, APTHEKER extolled the North 
Vietnamese spirit and urged a quick end to "this 
atrocious war."

The following statement is attributed to 
APTHEKER, according to the news article;

"Visiting Hanoi and its surrounding area, one 
may see for himself the determination of this people 
to be Independent and the calm dedication that 
everywhere is apparent.'

"The movement of peace in the United States 
gains strength with every passing day. It is vital 
to the best interest of my fellow citizens that this 
atrocious war upon the Viet Namese people be 
terminated as quickly as possible."

■ VI. MEETING AT MANHATTAN
, CENTER, JANUARY 16, 1966

The meeting at Manhattan Center, 34-th Street 
and Eighth Avenue, New York City, on January 16, 1966, 
was observed by SA personnel, FBI. At this meeting 
APTHEKER, LYND and HAYDEN gave "eye witness" reports 
on their trip to North Vietnam. The chairman of this 
meeting was A.J. MUSTE.

The "Daily News", a New York City 
daily newspaper, August 5, 1965, 
page 21, carried an article . 
entitled "War Protest to Center 
on White House." This article 
indicated that Reverend A.J, MUSTE 
is National Chairman of the 
Committee for Non-Violent Action.
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A, J, MUSTE stated that the purpose of this 
meeting was to hear the reports of three American 
citizens who recently returned from a visit to North 
Vietnam. The meeting was held under the auspices 
of--the Fifth Avenue Vietnam Peace Parade Committee, 
New York City.

HERBERT APTHEKER, the first speaker, was 
introduced by MUSTE as a professional historian and 
as Director of the AIMS, .

APTHEKER, in his speech, described Hanoi 
as a "target". He related interviews he had with 
various North Vietnamese and described their 
reaction.to the threat of the United States air 
raids. He said the United States bombing raids 
thusfar have not dislocated the people of North 
Vietnam. He said the Geneva agreements of 195^ should 
be the basis of a negotiated peace. This is the 
platform of the NLF and the DRV. He said the DRV 
has tried to normalize conditions between North 
and South Vietnam and demand neutrality in the foreign 
policy of the South Vietnamese Imterim Government, 
reunification and general, free elections.

He said the DRV is seeking to defeat 
American aggression on their soil. He said the1’ 
present war in Vietnam is atrocious, immoral and 
intensly unpopular.

A.J. MUSTE introduced THOMAS HAYDEN as one 
of the founders of the Students for a Democratic 
Society.

HAYDEN reported on his impressions of the 
attitudes of people whom he interviewed in Prague, 
Moscow, Peking and Hanoi.
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. He said they spent. December 20, 1965 to 
December 22, 1965 in Prague and on the evening of 
their arrival they attested a celebration 
commemorating the fifth anniversary of the founding 
of the NLF. In Prague they spoke with the Ambassador 
of the North Vietnam Republic. HAYDEN stated that 
the NLF program calls for a coalition government in 
Vietnam and this would include all elements opposed^ 
to United States occupation or aggression.

C<9
On arrival in •■Mos cow, according to HAYDEN, 

they met with a representative of the NLF, a member 
of the NLF Central Committee. They had a three hour 
discussion with him. According to this person, the 
strategy of the United States is to permanently 
occupy South Vietnam and turn it into a colony. He 
said the United States had not understood the 
strength of the "people’s war." The revolutionary 
forces in the South are much stronger than they were 
in 195 4.

Also in Moscow they had a discussion with 
the Ambassador to North Vietnam, He said that the 
United Nations has no authority in Vietnam^ that 
the Vietnamese do not require total withdrawal of 
United States forces as a pre-condition of negotiations 
but they oppose occupation of South Vietnam and they 
want the eventual withdrawal of United Sates troops.

HAYDEN stated that from the interviews they 
had in Peking, China, he concluded the Soviets and 
the Chinese have only supporting roles in this 
conflict with the Vietnamese clearly in command. They 
had a trip through the Chinese Museum of the Revolution. . 
They had an interview with the Editor of a Chinese 
publication who said "we are Communists and we belong 
with the weak and oppressed peoples. We support the DRV 
and the NLF." The Chinese believe there will be more 
United States troops in Vietnam and more United States 
bombings, and that the war will be extended to all of 
Indo-China.
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HAYDEN stated that he had interviews with five 
members <o'f the NLF in Vietnam; that the 
Vietnamese people know more about, maintaining 
independence than we do.

A.J. MUSTE, at this point, read to the 
meeting a message at3?±rfect.ed> to the gathering from an 
official representing the NLF Praesidium "on behalf 
of the Lfew .Year, on behalf of the South Vietnamese 
people, the NLF and I convey my best congratulations 
to the American people and organizations struggling 
for freedon in the United States. The NLF is following 
with admiration the movement of theAmerican people 
against the JOHNSON Government’s aggressive policy in 
Vietnam."

A.J. MUSTE introduced STAUGHTON LYND as 
Assistant Professor at Yale University and affiliated 
with "Viet*. ' Report .,r

STAUGHTON LYND stated that the press had 
asked him to comment on "our" current legal status, 
anything by the way of legal reprisals. "We performed 
a task of clarification, not negotiation. In thus 
attempting to clarify the position of the NLF and the 
DRV we did what has been done by any other fact finders. 
It is our hope that the Administration will chorse to 
regard our Christmas journey as an expression of the 
sentiment expressed by the President on December 20, 
1965; to ’knock on any door and travel any place in 
search of peace.*"

LYND stated that on the Four-Point program 
of the DRV, he was convinced that direct contact with 
the DRV and NLF might help resolve any procedural 
problems.

LYND also discussed the interview they had 
with Premier PHAM VAN DONG, details concerning which 
have been set forth in the Press Interview section of 
this report.
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LYND emphasized that if the United States 
would deal directly with the NLF it might find that 
other aspects of the NLF program might become more 
negotiable. .

r- (in
VNY T-6 and NY T-T/weire present at the 

Manhattan Center, New York city, on the afternoon of 
January 16, 1966. The substance of information 
furnished by these sources is incorporated in the 
above report concerning the proceedings at this 
meeting. (J

CP National Committee meeting was held on 
January 1&7" 1966, at the Wellington Hotel, New York 
City, and was adjourned at 1:00 p.m. for all to 
attend the meeting at Manhattan Center where APTHEKER. 
LYND and HAYDEN spoke on their trip to Vietnam.4''?

of the North Vietnam CP, without 
The Central Committee recognized 

representative. APTHEKER stated 
CP does not wish to intrude into

r~At the January 17, 1966 session of the CP 
National committee meeting, APTHEKER delivered a 
speech on Vietnam stating that he had met with the 
Cental Committee ‘ 
LYND and HAYDEN, 
him as a CP, USA 
that the Vietnam 
arguments between "United States Leftists" regarding 
slogans used in anti-war demonstrations. They 
encouraged the use of any and all slogans so long 
as the result is increased protest activity/-/ ,

>

NY T-8 / x ‘
January 1?, 1966
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APPENDIX

AMERICAN INSTITUTE FOR 
MARXIST STUDIES

A source advised on April 9, 1963, that on
April 7, 1963, at a meeting of the District Committee 
of the Communist Party, United States of America (CP,USA) 
of New England, held in Boston, Massachusetts, HERBERT 
APTHEKER stated he was developing an organisation called 
American Institute for Marxist Studies (AIMS), which 
would eventually legalize the CP. He stated AIMS 
would publish literature on History, Science, Physics, 
Archeology and other subjects which would be put out 
quarterly with various supplements.

A second source advised in December, 1959,
that HERBERT APTHEKER was elected to the National 
Committee, CP,USA, at the 17th National Convention 
of the CP,USA, held in December, 1959.

A third source advised on June 7, 1963, that
on June 3, 1963, HERBERT APTHEKER spoke at the CP,USA, 
New York District Board meeting concerning AIMS. . 
APTHEKER stated that AIMS would unite and strengthen 
the CP although the CP would not be connected with it. 
He stated. AIMS was being formed to operate within the 
scope of the MG CARRAN and SMITH Acts and would 
legally bring Marxist material and opinions to the 
attention of American scholars and the general 
public.

A fourth source advised on May 7, 1965,
that as of that date, AIMS was located on the fifth 
floor west at 20 East 30th Street, New York City,
New York (V
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APPENDIX 
1.

JOHN REED CLUBS OF THE 
UNITED STATES

The "Guide to Subversive Organizations and 
Publications," revised and published as of December 1, 
1961, prepared and released by the Committee on Un- 
American Activities, United States House of 
Representatives, reflects the following citation 
concerning the John Reed Clubs of the United States:

"1. Cited as organizations ’whose affiliation 
with the Communist Party is clear beyond 
dispute.’

("Special Committee on Un-American Activities, 
Annual Report, House Report 14?6, January 19.40, p.10.)"
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STUDENT COMMITTEE FOR 
TRAVEL TO CUBA (SCTC)

"The Columbia Owl", weekly student newspaper of
Columbia University, New York City, December 12, 19^2, issue, 
page one, contained an article entitled "Students to Visit
Cuba During Holidays." This article stated in part that 
the Ad Hoc Student Committee for Travel to Cuba was formed 
October 14, 1962, by a group of students from New York City 
universities, the University of Wisconsin, Oberlin College, 
and the University of North Carolina, who stated that as 
students they would like a chance to see and evaluate 
the situation in . Cuba for themselves and had received an 
offer of transportation and two weeks stay in Cuba from the 
Federation of University Students in Havana, as guecc-s of 
the Federation.. The Committee accepted the offer and . 
applied to the State Department of the United States for 
passport validation which was refused; however over fifty 
students planned to defy the State Department ban and go to 
Cuba.

A- source advised on December 6, 1962, that during
December, 1962, it was learned that the Ad Hoc Student 
Committee for Travel to Cuba had recently been formed by the 
Progressive Labor1 Group.

A second source advised on September 13$ 1963, that
during the summer of 1963 fifty-nine individuals travelled to 
Cuba and that the leaders of the group were members of the 
Progressive Labor Movement (p.LM) and that the trip was planned 
and organized by PL members.

A third source advised on October 9, 1963 that the
SCTC was utilizing Post Office Box 2178, New York 1, New York, 
as its mailing address.

Dn March 12, 1965, PHILLIP ABBOTT LUCE, b6
b7C

the SCTC Executive Committee and the PLM National Coordinating
Committee advised as follows: t

(u
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STUDENT COMMITTEE FOR 
TRAVEL TO CUBA (SCTGj

The SCTC was formerly known as the Ad Hoc Student;
Committee for Travel to Cuba and the Permanent Student 
Committee for Travel to Cuba.

LUCE advised he 'was a leader and participant of the
1963 trip to Cuba and an organizer of the 1964 trip to Cuba 
and that both trips were sponsored by the SCTC.

LUCE advised that by the spring of 3.964 the
Executive Committee of the SCTC was considered to be members 
of the PLM.

. LUCE advised that no trip to Cuba or China was 
being planned by the SCTC for 1965•
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1.
APPENDIX

"VIET-REFORT"

The masthead of the July, 1965 issue of 
"Viet-Report" described it as "an emergency news 
bulletin on Southeast Asian Affairs." The masthead 
stated that the publication was distributed by Viet- 
Report, Inc., 133 West 72nd Street, New York City.

The records of the County Clerk, New York 
County, New York City, reviewed on August 2, 1965, 
reflected the issuance of Certificate of Incorporation 
Number 50^792, New York State, filed on June 24, 1965, 
for Viet-Report, Inc., 133 West 72nd Street, New York 
City; incorporating officers were:

CAROL BRIGHTMAN
b6
b7C

JOHN MC DERMOTT

MARTIN NICOLAUS

On May 25, 1965,aconfidential source .
1 ■ advised that on May 13, 1965, a "teach-in" was
held at Pratt Institute, Brooklyn, New York, for the 
purpose of evaluating the Vietnam war; that among 
the speakers was JOHN MC DERMOTT, Assistant Professor 
of Philosophy, Long Island University, Brooklyn, New 
York.

"Viet-Report" issue of July, 1965, page 30, 
identified JOHN MC DERMOTT as "Associate Editor" of 
Viet-Report", and a graduate student in Sociology, 
Brandeis University, Waltham, Massachusetts.
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2.

113/IET- REPORT"

The March 17, 1964 issue of "The Harvard 
Crimson" in an article, identified MARTIN NICOLAUS 
as a graduate student, Brandeis University, Waltham, 
Massachusetts, then the acting New England Representative 
for the Student Committee for Travel to Cuba (SUTC), 
who was then accepting applications for a proposed 
1964 trip to Cuba as guests of the Cuban Federation 
of University Students.

A characterization of the SCTC 
is set forth in the Appendix of 
this report.
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APPENDIX

W.E.B. DU BOIS CLUBS OF AMERICA

A source has advised that on October 26-27;, 19635 
a conference of members of the Communist Party (CP), including 
national functionaries, met in Chicago, Illinois, for the 
purpose of setting in motion forces for the establishment of 
a new national Marxist-oriented youth organization which would 
hunt for the most peaceful transition to socialism. The 
delegates to this meeting were cautioned against the germ of 
anti-Soviet and anti-CP ideologies. These delegates were 
also told that it would be reasonable to assume that the 
young socialists attracted into this new organization would 
eventually pass into the CP itself.

A second conference of over 20 persons met in
Chicago on December 28-29, 1963, for the purpose of initiating 
a "call" to the new youth organization and planning for a 
founding convention to be held in June, 1964.

A second source has advised that the founding
convention for the new youth organization was held from 
June 19-21, 1964, at 150 Golden Gate Avenue, San Francisco, 
California, at which time the name W.E.B. Du Bois Clubs of 
America (DCA) was adopted. Approximately 500 delegates from 
throughout the United States attended this convention. The 
aims of this organization, as set forth in the preamble to the 
constitution, are, "It is our belief that this nation can best 
solve its problems in an atmosphere of peaceful coexistence, 
complete disarmament and true freedom for all peoples of tne 
world, and that these solutions will be reached mainly through 
the united efforts of all democratic elements in our country, 
composed essentially of the working people allied in the unity 
of Negroes and other minorities with whites. We further 
fully recognize that the greatest threat to American democracy 
comes from the racist and right wing forces in coalition with 
the most reactionary sections of the economic power structure, 
using the tool of anti-Communism to divide and destroy the 
unified struggle of the working people. As young people in 
the forces struggling for democracy, we shall actively strive 
to defeat these reactionary and neo-fascist elements and to 
achieve complete freedom and democracy for all Americans, 
thus enabling each individual to freely choose and build 
the society he would wish to live in. Through these struggles 
we feel the American people will realize the viability of the; 
socialist alternative." ,
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W.E.B. DU BOIS CLUBS OF AMERICA

The constitution further states that this new 
organization shall he a membership organization open to 
individuals, or if five or more people so desire, a chapter 
can be formed which shall in turn be guided by the policies 
and principles of the parent organization.

As of October, 1965, the headquarters of the DCA 
was located at 954 McAllister Street, San Francisco, 
California.

Over the Labor Day week end, 1965, the DCA held a 
conference in Chicago, Illinois. According to a third source, 
a new slate of national officers was elected at this conference, 
which included Chairman HUGH STERLING FOWLER, II, (who, 
according to the third source, attended a CP cadre encampment 
held at Camp Midvale, New Jersey, in June, 1965^ and following 
his election as Chairman of the DCA, attended another national 
CP cadre youth conference held on September 9-12, 1965, on a 
farm located in Northern Indiana, according to a fourth 
source); Director of Publicity CARL ELLENGER BLOICE (who was 
elected to the San Francisco County Committee CP in April, 
1964, according to a fifth source); Educational Director 
MATTHEW "DYNAMITE" HALLINAN (who in June, 1964, was stated 
to be the Youth Representative on the Northern California. 
CP District Board, according to a sixth source); Organizational 
Secretary TERENCE "KAYO" HALLINAN (who, according to a seventh 
source, met in June, 1965, with the District Staff of the 
Illinois CP to discuss the proposed DCA Midwest Summer Project), 
and Treasurer SUSAN PHYLLIS BORENSTEIN (who, according to an 
eighth source, has attended meetings of the Youth Club of the 
CP of Illinois during 19&5j in connection with the DCA Summer 
Project). fi
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In Reply, Please Refer to New York, New York
FteNo- January 25> 1966

Bureau 100-12397^
New York 100-80532

Title

Character

Reference
Special Agent Vincent J. Ascherl 
abovQ at New York.

identities are 
ve furnished

Herbert Eugene Aptheker;
Staughton Craig Lynd;
Thomas Emmett Hayden

Unauthorized Travel to 
Vietnam;
Misuse of United States 
Passport;
Logan Act;
Conspiracy

is made to report of 
dated and captioned as

All sources (except any listed below) whose 
concealed in referenced communication 
reliable information in the past.

This document contains Neither recommendations nor 
conclusions of the FBI, It is the property of the 
FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents 
are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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Mr. Tolson---------
Mr. DeLoaeh-------

Mr. Mohr---------—
|Mr. Wick------------
|Mr. Casper---------
)Mr. Callahan------
|Mr. Conrad--------
I Mr. Felt------------- .
I Mr. Gale--------------
■(Mr. Rosen____ ,—-
t-Mr. SuIIivan__7— 
snMr... Tavel_______-

I

CO

(Priority or MefJtbd of Mailing)

b6
b7C

2) (RM) 
(Enc. 1

' Date^ 3/2/66

_ no furnished 
SHANNON.

(Type in plain text

REGISTERED

F B I

TO:
FROM :

Source #1 is I

15 MAR 25 1966 '

Sent1
Special Agent in Charge

b3 
b7E

EMMETT TIATOEN

Director, FBI (100-438281)

THOMAS 
SM - C 
(00: NEWARK)

REASON - fc 
TraniW^t

•^00

■•ro

Enclosed^ LIB! is class if led Qic? al) to protect the identiltof sources utilized who arexfobtin ‘

Bureau (Enc. 10) (RM)
- Newark (100-48095) (Enc. 
- Chicago (100-40903 SDS) 
- Detroit 

100-30957 SDS) 
100-16293 HERBERT APTHEKER) 
100-33546 STAUGHTON LYND)

Miss Holmes— 
“Miss' Garidy.~

SAC, Detroit (100-28695). (RUCF^'.^- 
~

ir.Ji ■- , ATtfJ- -

o7^' >
, yV-s '

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are ten copies and for Newark 
two copies and for Chicago one copy of an LHM dated and 
captioned as above.

b7D

One copy of LHM is being furnished to G-2, Detroit, Mic

Sources utilized in LHM are as follows:

e of information - protect by reque 
ild was contacted on 2/25/66 by SA MELVILLE Ho SHANNON. '
Source #2 [is T I (Panel source)
information set forth in LHM on 3/1/66 to SA "

Source utilized to classify HERBERT APTHEKER

2 
1
4

(1 -

FJP/rms 
(10) CopytcF.

by routing slip for
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h Reply, Please Refer to 
<'ile No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Detroit;, Michigan 
March 2, 1966

Re: Thomas Emmett Hayden

On February 25, 1966, a source, who has furnished'" 
reliable information in the past, furnished a flyer, a Xerox .
copy of which is attached, advertising the appearance of Thomas...
Hayden. According to this source, this flyer was being distributed, 
on that date on the Wayne State University' (WSU)' campus'." .......
According to the source, the sponsoring groups, namely the Wayne 
Students for a Democratic Society and the Wayne Committee'to...
End the War in Vietnam are both recognized student organizations 
on the campus of WSU.

. On -March 1, 1966, a second source, who has furnished ' 
reliable information in the past, advised that Thomas Hayden did 
make an appearance in Detroit on February 26, 1966. According 
to this second source, at approximately 4:00 p.m., Hayden was 
interviewed by several local television and news media. This 
source advised that the following is the news release which was 
utilized:

’’STUDENTS FOR A DEMOCRATIC SOCIETY 
1101 West Warren 
Detroit, Michigan 48201 
2-22-66

"News Release

"Thojraas Hayden, one of the founders of Students 
for a Democratic Society, will speak on his recent trip 
to North Vietnam, Saturday, February'26 at 7:30 p'.'m. 
in Lower DeRoy Auditorium at Wayne State University." ' 
Mr. Hayden, along with Staughton Lynd,'a Yale professor, 
and Dr. Herbert Aptheker, director of the American

COPIES DESTROYED
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R$: Thomas Emmett Hayden

’’Institute .for Marxist Studies, spent ten days in 
North Vietnam9 returning to the United States j
January 9. During ..their stay, Mr. Hayden visited " .
sections of the country that had been devastated by ' 
U. S. bombing and had a 90-mimrte interview with the | 
premier of North Vietnams Pham Van Dong.

”Mr. Hayden, 26, is presently an organizer with 
the Newark Community Union Project in 'a Negro section of 
Newark, New Jersey. He was one of the framers of the' 
Port Hur op Statement;, the first major position paper of 
the 1 StiaiJeptsTor “aTTemocratic Society, and was "a former ' 
president of th© organization. He has worked with the ' 
Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee (SNCC) in the 
South and is an editor of the quarterly review,'Studies 
oil the Left. He was formerly editor of the University ' 
of Michigan student paper, th© Michigan Daily.

.’’There will '.be a press conference for Mr. Hayden, 
Saturday, February 26, at 4:00 p.m. in the office of the 
Detroit Committee to End the War in Vietnam, 1101 W. 
Warren, at John C. Lodge.” '

A third source, who has furnished reliable 
information■in the past, advised on
July 9, 1965, that as of that date, Herbert ‘
Aptheker was a member of the National 
Committee, Communist Party, USA, and the , 
Director of the American Institute for
Marxist Studies (AIMS). ■

. Characterizations of the Students for a 
Democratic Society and AIMS appear .in the' 
appendix pages attached hereto. .

The second source, mentioned above, further advised on ' 
Maych 1, 1966, that Hayden was the featured speaker on February 26, 
1966, at the DeRoy' Auditorium, WSU. According to this source, 
Hayden began his talk by explaining that he did not call'himself 
an expert on the Vietnam situation but was rather a person who 
had traveled to Vietnam and now was giving an account of what 
he saw just as the French and British newsmen have done.

= 2 -
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Re: Thamas Emmett Hayden

He told of meeting people in Prague, Peping and 
Hanoi and he described them as "wonderful" people. He said 
the Viet Cong are. not faceless bandits running around in' black 
pajamas but are people fighting for their liberation. Hayden 
said the United States was wrong in being there but should not 
withdraw immediately. He said'they should "stop'bombing North 
Vietnam and gradually withdraw their troops bvef a period of 
time after th@y haw assured the Hanoi Government that -they 
will be willing to sit down to negotiations and to'an eventual 
supervised free election. "-.s ' .

। ■ ■<?. V '#■ ■. ■
Hayden talked of mistakes that the United States Forces 

were making in propaganda efforts and also of a meeting in 
London of American businessmen where the company that trains

[offered to train 100 Vietnamese men to take over the b3 
Government at a cost of $25,000.00 each. ■ . .b7E

According to this second source, there were approximately 
240 people present at this affair. .

This document contains neither recommendations nor 
conclusions of th^ Federal Bureau of Investigation. It is the 
property of the Federal Bureau of Investigation and is loaned 
to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed 
outside your agency. .
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, AMERICAN INSTITUTE FOR MARXIST STUDIES .

A source advised on April 9, 1963, that on
April 7, 1963, at a meeting of the New England District ■
Committee, Communist Party, United States of America (CP, USA), 
held in Boston, Massachusetts, Herbert Aptheker stated he was 
developing an organization called American Institute for 
Marxist Studies (AIMS), which would eventually legalize the 
CP. He stated AIMS would publish literature on history, 
science, physics, archeology, and other subjects which 
would be put out quarterly with various supplements.

A second source advised in December, 1959, that 
Herbert Aptheker was elected to the National Committee, 
CP, USA, at the 17th National Convention of the CP, USA, 
held in December, 1959,

A third source advised on June 7, 1963, that on 
June 3, 1963, Herbert Aptheker spoke at the CP, USA New York 
District Board meeting concerning AIMS. Aptheker stated that 
AIMS would unite and strengthen the CP although the CP would 
not be connected with it. He stated AIMS was being formed 
to operate within the scope of the Me Carran and Smith Acts 
and would legally bring Marxist material and opinions to 
the attention of American scholars and the general public.

A fourth source advised that as of May 7, 1965, 
AIMS was located at 20 East 30th Street, New York City.



APPENDIX

STUDENTS FOR A DEMOCRATIC SOCIETY (SDS)

A source advised on February 22, 1964, that at a 
meeting of the Portland (Oregon) Communist Party Youth Club 
held on February 20, 1964, a report was given by JAMES R. 
BERLAND of the Reed College Communist Party Youth Club con
cerning a meeting of the National Party Youth Commission 
(Communist Party) previously held in New York City. BERLAND 
reported that one of the four main points taken up in the 
New York City meeting concerned the SDS and its problems. 
BERLAND indicated that the SDS was weak nationally but some 
local chapters were strong. It was noted that the SDS has 
an incorrect political orientation, being too far left on 
some issues and not far enough on others, and that the SDS 
does not follow the Marxist theory for the most part,. > One 
speaker said that the Party could work through SDS to achieve 
the aims of the Communist Party.

As a result of this meeting of the National Party 
Youth Commission, it was decided to work through SDS where 
there are strong local SDS chapters.



, If; you missed ■ Herbert Aptheker ’ *■ \ -•* ■ ... . •

DON'T MISS TOM HAYDEN

Lower Deroy Auditorium

. 7:30 p.M

TOM HAYDEN

WILL SPEAK ON. HIS VISIT TO NORTH VIETNAM

One of the organizers of the 
■ Newark Community Union project

Mr. Hayden is .

One of the founders and past president of 

Students for a Democratic Society

Sponsored By

Wayne Students for- a Democratic society

And
4 4- A-j-s 4* A T7' /J i 1a v> 4 V! 7T 4 .A 4* o rv\

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 26, 1966
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Re: Thomas Emmett Hayden

He tol/d of meeting/people in Prague, Peping and" 
Hanoi and he described.them as ’’wonderful’’ people. He said.’’
the Viet Cong are not faceless bandits running around■in black 
pajamas but are people fighting for their liberation'. Hayden' said the United States was/wrong in being there but should not 
withdraw immediately. , He said they should stop bombing North Vietnam and gradually withdraw their troops over a period of 
time after they feave assured the Hanoi Government that'they' 
will be willing to sit down to negotiations and to an eventual supervised free election/ ■ '

Hayden \ talked/of mistakes that the United States Forces \ 
were making in propaganda efforts and also of a meeting in .. / ?
London of American busi/nessmen who were the company that'trains \ >

| offering to/train 100 Vietnamese men to take over the / b3 
government at, $25,^)00.00. t>7E

' . . According to this second source, there were approximately .240 people present at/this affair.\ /This document contains neither recommendations nor 
conclusions of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. It is the • property of the Fede^kl Bureau of Investigation and is loaned 

’ its contents ar® not to be distribute ■to'.your agency; it an 
outside your agency.!
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Ire jRep/y, Please Refer to 
File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Detroit, Michigan 
March 2, 1966

Re: Thomas Emmett Hayden

On February 25, 1966, a source, who has furnished” 
reliable information in the past, furnished”a flyer, a’Xerox..
copy of which is attached, advertising the appearance of Thomas.
Hayden. According to this source, this flyer was being distributed 
on that date on the Wayne State University ’ (WSU) ’ campus'....... '
According to the source, the sponsoring groups, namely the Wayne 
Students for a Democratic Society and the Wayne Committee' to ..
End the War in Vietnam are both recognized student organizations 
on the campus of WSU,

On March 1, 1966, a second source, who has furnished ' 
reliable information in the past, advised that Thomas Hayden did 
make an. appearance in Detroit on February 26, 1966... According 
to this second source, at approximately 4:00 p.m., Hayden was 
interviewed by ■several local television and news media'.- This 
source advised that the■following is the news release which was? 
utilized:

"STUDENTS FOR A DEMOCRATIC SOCIETY
1101 West Warren
Detroit, Michigan 48201
2-22-66

"News Release

"Thomas Hayden, one of the founders of Students .
for a Democratic Society, will speak on his recent trip 
to North Vietnam, Saturday, February 26 at 7:30 p.m. 
in Lower DeRoy Auditorium at Wayne State University.” ' 
Mr. Hayden, along with Staughton Lynd, a Yale professor, 
and Dr. Herbert Aptheker, director of the American

j
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* FBI

Date: 3/1/66

Transmit the following in____________________________________________________
(Type in plaintext or code)

AIRTEL
(Priority)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-123974)

FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100-80532)

SUBJECT: HERBERT EUGENE APTHEKER 
STAUGHTON CRAIQ LYND

UNAUTHORIZED TRAVEL TO VIETNAM 
MISUSE OF PASSPORT 
LOGAN ACT - CONSPIRACY

b6
b7C

ReBuairtel, 2/23/66. Names of crew members of Air 
India flight 116, 12/19/65, obtained from microfilm records at 
INS, 20 West Broadway, New York City. Arrangements being made 
with Air India for appointments to interview logical members 
of crew who would have had contact with subjects to determine 
whether any admissions were made by any of the three that 
their ultimate destination was North Vietnam.

Following individuals from New York City area listed 
as departing with subjects on above Air India flight:

DENIS P. BISCHOFF

JERE T. FARRAH

HARRY GOLDSMITH

LILY GOLDSMITH (same address)

/3> Bureau (100-123974) (RM) '
—1- New York (100-80532) (42)

VJA:gmd

Anp/m
■ . bOMARW

_____ /Sent, 
aAt^fn Charge

«««««

178 MAR H'S 1966

M Per



NY 100-80532

Interviews with above Individuals are being conducted, 
and positive information received will be Incorporated In 
FD 302.

i

1

'_____________ was recontacted 2/24/66. He stated that b7D
I I had furnished no additional details concerning
his flight with subjects than he | had previously
furnished to NYO. He interjected no opposition to any contemplated • 
interview withI I by NYO and was of opinion that|
would cooperate fully with Bureau.

UACB, such interview 
promptly to Bureau in

Based on results of above contact with it
is recommended that 1 be interviewed along lines
set forth in referenced Bureau airtel. 
will be conducted and results furnished 
FD 302. : : . : :
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■

Transmit the following in

i ‘

/ •
F. B I

1 Dat^ 3/3/66 
/ ‘ >

("Type in plaintt st or code)

Via AIRTEL______________________________;|
\ (Priority) ।

______________ :___________________ ________1_______________ J_

TO:

FROM:

SUBJECT:

)

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-12397>+)

SAC, NEW YORK (100-80^32)

HERBERT EUGENE APTHEKER 
STAUGHTON CRAIG LYND 
THOMAS EMMETT^HAYDEN 
UNAUTHORIZED TRAVEL TO VIETNAM 
MISUSE OF PASSPORT 
LOGAN ACT - CONSPIRACY

ReBuairtel to NY dated 2/28/66.
NOT RECORDED 

J34 MAR 11 1966

In letter from the Department dated 
2/2h-/66, reference is made to an interview of subj’BTJT? 
in Vietnam by a representative of the "New York Times". 
The Department requested advice as to the name of the 
"New York Times" representative who interviewed the 
subjects, as well as his availability and willingness 
to testify.

Enclosed for the Bureau are three copies of 
newspaper article entitled, "United States Leftist, in 
Hanoi, Says Lull In Raids Produces No Reaction." This 
article appeared in the "New York Times" 1/1/66, page 
3. It is datelined Moscow, 12/31/66. The article 
reflects a telephone interview with STAUGHTON LYND, bj the 
Moscow Correspondent of the "New York Times." The call 
was made from Moscow to LYND in Hanoi. LYND spoke in 
behalf of himself, APTHEKER and HAYDEN. There is no

I--111
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NY 100-80532

evidence that any personal interview with subjects in 
Hanoi was had by any NY newspaper,correspondent.

' It is believed further, that the above 
telephone interview is the interview to which APTHEKER 
was refering when he said that, he, LYND ad HAYDEN, were 
interviewed while in Hanoi by a representative of the 
"New York Times." This statement by APTHEKER is set 
forth in NY LHM dated 1/20/66, entitled, "CPUSA, 

. ORGANIZATION. - IS-C." Since the above was a telephonic 
contact with LYND from the Moscow Correspondent of the 
"New York Times”, UACB no contact will be made with the 
"New York Times" to identify this correspondent by name.
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ENCLOSURE

'•a
U.S. Leftist, in Hanoi, Says Lull 
In Raids Produces No Reaction

plied: . "Nothing .‘of any signify 
icance.” , •

' The assistant professor • of 
history declined to comment on 
the possibility .that .he and his 
two associates may be prose
cuted for visiting Hanoi with
out permission of the State De
partment, If found -guilty they 
may face five-year prison sen
tences, $5,000 fines, or both.'.

Mr, Lynd consulted'Mr. Hay
den and Mr. Aptheker and said 
they did not want to say . any
thing more by telephone—ex
cept this: • “Please convey my 
love to my wife and children.”

The Yale. teacher has been 
Identified with pacifist groups. 
He is regarded as a spokesman 
for the "new left” movement 
in the ■ United States. This 
movement has contended that 
the United States has failed to 
explore adequately peace possi
bilities In Vietnam. . . a

Mr. Hayden is a founder of 
the Students for a Democratic 
Society. i.

The telephone call from Mos
cow to Hanoi . went through 
Peking. When ' it was first 
placed, the Russlanoperator re
ported that Peking's line to 

. Hanoi was down. Almost two 
hours later, . the call came 

. through. Mr. Lynd could । be 
; heard clearly but . sometimes 
faintly.

MOSCOW, Dec. 31 (AP)~ 
There has been no • significant: 
reaction in Hanoi to the halt 
Jt United States air raids on 
North Vietnam, a Yale assist
ant professor said today by tel
ephone from the • capital.

■ Staughton Lynd, 36 years old, 
who has demonstrated in the 
United States against the Viet
nam conflict, declined-to com
ment on the results' so far of 
his visit to Hanoi.

He and two other Americans, 
Thomas Hayden, a student lead
er, and Herbert Aptheker, a lead
ing theoretician of the United 
States Communist party, ar
rived In Hanoi last Tuesday by 
way of Moscow and ’ Peking. 
'Their trip Is sponsored by Viet 
Kz-port, an American magazine 
critical of United States; policy 
In Vetnam. - ...

The magazine's associate edi
tor, John McDermott, said in 
New York Tuesday that the 
'three men had gone to Hanoi to 
clear up what ba called con
flicting reports of the. North 
Vietnamese arai Vietcong po
sition.

, Will Report on Return
In the telephone Interview, 

Mr. Lynd said: "We have been 
here only a few days. We feel 
it should be better to wait until 
our return to report on what we 
have found while here.”

' ■ Asked whom the Americans 
had met and where they had 
been in North- Vietnam, Mr. 
Lynd consulted'Mr. Hayden and 
Mr. Aptheker and then replied:

. We all agree that, in the in
terests of accuracy, we 'prefer 
to Walt until our return; when 
youii can question us, to make 
sure) the story is told fully and 
accurately.”
' Mr. Lynd said the group ex

pected to leave in a week or 
10 days and return to the United 
States by an undetermined 
route.

. He asked for information on 
the visits by Ambassador at 
Large W. Averell Harriman to 
Warsaw and Arthur J. Gold
berg, representative at the 
United Nations, to Rome. He 
said the Americans bed heard 
about the, visits but h 
comment on them,

. Asked about reaction ! 
nol & the lull since Chr 
in United States- air raids* on 
North Vietnam, Mr. Lynd re
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'.f^NITED STATES GO^RNMENT

Mem
:Mr. W. C. Sulliv

frqnk : F. J. Baumgardner,

Object: HERBERT EUGENE APTHEKER 
STAUGHTON CRAIG LYND 
THOMAS EMMET.T.5hAYDEN „ 
UNAUTHORIZED TRAVEL TO VIETNAM 
MISUSE OF 
LOGAN ACT

UNITED STATES PASSPORT

FcJ 1______________

3/15/1>6 Rosen---------
Sullivan 1___

Tavel_____________

Mr. DeLoach . Trotter--------------------

Mr. Sullivan Holmes ___________

Mr. Baumgardner Gandy---------
Mr. Papich

DATE:

1 -
1 -
1 -
1 -
1 -
1 -

Brandon Alvey / 
of the captionecT-5

On March 14, 1966, Department Attorney 
discussed with Supervisor E. B. Reddy the status
case which involves the recent unauthorized travel to Communist
China and^orth Vietnam by Herbert Aptheker, Staughton Lynd, 
and Thomas Hayden. Alvey stated that for some reason, possibly 

I the recent heavy f’low of Congressional inquiries, the case ’’has
heated up again.” :

Alvey noted that despite the recent public admissions 
by the three subjects, particularly Aptheker and Lynd, that they 
did in fact travel to Communist China and North Vietnam, the 
proof of their specific intent to do so at the time they left 
the United States remains the big problem. Alvey said that 
although he personally feels the Government could prove this 
intent by the preponderance of circumstantial evidence the 
Bureau has already developed, he wanted to assure that every 
avenue of establishing this element by direct evidence had been 
explored.

" Alvey reviewed the tape recording obtained by the 
Washington Field Office of a speech by Lynd at the Washington 
Hilton Hotel on 1/25/66. and felt that several admissions by 
Lynd.might be of value to establish intent. Alvey requested .'N 
that appropriate inquiry be made to determine whether the hotel 
management would have any objection to the tapes being utilized 
at the trial or to the testimony of the hotel security officer |
who recorded the speech. < „

J

Alvey then inquired whether there was any possibility b3 x 
-that either the State Department ~ll I b7E '

EBR:jas (7)
'■? . ■ 5 /WAR 18 1966
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Memorandum to Mr. Sullivan ;
RE; HERBERT EUGENE APTHEKER !

STAUGHTON CRAIG LYND ‘ ;
THOMAS EMMETT HAYDEN

’• ; ‘ j

Alvey also referred to the information furnished by.-
the Bureau regarding the interview with the subjects in Hanoi. ■
on December 31, 1965, which was conducted telephonically by ;
an Associated Press reporter in Moscow. Alvey requested that 
the reporter be identified and interviewed by the Department 
of State for complete details regarding this telephonic inter
view, including the mechanics of the call and whether the 
reporter could possibly make voice identifications. It was 
pointed out to Alvey that Peter Grose of "The New York Times" 
had filed a story from Moscow regarding a press conference 
held by the subjects at the Moscow Airport on January 8, 1966, 
when they were en route back to the United States. Alvey 
reviewed this story and requested that, Grose also be inter
viewed by the Department of State with particular emphasis on 
any admissions by subjects that they realized that they might 
be subject to prosecution as a result of their trip.

Alvey also referred to information furnished by the 
Bureau regarding |_ I______ b3 j

b7E

__________________________ would be available under subpoena duces 
tecum from the company which handled the transmittal and delivery.

Alvey was advised that the above requests would be ’
promptly handled and the results furnished to the Department.

OBSERVATIONS;
Liaison has been requested to explore with the 

appropriate officials of State | 1 the question of whether b3
either of these agencies "had someone in Peking or Hanoi" b7E
who personally observed the subjects during their stay in , i
Peking and Hanoi. The remaining investigation requested j
by Alvey is being handled by separate communications to the j
New York and Washington Field Offices. !

ACTION;
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^Memorandum
TO Director, FBI

. FROM
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Legate Rome (105-2046) (RUC)

I! it

W-12 MAR 22 1966

b3 
b7D 
b7E

date: 3/16/66

subject: - TOM HAYDEN 
IS

- Enclosed for the information of the Bureau are , 
three' copies of a self-explanatory memorandum received by 
Legat, Rome, on 3/10/66 from the| _ Americas
Embassy,. Rome, Italy, which is classif ied 
Ko Foru^". Tin ijn. in i nation? It should be noted that the 
1 [referred to . therein is the abbreviation -for the

■ Rome indices contain no references, to TOM HAYDEN.;

Copy io----- --- ------- -
by rotitir..-’’. -Hp for 
rxL-intc- i '< sicuon

REQ- 99

(Bnes/ 3) WLOSURH 
riaison) ***

By- Bureau r _ ..
y (1 - Foreign Liaison) 
1 - Rome (105-2046) 
JSL/hcs 
(4) k-; -s dU o •*

A Buy US. Savings, Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings PlanAPKZbi9B< n4C(W'VbHSifes • 7 . ,•
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Memorandum

5010-106

W. C. Sulliv;

/7F. J. Baumgardner'’'/;

STAUGHTON CRAIG LYND 
UNAUTHORIZED TRAVEL TO 
NORTH VIETNAM 
misuse of United states 
LOGAN ACT

DATE:

1 - DeLoach
1 - Mohr

3/24/66

1 - Wick
1 - Sullivan
1 - Baumgardner
1 - Franck
1 - Reddy

PASSPORT

Tolson

Casper______
Callahan___
Conrad .

Gale--------------
Rosen ------
Sullivan —

•Tavcl_____________
‘ Trotter______ ■
.Tele. Room — . ■

' Holmes-------------------
■ ‘’ Gandy---------------------

Staughton Craig Lynd is_ _ . the Yale University professor /
who recently returned from unauthorized and illegal travel^to'“J' ;'z 
Communist China and/JNprth Vietnam together with Herbert Eugene/ 
Aptheker and Thomas, Hay den. We have been conducting extensive/j 
investigation at the Department’s request looking toward possible ? 
prosecution of Lynd, Aptheker and Hayden for violation of the c'H 
captioned statutes.

On 2/2/66, the Department of State "tentatively withdrew" 
the passports held by Lynd, Aptheker and Hayden and advised them 
that they were entitled to hearings before a State Department ' 
Hearing Officer as provided by State Department regulations. " 
Under these regulations, Lynd, Aptheker and Hayden could appeal 
an adverse ruling to the Board of Passports Appeals and, if 
necessary, to the civil Courts. ,/ \ I

On 3/14/66 Lynd, without waiting for his State 
Department hearing, brought civil action in the U. S. District 
Court, Washington, D. C.,. against the Secretary of State seeking 
to enjoin and restrain the enforcement of the withdrawal of 
his passport and to obtain an order directing the Secretary of 
State to issue him a valid passport at least for the period from ■ 
4/7/66 through 4/18/66. Lynd’s complaint points out that he 
has accepted an invitation to attend a meeting of the Committee on 

b Nuclear Disarmament in London, England, on 4/9/66 and also' to 
| participate in a "teaching session" at Oslo, Norway, on 4/16/66 
i and 4/17/66 on the problems of-the .war in Vietnam. _ _

The bompl^^Ls^gr^&rat !Lynd has no plan, ^i^en^cpr 
expectation of traiveiing to^nrbania or . the communist-controlled 
portions of China, Ko&^a ^^Wotnam and that the withdrawal-of^ 
his passport has caused him "immediate and irreparable injury"*

profession; and his freedom to write, speak and associate with other S 
persons. The complaint claims that the denial of the above rights g 
is in violation of the First and Fifth Amendments to the Constitution.

EBRjpdb .
W J A CONTINUED - OVER



Memorandum to Mr. Sullivan
He: STAUGHTON CRAIG LYND; UNAUTHORIZED TRAVEL TO

NORTH VIETNAM; MISUSE OF UNITED STATES PASSPORT; 
LOGAN ACT

OBSERVATIONS:

According to Department Attorney Benjamin Flanagan, 
the Government will, on Friday, 3/25/66, file a motion opposing 
Lynd's complaint. Oral argument has already been set for 
Wednesday, 3/30/66, before U. S. District Judge Oliver Gasch. 
According to Flanagan, Judge Gasch should only rule on the

I question of whether Lynd should be issued a valid passport for 
I restricted travelito England and Norway for the.:period from 
I 4/7/66 through 4/18/66.

It would appear that after having flagrantly violated 
State Department travel restrictions by’ traveling to Communist 
China and North Vietnam in December, 1965, Lynd is certainly 
not entitled to any special consideration in connection with

I
 his request that he be allowed to travel again before his case 
is adjudicated in accordance with the procedure provided by 
Title 8, Code of Federal Regulations, Sections 51.136 through 
51.170. The possibility exists, however, according to 
Department Attorney Flanagan, that Judge Gasch may enjoin the 
Secretary of State from preventing Lynd's travel to England 
and Norway during the period 4/7/66 - 4/18/66.

action: ' . ! : ' •' "
Foriinformation. 

developments.

1 -—2-,-------- - .

You will be kept advised of

! ' ' '' ' " '

- 2 - . ‘ .
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Memorandum 
0

Mr. D. J. Brennan, ^J-r)

S. J. Papic

.NMENT

DATE: 3/21/66

• Mohr _______ -
■ Wick______________

Casper____________
Callahan__________

Conrad _____ -
Felt________ _______
Gale______________

Rosen ______ 1______
Sullivan __ i________
Tavel___ ;_________
Trotter____________
Tele, Room_______

Holmes____________
Gandy _____________

HERBERT EUGE^CuAPTHEKER 
STAUGHTON. CRAMj/LYND

UNAUTHORrZED"^RAVErTO VIETNAM
MISUSE OF UNITED STATES PASSPORT 
LOGAN ACT

3/15/66,Reference is made to memorandum dated 
from Mr. Baumgardner to Mr. Sullivan.

b3
b7E

ACTION.
The above information is being directed to the 

attention of the Internal Security Section.

1 - Mr. Baumgardner
1 - Liaison
1 - Mr. Papich

(Reddy)

SJP:r'ab^.0/>

/ MAR/&3 196b

I

l: C4-

A :

NOT.BECORDED
1966
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'Memorandum
Tolson
DeLodch

Callahan
Conrad _

TO

FROM

Mr. W. C. Sulliv DATE: March 21, 1966

SUBJECT:

Mr J. Baumgardner

HERBERT EUGENE APTHEKER 
STAUGHTON CRAIG LYND

.. THOMAS EMI.IET196AYDEN ' ' "
^UlOTTHOin'ZED^T^TEE^TO VIETNAM
- MISUSE OF UNITED STATES PASSPORT 
LOGAN ACT --<®Y ■

1
1
1
1
1
1

- DeLoach
- Mohr-' "■
- Wick ‘
- Sullivan .
- Baumgardner <_
- Reddy •' - .

f Rosen ------ ----
s . Sulhvtfn 1—----------

. ' T^fveT; ----------
/'r roller____________

. , ’ Tele. Room------------
Holmes--------- ----------

■ - TATTiW/'-"'■
By; fetter to the Director ____  ____ . ......

Buckley, Vice-President of Curtis Publishing CompanyTand a’ - 
former Vice President and Director of Henry Holt: Publishing ; " 
Company, expressed concern at■the fact that Herbert- Eugene.- 
Aptheker, Staughton Craig Lynd, and Thomas Emmett Hayden have 
not been prosecuted as a result of their recent unauthorized 
and highly publicized trip to Communist China and North Vietnam^N^' 
Buckley said that he had written to the Attorney General in thife^ r 
regard and that his letter had been answered by Assistant ’
Attorney General Yeagley on 3/15/66 and that Yeagley said, 
’’About all we can say at this time is that the FBI is still k \
investigating these matters.” Buckley expressed the feeling K \
that the FBI must have long since finished its investigation \ -

dated 3/15/66

। and he requested any information which could be furnished to 
[ him. The Director inquired, ”What about this?”
Facts Regarding Investigation

Before Aptheker, Lynd, and Hayden left the U. S. on 
12/19/65, we furnished the Departments of Justice and State, 

| information regarding 
their proposed travel. While they were actually in 
North Vietnam, we specifically requested advice from the 
Internal Security Division on 1/5/66 as to whether an inves
tigation should be conducted looking toward a possible viola
tion of any Federal statutes. By letters 1/10 St 14/66 the 
Department of Justice requested specific investigation by the • 
Bureau which was completed and submitted to the Department by. 
the report dated 1425/66. Subsequently, on 2/4, 9 & 15/66 the 
Department requested additional investigation, as well as infor
mation regarding the availability of certain witnesses, all of 
which was furnished to the Department on; 3/1/66.

. On‘3/14/66 Department Attorney Brandon
discussed this case with Supervisor E. B. Reddy,

7E

Alvey orally

/^EBRipah

'1C * w
4 ■ — » 25 i2£S'

CONTINUED—OVER

•—COPY SENT TO Mi TOLSON



A
Memorandum to 13^ W. C« Sullivan 
Re: HERBERT EUGENE APTHEKER, et al

memorandum from F. J. Baumgardner to W. C. Sullivan dated 
3/15/66. At that time Alvey noted that the proof of specific 
intent by the subjects., at the time they left the U. S., to 
proceed to Communist Chinaand North Vietnam, remained a 
problem. Alvey said that, although he personally felt that 
the Government could prove specific intent by the preponder
ance of circumstantial evidence already developed by the 
Bureau, nevertheless, he wanted to assure that every avenue 
of establishing this element by direct evidence had been: 
explored.

Accordingly, Alvey requested additional^inye.stiga- 
tion, including identifying and having the Department of State 
interview a reporter in Moscow who had talked to the subjects 
by telephone while they were in Hanoi: ascertain whether State 
_________________________________  "had someone in Peking orlHanoi 
who might have personally observed subjects during their stay 
in these cities; attempting to locate a copy of a cablegram 
sent by the subjects from Hanoi on 1/4/66 to Senator William 
Fulbright requesting an appearance before the Foreign Rela
tions Committee; and ascertaining the availability for possi
ble use at a trial of.a tape recording of a speech by Lynd in 
Washington, D. C., on 1/24/66. The Liaison Section and the 
New York and Washington Field Offices were immediately 
instructed to expeditiously conduct this additional investi
gation and to submit the results to the Bureau. When this

I investigation has been completed, however, it will still take [additional time for State to interview the reporter in ..Moscow* 
OBSERVATIONS: ; ;

b3 । 
b7E

It appears that the Department of Justice is, in 
\ fact, "shying away~from this case" since Aptheker, Lynd, and 
Hayden"have claimed that they were merely following the 
policy of theAdministration to ’’knock on any door" in an , 
effort to settle the Vietnam situation. Accordingly, the

I Department is continuing to request additional investigation,
I much of which is "farfetched," but which we will, nevertheless, 
t be obliged to conduct. The decision as to prosecutive action 
1 in this case-, remains solely with the Department• 
' Proposed Reply to Buckley

-......................... ';•} .r..--.1 ■■ ■ ; ‘ •

i . It is felt that Buckley should be advised that we have
I conducted extensive investigation in this case arid have furnished 
i the results^td ^he"Department of Justice which is solely respond 
sible for initiating any prosecutive action and that Buckley be .. 
further advised that it is true that the Department recently 
requested the Bureau to conduct additional extensive investiga-.: 
tion which is currently being conducted and the results of which 
will also be’promptly furnished to the Department of Justice.

CONTINUED—OVER
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“Memorandum to Mr. W. C. Sullivan 
Re: HERBERT EUGENE APTHEKER, et al

Buckley is not on the Bureau’s mailing list, but our rela< 
tions with him have been cordial and he was furnished a

| ^autographed copy of "Masters of Deceit•"

■ RECOMMENDATION: '
That the 

Mr. Buckley>
attached letter be transmitted to
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Memorandum

3010-106

TO : Director, FBI (Bufile- 100-438281 > DATEf

b6
b7C

SUBJECT:

Name

Aliases

FROM SAC' NEWARK (100-48095)

THOMAS EMMETTHAYDEN 
SM - C

|_J£] It is recommended that a Security 
Index Card be prepared on the 
above-captioned individual.

THOMAS EMMETT HAYDEN

| | Miscellaneous (specify)

| | Tab for Detcom

Date of Birth

December 11, 1939

| | Naturalized

| | Socialist Workers Party

Race
White

Place of Birth

449/66

Card q0 ( ,Cards »/ /

| | The Security Index Gard on the 
captioned individual should be 
changed as follows (specify 
change only): ■

| | Alien

| | Independent Socialist League

Sex
EX] Male | | Female

__________________________________Detroit, Michigan
Business Address (shoiv name of employing concern and address)

Newark Community Union Project 
444 Clinton Avenue, Newark, New Jersey

Key Facility Data

Geographical Reference Number

Interested Agencies

esidence Address

227 Jelliff Avenue 
Newark, New Jersey

2, - Bureau RM
1 - Newark CLA

§ll966®™

spdhsibility '

f®:APR 20 1965



NK 100-48095

BACKGROUND:

THOMAS EMMETT HAYDEN, a white male, born 
12/11/39 at Detroit, Michigan, resides at 227 Jelliff 
Avenue, Newark, New Jersey, and is presently head of the 
NEWARK COMMUNITY UNION PROJECT (NCUP) in Newark, N.J. 
The NCUP, which is composed of a group of students working 
to stimulate local people to get involved in local affairs 
such as housing, civil rights, and education, is a project 
of the STUDENTS FOR A DEMOCRATIC SOCIETY (SDS).

ACTIVITIES:

HAYDEN was a student leader at University of 
Michigan and editor of the student paper there during 
school year 1960-61. He was identified as one of the 

I original organizers and a former national president of SDS.
1 He has worked with the STUDENT NONVIOLENT COORDINATING COMMITTEE 
IGSNCC) in the South, and is listed as an associate editor of the 

magazine, "Studies on the Left,” which was designedT to^give ~
young men with radical views aplace to voice their opinions. 
Subject tockan unauthorized trip to North Vietnam in__

z December, 1955, and January, 1966, in company with HERBERT 
, APTHEKER of the 6P,USA, and STAUGHTON LYND, Yale University 

Professor. While bn trip, they spent ten days in North Vietnam
7 where they spoke for 90 minutes with Premier PHAM VAN DONG;J three days in Moscow, Russia, and four days in Peking, China.

Since subject*s return to the United States, he 
has spoken at various places throughout the country, 
giving details of his trip, telling of the attitudes 
of the people he met while on the trip. He presently is 
preparing material for a book to be written by APTHEKER, 
LYND, and Himself.

Subject has not been identified as a member of the 
COMMUNIST PARTY. Information was received from| 
that leadership pf CP, USA discussed whether HAYDEN was ready 
for the CP and if they would want him, if he requested joining,

b7D

since he seemed to be following the pro-Chinese ideological 
line in the world movement and since "he out-radicals the 
radicals/’ It was decided that if he showed a desire to join



NK 100-48095

despite all his shortcomings, they would take him in 
and work on him to reform him and make him follow 
the CP,USA line. THIS INFORMATION FROM| |WAS FURNISHED b7D
WITH UNDERSTANDING THAT EXTREME CAUTION MUST BE EXERCISED 
IN ANY REPORTING OF THE INFORMATION SINCE, BY ITS VERY NATURE, 
IT TENDS TO IDENTIFY THE SOURCE. IT SHOULD BE COMPLETELY 
PARAPHRASED IF FOUND NECESSARY TO BE SET OUT IN ANY REPORT 
FOR DISSEMINATION.

) |< Subject was one of the individuals cooperating
/ U with the I

H | | in connection with the EIGHTH WORLD YOUTH FESTIVAL

RECOMMENDATION:

b3 
b7E

In view of subject’s recent unauthorized trip to
North Vietnam with APTHEKER and LYND, it is being recommended/* y 
that he be placed on the Security Index of the Newark Office J (//

ADDENDUM: DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE DIVISION TJM:baf 5/6/66
b3 
b7E

3
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Mr. J. Walter Yongley 
Assistant Attorney General

Director, FBI

EUGENE APTHW5R
STAUGHWN CMW LYNDThG&AS EMMETiQaYDEN
UNAUTHORISED TRAVEL TQ NORTH VIETNAM 
MISUSE OE 'UNITED STATES PASSPORT .
LOGAN ACT - CONSPIRACY

April

1 - Mr. Reddy

11, \1966

Reference is? ©ado to the report of Special
Agent Vincent J. Ascherl dated January 25, 1965, at 
New York, New York, in the captioned mattci’ and to my 
letter dated February 8, 1966, setting out information 
regarding the confidential informants and sources utilized 
in Special Agent, Ascherlrs report.

Attached is a copy of the report of Special 
Agent Ascherl dated March 29, 1956, at. New York, setting 
out additional information regarding the travel to North 
Vietnam by Herbert Eugene Aptheker, Staughton Lynd and 
Thomas Hayden and analyzing various writings and speeches 

f of these individuals upon their return to the United States,

100-123974

Mo further investigation is contemplated in this 
case in the absence of a specific request from the Department,

Enclosure

L

enclosure is so 
it contains
reveal the sources

EBRjjas (6)

s the 
since 
could

P3OT
126 APR 14 1966

NOTE: <
classified 
information, the disclosure of which 
and adversely affect the national defense



'>

SAC, Kew York 4/7/66.

1 - Mr. Reddy

wMUTHC2I!OJ TBAVEL TO WETS' VIETNAM 
1SSUSE OP UWTED STATES PASSPOST 
MSAH ACT < . K

. The ITarch 27, 1966, issue of "The Worker" contains 

an. advertieoxont on page. 11 regarding a book written by Apth« 

entitled “Hission to Hanoi." The- article further indicates 

that prefaces by Stauyhtcn Lynd and Thcnas 'Hayden are include 

■‘ and that the book is wa report.on the historic fact-finding 

Qission" recently undertaken by Aptheker,. Lynd and Hayden 

to north 'Vietnaza. '

Tou should ©Maia and trawswit to the Bureau two o 

of the paperback edition ©f this book which will sell for

■ $1.25 and is available through the International Publishers, 

381 Park Avenue South, New fork City. • . ' ■•’ ’

.-i n 
fx<

EBR:jas (4)
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MAILED 4

APR 6 1966
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T0- : DIRECTOR3 FBI (100-123974)

FROM'^$AC, NEW YORK (100-80532)

date: 5/13/66

subject: HERBERT EUGENE APTHEKER; '
• STAUGHTON CRAIG LYND;

' , THOMAS EMMETTt^HAYDEN; J .
' UNAUTHORIZED' TRAVEr‘*TO“’NORTH VIETNAM; 

MISUSE OF UNITED STATES PASSPORT;
LOGAN ACT

ReBulet to NY, dated 4/7/66.

Enclosed for the Bureau are two (2) copies, as 
instructed, of "Mission to Hanoi", a paperback written by 
HERBERT APTHEKER, with prefaces by' STAUGHTON LYND and THOMAS 
HAYDEN. •

NOT RECORDED
341 MAY 17 1966

'ENCLOSURE

Bureau (Enc. 2) (RM) •
New Haven (100-18293) (STAUGHTON LYND) (RM) 

1 - Newark (100-40690) (THOMAS HAYDEN) (RM) 
.1 - New York

VJA;ats 
(5)

5010-100
pavings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan
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NK 100-43095

In view of the classification placed _______ |on this
memorandum, the above information is not being placed in the 

details of this report, since to do so could possibly restrict 
dissemination of this report.

b3
b7E

\

In addition to the copy of the attached report 
and photograph being furnished to Secret Service, Newark, 
that office is also being furnished a copy of referenced 
report at Newark, dated 3/10/66,

INFONMTS:

Identity of Source:

NK T-l .

NK, T-2 '

NX T-4

Panel Source
New York Office

New York Office

NK T-7

Chicago, Illinois

COVER PAGE

j



HK 100-48095

b6 
b7C 
b7D

b6
b7C

b7D

COVER PAGE



NK 100-48095

Location;
i6o-43O95-iA-3in: T-iG

Identity of Source;

New York Office

b7E

100-47373-560*

D

COVES PAGE

j



FD-305 (Rev. 5-2-66)

MS 10(M»095

i.
2.
3.

4.

5.

6.

|**~| Subject’s name is included in the Security Index.
iSt] The data appearing on the Security Index card are current.
| | Changes on the Security Index card are necessary and Form FD-122 

has been submitted to the Bureau.
I**] A suitable photograph [«?] is | | is not available. (teCiabes?® 1965) 

Date photograph was taken ___________________ -______ <■»
| | Subject is employed in a key facility and is 

charged with security responsibility. Interested agencies are

because|Sl This report is classified $03 
(state reason)

informtiori .furnished by NK T-l tW MS T*8,
aM SK T-13 through M T-17 could nably regiult in 
the identlflcatim oi informants of couMnj 
and ccaproHiBe their future effectiveness^

Subject previously interviewed (dates) 10/12/61
Subject was not reinterviewed because (state reason)

while he sight agree to an interview-, he liSsewis® could 
publicise the interview at » later date, in one of his 
speaking engagewnt^. a® a possible ffieaw of ©sbarraseiK 
the FBI.

8. | | This case no longer meets the Security Index criteria and a letter 
has been directed to the Bureau recommending cancellation of the 
Security Index card.

9. This case has been re-evaluated in the light of the Security Index 
criteria and it continues to fall within such criteria because
(state reason)

of his trip to Morth Vietnam in Decoder, 1965,
and January, 1966<, ,

10. r^- Subject’s SI card | | is |~S] is not tabbed Detcom.
□ Subject’s activities warrant Detcom tabbing because (state reasons)

COTEB
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUTriCE
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

August 19 1966
In Reply, Please Refer to
File No. Bureau file 100-438281

WASHINGTON, D.C.

RE: THOMAS EMMETT HAYDEN
20535

Director Newark file 100-48095
United States Secret Service 
Department of the Treasury 
Washington, D. C. 20220

Dear Sir:

The information furnished herewith concerns an individual who is believed to be 
covered by the agreement between the FBI and Secret Service concerning Presidential pro
tection, and to fall within the category or categories checked.

1. | | Has attempted or threatened bodily harm to any government official or employee, 
including foreign government officials residing in or planning an imminent visit to the 
U. S., because of his official status.

2. □ Has attempted or threatened to redress a grievance against any public official by other 
than legal means.

3. XJ Because of background is potentially dangerous; or has been identified as member or 
participant in communist movement; or has been under active investigation as member 
of other group or organization inimical to U. S.

4. | | U. S. citizens or residents who defect from the U. S. to countries in the Soviet or 
Chinese Communist blocs and return.

5. | | Subversives, ultrarightists, racists and fascists who meet one or more of the following 
criteria:

(a) □ Evidence of emotional instability (including unstable residence and 
employment record) or irrational or suicidal behavior:

(b) □ Expressions of strong or violent anti-U. S. sentiment;
(c) □ Prior acts (including arrests or convictions) or conduct or statements 

indicating a propensity for violence and antipathy toward good order 
and government.

6. | | Individuals involved in illegal bombing or illegal bomb-making.

i. Photograph | | has been furnished [yi enclosed □ is not available
I I may be available through_____________________________________________ _________________

Enclosure(s) 2

1 - Special Agent in Charge (Enclosure(s) 
U. S. Secret Service* Now&l'k

Very truly yours,

(Upon removal of classified enclosures, if any, this transmittal form 
becomes UNCLASSIFIED.)
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Copy to:
1 - Secret Service, Newark (RM)

Report of:
Date: .

BERNARD J. CpNNEDL 
3/19/66

Office: Newark, New Jersey

Field Office File if:

Title:
100-48095

Bureau File if:
100-433231

THOMS EMMETT HARDEN

Character:

SECURITY MATTER - C
Synopsis: •

] HAYDEN resides 227 Jelliff Avepue, Newark, N.J. and is the
’ head of the Ifewark Community Uiiion Project, 444 Clinton Avenue,

Newark, N.J.•"'Subject spoke at meetings in New York,*^ 
Chicago, Boston, at teach-in at the University of Michigan,*^ 
and addressed students in sit-in At City College of New York, 
In these talks, he has been critical of U.S. policy in Vietnam 
and has opposed tests given by Selective Service System 
to determine deferment status of students. Wrote preface 
to book by.HERBERT APTHEKER concerning their trip to North 
Vietnam in December, 1965 and January, 1966.Listed as one 
of number supporting HERBERT APTHEKER in latter’s bid for 
Congressional nomination,in New York. Nummary of talk given 
by subject at University of Michigan in spring of 1962 set fortlao

DETAILS;

.I,- .'RESIDENCE AND EMPLOYMENT:

\ On August 13, 1966, NK T-l advised that 
is presently residing 227 Jelliff Avenue, Newark,

the subject 
New Jersey,

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned :o
your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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and is head di the Newark Community Union Project, 
444 Clinton Avenue, Newark,. New Jersey^ which organisation 
is a, community action project of thb Students ior a 
Pemocratid Society (SDS).

II, ACTIVITIES OF SUBJECT:

A. ’’STUDIES ON TEE LEFT” FORUM, 
FEBRUARY IS, 19G6

A characterization of "STUDIES ON THE LEFT’’ appears 
in the appendix hereto,

NK T-2 advised on February 21, 1966, that a forum 
entitled, "The Third World: Two reports” was held on 
February 18, 1966, at Palm Gardens, 310 West 52nd Street, 
New York, New York, and sponsored by "STUDIES ON THE LEFT", 
The moderator of the program, in which speakers discussed the 
worlds of Africa and East Asia, was TOM HAYDEN.

B. "NATIONAL GUARDIAN" FORUM, 
FEBRUARY 24, 1966 

A characterization of the "NATIONAL GUARDIAN" appears in 
the appendix hereto.

NK T-3 advised on February 25, 1966, that the 
’’NATIONAL GUARDIAN" sponsored a forum on politics and policy at the 
Riverside Plaza Hotel, 253 West 73rd Street, New York City, on 
February 24, 1966, One of the speakers at the forum was 
TOM HAYDEN who, during his talk, equated the Negroes in 
America with the Viet Cong, He stated that the Viet Cong wanted 
peace, but were forced to fight, and this is similar to the 
plight of the Negroes in the large cities and in the South' -•< 
in the United States. He also equated the living conditions 
of the people in Vietnam with the Negro ghettos in America.

NIC T-4 advised oh March 1, 1966, of HAYDEN's appearance 
at the "NATIONAL GUARDIAN" forum on February 24, 1966, and 
reported substantially the same as that set forth above.
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NK T-5 advised on lifer ch 3, 1966, of HAYDEN’S 
appearance at the above "NATIONAL. GUARDIAN” forum and reported 
that in his talk, HAYDEN spoke on the war in Vietnam in connection 
with the civil rights movement in the United States.

NIC T-6 advised on iiferch 4, 1966, of HAYDEN* s 
appearance at the "NATIONAL GUARDIAN" forum on February 24, 
1966, and noted that in his talk, HAYDEN stated that he saw 
a need for a great mass movement against the economic 
problems in the United States, HAYDEN stated that he saw the 
community action programs within the anti-poverty program as 
the basis for mass action,

C, SDS MEETING, UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO, JMRCIi 1, 1966: ,

On February 20, 1966, NIC T-7 made available a.
flyer of the SDS in Illinois, which was captioned, "Report 
from the Battlefront," This flyer announced a meeting 
for March 1, 1966, at 7:30 PM, at Mandel Hall', University of 
Chicago, 57th and University, Chicago, Illinois, Among the 
speakers listed who would take part in this program was 
TOM HAYDEN, who was described as the organizer for the Newark 
Community Union and one of the founders of SDS.

NIC T-8 advised on March 2^ 1966, that he attended 
the above affair and that HAYDEN, An his talk, described the life 
in North Vietnam, He pointed out/ that he had recently come back 
from a fact-finding tour of Vietnam and had traveled through 
Bulgaria; the Soviet Union, and the Peoples Republic of China. 
HAYDEN stated he stayed at the capital cities of these 
countries and had spent about two weeks in Hanoi and a couple 
of days in each of the other capitals. His speech consisted 
of describing life in North Vietnam, wherein he told how he 
had spoken to farmers and public officials. The life HAYDEN 

| described was one of peace which had been disrupted by the 
t United States and South Vietnam,
| NIC T»9 advised on Jferch 10, 1966, that HAYDEN, in his
I talk at this rally, managed to follow the theme of Hie meeting, j 
which was for the United States to get out of Vietnam. HAYDEN / 

j attempted to paint a picture of the Northern Vietnamese being /
a cultural, peace-loving people, who had been forced to tear up 
their flower gardens and build bomb shelters because of the 
United! States. HAYDEN compared the civil rights drive in the 
United States with the drive ef the Vietnamese people to be

f 
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independent, and he called for an end of American 
intervention in Vietnam.

D. BRANDEIS UNIVERSITY AND IBOSTON UNIVERSITY, 
MARCH 13, 1966?

Page 3 of the I&rch 22,' 1966, issue of ’’The Worker" 
carried an article which showed that TOM HAYDEN and HERBERT 
APTHEKER spoke to audiences 86 Brandeis University and Boston 
University on March 13, 1966, concerning their recent trip to 
North Vietnam.

"The Worker" is an east coast communist newspaper.

The "New York Times" of January 10;p 1966, carried 
an article on page 1, revealing that HERBERT APTHEKER, 
STAUGHTON1 LYND, and THOMAS HAYDEN had returned to the United 
States on January 9, 1966, after a ten-day visit to North Vietnam. 
This article revealed that these three individuals had left 
the United States on December 19, 1965, on a privately 
financed fact-finding mission. According to the news article, 
the government of North Vietnam had invited HERBERT APTHEKER 
and he, in turn, had suggested that LYND and HAYDEN accompany 
him. This article described HERBERT APTHEKER as the director of 
the AMERICAN INSTITUTE FOR MARXIST STUDIES, and LYND as a 
Yale University Professor.

A characterization of the AMERICAN INSTITUTE FOR . 
MARXIST STUDIES is contained in the appendix 
hereto.

NK T-15 advised December, 1959, that HERBERT 
APTHEKER was elected to the National .Committee of 

- the COMMUNIST PARTY, USA, at its 17th National Convention, 
- held December 10 - 13, 1959.

STAUGHTON LYND was interviewed by Special Agents 
of the Federal Bureau of Investigation on 
August 13, 1953, during which time he stated that 
though he had never been a member of the COMMUNIST 
PARTY, he had joined the AMERICAN YOUTH FOR DEMOCRACY 
(AYD) in the fall of 1946, on the campus at Harvard 

^-University. He said that the AYD was known as the 
Harvard Youth for Democracy on the campus and that he had 
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disaffiliated himself with the AYD in June, 1947, 
LYND further advised that while at Harvard 
University, he had been a member of the JOHN REED 
CLUB for approximately two years daring 1947 and 1948. 
Be said that approximately one year during this 
period he had served as secretary of the JOHN REED CLUB.

The AYD has been cited pursuant to Executive 
Order 10450.

A characterization of the JOHN NEED CLUBS OF THE 
UNITED STATES is contained in the appendix hereto.

E. CHINA TEACH-IN, UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN, 
April 3, 1900: ■ '

NK T-10 advised on April 7f I960, that the
China Teach-In held on the University of Michigan campus, 
on April 3 and April 4, 1966, although having no 
organizational identification publicly placed concerning 
this event, was apparently a joint function of the Inter
University Committee- for Debate on Foreign Policy (IUCDFP) 
and the SDS, University of Michigan.

NK T-ll advised on April 7, 1966, that HAYDEN
participated in one of the seminars which took place at . 
"this-China teach-in. Some of the comments made by HAYDEN fl 1 
during this seminar are as follows: - ’

Unless the affluent pe'ople of the United States 
can be moved to action, the U.S. will take the rest of the 
world down with it. What we need is not a ’’teach-in”- 

" on China, but a "teach-in” on revolution to decide what 
we can do. We must do something "so shocking” 
as to move the people.

We need to come out of the decay and exist 
in world revolution. The power of the U.S. must 
decline if humanity is to have a chance in this 
world.
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There is no morality left in this society, 
everyone is sinking and decaying.

As to the subject of possible action, HAYDEN 
said there was a great need to come to terms on what 
we were willing to die for, Me advocated that steps 
be taken to oppose the draft; that Americans should 
not be expected to die for U.S. foreign policy or :
for the "empire" idea, lie advised that the Student 
Non-Violent Coordinating Committee opposed the draft; 
everyone was shocked, but no other action was taken, .. 
He said that when the SDS organization opposed the dt<aft, 
the Government answered that position by announcing 
its intention to investigate the SDS. He said that 
unless Americans, particularly religious leaders, are 
shocked into action to change U.S. foreign policy, we will 
be forced to do much more.

He suggested that students consider refusal to 
take the 2-S Selective Service System Deferment 
Classification and refuse to take Selective Service 
educational tests. He-.suggested that professors in 
grading a student are signing "death certificates" for 
such students.

Commenting on a question from the audience that 
refusal to serve under the draft could result in 
serious jail sentences, HAYDEN said that we have 
friends who will assist us in defending such matters, 
specifically mentioning only the American Civil* 
Liberties Union. He advised,however, that "we will 
receive support from the world community for our 
resistance movement."

Me commented that in Newark where he was employed, 
the only persons who can successfully influence social 
change are the Negroes who can state that they 
are Muslims and therefore avoid being drafted. He 
commenced that the Negro has no responsibility for 
American foreign policy and, therefore, should not 
be expected to fight for it.

6
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In response to question as to how above 
rules could be effected into action, HAYDEN 
acknowledged that white people may not be able to 
be so effective. He said, however, that a hug© 
white oriented peace movement in the U.S. might be 
triumphant in effecting a social change.

In response to a question from the audience as 
to what Americans can do to influence American foreign policy, 
in Vietnam, HAYDEN recommended that the only way to have any 
real Influence is through massive public opinion and through 
political action. Ke recommended that the Resident of 
the U.S. be threatened politically challenging his re-election 
by considering a third party candidate.

NK T-12 advised on April 7, I960 that during this 
seminar, TOM HAYDEN stated that the guerillas must help farm 
the tend in Vietnam and must also help re-distribute the land 
and at the same time must also fight against the U.S.

HAYDEN said that the Negroes in the U.S. are not 
militant because they do not now own anything, but they will 
become militant when someone re-distributes property.

He said "revolution” is neither good nor bad but 
is just objective. If you are down and out you are bound 
to hurt people when you strike out to better your position 
or escape the trap* He added "the strength of the U.S. 
must decline or drag the world down with it." He said the 
best itactic is to refuse the draft with white students 
declining the 2-3 Status and refusing to take Selective 
Service Educational examinations. He continued that professors 
should consider that they are signing the death warrant of 
students by giving grades, and that Negro students should tell 
the draft boards they areMuslims and refuse to serve. He added 
that the poor should refuse to serve the "empire” because they have 
nopart in the "empire." These people listed above and the movement 
must develop their rationale on refusing to serve the "American 
empire."

NK T-12 advised on April 7, 1966, that the 
principal speaker at the Plenary Session at the conclusion 
of this conference was TOM HAYDEN of SDS. In his summary

7
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HAYDEN stated that Western colonialism has long been a part 
of U.S. policy, dating from the Indian massacres 
to the time when Negroes were made the property of the whites. 
He said the only people in the U.S. who really know the 
facts are the national security system, made up of the CIA 
and other agencies. He said these agencies are the establishment 
that in reality rules the ’'empire',' and he added that even the 
Resident of the U.S. and the United States Congress does not 
know what the ’'establishment’’ is doing.

HAYDEN added that "we are all treated as property.’’ 
He said it is illegal for the American people to know anything 
about revolutionary figures. He said that people cannot 
or do not understand the emasculation of our society and that 
everyone is too tied up with the kind of thing seen in the movie 
’’Juliet of the Spirits” that they cannot really understand how to 
deal with revolution.

He said that what we truly need is a "teach-in” 
concerning the dilemma of having an overdeveloped, over-abundant 
affluent society. He said the white people of the U.S. have no 
revolutionary movement to which they can give themselves. He 
noted, however, that the communist revolution is insuring that 
everyone eats and is doing things. He said that all must stop 
doing things which help perpetuate the "empire,”

HAYDEN said that students should refuse to take tests 
which will decide who will be killed. He made this 
recommendation, according to NK T-12 ,in the context of 
Selective Service considerations. HAYDEN added that it is 
cruel for professors to give grades which will decide which 
individuals get killed. He said we need a "teach-in for 
revolution" to teach Americans about revolution and to decide 
what we are willing to die for and what we are not willing to 
die f or.

He said we must stop participating in the "empire’s” 
system and added that only when we withdraw from the empire 
will we have a base from which to speak to the empire. He 
recommended "form your own organisation and move out into the 
community"; "find a way to act as brothers to the Chinese 
even though we can’t be in their shoes."
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He said that at Berkeley, "we will pat 5,000 
people around the area where the draft tests are to be 
taken to prevent entry. This is positive, it will be done. 
He recommended that those interested ask the SDS and the 
American Civil Liberties Union to support pePpie who oppose 
the draft and the tests.

NK T-ll stated on April 7, I960, that at the 
Plenary Session, addressed by HAYDEN, HAYDEN commented on his 
recent visit to China, as well as NQrth Vietnam, and also that 
HAYDEN continually raised the Negro question in the United 
States and referred that matter to his comments on conflict 
in Indo-China and the possibility of armed conflict between 
the United States and China. He stated he was seeking 
answers for a "spiritually starved society" noting that "the 
West" has long wanted to develop "an empire."

Ke advocated that people stop participating in the 
institutions of the "empire" because the "empire" will eat us up. 
In referring to these institutions, he referred to the 
military, the government, and the economy. Informant said HAYDEN 
repeated his earlier comment made in speeches and seminars that 
what was needed was a "teach-in" on community action to evolve a 
definition of esiactly what we are willing to die for.

As possible courses of action, he recommended that 
it was possible to form newspapers, organizations, and even 
schools of "our own." He said that such things were of vital 
necessity to aid in a resistance movement.

Informant said HAYDEN reiterated his earlier 
remark that Czechoslovakia, which he said he had also visited 
recently, was as bad as the USA and a part of the ’'white 
racist west", which he uniformly described as completely 
decadent. .

On subsequent occasions he said,with regard to 
difficulties in which activities he discussed might bring to 
people,that the SDS and the American Civil Liberties Union 
cojild be counted upon to help those who opposed the U.S. 
draft laws.
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The informant said that HAYDEN commented on the • 
following possible-actions or tactics to be considered by 
those engaged in activities against the "empire":

He noted'$s: a Significant way of effecting U.S. 
policy efforts to undermine the U.S. Selective Service 
System. He recommended that thoseregistered with Selective 
Service boards notify thei£ boards through statements that if 
they are drafted, they-wilj do all possible to undermine morale.

Informant, i'nconnection with the above comment, 
said that your "brother-sWt Berkeley” will have 19,000 individuals 
to ring the building where Selective Service examinations will 
be given in an effort to discourage or keep prospective 
examinees out.

With regard to such activity, he said that literature 
might be prepared and passed out at centers where the national 
Selective Service examinations will be given in an effort 
to convince people that by taking these examinations, they are 
causing the death of their fellow men.

Informant advised further that HAYDEN, in his 
general discussion of these Selective Service tests, suggested 
the tactics that participants during the test stand on tables 
and generaly "raise hell" in an effort to prevent the 
functioning of such examinations.

As a final tactic, he recommended that universities 
should refuse to release grades of students to the Selective 
Service System.

F, ALLERTON FORUM MEETING, APRIL 26, 1960:

NK T-13 advised on May 11, 1966, that a meeting 
sponsored by the Allerton Forum at the Allerton Community Center, 
Allerton Avenue and White Plains Hoad, Bronx, New York, took 
place on April 26, 1966. The speaker for the evening was 
TOM HAYDEN, identified as a past president of the SDS. 
HAYDEN spoke on his recent trip to North Vietnam with HERBERT 
APTHEKEB and STAUG3T0N LYND, In his remarks, HAYDEN reviewed 
for the audiences the steps taken over the last twenty-five years 
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which have led to the. present situation in Vietnam. 
He pointed out that what he fears and concerns himself 
with is the existence of what he refers to as the National 
Security Establishment in the United States, which is out to rule 
the World.

E&YDEN said the National Security Establishment (NSE) 
uses the pretext of fighting the spread of communism to .
gain and maintain control of many areas in the world* 
Proof of thisj he said, is the size of the U.S; Navy/ , 
Air Force/ the numbed.of overseas military baseib throughout 
the world; Some.specific Ugeiifciidd of thd NSE, he said, 
are Ail.D., C.I.A., and the National Security Council (NSC.) 
Th© NSE thwarts the efforts of the U.S. Government and is outside 
the control of the U.S. Government, he said. The NSE, he said, 
wants to stop history and block Marxist advances and history 
by the continuation of war. President JOHNSON, he said, Who is 
a spokesman for the NSE, talks peace to the people but the NSE 
carries out the war.

HAYDEN said that he felt that the NSE, if need be, 
would poison everyone or anyone who stands in their way —which 
is the control of the world and world markets.

The U.S. Congress moves too slowly to offset and 
stop the efforts of the NSE, he said. What is needed, he said, 
is the election of officials who understand the threat of the 
NSE and who. will fight to defeat it.

G. SIT-IN AT CITY COLLEGE CF NEW YORK, 
FAY 13, 1966: ’

NK T-14 advised on May 18, 1966, that a sit-in 
demonstration was held at the office of the President of City 
College of New York, on Why 13, 1966. The issue opposed by 
those sitting-in was this school’s compliance with Selective 
Service laws. The students sought a promise from school 
officials that no grades or class standings would be forwarded 
to local draft boards, nor would the school be used for the 
administering Of any draft test. The demonstration at City 
College of New York was addressed by TOM HAYDEN,, 
who urged opposition to the Selective Service System.

11
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III. WRITINGS OF THE SUBJECT;

The March, 1966., issue of the "NATIONAL GUARDIAN”, 
on page 13, carried an advertisement announcing that in 
April, 1966, a book ’'MisSion to Hanoi", by HERBERT APTHEKER 
would contain, prefaces by STAUGHTON, LYND and THOMS HAYDEN. 
The book will report on their recbhi fact-finding mission to 
Vietnam.

NK T-16 made available, on July 23, 1966, a copy of 
a booklet entitled, "Student Social Action” by TCM HAYDEN. 
HAYDEN was described as a staff member of the Newark Community 
Union Project of SDS and a past president of SDS. This article 
also pointed out that the booklet was a transcription of 
one talk given by HAYDEN at the University of Michigan in the 
spring of 1962.

The final paragraphs of the above-mentioned booklet 
are as follows:

"Still other students—more than ever—are starting 
to grapple with the hard problems of war, peace, and 
foreign policy. Five thousand of them turned out to picket 
the White House and visit their Congressmen just last 
month, demanding American initiatives toward peace. 
A few hundred more participated at a high intellectual 
level in the First Intercollegiate Conference on 
Disarmament and Arms Control at Swarthmore College.

"There are, finally, thousands of young conservatives 
who came into public significance in 1960. That I find 
them politically absurd does not deny the catalytic value 
of their social participation and the stirring they have 
caused among many students.

"But these people are minorities; they have 
broken through the crust of silence. It remains for the 
vast majority similarly to discover that peace and 
war are not fairy tales, that at the midnight of 
Doomsday we will not turn into pumpkins (though some 
will be vegetating in their shelters.) Every time we 
do not speak, we contribute to the mood of moral rigidity 
that grips the land. Every time we do not speak, we 
maintain the vacuum of public affairs. Every time we 
do not speak, we make harder the creation of an active 
public to dismantle the hierarchy of undemocratic 
power in America.

12
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"Do ijot wish to be a student in dontrast to. 
being a man. Do not study ab a $t(identj out as'.i man who 
is alive and who cared* Leavb the idoiated “ivorld . 
of ideological fantasy, allbw yOUr ide^d tb bedohc 
part of your living and youi1 living to become pM^t of 
your ideas.

. "All ,;bver . fhe wdrld thb. sfdiiiig* .idtellbctliMld ire 
breaking oht 6f the bidj Stultified brder. Before you 
cill tlierii ^commUnist’ or ’extremist* or ’immature’, 
Stop a moment, let yourselves be a little more 
insecure, so that you can listen to what they say 
and perhaps feel the pulse of their challenge. Their 
challenge politically takes many forms, with which we 
may agree or disagree; but the essential challenge is 
far deeper. It is to quit the acquiescence to political 
’fate’, cut the confidence in business-as-usual 
futures, and realize that in a time of mass organization, 
government by expertise, success through technical speciali
zation, manipulation by the balancing of Official Secrecy 
with the Soft Sell Technique, incomprehensible destructiveness 
of the two warsand the third which is imminent, and the 
Cold War which has chilled man’s relation to man, the time 
has come for a re-assertion of the personal.”

Cn iiflay 13, 1966, NK T-17 made available the 
Ihrch-April, 1966 issue of "STUDIES ON THE LEFT." This issue 
listed THQmS HARDEN as one of the editors of this publication.

ly.MISCELLANEOW; ' '

The "NATIONAL GUARDIAN", dated July 23, 1966, on 
page 5, contained an advertisement,sponsored by 9 
number of persons,which endorsed the candidacy of Doctor 
HERBERT APTHEKER for Congress from the 12th Congressional 
District, Brooklja} New York. One of the sponsors listed 
in this advertisement was TOM HAYDEN.
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’ AMERICAN,. INSTITUTE. FOR MaXIST STUDIES

A source advised oil April 9, 1963, that on 
April 7, 1963, at a meeting Of the/District Committee 
of the COMMUNIST.PARTY, ti.S,., of Amer icA (OP, WA) of ' New- Eiiglhhdj 
held in Boston, fe&Sadhusietts, HERBERT. ApTHEIXER- stated, he 
was developing an .byganizAti,On;hAliAA AlfeRICAN INSTITUTE 
FOR MBXIST .STUDIES’ (Aii®)j fthiSh wAdlU eventually legalize 
the CP. He stated A-II.® would publish literature on History, 
Science, Physics, Archeology and other subjects which would be 
put but Quarterly with various supplements.

A second source advised in December, 1959, that 
HERBERT APTHEKER was elected to the National Committee, CP, USA, 
at the 17th National Convention of the CP, 'USA, held in 
December, 1959. .

A third source advised on June 7, 1963, that 
on June 3, 1963, HERBERT APTHEKER spoke at the CP, USA, 
New York District Board meeting concerning All®, 
APTHEKER stated that All® would unite and strengthen the CP although 
the CP would not be connected with it. He stated All® was being 
formed to operate withia ..the scope of the Jfe Carran and Smith 
Acts and would legally bring S&rxist material and opinions to the 
attention of American scholars and the general public.

A fourth source advised on ttiay 7, 1965, that as 
of that date, AIKS vzas located on the fifthfloor west at 
.20 East 30th Street , New York City, New York.
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NIC 100-43095
JOHN REED CLUBS OF THE 'UNITED STATES

The "Cuide to Subversive Organizations and: ; 
Publications," revised Mnd,published as ©f December.1, 1961, 
prepared and released; by thd Committed oil Ufi^Aufdr idMn.. ! ;
Activities, United States Hbiisd of Eepre&ehtatiVdiS, reflects the 
following citation concerning the JOHN REED CLUBS OF 'THE CNITED 
STATES:

Cited as organizations ’whose affiliation 
with the Communist Party is clear beyond 
dispute.’

("Special Committee on Un-American Activities, 
Annual Report, House Report 1476, January 3, 
1940, p.10.”)

15
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APPENDIX •'

’’NATIONAL GUARDIAN”

The ’’Guide to. Subversive Organisations and Publications” , 
revised and published Decejaberlj 1961/ to supersede Guide . 
published on January 2, 1957, prepared and released by 'th® 
Committee on Un-American Activities, ' United' States House of 
Representatives, Washington, D» C. ,' reflects th® following oh 
Page 193 regarding the ’’National Guardian”?

1. ’’established by the American'Labor Party , in 1917 ' 
as' a ’progressive*' weekly * * *o . Although it denies having, any ■ 
affiliation with th® communist Party, it has manifested..itself■ 
fro®, the beginning'as a virtual official propaganda arm of Soviet 
Russiao” . . ■ . . • ■ . .

(Cowitte© on Un-American Activities, Reports 
Trial by Treason* Th® National Committee t© 
Secure justice for th© Rosenbergs and' Morton' 

' Spbell, August 25, 1956, p. 12o). •

IB



STUDIES ON THE LEFT, INCORPORATED, 
also known as Studies on the Left (SOTL)

i

i 
i

The ’’Wisconsin State Journal", a daily newspaper 
published at Madison, Wisconsin, on November 26, 1959, 
announced that a new scholarly.magasine, "Studies on the 
Left", a historical r'e^ieW d^didAfed J6 thd. leftist point of 
view, edited by present and:f briber graduate students at the , 
University of Wisconsin but h&fihg nd connection with the 
UW itself^ Would begin publiddtf&i sbdiii

Records of the Wisconsin Secretary of £>tate 
reflect SOTL was incorporated under laws of Wisconsin 
July 16, 1959, as a non-stock, non-profit corporation with 
headquarters, Post Office Box 2121, Madison, Wisconsin. 
The first issue contained a policy statement from the editors 
stating SOIL was primarily a magazine for national circulation 
designed to give younger men with radical views a place to 
voice their opinions. About two issues a year are published, 
the most recent in February, 1963.

Publicly-listed members of SOTL’s Editorial 
Board, SAUL LANDAU, STEPHEN SCHEINBERG, MARTIN J. SKLAR and 
JAMES WEINSTEIN have been identified by sources previously 
as having participated in the activities of the LABOR YOUTH 
LEAGUE (L7L), while Editorial Board members, DAVID EAKINS 
and MTTEEW CHAPPERON, have been identified as active members 
of the COMMUNIST PARTY (CP). Another source has identified 
SKLAR and WEINSTEIN as handling the finance and business affairs 
of SOTL.

Volume #3, Number 2, Winter 1963 issue of SOTL, 
published in February, 1963, on the inside front cover 
contained an announcement that effective Search 1, 1963, the 
new mailing address of SOTL will be "Studies on the Left", 
Box 33, Planetarium Station, New York 24, New York.

A source advised on Wy 13, 1963, that SOTL has 
as its mailing address Box 33, Planetarium Station, New York 24, 
New York.

The LYL has been designated pursuant to 
Executive Order 10450.

17*
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LOGAN ACT, 
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of experiences in North Vietnam. '
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DETAILS:

I. BACKGROUND OF HANOI ..NORTH VIETNAM TRIP AND ITINERARY 
OF SUBJECTS

'The Worker",. January 11, 1966, page 6, columns 
four to five, carries an article entitled, "APTHEKER 
statement Prior to Trip." This article states that prior 
to leaving for North Vietnam, HERBERT APTHEKER issued the 
following statement:

"There may be some interest in the fact that I 
have decided to visit the Democratic Republic of Vietnam.

"I find the Vietnam War to be among the worst 
activities in the history of the United States Government; 
since that Government once was the citadel of the system 
of chattel slavery, this is no minor criticism]

"it is clear - it is repeatedly admitted, even 
in the American press - that the reportage available to 
American readers may be aptly characterized - to speak 
with restraint - as exceedingly one-sided. As Secretary
General U Thant said, 'with war, the first casualty is truth.1 
This is doubly so with atrocious and utterly unjust war.

"The opportunity to visit the country being 
mercilessly bombed - with no declaration of war - by forces 
of the United States and to see for myself what has been 
done and is being done, and to hear for myself the viewpoint | 
or viewpoints from that other side, therefore, is one that 
I could not forego Perhaps I shall be of some service, 
however modest, in removing the layers of falsehood weighing 
like an albatross about the necks of most Americans. Certainly, 
I shall try, I shall exercise my right as an American to 
'go see for myself,1 and having seen, I plan to tell and >
write about what I have seen.

"My objective is to do whatever I can to STOP THE / 
KILLING IN VIETNAM; each mite helps and no person must refuse | 
to do what his conscience bids towards this absolutely l 
indispensable goal. j'

"I am a writer, in Vietnam is the story of stories | 
and I am going to examine it. first-hand, and then I am f
going to tell that story to as many of my fellow-Americans 
as I can." (O

- 2 -
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"The Worker" is an East Coast Communist 
newspaper.
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FFg|RAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGAT^

pate 3/-Q./66___________

_____________ SAUL ROSENBAUM I____________________—,_______________  
____________________________________ _ I furnished 
the following information on March 3.- 1966:

While in Europe on a business trip in December,, 
1965} he had occasion to board Czechoslovak Air Lines 
Flight Number 502 which departed Prague, Czechoslovakia, 
for Moscow, Russia, on December 22, 1965- Observed by 
him at the airport in Prague prior to the departure of 
this flight on December 22, 1965s were APTHEKER, LYND 
and HAYDEN. Mr. ROSENBAUM identified photograph of these 
individuals which was displayed to him.

Mr. ROSENBAUM did not engage in conversation 
with these individuals beyond a few casual words. He 
did not pay any direct attention to them. He was not 
aware that their ultimate destination was Vietnam.
Mr. ROSENBAUM recalls observing APTHEKER and LYND on the 
plane en route to Moscow and further recalls seeing LYND ' 
at the airport in Moscow when the passengers left, this plane. 
Mr. ROSENBAUM stated that his observations do not preclude 
the possibility that all three took the same flight from 
Prague to Moscow and reached Moscow at the same time.
Mr. ROSENBAUM stated that Czechoslovak Air Lines Flight 
502 departed Prague at 4:40 P.M.,and arrived in Moscow at 
about 8:00 P.M. on December 22, 1965^ Mr. ROSENBAUM did not 
observe these individuals at any other time in Moscow or 
elsewhere than he has reported above. He is aware that 
they became the subjects of considerable newspaper 
publicity because of their journey to North Vietnam. 
He has seen several photographs of these individuals in 
the local press.

I 
On 3/3/66 at27 0 Madison Avenue, New York City File #NY100 80532 z

by SA VINCENT J. ASCHERL: arf Date dictated 3/7/66 ■

- 4 -
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HERBERT' APTHEKER was elected to the 
National Committee Communist Party, 
United States of America (CP, USA), 
at its 17th National Convention, held 
in December, 1959-

NY T-l 
December 19j 1959

STAUGHTON LYND was interviewed 
by Special Agents (SAS) of the Federal 
Bureau of Investigation (FBI) on August 13, 
1953- During this interview, 
LYND advised that he had never 
been a member of the Communist Party (CP) 
and that he had joined the American 
Youth for Democracy (AYD) in 
the Fall of 1946on the campus 
of Harvard ^University. He 
stated that the AYD was known 
as the Harvard Youth for 
Democracy on the Caffpus and he 
had disaffiliated himself from 
the AYD in June, 1947.

The AYD has been designated 
pursuant to Executive Order 
10450.

STAUGHTON LYND further advised 
at this interview that while 
at Harvard University he had 
also been a member of the John 
Reed Club for approximately two 
years during 1947 to 1948. He 
stated that for approximately 
one year during that period he 
had served as Secretary of the 
John Reed Club. .

John Reed Clubs of the United 
States are characterized in 
the Appendix of this report.

- 5 -
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The "National Guardian^ November 13, 1965, 
page 2, states that among the guests on 
the dais at the 17th Anniversary Dinner 
of the "National Guardian," held November 5, 
1965, at the Hotel Americana in New York 
City, was THOMAS HAYDEN. This article 
identified THOMAS HAYDEN as the organizer 
since 1964 of the Newark Community Union 
Project, and one of the original organizers 
of the Students for A Democratic Society.

The "National Guardian" is characterized 
in the Appendix of this report.

II. PUBLICATION OF HANOI TRIP BY SUBJECTS UPON RETURN TO 
THE UNITED STATES

Since their return to the United States from
North Vietnam on January 9, 1966, APTHEKER, LYND and HAYDEN 
have publicized their trip to Hanoi,both in newspaper 
articles and in public speaking engagements. There follows 
an analysis of newspaper articles and speeches by above 
subj'ects, summarizing their reactions and experiences in 
Vietnam. These appearances are in addition to the mass 
meeting at Manhattan Center, New York City, held January 16, 
1966, at which all three subjects gave an "eye witness" 
report.

a, HERBERT APTHEKER (Writings)

"The Worker" commencing with the January 16, 1966
issue,exclusively carried a series of articles by HERBERT 
APTHEKER .reporting on his experiences in Hanoi and North 
Vietnam. Most of these articles are date-lined "Hanoi" but 
bear no dates' of composition.

Article number one appeared in "The Worker"
issue of January 16, 1966, page three, columns two to four. 
It is entitled, "The Grey-haired Force in a Village Near 
Hanoi." APTHEKER reports being in a village twenty miles 
south of Hanoi. He interviews an elderly peasant and notes 
that elderly people In Hanoi are armed. The village people 
have a special name for the old men*s brigade - it is the 
"Grey-haired Force."

- 6 -
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APTHEKER reports being in Nam Dlngh and interviews 
an elderly priest. The priest allegedly asked APTHEKER -j
why the Americans were bombing his city of Nam Dlngh. ( Uf

APTHEKER states in his article; "Clearly I believe \ 
the Vietnamese feel that thdr struggle is a just war for I 
national independence...........I am firmly convinced that the |
JOHNSON Policy of aggressive war in Vietnam brings death I
and maiming to -thousands of Americans, and ruin and devastation 
to the people of that nation...........Before leaving on this
journey it was monstrous, I thought, to see and hear 
distinguished Americans advocate the bombing of Hanoi, 
and then on returning to read again of senators advocating 
this, and columnists reporting that important Pentagon 
officials tfchought massive nuclear bombing of Vietnam was 
required; and to know all this came from one's own country, | 
was harrowing. "

A second article appeared in "The Worker," January
18, 1966, page 1, columns one to five. This article was 
entitled, '’Children Play Inland's Streets in Shadow of 
American Bombers." This article was listed as written from 
Hanoi from HERBERT APTHEKER. The article carried a photograph 
of STAUGHTON. LYND, and HERBERT APTHEKER. being greeted on 
their arrival at the airport near Hanoi on December 28, 1965. 
The article notes that the third American in the party, 
THOMAS HAYDEN, was not in this photograph.

APTHEKER describes his reaction walking in the
streets of Hanoi. He states that In the middle of Hanoi 
is a large lake, around which are air raid shelters. He 
visits a factory in Hanoi where 1,000 workers, men and women, 
produce agricultural tools and parts for automobiles.
APTHEKER states that the hero of North Vietnam is an American, 
NORMAN MORRISON, "who immolated himself to protest the 
atrocious war."

Another photograph shows HERBERT APTHEKER with
the Mayor of Nam Dlngh, "a city which has been frequently 
bombed by United States planes." HERBERT APTHEKER states that 
he visited the "Museum of the Revolution in Hanoi.

7 -
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This issue of "The Worker," January 18, 1966, 
page four, columns one to five, carried an article entitled 
"PHAM VAN DONG Answers Americans' Questions." The article 
related that,"On January 8, 1966, Premier PHAM VAN DONG 
of the Democratic RepublTc of Vietnam received the three- -
man US. peace mission, consisting of HERBERT APTHEKER, \ 1/
THOMAS HAYDEN and Prof. STAUGHTON LYND. *

"There followed an interview that lasted 90 minutes.
The three Americans also submitted questions to the Prime 
Minista*, and his answers were given the same day."

- One of the questions asked PHAM VAN DONG was, |
"What is your comment on the idea that the Democratic I
Republic of Vietnam and the National Liberation Front refuse I 
all offers to negotiate?" The Premier stated that he was |
not going to answer in the g&fice of the South Vietnam National j 
Liberation Front (NLF). He did answer for the Democratic j
Republic of Vietnam (DRV) and stated that the DRV would .
rbspect the 195^ Geneva agreements on Vietnam, and the Four-Point 
Stand of the Government of the DRV made public on April 8, 1965, | 
One of which was that the "Internal affairs of South Vietnam | 
must be settled by the South Vietnam people themselves, j
In accordance with the program of the NLF. The DRV recognized | 
the NLF as the "sole genuine representative of the people 
of South Vietnam."

Article number three appeared in "The Worker," 
January 23, 1966, page one, columns .one to five. This 
article is entitled "Dangerous Thoughts in Hanoi Bookstores." 1 
This article carried a photograph of APTHEKER, LYND, and .
HAYDEN being presented with "Fruits of the Village," by
a leader of a village 20 miles from Hanoi. j

APTHEKER writes, "Here in Hanoi I have heard that I 
HARRY (Two-Bomb) TRUMAN has denounced the shamelessness |
and self-seeking nature of the exploit whereby three )
Americans have taken it upon themselves to visit the Democratic 
Republic of Vietnam even though the State Department
opposes such visits. The Voice of America says that the three 
criminals face five years' imprisonment for their awful act."

Cu

- 8 -
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APTHEKER states that he is writing this article 
on New Year's Eve; that early in the morning he went for 
a stroll through the city and visited a bookstore. The 
works of MARX and ENGELS were available to the workers, of 
Hanoi. APTHEKER stated that a man from the Moscow Bureau 
of the "Herald Tribune" called him the preceding night. 
He asked APTHEKER if he would be visiting the bombed areas 
of the frontj to which APTHEKER replied in the affirmative, 
stating that he thought "It will be good for my soul."

This article carried a photograph of APTHEKER 
conversing with LU HSUN, First Secretary of the Central 
Committee of the Vietnam Workers Party.

The fourth APTHEKER article appeared in "The 
• Worker," January 25, 1966, page one, columns four to five.
It is entitled, "Vietnam's 2,000 Year Fight Against 
Invaders." The article carries a.photograph of HERBERT 
APTHEKER interviewing a "75 year old Roman-Catholic Priest 
of Nam Dingh." APTHEKER describes visiting a cafe fronting 
on a lake in Hanoi called "By the Lake" cafe. In it 
the "working people" of Hanoi sip coffee or beer. APTHEKER 
treats of what he callsVietnam's "2,000 years resistance 
agEinst’’ foreign invaders." He visits the building which is 
headquarters of the Liaison Committee of thSBH 
Army - formerly the home of Madame NHU. This article 
contained a photograph showing APTHEKER, LYND and HAYDEN 
among a group of Vietnamese located as being "outside a 
bombed elementary school in Nam Dingh." APTHEKER writes 
that"The ’ DRV would welcome an offer by American physicians 
and nurses to help heal the wounded; perhaps some U.S. 
doctors and nurses would want to 'put their names down' 
for such service? We would welcome this for we know that it 
is not American doctors and workers and teachers and ordinary 
folk who want to bomb and destroy oufr country and we 
carefully distinguish between the present rulers of America 
and the vast majority of the American people."
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"The Worker" January 30, 1966, page one, columns 
four and five, carried the fifth APTHEKER article entitled
"A Theatrical Troupe in North Vietnam." The article 
relates ft that the Hanoi Theatrical Troupe of the DRV has 
been travelling through the countryside in late December 
and early January, 1965, and 1966. The article carries 
a photograph of APTHEKER planting a tree in a village about 
twenty miles South of Hanoi. Another photo h-as APTHEKER 
observing a woman worker at her machine in a factory near 
Hanoi. APTHEKER related that each of the provincial centers . 
has a good theatre, and thereofor three or four days, per- C 
fopmances are offered. /

The sixth article appeared in "The Worker,"
February 1, 1966, page four, columns one to five. It is 
entitled, "A Talk With A Vietnamese Poet^Musician, Peace 
Fighter." APTHEKER states that it is the invitation of the 
Vietnam Peace Committee that brought him to Hanoi. He 
has had lengthy talks with one of the Peace Committee 
members. They discussed the history of Vietnam* the 
structure of the Vietnamese Government, the nature of 
urban and rural economy. APTHEKER states that he learned, 
most of this as he travelled with the Committeeman south 
from Hanoi, to the bombed areas - to the front.

"The Worker," February 6, 1966, page 2, columns 
four and five, carried the seventh APTHEKER article,
entitled "A Visit to A Bombed Vietnam Kindergarten." 
APTHEKER relates that after travelling some hours South * 
from Hanoi, they arrived at the city of Nam Dlngh in the 
Province of Nan Ha. Nam Dlngh is the third largest city 
in the DRV. In ' it live about 90,000 people. APTHEKER 
sta’tes, "It is evening; the City Committee greets us with 
flowers and the inimitable hospitality of the Vietnamese 
people." The article carries a photograph of HERBERT 
APTHEKER visiting the historical museum in Hanoi and standing 
before the statue of.. •- "1,000 Eyes and a 1,000 Hands." 
In this article APTHEKER describes damage to a kindergarten 
in Nam Dlngh, caused allegedly by American bombs. Another 
photograph shows APTHEKER, LYND and HAYDEN among a group of 
North Vietnamese standing in front of a damaged pagoda 
in Nam Dlngh. .
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The eighth article by HERBERT APTHEKER in this 
series appeared in "The Worker" February 8, 1966, page three, 
columns three to five. It is entitled "An Interview ih 
Hanoi with A Captured Flyer." APTHEKER states "Since the 
U.S. Government has not seen fit to declare war upon the 
Democratic Republic of Vietnam but rather 'only' to bomb 
it, those pilots who carry out these merciful missions and are < 
brought down while doing so are considered not prisoners (U 
of war but rather apprehended criminals. ’’

An American war prisoner agreed to be interviewed 1 
by APTHEKER, LYND and HAYDEN. He was interviewed with |
military authorities present. The prisoner allegedly asked I
what was new in the peace movement and in the civil rights |
movement, and there was discussion on this. He stated he 
had failed to pay any real attention to the war and the 
issues before "this happened." APTHEKER states that he 
admired the pilot's self-possession and his whole bearing 
under awful circumstances. "He had done an atrocious 'job,' 
but its full quality did not seem to have penetrated or, 
if it had, he certainly kept it to himself." |

The ninth article appeared in "The Worker," February I 
26, 1966, page nine, columns three to nine. It is entitled, 
"Vietnamese Honor An American." In this article, APTHEKER 
relates that ’-from January 4, to 6, 1966, in an Impressive 
hall in Hanoi, was held a conference of Vietnamese intellectuals 
against the United States Aggression and for National Salvation. 
At the first plenary session, 660 delegates were present, 
while on the p^itform sat the Prime Minista* together with 
leaders of the Democratic and Socialist parties. A refrain | 
through all the speeches was the conviction in the supreme /
justice of the cause of the Vietnamese people. Speaker |
after speaker emphasized that thousands of intellectuals, 
professionals and students in the United States also supported 
the cause for independence in the Vietnamese nation. z .1
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Symbolizing that support at its noblest is the 
name of NORMAN R. MORRISON,'the Baltimore Quaker who 
Immolated himself "before MC NAMARA's window" at the Pentagon 
on November 2, 1965, after putting his eighteen-month old 
child, EMILY, on the ground. MORRISON is a central hero 
of the Vietnamese people. APTHEKER states that at one of 
the intermissions of the above-mentioned conference, he had 
the honor to meet the Republic "s' ' leading poet, TO HUU,
who also is a secretary Of rhe Central Committee of the 
Vietnam Workers Party. On November 7, 1965, five days 
after MORRISON'S "martyrdom," TO HUU wrote a poem entitled , 
"EMILY, My Child." < u/

b. HERBERT APTHEKERf Speeches)

During the period January 15 to 17, 1966, there 
was held in the Laurelton Room, located on the ground 
floor, Hotel Wellington, 55th Street and 7th Avenue, New 
York City, a meeting of the National Committee, CP,USA, 
and invited guests under the guise of "Political Perspective 
Conference." At the fourth session of this meeting on the 
afternoon of January 17, 1966, HERBERT APTHEKER was the 
first speaker and gave a report on his recent trip to 
Vietnam. APTHEKER referred to himself as the "Hanoi Kid." 
He stated that the CP in Vietnam was delighted to have in 
their midst a representative of the CP, USA. A .close fraternal 
relationship was established. APTHEKER related that while 
he was in Hanoi, the "New York Herald Tribune," phoned him 
andasked if there was excitement in Hanoi. APTHEKER answered, 
"No, on.-,, the contrary the communists, through their Party, 
foster Internationalism, and they say that they are not at 
war with the U.S. or its people. They even say, or admit, that 
they will not defeat the US. They; just want to get rid of the 
military occupation. When the Vietnamese talk of a military 
defeat of the U.S,, they only have this in mind, the 
evacuation of the American troops, not the actual defeat * - \ 
of these troops." vKJ (U)

- 12 -
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APTHEKER related that the Prime Minister of
North Vietnam conveyed to him his joy at the presence 
of a representative of the American Communists and other 
peace-loving representatives. The General Secretary of the

Party* ’ talked with APTHEKER, LYND and HAYDEN about
the peace movement in the United States.. He was greatly 
appreciative of this movement. They want a peace movement r ' 
in every country. APTHEKER stated that they had a H
meeting with one of the leaders of the NLF,

APTHEKER stated that the bombing of North 
was no joke; they saw the damage; and they saw that 
bombing was’indiscriminate. It hit all sections of 
population, not just bridges, railroads, factories,

Vietnam 
the
the 
etc.

NY T-2
January 21, 1966

. The following source also reported on HERBERT 
APTHEKER's appearance at the January 17, 1966 session of 
the enlarged meeting National Committee, CP, USA, held at the 
Wellington Hotel, New York City. The following is a summary 
of the remarks made by APTHEKER at this meeting according STT'i

to this source: ‘ 1

The leadership of the CP of North Vietnam was 
delighted to receive APTHEKER as a representative of the 
CP, USA. APTHEKER had several extensive talks with 
some of the leading comrades of the CP, North Vietnam. 
APTHEKER stated a close relationship had been established 
with the Party in North Vietnam. APTHEKER specifically 
mentioned having spoken with General Secretary of the 
North Vietnam Workers Party and with other North Vietnam 
"comrades" in Europe, while en route to North Vietnam.

APTHEKER stated that both the CIS of China and 
Russia stand ready to proffer any and all kinds of required 
assistance, including "volunteers." The CP, North Vietnam, 
has the full support of the country, is well organized, 
has considerable reserve strength and fighting capacity, 
making it unnecessary to ask for outside intervention, 
except in terms of military help. According to APTHEKER, 
the CP of North Vietnam sent warm greetings for the "tre
mendous; "work the CP, USA and peace forces are doing in the 
United States.

NY T-3 
February 16, 1966 
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A meeting of the Friday Night Forum was held on 
January 21, 1966, at the Continental Ballroom, Newark, New 
Jersey. The featured speaker was HERBERT APTHEKER, who 
spoke of his recent visit to North Vietnam. APTHEKER 
described the scene in Hanoi. He said the people there are 
calm, although they have built bomb shelters all over the 
city. AJPTHEKER stated that most people he talked to in 
North Vietnam could not understand why the United States 
was bombing North Vietnam. APTHEKER stated he spoke to an 
American airman who is Arprisoner of the North Vietnamese. 
The airman talked about his capture, how frightened he was 
when he parachuted from his plane, that the North Vietnamese 
have given him pretty good treatment. APTHEKER claimed 
that no.North Vietnam regulars are fighting in South Vietnam. 
Soldiers sent from North Vietnam are actually South Vietnamese 
who went to North Vietnam at the time of the division of 
Vietnam. APTHEKER claimed that the North Vietnamese have no 
control over the Viet Cong, and there is a difference .

between the North Vietnamese Army and the Viet Cong. ’

NY T-4 
January 26, 1966

Substantially, the same information concerning 
APTHEKER’s appearance at the Friday night Forum on January 
21, 1966, was furnished by NY T-5, NY T-6, NY T-8, through r 
NY T-ll. .

NY.T-7,on January 25, 1966, also reported on 
APTHEKER’s appearance at the Friday night Forum on January 21, 
1966. According to this source, APTHEKER attempted to clear 
up what he considered a misapprehension; namely, that 
STAUGHTON LYND had not led the delegation to North Vietnam, 
but rether that each of the three had made the trip independently. 
APTHEKER stated that more peace demonstrations should be 
made, and they should be larger. He said that HO CHI MINH 
had withdrawn the Viet Cong from South Vietnam in 1954, on 
a promise of reunification, but since this promise had 
turned into a hoax, it would be impossible for even "Uncle HO" r 
to stop the Viet Cong in the South.

NY T-7
January 25, 1966
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The Friday Night Forum is characterized 
in the Appendix.

On February 1966, HERBERT APTHEKER appeared 
on a television program, "Newsmaker," broadcast over station 
KNX.T, Channel 2, Los Angeles, 5:00 P.M. HERBERT APTHEKER 
was introduced as a member of the CP for 26 years. He was 
asked to state his position with respect to United States 
Involvement in the war in Vietnam. APTHEKER stated it was 
important for him not to remain silent when he thinks the 
Government is doing something wrong. He said he is a 
Communist because he thinks it is right. APTHEKER stated 
"I am an American first,last and always, and I am a Communist 
also and have been for 26 years. APTHEKER stated that if the 
United States was to go into a full scale war, and he was
opposed to the war, he would not keep silent.

NY T-12
February 7; 1966

HERBERT APTHEKER was the featured speaker at the 
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor Michigan, on February 10, 
1966. APTHEKER. spoke on the subject> "Vietnam - Withdrawal 
or Negotiation?" In his speech, APTHEKER stated,in substance, 
that the United States was improperly involved in Vietnam and 
should withdraw.

NY T-13
February 11, 1966

On February 11, 1966, HERBERT APTHEKER spoke in 
the ballroom of the Union Building at Michigan State 
University, East Lansing, Michigan. About 325 persons, 
mostly students, attended this meeting. APTHEKER spoke 
about his recent visit to North Vietnam and stated that 
United States action in Vietnam has seriously hampered United 
States power, influence and prestige all over the world.

NY T-14
February 11, 1966
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APTHEKER appeared on the campus of Wayne State 
University, Detroit, Michigan, on the afternoon of 
February 11, 1966. He spoke concerning his recent trip 
to Vietnam. He criticized the presence of United States 
troops in Vietnam and protested United States policy 
in Vietnam as being an example of modern-day colonialism. 
The primary sponsor of this appearance was the W.E.B. ( m
Du Bois Club. V /

NY T-15
February 11, 1966

W.E.B. Du Bois Club is characterized 
in the Appendix.

On the evening of February 12, 1966, HERBERT 
APTHEKER spoke at the Central Methodist Church House, 
Detroit, Michigan, under the sponsorship of the William 
Me Kie Memorial Library and Educational Center. This 
meeting was attended by approximately 450 people. 
APTHEKER spoke on his recent trip to North Vietnam and was 
critical of United States policies in Vietnam. He declared 
that President JOHNSON'S aggressive actions in Vietnam 
threaten American people with the same sort of catastrophy 
as Hitler's aggressive policy brought on the German people. £

NY T-16 
February 13, 1966

The William Me Kie Memorial Library 
and Educational Center is characterized 
in the Appendix.

NY T-17 also reported on APTHEKER's appearance 
at the Central Methodist Church House on February 12, 
1966, and furnished substantially the same information. 
This information was received on February 18, 1966. f h )

- 16 -
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On February 17, 1966, HERBERT APTHEKER spoke at 
the Famous Ballroom, 1717 North Charles Street, Baltimore, 
Maryland. The subject of the speech was "Current American 
Policy In Vietnam." Approximately 200 people attended this 
affair. APTHEKER, during his speech, denounced the current 
administration policy of the United States in Vietnam as 
"aggression" and in violation of the Geneva Agreement of 
1955- APTHEKER stated that the Americans are the "real" 
aggressors.

NY T-18 _,
February 18, 1966

HERBERT APTHEKER appeared as principal speaker 
at the 28th Anniversary celebration of the "People's World" 
at San Francisco, on Saturday, February 19, 1966. APTHEKER 
spoke at the Towne House Motel in the Downtown Section of 
San Francisco, before an audience of approximately 700.

APTHEKER's appearance was billed as his first 
West Coast appearance since his return from Hanoi. APTHEKER 
criticized the United States military policy in Vietnam and 
recommended renewed and stronger demonstrations against 
current United States policy.

NY T-19 ..
February 21, 1966

HERBERT APTHEKER presented a "report from Hanoi" 
on February 20, 1966, at a meeting in honor of the 28th 
Anniversary of the "Peoples World". This meeting was held 
at 13W South Central Avenue, Compton, California. APTHEKER 
described his experiences in Hanoi and said that he was per
mitted to go somewhat deeply into the battle area. They went 
to the city of Nam Dingh, where APTHEKER interviewed an 
elderly priest.

NY T-20 _
February 23, 1966 
and SA Personnel of the 
Federal Bureau of Investi

gation (FBI)

- 17 -
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The "Peoples World" 
Communist newspaper 
San Francisco.

is a West Coast 
published weekly in

c. STAUGHTON LYND and THOMAS HAYDEN

STAUGHTON LYND delivered an address at Woolsey 
Hall, Yale University, New Haven, Connecticut, on January 17, 
1966, on the subject of Vietnam. LYND was asked who financed 
his recent trip to North Vietnam. He answered that 12 friends 
donated $1,500.00 and he had savings of his own.

NY T-21 .
January 20, 1966

"Viet-Report", January, 1966, self-described as 
the ''emergency news bulletin on Southeast Asian affairs", 
carried an article entitled, "In Hanoi —The Peace That 
Is Not Offensive". This article appeared on page three 
under the authorship of STAUGHTON LYND and THOMAS HAYDEN. 
This article states that on January 9, 1266, LYND, HAYDEN, 
and APTHEKER returned from a three-week fact-finding mission 
to Prague, Moscow, Peking, and Hanoi. Professor LYND 
travelled as a correspondent for "Viet-Report". The sub
stance of the article was the same as the press release 
issued by HAYDEN and LYND upon their arrival at John F. 
Kennedy International Airport, January 9, 1966% On 
Pages 16 to 18 of this publication is set forth an inter
view with Premier PHAM VAN DONG. This article is described 
as follows:

"Hanoi, January 5, 1966 — Three Americans 
Interview Premier Pham Van Dong" . 

_ • - * ’ • •
The article reflects comments of the Premier 

concerning the position of North Vietnam in the present 
conflict. "The Vietnamese people feel they are fighting 
for a just cause against barbarous aggression. We take 
this occasion to say that there is no hatred between the 
people of the United States and the people of Vietnam". 
The Premier is further quoted as saying, "The essence 
of the United States ' peace offensive is the idea of 
negotiating from strength".

- 18 -
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,:Viet-Report" is characterized in the 
Appendix attached hereto.

THOMAS HAYDEN was featured speaker at a Belleville 
discussion group, held on February 6, 1506, at Belleville, 
New Jersey. HAYDEN spoke about his recent trip to North 
Vietnam, in the company of HERBERT APTHEKER and STAUGHTON 
LYND. HAYDEN reviewed the history of North Vietnam and 
the years of struggle and fighting in that country. He 
described how people in North Vietnam are tired of fighting 
and only want peace.

NY T-4
February 7> 1966
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1 APPENDIX

FRIDAY NIGHT FORUM 
(NEWARK, NEW JERSEY)

A source advised in November, i960, that a forum for 
."lefts and progressives" was mentioned as coming into existence 
at a meeting of New Jersey COMMUNIST PARTY (CP) leaders held in 

.Newark, New Jersey, at the end of October, i960. DAVID ROCKLIN, 
known to the source as a CP member, and other active CP members 
were mentioned as being associated with the effort to establish 
such a public sounding board.

A second source advised in December, i960, that a 
letter had been prepared announcing the organization of the 
FRIDAY NIGHT FORUM (FNF) and advertising the first meeting as 
being scheduled for January 20, 1961. According to the letter, 
the FNF was to present a series of lectures, one each month, 
at the Continental Ballroom, in Newark, New Jersey. These 
lectures were to be on the "political events of these times" 
and were to feature qualified speakers on such topics as the 
abolition of the House Committee on Un-American Activities (HCUA), 
Cuba, Africa, Asia, civil rights, co-existence, and national and 
international events.

, A third source advised on May 26, 1965^ that during
the past four years, the FNF has continued to present a series 
of speakers on such topics as international relations, abolition 
of the HCUA, Africa, Asia, and Vietnam, education and social 
reforms in the Soviet Union, disarmament, Soviet youth activities, 
and other topics of current interest. These speakers have been 
presented since the Inception of the FNF at a series of meetings 
held on Friday evenings in Newark, New Jersey.

The third source advised on May 26, 1965^ that FNF 
meetings are currently being held at the Continental Ballroom 
Broad Street, Newark, New Jersey, and that LEO RITZ is the 
1964-1965 chairman.

During November, 1955; a self-admitted member of the 
CP from the mid-19301s until late 1944, advised that during the 
period from just prior to World War II, until late 1944, he knew 
LEO RITZ to be a member of the Clinton Hill Branch of the 
New Jersey CP. (- 20 - v y
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1 APPENDIX

JOHN REED CLUBS OF 
THE UNITED STATES

Subversive Organizations andThe "Guide to
Publications, "revised and published as of December 1 
1961, prepared and released by the Committee on Un
American Activities, United States House of 
Representatives, reflects the following citation 
concerning the John Reed Clubs of the United States:

"1. Cited as organizations ’whose affiliation 
with the Communist Party is clear beyond 
dispute.’

("Special Committee on Un-American Activities, 
Annual Report, House Report 1476, January 3, 1940, p.10.)"

21
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1.

। "NATIONAL GUARDIAN"

The "Guide to Subversive Organizations and 
Publications," revised and published as of December 1, 
1961, prepared and released by the Committee on Un

- American Activities, United States House of Represent
atives, Washington, D. C., contains the following con
cerning the "National Guardian";

"National Guardian

”1. ’established by the American Labor 
Party in 19^7 as a "progressive" 
weekly * * *. Although it denies 
having any affiliation with the 
Communist Party, it has manifested 
itself from the beginning as a virtual 
official propaganda arm of Soviet Russia.' 
(Committee on Un-American Activities, 
Report, Trial by Treason: The National 
Committee to Secure Justice for the

' ROSENBERGS and MORTON SOBELL, August 25,
1956, p. 12.)"

22
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APPENDIX

1.

PROGRESSIVE LABOR PARTY (PLP)
PROGRESSIVE LABOR MOVEMENT (PLM)

A source advised on April 20. 1965, that the PLP, 
formerly known as the PLM. held its first national convention 
April 15-18, 1965, at New York City, to organize the PLM into 
a PLP. The PLP will have as its ultimate objective the 
establishment of a militant working class movement based on 
Marxism-Leninism.

'The New York Times’, City Edition; Tuesday; April 20, 
1965i page 27, reported that a new party of ‘‘revolutionary 
socialism' was formally founded on April 18; 1965, under the 
name of the PLP. The PLP was described as an outgrowth of the 
PLM. Its officers were identified as MILTON ROSEN, New York, 
President; and WILLIAM EPTON of New York and MORT SCHEER of 
San Francisco, Vice Presidents. A 20-member National Committee 
was elected to direct the party until the next convention.

According to the article; “The Progressive Labor 
Movement was founded in 19^2 by Mr. ROSEN and Mr. SCHEER after 
they were expelled from the Communist Party of the United States 
for assertedly following the Chinese Communist line."

The PLP publishes the Marxist-Leninist Quarterly', a 
theoretical magazine; ' Progressive Labor' a monthly magazine; 
"Challenge;" a New York City newspaper; and “Spark"; a west 
coast newspaper.

The June 1, 1965, issue of Challenge \ page 6; states 
that; "this paper is dedicated to fight for a new way of Tife- 
where the working men and women own and control their homes, 
factories, the police, courts, and the entire go/ernment on 
every level."

The source advised that the PLP utilizes the address 
of General Post Office Box 808, Brooklyn 1. New York, but also 
utilizes an office in Room 622, 132 Nassau Street, New York 
City, where PLP publications are prepared.



WILLIAM MC KIE MEMORIAL LIBRARY
AND EDUCATIONAL CENTER, also known as 
William Me Kie Memorial Library, 
Me Kie Memorial Library

A source advised during October, I960, that the late 
WILLIAM MC KIE had given his personal library to the Communist 
Party, USA (CP), Michigan District.

BERENIECE BALDWIN, an admitted CP member 1943-1951, 
testified before the House Committee on Un-American Activities 
at Detroit, Michigan, February 9, 1952, that WILLIAM MC KIE was 
a Charter Member of the CP. WILLIAM MC KIE died at Detroit 
February 9, 1959.

A second source advised on March 24, 1961, that 
Room 207, Hayward Building, 4835 Woodward, Detroit, was 
rented to CONRAD KOMOROWSKI, March 15, 1961, to house the 
William Me Kie Memorial Library and Educational Center (WMMLEC).’

A third source advised on December 10, 1962, 
that CONRAD KOMOROWSKI was a member of the 
Polish Club, CP, Michigan District.

A fourth source advised on February 14, 1963, that 
the WMMLEC is supervised by HELEN WINTER. This source reported 
that the aim and purpose of the library is to make available 
Communist and pro-Communist literature for CP members and 
sympathizers and for anyone else interested in it.

A fifth source advised on June 24, 1964, that 
HELEN WINTER, as of that date, was Educational 
Director of the CP, Michigan District.

The fourth source advised on May 11, 1965, that the 
WMMLEC continues to be located at 207 Hayward Building, 
4835 Woodward, Detroit.

29* -
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ft tUNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OFVUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Nev? Zork, Mew York

Buflle 100-123974
NYflle 100-80532

Title Herbert Eugene Aptheker;
Staughton Craig Lynd;
Thomas Emmett Hayden

Character

I

Unauthorized Travel to Vietnam;
Misuse of United States Passport;
Logan Act;
Conspiracy

Special Agent 
above.

Reference is made to New York report of
Vincent J. Ascherl, dated and captioned as

All sources (except any listed below) whose identities e. 
are concealed in referenced communication have furnished reliable 
information in the past.

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions 
of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to 
your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed 
outside your agency.
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EEC LASSI FI CAT ION ALITSDRITY DERIVED FROM
FBI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUICE

■b6
b7C

AIRTEL

To:

From;

7/26/67

1 - Mr, Smethurst

REC 13
SAC, Newark (100-48095) 

Director, FBI (100-438281"

THOMAS EMMETT HAYDEN 
SM - C; IS - CANADA

Attached a/M/a* 0.------ 1 I b7D

Contact established sources and informants for data 
concerning this matter and furnish results in form suitable for 
dissemination to| | ' _$•

Enclosure

BMS: ngp
(4)

NOTE: Subject together with Herbert Aptheker and Staughton Lynd
traveled to North Vietnam in December. 1965. at invitation of 
North Vietnamese Government.__ I ]

b7D

b7D
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TO DIRECTOR
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BY: [
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THOMAS EMMETT HAYDEN, IS-VIETNAM
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Mr. 
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• 9\’ j FD-122 (Rev, 1-20-67)
■* ornoHAt fo*M no. io soio-ioa

MAT >»♦: which •
j CJA G1H, *!G, HQ. 77

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
TO Director, FBKBufiie- 100-438281

FROM : LSAC. NEWARK (100-48095)

DATE: 8/4/67

SUBJECT:
o

THOMAS EMMETT HAYDEN 
SM - C

f i Re:
i| | It is recommended that a Security Index.Card be
I prepared on the above-captioned individual.

FD-122 dated 4/19/67
IXI The Security Index Card on the captioned individual should 

be changed as follows (specify change only):

Name

| | Naturalized | | Alien

| | Communiat | | Socialist Workers Party | | Miscellaneous (specify)

□ Tab for 
Detcom

Date of birth Place of birth Race Sex 
r~| Male 
| | Female

Cards UTD^

Business Address, Name of Employing Concern and Address, Nature of Employment, and Union Affiliation, if any.

Lecturer and Head of. Newark Community; 
Union Project from residence . -

Key Facility Data

Geographical Reference Number Responsibility

Interested Agencies

Residence Address

REGISTERED MAIL
2-Bureau . . ,7/,
1-Newark . !j 1
BJC:gjh -



FD-366 (5-6-64)

Jn Reply, Please Refer to
File No.

UNIT STATES DEPARTMENT OF JU CE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Newark,-'-New Jersey 

Aug: 1967 ;

Bureau 1OO-1|.3B,S81
Newark 1OO-U8O95

SUBJECT:.

REFERENCE:

THOMAS EMMETT HAYDEN' .
SM - C • ■

. ' ■ A. '

Newark report dated 8/19/86

Referenced communication contained subject’s residence and/or employment 
address. A recent change has: been determined and is being set forth below (change 
only specified):

Residence:

Employment: Lecturer and Head of Newark Community 
Union from residence

not RECORDED*"

16 AUG 9 1967

This document'contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and 
y; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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FEDERAL BUREAU O

REPORTING OFFICE

NEWARK NEV/ARK
OFFICE OF ORIGIN DATE

INVESTIGATION

INVESTIGATIVE PERIOD

7/20 8/18/67
TIT Lt OF CASE

thomas emmett^Hayden
REPORT MADE BY

BERNARD J. CONNELL
CHARACTER OF CASE

TYPED BY 

mkfn________

SM-C

'REFERENCES: Report of SA BERNARD J. CONNELL dated 8/19/66 
at Newark.
Bureau airtel dated 7/26/67

ENCLOSURES

TO BUREAU

ADMINISTRATIVE

Two copies of FD-376.

i
-P-

CIEIS

Under date of 10/24/66. the! 
___ L_________________ U_______

b7D

I

Case has been: Pendi

APPROVED 
---------------

Bureau (100-438281) (^£§03)* <R$|

ADVISED B
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 3Lir (3

I 1 No; Pending prosecution over six months^

SPECIAL AGENT 
IN CHARGE DO NOT WRITE IN SPACES BELOW

MADE;

1 - Secret Service, Newark (RM)

3 - Newark-4100-48095) 
(COPIES DESTROYED

4 a SEP 2 0 1972
Dissemination Record of Attached

Agency

Request Recd. i
Date Fwd. ■£7 A!'-': ( ’!•/

How Ftvd, G
' ' 7* e*

By

7 1967

12 AUG 28 1967

-EC 8
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NK 100-48095

NK T-15 is

NK T-8 is

NK T—9 is

,NK T-10 is

NK T-ll is

NK T—12 is

NK T-13 is

NK T—14 is

Documentation of

Documentation of

Documentation of

tect by request)

LEAD

NEWARK.:
At Newark, N.J. Will attempt to ascertain any plans 

subject has to attend Expo ’67 during period 9/22-24/67.
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FD-305 '(Rev/5-2-66) ’

NK 100-48095
S'

. 1.'. [?] Subject's name is included in the Security' Index?’ <:
.2- m The data appearing on the 'Security Index, card are^c'urrent. ’
3. Ex). Changes' oh. the Security cess ary; and Form FD: 122 '

.has been submitted to the
4. S]. A suitable photograph is not available.

Date photograph was taken 12/65.' __'' ■ ..
. . 5. □ Subject is. employed, in a key facility and ; . ■_ ______ ___ ^_ ls :

. charged with security-responsibility .■ Interested’ agencies, are - -

&■' Ixl I his report is classified __ _ _ ■ ’ because . , ; ..
('state rensonjof. information fished by NK T—1 through - ‘

NK T-14 could reasonably \esult in the identification  ̂
. of informants of continuln value .and compromise vz 
.their future effectiveness.—

7- Jt~l Subject previously .interviewed (dates)- 1Q/12/61.
■ jf~] Subject was not reinterviewed because (state reason) due td? the- many 

'Speaking that this maa f ills and the. fact ’
that there is no indication that he would be receptive 
to an interview at this tine, it is not deemed X ' . 
adviseable to interview him since he could possible 
use any interview to embarrass the Bureau.

8.O This case no longer meets the Security..index'criteria and .a' letter-' r 
has been directed to the Bureau.recommending cancellation of the ’’

• Security Index card. \
9. Er] This case has been re-evaluated'in the light bf-the Security Index '■ . ..

criteria and it continues to fall within such criteria because-. ■ - : - ,
(state reason)'n-f .tfin trip to Wo^Vlatnamin Decemberf 1965

- /’ and January , • 1966.?; . • p. .

1.0. PT] Subject’s SI card |~] is is:not tabbed Detcom.' -
□ Subject's.activities warrant’Detcom tabbing because (state,reasons)

?XCOVERPAGE
. » I- JJ/ '--st ."i



United States Secret Service
Department of the Treasury 
Washington, ,D,‘ C. 2(3220

b6
b7C

. Dear,Sir:' ■ . '■ ■■ •- , ' ' i
' "J •f ’ ' . ■ b

The information.furnished herewith concerns an individual who is.believed to-be. ■ 
covered by. the agreement between the FBI and .Secret Service‘concerning Presidential pro
tection,, and to fait within the category or categories checked: '. ■* '

■ 1-. -:IF~I Has attempted ,or threatened bodily .harm to any government official or employee, ■ 
■ including foreign government officials residing in or'plannirig an imminent visit to the . 
' 'J. S., because of his.official status. • ■ . : ■' '

2 .' □ Has attempted of threatened ‘to redress a grievance against any public official.by other 
■ ' ■ than legal means.. ■ ■■ : : ' D • ’ ■ ■.

3 ./ pC~| Because: of background is potentially:dangerous; pi.has been identified as member.or ”
■■ participant.in'communist movement; or has been.'under.active investigation _as member, 

■ of other group or organization inimical to U. S. ■ ' J.'. ’ ,

■ 4. U. S. citizens or resident's who defect.from the ,U. .S. to countries in .the Soviet or .
Chinese Communist blocs and return. ■ ■ '

5. | -| .Subversives, ultrarightists, racists and fascists who meet one or more of the following 
/' .. . criteria: ■■ ' ' -. . :

.. . ' (a) □ .Evidence’ df. emotional instability (including unstable residence and
employment record).or irrational or suicidal'behavior: \ ■ y7 ' .

■1 - Special Agent in.;Cha‘rge (Enclo'sure(s)
■' U; S. Secret- Service» /Newark (BM)

Enclosure(s) (1) (RK)WpOn remoual of classified enclosu

■ / . ‘.(b) □. Expressions of strong or violent‘ant PU. rS.-sentiment; ■
' ' (c) |~~l Prior acts...(including arrests or convictions) or conduct or statements ■ 

■ indicating a propensity for violence and antipathy toward good order -
■. - and government. '" - ■ . ' '■ ■. '.. .’■•

\ -6. .O Individuals involved'in illegal bombing:or illegal bomb-making. .

Photograph: j^j'has been furnished .□ enclosed' □,-is. not available 
□ 'may be available through ___ ■ -■ > ___________ '■ ■■ '

Very truly yours,

. ■ • ' ’ ■■ ,. becomes (JNCLASSiFlF.D.i ’■
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' i। , UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

?Copy to: 1 - Secret Service, Newark

. Report of: BERNARD J. CONNELL
Date: AUgUSt 25, 1967

Office File #: 100—48095
|Titk: THOMAS EMMETT HAYDEN

(RM)

Office; Newark, New Jersey

Bureau File #: 100-438281

’Character: SECURITY MATTER - C
Synopei*:. The subject resides at\j27 Jelliff Avenue, Newark, NJ,'

\ and is a lecturer and head of NEWARK COMMUNITY UNION PROJECT from 
'his residence. Subject has written various articles, sponsor 
of committees and has spoken before many groups in the US. In 
these activities, he has been critical of US policy in Vietnam.

' Instances of this activity are set forth. Subject arrested 
4/1/67 in connection with picketing demonstration.

DETAILS:

I, RESIDENCE AND EMPLOYMENT 
i ' ' . - .

On August 4, 1967, NK T-l advised that TOM HAYDEN resides 
at 227 Jelliff Avenue, Newark, New Jersey, and is a lecturer and 

t head of the NEWARK COMMUNITY UNION PROJECT from his residence 
f which organization was a community action project started by the 
I STUDENTS FOR A DEMOCRATIC SOCIETY (SDS).

A characterization of the SDS is contained in the 
appendix hereto.

►This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions oi the FBI. It is the property ot the FBI and is Lodned to 
your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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II. ACTIVITIES OF THE SUBJECT

A. VETERANS AND RESERVIST TO END 
THE WAR IN VIETNAM

On August 15, I960, PATRICK J. MC GAHN, attorney, 
Atlantic City, New Jersey, made available a mimeographed letter 
requesting those receiving the letter to obtain names and 
addresses of all friends and acquaintances now on active duty 
(or in the active reserve or recently discharged veterans of 
Vietnam) who are likely to sign a public statement of dissent 
from American policy in Vietnam. The letter requested that any 
^replies be sent in care of Veterans and Reservists to End the 

■■'/War in Vietnam, 5 Beekman Street, New/Jork City. Among the 
- names of those appearing as an endorsSi* of this letter was 

TOM HAYDEN.

B. "VlfcT REPORT"

NK T-2 on Feburary 28, 1967, made available the June- 
July, 1966 issue of "Viet Report" described in its masthead as 
"an emergency news bulletin on Southeast Asia affairs published 
in New York City", There appears an open letter by TOM HAYDEN, 
which letter is entitled "A Protest Against the Draft and 
Death of Intellect".

HAYDEN, in his letter which is dated April, 1966, 
cites his objection to the present war in Vietnam. 
Part of his letter reads:

"This war will be ended when its domestic costs are 
too high. We often discuss the sacrifice of Great Society 
programs as a kind of material cost of the war, but that point can 
be made more clearly by the poor when they revolt against the 
spending cutbacks. We whose universities are part of the military
industrial complex ought to revolt against the conditions which 
humiliate us directly. The cost of this to the country will be 
social, perhaps spiritual, and it could be a heavy cost.

"If our revolt needs a political goal it should be 
that each individual draftee should have some voice about what he 
is asked to die for. Therefore, we believe the Selective Service 
law should^be tested to see if there can be included individuals 

2
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whose conscientious objection is to particular wars. If not, the 
law should be changed to include such political objectors, and 
to broaden the forms of alternative service which objectors may 
perform to include anti-poverty or civil rights work in the 
United States and other work which builds democracy in this 
country and elsewhere, including Vietnam. The base of objection 
to war that should become legitimate, in other words, is not 
pacifist but political”.

C. SUPPOR^p^f.CANDibACY OF HERBERT
aptheker-^rcongress

NK T-3 on July 19, 1966, and again on July 25, 1966, 
advised that he had observed TOM HAYDEN on July 14, 21 and 25, 
1966 working at the campaign headquarters of the Independent 
0111x608*3 Committee to elect HERBERT^APTHEKER to Congress, 
722 Nostrand Avenue, Brooklyn, New York.

NK T-4 advised in December, 1959 that HERBERT 
APTHEKER was elected to the National Committee, 
CP, USA at the 17th National Convention of the 
CP, USA held in December, 1959,

D. SDS NATIONAL CONVENTION,
CLEAR LAKE, IOWA,
AUGUST 27 - SEPTEMBER 1, 1966

NK T-5 advised on September 6, 1966, that the SDS 
National Convention was held in Clear Lake, Iowa from the period 
of August 22 - September 1, 1966. On August 29, 1966, a panel 
was held to discuss ’’Black Power”ahd one of the participants in 
this panel was TOM HAYDEN.

E. NEWARK COMMUNITY UNION PROJECT 
TRIP TO MONTREAL, CANADA, 
LABOR DAY WEEKEND, 1966

NK T-l advised on September 7, 1966, that TOM HAYDEN 
had gone to Montreal, Canada over Labor Day weekend of September, 
1966. The source stated that HAYDEN went on a bus ride which 
was sponsored by the NEWARK COMMUNITY UNION PROJECT, Newark, 
New Jersey, for ’’poor people” and SDS leaders.

3
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F, PHOENIX COMMITTEE ON VIETNAM

’’Dovetail” for August, 1966, is described as the 
news letter of the Phoenix Committee on Vietnam (PCV), pointed 
out that THOMAS HAYDEN was expected to visit Arizona in the 
near future and that arrangements were being made for him to 
speak at Phoenix College (PC) on Saturday, October 1, 1966, 
at 8 pm and that he would possibly speak in Tuscon, Arizona 
on Sunday, October 2, 1966 and that on Monday, October 3, 1966 
he would speak at the Memorial Union Ballroom on the campus of 
Arizona State University (ASU), Tempe* The news letter in 
part described HAYDEN as one of the founders of SDS who helped 
frame the famous Port Huron statement and served as President 
of SDS. They noted that he has worked for the STUDENT NON-VIOLENT 
CO-ORDINATING COMMITTEE in the South and also in 19,65 was one of 
three Americans who made an unauthorized rtrip to Hanoi in order to 
observe the situation there and talk with North Vietnamese 
officials. It observed that THOMAS HAYDEN was helping to organize 
the NEWARK COMMUNITY UNION PROJECT which is an attempt with some 
success to unionize an entire community as a community in a 
Negro section of Newark, New Jersey,

On October 5, 1965, NK T-6 had advised that the PCV 
appeared to be an off-campus adjunct of the ASU Chapter of the 
SDS. The source also advised on September 7, 1966, that the 
appearance of TOM HAYDEN at the PC auditorium on October 1, 
1966, was being sponsored by the Phoenix Committee on Vietnam 
while his appearance at ASU on October 3, 1966 was under the 
auspices of the ASU Committee to End the War in Vietnam. The 
source explained that this latter group, unlike the SDS, had 
succeeded in gaining official recognition on the campus.

G, "FORT HOOD THREE DEFENSE COMMITTEE”

The "National Guardian" issue of October 1, 1966, on 
page eight carries a story that the Fort Hood Three Defense 
Committee, with offices at 29 Park Row, New York, announced it 
would redouble its efforts to free the "Fort Hood Three"-- 
three soldiers who were at Fort Hood and who refused service 
in Vietnam because they considered the war "illegal, immoral 
and unjust". They were subsequently convicted by court-martial 
to prison terms. It was announced in the article that among 

4
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the sponsors of the Fort Hood Three Defense Committee was 
TOM HAYDEN of the NEWARK COMMUNITY UNION PROJECT.

A characterization of the "National Guardian’’ 
appears in the appendix hereto.

H, THE FREE UNIVERSITY OF MILWAUKEE.
NK T-7 made available on October 16, 1966 literature 

concerning the Free University of Milwaukee which was being 
established to create an atmosphere in which a democratic 
exchange of ideas is possible and where the individual can 
participate in a personal learning experience. It was noted 
that this atmosphere does not exist in the present multi- 
university system.

The literature went on to explain that the ideals 
of the Free University of. Milwaukee are best expressed in the 
words of TOM HAYDEN, former President of the SDS, Which are 
as follows:

"I believe education in a democracy should be; threatening and renewing-—threatening in-that it should critically 
examine the deepest understandings of life, confronting taboo, 
habit, ritual, and ethics with a withering ’why’, unearthing the 
values that society buries for security’s sake, and exposing these 
to the sunlight of the inquiring mind; renewing in that it trans
mits human cuitrue from generation to generation and place to 
place, transforming some parts, modifying others, concurring 
with still others, yet expressing reverence for the whole.

? "The main and transcending concern of the university 
must be the unfolding and refinement of the moral, aesthetic, 
and logical capacities of men in a manner that creates genuine 
independence."

Attached also to this material was a copy of a pamphlet 
written by HAYDEN in 1965 entitled "Student Social Action" 
distributed by the SDS, San Francisco, California, wherein HAYDEN 
stated his belief in freedom of action on the university level.

5
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I. ARTICLE BY HAYDEN ENTITLED "THE ABILITY 
TO FACE WHATEVER COMES

NK T-2 made available on February 28, 1967, a four 
page mimeographed leaflet which indicated that it had been 
produced by the Princeton SDS, Princeton, New Jersey, in 
November, 1966. It further indicated that this was an article 
by TOM HAYDEN entitled "The Ability to Face Whatever Comes" 
and was a reprint from "New Republic" of January 15, 1966. In 
this article, HAYDEN states in part as follows:

"Most people think this is a healthy country with a few 
isolated ailments. But the difficulties encountered in trying 
to cure those ailments persuade some us that an epidemic has spread 
over America. Signs of it are everywhere. Three current ones 
are the Vietnam war, the reluctance of authorities to meet the 
needs of Negroes and poor people, and the furor$ over free 
speech in universities. In each case, the pattern is the same.>»-

. "1. People have little active control over decisions 
and institutions...

"2. When trouble breaks out, Americans blame frustrated 
minorities of agitators; the mainstream of America is accepted 
as good for everyone except psychological misfits and outside 
enemies,,, . A

"3. Those actually responsible for the Vietnam war, . 
segregation, poverty, and university paternalism are not Birchite 
generals, Southern rednecks and old-fashioned college alumni. 
Instead they are powerful and respectable men whose type is now 
dominant throughout society...."

The article went on to state that in a managed society 
"many Negroes are outcasts in white society. Many working people 
are outcasts from business societyi and most from union society 
as well. Many young people are outcasts because, if they are 
poor, they have no future within the existing system; and, if they 
are affluent, they cannot be fulfilled by endless striving for 
more of what they inherited at birth. Many professionals are 
outcasts because their talents are wasted by the Great Society, 
Housewives too..
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"These outcasts do not form an economic class; they 
share a common status. They are not unified by common places 
of work or living; they are isolated. They have no common set 
of immediate needs; their views of the world often clash. They 
seem to want only a modes freedom for themselves within a system 
they have no hope of changing. They flare into revolt now and 
then, but individually and indirectly; they appear more to be 
evading, perhaps mocking, the system while going along with its 
routines. The strain upon them comes from living with what they 
cannot accept but cannot change,

"If neitheiva class crisis nor a genuine division of 
social opinion seems ih'thp making, what can turn outcasts toward 
effective rebellion?

"The problem is partially one of strategy and tactics, 
dr building a movement; partially personal and existential, or 
finding a basis for radical work when there is very little hope? 
for positive change within a lifetime, I offer only the most 
tentative and general ways to look at these problems, because I 
believe they will be settled, if at all, more by feel than theory 
and mostly in immediate specific situations.

"*Building a movement* means that however alienated new 
radicals might be, they somehow work in existing American communi
ties.. If only to prevent the total closing of society, or to 
take real steps that create change, there must be community 
controversy inspired by an organized left. Without developing a 
human base, clearheaded about the way its needs are denied, the 
new radicalism will have neither leverage nor growth...

"Acting as a radical means far more than overcoming the 
orthodox pressures to conform, great as those are. It means, at 
this time, working with little belief in Utopia. There simply is' 
no active agency of radical change - no race class or nation 
in which radicals can invest high hopes as they have in previous 
times. Nor is there milch possibility, so damaged are we, of 
building a utiopian community in the here and now, from which 
to gather strength, go forth and change the world. That "the 
people" often are brilliant and resourceful should not blind us 
to faults. At least some of the time, people fight each other 
when their "interest" is in uniting; respond fearfully when they

A
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should stand up; vote "wrong*' when radical alternatives are put 
forward; lose spirit in the final rounds of battle; remain 
attracted privately to the system of manipulated authority 
they condemn in public...."

J. SDS MEETING, NEW YORK CITY, 
APRIL 13, 1967_________

NK T-8 advised on April 17, 1967, that the SDS held a 
meeting at the Free University, 20 East 14th Street, New York 
City, on April 13, 1967. The purpose of the meeting was to 
discuss the possibilities of anti-war and anti-draft action in 
connection with civil disobedience during the summer months. 
One of those present at the meeting was TOM HAYDEN who, according 
to the informant, suggested that 10,000 - 30,000 persons should 
go to Washington arid present a personal list of what he or she 
will do to resist the draft and the war,

K. MID-ATLANTIC AND NEV/ ENGLAND 
CONFERENCE ON CHINA AND THE 
UNITED STATES, APRIL 21-23, 1967

On April 24,; 1967^ NK T-9 advised that on April 24, 1967, 
a Source advised that a Mid-Atlantic and New England Conference 
on China and the United States, sponsored by the RADICAL EDUCATION 
PROJECT (REP) of the SDS, was to be held on April 21-23, 1967, in 
the Assembly Hall of the Riverside Church, Claremont Avenue and 
120th Street, New York City, The conference used the mailing 
address of Post Office Box 326, Cathedral Station, New York 
City, 10025.

The source furnished a copy of the program which includes 
a "Statement of Purpose" for calling the conference. It stated 
that"a conference of all those who are opposed to American 
attitudes and policy towards China is being called on April 21-23, 
1967, in New York City; it is the goal of this conference to 
present critical analysis of the internal situation in China and 
of China's position in international politics. It is hoped that 
the scholars, teachers, Journalists, students, and other people 
concerned with United States foreign policy and China who 
participate in the conference will come away better equipped 
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intellectually and with a commitment to offer intelligent 
alternatives to the present impasse.”

The conference began at 7 pm on April 21, 1967, 
and one of the speakers at this opening conference was TOM HAYDEN 
of the NEWARK COMMUNITY UNION PROJECT who spoke on the topic 
of the "Domestic Context of United States - China Policy”.
HAYDEN attempted to relate this Government’s handling of poverty 
and racial problems to its conduct of foreign affairs with 
underdeveloped countries. He commented on the racist attitude 
of the United States in respect to recruiting and assigning 
Negro soldiers to combat, and the predominance of Southern 
racists in officer ranks in Vietnam and among the supporters of 
current United States policy. He stated that the policy of the. 
United States is to do nothing to help underprivileged people 
unless forced to by a crisis, such as Viet Cong activities, 
strikes, sit-ins and demonstrations in the South or in the 
Northern ghettos. The United States refuses to make it possible 
for these people to work out their own destinies, rather it 
shackles them with the conditions of its assistance. He spoke 
favorably of the North Vietnam Government, MAO, the Red Chinese 
Government and its past and present activities. He indicated 
that the United States desires cooperation with Russia due to 
fear of Red China. He favored the city and country side theory 

> of revoluntion advocated by Marshal LIN PAO. ,}
I HAYDEN Spoke favorably of FIDEL CASTRO, CHE GUEVARA,
j and other revolutionaries in South America and Africa, He " . 
i favored freedom for Puerto Rico, In conclusion,,he recommended 
j resistance to the current Government policy by demonstrations, 
j refusal to serve in the military, and interference with military 
I operations. He was not specific as to the nature of such action, . ■ ...

9
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L. SPRING MOBILIZATION COMMITTEE WORKSHOP CONFERENCE
MAY 20 - 21, 1967 _ . _ ______________

On June 26, 1967, NK T-10 advised that TOM HAYDEN 
of the SDS was present at the Spring Mobilization Workshop 
Conference at the Hawthorne School, Washington, D.C., at the 
May 20, 1967, session. At this session he assisted the 
Chairman of the Workshop on "Draft Resistance,"

M. CONFERENCE SPONSORED BY "LIBERATION MAGAZINE"
MAY 27 - 28, 1967 ______ _______ ______________

NK T-10 advised on June 9, 1967, that GEORGE^NOVACK, 
a member of the SOCIALIST WORKERS PARTY (SWP) in New York City, 
had attended as a representative of the SWP, a closed conference 
sponsored by ^Liberation Magazine" held at the University of 
Chicago, May 27 - 28, 1967, One of the 25 to 30 who attended 
this conference, according to NOVACK, was TOM HAYDEN, whom he 
identified as being with the SDS. NOVACK advised the source that 
everyoneat the conference, which was by invitation only, was 
well versed in Marxism and that there was "no hostility" to 
Marxism at the conference, except by TOM HAYDEN, whom he 
described as.being "of the right wing of SDS,"

the SWP has been designated pursuant to Executive 
Order 10450.

N. SDS NATIONAL CONVENTION 
JUNE 25 - 30, 1967

On July 10,. 1967, NK T-8 advised that the National 
Convention of SDS was held at the University of Michigan, Ann 
Arbor, Michigan, on June 25 - 30, 1967.

The General Assembly convened on Monday morning, 
June 26, 1967, and among those present was TOM HAYDEN, A dis
cussion was held on the afternoon of June 26, 1967, from 4; 00 
to 7:00 p.m., with about 45 persons present, and the discussion 
dealt with a visit to North Vietnam by a group of Americans* 
■One of the speakers was TOM HAYDEN, and he and the others told 
of seeing hospitals burned, schools destroyed, and the many 
victims of American bombings. They mentioned the different 
types of defenses they saw set up in North Vietnam and the 
Vietcong jungle traps,

10
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HAYDEN explained by drawing a map how operation 
Junction City had turned into a fiasco for the Americans and 
how the Vietcong slipped through the trap destroying 350 tanks 
and killing "thousands of American troops." He mentioned that 
the North does not want Chinese troops on their land, but will 
not refuse their direct assistance if an invasion of the North 
should come. He also mentioned that a delegation of students 
from SDS will leave for a visit to Hanoi within the next five, 
months and that these students would not necessarily be SDS 
members,

The General Assembly of this Convention met at 10:00 
a.m. on June 29, 1967, which session consisted of debates on 
the proposal of sending a delegation to the Soviet Union and 
Hanoi. Source reported that TOM HAYDEN was present at this, 
session.

NK T-ll advised on July 10, 1967, that approximately' 
400 individuals had attended the SDS National Convention held 
at the University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan, during the 
period June 25 - 30, 1967.

The "Michigan Daily,” a University of Michigan, Ann 
Arbor, Michigan, student newspaper, in its edition of June 27, 
1967, carried an article concerning the SDS Convention activities 
of June 26, 1967, In the article, it noted that at the general 
discussion on Vietnam, one of the speakers was TOM HAYDEN, a 
former SDS National President, HAYDEN, in his talk, emphasized 
the need to discuss strategy rather than analysis about the 
Vietnam war since he felt that SDS members know or should know' 
the facts about the situation already,

HAYDEN presented three possible alternatives which 
were available to. President JOHNSON at present:

1) Gradual, escalation continuing at the present 
rate

2) The implementation of poison gas, nuclear 
weapons and land Invasion

3) Withdrawal and retreat on grounds that the 
war had become a bad investment
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O, "TEACH-IN ON PUERTO RICO" 
JULY 13, 1967

On July 17, 1967, NK T-9 advised that a "Teach-In 
on Puerto Rico" was held on July 13, 1967, at Horace Mann 
Auditorium, Columbia University, New York. The source also 
furnished a copy of Volume I, No. 5 issue of the "NACLA News- 
Letter,” published ten times a year by the North American 
Congress on Latin America, which stated that the "teach-in" 
on July 13, 1967, was being jointly sponsored by the NACLA, the 
Tri-Continental Information Center, SDS, and the Movement for 
Puerto Rican Independence. According to a leaflet put out 
announcing the "teach-in", the speakers at the "teach-in" were 
to be H. RAP BROWN, National Chairman, STUDENT NONVIOLENT 
COORDINATING COMMITTEE (SNCC), JUAN ANGELASILEN of the 
MOVIMIENTO PRO INDEPENDENCIA DEPUSRTO AlCO, TOM HAYDEN, 
NEWARK ’COMMONITY~UNTON PROJECT. STANLEYAARONOV/ITZ of the 

. WESTSIDEJCOMMITTEE FOR INDEPENDENT POLITICAL ACTION, and 
RAFAEL RUIZ of the New York MOVIMIENTO PRO INDEPENDENCIA DE 
PUERTO RICO.

Characterizations of the MOVIMIENTO PRO INDEPENDENCIA 
DE PUERTO RICO and MOVIMIENTO PRO INDEPENDENCIA DE PUERTO RICO 
NEW YORK MISSION are contained in the Appendix hereto.

JUAN ANGEL SILEN
b7D

STANLEY ARONOWITZ

On March 12, 1957, NK T-12 advised STANLEY 
ARONOWITZ1 name in about March, 1957, had been ob
served in the possession of OLGA and VICTOrXaGOSTO. 
On February 8, 1956, NK T-13 advised that as of 
February, 1956, OLGA and VICTOR AGOSTO were leading 
functionaries of the Harlem Section, CP, USA.

RAFAEL RUIZ

NK T-14 advised on April 26, 1967, that.
RAFAELyRUIZ was a member of the MOVIMIENTO_-P_RO__
INDEPENDENCIA DE PUERTO RICO - JNEW YORK MISSION.

12
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NK T-9 advised that TOM HAYDEN of the NEWARK' 
COMMUNITY UNION PROJECT, in his speech, discussed his tour 
of Puerto Rico and indicated he favored ’’urban guerrila." 
tactics there.

HAYDEN added that the "New Left*' should define its 
objectives and conduct programs which would force the U.S. to 
react, and not have the ’’New Left*’ in the position of reacting 
to U.S. policy.

He commented the ’’New Left” should promote strong 
liaison between campus groups and revolutionary movements by 
arranging speakers and tours of campuses.

HAYDEN also praised CASTRO, CHE GUEVARA and other 
revolutionary leaders, including HO CHI MINH and MAO TSE TUNG,

HAYDEN stated that a climate for revolution should be 
encouraged and promoted. He stated that international cooperation 
between the Vietcong and Cuba should be encouraged to promote 
world-wide revolution. He commented that a military force 
cannot stop groups which will utilize all available techniques 
such as throwing rocks and setting fires,

HAYDEN stated that "a Negro stoning a brutal police 
officer in Watts, Newark, or Cincinnati is an encouraging sign."

This same source advised on July 14, 1967, that
TOM HAYDEN had, at about 10:00 p,m, on July 13, 1967, received^ 
a telephone call at Columbia University advising him about a 
disturbance in Newark, New Jersey, and he conferred with other 
speakers, after which he and H, RAP BROWN left the auditorium, 
apparently for Newark.

P. NATIONAL CONFERENCE FOR NEW POLITICS
AUGUST 29 - SEPTEMBER 4, 1967

______ On August 22, 1966, Mr. JOHN DENTON,I
| ' ~1 made available a brochure he
had received through the mail concerning the NATIONAL CONFERENCE. 
FOR NEW POLITICS (NCNP), 250 West 57th Street, Suite 1528,/ 
New York, New York. > '

According to this brochure, the NCNP was identified 
as a newly founded group which was created to work for peace, 
civil rights, and to end poverty, and to register the greatest 
impact by concentrating money and manpower on direct political.
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action in selected political campaigns, preferably at the 
local, city, and state levels.

The brochure also indicated that the NCNP was 
emphasizing, as part of its program, a protest campaign against 
the U.S. intervention in the war in Vietnam.

NK T-15 on July 10, 1967, made available the first 
issue of "New Politics News," published by the Convention 
Center, 1517 West Howard Street, Chicago, Illinois. This 
publication of "New Politics News" reflects a call by the NCNP 
for a national convention entitled, "New Politics Convention on 196 
and Beyond" to be held August 29, 1967, through September 4, 
1967, at the Palmer House, State and Monroe Streets, Chicago, 
Illinois.

Page four of "New Politics News" indicated that TOM 
HAYDEN of the NEWARK COMMUNITY UNION PROJECT had accepted an 
assignment on the Perspectives Plenary session to be held on 
the evening of Saturday, September 2, 1967.

It also noted that during the convention itself, 
a four-man panel would hold a discussion on "Perspectives for 
1968" and that one of the speakers on this panel would be TOM 
HAYDEN of the NEWARK COMMUNITY UNION PROJECT.

III. ARREST OF SUBJECT

On April 5, 1967, BERNARD MC CABE, Office of the 
Chief of Police, Newark, New Jersey, advised that 18 persons 
were'arrested by the Newark Police Department on April 1, 1967, 
for refusing to obey the request of a police officer not to 
block the store entrance that the group was picketing in 
protest of "high prices and low quality products," Among those 
arrested on April 1, 1967, by the Newark Police Department was 
THOMAS EMMETT HAYDEN, who was born December 11, 1939,

14
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APPENDIX.

MOVIMIENTO PRO INDEPENDENCIA 
DE PUERTO RICO (PUERTO RICAN 
INDEPENDENCE MOVEMENT)

The Movimiento Pro Independencia de Puerto Rico 
(MPIPR) was organized in November, 1959, at Ponce, Puerto 
Rico, to work for the independence of Puerto Rico. It has 
an estimated membership of between 1,000 and 1,300 people 
with missions throughout the island of Puerto Rico and in 
New York, New York; Chicago, Illinois; and Buffalo, New 
York.

At the time the MPIPR was organized it indicated 
that it did not advocate violence but would accept members 
who did, JUAN MARI BRAS, the founder and dominant leader 
of this organization, in a speech during March, 1964, 
threatened violence comparable to that in Algeria if 
Puerto Rico became a state within the United States. A 
source reported in 1966 that a leader of the MPIPR has 

'indicated that "the revolution" would soon begin and another 
source advised that another official of this organization has 
attempted to obtain a number of automatic pistols. Articles 
praising FIDEL CASTRO and the Cuban Government regularly 
appear in MPIPR publications. In 1961, it adopted a 
resolution expressing 100 per cent approval of and 
solidarity with the Cuban revolution. It sent a delegation 
to the Tri-Continental Conference of African, Asian and 
Latin American People, held in Havana, Cuba, during 
January, 1966, and it maintains a permanent delegate to t£e 
Secretariat located in Havana.

The press of Puerto Rico has reported that the 
MPIPR has held numerous demonstrations protesting compulsory 
military service for Puerto Ricans and United States policy 
in Vietnam and the Dominican Republic.

15
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APPENDIX

MOVIMIENTO PRO INDEPENDENCIA 
DE PUERTO RICO (PUERTO RICAN 
INDEPENDENCE MOVEMENT) (MPIPR) 
- CT YORK MISSION (NYM)

A source advised on August 15, 1961, that the 
New York Mission (NYM) of the MPIPR was organized on August 
6, 1961, in New York City.

A second source advised on May 17, 1967, that the 
NYM is also known as the ''Mision Vito Marcantonio." This 
source advised that the NYM maintains office space at 336 
East 13th Street, New York, New York, and that the primary 
meeting hall of the NYM is located at the Casa Puerto Rico, 
106 East 14th Street, New York, New York.

The second source stated on May 17, 1967, that the 
MPIPR-NYM continues to support and promote all of the aims and 
principles of the MPIPR as set forth by the headquarters of the: 
MPIPR in Puerto Rico.

A characterization of the MPIPR is set out separately.
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> “NATIONAL GUARDIAH" /

The ’’Guide to Subversive Organizations and Publications", 
revised and published December 1, 1961, to supersede Guide published . 
on January 2,:< 1957, prepared and released by the Comnittee on Un- 
American Activities, United States House of Representatives, 
Washington, D?C«> reflectsthe following onPage 193 regarding the 
National Guardian"g

I. "established by the American Labor Party in 1947 as 
a , ’progressive* weekly ♦ **,..• Al though i t - denies ' having ; any •' 
affiliation with the Communist Party, it has uanifested itself fro* . 
the beginning as a virtua 1 off icial propaganda ami of 'Soviet Russia>’" 

(Committee on Un-American Activities, Report, Trial 
by Treason; The National Committeeto Secure 

: Justice for the Rosenbergs and Morton Sobell, -
August 25,. 1956, p. 12,) •



STUDENTS FOR A DEMOCRATIC SOCIETY

The Students for a Democratic Society (SDS), as It Is 
known today, came into being at a founding convention held at 
Port Huron, Michigan, In June, 1962.. The.SDS is an association 
of young people on the left and has a current program of protest
ing the draft, promoting a campaign for youth to develop a con
scientious objector status, denouncing United States intervention 
In the war in Vietnam and to "radically transform" the university 
community, and provide for its complete control by students. Gus 
Hall, General Secretary, Communist Party, USA, when interviewed 
by a representative of United Press International in San Francisco, 
California, on May 14, 1965, described the SDS as a part' of the 
"responsible.left" which the Party has "going for us." At the 
June, 1965, SDS National Convention, an anti-communist proviso 
was removed from the SDS constitution. In the October 7, 1966, 
Issue of "New Left Votes," ghe official publication of SDS, ah 
SDS spokesman stated that there are Sone communistsIn SDS and.they 
are welcome. The national headquarters of this organization as 
of April 18, 1967, wad located in Boom 206, 1608 Nest Madison 
Street, Chicago, Illinois.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
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THOMAS EMMETT HAYDEN
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Reference Is made to memorandum of the Royal 
Canadian Mounted Police dated June 29, 1967, which related 
information that the captioned individual planned to bring 
a large group of people to visit Expo *67 on the weekend of 
September 22 to 24, arriving in Montreal on the morning z . 
of September 23, 1967, (/V

On September 18, 1967, a source, who is in a position i 
to furnish reliable information, advised that he learned that 
severed months ago people who were formerly connected with 
thpffiewark CommunityUnion Project (NCUP) in the Clinton 
Hill Section oF^eW'atkT^CT^i^sey, were considering a bus 
ride to Canada over the weekend of September 22 to 24, 1967, 
According to this source the ride was designed to give the '
poor people in the Clinton Hill section a chance to go to Canada, 
Expenses were to be an absolute minimum and no profit was to 
result to the NCUP on the trip.

On September 2^1967, the same source advised that 
while there had been some original enthusiasm for the bus ride 
those who ordinarily would have sold many tickets to it have 
found themselves busy on other matters* From the best Information 
he has at this time not too many tickets have been sold and 
if the ride does> in fact, take place, there would not be , 
more than one bus.

This source identified Theses Hayden as the individual 
who founded the NCUP, which was a community organizing project 
of the Students for a Democratic Society.

A characterization of the SDS is attached hereto*
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THOMAS EMMETT HAYDEN

"The ’New York Daily News’ January 20, 1966, 
issue contained an article entitled ’Word From the 
Left** The article stated that ’Three Americans 
who defied a State Department travel ban to spend 
tenebys in North Viet Nam arrived at Kennedy 
Airport on January 9, 1966, mouthing the Communist 
Hanoi line about the deep ’inconsistency’ of the ’hypo- r 
critical* United States Vietnamese policy,

"The ’three -— Yale Poofessor Staughton Lynd, 
36; Herbert Aptheker, 50, Communist Theoretician and 
Director of the American Institute for Marxist 
Studies (AIMS) herd and Thomas Hayden,23, a founder 
of the leftist Students for a Democratic Society --- 
were greeted by an applauding group of about >
fifty persons, including beatnik types * "*

A characterization of AIMS is attached 
hereto*

On August 13, 1953, StUOghtoa Lynd advised
Special Agents of the Federal Bureau of Investigation that be 
bad joined the American Youth for Democracy (AYD) in the Fail 
of 1946, at Harvard University, He stated that the AYD was 
known as the Harvard Youth for Democracy on the Campus and , 
that he had disaffiliated himself with the AYD in June, 1947* ( >

The AYD has been designated pursuant to Executive 
Order 10450, '

This document contains neither recommendations nor con 
•elusions of the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI), It is the 
property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its 
contents are not bo be distri uted outside your agency*
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AMERICAN INSTITUTE FOR MARXIST STUDIES —— — ■ - I ■ — m. . ■ ■ . —...  -I ■■ —

A source advised on April 9, 1963, that on April 7,- ■. / 
1963, at a meeting of the District Committee of the Communist 
Party (CP) of Nev England, held in Boston,.Massachusetts, 
Herbert Aptheker stated he was developing an organization 
called American Institute for Marxist Studies (AIMS) which 
would eventually legalize the CP. He stated AIMS would publish 
literature on History, Science, Physics, Archeology, and other 
subjects which would be put out quarterly with various supple
ments.

A second source advised on June 30, 1966, that 
Herbert Aptheker was elected to the National Committee, CPUSA, 
at the 18th National Convention of the CPUSA held June 22-26, 
1966, in New York City.

A third source advised on June 7, 1963, that on 
June 3, 1963, Herbert Aptheker spoke at the CP of New York 
District Board meeting concerning AIMS. Aptheker stated AIMS; 
would unite and strengthen the CP although the CP would not 
be connected with it. He stated AIMS was being formed within 
the scope of the McCarran and Smith Acts and would legally 
bring Marxist material and opinions to the attention of American 
scholars and the general public.

A fourth source reported on August 29, 1966, that 
AIMS issues a ’’Newsletter” every other month. This source also 
made available the Information that AIMS issued publications 
and holds symposiums concerning Marxism.

A fifth source advised onMay 9, 1967, that as of 
that date, AIMS was located at 20 East 30th Street, New York 
City. ■ . ..
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STUDENTS FOR A DEMOCRATIC SOCIETY ;

The Students for a Democratic Society (SDS), as it-M?-/ 
is known today, camo into being at a founding convention held 
at Port Huron, Michigan, in June, 1962. Tho SDS is an ><■
association of young people on the left and has a current 
program of protesting the draft, promoting a campaign for 
youth to develop a conscientious objector status, denouncing 
United States intervention in the war in Vietnam and to r 
’’radically transform” the university community, and provide v 
for its complete control by students, Gus Hall, General 
Secretary, Communist Party, USA, when interviewed-by a repre
sentative of United Press International in San Francisco, ■ 
California, On May 14, 1965, described the SDS as a part of 
the "responsible left" which the Party has "going for us,” < / 
At the June, 1965, SDS national Convention, an anti-communist 
proviso was removed from the SDS constitution. In the 
October 7, 1966, issue of "New Left Notes," the official 
publication of SDS, an SDS spokesman stated that' there aro 
some communists in SDS and they are welcome. The national > 
headquarters of this organization as of April 18, 1967, was 
located in Room 206, 1608 Vest Madison Street, Chicago, Illinois,
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THOMAS EMMETT HAYDEN

Reference is made to memorandum of the Royal 
Canadian Mounted Police dated June 29, 1967, which related 
information that the captioned individual planned to bring 
a large group of people to visit Expo *67 on the weekend of 
September 22 to 24, arriving in Montreal on the morning 
of September 23, 1967,

On September 18, 1967, a source, who is in a position 
to furnish reliable information, advised that he learned that 
several months ago people who were formerly/connected with 
the Newark Community Union Project (NCUP) in the Clinton 
Hill Section of Newark, New Jersey, were considering a bus 
ride to Canada over the weekend of September 22 to 24, 1967, 
According to this source tbe ride was designed to give the 
poor people in the Clinton Hill section a chance to go to Canada, 
Expenses were to be an absolute minimum and no profit was to 
result to the NCUP on the trip.

. On September 21,1967, the same source advised that . . . 
while there had been some original enthusiasm for the bus ride 
those who ordinarily would have sold many tickets to it have 
found themselves busy on other matters. ..From tbe best information 
he has at this time not too many tickets have been sold and > 
if the ride does, in fact, take place, there would not be v^xj 
more than one bus. x

This source identified Thomas Hayden as the individual 
who founded the NCUP, Which was a community organizing project 
of the Students for a Democratic Society, (u

f \
A characterization of the SDS is attached hereto.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Newark, New Jersey 
September 22, 1967

THOMAS EMMETT HAYDEN 
SECURITY MATTER - C

The ’’Newark Evening News”, a daily newspaper 
published in Newark, Nev/ Jersey, in the issue of 
September 21, 1967, announced the publication of a new 
book by Thomas Hayden entitled "Rebellion in Newark”.. 
The.book, published this week by Vintage Books, a division 
of Random House in New York City, contends the Newark riots 
in July 1967, were the Negro response to "the original 
and greater violence of rascism" by whites.

The article related that Hayden, during the 
week of September 11, 1967, accompanied two individuals 
from Newark, New .Tfecsay., to attend a conference in 
Czechoslovakia with North Vietnamese and Vietcon^ 
representatives, and he was one of 41 Americans^ AVho took 
part in the week-long session arranged by DavijMCellinger, 

. Editor of ’ILi.bera.ti on”,.magazine- The article stated that 
according to Hayden’s friends, he was presently traveling 
in Europe and not expected to return to Newark until October.

On May 14, 1963, a source, who has furnished 
reliable information in the past, advised that 
on May 10, 1963, the Militant Labor Forum (MLF) 
sponsored a symposium in New York. New York„ 
The first speaker was David Dellinger, Editor 
of."Liberation” magazine. Dellinger identified 
himself as a pacifist. He stated that it was 
necessary to abdlish the cause of war, which is; 
capitalism. He advocated a Communist society 
and said "I am a Communist”, but pointed out 
that he was not a Soviet type Communist.

The MLF is characterized in the appendix pages 
attached hereto.
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THOMAS EMMETT HAYDEN

Hayden is described as a graduate of the 
University of Michigan and a founder of the Students, 
for a Democratic Society (SDS). Since coming to 
Newark, New Jersey, in 1964, he has been a leader of 
the Newark Community Union Project, a community action 
program sponsored by SDS in the Clinton Hill section of 
Newark, New Jersey.

A characterization of SDS is attached in the 
appendix pages hereto.

Hayden is described as follows:

Name:
Sex:
Race:
Date of Birth:'
Place of Birth:, 
Height: 
YJeight:
Hair:
Eyes: 
Complexion:, 
Build:

Thomas Emmett THavden 
Male z
White 
December 11, 1939 
Detroit, Michigan 
5’10” j
150 pounds > o
Black 
Brown 
Sallow 
Medium

Occupation:
Marital Status:

Community organizer 
Divorced, April 1^/1963 
from Sandra CpsonTErryden

Parents: John Francisfc-Hayden
---  TnS^Cralg Courr-

Warren, Michigan - Father
Genev i e vejCGa r i t wtlay den 
i2i7_EasjtJMh ’

Education:
ifoyal Oak, Michigan -Mother 

^GS^dmeT'UnTverSTty of
Michigan, 1961

This document contains neither 
nor conclusions of the Federal Bureau of 
It is the property of the Federal Bureau 
and is loaned to your agency; it and its 
t,o be distributed outside your agency.

recommendat ions 
Investigation.
of Investigation 
contents are not

2



THOMAS EMMETT HAYDEN

APPENDIX 

1
MILITANT LABOR FORUM

A source advised on May 17, 1967, that public 
.forums are regularly sponsored by the Socialist Workers 
Party (SWP) - New York Local (NYL) on Friday evenings, 
and are held at SWP headquarters, 873 Broadway, New York, 
New York. These are called Militant Labor Forums.

The SWP has been designated pursuant 
"to Executi/e Order 10450.

3
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SUBJECT: THOMAS EMMETT HAYDEN 
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□ Pertinent information from

made on dates indicated
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Newark, New Jersey 
November 14, 1967

THOMAS EMMETT HAYDEN 
SECURITY MATTER - C

Reference is made to memorandum at Newark, New.Jersey 
dated September 22, 1967, in the captioned matter which 
related that Thomas Hayden was one of 41 Americans who was 
then in Czechoslovakia to attend a conference with North 
Vietnamese and Vietcong representatives.

’’The New York Times” of October 20, 1367, page 7, 
carried an Associated Press dispatch from Hanoi, North 
Vietnam dated October 19, 1967* This article noted that 
Hayden was one of seven Americans who were visiting in North 
Vietnam from September 30 to October 17, 1967, and were 
expected to return to the United States with a message from .Premier PhamVaSfaong of North Vietnam to the United States 
antiwar movement * '—

"The New York Times” of November 14, 1967, page three, 
carried a news story relating that Hayden had returned to the 
United States on November 13, 1967, arriving at John F* 
Kennedy Airport in New York • With Hayden at the time of 
his arrival were three American soldiers who bad been prisoners 
of the North Vietnam and who had been released to Hayden in 
Cambodia. After their release they were accompanied by Hayden 
to Beirut, Lebanon, Rome, Paris, and then to the United States^ 
The news article noted that Hayden was. representing an anti
war committee and that the North Vietnam Government

EtyCLOSUBE
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THOMAS EMMETT HAYDEN
f r

communicated their int in releasing prisoners during
talks with American antiwar leaders in Bratislava! - 
Czechoslovakia! in October, 1967.

This document contains neither recommendations nor 
conclusions cf the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI). It 
is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and 
its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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WFO 100-40690

Any additional Information which may be received 
from the in this matter will be forwarded b7E

to the Bureau and interested offices.
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THOMAS EMMETT HAYDEN

b7E

This document contains neither 
recommendations nor conclusions of 
the FBI. It is the property of 
the FBI and is loaned to your agency; 
it and its contents are not to be 
distributed outside your agency.
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PEC LASSI FI CAT ION AUTHORITY DERIVED FRE2.1:
FBI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUICE
EATE 05-30-2021 BY: b6

b7C

Transmit the following in

F Bl
Date: ' ■ 11/15/67

(Type in plaintext or code)

Via
(Priority)

AIRTEL

Enclosed are 9 copies of LHM, dated and captioned 
containing information ppcpIvaH nr H /U/fil_ fmm__as above 

the

as data was so

b3
b7E

btin ciassitied 
classified by the source.

Legat, Paris files contain no reference to 
imA CONNIE- BROWN.

APPROPRIATE AGENCIES 
AND FIELD OFFICES 
ADVISED BY ROUTING 
SLIP (S) OF gig. |
DATE

Any additional pertinent information 
be furnished.

b7D
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AIRTEL
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In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Washington, d.c. 20535 November 15,1967

THOMAS HAYDEN
T-l, a confidential source abroad, on November 15 

1967, furnished the following information: tw,__ :____
A reliable source advised T-l I|

This document contains neitl’eT 
recnnnin-nilHons . cenemsici’s of 
Lhr Flii. 1- hi '>:■ nil
the iti i.j !■ Lo agency, 
it its s arc jtot to be
riistj.-ibvlto<1 ouiziiio your ugetiey.

COPTER DESTROYEQ .
9 25 SEi 7 i9Zg/
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DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM: 
FBI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE
CATE OS-3 0

Transmit the following in

airtel

b6 
b7C 

%?

F B I

Date: 12/29/67

AND EIEL
ADVISED BY feTH
SLIP

RE SK

IFIED AND -i

(Priority)

V)

H

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-438281)

iainlexl or code) . ,
HEREIN
EXCVia

O

b7E

2

Per
Charge

FROM: SAC, Wl^ (100-40690) (RUC)

THOMAS EMMETT HAYDEN 
IS - CUBA 
(OO:NY)

E
REASON
FCIM, II, 
DATE J.

FO

:W FDR 
ICATIQN....

ReWFOlet and LHM 11/22/67.

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau
b3

are 11 copies of b7E 
n LHM regarding the above-captioned subject. Copies are 
furnished Newark and New York as listed in copy count.

The Passport file of subject was reviewed by 
SA w, WADE HOMESLEY on 12/29/67, made available by CARROLL 
H. SEELEY, JR., Legal Division. ... b7E

vs

Bureau (Enc, 11

2 - Newark (RM) (Enc. 2) dW^48095)
3 - New York (RM) (Enc.,3? (100-148904) is JAN]

100-85470)) (CULTURAL CONGRESS, HAVANA, CUBA)





In Reply, Please Refer to 
File Pio.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Washington, D. C. 20535 
December 29, 1967

THOMAS EMMETT HAYDEN

Carroll H. Seeley, Jr., Assistant Chief, Legal 
Division, Passport Office, United States Department of 
State, Washington, D.C., advised on December 29, 1967, 
Thomas Emmett Hayden appeared at the Washington Passport 
Agency, Washington, D.C., on December 28, 1967, accompanied 
by David Carliner, a Washington, D.C. Attorney affiliated 
with the American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU), requesting 
a passport for Hayden. Seeley advised that after having 
met certain requirements and administrative procedures of 
the Passport Office, a passport was issued to him on that 
date. The Passport Number H1351965, when issued, was valid 
only for a one round trip visit to Cuba during the month 
of January, 1968.

In a letter dated December 28, 1967, directed to 
Hayden, which was turned over to him personally at the 
Passport Office along with his newly issued passport, 
read as follows:

"Mr. Thomas E. Hayden 
631 Hunterdon 
Newark, N.J., 

"Dear Mr. Hayden:

"Your passport which is enclosed has been validated for 
one round trip to Cuba during the month of January 1968, 

"The Departments decision to enter this validation on 
your passport was based upon statements made by you and by 
newspaper or magazine editors, that the sole purpose of 
your trip was to obtain information about Cuba for

fl ff
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THOMS EMMETT HAYDEN

publication in the United States. The passport regulations 
recognize that purpose as being * "in the national interest 
of the United States'” and authorize the issuance of such a 
validation for journalistic travel by a professional reporter.

"We think it important to emphasize, however, that only 
journalistic travel is intended to be comprehended within 
your passport validation. Activities which indicate that 
the purpose of your trip is other than reportorial in 
nature may be considered proof of misrepresentation in the 
application for passport validation or of violation of 
the conditions under which your travel was authorized and 
may result in the revocation of your passport.

"It is your responsibility to obtain permission from the 
Cuban Government to enter Cuba. In this respect, appli
cation for a Cuban visa (permission) can be made at the 
Embassy of the Czechoslovakia Socialist Republic, 2349 
Massachusetts Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20008, or 
at the Cuban Embassy in Mexico City.

"The Cuban Assets Control Regulations administered by the 
Treasury Department prohibit all unlicensed transactions 
by Americans with Cuba or nationals thereof including 
payments for travel expenses, for accommodations, or for 
services. They also prohibit Americans from making un
licensed purchases in Cuba of any goods whether for 
consumption, exportation or importation into the United 
States. Application forms for the necessary license 
and any additional information you may require should 
be obtained from the Foreign Assets Control, Treasury 
Department, Washington, D.C. 20220, or the Foreign 
Assets Control Division, Federal Reserve Bank of New 
York, 33 Liberty Street, New York, New York 10045.

"A Department of Commerce license may also be required 
on items the traveler is taking to Cuba other than (1) 
personal baggage and (2) tools or equipment owned by the

2



THOMAS EMMETT HAYDEN

traveler and necessary to his trade or occupation. Questions 
regarding the necessity for a Department of Commerce license 
should be referred to the Department of Commerce, Office of 
Export Control, Washington, D.C., or any Department of 
Commerce Field Office.

"If you are planning to go to Cuba via Mexico and back to 
the United States again via Mexico, you are urged to 
obtain a transit visa for Mexico before departure for 
Cuba. We have been advised that the Mexican Embassy at 
Havana has instructions to refuse categorically to deliver 
transiit visas for Mexico and that only the Ministerio de 
Gobernacion in Mexico is competent to deliver such visas. 
According to the Mexican Government procurement of a visa 
may be expedited by the application being made personally 
with the Mexican Immigration Ministry prior to departure 
to Cuba. For this reason, it is suggested that if you 
are planning to go to Cuba via Mexico and out again via 
Mexico, you should immediately make application for your 
transit visa with the Mexican Immigration Ministry. In 
this regard, the United States Government cannot act as an 
intermediary in Mexican visa matters.

"I should like to emphasize the fact that our Government 
does not have diplomatic relations with the Government of 
Cuba and our interests are being represented by a third 
country (Switzerland). Since we lack direct communications 
with the Cuban Government we cannot extend to American 
travelers the protection which citizens can expect in a 
country with which we have diplomatic relations. I would 
suggest that you be extremely careful during your visit 
and that you register at the Swiss Embassy as soon as 
possible after your arrival so that the Embassy may be 
aware of your presence in Cuba and you will be able to 
receive such assistance as may be needed.

Sincerely,

Frances G. Knight
Director, Passport Office"

3



THOMAS EMMETT HAYDEN

In support of his efforts to secure the passport, 
Hayden presented the following supporting statements'or 
affidavits:

A letter on the letterhead of "Liberation," 5 
Beekman Street, New York, New York, which read as follows:

’’December 26, 1967

’’Department, of State 
Passport Division 

"Gentlemen;

"Mr. Thomas Hayden is an associate editor of our magazine. He 
is seeking passport validation for Cuba for the purposes of 
research and writing. We would appreciate your granting this 
validation for a trip by Mr. Hayden in January.

Sincerely,

Lamar Hoover
.'Managing? Editor"

A United States Department of State "validation 
sheet" which stated as follows:

"Name Thomas E. Hayden
Address 227 Jelliff, Newark, New Jersey

"I request passport validation for Cuba. During
my trip there in January, 1968, and during the period
in which the validation is granted, I agree not to go to 
another restricted area or country, with or without my 
passport.

S/ "Thomas E. Hayden"

Hayden executed the following affidavits dated 
December 28, 1967:

- 4 -



THOMAS EMMETT HAYDEN

■V.

"AFFIDAVIT

"I, Thomas E. Hayden, being duly sworn, depose and say:

If I am issued a passport I will not, during its period 
of validity, travel, with or without such passport, in 
violation of the travel restrictions or conditions con
tained therein or subsequently imposed by the United 
States Government unless I obtain prior, authorization for 
such travel from the Department, of State.

S/"Thomas E. Hayden”

"AFFIDAVIT.

”1, Thomas E. Hayden, being.duly sworn, depose and say?

1. That I am a professional reporter, earning the bulk 
of my income from professional reporting, and that I 
have been assigned to travel to Cuba to obtain information 
about that area for publication in the United States;

2. That the .sole purpose of my trip is to obtain such 
information for publication; and

3. That I do not intend to and will not participate in 
any meetings, conventions, conferences or other functions 
while in Cuba as a public speaker, delegate or other 
participant. .

4. That I am not traveling to Cuba as a representative of 
any organization in the United States other than the publication 
which is assigning me to obtain information, and that I will 
not, while in Cuba, identify myself as a representative of 
any organization in the United States other than the publication 
which is assigning me to obtain information.

S/ "Thomas E. Hayden"

The following background information is set forth, 
iri the Passport Office records regarding Hayden:



THOMAS EMMETT HAYDEN

Name 
Date and place 
of birth 
Height 
Hair
Eyes 
Occupation 
Parents: 
Father \

Mother

Thomas Emmett Hayden

December 11, 1939, Detroit, Michigan ;
Five feet ten inches
Black
Brown
Journalist

John fo^Kayden, born May 9, 1913, 
Milv/a^kcoj’^Wiscbnsin, a X'nitecl’ 
Sta'tes" citizen^-’ .
Genevieve jp^niayden, J?ornJ‘iJ?xuaxy..23,1915, 
Oconomowoc, Wisconsin '

Marital status “La^t’iftaf:Tie<ridct6ber,'X7 1962, to 
Sandra Cason, born October 12, 1937, 
Victoria, Texas. Marriage terminated 
by divorce April 13, 1964

Permanent 
residence 631 Hunterdon, Essex County, Newark, 

New Jersey //
Person to notify Mother, Gen^playden,1217 E__ Ecmxth,

Royal Oak, ...Michigan ;
Previous pass
port Passport issued December 15, 1965, 

Number F102714, "expired and suspended 
during court test."

Approximate date 
of departure December 30, 1967

Purpose of trip To do research and writing in Cuba 
for two weeks

The passport records noted HaydenJs previous
passport had been 
North Vietnam.

revoked because of unauthorized travel to

-'4 ■■■'/ O >-• ■'

This doouTnent contains neither
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Date; 12/18/67 j

Transmit the following in ' ___________1______________________________ ;______________________ J
' • , , ( Type in plaintext pr (.■ode/ i

AIRTEL ... • ’ ।
Via - __’ _______ ;________________ :________ |

‘ ' (Priority) ।
----------------------- : --------------------------------- ; __■------------------------------------

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI |

FROM: SAC, WFO| | (P)

CULTURAL CONGRESS
HAVANA, CUBA, 1/4-11/68
is - ar
(00:Bureau)

Reference is made to separate communications 
from WFO to Bureau and interested offices captioned 
with the names of individuals mentioned in the enclosure 
with the exception of THOMAS EMMETT HAYDEN, concerning 
whom no information was received previously in connection 
with the captioned Congress.

Enclosed are copies as designated
Bureau and various offices of 
as above, 

19-Bureau
(See page la) 

4-WFQ-______

for the 
an LHM dated and captioned 

b3 
b7D 
b7E

setting forth information furnished by

(1- 100-33380) (BLOICE)

DMB-.dan

!0/> '‘ftf#/'
Nbu^RrcoaDEiD 

78 DEC 29 1967

b3
b7E

(41) 
AIRTEL C&RBOH

(Copy count continued 
on page la)

Approved; __________ ________________

62JAN4sW’entinCh"9 OH
IG
IH
AL
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(Copy count continued)

5-Newark (Enc. 5) (RM) 
(1- 100-41323) (DELLINGER) 
(1- 100-46331) (ARNONI) 
(1- 100-42539) (JONES) .
(1- 100-48095)' (HAYDEN)

9-New York (Enc. 9) (RM) 
(1- 100-94428) (YGLESIAS)

Al- 100-156351) (BRIGHTMAN) 
(1- 100-99410) ("JANGOL: IS - R") (SHERMAN)

(1- SF 100-46832) (-SGHigRW)
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b7E

The enclosure is classified "Sgeritt - No 
Foreign Dissemination11 in view of the highly sensitive 
nature of the source and in addition, because un
authorized disclosure of this information could result 
in the identification and compromise of a confidential 
informant of continuing value.



December 13, 1967

ihemoranduin

TO: Robert H. Haynes 
Special Agent
FBI Liaison Section

om:
Director- of investigations

Thomas Hayden

he would appreciate receiving a complete report on subject. 
We are particularly interested in his activities as they 
relate to:

1. Contacts with domestic subversive organizations.

2. Contacts with foreign groups or representatives.

3. Contacts with individuals in Negro militant 
organizations.

4. Various sources of his finances.

5. His trip to Czechoslovakia, September 6-12, 1967.

6.
Society

His present influence in Students for a Democratic 
(SDS).

Any information on his 
Newark Community Urban

7. 
nown a s 
he successor organization.

Newark organization (formerly 
Project), his associates^ and,

terbead memoranda eports,

NOT RECORDED /

'Th-asiaS-JEmmett. Hay^a..
er * nto NACCD by liaison, dated as follows:D4 3/10/66, 3/29/66, 8/19/66, 8/25/67, 9/21/67,

9/22/67, and 11/22/67. RHH/hke
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Transmit the follow ing.;ih
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DIRECTOR, FBI (100-438281)'

SSJFiCATJO

SAC/NEWARK (100-48095)
-a woiat

Bureau (Encs. 11) (Ml)

jTicr^si

EMMETT HAYDEN 
SECURITY MATTER - C 
(00: NEWARK)

THOMAS

3 -

3

■ /

gent dn Charge

Re WFOairtel dated 12/29/67 captioned ’THOMAS 
EMMETT HAYDEN; IS-CUBA (00: NY)".

Attached for the Bureau are 11 copies of an LHM 
concerning captioned subject. Copies are being furnished 
WFOand New York because of their interest.
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In Replyt Please Refer io 
File No.

ED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Newark, New Jersey 
January 5, 1968

THOMAS EMMETT HAYDEN
Reference is made to memorandum at Washington, D. C., 

dated December 29, 1967, which related information that the 
captioned subject applied for a passport and it had been 
granted to him on December 28, 1967. In applying for this 
passport, Hayden stated he intended to visit Cuba for a two- 
week period to do some journalistic work for a magazine.
-Supporting Hayden’s request for a passport was a letter on 
the letterhead of ’’Liberation” magazine, 5 Beekman Street, 
New York, New York, which identified Hayden as an associate 
editor of this magazine and indicated Hayden was seeking the 
passport validation to Cuba for the purposes of research and 
writing. . ' _

/ On January 4, 1968, Captain Charles Kinney, Special
/Services Unit, Newark, New Jersey, Police Department, advised 
> that his unit had learned thAt Havden, along with David
<Dellinger. ] I had left for Cuba b6
on January 3, 1968, to attend a conference there, Kinney had b7c 
no additional information as to specific time or place of 
their departure or the itinerary of these two individuals.

This document contains neither recommendations nor 
conclusions of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. It is 
the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and 
its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.

CXE\DEs^o^d

enclosure.



ECLASSIiICATIOH AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM:
HI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION SUICE
ATE 07-01-2021 BY: | ~| b6

b7C

Main File No: 100-438281

CORRELATION SUMMARY

Date: 1/16/68

Thomas Einmett-'hayden Date Searched: 7/5/67
25-533293, 44-18407, 44-18747

Subject:
, See Also: 25-533293, 44-18407, 44-18747

>, JtAll logical variation of subject’s name and aliases were searched 
and identical references were^found as:

i /^Thomas Burnett Hayden ~
\ / Zi?Ffomas@iaden. -

Y A-TonGHo^n/
ayg^en

JhomasilRayde 
Phom as . . ____
Priomas E.(SHayden -

C CTIayden
ory^HaVden - 
onffkaydon _

homas EugeneQiayden 
’on@{ayde

<Pom Emmet den
iiett/^ayden^ -

i This is a summary of information obtained from a review of 
all -"see" references to the subject in Bureau files under the names 
and aliases listed above. All references under the above names 
containing data identical with the subject have been included except1 
any indicated at the end of this summary under the heading REFERENCES 
NOT INCLUDED IN THIS SUMMARY.

THIS SUMMARY HAS BEEN PREPARED FOR USE AT THE.SEAT OF 
GOVERNMENT AND IS NOT SUITABLE FOR DISSEMINATION. IT IS DESIGNED TO 
FURNISH A SYNOPSIS OF THE INFORMATION SET OUT IN EACH REFERENCE, AND 
IN MANY CASES THE ORIGINAL SERIAL1WILL CONTAIN THE INFORMATION IN 
MORE DETAIL.



Add. info.................................................................. Additional information appearing in
this reference, which pertains to 
Thomas Eknmett Hayden can be found in 
the main file or elsewhere in this

> summary.

CORE...................................... .. .................................... Congress of Raclalc Equality

DCA....................................... .. .......................................W.E.B. DuBois Clubs of America

ERAP............................................................. ............... Economic Research and Action Project

NCUP....................................................... .Newark Community Union Project

PACEWV...................... ................................................. Philadelphia Area to End the War
in Vletman

SNCC... ................... .. .................................... .............Student Non Violent Coordinating
Committee

SDS^>........... ................................................................... Students For a Democratic Society

U of M..........................................................................University of Michigan x
X. R.

WCEWV...................... ;.................................... .Wayne Committee to .End the War
in Vietnam

*****

that one Bob Stone of the "Students For 
had attended a Fair Play For

r—--------------;
Istati

Travel ToTuba" (SFTC)| ____________
Cuba Committee membership meeting at Adelphi Hall, New York City, 
on 8/9/61, and had distributed literature concerning the SFTC. This 
literature listed the name of Tom Hayden, U of M, ’•1961, as one of 
the founders of SFTC.

b3
b7D 
b7E

(continued)
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(continued )

This serial indicated that .the SFTC as of August, 1961, was
a new organization with headquarters at 112 East"'19th St., NYC and 
as of 12/8/61 the SFTC was defunct. ‘ i

In connection with the investigation of the "Demonstration
of Negro High School Students, McComb, Mississippi, October - 4, 1961 " 
(157 £441) Charles "Chuck" Fredrick McDew, I McComb,
Mississippi, advised that on 10/10/61, Thomas Hayden, a free lance 
writer and former U of M student and writer for the "Michlgan_Daily" 
campus newspaper,. was in McComb, Mississippi to gather material for 
a story on the current school situation oh McComb, Hayden acted as a 
driver for Paul Potter,| I who was also
in McComb observing the overall situation,, as the actions of the 
McComb School authorities concerning the suspension of the students 
who participated in tie 10/4/61 demonstration was/in his . ,
eyes, just another breach of academic freedom. (u.)

An article^entitled "The Mississippi Story: A Chronicle
of Unbridled Racial Terror" appeared in the 5/13/63 weekly edition 
of "The Militant," New York. This article stated-that on October 
11,. (no year given) McComb, Pike County/ Paul Potter 
Philadelphia, a vice president of SDS, and Tom Hayden, both white 
were dragged from their car and beaten as they drove alongside a , 
group of Negroes making an anti-segregation march....

Correlator's Note: Serial 2 Indicates 10/11/61 as date of 
above incident.



□

On 10/12/61 Kenneth Paul Potter and Thomas Emmett Hayden,
when interviewed, stated they attended a meeting of the SNCC in 
Atlanta, Georgia on October 8, and 9, 19^1, and thereafter travelled 
to McComb, Mississippi to observe race relations. ; ./m

Add. info.

’’New Freedom" Vol.l, No.2, dated 11/13/61, The Bulletin
of Student Political Action, published by New Freedom, Inc., Ithaca, 
NY (62-107057) contained a feature article entitled "Voice —begins 
second.year, " by Joan Golomb. This article contains a description of 
the purposes, accomplishments, and aims of the liberal political 
organization, Voice, .formed on the University of Michigan (U of M) 
campus in September, i960, In response to an idea-of Thomas Hayden, 
then editor of the "Michigan Dally."

Above described publication enclosed. 
62-IO7O57-5 encl.p.5

Bernard Lee, Southern Christian Leadership Conference
advised that nine members of SNCC left Atlanta, on.. 12/10/61, via 
the Central of Georgia Railroad en route to Albany, Ga., to test 
the facilities of the Union Railway Terminal.

Chief Laurie Pritchett,. Albany, Ga., advised that.on
12/10/61 nine individuals were arrested at a demonstration.at a 
train station in Albany, Ga. Tom Emmett Hayden,. BD 12/11/39, 
BP Mich, was among those arrested and charged with disorderly 
conduct, obstructing traffic and failure to obey an officer. Individ
uals were placed under $200.00 bond; and cases were to be heard on 
12/11/61. •

Add. info.

157-452-86"

Thomas E. Hayden, 560 Moreland N.E., Atlanta, Georgia, 
when interviewed at Syracuse, New York on 12/14/61 gave information

(continued)
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(continued) • - '

about his arrest In Albany, ,Ga. bh 12/10/61, Hayden stated that he 
and ten other Individuals werd arrested in front of the railroad 
station at Albany after having been ordered out of the station..
They had arrived with other Individuals aboard a Georgia Central 
intrastate train from Atlanta. Hayden.stated the trip was not 
advertised as a freedom.ride but was a group testing use of intrastate 
trains. He stated they were only in the station about two minutes and 
he was unable to observe conditions at the station.. Hayden stated 
he was bonded out on 12/11/61, and appeared lnr court ,12/12/61. . He 
was out on $2'00.00 bond for reappearance on <12/19/61. ■ - -■

157^467-1 -

j changed to
157-452-113X-

Bureau memo dated 1.2/20/61, stated that the Civil Rights 
Division, Department of justice, had learned from the Mayor of Albany, 
Georgia that a number of the persons responsible for the recent 
demonstrations in Albany had subversive backgrounds.

Name checks, but no investigation, were requested on a 
group of individuals, Including Tom Emmett Hayden. This memo indicated 
that this was being done.

Correlator’s Note: Unable to locate name check prepared on 
.Hayden.

"The Washington Post and'Times Herald,” issue of 3/27/62, 
carried an article datelined Albany, Ga. March 26, entitled "Five 
Forced From Seats in Ga.. Court." The article stated that Sheriff's 
deputies used force on one Negro and four white -Freedom Riders to 
maintain segregated seating in Dougherty County Superior Court on 
3/26/62. The five stated they had-gone to' the courtroom to await 
trial on charges of breaching the peace brought against them and , 
Six others on December 10.. Tom Hayden of Atlanta, a-free lance 
writer, and his wifd Sandra, were among those persons shoved through

■ , ' • (continued}



(continued)

the revolving door when they went to the rear of the courtroom to 
join the Negro who had previously joined them in the section for 
white persons.

157-387-A p.l "Washington Post 
and Times Herald,“ 
3/27/62

identity)
(security source of Information, protect b6

b7C
b7D

Addlhinfo.

157^275;47 encl.p.l,3

____________ I________________________________________________________________________ I be 
____________________(protect identity) b7c

lurmsnea a transcript or a T I

During this hearing C.B. King, an attorney in Albany, Ga. 
and active in the desegregation movement, testified concerning the 
Albany Movement and described his experiences and various mass 
arrests that had occurred in Albany,. One of the arrests that he 
touched upon concerned the arrest and court proceedings of Chariie- 
Sherrod and Charlie Jones, both members of "Snlc," who were arrested 

(continued)
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(continued)

on charges of.loitering, idling and loafing in the bus station. King 
then stated that there were other experiences he had had that would 
be of interest, however, at this point one of tkie members of the 
Commission interrupted him and asked if he was going to mention 
another incident in court involving'these same two men, plus Robert 
Zellner and Thomas Hayden. King answered "yes." He was informed 
that the hearings would have "to be closed.

44^9646-31 encl, p. 265

Correlator's Note: The above incident probably related to 
Hayden's arrest oh ..12/10/61 and his trial on 3/26/62 in 
Albany, Ga.

On 6/7/62 f b7D

in 
dated

May, 1962. Frank Wilkinson suggested 10 copies each of the news
letter be sent to Tom Hayden. Included on the list was the following: 
"Tom Hayden, SDS Room 405’, 112 E. 19th Street, NY, NY, has many 
contacts, Lee Benham, Spring:62." Source explained that the notation 

x'Lee Benham, Spring 19.62". indicated that Benham was to conta 
Hayden at'NSA* Spring, Illinois-Wiscensln Regional Convention

IOO-435O92-I5 p.14

♦National Student Association

______ ______ I (protect identity)!
I I furnished infor
mation concerning disbursements made from the bank account of the 
"Southern Conference Educational Fund., Incorporated" (IOO-IO355).
Included was check No. 3876 made payable to Tom Hayden for the 
amount of-$300:00 dated 5/1/62 (Grant for.C.H. Conference);

100^0355-999 P-14

By letter dated 4/23/62, the Atlanta Office set forth 
information concerning Toni Hayden as contained in Atlanta files'.

- (continued)

b6 
b7C 
b7D



(continued) ■' O-U'vR"fer-I

It was requested that the Bureau check its indices^ and notify 
Atlanta of any security type information regarding'; Hayden who was 
on the staff of SDS and residing in Atlanta at that time.

157^275-43 P-1,3

Correlator's Note: On 5/11/62 the Bureau complied : wl. th 
this request.

An article entitled "ADA Rally Here Backed in Colleges" 
appeared in the "New York Post" newspaper dated 3/4/62. This 
article stated that a Stand up for Democracy Rally was to be held at 
Saint Nicholas Arena on Wednesday night which had support in
30 colleges;, sponsoring liberal students. The rally sponsored by the 
Young Democrats;, and Americans for Democratic Action (100-348196) 
was to be a reply to a recent Young Americans for Freedom Program 
held at Madison Square Garden. Tom Hayden, Field Secretary SDS, 
was to be one of the speakers.

1OO=348196-A "New York Post," 3/4/62 
(W
SIIOO-434516-A "The Worker," 3/6/62 
(1#) (date of rally 3/7/62)

The following references in the files as indicated below 
set out that as of 1/31/62 the name of Tom Hayden and Al.(LNU), a 
friend of Hayden, had appeared on a list of individuals who had 
either expressed an interest in attending or,had indicated their 
intention of attending the Eighth World Youth.Festival, Helsinki, 
Finland, July 2? - August 5, 1962. A list which was reported to 
have been the working list 6f participants used by the US Festival 
Connhlttee during the festival Included the name of Thomas Hayden. 
It was established that Tom Hayden and Al Haber, possibly the one 
Al above, did not attend this festival.

.j SUBJECT OF FILE REFERENCE SEARCH SLIP 
PAGE NUMBER

"Eighth World Youth Festival, .100-436224-28 p.l
Helsinki, Finland, July 27 - A-L
August 5, 1962"

(continued)
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(continued)

SUBJECT OF FILE REFERENCE SEARCH SLIP 
PAGE NUMBER

"Eighth World Youth Festival, 
Helsinki, Finland, July 2? -
August 5> 1962

100-436224-86 p.2,3
-98 p.1-3
-140 p.1,2

.■ -249 p.l
^271 p.l ,
- 282 encl.p.2
- 386 encl.p.2
- 391 encl.p.10
- 398 encl.p.10

"Al (LNU)-Friend of Tom 100-438688-2 p.l
Hayden - Possible Partici- -5 p.l
pant In Eighth World Youth -6 p.l
Festival 1962"

"Twelfth Report of the Senate
' Factfinding, , Committee on 

Un-American Activities to the 
1963 Regular California 
Legislature, Sacremento"

100-15252-118 encl.p.183

An article by Daniel Rubin entitled ”1,000 Attending National 
Student Parley in Ohio” appeared in "The Worker" dated 8/28/62. 
This article concerned the annual Congress of the National Student 
Association (NSA) being held at that time at i.Ohlo State University, 
Columbus, Ohio,. Leaders from all major campuses and from most 
significant student organizations were gathered for twelve days 
of debate and action.. . The Liberal Study Group on its first night 
focused on the aims of higher education. Tom Hayden was one of the 
speakers and singled out the cold war as creating the main problems 
of higher education. Hayden called for a gearing of curriculum, 
expenditure of money and other resources to help end the Cold War.

The Liberal Study Group was described as.a group organized 
by SDS and the Americans for Democratic Action, as well as Student 
Non Violent Coordinating Committee of the South, the Northern Student 
Movement and CORE.

100^346566-A "The Worker," 8/28/62



The "Michigan Dally''"issue of 10/24/62, editorial page, 
carried an article to the Editor which noted that a group of ,U of M 
people and Ann Arbor.residents would demonstrate that afternoon in 
opposition to the U.S. action. Article stated that the purpose of 
the demonstration was to "express our conviction that the only 
rational course of action for the U.S. was an attempt to resolve 
the crisis without further use of force. Proposals that this group 
supported were set out. This article was printed over the name of 
Thomas Hayden and others,.

The 10/25/62 issue of the "Michigan Daily," a campus 
newspaper edited and managed by the U of M students at Ann Arbor, 
Michigan, reported a student demonstration at U of M on 10/24/62, 
protesting the US blockade around Cuba. This event was called by 
the "Ad Hoc Committee for United Nations Action in the Crisis."

This article stated that Thomas Hayden, graduate student and 
one of the members of the Ad Hoe Committee, spoke to the demonstrators 
on the campus stressing the danger of nuclear war if unilateral action 
was continued and he suggested this matter be appealed immediately 
to the United Nations. Hayden's remarks were unfavorably received by 
a group of pro-blockade students who threw eggs and stones at the 
anti-blockade demonstrators.

b3
b6
b7C

__________________________  (protect identity)  b7E
I furnished informati0r^7D 

concerning disbursements made from the bank account of the "Southern 
Conference Educational Fund, Incorporated" (100-10355). Included 
was a check .made payable to Thomas E. Hayden (grant for Dallas 
Conference) for the sum of $100.00 dated 11/15/62.

100-10355-1014 p.5 
(UO

Captain Myron Brill, Oberlin, Ohio PD furnished one copy 
of the Winter 1963 issue of the "Activist" (100-435751) a quarterly 
publication of the SDS, 112 East 19th Street, New York 3j New York. 
Tom Hayden was listed as one of the contributing editors of this 
publication.

Above descirbed publication enclosed 
100-435751-11 encl.p.2

-10-



b6
b7C
b7D

(protect identity) 
advised that a conference was to be held of student social workers 
at the Alla'is United Mine Workers of America Hall, 
on March 26-29, 1964, if permission could be obtained to use the 
hall. This conference was to be sponsored by the ''Committee For 
Miners" (100-441525) and ERAP Project of SDS. Included on the 
agenda of the Conference for March 28 was Tom Hayden, former president 
of SDS.

100-441525-18 p.3 
(236T f

The following references are articles that appeared in 
the issues of "The Worker" dated 3/29/64 and 3/31/64 entitled "The 
Ad Hoc Committee on.the Triple Revolution." These articles listed 
the members of this committee and among those listed was the name 
of Tom Hayden, Ann Arbor, of SDS.

REFERENCE

62-109356-1 p.l
-A "The Worker" 3/29/64'p.2

SEARCH SLIP PAGE NUMBER

By airtel dated 7/9/64, the Atlanta Office in connection 
with the investigation.captioned "William Gilchrist Anderson, Et Al; 
Alex Carl Smith, Et Al; Victim — 00J, Conspiracy; Perjury; Juvenile 
Delinquent Act., forwarded to the Bureau copies of a Brief Amicus 
Curiae in Support of. Appellant Joni Rabinowitz. This Brief which was 
filed in U.S.. Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals contained names of 
members of the academic field, including Thomas E. Hayden, who 
pointed out that Rabinowitz had been deprived of a fair trial because 
the trial judge had denied her motions for (1) change of venue 
(2) to dismiss for improper method of selection of jurors and 
(3) to waive Jury trial.

Above described Brief enclosed 
72-^495-227 encl.p.36

Correlator's Note: Serial 226 indicated that this Brief 
had been filed with the 5th Circuit Court on 6/8/64..



r

The following references.in the file captioned "Newark 
Community Union Project, aka," (NCUP) contain, information concerning 
the activities of Thomas Emmett Hayden, a leader of this Project 
in Newark, N.J., during October, 1964.

Hayden and Carl Wittman were the leaders of this loosely 
constituted student group and Hayden was arrested on an assault and 
battery charge as a result of his conduct and activities relating 
to the work of the NCUP in a Negro slum area. Background information 
on Hayden set out in these references including information regarding 
a check signed by Thomas S. Hayden, Atlanta, Ga,., deposited to the 
account of the U.S, Festival Committee, Chase Manhattan Bank, NYC 
on 6/25/62.

REFERENCE

157-1850-5
-9
-10

SEARCH SLIP PAGE NUMBER

The following references in the file captioned "Mississippi 
Freedom Democratic Party" (MFDP) contain information pertaining to 
Thomas Emmett Hayden in connection with his civil rights and peace 
activities from 9/3/64 through 11/28/64 in Newark, New Jersey and 
Washington, D.C.

Thomas Hayden, the main leader of the Newark Community 
Union .Project, left Newark with members of NCUP and traveled to 
Washington, D.C. to join groups from all over the U.S, representing 
the MFDP and SDS for a united effort.to keep Mississippi Senators 
from being seated January 3,

Background Information on Hayden is also Included in 
these references.

REFERENCE

62-109555-18
-20
-21
-62

enclfp.1-3 
encl,p.1-3
encl.p.1,2 
encl.p.1,3,4

SEARCH SLIP PAGE NUMBER

(Kf,l<,17.) 
po, ic ir)



b6
b7C
b7D

1 (protect identity)f
________________________________________________________________________ ] was inter viewed 
and furnished information regarding al_____________________________ I  

research being done by Dr. Pilisuk. In December, 1964, Dr. Pilisuk 
and Thomas Hayden co-authored?a report based on the questionnaire 
entitled "Is There a Military Industrial Complex Which Prevents 
Peace?" Consensus and Countervailing Power in Pluralistic Systems, 
under the authority of the Mental Health Research Institute, 
University of Michigan.

Above described report enclosed 
65-69456-6 p.l and encl.

Correlator’s Note: 
65-69456-1.

A copy of.Questionnaire is included in

_____________ b7D

J J advised that on 11/24/64 David Needleman (100-432629)
son of Isfcure G-. Needleman, was in contact With "Barry" in Newark, 
NJ and during their discussion Needleman asked about "Tom and Carl," 
but neither one was available. Informant advised that "Barry" 
could be reached at telephone number Bigelow 3-1895 (Newark).

100-432629-49 
(not indexed)

In reference to above the Newark Office noted 
"Tom," and "Carl" were in all probability Barry Kalish, 
and Carl Wittman. _ ,

that "Barry,” 
Tom Hayden,

dvised on 1/6/65 that New Jersey telephone b7D
number BI 3-1095 was"listed to Carl Wittman and Tom Hayden,
194 Ridgewood Avenue, Newark, N.J. Kalish and Wittman were not. 
further identified.



The ’‘New York Times” newspaper of 3/15/65 stated that the
SDS was organized in 19^2, at Port Huron, Michigan, by a "band of 
young intellectuals who got most of their immediate inspiration 
from the sit-in movement," according to one of the founders, 
Tom Hayden, a 25 year old Detroit native.

According to the above article, SDS was affiliated with the
League for Industrial Democracy, Incorporated, a non-profit 
educational institution founded in .1905 by Jack London, Upton 
Sinclair and Clarence Darrow.

1^367-4 P.2

On 3/18/65 Lt. Charles O'Connor, Newark, New Jersey PD,
advised that they had received information concerning a telephone 
call which was received at the NCUP, Newark, New Jersey by Thomas 
Hayden,Tmember of NCUP. The caller, an unidentified male, stated, 
"we're going bo bomb the place." Lt. O'Connor advised that the 
Newark Police searched the NCUP premises with negative results.

17M-31-51 encl.p.l

(protect identity)[
and a confidential source of the Memphis Office

furnished information concerning a two-day conference of the "Student 
Non-Violent Coordinating Committee" (100-439190) held on 4/15 - 16/65 
in Washington, D.C. Source stated that Tom Hayden, representative 
of ERAP Newark, N.J. was among those who attended the conference.
Hayden spoke of and described the ERAP, its purposes and goals as 
a national movement for people committed, in a democratic manner, 
to a national change throughout the country. Hayden stated ERAP's 
goal was to create "enormous decision makers in the society which 
form the beginnings of a revolution."

b6
b7C
b7D

102<*'3919°~3!7 encl.p.11,12

Sl/62-110048-412 encl.p.l,10
(X)

Photographs taken of some of the participants in the Student 
March on Washington, April 17, 1965 (62-110048) at Washington, D.C., 
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(c ontinued)

to opppae U.S. intervention in Vietnam, were displayed to informants. 
tm ""[identified the individual circled in photo No. 6? as Tom 
ilayden "from Chicago or New York and stated that he was introduced to 
to the informant as the Education and Research Secretary of SDS and 
member of the "Mystical Anarchist Group". Informant also identified 
Hayden as one of the individuals in photo No. 69.

62-110048-429 p.l
(mT
SI 62-110048-445 0.2. encl.l
^2^1 _____________ |> protect

identity)

The following references in the file captioned "Yale Socialist
Union" (YSU) (100-440443) contain information''pertaining to Tom
Hayden in connection with the "Second Annual Symposium" on "Socialism 
in America." This symposium was held 4/30/65 “ 5/2/65 at Strathcona 
Hall, Yale University, New Haven; Connecticut and was sponsored by 
the YSU. ’

Tom Hayden one of the participants in the Saturday after
noon panel on the Negro Movement, expressed his viewpoints on the 
Negro and the poor peoples conditions; criticized existent civil rights 
organizations and called for a type of organization in which every 
one would be able to say what he wanted. Hayden stated that to 
accomplish this, a new type of revolutionary leader was needed.

REFERENCE SEARCH SLIP PAGE NUMBER

100-440443-26 encl.p.l
-27 encl.p.l,2,3,4,8,10
-28 p.10,12
-33 P.6

If

___________ I ~ |P-PSlj(protect -identity)  
_____ ^advised that the "SoiTtnern Students Organizing Committee 
(100-442367). arranged for Stephan Mark Weissman, a student at the
University of California, to speak at Memphis State University, 
Memphis on 5/3/65- During this speech booklets entitled "The Port 
Huron Statement," were sold. Booklets were published by SDS and 
described therein as the first official statement of SDS.. growing

(continued)



(co ntinued)

out of a draft statement prepared by SDS staff member, Tom Hayden 
and representing the collective thought of the inspirational founding 
convention of SDS held in Port Huron, Michigan on June 11 - 15, 1962.

100j^42367-20 p.48 
(X)

PSI | 1 (protect identity) advised
that on 8/3/65 Tom Hayden and Phil Hutchins, Staff Members of SDS 
at Newark, N.J., stated that there would be a demonstration in 
Washington, D.C. over the week-end of 8/6-8/65. This demonstration 
would involve people from all over the U.S.

b6
b7C
b7D

1OO-A44176-1O2 encl.p.l

An article which appeared in "The New Leader," September 27, 
1965 headed "National Reports, subheaded SDS: "Troubled Voice of the 
New Left," by Steven Kelman described SDS as an association of 
young people of the "New Left" that concentrated its efforts in 
community organization for the poor and in the movement to end 
the war in Vietnam. One of SDS's projects was NCUP, headed by 
Tom Hayden, who worked in poverty areas.

Hayden would not work with established civil rights organi
zations or with the established Urban Renewal Project, as defeating 
"the Establishment" approach to poverty was a main goal of the SDS.

This article indicated that the SDS would have to examine 
the casual sort of intellectual standards exemplified by Tom Hayden, 
who "calls the American university 'a totalitarian knowledge 
factory,’ yet quibbles about using the word 'totalitarian1 to describe 
the USSR or Communist China."

Publications
"The/'New Leader, " 9/27/65 
(1M

The Newark Office advised that Tom Hayden was one of the 
SDS leaders who participated in the "international Days of Protest" 
(100-444608) demonstration in Trentoh, N.J. on IO/16/65.

100-444608-258 p.2
(M)
SI 1OO-4446O8-359 encl.p.l
(a*rf (SAs)



■ The following references contain information concerning 
Thomas Emmett Hayden, in connection with an unauthorized visit he 
and two other individuals, Herbert Eugene Aptheker, Director of 
American Institute for Marxist Studies, and Professor Staughton 
Lynd of Yale University made to North Vietnam and Redr China.. These 
individuals departed John F. Kennedy Airport Queens, New York 
12/19/65 and flew to Brussels, Prague, Moscow, Peking and then 
entered North Vietnam by way of Cambodia. These individuals returned 
to the U.S. on 1/9/66. f / ■ /

REFERENCE 

100-362128-409 encl.p.l 

IOO-396916-68 p.l
-69 encl.p.l 

100-3-81-10383*
-77 encl.p.2 

100-234959-36 p.3 

100-72786-75 p.3 

100-264688-548 p.l 

100-123974-646 p.4,5

The Current Digest of the Soviet Press 
February.. 16,4:1966 p.22

New World Review* February, 1966

SEARCH SLIP PAGE NUMBER

&

(4

(/

b3
b7E

*Add. info.

Thomas Hayden, upon his return to the U.S. from his 
unauthorized trip to Vietnam spoke or planned to speak at numerous 
meetings and affairs as indicated below regarding-this trip. Hayden 
was very critical of the U.S. policy in Vietnam; gave detailed 
accounts of atrocities allegedly committed by the U.S. forces against 
the Vietnamese people and proposed what must be done to bring the 
war to an end.

(continued)
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(continued)

SEARCH SLIP 
PAGE NUMBER

REFERENCEDATE SPONSOR AND PLACE

1/1 4/66

1/16/66

SDS, University of Chicago, 62-109119-1718 encl.
Chicago, Ill. p.2

-1722 encl.
P.l

Fifth Avenue Vietnam Peace 100-445548-7 encl.p.
Parade Committee, (FAVPPC) 40,41,43
Socialist Workers Party,
Young Socialist Alliance
Manhattan Center, New York City

(2< 

(■£<

P<24')

1/19/66 FAVPPC Manhattan Center 
New York City

100-441164-34-116 p.14* (£<

x
2/12/66 Vanderbilt University, The 

Nashville Committee for . 
Alternatives to War in Viet
nam and the Vanderbilt Forum, 
Nashville, Tennessee

IOO-388367-61 p.ll

100-443853-570 p.l

100-444916-73 encl.p.
1,2,5

(< 

(6<

-

100-388425-186 p.27

100-445776-7 encl.p.14
(rf7

3/6/66 Brooklyn Residents For 
Peace, Parking Plasa, 
Brooklyn, NY

100-444865-5 p.7

*Add. info.

This reference is a comprehensive summary regarding 
Student Agitation at the (U of M) Ann Arbor, Michigan, prepared by 
the Detroit Office dated 1/25/67. Information set out concerning 
Thomas Hayden related to his activities as editor of the U of M 
publication ’'Michigan Daily"; president of the Student Government 
Council U of M and National Student Association, co-founder of SDS, 
its affiliate Voice Political Party (VP?), and its action projects 
such as Economic Research and Action Party (ERAP) and the Peace 

(continued)



(continued)

Research and Education Project. Also mention was made of his appearance 
at Detroit on 2/26/66 under sponsorship of SDS and the Wayne Committee 
to End the War in Vietnam where he spoke on his recent trip to 
North Vietnam. Hayden's activities covered the period from approximately 
i960 through 2/22/66.

100^151448-25 encl.p.5,6,7,21,22,131,132

j— ,_________________________,(!& r
[Panel SourceT II (protect identity) advised b6

that Thomas’Hayden spoke at a forum sponsored by the "National b7c
Guardian" held at the Riverside Plasa Hotel, New York City, on 2/24/66. b7D 
Hayden spoke pessimistically of the fact that labor does not have a 
working majority in this country and that there was no great mass 
^movement working for change nor did it show the need for change.
Hayden stated that he saw the new community action program within the 
anti-poverty movement and the new Negro movement groups fighting 
against economics as the basis for mass action.

Add. info.

10^,-^7044-732 P- 13b 20

"Bring The Troops Home Now Newsletter" (100-445064) 
Volume 1, No. 6 dated 3/7/66 was obtained through the Boston Office 

mailbox. This magazine was published at Cambridge, 
Mass, by an organizing group to promote the formation of a national 
organization of the independent anti-war committees based on the 
demand for withdrawal of U.S. troops now.

An article appearing in this publication under the heading 
"Civil Rights and Vietnam: The Southern Demonstrations" mentioned 
demonstrations in various cities that were held on 2/12/66 and indicated 
that Tom Hayden, SDS, spoke at a teach-in at Nashville, Tennessee, 
Also that a successful social affair had followed this event.

An article under the heading, "The International Days of 
Protest March 25-26" stated that many areas would participate in 
demonstrations and mentioned that Tom Hayden, who recently returned 
from North Vietnam had agreed to speak in Cleveland,iOhio. The 
theme of the actions would be "Bring the Troops Home Now."

Copy of above newsletter enclosed 
100^445064-7 encl.p.13,20



The fallowing, references in the file captioned ’’international 
Days of Protest'March 25-26, 1966” contain information pertaining 
to Thomas Hayden in connection with demonstrations protesting the 
U.S. intervention in Vietnam covering the period from 3/18/66 - 3/28/66 
in Cleveland, and Detroit.

Hayden spoke at a demonstration in Detroit sponsored by 
the Detroit Committee to End the War in Vietnam, SDS, and Citizens for 
Peace in Vietnam and he was the principal speaker at a public 
meeting in Cleveland sponsored by the Cleveland Committee to End 
the War in Vietnam. Hayden spoke in very strong terms against U.S. 
involvement In Vietnam. Also a kick off for the Detroit demonstration 
sponsored by the Citizens for Peace In Vietnam and SDS scheduled 
to be held at Wayne State University was to feature Anti-War films 
and tapes belonging to Tom Hayden.

REFERENCE

100-445310-36 enclrp.1,2 
-68 encl.p.2,3 
-186 encl.p.l 
-314 encl.p.l 
-336 encl.p.3,15

SEARCH SLIP PAGE NUMBER

(24V 
(240 k)

The printed program for the "China Teach-In. Universi ty of 
Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan April 3, 1966" sponsored
by SDS and Inter-University Committee for Debate on Foreign Policy 
listed the name of Thomas Hayden, SDS, former Daily Editor, Recent 
Visitor to China, as participant in the seminars as a panelist on 
"Chinese Politics, Ideology and the Revolution," and on U.S. - Chinese 
Relations. Hayden was also listed as a speaker at the Plenary 
Session. Program set out in verbatim. (Sourcehnot given)

b3
b7E

Add. info.

SIz6gxlKlQ39-31O 0.27.107.118-1^9,176

b3 
b7D 
b7E

and

SI JrOO-446288-12 p.9

!0-



"The New York Times,' dated 6/10/66 contained an article 
entitled "A New Left Group to back Militants at November Polls" 
that described a new group of civil rights and anti-war militants 
known as the "National Conference for New Politics." This group 
was to start raising campaign funds for New Left candidates from 
coast to coast.

"The New York Times" conducted a survey of anti-war groups 
and ad hoc committees. Among those interviewed by reporters were 
two leaders of SDS, Thomas Hayden and Paul Booth. They stated they 
could imagine collaboration with Senator Robert F. Kennedy and Booth 
mentioned .that Hayden would be one of tie SDS observers to attend the 
National CP Convention to begin 6/22/66. This article also set out 
that Hayden was one of the three individuals who went on an 
unauthorized and much publicized trip to Hanoi last December.

62-li0985-A "New York Times," 6/10/66

Thomas Haden, founder of SDS, which organization was one 
of the sponsors of the "Third International Days of Protest August 6-9, 
1966" (100-445949) was identified by SAs as one of the participants 
who spoke at a rally at Independence Hall, Philadelphia on 8/6/66. 
Haden, one of those who went to Saigon, gave detailed accounts of 

atrocities committed by the U.S. against the Vietnamese people.

_ffurm. shed a poster which announced a parade and 
motorcade 8/6/66 Tn Philadelphia, as well as the speak— out at 
Independence Hall sponsored by PACEWV. Tom Hayden, SDS, was listed 
as one of the speakers for the speak-out.

100>445949-250 encl.p.10 
(2<3€0
SI to para. 2 
100^445949-42 
(2'4) (Robert Feinberg, Established

Source)
SI to para. 2 
100^445548-11 encl.p.77 
(M)
SI to para.l 
157p6-37-1995 encl.p.6 
(^20 (Inspector Millard T. Meers, 

_______Philadelphia. PD)
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___  Dr. and Mrs. Vincent Karusaitis,|
Ion 3/31/66 and/or 4/7/66 advised that Thomas Hayden and Abbott 

Small, student at Swathmore College, were.close friends of Michael 
Allen Meeropol, (IOO-4398O5) oldest son of Julius and Ethel Rosenberg 
and the Karusaitis' son-in-law. '■ J

b6
b7C

Add. info, according to "New York Daily News," 1/10/66.

100-439805-43 encl.p.2,3

On 4/29/66 Dwayne Allen, a representative of the National 
Coordinating Committee to End the War in Vietnam (NCCEWV), spoke 
in Los Angeles at a special meeting of various peace-oriented groups 
held under the sponsorship of the Emergency Council on the Crisis 
in American Foreign Policy (100-443953)• During his speech he 
announced that prior to the end of May, 1966, St aught oh.. Lynd, 
Herbert Aptheker and Thomas Hayden would hold a press conference 
in either New York or Washington, D.C. to announce a "summer project" 
of "Peace Crusades" throughout the U.S.

Add. info.

lOp^-443953-15 P.9,29 
th

J I advised that a "Youth Symposium on the New
Left 6/10-14/66" (105-154352) was held at Conway, New Hampshire. 
Tom Haydon, SDS, was among those in attendance. This symposium 
ended at noon June 12, due to the fact that those who attended 
had completed their discussion.

On the evening of 6/12/66,, a meeting was held in the meeting 
house at World Fellowship, Conway, New Hampshire. Some of the 
individuals who attended the symposium remained at the World Fellow
ship meeting and were asked to review what happened at that symposium. 
Bob Pfefferman reported that Tom Haydon and Bob Zelner nad discussed 
their work; one talked regarding the Hill Community Project in New 
Haven, Connecticut, while the other talked about the Bob Cook 
(phone ti c) c ampaign.

SI 61-9200-287 P.l (Rev. Robert H.
Lewis, panel source Epping, N.H. 
(protect identity) furnished program) 
ox
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1

Patrick J. McGahn, attorney, Atlantic City, N.J. furnished 
a mimeographed letter dated 8/12/66 (included in this reference), 
requesting those receiving the.letter to obtain names and addresses 
of all friends and acquaintances now on active duty (or in the active 
reserve or recently discharged veterans of Vietnam) who were likely 
to sign a public statement of dissent from American policy in Vietnam. 
Replies were to be sent to Keith Lampe in care of "Veterans and 
Reservists to End the War in Vietnam," (100-445217) 5 Beekman Street, 
New York City. One of the endorsers was Tom Hayden.

Add. info.

100.-4^217-30 encl.p.1,24

The "National Guardian," issue of 7/9/66 carried an article 
that concerned the Fort Hood Three Defense Committee (FHTDC) 
(100-446189) which stated that among those who had agreed to sponsor 
the defense committee was Tom Hayden,. SDS.

~~L panel sourea- and| | Newark source be
of information (protect ldentltiesJ|sSgv^j-ied that on 0/29/66 and b7c
8/30/66, respectively, a booklet entitled the "Fort Hood Three" 
contained a list of names of its sponsors. Included among the sponsors 
was the name of Thomas Hayden.

iqo-446189-7 p.7, 13,14,18

SI 100-446189-6 p.l

The _____  advised that Tom Hayden and his group of 40 Negroes
from New York, all members of a social action project, went to 
Montreal, Quebec Canada on 9/3/66- Hayden was also accompanied 
by Connie (surname unknown). >Uj

b7D

Tom Hayden inquired on 9/5/66 as to how they could get the 
Vietnamese stuff on the bus going back to Newark, New Jersey.
Hayden stated that to get the stuff through customs, they would have 
to break up the case and spread the contents among the key people, 
Hayden was advised by Demetrius Roussopoulos that Hayden would be 
better off to contact Lucia Kowaluk regarding this Vietnamese stuff. 
RCMP was unable to enlarge on the foregoing.

(continued)
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(continued)

It was reported that Roussopoulos had received a letter 
from Stokley Carmichael and Paul Goodman advising that they were both 
willing to attend a conference as speakers. Roussopoulos further 
advised that it would be a good idea to have the conference at Sir 
George Williams University in Montreal and that he had received 
replies from Hayden and Stanley Ryerson who agreed to attend the 
conference as speakers. The conference was believed to be sponsored 
by the "Student Union for Peace Action" (100-443195). JJj 

was unable to comment further concerning this 
conference. 'jj;

IOO-443195-I5 encl.p.1,2 
(237 :

The I I advised on 10/7/66 that Clayton
Ruby (phonetic) recently informed Lucia Joan Kowaluk that there 
was another package supposed to be coming from North Vietnam.
Kowaluk in turn asked Demetrius loannou Roussopoulos if he had received 
this package. Roussopoulos replied that he had not received any 
package lately and that Tom Hayden was most likely coming to Montreal 
on Labor Day week end (September 3 through 5, i960) with his people 
from the project* and that he would see Hayden then. Ruby stated 
the package in question was to go to Tom Hayden via Roussopoulos 
and Kowaluk's sister, Alice Tweedie Kowaluk in New York. Ruby 
informed Kowaluk that Hayden was worried about this package.
Kowaluk stated that she did not see why Hayden was worried as she 
had sent two packages by registered mail before and Alice Tweedie had 
picked them up. Tom Hayden was believed identical to Thomas"Emmett ' 
Hayden,

100x443195-14 encl.p,1,2 
(15,230

*NCUP, Newark, N.J.

fjF~ ~| (protect identity) PSlJj ________
furnished information and material in connection with the National

b6
b7C
b7DLeadership Conference held at Cleveland, Ohio on 9/10-11/66 when 

the "November 8 Mobilization Committee" (62-111181) was founded.

Included in this material was a copy of a resolution adopted 
by the National Leadership Conference in Cleveland. The name of

(continued)



(.continued)

Tom Hayden appeared on this resolution among those who supported 
and encouraged sending medical aid to the people of North Vietnam; 
protesting production of instruments of chemical warfare; opposition 
of the war in Vietnam; refusing to pay all or part of one’s federal 
taxes; and establishing peaceful and open contacts with North Viet
nam, mainland China and the National Liberation Front.

62-^1181-10 encl.p.12

An article entitled "The Story of Snick From Freedom High to 
Black Power," by Gene Roberts appeared in "The New York Times," newspaper, 
dated 9/25/66. Article stated that Tom Hayden, founder of SDS, 
had worked with "SNCC" (100-439190) also known as "Snick" in McComb, 
Mississippi in 1961 and 1962.

100^9190-A New York Times, 9/25/66 
(^7

The following references in the file captioned "VIDEM" 
contain information pertaining to the SDS and NCUP activities of' 
Thomas Hayden from the Summer 1964 - 10/21/66 in various parts of 
the U.S., North Vietnam, and China .in connection with protests ' ~ 
against U.S. intervention in Vietnam. Hayden attended and or partici
pated in various types of activities that included meetings, rallies 
and demonstrations of peace and civil rights groups.

Hayden travelled to North Vietnam and China on an unauthorized 
peace mission in late December 1965 and January 1966 with two other 
individuals. Hayden made numerous speeches regarding this trip and 
his experiences with the North Vietnamese people and their desire for 
peace.

REFERENCE SEARCH SLIP PAGE NUMBER

b3
b7E
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(continued)

SEARCH SLIP PAGE NUMBERREFERENCE

b3
b7E

The following references in the file captioned "Racial Matters" 
contain information pertaining to the activities of Thomas Hayden 
in connection with racial matters throughout the U.S. from the 
Summer i960 - 10/29/66. ~-----

Hayden, student leader at U of M, held various student 
offices, visited college campuses, regarding student organizations, 
crusaded for student government affairs and worked on integration 
matters. He was a delegate to the National Student Congress and 
headed various community projects of SDS to improve interracial 
neighborhoods. Hayden was coordinator of a national .nfinviolence - 
movement and he participated in citfil rights and peace demonstrations. 
He was arrested at a demonstration in Albany, Ga. and later when on 
trial was physically removed from the courtroom when he and others 
on trial disobeyed orders to sit in designated space. Hayden made 
an unauthorized trip to North Vietnam with two other individuals, 
returning January, 1966. He indicated he was not connected officially 
with the CP but had many sympathies with them.

REFERENCES

157-6-2-334 p.l

157-6-28-121 encl.p.l 
-139 encl.p.2,3

157-6-31-1294 encl.p.41,42 

157-6-37-2317 encl.p.7 

157-6-47-936 encl.p.2

SEARCH SLIP PAGE NUMBER



Whittier Alexander'Sengstacke, Jr., Tennessee State University 
student, Nashville, Tennessee (protegt identity) made available 
samples of literature distributed at the November 25-26, 1966, 
"Southern Student Organizing Committee" (SSOC) (-100-44236?) conference 
held at Memphis,Tennessee. Included was.the"Student Social Action" 
by Thomas Hayden, originally.published by SDS and a pamphlet, 
"The Power of the Dixlecrats, " by Tom Hayden, originally published <■ 
by SDS, reprinted by SSOC. ।

1OCL-442367-46 encl.p.32,35 
(■«C23-)

On 12/l/66r~ furnished two documents concerning a

conference to plan a NationalT Student Strike for Peace to be on 
12/28-29 at the University of Chicago, 1126 E. 59th Street. One 
of the documents was captioned "A Call for National Student Strike 
for Peace" (100-446/61) with subheading "Toward Ending the War in 
Vietnam...Toward Ending the Draft...Toward Ending University Partici
pation in the War Effort..." and listed the name of Tom Hayden, 
Newark Project, SDS among the initial sponsors for the conference.

I advised that these documents were received by
Rene Sandoval, Texas Coordinator of the W.E.B. Du Bois Clubs of 
America. //&/ tt1,

b7D

100-446/61-2X encl.p.3 
(asf

The following references in the file captioned "Students for 
a Democratic Society" (SDS) contain Information pertaining to the 
activities of Thomas Hayden, a co-founder and officer of this organizat
ion, from 6/11/62 - 4/21/6? in various parts of the U.S. and North 
Vietnam. Thomas Hayden and Alan Haber, then students at the 
University of Michigan, were co-founders of the SDS. Hayden drafted 
a booklet entitled "The Port Huron Statement" that was published 
by SDS and described therein as the first official statement of the 
SDS and represented the collective thought of the inspirational 
founding convention held at Port Huron, Michigan on June 11-15, 1962. 
Hayden also authored pamphlets that were distributed by SDS. He 
organized the Newark Community Union Project (NCUP) which was run by 
SDS. Hayden attended and/or participated in various types of activities, 
including meetings, rallies and demonstrations of peace and civil 
rights groups. Upon his return to the U.S. from his unauthorized 
trip to North Vietnam, Hayden made numerous speeches about this trip.

(continued)
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(continued)

As of 3/10/66 Hayden was writing a book concerning this trip^-ih 
cooperation with Staughton Lynd, a Yale University professor and 
Herbert Aptheker of National Committee of CP, USA, the two individuals 
who accompanied him. Background information is set out in these 
references concerning Thomas Hayden.

SEARCH SLIP PAGE NUMBERREFERENCE

100-439048-101 p.4
-323 encl.p.3
-330 encl.p.6,8
-337 encl.p.18,19,46,62
-358 encl.p.6,9
-363 encl.p.2
-527 p.77C,87,115
-1004 p.3,7,38,45
-1384 p.35,79,85,95

100-439048-5-32 encl.p.l,3,5
-51 P.50,52

1OO-439O48-1O-4? p.27,28

100-439048-11-26 p.20

100-439048-12-1 p.16,17

100-439048-15-19 p.9,10,20,21,52,53,60
-52 p.9,41,42.44,45
-61 p.61,69,74,107,108
-101 p.8,9,70,71,100

100-439048-28-1 p.110

100-439048-30-20 p.15

100^439048-31-6 p.7
-11 p.3
-18 encl.p.4
-20 encl.p.3
-34 p.5,6,10,13,25
-52 p.l,8,17-19

100-439048-32-37 ^.3,18

(continued)
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(continued)

REFERENCE

100-439048-34-57

100-439048-36-28

1OO-439O48-37-33
-55

100-439048-38-20

SEARCH SLIP PAGE NUMBER

p.33,41,42 
encl.p.2,12,15 
p.24,25

p.7

P.7
encl.p.27,48-62

p.9-13,17

100-439048-39-9 P-18

100-439048-45-64 p.15

100-439048-47-12 p.26
-26 p.13,25,37

The Bureau obtained at Union Square Park, NYC a copy of 
Volume 1, Number 1, May, 1967 issue of the Tri-Continental Information 
Center Bulletin (TCICB) published by "Tri-Continental Information 
Center" (TCIC) (100-447368) 1133 Broadway, NYC. This bulletin 
described in detail, this.organization, its origin, scope, location, 
and its aims and purposes. It listed the names of its sponsors 
and officers. This issue contained an article entitled "Tri-Continental 
Information Center Founded" which stated in part as follows:

"The Center arranged a fact-finding visit of U.S. observers 
to Puerto Rico from April 15-20. The group included Bonnie Barrow, 
National secretary of CORE; Lois Reivich of the North American 
Congress of Latin America; Tom Hayden, former president of SDS; Jesse 
Allen of NCUP; and Jose Stevens from DCA. The group participated 
in the April 16 island wide march to protest the war in Vietnam, the . 
drafting of Puerto Ricans for Vietnam, and the upcoming plebiscite...."

It was noted th^.t this serial indicated that the TCIC was 
a CP front and supported .by CP funds.

100-447368-9 p.16

-29-



Confidential Source Security, 

jS^rfMshed. documents regarding an SSOC meeting 
.2/25-26/(07,- a forthcoming' SSOC Conference in May or June 1967, and 
proposals and statements by various key SSOC leaders. Information 
therein included data relating to the proposal by SSOC to prepare 
a library of tape recordings. Among the Individuals suggested as 
a possibility of getting a good set of tapes was Tom Hayden. It 
was indicated that the tapes would give a wide circulation of SSOC’s 
views.

b7D

100^.42367-72 encl.p.9

REFERENCES REVIEWED BUT ONLY LISTED IN SUMMARY:

The following references on Thomas Hayden located in files 
maintained in the Special File Room of the Records Branch, Files 
and Communications Division were reviewed and found to be identical 
with the subject of this summary; however, the information contained 
therein has not been included:

REFERENCE SEARCH SLIP PAGE NUMBER

64-330-330-367

b3
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REFERENCES NOT INCLUDED IN THIS SUMMARY

See the search slip filed behind file for other references 
on this subject which contain the same information (Si) that is set 
out in the main file. Differences in source will be noted on the 
search slip.
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Tolson---------------
DeLoach ---------------

67)

Mohr
Bishop ___________
Caspei - 
Callahan ----------
Conrad--------- - -

AIRGRAM

DECODED COPY n-~
i Sullivan —
t J "" ZS TaveJ 

\ L'r Trotter .___
□ CABLEGRAM a RADIO mTELETYPE X.™

Gandy

CLAUDE SMITH, U.S. CUSTOMS PORT INVESTIGATOR, NEW ORLEANS 

INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT, MOISSANT FIELD, NEW ORLEANS, LA., 

ADVISED THIS DATE THAT UPON ROUTING INSPECTION OF BAGGAGE,

HE DISCOVERED MATERIAL WHICH HE FELT MIGHT BE OF INTEREST

TO THE FBI. SPECIAL AGENTS OF THE FBI EXAMINED THE REFERENCE 

MATERIAL THIS DATE LOCATED IN THE LUGGAGE OF THOMAS HAYDEN 

WHICH ARRIVED AT 6 PM, JANUARY 22 LAST, IN A SUITCASE AND

SMALL BOX. THIS LUGGAGE WAS OFF LOADED IN NEW ORLEANS.

HAYDEN DID NOT CALL FOR THE LUGGAGE AND CUSJOMS HAVE gEEN.
LX-105UNABLE TO ASCERTAIN THE FLIGHT ON WHI CH THE tuCGAGE ARRIVED

IN NEW ORLEANS.

CONTAINED IN THE MATERIAL

IS A LETTER ADDRESSED TO ’’REN”

JA", 30 1968
EXAMINED BY SPECIAL AGENTS

AND SIGNED TOM WHICH CONTAINED

THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION VERBATIM:
-**•. s*

------>6? J "

•4 FEB 6 1968
If the intelligence contained in the above message is to be disseminated outside the Bureau, it is suggested that it be suitably
paraphrased in order to protect the Bureau's cryptographic systems.



4-3- (Hev> 7-28-67)

DECODED COPY

AIRGRAM CABLEGRAM □ RADIO mTELETYPE

Talton _ 
DeLoach 
Mohr-----
Bishop _ 
Casper _ 
Callahan 
Conrad — 
Fell ___
Gale____
Rosen — 
Sullivan . 
Tavcf ___
Trotter _

Holmes
Gandy _

PAGE 2, FROM NEW ORLEANS

"A MASSIVE CONFRONTATION WITH OUR GOVERNMENT—-THE 

DEMOCRATIC PARTY—AS IT HOLDS ITS CONVENTION IN CHICAGO THIS 

SUMMER IS BEING ORGANIZED. THERE WILL BE A DEMONSTRATION TO 

DRAMATIZE THE LARGE NUMBERS OF PEOPLE WHO FEEL UNREPRESENTED, 

AND IN FACT DISGRACED AND USED, IN OUR GOVERNMENT-S POLICIES 

ON THE DOUBLE CRISIS OF VIETNAM AND RACISM. HUNDREDS OF 

THOUSANDS OF PEOPLE WILL PROTEST NOT ONLY THE WAR AND RACISM 

BUT THE MOCKERY THAT DEMOCRACY HAS BECOME. THE UNDEMOCRATIC 

METHOD OF CHOOSING DELEGATES-THROUGH MONEY AND ’PULL’ - 

WILL GO EXPOSED AND OPPOSED. THE NAMES OF DEMOCRATIC 

CONTRIBUTORS WHO PROFIT FROM DO-NOTHING POLICIES, FROM WAR 

AND RACISM, WILL BE REVEALED AND THEIR PRIVATE COMFORT 

DISTURBED. THE IRRELEVENCE OF THE PLATFORM COMMITTEE DEBATE, 

IN A CONVENTION WHOSE GOALS ARE LAID DOWN BY LYNDON JOHNSON 

ALONE-WILL BE ATTACKED. THE STREETS WILL BE CLOGGED WITH 

PEOPLE DEMANDING PEACE, JUSTICE AND PARTICIPATION IN 

GOVERNMENT. ALL OF AMERIC^I AND THE WORLD WILL LOOK ON 

AND JUDGE WHETHER LYNDON JOHNSON OR THE DEMONSTRATORS ARE 

BETTER REPRESENTATIVES OF AMERICA-S TRADITION OF DEMOCRACY

If the intelligence contained in the above message is to be disseminated outside the Bureau, it is suggested that it be suitably
paraphrased in order to protect the Bureau’s cryptographic systems.



4-3 (Rev. 7-28-67) JL Tolson ----------- —
DoLoach   —.
Mohr_________ „
Bishop -------------------

► Casper____________
* , p Callahan -------------

Conrad--------------- .
Felt_______________

DECODED COPY
Suilivart ___________

Tavel _____________
Trotter — _________

□ AIRGRAM □CABLEGRAM □ RADIO xxxTELETYPE
Gandy ____________

page" 5;"from"new"o"r leans

AND SOCIAL JUSTICE. IF THE PRESIDENT FINDS IT NECESSARY TO 

EMPLOY TROOPS-FRESH FROM VIETNAM OR THE GHETTOES-TO SECURE 

HIS NOMINATION, THAT WILL BE AN HISTORIC ADMISSION OF THE 

BREAKDOWN OF REPRESENTAT 1VE AND MEANINGFUL GOVERNMENT IN 

AMERICA. A GOVERNMENT WHICH PLANS OR ALLOWS THE DEATH OF 

THOUSANDS OF PEOPLE THROUGHOUT THE WORLD EACH AND EVERY DAY 

WILL INEVITABLY BE FORCED TO PROTECT ITSELF AGAINST ITS OWN 

CITIZENS.**

PROGRAM.

’’GOAL: TO APPLY MAXIMUM PRESSURE TO THE DEMOCRATIC PARTY 

AT ALL LEVELS FROM NOW THROUGH THE 1969 ELECTION; BREAK VOTERS 

AWAY FROM THE DEMOCRATIC PARTY (NEGROES INTELLECTUALS, LIBERAL 

INDEPENDENCE.)'TO INCREASE THE MILITANCY OF THE PEACE AND 
/

HUMAN RIGHTS MOVEMENT IN ORDER TO INCREASE THE COST OF GOING

ON WITH THE WAR AND RACISM; TO REACH OUT AND BROADEN THE

RANKS OF THE PROTEST MOVEMENT BY STRESSING HOW THE INTERESTS 

OF MILLIONS OF AVERAGE AMERICANS ARE VIOLATED BY THE WAR AND 

RACISM.

If the intelligence contained in the above message is to be disseminated outside the Bureau, it is suggested that it be suitably
paraphrased in order to protect the Bureau’s cryptographic systems.



4-3.(Rev. 7-28-67) Tolson -----------------
DeLoach -—__
Mohr ___________ ,

« Bishop ---------------
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* „ Cat] ahon 
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Feit____________

DECODED COPY £.—
Sullivan_________
Taw el ___ _______
Trotter __________

□ AIRGRAM □ CABLEGRAM o RADIO ex TELETYPE ™z;?™ —
Candy _

PAGE" IjJ “FROM “NEW "ORLEANS

"1. DEMONSTRATE AND PROTEST WHEREVER GOVERNMENT OFFICIALS 

OR RECRUITERS APPEAR. CREATE A CLIMATE OF HOSTILITY, CONVINCE 

PEOPLE THAT THE GOVERNMENT LACKS AUTHORITY AND CONSENT.

”2. EXPOSE AND PROTEST THE WAY IN WHICH THE DEMOCRATIC 

PARTY REPRESENTS MONEY, WAR, AND RACISM BUT NOT PEOPLE. 

CAMPAIGN IN ALL THE GHETTOES FOR THE EXPULSION OF EASTLAND. 

PROTEST THE POSITIONS OF DOOD, JACKSON, SYMINGTON. ATTACK 

ENGLEHARD’S TIE TO JOHNSON. ATTACK THE TEXAS CONSTRUCTION 

COMPANIES WHICH PROFIT OFF VIETNAM. HOLD TEACH-INS AND 

CAMPUS PROGRAMS ON ALL FORMS OF COMPLICITY WITH VIETNAM AND 

RACISM. PICKET THE AFL-CIO HEADQUARTERS FOR SELLING OUT 

THEIR ORGANIZATION TO JOHNSON.

"J. EXPRESS SUPPORT FOR MO CARTHY, KENNEDY, FULBRIGHT, 

ANTI-WAR OR BLACK CANDIDATES IN THE PRIMARIES, CREDENTIALS 

AND PLATFORM STRUGGLES. REMAIN INDEPENDENT, HOWEVER, OF ALL 

PARTY FACTIONS.

MU. EXPOSE AND PRESSURE STATE AND LOCAL PARTY DELEGATIONS. 

LEGAL CHALLENGES. LOBBY THEM ON THE ISSUES THE CONVENTION 

AND THE PARTY FACES. DEMONSTRATE AND ATTACK PARTICULARLY

If the intelligence contained in the above message is to be disseminated outside the Bureau, it is suggested that it be suitably
paraphrased in order to protect the Bureau's cryptographic systems.
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PAGE FROM NEW ORLEANS

CORRUPT DELEGATES.

n5. SUPPORT TO THE BLACK MOVEMENT IN ANY CHALLENGES 

MADE AGAINST THE DEMOCRATS.

"6. SUMMER OF ORGANIZING, EDUCATION, DEMONSTRATION: 

FOR THE CONVENTION AND BEYOND. SUPPORT FOR BLACK REBELLIONS, 

DRAFT RESISTANCE. ’VIETNAM SUMMER1 EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS. 

COMMUNITY-ORGANIZATION PROJECTS. FORMATION OF COORDINATING 

COMMITTES TO PLAN ATTACK ON CONVENTION.

"7. MASSIVE CONFRONTATION IN CHICAGO. DEMONSTRATE 

AT ARENA, DEMONSTRATE AT HOTELS, DEMONSTRATE ALONG ROUTES, 

BLACK DEMONSTRATIONS, PRESS CONFERENCES: MESSAGE FROM NLF, 

ATTACK ON LBJ BY GARRISON, BLACK LEADERS PRESENT UNIFIED 

DEMANDS, SYMBOLIC ACT BY DRAFT RESISTERS, ETC.

MA. LENGTH: TWO WEEKS, WITH PERHAPS ONE WEEKEND OF 

REALLY MASSIVE TURNOUT.

”B. SCALE: 50-100,000 FULL TIME; 500,000 ON SPECIAL 

WEEKEND.

"C. MANY-SIDED. SEPARATE OFFICES, SEPARATE GROUPS 

ACCORDING TO INTEREST OR REGION, SEPARATE TACTICAL EMPHAESE,-ETC.

If the Intelligence contained in the above message is to be disseminated outside the Bureau, it is suggested that it be suitably
paraphrased in order to protect the Bureau's cryptographic systems.
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Tolson ____________
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Rosen - 
Sullivan ___________
Ta vol ___________
Trotter___________ _
Tele, Room _______
Holmes__________ _
Gandy___________ _

PAGE 6, FROM NEW ORLEANS

**D. DEMANDS: END THE WAR AND BRING JUSTICE TO AMERICA. “

ADMINISTRATIVE:

TELETYPE FOLLOWS WITH SUMMARY OF OTHER PERTINENT 

INFORMATION CONTAINED IN MATERIAL EXAMINED BY SPECIAL 

AGENTS. LHM FOLLOWS.

AIRMAIL COPY TO CHICAGO.

RECEIVED: 1:06 AM (1-21|.-68) LRC

If the intelligence contained in the above message is to be disseminated outside the Bureau, it is suggested that it be suitably
paraphrased in order to protect the Bureau’s cryptographic systems.



7-<s£-(Rev. 2-18-63)

sac,New Orleans February 9, 1968 b3
b7E

Director, FBI (100-438281)

THOMAS HAYDEN 
IS - NORTH VIETNAM

Attached is the translation which you requested by letter 
dated 1/26/68.

The contents thereof, where pertinent, must be reported 
under appropriate captions and afforded whatever investigative 
attention is necessary.

Disposition of the foreign language material submitted in 
this connection is set forth below:

Returned herewith.

1 - Mr. Sullivan (Attn.
Kohr______________
3 i shq p __ ______
Ccspar________ _
Cal Johan —________

Internal Security Section), 
direct with enclosure

sent



TRANSLATION FROM FRENCH

ALLOCUTION OF MR. NGUYEN VAN HIEU 
ON THE OCCASION OF THE RETURN OF 
AMERICAN SOLDIERS, RELEASED BY THE 
FRONT OF NATIONAL LIBERATION OF 
SOUTH VIETNAM, TO THE REPRESENTATIVE 
OF AMERICAN PROGRESSIVE ORGANIZATIONS, 
IN PHNOM-PENH, ON NOVEMBER 11, 1967

Dear friends,

On October 31, acting in accordance with an order 
of the Headquarters of the Central Committee of the National 
Front of Liberation, the Headquarters of the People*s Armed 
Forces of Liberation of South Vietnam decided to release 
three American war prisoners. Here are the names of these 
prisoners:

- Edward Johnson,
- James Ales Jackson, Jr., and
- Daniel Lee Pitzer.
This is not the first time that the National Front 

of Liberation is releasing war prisoners, because this 
measure involves humanitarian policies of the Front.

The righteous and implacable hatred of our people 
against American aggressors, who have waged an extremely 
cruel war against our people and have used to that effect 
means of extermination of unprecedented barbarism, is quite 
well known.

It also is known that our enemies have submitted 
combatants of the Front, and even captured civilians^ to mis
treatments similar to those used by fascists and have thus 
contemptuously violated all international laws.

On the other hand, the Front consistently respects 
its principles which, regarding the matter of treatment of

MAX L. MIUSHKOVICH :ccb .
February 2, 1968 ’> . '



» f
war prisoners, are set in the fundamental documents of the 
Front. It is clearly indicated in our Political Program 
that American, satellite and puppet war prisoners

“will be humanely treated and benefit from our 
policies of clemency” (Chapter II, Point 12).

In addition, by releasing American prisoners in 
general and Negroes in particular, we would like to respond 
to the good will favoring peace and justice of the American 
progressive population which is opposed to the aggressive 
war of American imperialists in Vietnam.

Furthermore, we would like to express our solidarity 
with and our support of United States Negroes who are fighting 
for their fundamental civil rights.

The Front of National Liberation and the South Viet
namese population highly appreciate the movement of intellec
tuals, clergymen, women, students and workers of all kinds 
which exists in the United States in favor off the discontinua
tion of the unjust war waged by the American Administration 
against our country. This movement asks for the withdrawal 
of American troops and for the recognition of the Front of 
National Liberation...

We were gladdened by the steady development of this 
movement which has, in addition, increasing support in all 
the countries throughout the world. This could be established 
by the manifestations which occurred on October 21.

We wholeheartedly support the courageous fight of 
the Negro population. This fight is in complete harmony 
with the just combat of the South Vietnamese population. 
This combat is aimed at:

- democracy,

- peace,

- neutrality and

- prosperity.

Unquestionably, the revolt of the black population 
has pitilessly unmasked the hypocrisy of the United States 
Government which pretends to play the role of defender of 
freedom in the whole world.

2



Ferocious and bloody repressions have been under
taken against Negroes in localities such as:

■ - Selma,

- Watts and

- Newark.

Nonetheless, we are quite convinced that, in spite 
of that, nothing can extinguish the bright flame of liberty 
in the hearts of millions of Americans.

The progressive population of the United States as 
well as the justice-loving people throughout the world per
fectly understand that the United States policies of aggres
sion in Vietnam will certainly be defeated.

This population and people understand that our 
(South Vietnamese) people have confidence in their own forces 
and in the support of all of mankind and that our people are 
determined to fight until final victory.

I take advantage of this opportunity to express our 
sincere gratitude to the American progressive organizations 
whose representative is now here. These organizations are 
struggling against the United States war in Vietnam.

These organizations have quickly replied to our 
appeal by their willingness to aid the soldiers, released 
by the Front of National Liberation,to return to their 
families.

May the representative be kind to transmit our fra
ternal greetings and our best wishes for success to all those 
who, in the United States, work for a real peace in South 
Vietnam and that means peace in a country completely dis
encumbered of American and satellite troops and of their 
bases, where people are free to settle their own affairs 
without foreign interference.

As for the American soldiers who benefit from the 
clemency of the Front, we wish them good health and happi
ness.

3



Let us hope that, with the aid of their compatriots 
who are already struggling against the insane policies of 
the United States Government in Vietnam, these soldiers might 
make a useful contribution to this struggle because they have 
actually seen that the aggressive war will inevitably be a 
fiasco.

Finally, I wish to express my homage to the great 
understanding of the Royal Government of Cambodia which has 
facilitated this simple ceremony and the transit of the 
American soldiers released by the Front.

We believe that this understanding is due to the 
humanitarian feelings which animate Samdesh Norodom Sihanuk, 
the Chief of State of Cambodia to Whom (sic) we would also 
like to express our deep gratitude.

4



ORDER FOR RELEASE

~ By order of the Central Committee of the National 
Front of Liberation of South Vietnam,

- in pursuance of the humanitarian policy of clemency 
of the Front of National Liberation of South Viet
nam toward prisoners,

- in response to the good will of the American pro
gressive population favoring peace and justice 
and opposing the aggressive war in Vietnam of 
American imperialists, and in order to express 
our solidarity with and support for the fight 
of American Negroes for their fundamental civil 
rights, a fight which is in complete harmony with 
the just combat for independence, democracy, 
peace, neutrality and prosperity of the South 
Vietnamese people,

the Headquarters of the People's Armed Forces of 
Liberation of South Vietnam

DECIDE:

Article I

To release the three American war prisoners whose 
names follow;

- Edward Johnson, Sergeant, Counsellor of the 1st 
Battalion, 31st Regiment, 21st Division of the 
puppet army, identification No.I captured
in the battle of Luc-phi, Go-quao, Province 
Rac.h-Gia on July 21, 1964;

- James Alex Jackson, Jr., Medical Sergeant of the 
Special Forces No. 5, identification No.I I
captured in Binh-Hung, Province Camau on July 5, 
1966 and.

- Daniel Lee Pitzer, Sergeant of the Group of_____
Counsellors No* 96, identification No.I I
captured in Tan-Phu on October 29, 1963.

- 5 -



I

These three prisoners have manifested sincere 
remorse for the crimes which they committed to
ward the South Vietnamese people. In addition, 
they respected our laws and regulations during 
their detention.

Article II

The units of the People*s Armed Forces of Libera
tion of South Vietnam should aid the three above
listed prisoners to return, in the best condition, 
to the American people and to their own families.

On October 31, 1967

The Headquarters of the People's Armed forces
of Liberation of South Vietnam

- 6



OPTION^ FOkw no. Io *
MAY 19& EDITION
GSA FPMR (41 CFE?) IO1-1l.fi

UNITED STATES GOVIWMENT

Memorandum
to : DIRECTOR, FBI

(ATT: FBI LABORATORY, TRANSLATION

SAC, NEW ORLEANS  ‘ (P)

subject: THOMAS^HA YDEN
IS - NORTH VIETNAM

ReNOairtel and LHM, 1/24/68

Enclosed is one copy of a t 
letter, written in French and entitled "ALLOCUTION DEM.

i NGUYEN VAN HIEU A LA REMISE DES MILITAIRES AMERICAINS “Uj. Q. I |
A LIBERES PAR LE FNL DU SUD VIET NAM OU REPRESENTANT DES 1

ORGANISATIONS PROGRESSISTES AMERICAINES A PHNOM-PENH LE 11 
« ‘ NOVEMBRE 1967”, and one copy of a notice entitled "ORDRE
I DE LIBERATION".

The Translation Section of the FBI Laboratory 
is requested to translate the enclosures and to furnish 
the results to New Orleans.

It is not necessary to return the enclosures as 
New Orleans has other copies of this material.

■4; / ~;t /^<r'

PDF:mbc is JAN 29 1968
(5)

SOI 9-100-01
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FD-122 (Rev, 1-20*67}
QPTJQHAL FORM NO. 10 5010-106
MAY. 1967 FDITJOH
G5A GEN, RE&, NO, 3f
UNITED STATES gWeRNMENT

Memorandum
Director, FBI (Bufile- 100-lj-38281 DATE: 2/£/^8

FROM

SUBJECT:

NEWARK (1OO-U8O95)

TH DMAS EMMETT HAYDEN
SM - SDS

Cards XJTD
Cards Ser.t.OG

Re:
I | It is recommended that a Security Index Card be 

prepared on the above-captioned individual.

FD-122 dated 8/Lj./6? 
[k] The Security Index Card on the captioned individual should 

be changed as follows (specify change only);

KJ
kO

blame

Aliases

- r—■ |_ J Native Born | Naturalized | | Alien

r 1 1 Communist | | Socialist Workers Party | | Miscellaneous (specify)________________ _

Date of birth Place of birth Race Sex
□ Tab for m Maie

Detcom Femftle

; Business Address, Name of Employing Concern and Address, Nature of Employment, and Union Affiliation, if any. 

>

key Facility Data

Geographical Reference Number________________ „____________________________Responsibility____ _____ ._____________ ________

Interested Agencies____ ____________________ ______ __________ __ _____________ _______________ _________________ ___ ________

Residence Address

631 Hunterdon St.
Newark, N.J.

REGISTERED MAIL

2-Bureau
1-Newark
BJC :p;jh

?-r?
0

51 FEB tB 1988

/ O b - </

w°rftgs'® f£8 a Kc. y 1963

f;rc>w
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Airtel to SAC3 Boston
REi INVESTIGATION 0.7 TN3 W/ LEFT 

GIRT ACTIVISTS} 
100-446997

At this tirao, th® Bureau is designating, the folio-wing 
individuals as Key .Activists in ths *7hcw left’7 movement:
New 'fork, Gregory Alan Calvert, Linda M. Damienberg, Jerry Clyde 
Rubin, Steven Edward L’alliwell; Chicago, Carl Albert Davidson, 
Charles Clark Kissinger, Robei’t Milton Pardun; Boston, 
Nicholas iiiehael Egleson, Michael Louis Spiegel; Cincinnati, 
Carl Preston Oglesby;.Cleveland, Sidney Morris Peck; San Francisco 
Kario Robert Cnylo, Robert Scheer;■ Newark, David Dellinger, 
Thoraas Eraraett Hayden,

Of this group, the following are not on the Security 
Index’ Calvert, Dannenberg, Halliwell, Pazdua, Spiegel, and 
Egleson. The offices handling these individuals are instructed 
to iraraediately reopen their investigations concerning them and 
submit reports together with a recommendation corcei’ning their 
Security Index status. £'hen considering these individuals for 
the Security Index, particular attention should be placed to 
current Bureau instructions on.page 45, Section 87D, of the 
Manual of Instructions concerning the Security Index criteria 
anS especially Item (C).

Furthermore, an intensive investigation o?c each of the 
above-mentioned individuals should-immediately be initiated 
with' th® objective of developing detailed and complete inforfmation 
re g ar di n g t he i r d ay - to- day ac t i v i t i s s e n d f ut ur ® plans for 
staging deraoiistrations and disruptive acts directed against 
the Government. Eecpruse* of their leadership and prominence in 
the "new left" movement*, as wall as the growing militancy of 
this move me n t, e a ch office nus t main t a i n h i gh - 1 -a ve 1 Infor m an t 
coverage on these individuals so that the Bureau is kept abreast 
of their day-Jip-'day activities as well as the organisations they 
are af fi1iat®d wi th, to dsvclop infomtion r agard1ng the1r 
sources of funds, foreign contacts, and future plans.t

In the event adequate live- informant coverage is not 
immediately available on these individuals, other ..types of 
coverage such as technical surveillances and .physical surveillance 
should be considered as a teraporary measure to establish th®



t

Airtel to SAC, Boston ■
RS: .INVESTIGATION OB THE NE-7 LEFT 

(KEY ACTIVIST)
100-44G9G7

Each recipient’office in which a Key Activist 
resides is instructed to submit a separate letter to the 
Bureau within 30 days from the date of this communication 
under, the caption of each individual outlining what steps 
have been made to insure adequate informant coverage of I 
these individuals.

Each recipient office is also instructed to \ 
remain alert for the addition of any individuals in their 
respective territories which would warrant intensified 
investigation and who fit the Key Activist category and ■ 
sulet their recommendations to the Bureau. In the future, 
when submitting communications concerning the individuals 
designated'as Key Activists, these words should be added 
after the character except on ccromunications such as reports 
and ’LBlis which will be disseminated outside of the Bureau. 
This will facilitate handling these cases at the Bureau. Reports 
should also be submitted to the Bureau every six months 
concerning these Key Activists. —'

This matteris being closely followed by the Bureau 
and you are expected to give the investigation of them 
individual continuous attention.

NOTE :

Item (C) on page 45 of Section STB of the Manual 
of Instructions states that consideration should be given to
placing those persons on the Security Index who have anarchistic 
or ^’evolutionary beliefs and are likely to seise upon the 
ppppi’tunity presented by a national emergency to endanger the 
public safety as shown by overt actions and statements within 
the past three years.



FBI LIAISON:

RE:

DEPARTMENT OF STATE

Washington, D.C. 20520

JAN 1 6 1968

FOR INFORMATION ONLY

BORN:
PLACE:

Thomas Emmett EAYDEN
December 11, 1939 
Detroit, Michigan

RESIDENCE:

BUREAU FILE NUMBER:

WASHINGTON FIELD OFFICE:

PASSPORT NUMBER:

631 Hunterdon
Newark, New Jersey

100-1138281

Unknown

H135>196£ issued December 28, 196? 
at Washington, D.C.(valid to 
January 31, 1968)
Note: Passport was validated for 
one round trip to Cuba during 
January 1968

ATTORNEY:

TRAVEL PLANS

PORT OF DEPARTURE:

DATE OF DEPARTURE:

MEANS OF TRANSPORTATION:

^PROPOSED LENGTH OF STAY:

■z COUNTRIES TO BE VISITED:

PURPOSE OF TRIP:
)»

by routing slip fr>:

Unknown

December 30, 196?

Air s

Two weeks

Cuba

not recqroeeJ
13 JAN 23 1968

Research and writing

PASSPORT OFFICE
PT/L - Robert D. Johnson
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FBI WASH DC

AM UR

FBI

FBI WASH DC

W ORLS

107>GENT 1-24-68 ROC

DIRECTOR

«, $. OEPARrttSXJ (Qf iUSK(?E
COilMWKfCAWS SECTION

JAN 2 41«
TSUHTYPE

FROM NEW ORLEANS (105-NEW)

THOMAS-HAYDEN, IS - NORTH VIETNAM

Mr. BeLoaeh___
Mr. Mofer__
Mr. Bishow.,^ 
Mr. Casper..., 
Mr. Callahan. 
Mr. Conrad 
Mr. Fe(t____
Mr. Gajo .____
Mr. Ko gen.

^Mr. Sullivan _ 
I Mr. Tavel.. _ 
S Mr. Trotter.... 
j Tale. Room. _ 
fl Miss Holir,es"._

'Gaacjy

EXAMINATION OF THE CONTENTS OF HAYDEN’S LUGGAGE BY

SPECIAL AGENTS OF THE FBI ON JAN. TWENTHTHREE INSTANT

REFLECTS SEVERAL LISTS OF AMERICAN PILOTS CAPTURED BY THE

NORTH VIETNAMESE. ONE SUCH LIST INCLUDES THE PILOT'S

FULL NAME, BIRTH PLACE, RANK, SERIAL NUMBER, TAKE-OFF f)

BASE, TYPE OF AIRCRAFT AND DATE THE PILOT WAS SHOT DOWN.

ALSO INCLUDED IN THE MATERIAL EXAMINED WAS A LETTERHEAD <

ENTITLED "LIBERATION" FIVE BEEKMAN STREET, NEW YOR^N^W . <
YORK, ONE ZERO ZERO THREE EIGHT. AMONG NAM^“ WEARING IN THE 

LETTERHEAD IS THOMAS HAYDEN, LISTED AS ONE OF THE ASSOCIATE —— — — 

EDITORS. ANOTHER LIST OF CAPTURED PILOTS APPEARING ON A 15 JAN 30 1968

"LIBERATION LETTERHEAD" HAD THE FOLLOWING NOTATION "LIST -----

OF AMERICAN PILOTS IN DETENTION CAMPS WITH WHOM WE HAVE

HAD SOME CONTACT." THIS LIST ALSO INCLUDES THE NAMES OF

WIVES AND PARENTS AND THEIR ADDRESSES IN THE U.S
P



PAGE TWO

■THE MATERIAL ALSO CONTAINED A TYPEWRITTEN LETTER

MARKED "SAMPLE” IN PENCIL, ADDRESSED TO MRS. POLLACK 

(THE NAME MELVIN POLLACK APPEARED ON ONE OF THE PILOT

LISTS) FROM TOM HAYDEN IN CARE OF THE LIBERATION ADDRESS.

THE LETTER ADVISES THAT A LETTER FROM MELVIN POLLACK

WAS ENCLOSED WHICH HAD BEEN GIVEN TO HAYDEN BY NORTH

VIETNAMESE OFFICIALS WHILE HAYDEN WAS IN HANOI IN

OCT., YEAR NOT INDICATED. HAYDEN STATES HE WAS INVOLVED

IN THE RELEASE OF THREE U. S. SERGEANTS HELD PRISONER

IN VIETNAM. HE ADVISES THAT ALTHOUGH HE DID NOT MEET

POLLACK, HE MET OTHER PILOTS AND HIS IMPRESSION WAS

THAT THEY WERE TREATED WELL. HE STATES HE WOULD LIKE TO

MEET MR. AND MRS. POLLACK AND DISCUSS THE MATTER. HE ALSO

INDICATES THAT RECENT INCREASED BOMBING OF HANOI AND

HAIPHONG HAS PROBABLY ENDED ANY CHANCE OF POSSIBLE RE

LEASE OF THE PILOTS. HE ENDS THIS LETTER WITH A HOPE

THAT AN EARLY END TO THE WAR WILL BRING MELVIN HOME TO THEM.

END PAGE TWO



PAGE THREE

LETTERS CONTAINED IN HAYDEN'S LUGGAGE SHOW HE

RECEIVED RESPONSES FROM PARENTS AND WIVES OF CAPTURED 

PILOTS EXPRESSING APPRECIATION FOR THE INFORMATION HE 

FURNISHED TO THEM AND SOME ALSO EXPRESSED A DESIRE TO 

MEET HIM. THIS INFORMATION WAS SOMETIMES IN THE FORM 

OF A LETTER FROM A CAPTURED PILOT.

THE MATERIAL ALSO CONTAINED A LETTER FROM HAYDEN

TO GOVERNOR HARRIMAN DATED DEC. FIFTEEN LAST WITH A RE- 
r 

TURN ADDRESS OF LIBERATION AS NOTED PREVIOUSLY. *HIS 

LETTER REFLECTS GOV. HARRIMAN INDICATED AN INTEREST IN 

HAYDEN’S SUSPENDED PASSPORT AND ASKED IF HE MIGHT RECEIVE 

PASSPORT VALIDATION FOR A TRIP TO CUBA IN JAN. AS HE WAS

A JOURNALIST AND WAS IN THE SAME CATEGORY AS DAVE DELLINGER 
AND OTHER LEFT WING JOURNALISTS. HE INDICATED PLANS^O 

ATTEND A CULTURAL CONFERENCE IN HAVANA WHERE HE PLANNED 

TO SPEAK WITH REPRESENTATIVES OF NORTH VIETNAM AND THE 

NATIONAL LIBERATION FRONT CNLF).

END PAGE THREE



PAGE FOUR

THE MATERIAL ALSO CONTAINED COPIES OF THE ORDER OF 

LIBERATION FOR THREE AMERICANS BY THE NLF DATED OCT.

THIRTYONE LAST AND WRITTEN IN FRENCH. A STATEMENT BY 

HAYDEN WAS ALSO INCLUDED IN THE MATERIAL IN SUPPORT OF 

THE NLF AND THE RELEASE OF THESE THREE PRISONERS.

ADMINISTRATIVE: WILL REFERENCE NEW ORLEANS TELETYPE 

JAN. TWENTYTHREE INSTANT.

LHM FOLLOWS.

AIRMAIL COPIES TO NEW YORK AND CHICAGO.

END

JMS

FBI WASH DC



DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM: 
FBI AUTaiLATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE 
CATE 07-0 b6

b7C

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

TITLE OF CASE

REPORTING OFFICE OFFICE OF ORIGIN DATE INVESTIGATIVE PERIOD

MEXICO CITY BUREAU 1/31/68 1/8 - 25/63
TYPED BY

THOMAS  ̂i-ILMil RUSSLLL JEAN GRAY, JR. 
CHARACTER OF CASE

imt

IS - CUBA

SYNOPSIS

Subject, a United States citizen, traveled to Cuba 
on 1/5/63. Subject is a Journalist who was sent to cover the 
Cultural Congress of Havana.

RUC

New York airtel and LHM dated 12/27/67 entitled 
"Cultural Congress, Havana, Cuba, 1/4-11/63; IS - Cuba."

ta

ADMINISTRATIVE

To date, monitoring of return travel from Cuba
ACCOMPLISHMENTS CLAIMED

AUTO. FINES

APPROVE

CON VEC.

SPEC! AL AGENT

10

< 1

reau
- Liaison Section) 

(4 - UFO) 
Mexico City

SAVINGS
ACQUIT

TALS

PENDING PROSECUTION 
O VER SIX MON THS

DO NOT WRITE IN SPACES BELOW

FEB 'S. 1968 b3

: 101 b7EDESTROYED.
SEP 7 1974

COPIES
9 25

NotationsDissemination Record of Attached Report
Agency /ZJlw
RxamAl ItLudf w) Jl'.A
Date Fwd. -<£S'
How Fwd. 7/1
By _____



limited classification review

Thia document was not 
reviewed in its entirety. 
Classification review was 
limited tot



b3
b7E

has failed to disclose the subject’s return. When such 
information is received, it will be promptly furnished to the 
Bureau and interested offices;

।

SOURCES । u» ।

Identity of Source

T-l is

T-2 is

T-3 is ____________

CLASSIFICATION

b7D

This LEM is classified — No ForeignDissemination in order to protect^ I whose
compromise could reveal investigative coverage ofa 
diplomatic establishment of a foreign power. Should his 
information in the future be downgraded, the LHM should be 
reclassified ^CDEFSSJENTlAL to protect other sources of 
continuing value whose compromise could affect the national 
defense, AcX :,T-

b7D

LEADS

WFO

AT WASHINGTON, D; C.

1) 'Will review subject's file at the United States 
Passport Office, passport number _-1341965, to determine if 
travel to Cuba was authorised.

2) If travel was not 
covering subject's residence to 
Section 105G, page four, Manual 

authorized, will direct office 
conduct investigation per 
of Instructions;

Two extra copies of this report are provided for 
that purpose.

COVER PAGE



In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

united states department of justice

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

WASHINGTON 25, D. C.

January 31, 1968

THOMAS HAYDEN
This document contains neither 
recommendations nor conclusions of 
the FBI. It Is the property of 
ths FBI and is loaned to your agency; 
ft and its contents are not to he 
distributed outside your agency.

_________________ |_______________________________________________________ ____________________________________ b7D 

[ advised the Cuban
Embassy in Mexico, D,F,, that TOM EAVD1SN would be among the 
journalists traveling to Cuba to cover the Cultural Congress y , 
of Havana scheduled for January 4 through 11, 1968, (X7 Ui

(T-l - 12/26/67)

The Cultural Congress of Havana had the 
publicly stated purpose ox obtaining 
unity of action in the ’’anti-imperialist" 
fight and in defense of the cultural 
nucleus of the countries of the "Third 
World" against "imperialist" intellectual 
exploitation.

The passenger manifest of Cuban Aviation 
Company flight 465 from Mexico, D.F,, to Havana, Cuba, 
on January 5, 1968, listed THOMAS HAYDBN as passenger 
number 27i He was shown to be the bearer of United States 
passport 1351965 with a Cuban Courtesy Visa, He was 
destined to the Hotel Nacional in Havana and carried no 
luggage.

(T-2 - 1/16/68)



■ 4

THOMAS HAYDISK

The file pertaining to the subject at the Mexican 
Department of Immigration was unavailable for revie# as it 
has been charged out personally to the Minister of Government . v 
(Interior). M

(T-3 - 1/12/68*

2*



In Reply, Please Refer to
File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

WASHINGTON 25, D. C.

January 31, 1963

THOMAS HAYDEN

This document contains neither 
recommendations nor conclusions o£ 
the FBI. It is the property of 
the FBI and is loaned to your agency; 
it and its contents are not to be 
distributed outside your agency.

Reference is made to a memorandum dated and 
captioned as above.

T—1, T-2, and T-3, referred to in referenced 
memorandum, have furnished reliable information in the 
past.

1#
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REPORTING OFFICE

MEXICO CITY
O FFICE OF ORIGIN

BUREAU
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1/31/63
INVESTIGATIVE PERIOD

1/8 - 25/63
TITLE OF CASE

THOMAS HAYDEN

REPORT MADE ©Y

RUSSELL JEAN GUAY, JR.
TYPED BY

imt
CHARACTER OF CASE

IS - CUBA

SYNOPSIS

Subject, a United States citizen, traveled to-Cuba 
on 1/5/68. Subject is a journalist who was sent to cover the 
Cultural Congress of Havana.

RUC
REgERETTCE

New York airtel and LHM dated 12/27/67 entitled 
’‘Cultural Congress, Havana, Cuba, 1/4-11/68; IS - Cuba.”

ADMINISTRATIVE

To date, monitoring of return travel from Cuba
ACCOMPLISHMENTS CLAIMED ACQUIT

TALS
CASE HAS BEEN!

PENDING OVER ONE YEAR | | V ES j-1No
PENDING PROSECUTION

OVER SIX MONTHS j I V ES PINO

CON VIC. AU TO. FUG, FIN ES SA VI NGS RECQVERI ES

SPECI AL AGENT
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1 - Mexico City b3 
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r ,FBI

Date; 12,2.0/65

Transmit the following in
"(Type in plain text opcode

Via AIRTEL

(Priority)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-123974)

FROM: SAC,NEW YORK (100-80532)

SUBJECT: HERBERT EUGENE APTHEKER

ISA 1950 
(00: NY)

XL

b3
b7E

to Bureau dated 10/18/65 entitled
SM-C”.

the Bureau and offices listed a/e copies 
of an LHM concerning APTHEKER, .. } b7D

ReNYteletype 
"THOMAS EMMETT HAYDEN;

Enclosed for

.Confidential source utilized in attached LHM/is

W] 
*

This LHM is classified ’‘CoSfidentJaiy since . ^authorized 
disclosure of information attributedto informant m^h- impair h 
his future effectiveness and such impairment could i 
adverse effect on the national-defense I rj

'Cjj- Bureau (~ni‘ -*1-----------b 6) (RM)'^ /i

(1 - liu ) (VIDEM)
! (7.2a) z/, 2 - Newark (Enclosures 2) (RM) (/* 7

(i _ 100-40690) (THOMAS EMMETT HAY
&'7 Mx/m 2 - New Haven (Enclosures -2.) (RM)

(1 - 100418293) (STAUGHTON LYND)
York (100-148904) (THOMAS HAYD
York (100-110521) (STAUGHTON L

New York (100-154786) (VIDEM) (43) 
lENCto^t. New York (100-80532)

1 - New
1 - New

eyed

^Xz'mgjn

ta^KEC'tr

HOW OT.7.

NOT &£C0fctJkZ3
_____ Sent~ MPer 
in Charge ££W 3 0'sfe

pi!

b3
b7E

b3
b7E



NY 100-80532

I__________________________ I furnished information to
SA VINCENT J. ASCHERL. APTHEKER, STAUGHTON LYND and THOMAS 
HAYDEN were observed departing John F. Kennedy International 
Airport, NYC, 12/19/65 by SA ASCHERL.

New Haven and Newark will submit LHMs on ' "
STAUGHTON LYND and THOMAS HAYDEN, respectively. For the 
information of these offices,| | passenger
Agent, Air India, advised SA ASCHERL on 12/19/65 that STAUGHTON 
LYND and THOMAS HAYDEN, in th& company of HERBERT APTHEKER, 
boarded Air India Flight 116, 12/19/65, which departed Kennedy 
International Airport, NYC, 9:00 PM, en route London, England. 
At London, England, all three individuals had connecting reserva
tions on British European Airlines Flight departing London, 
England, 11:00 AM, 12/20/65, for Prague, Czechoslovakia.

I I exhibited the 1-94 bn THOMAS E,■
HAYDEN which reflected his current address as 227 JeIliff 
Avenue, Newark, New Jersey, traveling on Passport Number 
F1027114, Photo in NYO file on THOMAS EMMETT HAYDEN, NY 100- ’ ■ 
148904, is identical with THOMAS E. HAYDEN observed in the 
company of LYND and APTHEKER departing Air India Flight 116, 
12/19/65.

STAUGHTON LYND was also identified from photo in 
NYO file 100-110531 on STAUGHTON CRAIG LYND, Professor at 
Yale University.

______  | advised that he checked passports 
of above three individuals to d etermine if they were in order 
and that all /three had the same itinerary to Prague, Czechoslovakia ■

It ’should be noted that APTHEKER, LYND and HAYDEN 
were originally scheduled to depart New York on Sabena Flight 
548 departing at 8:30 PM, 12/19/65. However, this flight 
cancelled at the last hour, and they immediately booked passage 
on Air India Flight 116 departing 9:00 PM, 12/19/65.

As a security precaution, it was not deemed advisable 
at the Air India Terminal to press their personnel for a review 
by Special Agents of all I-94s departing on this flight. 
However, it is anticipated these I-94s will be in the possession 
of INS, NYC, on 12/21/65. A review will be conducted at that 
time to determine if possible whether any other individuals 
of interest to the Bureau-departed for London on'this Air . 
India Flight. ...



NY 100-80532

It should be noted that no information has been received 
by the NYO as to the specific purpose of the trip to Hanoi 
on the part of the above three individuals. However, it is 
possible that said trip will be used for propaganda purposes 
against United States involvement in Viet Nam.



Informabion has been furnished to this Depnrtoent by 
;ythe Toder?! Bureau of Investi'iation reflecting that r'crbert 

Aptheker, □taughton Lynd and Yhomas Lia&att I5syden are 
tr?voting to North Viet l&cu

Ihe inform?ion,, contained in F3x memoranda dated 
t’ecember 9, 1965 and Tecember 14, 1965 reflects that the 
fibove individuals would depart from New York on Lecember 19, 
1965 , arrive in Prague on Leeember 20 and proceed from there x 
to Hanoi. :

Herbert Aptheker is the bearer of Passport do. h 581400 \ 
issued on July* 10, 1964. bteughton Lynd wee issued Pascport- < 

[on bee ember 8, 1965 at Los ton. llxoiaas On ;ett b6 
krydnn was issued >?nasport "do. I? 1027114 on December 16, 1265 ' b?c 
at :.er? York, 'done of these individuals have passports I,, i 
validated for travel in North Viet Utsa. . ,

In view of the presently available information these <* 
cases are referred to you for consideration of prosecution - 
under 8 iKA 1135 and IS U(O 1544. *

Ihi-s Vepartraent is presently in the process of checking’ @ 
with its posts in the Tax* Seat in on effort to obtain further 
information and evidence concamin^ the travel of these 4 ’
individuals, Vfe will keep you advised of all developments♦ •£

/ o _./// <7/7- <3 °Sincerely yours, <<< _____ ___  ft

<>■ ■ I -
7^ ‘ ' S
V U' Lf: c £?e
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U. S. Going Slow in Punitive Action Against Lynd
Fears Penalty Over Trip io 

Vietnam Might Hart the 
Efforts to Gain Peace

By JOHN W, FINNEY 
Sped to The Ken York T1 tnei 

WASHINGTON. Jan. 10—For 
fear of upsetting its current 
peace offensive, the Johnson 
Administration is deliberately 
refraining from any immediate 
punitive action against Staugh
ton Lynd for traveling to North 
Viqtnam.

In the opinion of State De
partment legal experts there is 
no question but that the Yale 
assistant professor and his two 
traveling companions violated 
United States laws and regula
tions' governing travel by 
American citizens in their un
authorized 10-day visit to 
Hanoi.

But both the State and Jus
tice’ Departments, apparently I 
acting I...’' ‘___ 7...
White House, have decided to 
!;o slow in taking any legal ac-__ __ ___  r__ .__  .

ion against Mr., Lynd and "his been interpreted by the execu- 
wo companions—Herbert Ap- ’tive branch and the courts to 
heker, who is generally consid-: " ' ----
red to be'thp leading.theore- f 

tlcian of the Communist party 
in the United states and who ’ 

■serves as director of the Amer- ] 
‘lean Institute for Marxist Stud- : 
,ies; and Thomas Hayden, a : 
founder 'of tire Students .furLa 
Democratic Society.
, The three arrived last night 
at Kennedy International Air
port on their return from a pri
vate fact-finding trip to explore 
Hanoi’s terms for a negotiated 
settlement of the Vietnam War.

Hanoi Reaction Weighed
Behind this Administration 

decision, according to officials, 
is a concern that any immediate 
punitive action could becloud 
the current peace offensive be
ing waged by the White House 
to bring North Vietnam to the 
rlcgo tinting table.

I Thus, the fear of Administra
tion officials is that Hanoi 
would seize upon any action

against the three, who ostensl- ■ 
bly were on a .peace - making 
mission to North Vietnam, as 
evidence of American lack of in
terest and hypocrisy in achiev
ing a peaceful settlement of the 
Vietnamese War. ■

This position helps explain, 
according to officials, why the 
Government has thus far made 
no move to recall the passports 
of the three and is postponing 
a decision on whether to bring 
criminal charges.

......------- , ....._____„l Under United States laws an
on. orders' from thefAmerican citizen is forbidden

to leave the United States with
out a valid passport. This has

mean that a person cannot leave 
the United States with the in
tention of going to a country to 
which travel has been pro
hibited by the State Depart
ment. Without an exemption, 
all American passports are 
stamped Invalid for travel to 
Albania, Communist China, 
North Vietnam, North Korea 
and Cuba.

Passport Recall Possible
The maximum criminal pen

alty for violation of the law is 
a 55,000 fine or five-year im
prisonment or both. The more 
common and immediate 'puni
tive step, however, is the Ad
ministrative action of revoking 

; the passport of anyone who vio- 
. iates the law.
. The State Department how- 
>hver. hag made no move thus'pw. AiljLWV Aiv 4UVVV V1*M» A

fftV to recall the ‘passports, al- Government 
.though such a step is not being trip as. an ‘
excluded for the future. The 
irocedure that has been fol-

lowed in the past is to send a 
letter withdrawing ,a passport.- 
The letter is delivered to the 
passport holder by immigration 
authorities upon his return to 
the United States,

The State Department did 
send out Instructions to Amer
ican consulates along Mr. Lynd’s 1 
likely re turn route ordering that 
his passport ba stamped valid 
only for return to. the United 
States. But this action was not 
carried out because, according 
to officials, the consulate rep- *
resentatives had no contact wit J 
Mr. Lynd on his return by way , 
of Moscow, and Paris. ' <

Neither the Administration : 
nor the legislative branch \ 
seemed in a hurry to obtain any ‘ 
information Mr, Lynd may have 
brought back on Hanoi’s peace 
terms. The State Department 

; said it had not been in contact 
. with the professor, and the Sen
ate Foreign Relations Commit
tee made no move to grant Mr. 
Lynd his requested hearing.

Lynd Back in Class
Special to The New York Tjmej

NEW HAVEN, Jan. 10 — Mr, 
Lynd said here today that the , 
"physical withdrawal of Ameri
can troops'* need not precede 
negotiations to end the war in 
Vietnam.

However, a "clear decision" 
by the United States to remove . 
its troops "would be a prereq
uisite," Mr. Lynd said at a news 
conference at which he report
ed on his talks with North 
Vietnamese officials.

Mr. Lynd met his first class 
this afternoon,

Asked how he regarded the 
“legality" of his trip, Mr. Lynd 
replied:

"I hope the United States , 
t will regard our 

...*.____ effort to exemplify
; the President’s offer 'to knock 
■ on any door.’ " *■ • 3

i

The Washington Post and 

Times Herald

The Washington Dally News 

The Evening Star 

New York 

. New York

Now York 

New York

New York Times 

Baltimore Sun -_

Worker .__________

Herald Tribune 

Journo I-American

Dally News 

Post___  —

The 

The 

The

The New Leader_________

The Wall Street Journal . 

The National Observer _

People's World

Date / 11 b 4
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GEM* BIG* HO. J? ™

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
TC* : The Director DATE;

FROM : hi. p_ Callahan

SUBJECT; The Congressional Record

teems® rislier, » Tcsas, tended
Ms remaps conceals® the u»autorto& trip to Hanoi by three toetoan 
eittoad, l$td, aad Thanias W&m,
mt tot it'has by to that the 4nstto is
wtofoy several to* tot isigM be aypUcato to tto unaui trip, 
w Wte& ■ Xoes ta*3 €0udaet ^oasUtete a vloiut to of car law 7 That is to 
wstto to ^sstto- Lops# tout is rto Uylt£ io It tor# M

<&l&m ol tolv goilt* ton it VW 3««ni tot they stoto 
prosecuted* - - - - Moreover, toir tovel la sMtoe«> of to to which 
ixqwtess tliem to ctor to trip t?ltb to btto Kepariment wxH was 

oa.so torn,w

^^///f/7'~

NOT Rf,cORDE©
199 JAN 18 1966

In the original of a memorandum captioned and dated as above, the Congressional 
Re d for /- / Q - 

d for the Direc 
ons of a copy

ar
was reviewed and pertinent items were 

attention. This form has been prepared in order that 
ile^original memorandum may be clipped, mounted, and placed 

e or subject matter files.



Domestic Intelligence Division

informative note

1-16-66

Attached relates to public 
meeting Sunday at -which Herbert 
Aptheker, St/aughton Lynd, and 
Thomas Hayden, who returned from 
’’Peace Mission” to North 
Vietnam related their activities 
in Hanoi, Internal Security 
Division of Department has been 
furnished complete details and 
is considering prosecutive action 
under several statutes. Informa
tion regarding meeting is being 
furnished Internal Security 
Division and Department of State,

DTS



limited classification review
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Airtel

<D M
V

5 Q

© 

© 

<D

To:

From;

SAC, Hew York

Director, FBI (100-123974)

© *

CD co

HERBERT EUGENE APTHEKER 
STAUGHTON CRAIG'LYND 
THOMAS EMMETT HAYDEN 
UNAUTHORIZED TRAVEL TO VIETNAM 
MISUSE OF PASSPORT / 
LOGAN ACT - CONSPIRACY /

} - Mr. Reddy

ReButel 2/4/66 and urtels 2/7/66

Department has requested that airline records and any 
other sources be checked in an effort to develop evidence to 

'^establish the complete itinerary of subjects from the time of 
their departure from the United States until their arrival in 
Hanoi, North Vietnam.

a 
LU

/s It is noted that in the report of Special Agent
Vincent J. Ascherl dated January 25, 1966, at New York, infor- 
nation is set out under the caption “Itinerary of Subjects’* to 
the effect that the subjects traveled to London, England, via Air 

VIndia, Flight 116, on 12/19/65 and to Prague, Czechoslovakia, 
x on British European Airlines, flight number unknown, which was 

scheduled to depart from London at 11 a.m., 12/20/65. There is 
no information from an admissible source regarding subjects* 
further itinerary. It is noted that upon return to the United 
States, the subjects admitted in a statement to the press that 
they traveled to Hanoi via London, Prague, Moscow. and Peking.,

S

o
While it is doubtful that evidence to establish the 

above complete itinerary can be developed, New York should 
assure that no possibility is overlooked in this regard. Suairtel
whether all possibilities have been exhausted in an effort to 
develop the information requested by the Department regarding >

To,son_____the complete itinerary of subjects.' ^£0'7? / ■'' /? -trJLZ jLZZ./ y~~
peLoach KfyrK* Department is considering possible prosecutive action

-against Aptheker, Lynd and Hayden as a result of th^r F£§c&it$66 
Conrad.—_—-unauthorized trip to North Vietnam!? Request >£or above information 

. .""received telephonically this morning f 
....Brandon Alvey 

Snlkvan................... J --
Ta; cl-------
Trotter — 
'A’ick —jZ- 
Tde. tf/em 
Holmes 
Gendy ------- MAIL ROOM

<4

^TELETYPE UNST
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Finally, it was requested that we be furnished copies 
of any documents or other material which may have been taken 
from the subjects by Customs Agents upon their return to the 
United States. In the event it is not practicable to copy a 
document because of its bulk, a description of such material 
will suffice.



Airtel

SACe, Bev York (100-80532) 
MImI 

WftShingtOB Field (10

STAUGHTOK LY2Q} 
7H0HA8 MAYDKK 
WmotlZJB TRAVEE TO VIRTJUM 
yiSUSB ar ORTTW STATES PASSPORT 
L0GA3 ACT - (WPIHACX

2/17/GG

1 - Mr. Reddy

By letter February 15, 1906, the Department 
requested advice ro to the availability for interview 
and teetinony of th* confidential inforesnte designated 
a* T-8, tut rod tu< in th* report of Special Agent Vincent J. 
Anchor! dated January 25, 1966, at Bew York, Be* York. b7D

It is noted that the symbols T-6 and 7-7 relate 
to panel sources I 7 I respectively,
 *»& tut t-s isi | I—

••"■. »ew York wuairtel availability of I
,-j 5°^ tnterviev by Dopartaaut attorneys and for possible
i £ testiwmy. The Bureau will handle the Question relative to 
4 | tU avaUabiUty o<| 

A Dopartaoat also requested advice aa to availability 
eonndeetial infaraants WF 7*1 and T-2 m Washington Field 

Y dated January flK. 1966.__ Then* relet* to pfiMl
source | ] respectively,

jj---------------- Yashlngton Field suairtol availability o j
I for interview by Deoartasmt attorneys and for 

bUbible testimony.

■3

>/. 1*5.
Cl

■;r»
!st

b7D

Tolson — 
CeLoach 
Wohl___
Wick .__-
Casper — 
Callahan 
Conrad ~ 
Felt___
Gale 
Rosen 
CulLvpn , 
Tavel 
Trotter ~ 
Tele* Room______
Holme,; - 
Gandy____________

\(8) .-r
MAIL ROOM TELETYPE UNIT

V*
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2/23/66

1 - Mr* Reddy 
Airtel

To; SAC, New York (100-80532)x _
REC 8 

From: Director, FBI

HERBERT EUGENE APTHEKER 
, STAUGHTON CRAIG LYND ;

THOMAS EMMETT HAYDEN 
' . UNAUTHORIZED TRAVEL TO VIETNAM

। MISUSE OF PASSPORT
LOGAN ACT - CONSPIRACY

Reurairtel 2/17/66.'

Th© members of the crew of the 12/19/65 Air India 
Flight Number 116 from New York to London who were in a position 
to and might have entered into a discussion with Aptheker, Lynd 
or Hayden while en route to London should be interviewed to 
determine whether any admissions were made by any of the three 
that their ultimate destination was North Vietnam.

If the manifest for this flight is available,
passengers who reside in the New York City area should be 
similarly interviewed. Pictures of Aptheker, Lynd and Hayden 
may be utilized in connection with any interviews conducted.
Subpit FD 302*s if any positive information developed.

cn
tn

Cf

Expedite recontact with ]___________ | to determine
feasibility of interviewing Saul Rosenbaum who was allegedly 
on the same flight with Aptheker, Lynd and Hayden from 
Prague to Moscow. Since Rosenbaum was apparently on a valid 
business trip to the Soviet Union, this information would be

b7D

C2 • jjr W w-** v v V V ■“ Wr ——WW- ”J — nr — w^.-, - - --------r----------- — ■ . —------

known to the Department of State and possibly other govern- 
_jment agencies and an approach to Rosenbaum could possibly be 

made on the basis that he was known to have traveled to the
Soviet Union at approximately the same time as Aptheker, Lynd 
and Hayden and that he was being contacted to determine the 

ToJson possibility that he might have encountered them in Moscow. 
DeLoach It does not appear that such an approach would Jeopardize 
Mohr____________
S* =------- BB«:jas 6)

BEE NOTE PAGE TWO

/, ,■ 

uJ-

GQ
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Airtel to New York 
RE: HERBERT EUGENE APTHEKER 

STAUGHTON CRAIG LYND 
THOMAS EMMETT HAYDEN

______ ______  however, your recommendation regarding interviewing 
Rosenbamt should be submitted to the Bureau following contact 
with

NOTE:

In connection with possible prosecution of Aptheker, 
Lynd and Hayden for unauthorized travel to North Vietnam, we are 
attempting to develop evidence that at the time they departed 
from the United States, they had the specific intent to travel to 
North Vietnam. Information from Air India confirms travel 
as far as Prague but no further. State Department is conducting 
inquiry at London, Prague and Moscow for any pertinent information.

Information that Saul Rosenbaum of New York City was 
on the flight with Aptheker, Lynd and Hayden from Prague to 
Moscow was obtained by informant! I Saul Rosenbaum, b7D
Although Rosenbaum is not the subject of a security investi
gation, the president of the company by which he is employed is 
the subject of a security investigation in New York. This 
company doeaa substantial business with the Soviet Union in 
textiles.

- 2



FD-36 (Flev.' 5-22-64)

F B I

Date: 2/17/66

Transmit the following in_________________________________________
(Type in plaintext or code)

AIRTEL
(Priority)

I 
I 
I 
I
1 
!
i
1 
1
I 
1
I

1 
I 
i

d 
I 
L

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-123974)

FROM : SAC, NEW YORK (100-80532)

SUBJECT: HERBERT EUGENET'aPTHEKER 
STAUGHTON CRAIG LYND 
THOMAS EMMETT HAYDEN 
UNAUTHORIZED TRAVEL TO VIETNAM 
MISUSE OF PASSPORT 
LOGAN ACT - CONSPIRACY

ReBuairtel, 2/9/66.

............ ................................ Passenger Agent, Air India, 
John F. Kennedy International Airport, Queens, NY, was 
recontacted by SA VINCENT J. ASCHERL 2/15/66. He had 
originally advised that subjects departed New York on 
Air India Flight 116 on 12/19/65# for London, England. 
He furnished additional information that their connecting 
flight in London on British European Airlines was flight 
number 918, departing London 12/20/65, and arriving Prague, 
Czechoslovakia, same date.

could furnish no further 
information concerning subjects * itinerary. It is noted
that he has declined to testify in this case

Review of HERBERT APTHEKER file NYO, reflects 
information received frond L on 12/28/65. to the 
effect that.

/

_______________ pywas on tne same plane with apthekek 
apparently on the flight'from Prague to Moscow. This

3-Bureau (100-123<
cy

__ .3-NV (700-80532) (42)
VJAzrmv I ? '

(6)
Approved: ___________v /*' f " _____________ Sent

Special Agent in Charge ■ - /

/

,* /v A rwftw u.'i .11 j tn'nn-T

(343) 8 FEB 13 1966

M



NY 100-80532

Jcheuer and Company are textile brokers and are 
doin^ a substantial business with the Soviets in textiles. 
_______________________ ____________  of the nompany and is subject of 

I Informal ion concerning ]__^______________
and his company has been furnished the Bureau (refer Bux'ile 

~|. SAUL ROSENBAUM is not subject of security 
investigation NYO.

b3
b7E

_____ ______ I is being recontacted for any possible 
additional information bearing upon ROSENBAUM'S travel with 
APTHEKER. Direct contact with ROSEiLBAlIM_hi_NYO in this 
matter might Jeopardize security of] Results of
recontact with will be furnished promptly to
Bureau and further consideration will be given by NYO to 
an interview witn ROSENBAUM, as soon as recontact with 

 can be arranged.

b7D

-2-



^CLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM: 
FBI AUTQUATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE 
'ATE 10-18

Mr. J, Valter Yeagley 
Assistant Attorney General

«
March 1, 1068

b7C

Director, FBI

5TAUGHT0H LYSD
THOM’S HAYDEN
UNAUTHORIZED TRAVEL TO VISTMAM
MISUSE CF UNITED STATES FASSPCKT 
LOGAN acr - CONSPIRACY

1 - Mr. Reddy

Reference is aide to your letter dated February 15, 
1056, requesting advice as to the availability for test!* 
iroy at a possible future trial of the captioned subjects 
of certain sources listed la the report of Special Agent 
Vincent J. Aschcrl dated January 25, 1566, at »ew York, 
!Iaw York, and in the ssoeorandust dated January Ph, 1966, 
at hashington, D. C«

“1

The source designated as T-Gin the rc-nort of 
Special Agent Aschgrl has advised that

I he 13 apprehensive as to the effect 
testifying would have on his health. Accordingly, he 
dues not desire to testify.

The source designated as T-8 in Special Agent 
Ascherl’s report is currently furnishing security 

. inforsation of extreme value and is not available for
interview or testissun

Tclso^. __^ldD-T23g7^ 
De Loach 
Mohr 
Wick . 
Casper 
CoiUhan -X- 
Canrad___
Feit______
Gale - . _ 
Rosei}____
Sullivan__
Tavei____
Trotter___
Tele. Room 
Holmes__ l.
Gandy 5,—l

SEE NOTE PAGE TWO

/ '’

: - New York (100-80532)
S *• Washington Field (100-44569) 
^BRjjks (8)

* J ‘

;/C- j'-MAIL ROOM 1 I' TELETYPE UNIT



Mr. J. Walter Teasley

Tor your further inforaatioa, it ha* been 
deiorwiaed that an additioaal source of thia Bureau** 
Maw fork Office was preseat at the January 16, 1966, 
Meeting at Manhattan Caster, Maw fork City, at which 
Aptheker, Lynd and Mayden spoke of their travel to 
Morth Vistaaw. thia source 1* being contacted to deteraiae 
hie availability for interview end possible teetisony. 
Tou will be advised la thia regard in the imediata future.

The source designated as WT T-l in thasasorattduM 
dated January 25, 1966, at Waahiaaton. a. C.> lol I 

_______ available far interview and for toatiaoay if 
necesaary. '

The source designated a* MF T-2 in this Mesorasdus 
originally signified her availability for interview and 
testimony but later reconeidersd her position and expressed 
an unwillingness to be interviewed by IXparteeat attorney* 
or to testify.

Tor the Bapertaent’s additional inforaatiou, both 
sections of Mtaughton Lynd** January 24, 1966, speech at . 
the Washington Milton Hotel, Washington, $♦ C., were 
recorded by Jases McGovern, the hotel’s security officer, 
and copies of the tapes were wade available to this 
Bureau’s Washington Wield Office* It is not known 
uhathar McGovern had peraieaion to record the speeches 
fros either Lynd or the organisation which sponsored 
Lynd** appearauea. it ha* been deterained, however, 
that the recording* were Made in a wm adjoining the 
speaker** platters and were taped through the hotel** 
loud-speaker system. The copies of the recordings 
prepared by McGovern are available for review by Popart- < 
sent ettorwlys*

NOTE: Classified ’’CgntideEctXaL'' as it relates to
possible prosecutive plans involving current informants 
the disclosure of whom would adversely affect the 
national defense.



^CLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM:
|FBI AUTQilATIC declassification guide 
DATE 07-07-2021 BY: I I soio-io.

OEM. KO. 27
''UNITED STATES GOMflNMENT

Memorandum
TO : Mr. W. C. Sullivan

Tojson _ 
DeLoach 
Mahr___
Wick___
Casper — 
Callahan 
Conrad _
Fell___
Gale__

b6
b7C

DATE: 2/18/66

FROM ; F. J* Baumgardne

SUBJECT: HERBERT EUGENE APTHEKER 
STAUGHTON CRAIG LYND 
THOMAS EUGENE HAYDEN 
UNAUTHORIZED TRAVEL TO VIETNAM 
MISUSE OF UNITED STATES PASSPORT

I LOGAN ACT - CONSPIRACY

1 -
1 -
1 -
1 -
1 -

Mr, DeLoach 
Mr, Sullivan 
Mr, Baumgardner 
Mr, Rozamus 
Mr. Reddy

S&flivcn
Tavel
Trotter -
Tele* Room---------
Holmes---------------
Gandy-------------L_

By letter 2/15/66, the Department inquired regarding the 
availability of certain sources for testimony in the possible future 
trial of Aptheker, Lynd and Hayden for their recent unauthorized 
travel to Vietnam

Three of the-ffve^sQur_ces listed by the Department 
sources and another"is a potential security informant. 
no difficulty with reference to these four sources testifying

iare panel
Should be uaxx±uui uy wx lu i cxci cucc lv lucsc xuur suuxueo Leo uxxy xug ... 
since they were directed by the New York and Washington Field Offices H 
to cover certain activities for the specific purpose of testifying 
if this case should come to trial, '

b7D O

There

The ..f±f±h^ource listed by the Department is 
one of our ton-ranking informants. Thisinformant 

and has recently been instructeiCT
i'l

Qm
'addition, the informantfs

In

The information furnished by this informant in which the 
Department is interested relates to the January 17, 1966, session of 
a National Committee meeting of the Communist Party, USA, during which 
Aptheker spoke regarding his trip to North Vietnam and regarding his 
meeting with members of the Central Committee Communist /Party. . * ।

o' REC- 67
5 MAS 2 1966"

CONTINUED - OVER’--- - “-------

Exetapt from GjIS: 
Date h&eSIassificalioa Indefml

R

£

u

-



Memorandum to Mr, Sullivan 
RE: HERBERT EUGENE APTHEKER 

STAUGHTON CRAIG LYND 
THOMAS EUGENE HAYDEN

OBSERVATIONS:

Since it appears that the testimony of___________ |
would be purely cumulative since Aptheker has made statements similar 

| to that he made at the National Committee meeting at other meetings
which were open to the public and regarding which testimony is avail
able from other sources and further in view of the key Party assign
ments to be handled in the near future by both the informant |

| it-is felt that the Deoartinent_jsho_ul<L_be—advised—that—this
I xnXorman.t—is_noX_jixaliable.,for interview or testimony in connection
{ with any future prosecutive action against Aptheker, Lynd and Hayden,

RECOMMENDATION:

b7D

If you approve, the Department will, at the time we furnish
information regarding the availability of other sources, be advised that| I is currently furnishing security information of
extreme value and is not available for interview or testimony.

b7D

60
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FD-36 (.Rev* J2-13-56) a t• • 1

I
FBI |

I
Date: 2/21/66 I

I
Transmit the following in______________________________ _________________________________ i

f (Type in plain text or code) I

Vin KXWSEL_______________________ ;_______________________ j
(Priority or Method of Mailing) <

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-123974)

FROM: SAC, WFO (100-45394)(P)

SUBJECT: HERBERT APTHEKER
STAUGHTON LYND
THOMAS HAYDEN
UNAUTHORIZED TRAVEL TO VIETNAM 
MISUSE OF UNITED STATES PASSPORT
LOGAN ACT - CONSPIRACY ,

3

ReWFOairtel to Bureau, 2/18/66

PSI | 1 mentioned in referenced
airtel as being available for interview and testimony, 
advised on 2/19/66, that after discussing her possible 
testimony with her husband 
a desire that she not 
matter,

her husband had expressed 
testify in the above captioned

ib6
b7C

&
&

For info of 
of tapes of 
LYND on the

the Bureau, WFO is in possession 
each session of talks given by 
evening of 1/24/66, The original

of copies 
STAUGHTON 
tapes were made available by the Security Officer of the 
Washington Hilton Hotel, 
these tapes available to

P
KiS

The Bureau may wish to make 
the Department for review.

@ — Bureau
1 - WFO

Special Agent in Change

GTT:sch 
(4)

ArlRTfiL

M Per



(Rev, 5-22-64) 

X

F B 1

Date: 3/2/66

Transmit the following in
(Type in plaintext or code)

Via AIRTEL
(Priority)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-123974)

FROM: SAC, NW YORK (100-80532)

SUBJECT: HERBERT EUGENE APTHEKER;
STAUGHTON CRAIG LYND;
THOMAS EMMETT HAYDEN;
UNAUTHORIZED TRAVEL TO VIET NAM
MISUSE OF PASSPORT
LOGAN ACT - CONSPIRACY

ReNYairtel to Bureau, 3/1/66.

In addition to the individuals from the Nev? 
York City.area listed in referenced airtel who took 
the' same Air India Flight from New York, on 12/19/65 
as did the subjects, it is pointed, out that JULIAN 
R. COLES, United States Passport Number | was
also on this flight.

___________JULIAN Rh/TOLES gavi 
_______________________________________ | Inquiry at this 

__address of Mrs. WILSON JOHNSON determined that JULIAN
/^jCOLES does^reside there.

The JOHNSONs are friends of the COLES family 
and JULIAN COLES I I

h addreasxof

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

reside in Belgium m
making this trip to visit them. x Z*.■

3. - Bureau (RM)
2 - Baltimore (RM) (encs. 3) REC- 29
1 - Nev? York

VJA:gfb 
(7)

U3

___________ t_ _______________ Sent
Special Age*nt in Charge

M Per



NY 100-80532

For the information of the Baltimore Office, 
above subjects departed New York, on Air India Flight 
116, 12/19/65, bounded for London, England. Their 
ultimate destination was Hanoi, North Vietnam.

Department attorneys wish to determine whether 
subjects made any admissions while en route to London, 
that their ultimate destination was Hanoi. Accordingly 
certain of the passengers aboard this flight will be 
interviewed.

It is believed that JULIAN R. COLES was in 
close proximity to the subjects, since he was bounded 
for Brussels, Belgium, and may have had a previous 
reservation on Sabena Flight 548, which was scheduled 
to depart from John F. Kennedy International Airport 
at 8:30 p.m., on the same date.

This flight was canceled at the last moment. 
It will be noted that APTHEKER, LYND and HAYDEN had 
earlier reservations on Sabena Flight 548, and at the 
last moment they booked passage on Air India Flight 
116, when the Sabena flight was canceled.

If an interview with JULIAN R. COLES is - 
desired, the Bureau is requested to so instruct the\ 
Baltimore Office. \

Enclosed for Baltimore is one photograph a? | 
each of the subjects,- which should be displayed to J 
COLES in the event the Bureau instructs that he be / 
interviewed. X



EC LASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM: 
HI AUTQi’ATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE

f'b 1

Date: 3/3/66
Transmit the following in____ _____________________________________

(Type in plaintext or code)

Via______AIRTEL_____________________ REGISTERED
(Priority)

TO: Director, FBI (100-123974)

FROM: SAC, Detroit (100-16293)

HERBERT^APTHEKER;
STAUGHTON LYND;
THOMAS HAYDEN
UNAUTHORIZED TRAVEL TO VIETNAM
MISUSE OF UNITED STATES PASSPORT 
LOGAN ACT - CONSPIRACY

, J Re Bureau airtel to Detroit, 2/28/66.

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are ten copies of an LHM 
relating to captioned matter.

The source utilized in enclosed LHM is ______
I, whose identity is being protected at his 

request. He attended the described meeting at Ann Arbor, 
Mich., and on 2/11/66, made available to the Detroit Office 
a tape recording made by him on the evening of 2/10/66 when 
APTHEKER spoke. This tape recording is in the process of 
being transcribed at Detroit and upon completion of same, 
copies will be designated the Bureau and appropriate offices.

'<■ The information contained in enclosed LHM was obtained by an 
audio review of the tape recording. This information is 
being attributed to [ ~|as the original source as
he is the individual who made the tape recording aailable.

The LHM is classified cd’Ji±ideut.i'ai to protect the identity of 
the source utilized in enclosed LHM in view of the fact that 
he has A? potential of future value to the Detroit Office. /

(1 - 100-29519 PUBLIC APPEARANCES OF CP LEADERS)
MHS/rms
(5)

- ------------------------------------- & C. WrX-

^Aggi^d^AR 161866________
Special Agent in Charge



FBI AUTQi LS.TI C DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE
■CATE 07-2

SEC LASSIFICATION AUTSDRITV DERIVED FROM:

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

■» Reply', Please Refer to 
'He No.

0 N
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT GF JUSTICE

b6
b7C

Detroit, Michigan 
March 3, 1966

Re: Herbert Aptheker

A source, who has furnished reliable information in the 
past, on February 11, 1966, advised that on the evening of 
February 10, 1966, Herbert Aptheker spoke at Rackham Auditorium, 
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan. Aptheker, in his 
speech, commented on his recent trip to North Vietnam.

He- opened his speech by quoting remarks attributed to 
President Abraham Lincoln made when he was a newly-elected 
Congressman from the State of Illinois, during which time a 
war was going on with Mexico. At that time, Lincoln was 
critical of the actions of President' Polk and accused him of 
deceiving the public about the circumstances of that war.

Aptheker stated that everywhere in North Vietnam, 
there are air raid shelters and the attitude of the people of 
North Vietnam is one of calm determination. He stated that the 
North Vietnamese love their children and their independance. 
They pride themselves, in their villages, their farms and their 
labors,

He stated that due to the bombing of certain areas in 
North Vietnam by United States planes, travel in these areas is 
only at night.

He stated that he had a conversation with a Roman 
Catholic priest in North Vietnam who asked what the North 
Vietnamese had done to America and why were the Americans 
bombing the North Vietnamese. He stated that this bombing is 
cruel and inhuman.

Aptheker stated that he had visited the (German) 
concentration camps 21 years ago while in the United States 
field artillery. There he saw the ovens used for cremation. 
He stated that now the crematoria are being made in the United 
States, are portable, and are napalm and phosphorus bombs which 
are dropped on the North Vietnamese.



Re: Herbert Aptheker

Aptheker indicated that the interest of the United 
Stated in North Vietnam actually lies in its natural 
resources such as tin, tungsten, etc., which we desire to 
keep available for our use’.

Aptheker commented on the Geneva Agreement of 
1954, comparing it to the Treaty of Paris of^1783. He stated 
both treaties were entered into after prolonged negotiations by 
defeated colonial powers. In the earlier case, the defeated 
colonial power was Great Britainand in the latter case, Prance 
was'the defeated colonial power. In the former case, the 
colonial people who received their independence were' the American 
people and in the latter case, the'colonial people who received 
.their independence were the Vietnamese.. .

The Geneva Agreement of 1954 was a generous one 
offered by the victorious Vietnamese .people to.the defeated 
French colonialists. .Thus the Geneva Agreement of 1954 represented 
concessions to the French apd.created a temporary non-politieal 
division of Vietnam into North Vietnam and South Vietnam. This 
agreement required the withdrawal' of all foreign troops from 
Vietnam and prohibited- the introduction, of foreign troops into 
Vietnam by anybody for any reason whatsoever and set down 
procedures for re-unification of Vietnam. Aptheker cited several 
quotations which indicated that the Un ted States should withdraw 
its troops from Vietnam, recognize Vietnamese independence and 
allow for unification of North and South. Vietnam,

I

Aptheker stated that he has reason... to know that the 
Vietnamese take very seriously the agreements reached 'at’ the 
1957 and 1960 conferences of the workers and Communist Parties 
of the world. There it was agreed that a prime t&sk was to 
exert every effort to further the cause of national Liberation, 
and to prevent world war.. Both were viewed as two sides of the 
same anti-colonial effort'. The present struggle against the 
United States Government’s policy of aggression in Vietnam is 
held to be exactly tij.at kind of ^..struggle. This war. in 
Vietnam, then, is an attempt at achievement of national 
liberation'and prevention of world war by.the.North Vietnamese.

,.. Aptheker advised that the Vietnamese emphasize the 
distinction between the American people and the current policy 
of the United States. They value most highly the impressive 
efforts for peace being waged by a segment of the American 

- 2 -



Be: Herbert Aptheker

people and do not seek the defeat of the United States. They 
are not waging war against the United States and do not seek 
the destruction or capture of American cities. Instead, they 
are seeking to defeat the American aggression upon their soil. 
They seek to defeat the American Government’s aggressive foreign 
policy as expressed in the bombing and burning of their country, 
and that is all they seek.

Aptheker called for a reversal of the present foreign 
policy of the United States, saying that such a reversal would 
be in the best interests of the people of Vietnam, of the United 
States and of the entire world. He called for a withdrawal of 
United States troops from Vietnam; the cessation of bombing of 
North Vietnam; a reconvening of the Geneva Conference participants; 
and a general secret election in Vietnam supervised by the 
Geneva International Commission.

This document contains neither recommendations nor 
conclusions of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. It is the 
property of the Federal Bureau of Investigation and is loaned 
to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed 
outside your agency.

™ 3 -



Mr. J. Walter Yeagley March 10, 1966
Assistant Attorney /7-~
Director, FBI f 0 - / X~r~^ ~~

RfiC* 13 1 - Mr- Reddy
HERBERT EUGENE APTHEKER
STAUGHTON CRAIG LYND t
THOMAS EMMETT HAYDEN '
UNAUTHORIZED TRAVEL TO VIETNAM ?
MISUSE OF PASSPORT
LOGAN ACT - CONSPIRACY / -

Reference is made to your letter dated February 24, x\ 
1966, referring to the fact that the captioned individuals 
had apparently been interviewed in Hanoi, North Vietnam, by 
a correspondent of ’’The New York Tines" and requesting 
advice as to the name of this correspondent and as to his 
availability and willingness to testify in the event proseeu- \, 
tive action is initiated in this case.

It has been determined that the interview referred 
to in your letter was conducted telephonically from Moscow, 
USSR, by the Associated Press Correspondent in that city. 
There is attached a copy of an article datelined December 31, 
at Moscow, entitled ”U. S. Leftist, in Hanoi, Says Lull In 
Raids Produces No Reaction." This article which appeared 
in the January 1, 1966, issue of "The New York Times," clearly 
points out the details of this telephonic interview. f,-;

h
i em

u uco

In view of the above facts and since the information 
obtained by the Associated Press correspondent was based on a 
telephonic interview as described, no attempt will be made to 
have this correspondent interviewed by the Department of State
in Moscow in

Enclosure

the absence of a specific request

"Deleted Copy
"by Letter //' /-•' V - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Per FOIA Bequest J ./ ' s

from you.

EBR:jas (4). !

Tolson ______
D p! qcffr* _ _ *
Moh r 1" -R
Wick ----rfp-1
Casp^r •
Collahai________
Conrad >—. ■■
FVit —1-------
Gale______
Ros on______ *
Sullivan_________
Tavel______
Trotter ' . / j
Tele. Ro Art— 
Holmes
Gandy

k’ASLEO 3

COMM-cW



3/15/66

1 - Mr, Reddy
/\ Airtel

To: SAC, New York

From: Director, FBI

HERBERT APTHEKER
STAUGHTON LYND
THOMAS HAYDEN
UNAUTHORIZED TRAVEL TO VIETNAM
MISUSE OF UNITED STATES PASSPORT 
LOGAN ACT

Attached iff a copycf a letter from the Department 
dated March 4, 1966, suggesting the feasibility of inter
viewing John McDermott, Associate Editor of "Viet Report," 
in an effort to establish the intent of Stwughton Lynd 
to travel to North Vietnam; __

Suairtel your observations and recomendations 
as to whether an interview should be conducted with 
McDermott.

Enclosure
NOTE:

O

; cu
o07

Newspaper accounts of the recent unauthorized 
travel to North Vietnam by Herbert Aptheker, Staughton \\ 
Lynd and Thomas Hayden indicate that Lynd allegedly under- 1 
took this travel as a reporter for the magazine "Viet 
Report" which is published in New York City and which is 
critical of United States policy in Vietnam. Although 
McDermott, who is Associate Editor of this magazine has 

, openly discussed with the press Lynd’s travel to North
J ' Vietnam and his association with "Viet Report," it is

IX. ~~felt, because of the nature of the magazine, that New Yorkes 
Mohr----------------- observations and recommendations regarding an interview 1
Casper — ‘ , -witj£)McDermott should be obtained.
Conrad —>4—,L p i,- _ , > . v
FOit EBR: j as (4)
Gale ... . 
Rcscr _ 
Sul ’ ivan 
T ave] _ 
Trotter / 
Tele. F£ 
HoiraesX 
Gandy — MAIL ROOM ’ TELETYPE UNIT
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(Staughton Lynd, assistant professor of his
tory at Yale University, traveled to Hanoi 
in December 1965 on a fact finding mission 
attempting to clarify the peace terms of the 
North Vietnam government and the southern 
National Liberation Front. He traveled -with 
Thomas Hayden, a founder of Students for a 
Democratic Society, and Herbert Aptheker, 
a leading Communist theoretician. Staughton 
Lynd, a "radical pacifist" has been in the 

forefront of many activities undertaken bj> 
sections of the peace movement and was also 
active in the civil rights movement, developing 
the program for the first Freedom Schools in 
Mississippi.
Washington area Women Strike for Peace in
vited Mr. Lynd to speak about his trip and 
the following speech was given to 1,000 peo
ple at the Washington Hilton Hotel on January 
24th.)

1

During the last month, millions of people in 
this country and around the world have dared to 
hope that peace might be possible.

"U.S. PEACE-OFFENSIVE ' *

Now the President, the Secretary of State and 
other Administration spokesmen tell us: For a 
month we have made every possible effort on behalf 
of peace. We have offered to knock on any door, to 
go to any place, to talk with any group about peace 
in Vietnam. We have offered unconditional discus
sions. We have clarified our war aims. But from 
the other side no response has been forthcoming. 
Reluctantly, therefore, we must prepare to fulfill 
our commitments and to continue to resist aggres
sion, with whatever manpower the_task requires.

This, roughly, is the American government's 
assessment of the purpose and result of its cele
brated peace offensive.

OPPOSITE ASSESSMENT

I disagree fundamentally with this assess
ment. Conversations with spokesmen of the North 
Vietnamese government and the National Liberation 

Front in Prague, Moscow, Peking and Hanoi sug
gest the following evaluation:

1. Despite the bombing pause, the United 
States government has continued to escalate the 
war. Thus it has authorized "hot pursuit" into Cam
bodia, admitted the bombing of Laos from bases in 
Thailand, admitted the use of toxic chemicals, and 
landed in South Vietnam since December 20th new 
troops approximately equal in number to the total 
number of North Vietnamese troops allegedly there. 
The message signalled by our military actions has 
been a confused message, and it would be tragically 
unfair and premature to draw conclusions from the 
DRV and NLF response thus far.

2. Neither by word nor deed has the United 
States government indicated a readiness to knock 
on the door of those with whom we are fighting: the 
National Liberation Front. This confirms the other 
side in its suspicion that the United States govern
ment still insists on controlling the political des
tiny of South Vietnam. When Administration rheto
ric refers to knocking on any door , Speaking with 
any group, but Administration action declines di
rect contact with its immediate antagonist, how ran 



it expect its peace offensive to be regarded as sin
cere?

3. Accordingly, I believe that the Vietnamese 
people, the American peace movement and world 
public opinion, are justified in saying to the United 
States government that if the ‘’peace offensive" 
stops now it will rightly be regarded as a public re
lations maneuver; and that if the Administration 
wishes the world to believe that it has exhausted 
the possibilities of peace, it must:

a. Continue the bombing pause indefinite
ly, to give the DRV and NLF time to digest the 
United States initiative.

b. Clarify this initiative by military de- 
esculation in South Vietnam as well as North Viet
nam.

c. Unequivocally declare its readiness to 
talk directly with the National .Liberation Front 
about the concrete political circumstances under 
which the United ptates would withdraw its troops 
£rom Vietnam.

This formulation of those indispensable further 
actions which a thoroughgoing peace initiative re
quires is strikingly similar to that presented yester
day by Martin Luther King and hundreds of other 
clergymen from all over the world in their moving 
appeal. Let me say a word more about the meaning 
of direct contact.

DIRECT CONTACT

Mr. Moyers and a variety of auxiliary sources 
have apparently agreed that on December 29th an 
official passed a note to an official of the govern
ment of North Vietnam. If it is true, it is welcome 
news. But it seems to me at least that the trans
mission of one letter hardly fulfills the December 
20th promise to pursue peace relentlessly, not just 
to be available for it but to find ways and means of 
bringing the enemy to the conference table. Nor 
does it mitigate in any way the failure to make con
tact with the NLF.

TALKING TO THE OTHER SIDE

Our trip illustrated the possibility of talking 
-- not just passing notes, but talking — with the 
other side. If President Johnson wished to knock 
on the NLF door, he could do so by simply picking 
up the telephone. I know this because I did it my
self last Friday morning. Wishing to inquire be
fore tonight as to the Front's most recent statement 
of its position, I placed a call after breakfast to the 
NLF office in Prague. Within an hour and a quar
ter I was speaking to a Front representative who, 
incidentally, was fluent in English.

I am not so simple-minded as to suppose 
that wars can be ended by after-breakfast telephone 
calls. But somehow, someway there must be a 
beginning in dialogue with our antagonist. Words 
on paper and the good offices of third parties just 
cannot take the place of direct conversation. 
Therefore, in all seriousness I ask whether Presi
dent Johnson has the right to order a resumption of 
bombing, the doubling of American troops, and 
the general escalation of the terrible mutual slaugh

ter in Vietnam, until he has picked up the phone.

I might add that the representative of the 
Front to whom I spoke, while making it quite clear 
that his words were not definitive, said that so far 
as he knew there had been no American effort to 
make direct contact with the NLF.

WORLD OPINION

World public opinion supports the demand- 
that the United States government talk directly with 
the Front. An open letter of European intellectuals 
took this position before our group left the United 
States December 19th. Last Thursday, January 20, 
the Secretary General of the United Nations expres
sed the same thought. On January 22nd the New 
York Times reported Secretary Rusk's belief that 
world response to the United States' peace offensive 
had been "overwhelmingly favorable"; and yet a 
story on the next page of the same paper for the 
same day stated that in Japan, the Asian nation 
most sympathetic to the United States, "most Japa
nese S'eerr. to feel that Washington is unrealistic 
in trying to exclude the National Liberation Front 
from attending the peace negotiations as a full par
ticipant. "

The fourteen points enunciated by President 
Johnson just after Christmas revealed a hopeful 
flexibility about many aspects of a peace settlement, 
particularly in endorsing the eventual reunification 
of North and South Vietnam. But on this question 
of dealing directly with the NLF the Administra
tion showed no flexibility at all. It still clings to 
the notion that the Front can make its voice heard 
as part of a North Vietnamese delegation, as if to 
forget the insistence of John Jay, John Adams and 
Benjamin Franklin in 1782 that England make peace 
with them not with their French ally.

"AGGRESSION FROM THE NORTH"

The Administration's refusal to recognize 
the NLF stems from its theory that what we face 
in Vietnam is "aggression from the North." But 
that theory commands les s and les s support from 
responsible observers, even in the United States. 
Arthur Schlesinger, Jr., one of the Administra
tion's two principal defenders at the National 
Teach-In here last May, stated in New York ten 
days ago that the war in South Vietnam began as a 
spontaneous uprising against the Diem regime.

Columnist Richard Starnes, one of the 
harshest critics of peace activity here in Wash
ington last August, wrote last Friday:

Diem was almost wholly a creation 
of Washington, and particularly of the 
CIA. There has never been any shred 
of credible evidence that any signifi
cant numbers of South Vietnamese ever 
vowed allegiance to Diem. . . . More
over, the fact is that substantial North 
Vietnamese intervention did not take 
place until after the Diem regime re
fused to hold the elections that had been 
the bedrock of the Geneva accord. . . . 
The State Department's white paper of 
February 1965 tried to prove that there 



had been significant North Vietnamese 
intervention, and failed significantly.

Parenthetically, one wonders why, if Wash
ington is as eager as it says it is to discern some 
North Vietnamese "response, ” Robert McCloskey 
confidently brushed aside the fact that no contact 
with North Vietnamese troops has been reported in 
South Vietnam since the peace offensive began. I 
continue to believe that this may have been why 
Premier Pham Van Dong, in his written answers to 
our questions, went out of his way so categorically 
to deny the presence of any DRV "forces11 in the 
South.

"SO-CALLED NLF"

In his January 21st press conference Secre
tary Rusk gratuitously referred to the "so-called 
National Liberation Front" and then asserted that 
"the overwhelming majority" of the South Vietna
mese people "want something other than the Libera
tion Front has been offering. " This statement 
flics-in-th&-face o£ cx-President Eisenhower'1 s as
sertion in his memoirs that 80% of the people of 
Vietnam would have voted for Ho Chi Minh at the 
end of their war with France; it contradicts Sena
tor Russell’s statement on television last summer 
that a majority of the people of South Vietnam would 
probably vote for Ho if a plebiscite were held to
day; and it is hard to reconcile with Senator Mans
field’s report that total Vietcong strength is "stead
ily increasing despite ... serious casualties" and 
that while "the majority of the population remains 
under nominal government control . . . dominance 
of the countryside rests largely in the hands of the 
Vietcong. " While we were in North Vietnam, an 
authoritative article by "observer" in the Hanoi 
People’s Daily quoted Walter Lippmann as follows:

The Secretary of State has conditioned 
our withdrawal from Vietnam with the 
establishment in Saigon of a stable and 
sure government which has nothing to do 
with the Vietcong who are now occupying 
more than half the country. Such a con
dition practically means that we shall 
never withdraw from Vietnam.

MAJOR FACTOR LEFT UNDONE

In sum, then, the major thing which the United 
States peace offensive has left undone is recogni
tion of the NLF. So long as we refuse this, we keep 
not just the Front but Hanoi as well from coming to 
the conference table. The third point in North 
Vietnam’s four point proposal for peace settlement 
is settling the affairs of South Vietnam in accord 
with the program of the NLF. Does this mean ac
ceptance of the full Front program, or would the 
other side be satisfied if the Front were guaranteed 
inclusion in any peace talks and any future South 
Vietnam government? Mr. James Leonard, Deputy 
Director of Far Eastern Research for the State 
Department, told me on January 11th that there is 
"endless debate" in the Department about this ques
tion. Is it presumptuous to suggest that if we are 
confused about the meaning of point three that we 
try asking those who wrote it? Is it impossible 

that if the United States accepted point three in its 
minimal sense of direct dealing with the Front, 
other aspects of constructing a government in South 
Vietnam might suddenly become more negotiable?

SOME FLEXIBILITY

We received a strong impression on our trip 
that such flexibility does exist in the negotiating 
position of the other side. We were told in Prague 
that there were many ways and means of creating 
the national coalition government for which the 
Front program calls. In Hanoi it was emphasized 
that once the American intention to withdraw was 
clear, then — these are the words of the DRV liai
son officer to the International Control Commission 
— "some points in a political settlement could be 
negotiated" and "concrete details can be discussed. " 
Both the Front program and the declaration of the 
first Front Congress in 1962 explicitly call for 
South Vietnamese elections by universal suffrage 
and secret ballot, with all political parties and mass 
organizations .guaranteed the right to present candi
dates. Premier Pham Van Dong, in his written 
answers to our questions, explicitly envisioned free 
general elections to decide the question of reunifica
tion. Are our own goals really so far from these 
that we can in good conscience further escalate the 
carnage without more effort at clarification than 
one melodramatic month affords ?

SECOND INADEQUACY

If the first major failure in the United States 
peace offensive has been its failure to knock on 
the NLF door, the second key inadequacy has been 
the Administration's vagueness about the withdraw
al of American troops. Would American troops at 
once be withdrawn as soon as we were certain that ■ 
no DRV troops were in the South? Or, as both 
Secretary Rusk and Mr. Moyers have suggested 
since the peace offensive began, would American 
troops remain until we were assured that the 
government of South Vietnam would not go Commu
nist?

This ambiguity was stressed by Hanoi radio 
on December 30th. Commenting on the President's 
fourteen points, the broadcast conceded:

They said they agreed to hold "nego
tiations without preconditions, ” to "talk 
at any time, anywhere and with any 
government" ; that they were ready to 
implement the 1954 Geneva Agreements 
on Vietnam and approved the reunifica
tion of North and South Vietnam; they 
also declared that it is possible to dis
cuss the four-point stand of the Govern
ment of the Democratic Republic of 
Vietnam along with the other proposals 
put forth by the U. S. or its henchmen; 
that the South Vietnam National Front 
for Liberation might explain its view
point at the conference table; they also 
proposed a ceasefire from both sides 
when the talks begin, and so on and so 
forth.

"But," Hanoi radio continued, "there is one and the 



most fundamental thing which they have never men
tioned: the withdrawal of US troops from South 
Vietnam. "

OUTRAGEOUS VIOLATION

By this the Vietnamese do not mean physical 
withdrawal of all troops before negotiations. Wiiat 
they do mean is that the presence of American 
troops in their country seems to them an outrageous 
violation of the principle of self-determination; and 
in particular, that no election could be free so long 
as foreign troops remained.

DEEP ROOTS

I came to understand through my trip that 
this attitude toward foreign troops is no mere nego
tiating position, but has deep roots in Vietnamese 
history. Secretary Rusk is wont to speak of North 
and South Vietnam as "neighbors." The Vietnamese 
find this singularly insulting. They say that quite 
apart from the Geneva Agreements, which stipulates 
clearly that the 17th parallel is provisional, history 
and culture make Vietnam "one country, one people J ’ 
The rhetoric of North Vietnam is more nationalist 
than Communist; their slogan, quite literally, is 
"liberty or death." The war against ourselves is 
viewed as a continuation, not only of resistance 
against the Japanese and French, but of a centuries - 
long struggle for nationhood and independence 
against China. We were ceaselessly reminded that 
the Chinese and Vietnamese languages are quite 
different; that the Vietnamese have their own style 
of music, architecture, cooking and family life; 
that — as they put it — "we take advice from every 
one hut {here usually came a little laugh) we make 
our own decisions." When we asked what Ho meant 
when he said that Vietnam would help the United 
States withdraw on a red carpet, we were referred 
to the invasion of Vietnam by the Ming dynasty in 
the 15th century, when, having captured the Chin
ese general staff, the victorious Vietnamese built 
boats so that the Chinese could go home without 
loss of face.

COMMUNISTS ALSO NATIONALISTS

Americans must understand that Communists 
can also be nationalists. They are people who feel 
as strongly about home and family and the good 
things of life as we, but to quote Ho again, they will 
fight for twenty years if need be to expel all foreign 
troops. I recall the interpreter in Prague who care
fully explained the NLF stand on amnesty, and then 
added: "But if the sky should fall after you with
draw, that would still be a Vietnamese problem."

Perhaps I can convey something of what we 
felt by taking you through our trip with me, with the 
help of a diary. ...

Monday, December 20, the day President 
Johnson offered to knock on any door and travel any
where in search of peace. Herbert Aptheker, 
Thomas Hayden and I flew to Czechoslovakia en 
route to Hanoi.

MEET NLF IN PRAGUE

Knocking on Hanoi’s door began at the Prague 
office of the National Liberation Front. After 
breakfast on the 21st, we climbed several flights of 
dingy stairs to a suite of rooms near our hotel in 
the central city. Here we were received by Nguyen 
Van Hieu, a member of the NLF central committee 
and the Front's "permanent representative" in 
Czechoslovakia (the word "ambassador" is avoided 
since the NLF has not declared itself a government).

The scene would prove characteristic of our 
three weeks’ Christmas journey: a Vietnamese 
spokesman and his interpreter; a table with teacups, 
fruit and candy; and the three self-appointed wise 
men following their inward star.

CHRISTMAS TRUCE

Hieu told us that the American press misun
derstood what the Front said about a Christmas 
truce. It was not a proposal. The Front, he con
tinued, has, for years .observed a unilateral cease
fire both at Christmas and during the Buddhist Lunar 
New Year a month later. At such times persons 
living in Saigon-controlled areas are permitted to 
visit their families in what the Front calls "libera
ted zones."

Hieu added that the Front also provided 
Christmas celebrations for American prisoners of 
war. We had no opportunity to check this out, but 
we did learn from a captured American pilot in 
Hanoi that his North Vietnamese prison served a 
much appreciated Christmas turkey dinner.

Since we were guests of the North Vietnamese 
Peace Committee, the North Vietnamese embassy 
was where we made arrangements about visas and 
planes: a complicated process, since the conver
sation went from Vietnamese to Czech to English 
and back. In Prague as in Moscow the DRV (Demo
cratic Republic of Vietnam, the term used by the 
North Vietnamese government to describe itself) 
embassy is physically at some distance from the 
office of the Front, as if to emphasize the Front’s 
political independence. Ambassador Phan Van Su, 
an elderly exprofessor, plied us with more fruit and 
the delicious Vietnamese sausages rolled iii flour. 
We began to realize that the most serious physical 
danger to us might prove toasts and banqueting. 
The ambassador also remarked in passing that mail 
might seem a small thing, but that because the 
Saigon government refused to negotiate with Hanoi 
about exchange of mail, neither he nor the embassy 
secretary had heard from their families in eleven 
years.

We were to meet many such persons who had 
regrouped to the North under the provisions of the 
1954 Geneva Agreements, expecting a two-year 
separation from their families until the nationwide 
election in 1956 which the Agreements required. 
The election, of course, never came. For these 
Southern exiles, reunification is something more 
than an abstract dogma.

NLF IN MOSCOW

Wednesday, December 23, we flew from



Prague to Moscow. Having been told by earlier 
travellers that we would not meet spokesmen for 
the Front in Hanoi, we used this stopover, too, 
to contact representatives of both DRV and NLF.

Snow was falling as our taxi approached the 
North Vietnamese embassy in Moscow at noon on 
Thursday, but the driver assured me (I speak 
broken Russian) that it would stop before our sche
duled flight to Peking, eleven hours later. DRV 
Ambassador Nguyen Van Kinh received us just as 
a three-man Canadian delegation, on their way home 
after fifteen days in Hanoi, was leaving his office. 
The Canadians told us they had not been allowed to 
visit South Vietnam or areas near the 17th parallel, 
on grounds of safety.

Ambassador Kinh emphasized what we would 
hear repeatedly from others: that the United States 
offer of "unconditional negotiations" is felt to con
tain several implicit conditions. One is that the 
United States insists on keeping troops in Vietnam 
so long as it believes them necessary, which the 
Vietnamese say violates'the Geneva Agreements. 
Another implicit condition, from the standpoint of 
the other side, is that the United States demands 
the permanent partition of Vietnam. The Vietnamese 
say this, too, violates the Geneva Agreement's 
stipulation for reunification elections in 1956. Fi
nally -- and as I suggested earlier, 1 believe this is 
the key to the whole situation -- the Vietnamese 
stress the refusal of the United States government 
to deal directly with the NLF. They concede that 
the Geneva Agreements did not deal explicitly with 
the creation of a provisional government in the 
South, but they insist that any solution which pur
ports to express the Geneva Agreements' underlying 
principle of self-determination must include a 
group so broadly supported as the NLF.

One thing Kinh said was hopeful, however. 
Asked whether the DRV would permit international 
supervision of a future peace settlement, the am
bassador replied that his government had always 
recognized the International Control Commission 
and reported violations to it. As for the future role 
and composition of the ICC, that could be determined 
by an international conference composed of the 
same parties as at Geneva.

IMPRESSIVE MEETING

Perhaps the most impressive interview of 
our whole trip was with the Front representative 
in Moscow, Dang Quang Minh. This 56-year old 
man, another member of the NLF central commit
tee, was first imprisoned in 1930. During the 
Japanese occupation of Vietnam in World War II, 
he was again imprisoned for five years. As he 
spoke harsh thoughts to us in a musical, almost 
inaudible voice, one had the sense of having pene
trated through a fog of bureaucratic arrangements 
and travel plans to the very mind of the Vietnamese 
revolution.

Minh said the problem is that the United 
States still hopes to occupy South Vietnam. Ameri
ca, he continued, knows that counter-insurgency 
"special war" has failed, knows that 1965's "esca
lation" has failed, but still does not understand the 

strength of "people's war." Therefore, according 
to Minh, the United States still hopes to improvise 
a victory.

From Minh’s point of view, the NLF has al
ready made significant concessions. The Geneva 
Agreements provided for reunification in two years; 
now, said Minh, the Front is willing that much 
more than two years go by before North and South 
Vietnam are united. Further, the Front envisions 
a coalition government for South Vietnam which 
would include all "patriotic" mass organizations 
and all individuals who reject American agression. 
Such a coalition government would not ally with 
Moscow or Peking but would, according to this 
spokesman, pursue a neutralist foreign policy.

Having conceded this much Minh said as we 
drank tea and pe eled oranges, the Front would not 
concede more,

NO REAL PEACE

Finally Minh struck a note which would pre
dominate in our talks when we reached Hanoi. 
"The South Vietnamese cherish peace more than 
any other people in the world," declared the grim 
veteran. "The desire for peace may be seen in the 
fact that in the intervals of fighting we continue to 
build. The war cannot prevent the people from 
building a new life. In the past five years we have 
helped fourteen minorities to create written alpha
bets. 2,000, 000 hectares of land have been dis
tributed to individual farmers." But he added (as 
they all add), there can be no real peace until we 
are independent.

ON TO PEKING
The sleek cigar-shaped Aeroflot took off 

from Moscow just before midnight. Until almost 
dawn I typed notes on our talks in Prague and Mos
cow. Looking down in the early light one saw the 
broad Siberian rivers, then the mountains of Outer 
Mongolia stretching in icy confusion to the horizon, 
finally the flat, dun-colored loess plains of North 
China. We landed in Peking early in the afternoon 
of December 24th, were met at the airport by mem
bers of the DRV embassy, and driven through a 
human sea of bicyclists, donkey carts, and buses 
to the Peace Hotel.

There we learned to our dismay that no plane 
would travel to Hanoi till Monday the 27th. Even 
then, since the Hanoi airport is not big enough for 
jets and the bi-weekly plane from Peking has only 
twenty-four seats, it was uncertain there would be 
room for us. We lay on our hotel beds, listened 
to the strange sounds of the frosty Peking night, 
remembered it was Christmas Even, and wondered 
if our peace offensive would come to a dead stop 
in the heartland of Communist belligerency.

AN ANSWER
Three seats on Monday’s plane materialized, 

and as we flew southward toward Hanoi I sought to 
sort out my preliminary thoughts about the other 
side and peace. By the time the flat fields of North 
China, so much like our own Middle West, had 
given way to the gleaming rice pools and terraced 
hills of the South, I felt I had an answer: What the 



”enemy11 is waiting for is an American decision to 
withdraw. We need not physically withdraw all 
troops before negotiations; once having come to the 
decision, we could expect much flexibility from our 
antagonists in making practical arrangements; but, 
as it seemed to them, sooner or later we would see 
what the French and Japanese had seen before us: 
that the cost of staying was excessive and it was 
time to go.

TWO RELATED POINTS

Our ten days in Hanoi led to no basic revision 
of this conclusion. Two other, related points were 
underlined by conversations in North Vietnam with 
dozens of persons ranging from Premier Pham Van 
Dong and five visiting heroes of the NLF army to 
ordinary workers and peasants and, last but not 
least, the interpreters who we came to know best of 
all. First, that whatever the nature of the tie be
tween Hanoi and the Front, the NLF struggle in the 
South has strong local roots which we will neglect 
at our peril. Second, that the negotiating position 
of the United States as clarified by President 
Johnson’s fourteen points and the negotiating posi
tion of the DRV as clarified for us by Premier 
Pham Van Dong, were so close that peace seems 
tantalizingly near.

Nguyen Minh Vy, who comes from that part 
of South Vietnam where the American army is 
building a huge military base at Cam Ranh, spoke 
of the Diem regime:

For the thousands of years of our 
history there was never such terror 
as under Diem. I was arrested by the 
French. But they imprisoned only 
persons who had committed concrete 
crimes. After imprisonment one could 
live a normal life. Diem arrested 
people on ideological grounds. If you 
were a former resistance member that 
made you automatically a Communist. 
They said, tear down the picture of Ho, 
tear down the red flag, and we’ll set 
you free. Otherwise we'll imprison 
you forever.

Vy went on to speak of the strategic hamlets 
in which, between 1961 and 1963, the United States 
sought to enclose ten million of the fourteen million 
people of South Vietnam:

In South Vietnam people are dispersed, 
especially in the mountains. The moun
taineers lived completely freely. ■ They 
have their own gardens, their own fields, 
their own fish ponds.

What will happen when these people 
are concentrated? They must have per
mission to go out to till the land. They 
went out in the morning and came in at 
the evening like buffaloes and oxen.
There was forced labor. Taxes. Their 
sons were taken for the army. If they 
protested they were called Communists. 
They couldn’t bear it. This was the 
reason for the fall of Diem.

Vy described the beginning of resistance:

Houses were burned to drive people 
into the hamlets. Two things Diem did 
were most shocking to the people: he 
dug up the graves of ancestors, and he 
burned houses.

If you resisted you were killed. 
Following the imperialists, Diem killed 
people to make an example of them. If 
you asked to live in your former house 
you were considered a Communist and 
killed. Until 1959 the struggle only 
meant to urge implementation of Geneva, 
to demand assurance of freedom rights, 
to demand land. The main thing was to 
demand to be alive. The Diem regime 
did not give you a hope of living otherwise.

"For the people of South Vietnam,11 Vy asserted, 
"the struggle means existence itself. "

INTERVIEW WITH PREMIER

Our ninety minute interview with the Premier 
came on January 5th in the flower-surrounded 
presidential palace. Again there was tea; again in
terpreters; again the three unauthorized Americans; 
but this time the speaker was the second most 
powerful man in the nation we are fighting.

"The Vietnamese people, " stated Premier 
Pham Van Dong,

feel they are fighting for a just cause 
against barbarous aggression. That 
is the central reality. The same 
thing happened when you fought against 
the British. It is very simple.

Like so many others, the Premier insisted that the 
Vietnamese passionately want peace. "This buil
ding, " he said pointing to the room around us, 
"might be destroyed and that would be a loss. But 
our grief is about the children, the women, the old 
and young people who are .killed. We feel pain in 
our heart because of these sufferings. " One won
dered why the killing had to continue. The Premier 
answered: "But peace at what cost? All the prob
lems lie here. We must have independence. We 
would rather die than be enslaved,"

IS PEACE IMPOSSIBLE

As a succession of planes whirled us back 
past Nanning, Wuhan and Peking, past Irkutsk, Omsk 
and Moscow, past Prague, Zurich and Paris, and so 
to New York City, the question kept recurring: Both 
sides now take their stand on the Geneva Agreements; 
both sides favor the eventual withdrawal of all 
foreign troops; both sides favor free general elec
tions to reunify North and South; is peace really im
possible ?

CABLE TO SEN. FULBRIGHT

Since we have been back, nothing has been 
said or done to us by way of legal reprisal. We re
gard our trip as intended not for negotiation but for 
clarification. Like Felix Greene., Lord Fenner



Brockway, William Warby and other fact-finders 
who have talked directly with the DRV and NLF, we 
asked questions and brought back a report about 
the answers. Our hope is that the government will 
choose to regard our trip as an expression of the 
President's intent to knock on any door and travel 
anywhere in search of peace. In this spirit, we 
cabled from Hanoi to Senator William Fulbright 
asking an opportunity to present our findings to the 
Senate Committee on Foreign Relations.

FULBRIGHT ANSWERS

A telegram has been received from Senator 
Fulbright, as follows:

YOUR GROUP’S REQUEST HAS BEEN 
CONSIDERED BY THE COMMITTEE BUT 
THERE ARE NO PLANS TO HEAR YOU. 
IF YOU HAVE NOT ALREADY DONE SO 
I WOULD SUGGEST THAT YOU PASS ON 
TO THE STATE DEPARTMENT ANY PER
TINENT INFORMATION OBTAINED DURING 
YOUR TRIP TO NORTH VIETNAM.

We are disappointed that the United States 
Senate, with its ultimate constitutional responsibil
ity for war and peace, has shown so little interest 
in direct contact with the only Americans who have 
been to Hanoi in recent months.

IF I COULD SPEAK

What would I say if I could speak to Senator 
Fulbright's committee? Something like this:

You, gentlemen, have deeply disappointed the 
American people by your failure to exercise your 
constitutional responsibility over war and peace. 
Article I, Section VIII of the Constitution gives to 
Congress and only to Congress the power to declare 
war. Yet this Congress has permitted the Presi
dent to land 200, 000 soldiers in Vietnam without 
even public hearings by the Senate Committee on 
Foreign Relations, let alone a responsible Congres
sional debate.

1964 CONGRESSIONAL RESOLUTION

I would go on to say that the Congressional 
resolution of August, 1964, from which the Presi
dent derives his power to act, explicitly requires 
the United States to act in conformity with the Char
ter of the United Nations. Yet, in contrast to the 
action of President Truman in 1950, one year after 
escalation of the war in Vietnam the United States 
has still not formally brought the problem before 
the only body legally authorized to designate a threat 
to world peace. I would tell Senator Fulbright that 
many Americans agree with the opinion expressed 
by Marriner Eccles, former chairman of the Federal 
Reserve Board, on January 3rd, that the United 
States is in Vietnam “as an agressor in violation of 
our treaty obligations under the United Nations Char
ter. ”

NUREMBERG TRIBUNAL

Then I would call attention to the Nuremberg 
Tribunal. On that occasion the United States sent 
German soldiers and de cis ion-makers to death and 

life imprisonment for what we carefully defined as 
“war crimes" and "crimes against humanity." A- 
mong these crimes were indiscriminate destruction 
of civilian populations, and torture and murder of 
prisoners of war. It is common knowledge that 
actions of this kind take place in Vietnam. On Aug
ust 6, 1965, the twentieth anniversary of the bom
bing of Hiroshima, Time magazine stated: "the 
marines have begun to kill prisoners." We claim 
that our chemicals are not toxic and our gases are 
not lethal, but on January 13th the Brisbane Cour
ier Mail reported that Corporal Robert Boutwell 
was killed despite the protection of a gas mask 
when trapped in a tunnel amid the fumes of so-call
ed tear gas grenades. What of the women and chil
dren crouching in such tunnels without gas masks? 
Every one knows that American bombers routinely 
decimate unprotected villages on the mere sus
picion that guerillas may be among the population. 
Perhaps it will help us understand the NLF rejec
tion of the United States peace offensive if we read 
again its January 5th statement that the United 
States has introduced in South Vietnam "a mobile 
bacterial and chemical warfare institute and thou
sands of tons of noxious chemicals and gases 
strictly banned by international law, " that in the 
first seven months of 1965, TOO square kilometers 
of crops were destroyed by toxic chemicals, that be
tween December 7th and 14th, 46, 000 people were 
affected by chemicals sprayed in Ben Tre province 
alone.

HIGHER LAW

Senator Fulbright, I would continue, many of 
us who have been freely denounced as law-breakers 
feel that in refusing to commit such acts we obey the 
higher law of the Nuremberg Tribunal. Such a one 
is David Mitchell, who rests his refusal to be draf
ted on the twin grounds that Congress has not de
clared war and that the Vietnam war violates the 
Nuremberg judgments. Others are the twenty-nine 
young men who go before an appeals court in Ann 
Arbor tomorrow for sitting-in at a draft board Oc
tober 15th. Their plea? That this is an unconsti
tutional and aggressive war, in violation of the 
Nuremberg Tribunal. Still others are the 7,000 
persons, myself included, who have signed the 
Declaration of Conscience against the War in Viet
nam. Among the signers are religious figures like 
Daniel and Philip Berrigan, scientists such as 
Linus Pauling, literary personalities such as Harvey 
Swados and Maxwell Geismar; also included are 
W. H. Ferry, Eric Fromm, Milton Mayer; not 
least are Bayard Rustin, organizer of the March on 
Washington, Robert Parris, organizer of the Free
dom Democratic Party, and James Bevel, organizer 
of the Selma to Montgomery March.

DECLARATION OF CONSCIENCE

All these persons have signed the following 
Declaration of Conscience against the War in Viet
nam:

Because the use of the military re
sources of the United States in Vietnam 
and elsewhere suppresses the aspira
tions of the people for political indepen
dence and economic freedom;



Because inhuman torture and sense
less killing are being carried out by 
forces armed, uniformed, trained and 
financed by the United States;

Because we believe that all peoples 
of the earth, including both Americans 
and non-Americans, have an inalienable 
right to life, liberty, and the peaceful 
pursuit of happiness in their own way; 
and

Because we think that positive steps 
must be taken to put an end to the threat 
of nuclear catastrophe and death by 
chemical or biological warfare, whether 
these result from accident or escalation

We hereby declare our conscientious 
refusal to cooperate with the United 
States government in the prosecution 
of the war in Vietnam.

We encourage those who can conscien
tiously do so to refuse to serve in the 

armed forces and to ask for discharge if 
they are already in.

Those of us who are subject to the 
draft ourselves declare our own inten
tion to refuse to serve.

We urge others to refuse and refuse 
ourselves to take part in the manufac
ture or transportation of military equip
ment, or to work in the fields of mili
tary research and weapons development.

We shall encourage the development of 
Other nonviolent acts, including acts which 
involve civil disobedience, in order to 
stop the flow of American soldiers and 
munitions to Vietnam.

ESCALATE WITHOUT US

Senator, I would conclude, we who have com
mitted ourselves to this Declaration honor the brave 
men on both sides of the war, But we are not at war 
with the people of Vietnam, if the war escalates, it 
will escalate without us.

We represent a resolute stand-of women in the United 
States against the unprecedented threat to life from 
nuclear holocaust.

We are women of all races, creeds and political per
suasions who are dedicated to the achievement of 
general and complete disarmament under effective 
international control.

We cherish the right and accept the responsibility of 
the individual in a democratic society to act to in
fluence the course of government.

We demand of governments that nuclear weapons, 
tests be banned forever, that the arms race end, and 
that the world abolish all weapons of destruction 
under United Nations safeguards.

We urge immediate planning at local, state, and na
tional levels for a peace-time, economy with freedom 
and justice for all.

We urge our government to anticipate world tensions 
and conflicts through constructive non-military ac
tions arid through the United Nations.

We join with women throughout the world to chal
lenge the right Of any nation or group of nations to 
hold the power of life or death over the world.

(Policy statement agreed upon by 82 women from 15 states 
at first national conference, Ann Arbor, Michigan, June 1962; 
later affirmed by local groups.)

* I would like to contribute to the work of Women Strike for Peace and to be kept informed of your activities.
• A minimum contribution of $5 brings you the national bulletin of WSP, THE MEMO, for one year.

Name Enclosed please find $

Street-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

City „___________________________________________________ State---------------------------------------------------Zip-------------------------

Make check or money order payable to IjeaceI
WOMEN STRIKE FOR PEACE 
2016 P Street, N.W.
Washington, D. C. 20036
Telephone: Area Code 202—232-0803
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Date: 3/7/66

Transmit the following in___________________________________________________
(Type in plain text or code)

AIRTEL
Via_________________________ . _____________________________________________

(Priority or Method of Mailing)

TO; DIRECTOR, FBI (100-123974)

FROM:

SUBJECT:

SAC,UFO (100-45394) (P)

HERBERT ^APTHEKER;
STAUGHTON LYND;
THOMAS HAYDEN:
UNAUTHORIZED TRAVEL TO VIETNAM;
MISUSE OF U.S. PASSPORT;
LOGAN ACT - CONSPIRACY.

Enclosed herewith are 10 copies of LHM for the 
Bureau, with 2 copies each for New Haven and New York,

LHM describes request by ACLU attorney representing 
LYND for temporary passport facilities for LYND to travel 
to London and Oslo.

LHM being disseminated locally to 
and military intelligence

Secret Service
agencies

Passport Office 
NEWBY, >3/4/66.

files reviewed by SA RICHARD

contact with U.S Department
State f
HAYDEN

UFO maintaining
■ ascertain dates of proposed hearings for LYND

Of 
and

F B I

A

r
(J - Bureau- ('Encl. IPX____

2 - New Haven (Ene.2)(RM)
2 - New York (100-80532) (Encl.2) (RM)/
2 -

b3
b7E

UFO 
(1-100-44051)(VIDEM)

GTT:sch 
(10)

AIRTEI

Sent

S ftlAR M13S6

M Per
Special Agent in Charge



In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

UNI. STATES DEPARTMENT OF JWflCE
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

WASHINGTON 25, D. C.- 

llarch 7, 1966

HERBERT APTHEKER 
. STAUGHTON.LYND

THOMAS, HAYDEN.

The files of the Passport Office, United States 
Department.of State (USDS), as reviewed by a representative 
of the Federal Bureau of Investigation on March 4, 1966, 
revealed that a letter had been received from one Edward J, 
Ennis... Kreoncerning nassoort-"7~EhnisT.-[_______ _________________ _,^concerning passport
privileges of Staughton Lynd, Ennfs^ describing himself

v as a representative of the American Civil Liberties Uhlan
\ (ACLU), advised that organization has agreed to assist
\ Lynd in his passport matters and that he and one David
j\j?ar_liner, Esquire, Washington^D,C,, who is associated 

with the ACLU, have agreed to appear* as Lynd’s attorneys.

b6
b7C

Ennis stated that he was requesting that Lynd 
be extended temporary passport facilities in order to go 
to London, England and Oslo, Norway, in April, 1966, He 
stated that Lynd has been invited by the~Committee on 
Nuclear Disarmament to attend a meeting over the Easter 
weekend in London and has also been invited by the 
Norweigan Students Association to attend a teach-in 
on Vietnam .in Oslo over the following weekend. He stated 
that Lynd expects to be away from the United States from 
about..April 7, 1966, to April 18, 1966,

Ennis also requested the USDS to set up hearings 
on the cases of Lynd and Thomas Hayden as soon as possible. 
He was particularly anxious in Lynd’s case in view of Lynd’s 
desire to travel in early April,

As of March 4, 1966, no date had been set for 
the hearings of Lynd and Hayden and no action has been 
taken concerning.the granting of temporary passport 
facilities to Lynd,



(R?W5-22-64)

F B 1

Date:

Transmit the following in .__________________ ;______________________
(Type in plaintext or code)

AIRTEL
Via_________________________  ___________________________________

(Priority)

i 
i
I
1
I 
!
I

1 
I

-I 
i

DIRECTOR., FBI (100-123974)

SAC, NEU YORK (100-80532)

HERBERT EUGENE APTHEKER 
STAUGHTON CRAIG.V LYND 
THOMAS EMMETT HAYDEN 
UNAUTHORIZED TRAVEL TO 
VIET NAM 
MISUSE OF PASSPORT 
LOGAN ACT-CONSPIRACY

{Approved:

New York
Re Bureau airtel to New York 2/23/66 and 

airtel to Bureau 3/1/66. J

Mr. K. GOVINDAN, In Charge of Flight Operations, 
Air India, JFK International Airport, Queens, NY, 
furnished to SA VINCENT J. ASCHERL on 3/2/66, the 
names and whereabouts of two of the crew members of 
Air India Flight 116, 12/19/65. They were respectively 
B. GILL, Flight Purser and M. SHAMDAS, Assistant Flight 
Purser. Results of contacts with Mr. GILL and Mr. SHANDAS, 
are set forth below.

Mr. GOVINDAN stated that the cockpit crew^ 
consistins^of the Commander, Flight Officer, Navigator 
and Engineer would on a normal flight have no contact 
with the passengers and it was extremely unlikely they 
could furnish any pertinent information in this case. 
The rest of the crew on this flight consisted of four
air hostesses who are novi based in Bombay, India, and 
are not expected to return to the Unit&d ^tatea.fpr?-z 

■at least three months. /////'

; 4>Bureau (RM)(‘^cl^ dENCLOSURE , > .
*2-New Haven (100-18293f{'Ends'; 2) $$M) 

2-Newark (100-48095) (Ends. 2) (RM) 
1-New York (100-110521) (STAUGHTON LYND) 
1-New York (100-148904) (THOMAS HAYDEN) 
1-New York
VJA:arf---------- ---------------------------------------------------------------
(12)

MAR 9 1266

Sent M Per
Special Agent in Charge



NY 100-80532

In view of the above, no further effort will 
be made at this time by NYO to contact additional members 
of the crew.

MIKE SHAKDAS, Assistant Flight Purser, Air 
India, was contacted 3/2/66, at the Belmont Plaza Hotel, 
NYC. Mr. SHAKDAS stated he served as Assistant Flight 
Purser on Air India Flight 116, 12/19/65> en route from 
JFK International Airport^London, England. Mr. SHAMBAS 
was shown photographs of above subjects, but stated that 
he could neither identify them nor recall them by name. 
Mr. SHAWDAS stated he had. no recollection of these 
individuals whatsoever.

Mr. B. GILL, Flight Purser, Air India, was 
similarly contacted at the Belmont Plaza Hotel, NYC, on 
3/2/66. GILL acknowledged that he was part of the crew 
on Air India Flight 116, 12/19/65, but he could not 
recall the subjects. GILL stated he could not identify 
photographs of the subject which were displayed to him.

Enclosed for Bureau and offices listed are 
copies of FD 302 setting forth information furnished 
by SAUftJ^OSENMMon 3/3/66. Mr. ROSENBAUM stated 
that^he xi”Willing to be interviewed by a Departmental 
attorney, but would prefer not to testify in court for 
business reasons. Mr. ROSENBAUM stated the parents of 
STAUGHTON LYND reside in one of the company's buildings, 
namely .75 Central Park Nest, NYC, an apartment building.

The following American passengers aboard Air India Flight 
116 which departed JFK International Airport on 12/19/65, 
for London were interviewed:

_____________ HARRY and LILY GOLDSMITH. L 
| were contacted on 3/2/66.

They advised that they were aboard Air India Flight 116 
on 12/19/65, en route from New York to London. They 
stated that they did not know anyone on the flight and 
had no conversation with anyone aboard, except the flight 
personnel.

b6
b7C

Mr. DENIS P. BISCHOFF who ________
} was contacted on 

3/2/bb. He advised that nc is employed by Air India, 
but that he was not on Air Flight 116 on 12/19/65, 
en route from Nev; York to London. Be did not make the 
trip.



1
HY 100-&0532

 Mrs. JERE T. FARRAH, _________________  
I___________________[ v?as interviewed 3/2/66. She stated
th?,t she travelled with her husband to London on Air 
India Flight 116,, 12/19/65- They travelled First Class 
and had no contact with Economy class passengers. It 
should be noted that APTHEKER,, LYHD and HAYDEN travelled 
Economy class on this flight. Mrs. FARRAH stated that 
neither she nor her husband had any pertinent information 
to furnish concerning captioned individuals. She could 
not identify photographs of the subject as anyone she 
had observed aboard this flight.



Mr, J. Walter Yeagley March 17, 1966
Assistant Attorney General? / /-/*y/ / 1 - Mr. Reddy
Director, EBI / r . z ,z_.

HERBERT EUGENE APTHEKER
STAUGHTON CRAIG LYND
THOMAS EMMETT HAYDEN
UNAUTHORIZED TRAVEL TO VIETNAM
MISUSE OF UNITED STATES PASSPORT
LOGAN ACT - CONSPIRACY /

Reference is made to my letter dated March 1, 1966, 
regarding the availability of certain informants and sources 
of this Bureau for interview by Department attorneys and for 
possible future testimony in the captioned matter.

The source mentioned in paragraph one, page two, 
of referenced letter as having attended the meeting at Manhattan 

forCenter, New York City, on January 16, 1966, has advised that 
purely personal reasons he does not desire to be interviewed 
by Department attorneys or to Be considered as a potential 
witness in this case.

It has been determined, however, that Miss Rasa 
Gustaitis, a reporter for the "New York Herald Tribune/1 
covered the January 16, 1966, meeting for her newspaper, A 
copy of an article prepared by Miss Gustaitis entitled 
”5,000 Hear Prof, Lynd Defend Trip to Hanoi" is attached. 
As indicated, this article appeared in the January 17, 1966 
edition of the "New York Herald Tribune,"

As you will recall, Miss Gustaitis also covered the 
press conference held by the subjects upon their return to the 
United States on January 9, 1966, and she has indicated a 
willingness to testify to the statements made by subjects at 
this press conference. In this regard, your 
directed to page 33 of the report of Special 
Ascherl dated January 25, 1966, at New York, 
captioned as

attention id 
Agent Vincent J. 
New York,

£
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DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM: 
FBI AUTatlATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUICE 
DATE 07-21

f
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F B I

Transmit the following in

Date: 3/8/66

Via
AIRTEL

(Type in plaintext or code)

(Priority)

TO; DIRECTOR, FBI (100-123974 spate

FROM:

SUBJECT:

fess?

0
SAC,. NEW YORK (100-80532)

ro M co 
H _ A

S <0 cf

HERBERT EUGENE APTHEKER 
STAUGHTON CRAIG LYND 
THOMAS EMMETT HAYDEN 
UNAUTHORIZED TRAVEL TO 
VIET NAM 
MISUSE OF PASSPORT 
LOGAN ACT-CONSPIRACY

Re NY airtel to Bureau

ah??!!?

BAIE

dated 5/>- V

<D 
€ 
to ca

o
b7D________ _____ was contacted 3/^-/66 and it was 

specifically determined from him that he is unwilling 
to testify in this matter or to be interviewed by a 
Departmental attorney. | stated that he fears
an unfavorable reaction on the part of his superiors at 
his present employment,|

I Informant expressed the opinion that his present 
superiors might be ’’shocked’’ at the revelation that 
informant had attended the Manhattan Center Meeting on 
1/16/66; and they might not be impressed with the fact 
that informant attended this meeting at the behest of 
the FBI. I I further stated that he lives in

and some of his neighbors 
| “X and acquaintances might be sympathetic to the cause of 
X, the above subjects. Any testimony that he would give 

might bring recriminations against^himself and members 
of his family, if not bodily^harm^/j^'i ♦ /✓» >

■C'-. ?77y
In view of the anove and since|____________ |

is a current! [informant in the NYO, it
is not recommended that hi? name be furnishedM%r-±i^z  ̂
Department for consideration'as a witness ///./// 

f44Bureau (Encls. 2
J_-New York 
1-New York 
VJA:arf 
(7)

c c rwSEi

Q

P.

*?, *

the FBI, f

t

rZ/juv.-

£7D

&

Approved: _______________  _____
Special Agent in Charge

Sent M Per
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best available copy

I'TY 100-80532

Enclosed for Bureau are two xerox cooiec 
Herald Tribune article entitled ”5,000 TKar I-roi. Avv 
Defend Ti’ip To Hanoi \ This appeared ,'n /■; :<>’.? Io Tribune 
1/17/66, Page 5 and was written by report-./A‘£. GUST .Iris 
of the Herald Tribune staff. In this ’< .cl.c Miss GUSTAITIS 
covers the meeting at Manhattan Center ca 1/16/66, at which 
above subjects’spoXe. In the report of SA VIHCEHT J. ASCHERL 
dated 1/25/66 on Page 33 appears an interview with Miss 
GUSTAITIS in which she reported on the press conference 
given by subjects at JFK International Airport, I/9/665 it 
will be noted that RAgA GUSTAITIS stated she would be 
willing to testify.: 1

The Bureau may wish to furnish this information 
to the Department with a copy of the attached newspaper 
article.

-2-
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Airtel

I
3/16/66

1 - Mr. Reddy

To: SAC, New York

From: Director, FBI
HERBERT S^THEKER N '

STAUGHTON LYND r
THOMAS HAYDEN '
UNAUTHORIZED TRAVEL TO NORTH VIETNAM JQ
MISUSE OF UNITED STATES PASSPORT \
LOGAN ACT 

/Reurairtel 3/3/66. 

The Department has requested the identity of the 
Associated Press reporter in Moscow who conducted the 
telephonic interview with subject Lynd in Hanoi on 12/31/65. 
The article regarding this interview appeared in the January 1, 
1966, edition of "The New York Times" captioned "U.S. Leftist, 
in Hanoi, Says Lull in Raids Produces No Reaction."

Your attention is directed to an article in the 
January 9, 1966, issue of "The New York Times" captioned 
"Lynd Says Hanoi Denies Getting a Direct U. 8. Bid," 
This article is datelined 1/8/66 at Moscow and was written 
by Peter Grose. It relates to a press conference held by the 
subjects at the Moscow Airport on January 8, 1966, while they 
were en route back to the United States. The possibility 
exists that Peter Grose may be the reporter who conducted the 
telephonic interview with Lynd on 12/31/66.
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Gandy _____
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Above information requested by Department Attorney 
Alvey on 3/14/66
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Airtel

3/16/66

1 - Mr. Reddy

To: SAC, Washington Field

From: . Director, FBI

HERBERT APTHEKER v
STAUGHTON LYND f
THOMAS HAYDEN 
UNAUTHORIZED TRAVEL TO NORTH VIETNAM v,
MISUSE OF UNITED 'STATES PASSPORT 
LOGAN'ACT*'—------------------- - ------- \

Reurairtel 2/21/66 transmitting tape recordings of the 
speech made by St aught on Lynd at the Washington Hilton Hotel on 
the evening of 1/24/66.

After reviewing these recordings, Department ,
Attorney Brandon Alvey requested that inquiry be made to deter- f 
mine whether the management of the hotel has any objections to / 
the utilization of these recordings and to the testimony of / 
Security Officer James McGovern at a possible future trial of 
this case.

In addition, Department Attorney Alvey made reference 
to the fact that on approximately 1/4/66 subjects directed a 
cablegram from Hanoi to Senator William Fulbright in Washington, 
D. C., requesting an opportunity to appear before the Senate 
Foreign Relations Committee. Department Attorney Alvey requested 
that investigation be conducted to ascertain the identity of 
the company which handled the cablegram in Washington, D. C., 
and to determine whether the company's copy of the cablegram 
will be available for production under a subpoena duces tecum 
in the event this case should go to trial. It tats been deter
mined that either Western Union, International Telephone and 
Telegraph Company or the Radio Corporation of America would have 
handled this cablegram in Washington, D. C.

. ...
Mohr____ - , ' A~
Wlck____ ________
Cir:p<;--------- JJOTE *
Callahan............-
Conrod Brandon
Fell - '
Gale -
Rosen EBR:jas

Handle above investigation,expeditiously and suairtel.

Above information requested by Department Attorney
Alvey on 3/14/66 ,, 18-// ;z)----

Trotter —
Tele. Ro:
Holmes -Z
Gnndy —L
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COLIM-FBI__

IS MAR 161866 ] ~
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Airtel

To: SAC, New York

3/16/66

1 - Mr. Reddy

From: Director, FBI

HERBERT APTHEKER 
STAUGHTON LYND 
THOMAS HAYDEN
UNAUTHORIZED TRAVEL TO NORTH VIETNAM 
MISUSE OF UNITED STATES PASSPORT 
LOGAN ACT

■4
Page six of the 1/11/66 issue of "The Worker" contains^ 

an article entitled "Aptheker Statement Prior to Trip." This x 
article quotes a statement allegedly issued to the press by 
Aptheker before leaving for North Vietnam on December 19, 1965. <

Since such a statement clearly indicates specific V,, 
intent by Aptheker to violate the travel restrictions on his 
United States passport prior to leaving the United States, you | 
should ascertain whether any of the legitimate New York City ‘ 
newspapers received a copy of Aptheker*s statement and whether' 
it received press comment prior to Aptheker’s departure from’ ■ 
New York City for Vietnam on December 19, 1965.

Expedite. >X\

EBR:jas (4)

Tolson'^ 
DeLoach 
Mohr — 
Wick _ 
Casper

Conrad _ 
Felt____
Gale___
Rosen _ 
Sullivan 
TavcJ _
Trottepzi 
Tele/Ro 
Hoimcc 
Gondy^>
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ENCLOSURES FOR BUREAU (2)

Bufile 100-123974

WFO file 100-45394

Airtel dated 3/21/66
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V !ev. 5-22-64) JU. jA I

FBI [

Date: 3/16/66 I

Transmit the following in ______________________________  !
(Type in plaintext or code) I

Via AIRTEL________________________________ ;_____________________ j
(Priority) t

TO: aDIRECTOR, FBI (100-123974)
FROM: M&SAC, NEW HAVEN (100-15601) (P)

SUBJECT: HERBERT EUGENE“APTHEKER
IS - C; ISA 1950 
UNAUTHORIZED TRAVEL TO NORTH VIETNAM, 
MISUSE OF U.S. PASSPORT, LOGAN ACT,
CONSPIRACY

(00: NY)
____________ | former PSI of NHO on the evening of 

3/14/66, advised that APTHEKER, on the evening of 3/18/66, 
would speak at 37 Howe Street, New Haven, Connecticut. 
Specific sponsor and context of APTHEKER*s speech unknown to 
the source.

i

I
l 

b7D

(41Bureau (RM)
(1 - 100-3-114, CP,USA, Public Appearance of 

CP leaders)
2-New York (100-80532)

(1 - 100-145839, CP,USA, Public Appearance of 
CP leaders) >

3-New Haven fj
(1 - 100-18050, CP,USA, Public 

CP leaders)
LSG:maa 
(9)

pproved: Sent

£► fclAR 17 1a6&

M Per
Special Agent in Charge



March 22, 1966

Mr. William E. Buckley 1 - Mr. DeLoach
1 - Mr. Mohr
1 - Mr. Wick
1 - Mr, Sullivan
1 - Mr. Reddy

Dear Mr. Buckley: r

I received your letter of March 18, 1966, 
and greatly appreciated your kind comment q^cerning my 
book, ‘’Masters of Deceit.“ It was a pleasure/to v* 
have had an opportunity to autograph a copy^idr you.

I can well understand your concern about^ 
the status of the matter involving the unauthorized 
and illegal travel to Hanoi by the individuals you 
mentioned in your letter. The Federal Bureau of 
Investigation immediately conducted extensive inves
tigation into the matter and furnished the results 
of that investigation to the Department of Justice. 
Recently, the Department of Justice requested this 
Bureau to conduct additional investigation. This 
is.-.being done on an expedite basis, and the results 
are being furnished promptly to the Department as 
received. The final determination as to when and 
if’ prosecutive action will be initiated is, of course, 
to be made by the Department of Justice. All that 
this Bureau can do at this point is respond to the 
requests. of the Department in an effort to obtain 
the evidence which it feels is necessary to make 
that determination.

Tolson 
DeLoueh 
Mohr _ ______
Wick_______
Ccspcr ——

to you.
100-123974

I,

CDB/pcn
(7)

I hope the foregoing will be of assistance

Sincerely yoursJ, Edgar Hoover t

CclichcR 
Conrod _ 
Felt 
Gole 
Rose 
Sul liven 
Tcvcl 
T rotte 
Tele.’BVon^^- 
Hclmes ---- •
Gandy_____ J

NOTE: Se* memorandum Baumgardner to Sullivan dated 3/21/66 
re Herbert Eugen^Apthelspr, Staughton Craig Lynd, 
ThOHas Haydeh, Uhau€Kbrized Travel to North Vietnam, 
EBR/pah. « -41 /

MAIL ROOM I------1 TELETYPE UNIT



WILLIAM E. BUCKLEY
b6
b7C

olso;_—_ 
Mr- DeLoaXfi-___

Mr. Callahan
Mr. Conrad------
Mr. Felt--------------
Mr./Sale___. ..
Mr. Jfiosen.— 
Mia^S]Wgn__ 
MrP^Kvel

Mr. Trotter_____
Tele. Room______
Miss Holmes_____
Miss Gandy_____

March 18, 1961

Mr, J, Edgar Hoover
Director
Federal Bureau of Investigation 
Pennsylvania Avenue and Ninth Street
Washington, D. C. 20 535

Dear Mr. Hoover:

My last association with you was when I was a Vice President arid 
Director of Henry Holt and Company and we published your fine 
book, MASTERS OF DECEIT. I have an autographed copy of which 
I am very proud.

The purpose of this letter is to pursue some written information I 
have from the Department of Justice. Some time ago I wrote to 
Attorney General Katzenbach asking to know what the Department
of Justice intended to do about Messrs. Lynd, Aptheker and Hayden 
and their unauthorized and illegal visit to Hanoi, Mr, Katzenbach 
referred the letter to one Assistant Attorney General J. Walter 
Yeagley who has been giving me a pleasant but uninformed series 
of responses, and to quote from his last letter dated March 15, 
he says, "About all that we can say at this time is that the FBI 
is still investigating these matters. " He told me the same thing J 
some weeks ago, and I am certain the FBI has long since finished/^ 

e three men.

My only interest is in seeing justice done, and I think it is out-

§ 
£

rageous that Staughton Lynd and Company continue to pursue their
usual procedures without our Government taking any action.

I am pres
Company but my interest in this matter is purely personal.

9 MAR 23 W65
Sincerely,

t wishes.

Any information you can giye me wilL.be appreciated’,



• Mr, J, Valter Yeagley
Assistant Attorney General

March 23, 1966

Director, FBI 1 - Reddy

HERBERT EUGENE APTHEKER 
STAUGHTON CRAIG LYND 
THOMAS EMMETT HAYDEN 
UNAUTHORIZED TRAVEL TO VIETNAM 
MISUSE OF UNITED STATES PASSPORT 
LOGAN ACT 

The following information is being furnished
pursuant to the request of Department Attorney Brandon 
Alvey on March 14, 1966,

b3
b7E

With reference to the utilisation of the tape 
recording of Staughton Craig Lynd’s speech at the 
Washington Hilton Hotel, Washington, D. C,, on January 24, 
1966, the hotel’s Security Office^ James McGovern, has 
advised that hotel officials object both to the use of the 
tape recording and the testimony of McGovern at a possible 
future trial ndue to possible adverse publicity.” McGovern 
added, however, that, if the recording and his testimony 
become ’’absolutely vital to the Government’s case,” the 
hotel management will reconsider the problem.

With reference to the cablegram sent by subjects
\ from Hanoi to Senator William C. Fulbright, requesting an
\ opportunity to appear before the Senate Committee on
I Foreign Relations, it has been determined that this cable- 

Jgram was handled by Western Union* A subpoena duces tecum

(SEE NOTE PAGE TWO)



Mr* J*. Walter Yeagley
Assistant Attorney General

should be directed to Mr* Roscoe W« Griggs J___________________

in the event the file copy of this cablegram is needed for 
trial purposes. Attached for your information is a typed 
facmile of the cablegram in question.

The Additional investigation requested by Mr. Alvey 
is being handled expeditiously and the results will be trans
mitted tn the inmediate future.

Enclosure

NOTE:
Memorandum 3/15/66 from Baumgardner to Sullivan 

reported the discussion with Department Attorney Alvey 
regarding the status of this case and set out the additional 
investigation requested by Alvey, The only remaining item 
consists of the identification by the New York Office of 
the Associated Press reporter in Moscow who interviewed the 
subjects telephonically from Moscowwfcile they were in Hanoi. 
When the identity of this reporter is ascertained, the 
Department of State will be requested to expeditiously 
interview him with reference to this telephone call.

- 2



March 31, 1966Mr. J. Walter Yeagley 
Assistant Attorney General

Director, FBI

HERBERT EUGENE APTHEKER 
STAUGHTON CRAIG LYND 
THOMAS EMMETT HAYDEN 
UNAUTHORIZED TRAVEL TO VIETNAM

1 - Mr, Reddy

MISUSE OF PASSPORT 
LOGAN ACT - CONSPIRACY

Pursuant to the request of Mr. Brandon Alvey on 
March 14, 1966, it has been determined that Henry Bradsher 
is the Associated Press reporter who conducted a telephonic 
interview with Staughton Craig Lynd from Moscow, Russia, to 
Hanoi, North Vietnam, on December 31, 1965. The substance 
of Bradsher*s interview was reported in ’’The New York Times” 
of January 1,. 1966, in an article entitled ’’U.S. Leftist, in 
Hanoi, Says Lull In Raids Produces No Reaction.”

In view of the recent action of the Department ~ 
of State in the passport matter involving Professor Henry 
Stuart Hughes, this Bureau does not deem it advisable to 
request the Department of State to obtain from Bradsher 
the complete details regarding his telephonic interview 
with Lynd. The Department of Justice, however, may desire 
to initiate such a request.

Mr. Alvey’s attention was called, on March 14, 
1966, to an article in "The Worker,” east coast communist 
newspaper, on January 11, 1966, entitled "Aptheker Statement 
Prior to Trip," which purported to be a statement prepared 
by Aptheker for the press prior to his departure from the 
United States on December 19, 1965. A review has been made
of the clipping file of "The New York Times” for the period 
December 17 through December 22, 1965, and it was determined 
that these issues contained no statement issued to the press

Mohr -—t—L 
Wok .__ V
Casper - 
Callahan .__
Conrad____
Felt______
Gale______
Rosen ____
Sullivan 
Tavel z 
Troltei/___ *
Tele. Room 
Holmes X
Gandy___„

Aptheker prior to his departure from the United States. 
Arrangements have been made to review the microfilm copies 
of other New York City daily newspapers for the same period 
and, if it is determined that any of these newspapers 
received a copy of Aptheker*s statement to the press, inquiry 
will be instituted to determine complete details 
100-396916- yf *

EBR/pah:pcn . s t
(4) '
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Mr. J. Walter Teagley 
Assistant Attorney General

Director, FBI

ZV
HERBERT APTHEKER
STAUGHTON LYND 
THOMAS HAYDEN 
UNAUTHORIZED TRAVEL TO NORTH VIETNAM 
MISUSE OF UNITED STATES PASSPORT 
LOGAN ACT

March 22, 1966

1 - Mr. Reddy

Attached for your information is a copy of the 
January, 1966, issue of the magazine "Viet Report."

It will he noted that Staughton Lynd is listed as 
a member of the Advisory Board of "Viet Report” and that 
practically the entire issue is devoted to the material 
gathered by Lynd and Thomas Hayden during their recent trip 
to North Vietnam. A report submitted by Herbert Eugleee 
Aptheker is to be carried in a future issue of this magazine.

Enc.

EBR:Jas (4) f
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WILLIAM E. BUCKLEY
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Mr, 
Mr. 
Mr. Caster’

i Mr. CaV an. 
! Mr. Conrad 
| Mr. Felt--------

§ Mr. Gale___
J Mr. Rosei^^

Mr. SuH’Xvn.
Mr. Tavel
Mr, Trotter-

, , , _ _ , _ . , Miss Holmes-------March 25, 1966 Miss Gandy_____

Mr. J. Edgar Hoover
Director
Federal Bureau of Investigation
United States Department of Justice 
Washington, D, C.

Dear Mr. Hoover:

My thanks for your letter of March 22 and it is

hoped that the Department of Justice will soon make its^
62-///?/7-position known concerning the Americans who made the /_? *

unauthorized and illegal trip to Hanoi.
3 APR 5 1966

Best regards.

Cordially,

William E. Buckley

P. S. May I also add that it will be a sad day for our 
country when you find it necessary to retire as 
Director of the Federal Bureau of Investigation.
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• MISSION TO MAN0r;1 
’ By HERBERT APTHEKER > J

WithPrefaces by :

Staughton Lynd itnd Toni Hayden'
A xeport on the -historic factfinding .mission, containing 

impressions written .down fresh duriiig the visit'.to North - 
Vietnam,, conclusions .about peace prospects ’and .policy, -a:.- 
documentary . supplement including hew .material and a 
selected bibliography. Illustrated with photography -'taken 
dining the visit, - “

'Cloth $3.75, Paperback -$L25 ' • 1
J* ' _
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SAC, New York 4/7/66

Director, FBI 1 - Mr. Reddy

HERBERT EUGENE" APTHEKER
STAUGHTON CRAIG LYND
THOMAS HAYDEN
UNAUTHORIZED TRAVEL TO NORTH VIETNAM
MISUSE OF UNITED STATES PASSPORT 
LOGAN ACT

The March 27, 1966, issue of ’’The Worker” contains 
an advertisement on page 11 regarding a .book written by Aptheker 
entitled^Hfission to Hanoi.” The article further indicates 
that prefaces by Staughton Lynd and Thcmas Hayden are included 
and that the book is "a report on the historic fact-finding 
mission” recently undertaken by Aptheker, Lynd and Hayden 

, to North Vietnam.

You should obtain and transmit to the Bureau two copies 
of the paperback edition of this book which will sell for 
$1.25 and is available through the International Publishers, 
381 Park Avenue South, New York City.

EBRijas (4)
i ■
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Date; 4/7/66
Transmit the following in

(Type in plaintext or code)

Via AIRTEL

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-123974)

FROM: SAC, DETROIT (100-16293)

'i STAUGHTON LYND;
THOMAS HAYDEN
UNAUTHORIZED TRAVEL TO VIETNAM 
MISUSE OF UNITED STATES PASSPORT 
LOGAN ACT - CONSPIRACY

(P riority)

Re Detroit airtel to Bureau, 3/3/66, captioned as A L 
above, and Detroit letter to Bureau, 3/10/66, captioned, 
"HERBERT APTHEKER, IS-C; CP, USA, PUBLIC APPEARANCES OF 
PARTY LEADERS, IS-C", dated 3/10/66. / bf

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are three 
and for New York two copies of a verbatum transcript 
speech given by HERBERT APTHEKER on 2/10/66, at Rackham 
Auditorium, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan.

copies 
of a

_____ The original tane for this speech was made available 
by|________________________________ I (protect identity by request),
who attended the APTHEKER meeting on 2/10/66, and made the 
tape recording which is attached.

b6
b7C

The delay in transcription 
was occasioned by technical problems

of this tape recording 
at Detroit.

The Detroit Office is maintaining a duplicate of 
this tape for possible future use as- evidence^ .

A
4 - Bureau (Enc, - 3) (W 17 x '----

1 - IOO-MXt (PUBLIC APPEARANCES CP LEADERS)
2 - New York (Enc. - 2) (RM) ‘ ’’ -J“—
2 - Detroit ’

1 - 100-29519 (PUBLIC APPEARANCES CP LEADER'S/ 
MHS :PM 
(8)

to

>4

Apdro^d: ____________________________
I K /P A >.■ SpecigLAgeqt in Charge
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SPEECH OF HERBERT APTHEKER AT ANN ARBOR MICHIGAN

HERBERT APTHEKER was introduced by a Moderator. This intro
duction was indistinct due to background noises.

HERBERT APTHEKER - Thank you very much. I appreciate the courtesy 
of this invitation. The Secretary of State, Mr. RUSK, in speak
ing before the House Foreign Affairs Committee, on the sixth of 
January of this year, said, quote, nearly one third of the world 
are asleep at any given moment. The other two thirds are awake 
and are probably stirring up mischief somewhere. Sort of an 
unusual way of putting the world's problems (laughter). Professor 
LYND, Mr HAYDEN and myself have just returned from that part of 
the world where concerns (?) are stirring up mischief, day and 
night. I've noticed, since my return particularly, although this 
is not too new,, in Asia,,, that .. t Some gentlemen (?) editorials 
were quite upsetting, as to whether or not I am a patriot ..............
they said so several times in print inquiring as to whether a 
Communist has any libel rights left in this country, and attorneys 
will let me know tomorrow. But, in terms of pointed opposition with 
war, this government conducts, to the expression of such nointed 
opposition, why war is going on, presumably is the essence of my 
offense. If ttis is treasonous it has been indulged in by some 
strange traitors. ABE LINCOLN, for example. He permitted himself 
to say to the President of the United States, during a war, that I 
with my obviously lesser..courage, have not yet permitted myself to 
say. Thus, Mr. Lincoln's speech of January, 1848, while this 
country was engaging in a war, of course, it was an old fashioned 
war, it was declared, a declared war, Mr. Lincoln characterized 
President POLK's message as, quote, the sheerest deception. Mr. 
Lincoln said that he was certain, that President Polk, I am quot
ing, is deeply conscious of being involved, that the President 
feels the blood of this war, like the blood of Abel, is crying to 
heaven against him. The President, said Mr. Lincoln, trusting to 
escape scrutiny by fixing the public gaze on the exceeding bright
ness of military glory,that attractive rainbow that rises in 
showers of blood, that serpant's eye that charms to destroy. He 
denounced the President. Polk is urging the national honor, the 
security of the future, the prevention of foreign interference and 
even the good of, not Vietnam, the good of Mexico as a moment of 
so called ... and war. As to the more terminating ... of securing 
peace, the President is equally blundering, untruthful and indefinite. 
First, he says, it is to be brought (?) by the more vigorous 
prosecution of the war on the vital parts of the enemies country. 
That, apparently talking'himself tired of that point,the President 
drops down to a half despairing tone and tells us that the ...
people distract, distracted and divided by contending factions 

and^he government is subject to constant changes by successive 
r^o^&jtions and coups, continued success of our arms may fail to 

a satisfactory peace. The President is a bewildered, con- 
founded and miserably perplexed man, God grant he may be able to 
show there is not something about his conscience more gainful than 
all' his mental perplexity, said Mr. Lincoln, one of. the well known 



traitors of the 19th century. Another clearly un-American poet, 
WALT WHITMAN, the same period, damned, quote, the old political 
parties are defunct. There remains of them nothing but empty 
flesh, putrid mouths, lovely speaking politicians stand back in the 
shadows. They tell lies trying to delude and frighten people, said 
Walt Whitman. I do not know how many people know our whole national 
anthem, including the third stanza, in which, singing the whole 
thing through, is almost impossible. One sings our country, triumph 
it must, if it’s cause be just. So much for the proprieties. I 
will now proceed in an attempt .. .» of what I saw and felt and then 
on the basis of this, and what study I have been able to put into 
the subject, some opinions on the war in Vietnam. Everywhere are 
air raid shelters. On top of them the children play. Watching 
the children are grandmothers. They are the target. Hanoi and 
it’s one million people is calm, determined, but calm. Lights in 
shops and stores, the opera, the cinema, 10,000 bicyclists. Here 
is the target. A large and lovely lake is in the city’s center. 
Fronting it, I am told, were flowers. Now, these have given way 
to air raid shelters. Still, there are stalls where flowers are 
sold and as I stoll by late in the evening many women are prepar
ing displays, binding bouquets in ... leaves. Again, the target. 
This lady is on a peace committee, she is pleased to meet three 
Americans who are friends. She has met others at international 
gatherings, some American women among them. They are just likewe 
women here, she thinks, is it not so. I mean, it seems to meto 
be as sentimental as we are, loving their husbands and wanting 
their children to grow up, so do we. Why can’t this not be. There 
is nothing like loving children, I think, except it is loving 
independence. Independence, freedom, loving children. These are 
things women must have, is it not so? She is the target, A 
village some twenty miles south of Hanoi, here live 850 families, 
about 4500 souls. Now, there are many less with the men in the 
army, allthe young men. An elderly peasant with a characteristic 
wisp of a beard, like uncle HO, sits in a cart and allows himself 
to be pulled by the faithful buffalo to his work. He is reading 
as the animal plows his familiar path. I say, good morning. He 
is happy to welcome me to his village, he says, an American. I' 
have come a long way. Others have come from my country, too, but 
you have come with open hands and are a frfend, therefore, good 
morning. May I know, please, what are you reading? This? Well, 
this is SHALLIKOFF (phn). Of course, you know SHALLIKOFF? Yes. 
What do you think of SHALLIKOFF? There’s no doubt that he writes 
well, he is an interesting writer and he knows people. But, do 
you know something? I must say that his stories are a little pat 
sometimes, do you know what I mean? I mean things come out too 
well, too soon. It does not happen that way all the time. He is 
a fine writer. He goes off, and next to him is his rifle for 
while the young men are away everyone else, the aged, the women, 
they are all armed, indeed the village people tell me they have 
a special name for the old man’s brigade. It is the gray haired 
force. I watched him go off into the Asian landscape engrossed 
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in. SHALLIKOFF, his -run by his side. He most certainly is the 
target. What labor is here. With pride I am told of what they 
have built in the village that now they think is theirs. The 
drainage ditches, the brick homes, the bicycles, the newly 
planted trees, cabbage, rice, grapefruit, tangerines, the pigs 
they have bred, the ducks they have raised, the harvest that was 
good this year. What labor is here. What sweetness that now the 
village is theirs.. The young woman in charge of the local guerilla 
forces says if President JOHNSON comes to take this village we will 
fight for it. Nobody will take it. At last this is ours, everything 
now we share and now that we share we no longer quarrel so much. 
Everything is a target. The harvest, the brick house, the pigs and 
ducks, this young woman with a rifle, targets of the Pentagon. In 
Nam Ding (phn) a city of 90,000, this is the battle zone. Eleven 
times in the past American planes have roared across the city 
dropping bombs and strafing with rockets and machine guns. The 
province in which Nam Ding is the capitol lives Many Catholics, 
250,000 I am told. This evening when we come, one travels only 
at night, I asked if I might see the oldest "Priest and I was in
troduced to a man about 75 years of age. Sixty years I have been 
in the Church, he says. In the old days of th& French the Church 
was not free and not it is. What do you mean, Father? The old 
days early Mass was for the French and not fof us. We had to go 
to late Mass. In the morning soldiers guarded the Church doors 
with guns and would not let us enter, only the French could enter. 
Why was that? Why? To keep us apart, to make us feel like intruders 
in our own home. In those days they had two Christs, one for the 
Vietnamese and one for the French. It is like in my country, Father, 
I say. At home we have a black Christ and a white Christ. Really, 
he says, I see. Then, abruptly, why is it the Americans are bombing 
my city? What have we done to the Americans, would you explain if 
to me? I do not understand. Why do they come here time after 
time and bomb this city? It is cruel, it is inhuman. Can you tell 
me why it is? My host comes and tells me we must leave. There is 
an alert, the U. S, planes are 40 miles away and we are not sure 
that it is safe for you. I begged to be allowed to remain but 
they will have none of it and I must leave. I asked the Father’s 
pardon for leaving so quickly, of course, to myself I asked the 
Father's pardon for a million other things too. The police direct
ing traffic are women. Everywhere they are women, they carry no 
guns and no clubs, nothing but their hands. In this terrible land 
of tyranny and Communist slavery everyone is armed except the 
police. Why do your police carry nothing at all I asked. Because, 
I am told, under the French and under the Japanese we had enough of 
the armed police and their clubs. They shot us and they clubbed 

usand now that the police are ours they carry nothing at all. The 
fact is that we cannot stand to look upon the police with a club. 
It strikes me, then, that in Hanoi, unlike the pictures I have 
seen of Saigon, there are no barricades before the hotels or 
cafes, there is no danger from within, the danger is only from 
without, from the heavens. On the way home I get the free world 
press again, and the insanity. In the HERALD TRIBUNE of December
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29 TED SALES (phn) writes from Washington that the tbombing to the 
North Vietnam have not succeeded in dislocating it s society. He 
reports that in the Pentagon many are saying that,"quote, now, only 
massive attacks, perhaps even with nuclear weapons, could cause 
such immediate dislocation, end of quotation. Before I came to 
the target area I read these things, shuddered, but now that I have 
been in the target area, with the children on-the air raid shel
ters, with a 75 year old priest, with the SHALLIKOFF (phn) read
ing peasant of the gray haired force, now it is I do not know how 
to say it. It is like a nightmare. I looked upon the concen
tration camps 21 years ago. I saw the ovens and when my outfit 
arrived the places still stank. I saw it but I could not believe 
it. It was like a nightmare. But, then we had fought against 
this, we had been on the side of the inmates. If that was a night
mare, what was this? Now, the crematory were made in the United 
States and were portable and were called napalm and phosphorous, 
and journalists were coolly writing of dislocation with massive 
attacks and nuclear weapons. On the way home I read NEWSWEEK of 
January 10, 1966, and it tells me that BOB HOPE is in Saigon 
entertaining 10,000 troops with his inimical wit’.. The magazine 
says, quote, the soldiers roared and laughed when HOPE called the 
U.S. bombing raids on North Vietnam the best slum clearance 
project they ever had, end of quote. I remember that we forced 
some of the German officers to go through the concentration camp 
and we all filed through with handkerchiefs at our noses, and I 
remember that when we emerged into the air the Nazis dropoed their 
handkerchiefs, I remember that some were laughing. The crematory 
constituted one huge sewage project to them, in which vermin, 
Jews, Communists, Poles, Russians, were wiped out. Professor 
Morganthal writes truly when he indicts this, quote, senseless, 
hopeless and brutalizing war. Dr. BENJAMIN SPOCK writes truly when 
he declares of what U.S. armed might is doing in Vietnam, quoting 
Dr. SPOCK, when Hitler’s armies used such tactics we called them 
atrocities, end of quote. And, when Hitler's armies marched he 
did not say what the world knew, that he wanted the.oil! and'coal, 
the wheat and iron of the Ukraine, that he wanted to annihilate 
the idea of popular sovereignty, that he sought to extirpate 
Socialism. Such realistic considerations are scarce today in the 
noble rhetoric with which U.S. made atrocities are bedecked, but 
it was not always so. Thus, when the French were doing most of 
the fighting against the Vietnamese the NEW .YOPK TIMES editorial
ized February 12, 1950, quote, Indo-China is a prize worth a large 
gamble. In the north are exportable tins, tungsten, zinc, manga
nese, coal, lumber and rice and in the south are rice, rubber, 
tea and pepper, end of quotation. And, a little later, while the 
French still held the line, President Eisenhower permitted himself 
to express these thoughts in his characteristic syntac, '' at the 
United States Governors Conference August 4, 1953 and I quote 
President Eisenhower. Now, let us assume that we lost Indo-China. 
If Indo-China goes, several things happen right away. Then 
peninsula, the last spit of land hanging on down there would be 



scarcely defensible. The tin and tungsten that we so greatly 
value from that area would cease coming. So, when the United 
States votes $400 million to help the French in that war we are 
not voting a giveaway program, we are voting for the cheapest 
way we can to prevent the occurrence of something that would be 
of a most terrible significance to the United States, our security, 
our power, our ability to get certain things we need from the 
riches of the Indo-Chinese territory and from southeast Asia, end 
of quotation. LYNDON B. JOHNSON, as President of the United States, 
tends to deliver himself when speaking formally of elevated 
prose. Still, one wonders whether the truer LYNDON B. JOHNSON 
was speaking, when as a Congressman he said on the floor of the 
House of the Representatives, March 15, 1948, quote, no matter 
what else we have of offensive or defensive weapons, without 
superior air power America is a bound and throttled giant. The 
NEW YORK TIMES of January 29th, 1966, has what I take to be a 
society note. It tells us that one of the two dogs the President 
has, the one that is male, he has recently rechristened the male 
dog of the President of the United States, Mr. JOHNSON, calls 
HO CHI HIM. Now, HO, President of the Democratic Republic of 
Vietnam, from time to time rides a donkey. It is this chauvinism,; 
this racism, this colonialism and that parasitic appetite as well 
as considerations of strategic position and future activities 
against other Socialist lands that, in my opinion, lie at the base 
of the aggressive foreign policy now dominating Washington. 
Whatever demagogic purposes may have prompted the issuance of 
President JOHNSONS 14 points, and whatever devious intentions may 
lie behind the much trumpeted peace offensive, and Mr. HARRIMAIVs 
recent remark concerning the National Liberation Front, and the 
possibility of it s recognition, that the language is closer to 
the necessities of peace is to be welcomed, that world public 
opinion of the Vietnamese resistance and growing American public 
opinion play a part in inducing the peace offensive and extracting 
this off hand remark from the distinguished Ambassador is all to 
the good. The first point of the 14 point statement, issued by 
President/JOHNSON on December 27, namely the acceptance of the 
Geneva agreement, represents the essential point of both the 
National Liberation Front of South Vietnam and the Democratic 
Republic of Vietnam. If adhered to and implemented it means an 
end to the war in Vietnam and the basis for a lasting peace in 
Southeast Asia. The Geneva agreement of 1954 was for the people 
of Vietnam what the treaty of "Paris of 1783 was for the people of 
the United States. Both represented treaties entered into after 
prolonged negotiation, by defeated colonial powers, in the earlier 
case Great Britain and the latter case France, with a formerly 
colonial people, American and Vietnamese respectively, who had won 
their independence through struggle. The Geneva agreement was a 
generous one, offered by the victorious Vietnamese to the defeated 
French. Thus, though the Vietnamese had proposed that the temporary 
military line of demarcation be at the 15th parallel, and the 
French the L8th, the final Geneva agreement set that at the.17th, 
representing a concession to the French, not only of considerable 
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territory, but also of some two million people. But this was 
agreed to in Geneva as a whole and was signed by the Vietnamese 
because it contains the main things, to wit, the acceptance of 
the independence and integrity of the Vietnam nation, affirmed 
the temporary non-political character of the split in the 17th 
parallel, required the withdrawal of all foreign troops from 
Vietnam, prohibiting the future introduction of such troops and 
set down procedures for the re-unification of Vietnam by 1956. 
For these reasons it was signed by the Vietnamese and because they 
sat by as the terms were carried out by the Vietnamese people 
because Uncle HO asked them to do so, and HO CITI MINH is to the 
Vietnamese what WASHINGTON, LINCOLN and LENIN taken together 
represented. The Geneva agreement terminated a dirty war waged 
for over eight years, 1946 through ’54, by the French with the 
massive assistance of the United States. It is universally 
acknowledged, as by former President Eisenhower for example, that 
the 1956 elections were not held vecause at the insistence of 
Saigon and Washington authorities, it was stated at that time 
in 1956, as affirmed by ^resident Eisenhower, that Saigon and 
Washington refused to permit the election because it was certain 
that HO CHI MINH would have emerged in such election as the choice 
of the overwhelming majority of the Vietnamese people, in both the 
north and the south. Nevertheless, since Geneva and since 1956 the 
DRV has tried repeatedly, though without success, to normalize 
relations between South and North Vietnam. Furthermore, in three 
important respects as was emphasized during our journies, agree
ments already have been offered going further than the Geneva 
accord. These are viewed upon by the NLF and the DRV as very 
significant concessions though I think it is fair to say that not 
one of a thousand Americans knows of their existence. Thus, the 
DRV, and j’since it’s formation in 1960, the NLF, have agreed to, 
a, the neutrality and foreign policy of the South Vietnam interim 
government, b. The broad coalition character of such government, 
c. A prolonged process for the reunification of North and South 
Vietnam, determinedwithout outside interference by the people 
involved and confirmed by a general free election, supervised by 
an international controlled commission established by Geneva.
None of these three points is in the Geneva agreement. All, and I 
repeat this was emphasized to us during our journey, all illustrated 
moderations by the DRV approach. Certainly their existence, un
doubtedly unknown to the vast majority of Americans, refutes the 
Washington stereotype of the DRV and the NLF as intransient and 
stubborn, not to say more seeking. The fact is that after 25 years 
of war no people on earth craves peace more than those in Viet- 
name. But those 25 years of war were inspired by the goal of the 
independence and integrity of the Vietnamese nation. This is an 
indispensable prerequisite which runs like a red thread through 
a thousand years of unbroken Vietnamese history. It is an in
dispensable prerequisite. Not only could no government of the 
DRV agree to anything less but if a government did agree to 
anything less, the Vietnamese people would not abide by such a 
government. Let it be added that the very long exnerience of the
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Vietnamese people covering thousands o£ years have shown them, that 
without independence, quite literally, existence becomes either 
impossible or intolerable. As a single example of what is meant, 
in the one year 1944-45, under the combined occupation of the 
Japanese and the French, two million Vietnamese starved to death. 
Hence, without independence, it is passionately felt in Vietnam, 
this my journey persuaded me beyond any doubt, that any peace can 
only represent surrender if peace is won without independence. 
Such a settlement should not be expected by anyone, least of all 
Americans who live in a country created in a war for independence. 
It was independence, unity and national integrity which were the 
heart of Geneva and many Vietnamese wonder if it is not because of 
this that the highest officials in the U.S. Government, such as 
Secretary of State DULLES and President EISENHOWER express so low 
an opinion of the Geneva agreement at the time of it’s signing. 
If the first of the 14 points of December 27 is meant in full 
seriousness nothing else is necessary. That point means the recog
nition of Vietnamese independence, unity and national integrity, 
forbids the presence of foreign troops in Vietnam. Let the first 
be solemnly affirmed and let the second process be begun, and my 
journey absolutely convinces me peace is well on it’s way in 
Vietnam. In this connection, however, it is necessary to observe 
that so universally respected a commentator as WALTER LIPMANN’ in 
his column dated December 29, after the issuance of the 14 points, 
concludes, quote, I believe it a grave mistake to attempt to make 
permanent our military presence on the Asian mainland, making this 
artificial and ramshackled debris of old empires permanent and 
committing our lives and fortunes to it’s maintenance means, I 
believe, unending war in Asia, end of quotation. It is necessary, 
also, to observe that Mr. TOM LAMBERT, writing from Washington in 
the NEW YORK HERALD TRIBUNE of December 31, several days after the 
announcement of the 14 points, notes that while the United States 
will accept, quote, a non-aligned South Vietnam, nevertheless, the 
United States will not let South Vietnam go to the Communists and 
will remain there militarily if necessary to preclude any such 
Communist takeover, end of quote. This ruled out the unfettered 
choice by the people involved, furthermore, since it depends on 
what Washington considers Communist it may rule out anything to the 
left of the present, excuse the expression, Prime Minister of the 
Saigon regime, who has stated that his favorite hero is Adolph 
Hitler. And Mr. LAMBERT went on to say in the same dispatch to 
quote the President’s assistant, Mr. MOYERS, as repeating that the 
basis, the President’s words, that the basic aim of the United 
States in Vietnam, as stated by President JOHNSON in Baltimore, 
April, 1965, remains namely, quote, United States demands that an 
independent South Vietnam securely guarantees, but the whole 
point of Geneva was the temporary character of the two zone 
separation of Vietnam and the agreement as to the unity and 
sovereignty of Vietnam, not north and not south, but Vietnam. 
One cannot affirm adherence to Geneva and simultaneously with 
reason insist that a basic demand is for a separate and inde
pendent and non-Communist South Vietnam. Clearly, and correctly
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I believe, the Vietnamese feel that their strug \le is a just war 
for national independence* It is a continuation of an anti
colonialist and anti-imperialist effort waged asgainst the Japa
nese, the French-American and now the American Government. I 
think that it is indutible that the NATIONAL LIBERATION FRONT 
is a genuine broad national coalition representing the overwhelm
ing percent of the people of South Vietnam,. Further, the struggle 
seeks not only the cause of the triumph of the national liberation 
of the Vietnamese people, in addition such a victory would thwart 
the effort of the United States government to establish a nr litary 
stronghold in Southeast Asia for purposes, I think, of exploitation 
and conquest of that area and as a base for further assault 
throughout Asia, thus clearly opening up the prospects of a 
general and, perhaps, even a third world war. The Vietnamese, I 
assure you, take very seriously the unanimous agreements reached 
in the 1957 and 1960 conferences of.the workers and Communist 
Parties. There, it was agreed, that a prime task was to exert 
every effort to further the cause of national liberation and 
simultaneously to prevent world war. Both tasks were viewed as 
two sides of the same anti-imperialist effort. The present 
struggle against the United States Government policy of aggression 
in Vietnam is held to be exactly that kind of struggle, it is 
then a fundamental issue in the central task of our era. The 
achievement of national liberation and the prevent!on of world 
war by implementation of the policy of peaceful co-existence. 
Notice to be taken that the Vietnamese emphasize the distinction 
between the people of the United States and the U. S. Government, 
They value most highly the impressive efforts for peace being 
waged by large, increasing segments of the American people. It is 
a historical fact, in my professional opinion, it is a historical 
fact that the present degree of opposition to an actual war being 
conducted is without precedent and the relative absence of any 
passionate support for such an actual war also is without prece
dent in the history of the United States. Let it also be observed 
that the Vietnamese do not seek the defeat of the United States 
and do not conceive of themselves as capable of defeating the 
United States. That is, they are not waging war upon the United 
States and do not seek the destruction of our cities, Let alone 
the capture of Washington. They do not seek, like Admiral Tojo, 
to sign a peace treaty in Washington. They are seeking to defeat 
the American aggression upon their soil. They seek to defeat 
the American Governments aggressive foreign policy. They want 
American troops not to be in their country. This is what they 
mean by winning, nothing else. The aggressive war policy of the 
JOHNSON administration brings death and maiming to thousands of 
Americans and ruin and devastation to Vietnam. The aggressive 
policy of the JOHNSON administration threatens all social progress 
and democratic achievements in our country. There is a 3.2 percent 
ceiling for wage increases but there is no ceiling at all for rates 
of profit by corporations. There is impotence in the face of mur
der of civil rights workers in the United States and at the same 
time the capacity to send 200,000 American soldiers 10,000 miles 
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from home to kill peasants and burn villages. The JOHNSON policy 
of aggression threatens the American people with the kind of 
catastrophe that Hitler's policy of aggression did bring the Ger
man people. The President of the United States speaks of our 
honor as a nation. Does it honor our nation to ravage a people 
who have done us no harm? Does it honor our nation to spread 
chemical poisons upon the labor of farmers in Asia? Does it honor 
our nation to turn children into beggers and women into prosti
tutes? Does it honor our nation to hurl phosphorous shells and 
napalm bombs and beneficient gasses upon the homes and bodies of 
millions of men, women and children? If to shout to the heavens 
in denunciation of such honor be treason, please then let my name 
forever be enrolled among the traitors. The truth is that a 
reversal of the present aggressive foreign policy in the United 
States is in the best interests of the poeple of Vietnam and of 
the United States and the entire world. Pressures for such a 
reversal are mounting throughout the world and they are mounting 
here. And, of course, here is the main responsibility. Permit 
me very briefly to simply allude to three particular arguments. 
One is the so-called domino theory. As to this I would simply 
assert that, particularly since February, '65, last year, when 
we commenced bombing of the DRV, the domino theory has been, in 
effect, in reverse. Every bomb thrown has reduced the influence 
and prestige of the United States nation. Until now, in Cambodia, 
in India, in the nhillipines and in Japan, the influence tolerant 
(phn) of the United States are at an all time low. And, while 
this is especially true of Asia, here is the report from Paris of 
Mr. JOSEPH BARRY in the current issue of the PROGRESSIVE MAGAZINE 
as to Europe, quote, everywhere in Europe the Vietnam war has 
poisoned whatever else has been positive in American policy. It 
has reduced to nil everything but our military leadership and 
made nonsense in all Europe of our claims to moral law and inter
national order, end of quote. So much for the domino theory. Two. 
The affirmation that it is Chinese aggression that is the secret 
source of our generosity in Vietnam. Of this, there are no 
Chinese soldiers in Vietnam, no Chinese borders (phn) in the 
Chinese People's Republic. There are 200,000 American troops. The 
Chinese do not blockade our coasts, our navy blockades their coast, 
and two of their ports are not usable, Hanoi (phn) and Phu Chow 
(phn), are stopped to all traffic by our navy. It is as though 
Norfolk and Philadelphia were stopped by some foreign navy. Ouemoy 
and Matsu is held by us and our creature. Quemoy and Matsu are 
to China what Naragansut (uhn) and Staten Island are to the United 
States. It is our government which, for the first time in history, 
has affirmed, not only that it will not recognize another govern
ment, the Chinese People’s Republic, but it has explicitly affirmed 
diplomatically, openly, several times, that it seeks, as official 
policy, the overthrow, the destruction of the government of the 
Chinese People's Republic. It never did that even with the Soviet 
Union. Furthermore, we have now over 200,000‘troops in Vietnam 
and approximately 65,000 in Korea. That many troops together
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amounts to almost 300,000 combat troops in areas, both of which 
border China. If I ask just a moments consideration of what it 
would mean if Chinese had a quarter of a million troops, one 
fourth in Canada and three fourths in Mexico, I therefore affirm 
that, really, what ever one may say about Chinese policy, and 
particularly, language, the fact is that, in acts, ................
China and the United States, the United States to speak of Chinese 
aggression is a classical example of thief crying thief. The 
third point, also for a minute, the charge of appeasement, of 
Munich, of allegedly learning the lesson of Munich, the President 
of the United States reiterates a thousand times, just recently 
again. I think here, of course, the basic approach is to the 
whole history of aggression, etcetera, which I do not wish to 
enter into. But, I do want to say this. Hitler was not appeased. 
Hitler was created, first by German financed capital and then by 
Western, including U.S. financed capital. Appeasement means 
grudgingly giving up. This was not done with Hitler. He was 
made, created, financed, urged, blown up, encouraged, he was 
not appeased. He was, in fact, given so much that we now know 
from his private conversations since published, that he was 
surprised at how much was given him and how quickly. He was given 
parity in naval strength with England. He was given the Saar,, 
he was given Mimmel (phn), he was given Danzig. We now know that 
the British were planning on giving him half of Africa, he was 
given Austria, he was given Czechoslovakia, an enormous technical 
capacity of the great Skota munitions works and it’s border touch
ing the Soviet Union. Hitler was not appeased, the whole concept 
of appeasement is faulty. Hitler was built up as the advance 
guard against Socialism in Europe and for the destruction of the 
Soviet Union, furthermore, who supported this policy? The support 
of ... came from the Right, the denunciation of it came from the 
Left. Was anyone more pro Munich, for instance, than the NEW YORK 
DAILY NEWS? No. That's why President Roosevelt bestowed Hitler’s 
Iron Cross upon the owner of the NEW YOPK DAILY NEWS. Is there 
anyone more avid on the bombing of Hanoij Hai Phong and China'than 
the NEW YORK DAILY NEWS and it’s ilk? No. X'lhy? Because the 
DAILY NEWS was the organ of pro-Easeism in the thirties and it is 
the organ of pro-Fascism in the sixties. Never, since the days of 
chattel slavery has a question of right or wrong been clearer in 
our country than it is today with the war in Vietnam. Among those 
who opposed slavery there were many differences but finally one 
thing united them all, a sense of humanity and out of the sense 
of decency and &’concern for'fundamental humanity. The differences 
that seemed so important to the various camps in the anti-slavery 
effort now have interest only to historians. And, the greatest 
lesson they teach all of us now is this, whatever prevented unity 
in the struggle against slavery was helpful to the slave owners. 
Whatever prevents unity now in the struggle to stop the killing in 
Vietnam is helpful to the crackpot realists and the stone age 
generals. We must go to the American people in their multi
millions and say to them plainly and convincingly in terms that 
they will understand and act upon that this war is atrocious, 
immoral and intensely harmful to our country and to our own 
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every day interest. The President of the United States has recent
ly said that those who opposed the war were simply worriers, they 
present no alternative. The Geneva agreement is the alternative 
to aggressive war in Southeast'-.Asia. We must do what Britain did 
in Ghana. We must do what France did in Algeria and in Vietnam. 
We must, in the first place, stop the killing, we must, in the 
second place, get out. (Applause) This is what Geneva says. The 
cessation of the bombing, agree to the re-convening of Geneva 
under the auspices of, not of the UN, in which neither Hanoi, nor 
Saigon nor the NLF, nor China is represented. Implement Geneva 
with a broad coalition, neutral South Vietnam, neutral government, 
a prolonged process of re-unification, confirmed in a general 
election supervised by the Geneva International Commission. That 
is the alternative, Mr. President. I refuse to admit even the 
possibility of failure in this great crusAde. We will not fail.. 
We will succeed, and in succeeding we will make America a beacon of 
decency, justice, equality and peace. Thank you. (-Applause)

(As refel #2 begins HERB APTHEKER .is apparently conducting a 
question and answer period as reel is started with APTHEKER in 
the process of answering a question?)

We asked the Prime Minister. He said to himtthat?±t is-frequently 
uncertain in the United States Press, and by the military, that 
there are regular units of the DRV in South Vietnam. Is that true, 
Mr. Minister. He said, no, it is not true. He said Mr. Prime 
Minister this is , to us, a very important question because it is 
repeatedly asserted and we want to be sure that you understood our 
question, of course it was being translated. And, we want to be 
sure that we have understood your answer. Do you say to us d that 
there are no DRV troops in South Vietnam. He said I do. W said 
can we put that in the form of a written question and would you 
answer it for us in any way that you wish, in writing, so that we 
may publish that as well as other questions. Yes, you may and 
we did, and he answered that question in writing and we have since 
published it, we published it on the 16th of January. We came 
home and published it immediately. And, in the answer he was 
stronger (?) than verbally, he said that the assertion of the 
presence of the DEV troops in South Vietnam is the sheerest fabri
cation. Those were his words, the sheerest fabrication, affirmed 
in order to give s me pretense for the American aggression and 
affirmed, also, as a moral sop (?) since the United States troops 
and their puppet prefer to be losing against the veterans of Dien 
Bien (phn) troops instead *of simply against the NLF. But, they 
are simply being defeated, not by the veterans of Dien Bien Phu, 
Now, this was his statement and that s the first part of the 
answer to your question. The second is, you asked me my opinion 
of the veracity of this statement. My own opinion is that their 
answer to me is highly probably. I say this for the following 
reasons: One, as we said to the Prime Minister, this is a tell
ing (phn) matter and, if what you are saying is not true, presum
ably it can be effectively refuted by the United States and, if 
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so, it would be quite damaging. He said I know that but it can 
not be refuted because it is true. Secondly, even the charges 
that come from the United States have both a limited and a highly 
nebulous, when carefully examined, character. Limited in that 
the greatest claim by the United States is seven regiments of 
DRV troops, this is about 8500 men altogether, 8500 as compared 
to 200,000 is, of course, a drop in the bucket. That’s one 
thing. The second is that the demonstration of the actual 
existence of such troops, and this is a central ooint, dramatically 
has been notably weak. It has been, generally speaking, in 
journalistic reports, or it is reported that, or in this valley 
it is thought that, but they have not been made contact with, or 
we can not find them, so on. I would say that from the viewpoint 
of the craft of the historian, in terms of evidential phrases, 
the case made so far by the United States in this crucial point 
is slippery, unlike the affirmation of the Prime Minister of the 
DRV. It is unequivocably explicit to me. I have then answered 
both points.' I’ve given you my opinion and I've given you precise 
(phn) in what the Prime Minister did say.

Moderator - Are there any other questions? (A question is asked 
in the background but can not be heard.)

APTHEKER - Did everyone hear the question? I can summarize it and 
see if I did allright. If not you hold yo^r hand up. Young man 

said what about the facts concerning economic, material assistance 
by the DRV to the NFL. What about the so-called HO CUI MINH 
trail"/ and does that, did you s ay something else? Is that ^t? 
That s the question. I am certain about the material and economic 
assistance to the DRV in North Vietnam. This is already massive 
and is increasing from China and from the Soviet Union and other 
Socialist countries, and non-Socialist countries. I am not certain 
in my own mind about the material and economic assistance from the 
DRV to the NFL. I would offer, in my opinion, that I think it is 
highly probable that there is such assistance and, probable, in my 
opinion, that is considerable'. I think that it is relatively new, 
it probably did notsignificantly begin until maybe 1965. That^ 
the best that I can do. I can call your attention to the fact tha t 
our commanding officer in South Vietnam in 1943, General PAUL D, 
HARKINS, said that the weapons and materiel of the NLF was not 
Chinese, not the northern import (?) but came from Dien, when it 
was in charge, from the United States, and it was homemade. That’s 
what the American commanding general said as late as the Spring of 
1963, That's the best that I can do. Now, the existence of the 
so-called HO CHI MINH trail, which is supposed to go into Laos and 
Cambodia, has been denied both by the DRV and by Cambodia, although 
the United States has authorized now explicitly what it calls hot 
pursuit in Cambodia and ftasunow admitted that aircraft from the 
Royal Laoation Airforce, which you gentlemen know is a tremendous 
air force, that aircraft from that air force is regularly bombing 
the Cambodia border area but the Chief of State of Cambodia says 
there is no HO CHI MINH trail, that there is no supply going via
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Cambodia into Vietnam, but he explained this bombardment by the 
Royal Laoation Air Force, and they had come to our assistance in 
that, the border area (phn)1. That’s the best I can do on that 
question. I s e a hand there ................... (laughter).

A question is asked in the background but it can not be heard.

APTHEKER ~ Well, it is a fact that the European press has re
ported for several months the bombardment of Laos by United 
States forces. About six weeks ago, or eight weeks ago, the 
United States confirmed the bombardment of Laos by the United 
States Air Force and said that it would bombard areas in Laos 
that were menacing to the defense efforts of the United States in 
Vietnam. So, we have ... admitted that this is being done. It 
is also a fact that this seems to have been adopted (phn) a long 
time ago and, apparently, special troops of the United States also 
participated in ground warfare there a long time ago. This is in 
SCHLESINGER’S recent book on KENNEDY, and there have been other 
expose’ because some of this seems to have been done independently 
by the CIA which now not only has an independent treasury but 
apoears to have an independent military arm, I mean independent of 
the President. And, this now seems to include Air Force. This 
certainly is what SCHLESINGER says in his book. And, recently 
HENRY ... COMMIGER (Phn) has been repeating this. He did it 
very recently in the SATURDAY REVIEW. So, the bombardment of 
Laos by the United States, U.S.A, or U.S.C.I.A. has been common, 
repeated, for perhaps a year. It is now officially admitted, or 
if admitted is a charged word, it is now officially confirmed.

Unknown male in background - I would like to know whether or not 
these P.T. boats that attacked the American ships were driven by 
North Vietnamese,or do they exist at all, or was there an attack, 
or is the whole war (uhn) a sham? (Laughter)

APTHEKER - You can be sure that the war (laughter makes rest of 
question and comment indistinct.) I was just going to say that 
you can be sure that the war is not a sham and you can be sure that 
the bombing in North Vietnam is not a sham because I looked at it.

Questioner - In Detroit and Michigan (?) that everything that we’ve 
read in our papers is probably the widest ...» of anywhere in the 
world, is apparently untrue and trash. I was wondering now whether 
the attacks occurred or not. Was the bombing of the hotel in 
Saigon a true bombing or were the Americans dressed as Vietnamese 
Indians when engaged (?).

APTHEKER - Well, I’m glad that you had the chance of asking further 
questions so that we clarify what you actually had in mind 
(laughter). That is to say that you:were right in ... about the 
P.T. boats, although I’ll begin with them. Very obviously I do 
not know, neither do you, what happened in the Gulf of Tonkin. We 
know that one government, the United States Government, affirms 
that it’s warships were attacked by P.T. boats from the DRV Navy 
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and our government says that, in response to this awful and aggres
sive assault, we would naturally reply and that, thereafter, we 
have naturally replied by continuing to bomb the DRV. Not only 
P.T. boats. The guard (phn) with the DRV, on the other hand, says 
that our Navy did (didn’t?) attack the United States Navy. That 
is not true and that this particular charge is a sham to justify, 
or rationalize, the bombardment of our country. So, what we know 
is that one government says there was a P.T. attack and the other 
government says that there wasn’t. You will weigh the likelihood 
of a naval attack by the DRV upon the United States and I will 
weigh the likelihood that this may not have occurred and is used 
as an excuse, which has not been (proven wrong ?). For instance, 
American planes bombed Havana, U.S. Air Force planes bombed Havana 
and then when they came back thirty caliber rifle bullets were 
put through the fuselage in the appearance that they had been hit 
in Havana and that they were rebel planes from the Cuban Air 
Force, where that we now know they were United States planes in 
the first place and the bullets were put in the fuselage in Miami. 
This we now know. Now, you asked something else, or you said 
something else. You said that I had made the point here that 
everything in our «... a sham. I did not make that point at all and, 
to the contrary, I quoted several times in terms of controvertory 
(phn) evidence ... press of the United States which has a high 
degree of falsification and propaganda and a considerable degree, 
I think, of veracity with very hard working journalists, many of 
whom, like Mr, RUSTON and so on, are excellent and manage to get 
across a great deal. So, 1 would in no way downgrade, and did not 
mean to downgrade, and did not downgrade, in fact, in my presenta
tion. You thought that this is what I think so you thought that 
that is what you heard, but you did not in any (laughter).

Unknown male asks indistinct question in background.

APTTEKER - Yes, I view the Senate Foreign Relations developement 
very positively. Not very long ago there was only one, possibly 
two Senators speaking out, GRUENING and MORSE, a couple of Sena
tors raising questions, such as Mr. O'BRIEN. Today, thirty Sena
tors have signed a, denunciation is too strong a word, opposition 
to the President’s policy and about 70 (17?) Representatives and 
we are told, by our splendid press such as the NEW' YORK TIMES 
... that, actually, about twenty more Senators would have signed 
but for one reason or other they didn’t. So, half the Senators 
are, opposes the President’s policy. I view that as very promis
ing indeed, a tremendous developement, and a reflection of grow
ing popular opposition and questions here and in the world. I 
may say this to you also. At my suggestion the three of us wired - 
Senator FULBRIGHT from Hanoi. This may surprise you that it was 
my suggestion, but it was, that the three of us asked to testify 
before the Senate Foreign Relations Committee. Now, we had sense 
enough to suggest that the Senator reply to STAUGHTON LYND and, I 
can not speak (?), and he did. He replied to him, Professor LYND, 
and very courteously and said that the Foreign Relations Committee 
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was not then in session and, in fact, didn't plan to have such 
hearings. However, a secretary of Senator FULBRIGHT discussed 
with great ..length with Mr, LYND the trip, a specialist on Far 
Eastern Affairs came up from Washington to New Haven and inter
viewed Mr. LYND for about two and a half hours as to what might 
be done as to terminate the war and then Mr. LYND was invited by 
eight different Senators to come to their off ic es in Washington 
and he told me that he went with great fear and trembling but that 
they treated him like a hero. I said did they comment on your 
fellow traveler, he (laughter) said no, they didn't raise it at 
all and they were very meniable and agreeable and listened and 
urged that he continue his efforts. Now, that was about ten days 
before this developement so X, your question was how do I view 
it. I view it very positively and, in addition to former Ambassa
dor KENNON, X call your attention to the remark of Ambassador 
HARRIMAN, T don’t know if you noticed that, Ambassador HARRIMAN 
said that he thought.it right that the NLF be present in negotia
tions so the United States can negotiate with the NLF. Now, this 
certainly is not in the Honolulu declaration. On the other hand, 
Ambassador HARRIMAN has never said that before. And, this is, 
of course, a prerequisite to any serious-negotiations. So, there 
has been certain advance's, there are certain signs of real en
couragement, to answer you in a nutshell.

Unknown male - Doctor, three years ago in ... the leftists and 
the neutralists organized a coalition to fight the ....
Would you care to comment on how this coalition has worked out?

APTHEKER - Do you mean in Laos? Comment within the severe limits 
of my knowledge in terms ...

Unknown male - In terms of your limits (laughter),(then makes 
indistinct comment).

A"THEKER - Marvelous wit here (laughter). I said this because, 
I said this because the whole question of Laos seems, to me, to 
be awful scarce (?). There is, uh, long periods when I read no 
reports at all. Now, if people here have some principal source 
that they see X would be very obliged if you would tell me, but 
the press, generally, has been sparse, as fai; as I know, and 
that’s true also in the French press which I ve tried to keen un 
with. Now, aoparently the coalition which'came' into being-with the 1962 
agreement has largely disintegrated and, also, apparently seems 
to be renewed fighting, at least in part of Laos, particularly in 
the northern part. And, myself am dubious as to how serious that 
fighting is because of the sparse reports, but I think it is true 
that the 1962 arrangement of a broad coalition government has broken 
down,or has practically broken down. That is my answer, as far as 
X know, of this fact.

Unknown male asks indistinct question.
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APTHEKER - I a;p?ee with you that this is central, or at least very 
important, the whole problem of developing a fully effective peace 
effort, because on the basis of consideration which you have very 
briefly summarized the anti-Communist rationale behind the policy 
of the government has a high degree of persuasivness, because of 
this. So, it is a central question (?). X must, however, labor 
under the difficulty of any question period in which what you 
raised is the central matter, in my own thinking, and try to ex
tract from that, briefly, within the limit of the quest!-n period 
something which will reflect to you what is persuasive to me. And, 
that’s a very difficult thing, especially in a country which has 
been so inundated with anti-Communism as this country. Now, just 
briefly, I think, and X can always be asserted (?) now, X think 
that the record of the history of diplomacy in international rela
tions, certainly since 1946, demonstrates that the source of the 
cold war, the source of the arms race, the source of resistance to 
colonial liberation and the source of the war danger has been over
whelmingly the classical imperalist countries. I think that data 
in the past twenty years of international history would confirm 
this and I tried to do it in a book of mine called the AMERICAN 
FOREIGN POLICY AND THE COLD WA*. X think that D. F. FLEMING does 
substantially that, no', doubt much better in two volumes, HOROWITZ 
does in his recent book, J. P. MORAY (MURRAY?) did in his study of 
dis-armament. I find that few (?), often not Communists, persuasive 
true. This does not mean that this is one hundred percent so. 
Nothing is, historically and in human events, but overwhelmingly, 
X think that the source of the war danger has lain with and lays 
with the classical capitalist, monopolist, imperialist powers. 
That’s the first area. Secondly, I would say that I thought (phn) 
it persuasive the very profound desire for peace which exists 
pretty universally in the Socialist countries and I would say 
especially/in the Soviet Union. Again I can only be asserted (phn), 
but X think there are good evidences of that and very good rea
sons for it. Not least, 20 million dead in World War II, but I 
think it’s true. I don’t think that is true here, certainly not 
in the same degree, and certainly not in ruling circles. I think 
it is true, by and large,in the Socialist world and this helps per
suade me of this feud (phn) in international affairs. I think that 
very recently the behavior, especially,of the Soviet Union in 
international affairs has been notably moderated, has notably been 
in the direction of peace, and an extrordinary example of that is 
the amazing success in the Indian, Pakistan development. This 
helps persuade me of this feud (phn). Specifically in the area of 
individual freedoms I would say by and large the development here
to (here too?) in the Socialist countries,and notably in the Soviet 
Union, has been in a relative sense positive. That is the Soviet 
Union, from the viewpoint of traditional freedoms to us, which of 
course is historically an anachronistic view for them, but taking 
that view for us, I would say that the past 20 years, and particu
larly the past 15, have shown very positive developments in the 
Soviet Union. This is not uniform but it is generally so. I may 
add as an interest to anybody that I have lectured (phn) often in 
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the Soviet Union, been there very often, and that my central 
point when I am there is criticism of the absence of this to the 
degree that it is absent and encouragement and an appeal that it 
be enhanced. I do not think that this is my central task in the 
United States as an American. I think that here my central task 
is what I have been trying to do and that is to radicalize., this 
society, to overcome the concept of Marxism as a criminal con
spiracy, to undo the Me Carran Act and to stop the aggressive 
foreign policy and particularly the war in Vietnam. Finally, of 
the two officers, of course Jailing of officer, as officers is, 
to me, abominable. I would add on this that, you compared the 
United States and the Soviet Union here, this area, that infinitely 
more worrisome to me is what was done to the two men released by 
the NLF, SMITH and CORTER. (phn) I believe their names are, and 
their disappearance from the public view of these two men and the 
fact that they seem to be, if not incarcerated, incommunicado.
This is an extraordinary development. And, I do not know, I’m not 
quite clear as to why there hasn’t been an eruption in this coun
try on the basis of this rather unusual course of behavior of the 
United States Government in terms of incommunicado. These are 
some of my thoughts. Now, there additional things and that is 
that overall, for example, I would say that these societies which 
are Socialist are today infinitely preferable to those societies 
before they were Socialist,and I think that this is the only way 
that you can compare. I think that what it means to live in the 
Soviet Union as compared to what it meant to live in Czarist 
Russia, what it means to live in Socialist Bulgaria compared to 
what it meantto live in Bulgaria when it was free under King 
BORIS (phn). What it means to live in Socialist Rumania as 
compared to what it was under King RACHEL (phn) which I repeat is 
the only comparison, of course. What Cuba is today compared to 
what it was under Batista, I think, the evidence leads me to the 
conclusion that Socialism is infinitely progressive, infinitely 
humanistic in terms of the condition of the vast majority. I say 
the same thing is true in terms of what I saw in the DRV as com
pared to what they were when they were a French colony, and I think 
that this is the way to tell the truth (phn). This is the best 
that I can do within the limits ..... this type of a question period.

Unknown male asks indistinct question.

AnTHEKER - No, and I’m not after that. Right here, what I’ve 
answered here is, as persuasively as possible, to argue that this 
war in which our government is engaged is awful and atrocious and 
anti-human and contrary to our national interests, really. That’s 
the first thing. And, second, that, therefore, the American 
people should become sufficiently aroused to force the change in 
foreign policy and that this can be accomplished. That’s what I 
want to do, and to the best of my ability here, I want also to say 
that the anti-Communist obsession is an obsession and that the 
definition of Communism in the Me Carran Act, the definition of 
Communism in our State Department, the working definition which 
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defines the governments that we approve of and dis-approve of, in the 
Dominican Republic, in Viet Nam, that this whole Anti-Communism 
hysteria is false, is hysteric, is insane, is not different from that 
of Hitler and that this must be overcome also and that one must see 
Marxism and Communism, not as criminal conspiracies, but as ways of 
life ... which may be persuasive to infinitely moral, decent and even 
intelligent people, far and away as the present speaker, but DREISER, 
DU BOIS, or ARAGON(phn), or O'CASEY or SHAW, or BERNARD, or EATON, or 
CATUSO(phn) that, and that our country doesn’t see that, doesn't 
operate on this, it operates on the old, hysterical, anti-Communist 
basis which destroyed, ruined Germany. It ruined Janan, ruined Italy 
and if persisted in will ruin this country. That's my main message. 
(Applause)

MODERATOR - I think that we ran a little bit over our time and we 
won't be able to take any more questions now. The next speaker happens 
to be -

APTHEKER (interrupts) May I just have the opportunity of thanking you 
all very much. (Applause)

MODERATOR: Next there will be a discussion with DR APTHEKER, MR LEW 
JONES of the Young Socialist Alliance, and PROFESSOR RAPOPORT -

UNID FEMALE: ............................ may be exactly whatl’ll do. Join in a dis
cussion with PROFESSOR RAPOPORT and MR JONES with respect to the Anti- 
War Movement in the United States. Ah, ANATOLE RAPOPORT, I'm sure is 
known to you all. He is a research in Conflict(ph) revolution(ph), a 
Father of the original Teach-In Movement, and a leader in the Peace 
Movement. Ah, LEW JONES is a National Committeeman of the Young Soc
ialist Alliance and is currently on tour of the Anti-War Committees 
across the country, speaking on the question, ’’Whether or not the 
Anti-War Movement should call for negotiations or withdrawal”. And 
there will be approximately twenty minutes interpretations; first by 
LEW JONES and by PROFESSOR RAPOPORT and then the floor will again be 
open to questions, also MR APTHEKER.

LEW JONES: Thank you LINDA. As you can see the tensecand. dmlableu ways 
that she is wise is against me but I don't think that will get in our 
way and I think that we can have a personal discussion and the 
generational barrier won’t get in our way. I want to start out by saying 
I had him put on the record, I know that DR APTHEKER has spent a great 
deal of time in his speech talking about the charge of KING and DR WEBB, 
and ah some uncertain connotations(ph) from FBI? The charges that they 
are traitors. I think that we should all go on record tonight, against 
that, and reaffirm that we do not think that they are traitors in their 
ways on a basis of their democratic rights such as anybody else does. 
Andthey have every right to say what they think about the war irregard- 
less of their political views, Okay,. Now tonight, our discussion is 
around the debate the Anti-War Movement(ph), that has been going on; 
around the slogan. But, I enjoyed DR APTHEKER's remarks about the 
sonstant hypocrisy in his presentation of the aims of the war.
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And just recently there has been a few more, in just seeing the 
peace offensive come to a grinding halt. To be followed now, by the 
Great Society in Viet Nam, that he(LBJ) tried to set up in Honolulu. 
And that is, MR JOHNSON is now going to rebuild hospitals, brebuild 
villages and have social reforms all overthe place in South Viet Nam. 
Now of course any__________________ will get the same highly paid
bureaucracy in South Viet Nam that we have in the United States im
plementing the Great Society. The bureaucracy or a program that does 
very little to solve the problems that face people in the United 
States and in South Viet Nam;it moire or less serves as a safety valve 
to stop the unrest. Will these people get the same thing in Viet Nam 
from the Great Society there? I think so. I think it is a nice 
bouquet that JOHNSON has made up, to cover up what he is doing in 
Viet Nam. And that of course is where the real contradiction comes 
in. Because how do you build and rebuild a country with the same 
target bombing and napaiming it off the face of the globe? It is 
quite a contradiction and I don’t think that JOHNSON is going to be 
able to get around it. The Great Society in Viet Nam is a gimmick 
and very little element(ph). The gimmick is to get support in this 
country, a gimmick to get support in Southeast Asia, and a gimmick 
to get support throughout the world. The real reality faces every 
youth in this country, in.this room, and in this country particularly 
if he is a male youth; is the reality of a continuing war, an esca
lating war. They are now calling the war in South Viet Nam; that is 
is going to be a war in proportion to the Korean War. With the 
problem of war eventually with North Viet Nam and a likely war with 
China and a very definite possibility of World War III, is being 
proposed. If the front stays along this line, we are discussing as a 
base. That is the reality that faces us. It is the reality of our 
time. And what it means to everyone of us here is the future draft, 
war and ppssible death. Well that reality, I think, gives a sense of 
importan&e to what we are discussing tonight. And that is;we are 
discussing in essence the future of the anti-war movement, and it is 
that sector in society that is opposed to war in Viet Nam and wants 
to see it brought to a halt. We are discussing that it is basic to 
that anti-war movement and debate over where that anti-war movement 
wants to go. What should the anti-war movement do? What should it 
become? What slogari should it adopt, to revolve all’'thih'"work 
around. Should it adopt a slogan for negotiated settlement in Viet 
Nam or should it it adopt a slogan of immediate withdrawal of foreign 
troops; ah, U. S. troops. Alright, now this is the base in the anti
war movement that has been going on for some time; as a matter of 
fact it has gone on throughout the continuous, the whole existence of 
the anti-war movement. What do Isay when I say ’Anti-War Movement’? 
I’m referring to whats popped up since last April at the SDS March 
on Washington, where you had all over the country independent anti
war committees popning up. There is over 300 of them now, and that 
is what I refer to as the anti-war movement. Well this is the base 
in this anti-war movement, ever since it started. PROFESSOR STAUGHTON 
LYND, was the one who began it, I believe, when he wrote about the 
destructiveness of coalition politics in the role of the Democratic 
Party, in Liberation Magazine along about the time of the April march 
on Washington.
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And ever since then this debate has been going on in the anti-war 
movement and it has been going on hard and on a very high political 
level. Its gone through several subjects;it has gone through coal
itionists in politics versus Independent Political Action. It has 
gone through exclusionary membership policy■versus non-exclusionary 
membership policy, but now it evolves around the slogan, around the 
idea. ’That is the central slogan for the movement? Well, I think, in 
our discussion tonight we should put out right now, that these two 
slogans, whenyou discuss them, you of necessity, have to discuss the 
perspective of the Movement. Because, how can you discuss a slogan, 
that your going to evolve activity around without talking about 
where that activity is going to go. What is it going to do and what 
it is going to make the movement become. Well, let me throw out right 
now what I think is possible pall that you can go through when a 
movement is moving, that is, where can it possibly go? What possible 
prospectus does it have in front of it? I think there is two possible 
prospectus what will pull it out;one, of course, is working within 
the power structure, working within apparatus, working within the 
Democratic Parfyyto change the foreign policy, to try to somehow 
maneuver within that power structure to force the war to a halt. The 
opposite .to that, of course, is working without the Democratic Party 
without the Administration, without the power structure. Its that 
choice that the movement has made up until this time. Up until this 
time it has worked without the power structure. It has been purely 
an opnositional movement, that is, it says, stop this war, we want 
to replace it, we don’t want to change it or do anything about it. 
You want to stop it and replace the foreign policy that is behind 
it. A rotten foreign policy that stems from trying to maintain 
American interests throughout the world and we are against it and we 
want to see it replaced. It stands repulsive there and wants to 
replace it. Well, that is the movements choice. I can tell you right 
now, I suppose many of you could tell me whSt JOHNSON’S choice would 
be on these two polar perspectus. And that is, JOHNSON undoubtedly 
would like to see the anti-war movement within the range of his own 
party, the Democratic ^arty, and he, of course, has a very good 
reason for that, I think, and that is, the Democratic Party’s long 
long history of crushing, tainting protest movements that went into 
its ranks. And he can start, he can go way back in the Democratic 
Party and follow this through. He can start with Reconstruction. The 
Democratic Party was used as the agent for crushing Reconstruction 
in The South. The PATHOS(ph) party made the big joint Democratic 
Party and we haven’t heard so much from them since. And there is 
many many other examnles of this, and that is why JOHNSON would like 
to see the anti-war movement within the ranks of his own party. T'7ell, 
my proposition is that the slogan, bring the troops home now; that 
is withdraw the troops is the only slogan that can really be in 
character with the movement that has been upset since now, it is the 
only slogan that can rebuild the movement and its the only slogan 
that can really end the war. Or, opposed to that is a slogan - 
negotiation. It changes the character of the movement, it won’t 
really build the movement and it brings the movement into the orbit, 
the general brbit of the Democratic ^arty which it could be brought 
into, to contain. -
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Okay, Lets go on now, and examine what I've just said and see if 
its really the case. I want to start from a principlepoint of view, 
fro a a democratic point of view, a democratic principle. And the 
democratic principle I start with is a very simple one. It is the 
ABC's of democratic princinles. The right of nations to self-deter 
-mination. I think that most os us in this room tonight are for 
freedoms of democracy, democratic rights in general. Moreover, we 
are for total democracy, and as such, we support democratic rights. 
And one of those basic rights, ABC is a democratic right, the right 
of nations to self-determination. It is a right which the American 
Revolution recognized in 1776 and it is a right that the American 
Revolution forced old King George to recognize, as well. Our country 
was founded on the principle of the right of nations to self-deter 
-mination. Well, I don’t think that we people in the advanced count
ries ; such as the United States, or Western Europe or others can 
have any tolerance whatsoever. The idea that we have some right to 
tell, advise, coerce, influence countries in the colonial world, on 
what they should do. We can in no way think that we have any right 
to tell them what to do, because to think otherwise we would be 
right back to the old L9th century slogan, or theory, of the white 
man’s burden. We have to respect the rights and ability of the people 
in the colonial countries, to do as they wish. For what does this 
concept self-determination mean, in Viet Nam? It means simply that we 
believe that the Vietnamese people have the exclusive right to decide 
what to do with their country; and what it should become and how it 
should become that. And they have that right totally free from out
side intervention, influence, or coercion(ph); that is, we defend 
their democratic rights, just as we defend our own. But much spirit 
ceases(ph), the slogan, negotiations in any form flies right in the 
face of this right of self-determination because they are calling for 
negotiations to, in some way or another, recognize the right of the 
United Nations, United States, excuse me, to determine the future of 
Viet Nam. In one way or another your recognizing that the United 
States has some right, some interest in determining the future of 
Viet Nam. Well, in the course of my tour, several people brought up 
to me, that they support negotiations in order to implement the Geneva 
Agreement, which supposedly guaranteed self-determination, and they 
say that is why they support negotiations. Well, I think, contradiction 
is obvious. How Americans can piegotiate something which supposedly 
guarantees self-determination and that is. And when they meet in the 
middle, how do you negotiate self-determinations? Self-determination 
is a black and white issue; you can't take away part of it and still 
have self-determination. You can't take away a part and still have 
the whole. Well, you may say its not whole, but the Geneva Agreement 
supposedly guarantees self-determination. Well, its not really the 
case. Lets take a look and find out. I think the Geneva Agreements do 
have several good provisions and DR APTHEKER named several of them. 
Such as, no strong military bases in Viet Nam, unification of the 
country; those are all good in the sense that they conform to the 
situation in Viet Nam, conform to the wishes of the Vietnamese people, 
and the United States has violated every single one of them.
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And its the anti-war's duty to make sure, to try to make the United 
States abide by those accords. But, I don’t think, on the other hand, 
that you can construe the Geneva accords, as a guarantee of self- 
determination. And let me explain it this way. At the Geneva Conf
erence, whete the Geneva accords were agreed upon;you had two 
representatives from Viet Nan, and then, representatives from Britain, 
France, China, Soviet Union, and the United States. They all attended 
that’co nferenee and they all signed it, with the exception of the 
United States, but the United States agreed to it. That is what 
happened; the decisions prescribing the fate of the Vietnamese people; 
were made by all these p owers. That is, they all chipped in and 
decided the future of Viet Nam. Well, that is not quite self-deter 
-mination, not quite. As a matter of fact, its almost as cynical a 
thing as what hanpened at Potsdam, Yalta, and Teheran after World War 
Iljwhen TRUMAN, and/or ROOSEVELT, CHURCHILL, and STALIN sat around a 
table and calmly divided up the world, behind the worlds back. That 
concept of a conference to guarantee self-determination is entirely 
in contradiction of the rights of self-determination. Well to go 
further, the Geneva accords provides for elections to unite the 
country under International supervision and that, I've been told, is 
guaranteed self-determination. Well, thats not quite self-determin 
-ation either. That is the kind of self-determination PRESIDENT 
JOHNSON would like, because it guarantees him, his interest. You see, 
the United States is very powerful and it doesn't have, wouldn’t have 
too much trouble using almost any international body in the world to 
pursue its own interests. But, to call for international elections in 
Viet Nam, would be like some drips calling for internation elections, 
eh, elections under international control in the United States. Now, 
I know good old PRESIDENT JOHNSON would be a little upset by people 
calling for such elections in this country, and I know a lot of other 
people who would be too, and I think the Vietnamese people have every 
right to be upset, about people calling for such elections in their 
own country. There is a little something else to that, embarrassing, 
doesn't that sound like the Vietnamese people aren't capable of running 
their own elections. Somebody has to come in and supervise them. It 
gets very close, to what I would call 'showmanism* (ph) , which makes 
it very uncomfortable to the whole thing. Well, nothing could be 
farther from the idea of self-determination than this idea of imple
menting the Geneva accord;having negotiations around that. The only 
way we can guarantee self-determination, I think, is just simply get 
the troops out and let the Vietnamese people decide for themselves, 
what they want to do. Well, I see that my time is running a little 
short here. What I want to do now is to switch to another point, on 
this whole argument and that is, the debate on the whole anti-war 
movement. The answer is actually very simple, when you look at it, and 
that is, look at it from this point of view. The American people as a 
whole have absolutely no material interest in this war in Viet Nam, 
absolutely none, and just think about it for a minute. Think of it in 
terms of the sections of the American population. Start with the negro 
people, can you think of any possible material interest they have in 
this war? I can't think of any.
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What about the white working class, do they have any interest?' No. 
What about the students? No. Now you can go through the whole pop
ulation and find that they don't have any material interest in this 
war, except for a very small minority, and by the way, that minority 
nobody talks about giving minority rights to, because they already 
have them. And that is the minority that happens to own most of this 
country. The minority to make the nrofit on bombs, bullets, heli
copters in stopping colonial revolution. So it is from that point of 
view, you see. Well let me say something else. You see the slogan 
negotiate in some way recognizer that national interest, recognizes 
an interest in Viet Nam for the American people, or for some sections 
of the American population. It is implicit within the slogan negotiate, 
that your negotiating about American interests. And see, so from that 
point of view, you have to say that the slogan negotiate, has to be 
brought in from without and imposed upon movements of the American 
people and has to be imposed upon them and against their very own 
interests. And for that reason, amongst others, that I'm opposed to 
the slogan negotiate. I think the slogan is useless to the anti-war 
movement, the slogan negotiate. It disregards the self-determination 
of the Vietnamese people and imposes the material interests on the 
movement, which it does not have and in the course of doing this it 
draws the movement closer to the Democratic Party, closer to the 
power structure, draws into that general orbit and by doing that it 
lays the basis for the (garbled) of the movement. I think the slogan 
was wrong, on the other hand to reaffirm the character of the movement 
and by doing that, it places itself in solidarity with what is going 
on in the rest of the world, very clearly. You see that section of 
the world has said goodbye to the United States, has said goodbye to 
United States domination, has declared its independence and is going 
to fight for and settle for nothing less. That is, those countries in 
Latin Amerj_ca f and Africa, and Southeast Asia. The people in Santo 
Domingo inade that decision. They said, no more for the United States, 
we're going for independence and we're settling for nothing less. The 
people in Viet Nam are obviously makeing the same decision, they wnat 
their independence and they want nothing less. I think it is time for 
the Anti-War Movement to do the same. Declare itself in solidarity 
with thosestruggles, to reaffirm the character and identify those 
people throughout the world. Declare its independence, recognize the 
enemy, in Washington, in the Democratic Party. Take aim and begin the 
process that can really end this war. That is, rally around the slogan, 
bring the troops home, build the movement and bring this war in Viet 
Nam to a halt, once and for all. Thank you. (applause)

LINDA BELISLE: And now PROFESSOR ANATOLE RAPOPORT. (applause)

RAPOPORT: With regard to the alternative which I consider to be, the, 
in the best interest of the United States. I find that I have nothing 
to add to what MR APTHEKER or MR JONES, have said. I am in complete 
agreement with them and If I were to talk on this subject, it would be 
highly redundant. There are a few points, however, which I would like 
to take up which may not have been mentioned or possibly certain 
points of disagreement. I don't share the implicit optimism - 
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expressed by MR APTHEKER nor that .expressed by MR JONES. I do not 
believe that, at the present time, there is yet enough of a force 
in the United States to effect a real reversal of foreign policy. 
Let us make some calculations. It is said that about 30% of the 
adults in this country, ’Opoose The War in Viet Nam1. You under
stand that this 30% involves people in the widest section of 
opinion. That means about 38 million adults. Out of these, I would 
venture to say, not more than 10% certainly are activists, in the 
sense that they would be willing to do something about the war in 
Viet Nam; lets say 3 million. Can we then say that we have a peace 
movement of 3 million persons in this country? We do not have such 
a peace, movement. Because if we had such a peace movement, in a 
sense of a participant movement such as a re-discipline(ph) of 
evolution in political party proceedings. It would be possible to 
take lets say one-third of these three million people, lets say one 
million people and put them all into Washington at one time. That 
is what creates a world concession, you would not have any idea 
what it means to have one million people in a city. The great civil 
rights demonstration of August 1963 encompassed some hundred thousand 
people, and that was^tremendous manifestation. A million people in 
Washington would attract world-wide attention and if they all sat 
down and refused to be moved (Laughter), as I've seen some of you 
youngsters do; then it would really be a revolutionary situation. We 
do not have such a situation in the United States. The people who 
are opposed to the war in Viet Nam have a wide range of opinions and 
only a very small minority seas this situation, as MR APTHEKER, MR 
JONES, and I see it. Namely, that there is only one alternative to 
try, and that is, the crime must stop and the criminal must be pun
ished. Now there is nobody to punish the United States short of the 
uprooting(ph) of the world. This is an unfeasible solution. So what 
do you mean for the United States to shift its policy? It would mean, 
it would mean a recognition that the policy is wrong. It would not be 
enough to withdraw the troops from Viet Nam. I say, I would go much 
farther. I insist that not only must the troops be withdrawn from Viet 
Nam, but the policy must be denounced and not only for moral reasons, 
but for political reasons. Because, that the only original contrib
ution to international politics that was ever made by this country, 
and it was a very great one, although a oroblem, was the destruction 
of the old CLAUSEWITZ(ph) world. What do" I mean by the CLAUSEWITZ(ph) 
world? It was a classical world of great powers by the great powers, 
in conflict of certain rules, naives(ph), and certain realizations 
of what the realities of international politics and war relaxed(ph). 
This is what CLAUSEWITZ(ph)(KARL VON CLAUSEWITZ?) maintained. The 
reality, presence of realities in international situations according 
to CLAUSEWITZ was that you pushed for as much as you could get, but 
you are always aware of what the other party can do to you. You never 
overstep your bounds. You never played for keeps. Limited war is the 
idea of the CLAUSEWITZIAN(ph) policy. Now this was very much the 
character of the world from about 1648 to 1940. The world from the 
18th century on was largely dominated by the European powers, 19th 
century especially, and those powers vied with each other for positon 
of influence power and so on and they did not like to go to war if 
they felt that they could get away with it. This was the CLAUSEWITZIAN 
(ph) .
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The entry of the United States into World War I was a challenge to 
the CLAUSEWITZIAN system. Most important points, was in fact, a _____
______  of the old CLAUSEWITZTAN system. Now you know that misfired. 
The old European powers were stronger than WILSON and he himself was 
much of a lunkhead(ph). So actually it wasn’t ideal. This idea again 
comes up for a ______ in ROOSEVELT'S time. Wen we entered World War 
II, not from the view of another power vying for the position of 
power, but from the view of destroying a focus of world making pot
ential in the world which was aimed at this country. So this was the 
one big contribution. Athough it was never realized. But it was a 
potential contribution that American international politics, of 
little thinking, made for this world. And it is precisely this con
tribution, which is now being the game(ph). They try to just write 
books about American national policy and how to conduct the cold war, 
_______ wars, __________ war, nuclear wars; and how many is it, 49
varieties that MR KANN(ph) wrote about. These are all attempts to 
bring back the CLAUSEWITZIAN way of thinking; to make war respectable 
again. This is their aim. So that in order to put an end. to it, it is 
not enough to simply withdraw troops from Viet Nam, an explicit 
addition must be made; that the United States disavow this kind of 
world. We cannnot expect this of the present or any foreseeable 
future government of the United States. The people who get in power, 
who get elected to the Presidency, who get to be Cabinet Ministers, 
get to be Senators; most of them do not think in these terms. Not 
necessarily because they are evil men, I don’t judge men individually 
good or evil just because they have not had experience, which would 
make them think in other terns. They simply don’t know. They haven’t 
lived the way 9/10’s of the world population lives and they think in 
terms of sticking pins in the map and thinkirg about national 
interests in terms of drawing lines on maps; lines around the 
’Communist land masses*(ph) with the idea that when you draw these 
lines and then translate these lines to hardware(ph) they are ready 
to present new social ideas for cleaning up in the world and from 
revolutionist attacks. And this is the way they think, and they are* 
not going to change their way of thinking, unless something very 
drastic haopems to them. And you know what it means when something 
very drastic happens to them, and it will happen to us too. I’m sorry 
if I’m giving you a very pessimistic picture, but this is the way I 
see it. Is then, there is no hope, at all?' Yes, there is some hope, 
although I would venture to say that it is a very slim one. Maybe if 
things continue to pester this way, eventually and gradually public 
resentment will raise such a pitch that the politicians will find it 
expedient to do something else. And when they do something else, its 
another thing to be drastic in their confessions, and promises to 
reform; and now we are going to live in a new world, its not going 
to be that. It is going to be rationalized entirely different. Now 
how do we accomplish that? Because, I believe that people_____________ .
It is not accomplished by slogan, and I think it is idle to argue 
what should be the slogan of the peace movement. We haven’t got a 
peace movement, (applause) And it will not be unified with that 
slogan. Now, does that mean I’m against slogans J No. I’m not against 
slogans. I’m all for slogans. I’ll give you another example. I’m 
sometimes asked whether I advocate unilaterial disarmament.
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Well, to bein with. I don't advocate it because I think unilaterial 
disarmament is only half as good as bilaterial disarmament.(laugher) 
And incidentally, bilaterial and multilaterial disarmament are 
easier to achieve than unilaterial disarmament. So being easier to 
achieve and better, why should I advocate unilaterial disarmament.
I don't. Does that mena thatl'm against those that advocate unilaterial 
disarmament? No, I'm not. I say I do not advocate unilaterial disarm
ament but I do advocate the advocates using unilaterial disarmament.
You follow? Is it as different as_____________ certainly you know it by
name. Well, its thinking was this. I know the slogans, whether to get 
out of Viet Nam or whether to negotiate or as a matter of supnort, I 
even would support GENERAL GAVIN, even him, I will support. I will 
support anybody who maintains that the present policy is wrong and 
something else has to be done. Because, whatever is done, is going 
to be better than what is going on right now. (applause) So, therefore 
what would I like to see? I would like to see. What would I like to 
see?’ (audience laughs) I would like to see a complete defeat of the 
present United States foreign policy (applause) and a complete 
reversal. I would like to see somebody get up and make the kind of 
speech that NIKITA KHRUSHCHEV once made about STALIN. Something of 
that sort. (Garbled, laughter by audience) But it won't happen in 
this country, we don't have these kinds of thaditions^ you see. We 
never had a PEYEVSKY(ph), we never had the Moscow Trials, we never 
have any of these things that the Russians pride themselves so much 
of. (laughter) The sudden reversal of policies and all of a sudden 
everything that was good is bad and everything that was bad is good. 
We don't have these kinds of techniques, we can't do it. So, it will 
not happen. Face saving operation may happen, this may be. For example, 
in Korea, face was saved, China, and it did not develop into the 3rd 
World War and I remember that very well, as many of you in this room 
don't, but I do. Z^nd many of us thought that this was it. This was 
the end. Well, we got a reprieve. Maybe we'll get another reprieve, 
if we get another reprieve we can continue working at it. So, there
fore, I say in answer to the question, "Whether we should work with
in the Democratic narty or outside the Democratic Party? These are 
idle questions. They should not be debated here. Everybody should 
work where he fits to this work. If you want to organize a party of 
your own, go ahead. If you want to demonstrate, go ahead. If you 
want to write letters, go ahead. And if you want to join the Democ
ratic Party and work from within, go ahead. Thats good too.(applause) 
There are lots of ways of doing it and what would be a booster, is 
not to belittle somebodys method because no matter what, if it changes 
United States policy away from the collision course, on which it is 
now set, this is for the best, for all of us. (Applause) The only 
other big thing can we hope eventually to get you. Thanks, (applause)
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LINDA BELISLE: (Indistinct)

HERBERT APTHEKER: The two gentlemen who are speaking have very 
kindly invited me to say something. I want to say that PROFESSOR 
RAPOPORT labors under a misapprehension if he thinks that my 
views on this question(microphone interference) of MR JONES. They 
are infinitely closer to those professed by PROFESSOR. RAPOPORT. I 
do not know how good that is for PROFESSOR RAPOPORT, (laughter) 
And I really hesitated to make that news public, but it is so. And 
when he began by saying that he disagreed with me in terms of 
optimism, does not seem enough now to change United States foreign 
policy. I don’t either. I saw not now, I’m simply excited with joy. 
We’re not far from love(all ph), when I think that we’ve made con
siderable advances and I have an optimistic aporoach perhaps, that 
is more so than his. I would like to spend a few minutes on the 
question, in terms of negotiation. Just say it quickly and sit down. 
The slogan of ______  negotiation may be non-negotiating, maybe _____ .
It may have intent as I think it often has had from Washington, to 
prevent the settlement of the war, to cover up escalation, and the 
makings of a war. But it may not. Negotiations happen in all wars. 
Every war is settled by negotiations. Including even the war which 
we said would not settle with anything but unconditional surrender. 
Even unconditional surrender has to be negotiated. And we negotiated 
with Germany and we negotiated with Japan. In both cases it was 
something else but unconditional incidentally after we got through 
negotiating. But in any case for once we didn’t(ph) get it negot
iated, unless you pursue a genocidal policy and in fact nobody would 
hope to get together anyway. But at some point it was over with, and 
the war ends, and when it does, it ended through negotiations. The 
DRV opposes surrender, it does not oppose negotiations. The NFL 
opposes surrender, it does not oppose negotiations. It has never said 
it opposes negotiations on the terms of JOHNSON, and I think in this, 
is right. Not only has it said that it does not opppse negotiations, 
it has a firm principle for such negotiations;, the DRV in four points 
and the NFL in five(points). On the basis of which negotiations is to 
proceed. Now the quality(ph) of the peace movement has a bland and 
says no to negotiations, it may, and I think will, itself end up 
allied with the right. Because the certainly says no negotiations, 
Saigon says no negotiations, KY says no negotiations. So, I don’t 
think that necessarily no negotiations is a simon pure revolutionary 
slogan. At any rate MARSHAL KY is a(n) (e)strange(d)(ph) revolutionary. 
That is his slogan. It is not mine.I think it is wrong. The DRV wants 
the broadest nature, by the way, of opposition to warin the United 
States, in regardsto those people possibly to participate and the 
NFL has all sorts of slogans. You know the demonstrations and so on, 
in Saigon, the NFL is part of those demonstrations and they raise aL1 
sorts of slogans in Saigon, thats right. Thats our social security 
and everything else. They don’t want MARSHAL KY, they want MARSHAL 
somebody else, whoever, he is. All kinds of opposition, those are 
NFL slogans.And furthermore, of course, they did negotiate at Geneva,- 
Geneva was negotiated. But we have been told here that self-determin
ation is a sign of principles(ph) established in our revolution. Well 
we negotiated the end of our revolution. He negotiated a,very Long 
time with Great Britain and we signed the treaty of Paris.
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(APTHEKER) And we got self-determination through a negotiated, 
settlement, and there were certain terms, and the British remained 
a long time in our forts, they held all the forts in New York and 
Charleston(ph) and they remained there a long time, by agreement 
and by ______ , and that is why ________ retained the posts in the
Northwest and the then Northwest and it took years of negotiations 
before we got them to Leave. There were all sorts of negotiations* 
How much they would pay indemnity for the slaves that they ’rtobk 
with them, and so on and so forth. Sb we negotiated, in a war, in 
which as we have been talking, MR JONES affirmed self-determination. 
IrEepeat, the DRV wishes to negotiate, so does the NFL. TTe are told 
that Geneva does not guarantee self-determination, but the DRV and 
the NFL thinks that it does. I suggest that we not be to the left 
(ph) as these folks(ph). (laughter). They say that Geneva guarantees 
their right to independence and integrity and unity and that this is 
the right of self-determination, and that that right was recognized 
by the negotiating parties, and of course self-determination has to 
be recognized. A new nation has to appear in community relations and 
that must be negotiated. So they negotiated there and that is what 
the DRV and the NFL want. They want back to Geneva, the agreement of 
Geneva. They do not see this as a cynical(ph) reform(ph). Now we are 
told that there must be opposition to international supervision of 
elections, and that this is what PRESIDENT JOHNSONwants, not at all. 
It depends on who is the supervisor. In Geneva was provided elections 
in 1956 and that was signed by the DRV and HO CHI MINGI-I and that gov
ernment wanted and fought for it. Internationally supervised elections 
under the Geneva agreement and it was signed down in Washington, that 
said no, it is not true, that Washington wants that kind of elections. 
They didn't want them in '56, but that is why it wasn't down, and 
they don't want it now. But the DRV did want it in '56 and they want 
it now, and they are calling for it now. So I find myself very con
siderably in disagreement and not in agreement. This thing has to be 
negotiated, we must end this war, we must not be in the bind because 
of negotiations. We must have a responsible peace movement that we 
can get/in many of our slogans and statements, and so-on, We'll be 
much broader, much wider, much looser, much more flexible;than the 
DRV and the NFL, and they know that. And they say god-speed to you. 
Any kind of an opposition as PROFESSOR RAPOPORT mentioned is bene
ficial, is good and any kind to any limit depending upon the class 
consciousness, opinion of the person, these ought to be welcomed.rAnd 
the achievement of the end of this war, is a process, a process, a 
practical process and they might have won. Thank you. (apolause)

LINDA BELISLE: Asks if there are any questions?

UNID MALE: (in background asks question, which is indistinct).
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LINDA BELISLE: (Indistinct in the background)

RAPOPORT: Although co-education(ph) is such, some ________ in particular
of my professional interests. I simply don’t picture this kind of 
experience in terms of information input(ph). It isn’tthat one reads 
certain things or has knowledge of some facts that determines the 
kind of experience, that I alluded to. It has to do with the struct
ure of our full life. Very few people in the United States have had 
the kind of experiences that motivate people in poor countries to 
stake their lives on a revolutionary movement (ph) . It isn’t a matter 
of knowing the facts, it is a matter of having gone through certain 
things, and that has the spirits, in a way, we often count it as a 
blessing. But it has_________________ , it may be ________ . Now in regards
to your question, do I conceive of them changing. I don’t think that 
people in their middle age change. I do believe that it is quite 
possible that they might ______  . change policies but in order
for the United States to become a different kind of an influence in 
world affairs. I believe that the generation has to die off. I don’t 
think they can change any of that map, so as to initiate a real change 
in the kind of a country we are. Not only do the experiences of the 
individuals have to be different, but the kind of people who rise to 
the position of power; it has to be a different kind of personality. 
We could use(ph) everyone of them today. The same kind of people would 
appeal to this day. See in tines gone by, there were revolutions and 
entirely different people would cane to power. The kind of revolutions 
they had in Rusia say, or China, or Algeria. Different kind of people 
with different experiences, different ways of thinking; came to power. 
I do not think that sucha revolution will occur in the United States, 
shortly, of a world catastrophe and then of course these questions 
will become highly academic. That is why I’m indefinite (ph). I believe 
that the country suffers under a tremendous hanging(ph) of not having 
had certain experiences and since the experiences we have had as such, 
that we believe that the entire world should aspire to them and you 
will ______  the ________ . It is extremely difficult for us even to put
ourselves in place of people who are having entirely different ex
periences. Thats what makes it such an experience, at least in short. 
ViihA- happened in recent times, I don’t know. Therefore, our present 
task is to somehow hold it and prevent for catastrophie s from happening. 
Put as much pressure as we can for changes of policies, but you will 
not be able to very soon the change the character of this country, 
(applause)

UNID FEMALE directs question to APTHEKER or JONES and says it takes two 
sides of the same coin because our questions ________ , it seems from
different points of view. I’m torn when I hear MR JONES speak of a 
slogan - withdraw the troops now because Itve seen what slogans can 
do as a divisive force. Because they are hard and they are not flex
ible and they don’t allow people with a wide range to come under the 
_________  of such a slogan. But at the same time, I’m alienated by what 
MR APTHEKER says because I view myself as a radical in the position 
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of a very small radical movement in this country to be taking the 
heart of mine possible because you’ll have to set an example(ph). 
There will be enough people to fill in the middle. There will be 
plenty of people that say negotiate, there will be plenty of people 
that will say take it to the UN. There won't be plenty of people to 
say, get the troops out now, you have no legal basis to be there, 
get out. And the possible and the plausible are often not the position 
that the radical should take. But at the same time, I saw what 
happened at Washington with sloganism and the way people were at each 
others throats who should have been embracing each other and that is 
why I am torn and I’d like perhaps everybody on the panel to comment 
about that dilemma.

LINDA BELISLE is indistinct

LEW JONES: Okay, i can understand the dilemma, as you say. I think 
first of all, that I may have been misunderstood by the members of 
the panel. I am for a very broad peace movement and there is some
thing in many different slogans. But I address my remarks to that 
sector of the Peace Movement as the Anti-War Movement, that sector 
of the movement that is having a debate right now over what its 
future should be. And my experiences have been, from going around the 
country: in Washington, D. C., Los Angeles, San Francisco, Berkeley, 
has been that people tend toward the slogan , bring the troops home. 
Now, I agree with DR RAPOPORT, that our movement is small and with 
this, I might even think that it is smaller than was estimated. I 
think that we have nothing but optimism for the future; in building, 
in the building of the movement. Because there is forces in oper
ation right now, that is going to radicalize a lot of people. Now 
(JAMES?) RESTON today in his column (NEW YORK TIMES?) said that there 
is going to be ^-00 thousand troops in Viet Nam by the end of the year. 
That means, that war is going to get big, going to get brutal, and 
there is going to be a lot of Americans killed over there. The soldiers 
I don’t think are going to put up with a situation like that, for long. 
In addition, you have tax increases, we have inflation in this country 
and all these things operate on people. Tending to make them radical
ized, tends to make them think about the war, tend to make them opp
osed to the war. And I think under those circumstances, the slogan, 
bring the troops home, will bring more people around to it, than the 
slogan, negotiate. But I may disagree with you, that the slogan, bring 
the troops home; there is not going to be many people calling for it. 
Because the slogan, bring the troops home; when you adopted it, it 
settled problems immediately. You no longer had increased taxes, to 
pay for the war, because you had no more war. The troops are brought 
home, right. The rational for inflation is taking over and you no 
longer have a drain of getting men to Viet Nam, they are all brought 
home. I think we can look forward with optimism to bringing a lot of 
people around the slogan, bring the troops home. So that is my answer 
to your dilemma.
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RAPOPORT: You might not have been able to grasp what I said before. 
By all means do what you must. And my only advice to you is, that 
you not do it alone, MRS __________ , this is the least effective way
of protesting. Have sone kind of an organised program, first. And 
second, you said it very well, people should be embracing each other 
instead they were at each others throats. See to it that you do not 
in your effort belittle the others ______ . But by all means, do it.
Because in order to do the pragmatic and the politically expedient 
thing, I think one of the best sports(ph) is the fun of ever loving.

APTHEKER: I’m afraid, PROFESSOR RAPOPORT, I agree again. (Laughter) 
I do want to say that the source of my optimism is not that of MR 
JONES. MR JONES is optimistic because he is sure that things are 
going to get much worse. He is optimistic because he is sure there 
will be 400 thousand troops, he is optimistic because if there are 
400 thousand troops, th^re will be a lot more people killed. Going 
to have higher taxes. That is not what I’m talking about in optim
ism. That is not my road and I advocate that I want in terms of 
radicalization. No, you fight not only against the 200 thousand, you 
fight to get them all home. Now, cn the specific dilemma, that you 
raised. I think a very real one. I said already I agreed with PROF 
RAPOPORT. I perhaps would add, this, ah, there is not necessarily 
a contradiction. For example, I velieve that the struggle against 
JIM CROW is one of the central elements in the struggle for social= 
ism. That is my opinion. Somebody else may net think so, and I may 
be wrong and it won’t be the first time. Alright, suppose I’m wrong 
but will you straaggle with me against JIM CROW? And you think that 
that struggle will not lead to Socialism. You nay not even want 
Socialism. Okay, prove me wrong, please; but we will fight together 
against Socialism, against JIM CROWISM. (laughter) We will fight 
together against Jim Crow and then we will see if it leads to social
ism. And we will fight for a more effective trade union, because I 
think that that is part of the way toward socialism; you don’t 
believe(all ph). Lets nevertheless add a more effective class cons
cious note, and so on and so forth. I think the same thing is true 
with the peace movement. I believe the struggle for peace is an anti, 
inferring the struggle. I think the struggle itself, is a profound 
radical one, the most radical one that exists in the United States, 
which is the heart of Imperialism. And, therefore, I want to broaden 
it, with the kind of involvement, on any level in that struggle and I 
myself have my own method. I myself see it frema long time period of 
time through Marxism time, and so ion. And PROFESSOR RAPOPORT, I think, 
is altogether correct that this component to the left, is a very 
important thing in the whole coalition. Alright, but let it be a 
coalition. And let the tactic be broad. That doesn’t mean that you 
hide vhat you say. You hide it, its not in coalition, but that you 
are fraternal and you are considerate and you do finally come to a 
vote and decide, and I would think, what exaetjr what you want. Okay, 
let us contribute to the peace movement, if you have a right to speak 
and if you are true of persuasion, so they’ll come around to what 
you want.
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APTHEKER: So, I don’t, the point I’m making, that I think there is 
a relief in the dilemma, if its used, so to speak, emotionally and 
psychologically, in your own temperment in those terms. Don’t hide, 
of course, how you feel. But at the same time insist upon cooper
ation with others and don’t feel that way. You nay be right, maybe 
partially right. But as you said, embrace with them on vh at they 
can agree upon. I know I’ve spoken long. T just want to make one 
more little point of a historic nature. I mentioned the anti
slavery mcvement and the divisions and how that hurt and so on and 
that nobody but historians remember the reasons, well that is true, 
but think further. One of the bitterest things was that there should 
not be Sunday ma^il or should there be Sunday mail. One element in 
the anti-slavery movement says there should be Sunday mail, mail 
delivery. One said there should mt be. Why? Why is there not delivery 
on Sunday? Its because of religion. How can you have separation of 
church and state, really, if the state doesn’t deliver the mail on 
Sunday, (laughter) If there must be one day they don’t deliver mail 
let it be Monday, (laughter) Not the Christian holiday cf Sunday. 
Now this is funny, but I’m telling you people, we’re tearing each 
other apart. Sunday mail or no Sunday mail, that is a fact. Alright 
we’re distant and the solution of this question, in terms(ph), and 
so on and so on. We can’t be prospective(ph), but , perhaps, perhaps 
we can learn a little in this way, maybe not the deepest kind of 
experience but my profession in history, and I’d like to think that 
it is useful. So, I’m just telling you that, that happened. And can’t 
we learn from that, in terms of differences in the peace movement. 
That I think, a hundred years from now, ifwe all survive and if we do, 
presumably we will have had a peace movement; <11 look a little 
sillyto us. hike Sunday mail. Can we get that temperment? Can we make 
ourselves have that tanperment, in the service of peace? I think we 
have to. I’m not urging that we should do so and embrace, (applause)

LINDA BELISLE: Indistinct

LEW JONES: I just want to clear up another misunderstanding, which I 
hope was not intentional. That is, I did not say that things were 
bad and therefore were going to get worse and therefore we should 
be optimistic. I’simply said, that there are conditions in front of 
us over which we have no control, so lets see what they are going to 
look like and then from there what do we advocate to get people 
around it; in the circumstances. iflJhat in those circumstances should 
be the best thing for us to do? And as I think, I think we can 
advocate a thing that should pull than because that would be these 
same little appeals to people. So what, on the basis of pessimism, 
things are getting worse and therefore we are goiqg to get better. 
I think, that it stems from the fact that people are going to rise 
up against this war, they are not going to like it, they are going 
to join in this movement to end the war. And sooner or later we’ll 
have that movement so large that we’ll get those 400 thousand troops 
home or those 200 thousand traps, whatever number it is, and we’ll 
end this war once and for all and bring true justice to the Vietnamese 
people.
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UNID MALE directs question which is indistinct on China and MAO TSE 
TUNG to APTHEKER

APTHEKER: No, I think what has been stated and what has been inter
preted here are two different things. If one reads his works(MAO TSE 
TUNG?) one will not find quite what you have indicated. I know no 
evidence, nothing nearly comparable to the overwhelming evidence in 
terms of the United States; relative to China and Viet Nam. None. And 
I do know that the DRV is very jealous of its independence. Very 
jealous of its independence. And so is the NFL and each is independent 
to a great degree of each other, and the DRV is not about to permit 
itself to become subordinate to China or the Soviet Union, or to the 
United States. I know of no evidence that China and the Soviet Union 
seeks subordination but I see overwhelming evidence that the United 
States does. (Unid male in background is indistinct) Well, I’m just 
telling you what I see, that is my opinion and I’m giving it to you. 
Now, I think. I think that since you also have my opinion, I think 
that there is a left interim(ph) on the Central Committee or at best 
a majority of the Communist Party of China, I think it is the class
ical kind of leftism that LENIN analyizes(ph) and I think that this 
can lead to a kind of adventureism which isn’t in any way comparable 
to Imperialism; but it can lead to a kind of adventureism and there 
is seme evidence from the mouths , for example of FIDEL CASTRO and 
less persuasive evidence in terms of Indonesia, although pretty good 
evidence. Th£ such disasterous leftist adventureists courses seem 
to have been attacked(ph) and I would in no way acquaint this with 
Imperialism, myself.

UNID FEMALE in background talks very fast and is hard to understand

LINDA BELISLE asks UF if she has a question to which UF continues in 
her fast manner.

UNID MA IE then directs aquesticn to APTHEKER, which is indistinct

APTHEKER: Having ideals and being idealistic is not quite the same 
thing, in the first place. In the second place, I emphasized, I thought 
I emphasized the material interests. For instance I said that without 
independence, one of the things that struck me most there, was the ex
periences I didn’t understand. I think I understand now, is the real 
meaning of independence and its not just an ideal. And what I emphasized 
in my talk was that without independence those people have learned that 
there is no existence. And when they didn’t have independence, as over 
the French, they didn’t exist. And I gave you the example of one year 
in vhich two million starved to death. There are over 30 million people 
altogether. So that when they are fighting for independence, I didn’t 
mean to convey the idea that this was some sort of an abstraction, and 
that philosophically they were idealists. Or that this was simply an 
ultraismfph). It isn^t at all. It is of deepest involvement and concern 
it is a matter of life and death. The other thing is that these are by 
no means all Communists. This is the entire nation spurring(ph) action
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APTHEKER: in the movement and the NFL is a very broad movement;
involving whole stratas of the population. So lets not the Communist 

get all the credit for this and no matter how fantastic you seem to 
think. We are, we are in it. And the NFL could not be successfully 
withstanding the military power of the United States and 200 thous
and troops, if it did not involve practically the entire population. 
And most of it is not really politics.
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HERBERT APTHEKER: They haven’t done so because they Seel that they 
are not just sufficiently broad. They want to encompass all segments 
of the population, including those in Saigon, and since they do not 
yet encompass all this they do not wish to set themselves up as a 
government; although, as the New York ^-imes and everybody else says, 
they had more than half the population, taxes, schools, land reforms, 
and so forth. And this is relevant to this because their program 
calls for, one of their five points, is a broad national coalition 
neutral non-socialist govemement in the prolonged interim period; 
that is, their rprogram, of the NFL. j repeat again that the NFL is 
not simply a Communist movement, it is Communist under the name 
invented by DNIEM(ph),,but if anyone here thinks that it is duped 
with Communists, like we have a score, you know. The press says 150 
Communists killed, 260 Communists killed, hooray for us. Well they 
are 250 peasants who have been killed, some oft whom may be Communists 
and most of whom, I can assure you are not Communists. In the program 
of the NFL, they also specifically talk of uniting, in this govern
ment, not only all strata, but those in the successive Saigon Admiil- 
istrations, this is specifically stated, who are repentant, who are 
repentant. And so I said, well now whats that. Well, they said those 
who come to the conclusion that they are serving the United States, 
being part of the Saigon snoopers(ph) role, aid this has to be term
inated. Andonly one thing, that is the national independence of Viet 
Nam, they say that, and thats it. Now they will say no more to you, 
no more. That is one phase of ________. The second one is, that I just
suggest to you that this concern over people not being killed, is to 
speak mildly, ironic. In terms of our daily slaughter of thousands 
and thousands of people. If this is our concern, lets stop killing 
people.
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I mean even if the idea is that we don’t want executions, and so on 
okay, if thats the problem lets talk about that in terms of how we 
are assured that there are no executions; but since we are motivated 
by a desire that people not be killed, lets stop killing people and 
at the same time figure out how best we can assure that there is not 
mass executions. (Background voice is indistinct). Well alright, I 
don't know how. I don't know how. When it is not my responsibility. 
I'm not in Saigon, I'm not in Hanoi. There is no evidence of a 
___________ _________  for such mass executions. There is an International 
Control Commission, both that the Army and NFL warned(ph) Geneva and 
that provides for an International Control Commission to supervise 
an election. Why can't they not supervise to see that there are not 
such executions? Surely, that is easier than supervising an election, 
and the DRV and the NFL says that they want the ICC in control, they 
won(ph) at Geneva. Okay, lets do that, perhaps, but at any rate lets 
we discuss what we do. But meanwhile since the motivation of your 
questions is, that people are being killed, lets stop killing people 
we must, okay, I think so.

Q: UNID "MALE in background, I’d like to ask MR APTHEKER, if he 
foresees the possibility of a violent American Revolution in the 
nehr "future? (Laughter in the audience)

APTHEKER: No, short of a war on American soil, I do not foresee any 
such possibility.

Q: UNID MALE in background is indistinct, but audience applauds and 
laughs.

APTHEKER: I don't know wat this does to the 'Professor, and this is 
a little unusual for me in the United States. I mean this kind of 
full report on me. (Audience laughs) _____________ . Ah, but I just
note something there in terms of violent revolution, and I think 
that there is a certain assumption of may necessary identity, that 
is, if it isn't violent it isn't a revolution. This is quite poss
ibly true. And the definition of revolution, in no way necessitates 
violence, in no way. And one may have a violent revolution as in 
Algeria, which of course the violence came from the reactionaries 
in those ______ . Or what they have in non violent form, like in
Ghana. In which the Prime Minister of the new Republic was taken out 
of jail, there was no violence, and he was sworn in as Drime Minister 
in his prison garb. I think that is the first time in history. Now 
when he appears at state functions, his state function dress is his 
prison garb. But that is nonviolent, so I just wanted to add that 
note and then I agree with PROFESSOR RAPOPORT, that if it comes to 
violence, to civil war, significant violence; that, I think would be 
consequence of catastrophic experiences and developments, such as, 
possibly a war but I don't see that as necessarily the only way to 
revolutionizing of this society. And I suggest that there are other 
ways, of doing so, much violence. Well not necessarily violent. Now 
you see that open, and anyone who closes it, I think is wrong and 
also silly, both.



Qr UNID MALE directs a question to DR APTHEKER. I admire your 
objectivity in your approach, tonight and I would if it would be 
possible, that you could answer me a personal question. Why is 
it that you haven't immigrated to the Soviet Union, being you, 
___________ ? APTHEKER is heard to say, if that question is mine, 
I'd like to answer it. (Applause)-

APTHEKER: I mean, I thought that this was a very serious and 
perfectly straight forward question without bringing insult or 
injury to ___ . And by the way I have been insulted very much and
answer two questions. (Mixed conversation - indistinct)

APTHEKER: I don't know how I gave you the impression that I might 
want to migrate. When I'm away from here, from the United States, 
I'm very unhappy. I miss, this country. In fact, I can get terr

ibly schmalzy(ph) about it, and I don't want to, really, but its 
true, I missit greatly, I love it here. This is home where I was 
born, my kids are here, my wife is here, I've been very happy gen
erally, in my relationships. I love my mother, I love my father, 
(audidnce Laughs). I don't know how I became a RED, (Laughter and 
tremendous applause by audience). No apologies^ My wife is very 
happy, I can't wait to get up in the morning, I can't wait to get 
up. I would not change positions with anybody, not even PROFESSOR 
RAPOPORT, (laughter), nobody. So this is it and this is where I 
am. And in terms of being a radical, this kind of question was 
asked, for instance, of GARRISON(ph), He kept going back and forth 
to England, why don’t you stay in England you love it so much over 
there. They were abolishing the slavery in the West Indies, they 
give you a lot of money; and they did you know and he was held to 
be an agent of QUEEN VICTORIA, he probably was. At least there is 
no evidence anymore. And all his papers are open. He was just a 
radical here, who believed that there should be a fundamental 
change. That is what I think, here. I'm not talking about Russia, 
at all and when we have Socialism here, it will be ours. We'll 
have it because most American poeple want it, and want it pass
ionately. Want it so passionately that it can't be held away from 
us. If that is not true, we'll never have Socialism here. I think 
it will be true in time and when we have it, it is going to be a 
beaut. I have got to show you the statement, you can make the most 
of it you want. But when we have it, wl th our technique, our cap
acity, our energy, our ingenuity, and when we get rid of this 
festering(ph) kind of moral base of Capitalism, and so on. It is 
going to be one helluva country, you know it. So, I'm anxious to 
bring him(ph) by. I can taste it. That is why I (apolause) it.

Q: UNID MALE directs question(which is indistinct) to PROFESSOR 
RAPOPORT.

RAPOPORT: I honestly do not know. I don't know what China would 
do. It is certainly not out of the question. The only historical 
experience we have is Korea, when China ffelt herself threatened 
by the approaching American troops on the Chinese border and it



'O/--' ■ * w
looked as if these troops would cross the border, (blank) crossing 
the border and China entered the war with disasterous consequences 
for the United States. It might have been highly probable since it 
strict3?ly was not secret authority on this subject, not knowing what 
the Chinese tragedy is or what was in the m inds of the Chinese 
leaders.

APTHEKER; Once again my view is substantially that. I would add this, 
if I may. And that is that the Chinese realized unless the DRV says 
do something. This was an important point arid the DRV, I repeat is 
very jealous of their sovereignity and their independence, that is 
the whole point of the battle. And I repeat it, the Chinese or anybody 
else. By the way they have 160 million volunteers, the DRV. This 160 
million is quite a strategic reserve aid they are not by al 1 means 
Chinese. There is none to spare because they have not been asked. Now, 
they are not anxious to ask, because that means general war in escal
ation and such devastation will happen in their country. They don’t 
want that. That is the only thing that I would add. If aid when the 
Chinese come in, one reason will be, of course; Chinese ideas, con
sideration, interest, what they think is necessary and son on. But 
you may be sure that the DRV will say please come in and help us now. 
Otherwise, they won’t come in, nor will anybody else.

UNID FEMALE in background is heard to mention PROFESSOR A? ATOLE 
RAPOPORT and HERBERT APTHEKER’s name, (Audience applause)
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Memorandum 1 - Mr. DeLoach
1 - Mr. Mohr

FROM

:Mr. V/. C. Sullivan

:F. J. Baumgardner

DATE; 4/5/66

Casper— 
Callahan 
Conrad _ 
Foil___
Gale .—. 
Rosen — 
Sullivan 
Tavel —

SUBJECT: STAUGHTON CRAIG—LY-ND—
UNAUTHORIZED TRAVEL TO 
NORTH VIETNAM 
MISUSE OF 
LOGAN ACT

1 - Mr. Wick
1 - Mr. Sullivan
1 - Mr. Baumgardner
1 - Mr. Franck
1 - Mr. Reddy

UNITED STATES PASSPORT

Trotter - 
Tele. Room , 
Holmes__ .——-------
Gandy------------ ----

My memorandum dated March 24, 1966, advised that 
Craig Lynd, the Yale University professor who recentlyStaughton

returned from unauthorized and illegal travel to Communist China 
and North Vietnam, together with Herbert Eugene Aptheker and 
Thomas Hayden, and whose passport was ’’tentatively withdrawn” 
by the State Department on 2/2/66, had.initiated civi:l action 
against the Secretary of State in the United States District 
Court, Washington, D. C. This action sought to enjoin the 
Secretary of State from enforcing the withdrawal of Lynd’s 
passport and to obtain ah order directing the Secretary of State 
to allow Lynd to travel during the period from 4/7/66 to 4/18/66 
so that 
England

he may handle scheduled speaking engagements in London, 
and Oslo, Norway

Department Attorney Benjamin Flanagan advised today 
Wednesday, 3/30/66, the hearing on Lynd’s petition was 

District Judge Oliver Gasch. Judge Gasch
’that on 
held before U.S 
ruled that Lynd should first exhaust his administrative remedy \ 
in objection to the withdrawal of his passport through a hearing 
before a State Department hearing officer and an appeal from a 
possible adverse ruling to the Board of Passport Appeals.' 
Judge Gasch 'ordered the State Department to complete this 
administrative procedure and to reach a decision not later tha 
4/6/66. ; ' z . •,ZV

Department Attorney Flanagan said that Lynd was afforded 
1a hearing before a State Department hearing officer on 4/1/66 
at which time he was advised that the withdrawal of his passport 
would be cancelled if he would promise not to violate State 
Department .travel restrictions for the entire period during which 

I his passport will be valid, Lynd’s reply was that while he 
would promise not to violate travel restrictions in connection 
with his trip to England and Norway, he would not promise that 
he would abide by such restrictions fo

NOT
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Memorandum to Mr. Sullivan 
RE: STAUGHTON LYND

validity of his' passport. The State Department hearing officer 
then ruled against Lynd and the case -was considered on 4/4/66 
by the Board of Passport Appeals. The decision of this Board, 
which must be approved by the Secretary of State, is to be 
rendered today and will be made available to Judge Gasch tomorrow 
by Department Attorney Flanagan. ■ -

1
 Flanagan said that the Department of Justice will
take the position that even if Lynd agrees not to violate 
travel restrictions for the duration of the validity of his 
passport, the withdrawal should not be cancelled since Lynd has 
established through an earlier violation of these restrictions 
that he is not credible. Flanagan noted, however, that if the 

I Board of Passport Appeals and the Secretary of State overrule 
the hearing officer or if Lynd agrees not to violate travel 
restrictions during the entire period of the validity of his 
passport, Judge Gasch will probably go along with the State 
Department and order the withdrawal of Lynd*s passport cancelled.

ACTION:
For information. You will be advised of the finding 

of the Secretary of State and the fuling of Judge Gasch in this 
matter,

ADDENDUM BY THE INTERNAL SECURITY SECTION: EBR:jas 4/5/66

Atr.4:15 p.m., today, Department Attorney Flanagan 
advised that/he had just ascertained that while-the Board of 
Passport Appeals and the Secretary of State had held that the 
withdrawal of Lynd’s passport should not be cancelled, the State , 
Department will issue Lynd ’’limited travel documents” for his 
trip to England and Norway during the period from April 7-18, 
1966, on the assurance that Lynd will not attempt to violate 
State Department travel restrictions in connection with this 
trip. According to Flanagan, the only salutary effect of this 
ruling by the Department of State is that whenever Lynd desires 
to engage in foreign travel in the future, he must apply for 
’’limited travel documents” and must assure the Department of State 
that he will not violate travel restrictions. Flanagan is of the 
opinion that Judge Gasch will approve this action by the Depart
ment of State when he is advised tomorrow.
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LOGAN ACT y

ReBulet to NY, dated 4/7/66.

(2) copies, asEnclosed for the Bureau are* two 
instructed, 6?^Mission to Hanoi”, a paperback written by 
HERBERT APTHEKER,“with prefaces by STAUGHTON LYND and THOMAS 
HAYDEN.
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DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FFO,i:
FBI AUTQJLATIU DECLASSIFICATION GUICE - —
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2/2/68

Airtol

To: sags HewaTk (Enclosure? - 2) 
Mew York 
Chicago

Hro®: Director PHI (100-438281)

TBOKAS EUETkHAYPEH
SECimirr suiter - w (key activist)

Mossburg 
Horner 
Rozamus 
Preusse

1 - E.H.
1 - R.H.
1 - M.J.
1 - w.».

co 
CD

LU,

of stveUt Office is 
nclosure, both 

u airtcl dated 
1/30/68 captioned "Investigation of the Mew Left (Key 
Activists) rn two copies of which ww» furnished the rocip« 
tMt. <rf tbUl Irttw. U «£C (00-1/3^^/ -57

Bev Orleans Uffi dated 1/24/08 wets forth consid
erable data from the effects of Hayden ahavina his contacts 
with relatives of prisoners of war in Sorth Vietnaw. As 
your offices are aware* Hayden was recently inatrunnatal 
in handling the release of three prisoners of war free the 
Morth Vietnamese* and apparently through his contacts with 
individuals in Korth Vietnam has brought mail to and from 
these prisoners and will in *11 probability^ ®Ub others

; such as Itevid Dellinger, continue to maintain close contact 
with officials in that <xmntry.tr ® feb t 1968

Enclosed for the in* 
a copy of Mew Orleans sirtel 
dated 1/24/68. Reference is wads''

I- i

lutbcroaxte, as Hayden 1b one of uuMEey AcUsuts 
in the nee left aovasent, he undoubtedly «U ©e one of w 
lending spokesmen in a proposed aansive confrontation bXtC 
new left farces with the Dewocrstlc National Convontloftoto 
bo held in Chicago tMs owner • u:

R y ~ _ v
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Telson _ 
DeLauch 
Mahr___
Bishop — 
Casper _ 
Caliahon 
Conrod _ 
Felt___
Gale 
Rosem»_.
SuJS£ffi . 
TavelM— 
Trott* _ 
Teje/Rocm_____
Hob@__ ..'^r

---------- uu jyji--- -
WNPjcds (12)
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Airtel to SAC* Sevarfc
IB: TBOKAB 1MKXTT BAYDBM

A* pointed out 1a referenced Bureau airtel, high- 
level informant coverage must be maintained on g*y Activist* 
go that th* Bureau £* hept abreast of their dny-to*day 
act!vitie*, *s well «* th* organizations they ar* affiliated 
with, t* develop information regarding their source* of 
fund*, foreign contacts, and future plans.

it is noted that much of th* activity concerning 
the matter of Hayden** and Dellixtger’a contacts with th* 
Horth Vietnamese and prisoners of war is through liberation 
fcagazine, 5 m&msd Street, Bev York City, *£ which Dellinger 
is editor and Hayden is associate editor. Other Individuals 
connected with this publication have els* been la contact 
with individual* in Berth Vietnam as wail an being instrumental 
in a leadership capacity in various antl-Vietaam activities 
in thin country.^

The Bureev feci* that to Insure full and effective 
coverage of Utsden sud other Bey Activist* such ** Bellinger 
and the activities they are engaged in, consideration should 
bo given to placing a technical surveillancu on liberation 
S&goMno. Bev York is therefore authorized to conduct a survey 
to daterslmc the feasibility of wich a surveillance, provided 
full security is assured

the Bureau should be advised of the results of thia 
survey tojet^nr with Ifew York** recommendation. Provided 
the overall rroode of th* Bureau do not preclude installation 
of thia technical surveillance at the tie* of Stew York’s 
rcconmandatioc, consideration will be given to authorizing 
this installation^ n

Although flwwarfc is office of origin in thi* came 
because of the prominene* of Saydea** activities, lew York 
and Chicago should remain particularly alert far any pertinent 
data concerning his activities and when he is in the Bev York 
and Chicago area* step* should ba initiated to closely follow 
his activities.



ROUTE IN ENVELOPE
2/12/88

1 - Mr. Preusse
Airtel

To: SAC, HewYork <100*128888)

From: Director, FBI 

"LIBERATION1’ MAGAZINE

Reurairtel dated 2/7/68 concerning Thouas Emmett 
Hayden wherein you advised that a tesur survey of 
"Liberation” magazine indicate* that coverage of it 18 
feasible with full security assured.

You also state in reairtel that the telephone 
subscription for captioned subject at "Liberation” magazine 
carries three different phone numbers. It is not clear 
whether the subscription to these three phono numbers is 
for Hayden or for "Liberation” magazine, and you should 
so advise.

By return airtel, you are to submit, as an enclosure, 
a copy of FD-142 which will set forth pertinent details 
concerning the results of this survey in connection with 
tie installation of a tesur on "Liberation” magazine. You 
are also to furnish your observations regarding the 
potential productivity and intelligence value of this tesur 
as well as the possible adverse affects it could have on 
other investigations such as draft resistance activities 
on the part of members of Its editorial staff.

WNP:jav

1 - 100-438281 (Hayden)
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TO: DIRECTOR; FBI (100-438281) JUNE

PROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100-148904)

SUBJECT: THOMAS EMMETT^YDEN 

SM - SDS (KEY ACTIVIST)

Re Bureau airtel dated 2/2/68.11

The results of Tesur Survey requested by referenced
airtel indicates coverage feasible with full security 
assured. Subscription for captined subject at Liberation 
Magazine carries telephone numbers 267-1468; 267-1453 and/ 
CO 7-3261; all located at 3 - 5 Beekman Street; Nejr York 
City. Bureau authority is requested to install. /Leased
line letter requested to show from 3 - 
to 201 East 69th Street; New York; New

5 Beekman Street 
York.J|^<
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^UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT •

Memorandum
DIRECTOR, FBI (100-438281) date: 2/14/68

SAC, NEWARK (100-48095)

THOMAS EMMETT HAYDEN 
SM - SDS (KEY ACTIVIST)

JUNE

ReBuairtels dated 1/30/68 and 2/1/68 in the matter 
entitled "INVESTIGATION OF THE NEW LEFT (KEY ACTIVISTS)"; 
Buairtel dated 2/2/68 and New York airtel dated 2/7/68 in 
captioned matter; and New York airtel dated 2/8/68 in matter 
entitled "LIBERATION MAGAZINE, INFORMATION CONCERNING (IS)*"

RESIDENCE 
“----------------- V

Until 1/3/68, when he departed to attend the 
Cultural Conference in Cuba, HAYDEN resided at227.Jellif£ 
Avenue, Newark, New Jersey, with CONSTANGeVbROWN, also white, 
~al I
I I Upon his return to the New Jersey area on
1/25/68, he took up residence'at 631 Hunterdon Street, Newark 
New Jersey, with CONSTANCE BROWN.

_____________ _________________ who is under 
consideration for development as a ghetto informant, advised 
on 2/12/68 that he is in an excellent position to observe any 
activity which might occur at 631 Hunterdon Street, Newark, 
New Jersey, and he has promised complete cooperation in this 
matter.

EMPLOYMENT

HAYDEN is variously described in the press and by 
^informants as a journalist, lecturer, author, representative 
of the peace movement, a framer of the Port Huron Statement 
and a founder of SDS, head of the Newark Community Union 
Project (a neighborhood project of SDS in Newark), and an 
associate editor of "Liberation.’* .
« /x EX-110 /X'rZ,—6^
2 — Bureau (RM) —»»ss=a’
1 - New York (100-148904) (RM) 
1 - Newark x s FEB 1968
BJC!aaS

J1. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Bayroll Savings
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Most recently, his name has been associated with________
peace groups and "Liberation” magazine* According to _________
he maintains his office out of "Liberation” magazine office, 
5 Beekman Street, New York City, with DAVID DELLINGER.

ACTIVITIES

HAYDEN was one of the original initiators of STUDENTS 
FOR A DEMOCRATIC SOCIETY (SDS), He came to Newark, New Jersey, 
in 1964 as the leader of the Newark Community Union Project 
(NCUP), an organization which was formed by SDS and which 
operated in the Clinton Hill section of Newark among the poor. 
In December, 1965, and January, 1966, he made an unauthorized 
trip to North Vietnam with STAUGHTON LYND, an assistant professor 
at Yale, and HERBERT APTHEKER, of the CPUSA,

In September, 1967, he was one of 41 Americans who 
attended a conference in Czechoslovakia with representatives 
of the North Vietnamese and also Viet Cong representatives. 
He did not return home upon the completion of this conference 
but instead traveled to Cambodia, and then it was announced in 
November, 1967, that he was returning to the United States and 
with him were three U. S* Army Sergeants who had been prisoners 
of war and were released by the Viet Cong to HAYDEN.

More recently, 1/4-11/68, HAYDEN attended the Cultural 
Conference in Havana, Cuba, Initially, he encountered some 
difficulty with the State Department in seeking a passport 
since his previous passport had been withdrawn based on informa
tion he had traveled to North Vietnam in violation of restrictions. 
In seeking his passport in December, 1967, for travel to Cuba, he 
communicated with W. AVERELL HARRIMAN, Ambassador-at-Large, who 
stated that he felt HAYDEN would qualify as a journalist since 
he represents "Liberation” magazine. While Passport Office was 
opposed to giving him this passport, it did, however, grant 
HAYDEN a passport when he agreed to certain restrictions.

Since HAYDEN*s return to the United States> he has 
addressed the SDS chapter at Rutgers University, Newark, 
New Jersey, on 2/5/68.

FUNDS

Captain CHARLES KINNEY, Newark Police Department, 
advised on 2/5/68 that HAYDEN is not known to have a bank 
account in the Newark area.

b7D
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In view of close relationship of HAYDEN to CONSTANCE 
BROWN, it was felt desirable to make a check of her bank account 
which she maintains with the National Newark and Esses Bank, 
Newark, New Jersey. Arrangements are effected to monitor this 
on a monthly basis.

TELEPHONE

I ] advised on 2/5/68 and on 2/7/68 that there m
was no telephone service either in HAYDEN’s or BROWN’S name at 
227 JeIliff Avenue or 631 Hunterdon Street, Newark, New Jersey. 
This same source advised on 2/7/68 that there is no phone 
service at 631 Hunterdon Street, Newark, New Jersey.

I I advised, as mentioned above, that HAYDEN, b7D
along with DAVE DELLINGER, maintains his office at "Liberation" 
magazine, 5 Beekman Street, New York City,/and request has been 
made of the Bureau by New York Office to consider technical 
surveillance at “Liberation" to effect coverage of DELLINGER 
and HAYDEN. J

Concerning his residences 227 Jelliff Avenue, Newark, 
and 631 Hunterdon Street, Newark, New Jersey, it is to be noted 
that both of these neighborhoods are almost entirely Negro and 
are in the ghetto area of Newark, which was the scene of Newark 
riot of July, 1967. Prolonged surveillances of his present 
residence is not feasible, and at the most only spot checks at 
various hours is all that can be discreetly and safely conducted.

HAYDEN, because of his past activities as a leader of 
a community project among the poor in this area, is especially 
well known, and it is logical that any prolonged surveillance 
could come to his attention. With his access to the media of 
press, radio, and television, it is possible he might use any 
such surveillance to the embarrassment of the Bureau,

The Newark Police Department in their investigation 
of the causes leading up to, and the results of the Newark riot 
of July, 1967, have expressed their interest in TOM HAYDEN since 
they consider him to be an associate of, and acquainted with, 
many individuals whom they know to have been active participants

3
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in protests in Newark prior to the Newark riot of July, 1967. 
The Newark Police Department point out that the issues of 
condemning land in the Negro area of Newark for a proposed 
medical college and the proposed appointment of a white man 
as Secretary to the Board of Education as opposed to a Negro 
resulted in many disturbances at official meetings of City 
Boards and generated much racial unrest and ill feeling. 
According to the Newark Police Department, the leaders in 
these demonstrations at city meetings were all friendly with 
TON HAYDEN, and the Police Department considers him part of 
the overall group that aroused the Negro people on these 
issues.

Because of the above, the Newark Police attempt to 
cover the activities of HAYDEN whenever possible. They, too, 
have related that any attempt to run full, discreet surveillances 
in this area would prove fruitless because of the suspicions 
that residents of this area have in any outsiders. No specific 
requests have been made of the Newark Police Department, but 
Captain CHARLES KINNEY, mentioned previously, has offered to 
furnish the Newark Office of the FBI any information which he 
develops.

/Newark will await the results of recommendations of 
the New York Office concerning technical coverage on "Liberation” 
magazine which would serve as a means of covering HAYDEN’s 
activities and plans in connection with the peace movement and 
possible disruption of the National Convention to be held in 
Chicago, Illinois^ Further,^Newark will continue its efforts 
to locate a bank account for HAYDEN in New Jersey to possibly 
establish his source of funds. Newark will also augment the 
coverage supplied by the neighborhood source with spot fisurs 
in the neighborhood. Newark will also maintain close liaison 
with the Newark Police, in view of their continuing interest 
in HAYDEN, to determine any information they might have on his 
activities, plans, or-travel.

Newark is contemplating the possible use of counter- / 
intelligence methods against HAYDEN in order to neutralize his / 
effectiveness. It is understood that no such measures would / 
be taken until such recommendations are submitted in full to / 
the Bureau and authorization received.

4
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Airtel

1/11/66 r

1 - Bland
1 - Reddy

To: SAC, New York
ITorn: Director, FBI (100-123974)

HERBERT EUGENE APTHEKER
STAUGHTON LYND
THOMAS HAYDEN
UNAUTHORIZED TRAVEL TO NORTH VlfflAM
MISUSE OF UNITED STATES PASSPORT
LOGAN ACT
CONSPIRACY

ReBUtelcall to Special Agent (SA) Warren 
1/10/G6, relaying instructions from the Department 
lag investigation bo immediately conducted in the captioned matter

<1) Interview Customs and Iinmigration and Naturalization 
Service personnel who processed the re-entry of____

and Haydon, | |

(2)

perb6 ; 
b7C 
b7E

Marchessault, 
that the follow

CBP

Interview representatives of the press, radio and 
television who interviewed Aptheker, Lynd and Hayden 
at Kennedy International Airport and ascertain any 
admissions made regarding their travel to 
North Vietnam. The willingness of representatives 
of the news media to testify should be ascertained 
and they should be requested to retain handwritten 
notes, as well as any audio or audio-video tapes of the 
interviews. / ) i I b7E per cbp

Contact the appropriate official of the United States' 
Customs Service in New York City and|

EBR:pah
(7)

1 - 100-396916 (Lynd) ($- 100-43828V (Hayden) GTE PAGE 2)

@$HAN141966



Airtel to New York
Be: HERBERT EUGENE APTHEKER

STAUGHTON LYND mrrAn ft o r? a
X 21 uLUl UJ iUt X VtolX 

100-123974
b7E per CBP

by Customs.

Hayden will
u naou D£ edi  y demand tfte return of this mat ©rial.

SA Marchessault was instructed that interview report 
forms be prepared where aopreprinte and that the Bivrcau should 
be advised of the nature of the tape recordings in the possession 
of Customs so that a decision can oc obtained from the Department 
as to whether verbatim transcripts should be prepared from the 
copies obtained by the New York Office.

instructions were also furnished SA MarchessauIt that 
arrangements should be macle to have panel sources attend the 
meeting which is scheduled to foe held on Sunday, 1/16/456, nt 
Manhattan Center. New York City, at which Aptheker, Lynd and 
Hayden are scheduled to speak on their trip to North Vietnam,

The.* above instruct ions are being confirmed by letter 
from ths Department and copies of this letter will he furnished 
your office, The Department isr also requesting, by separate 
letter, investigation to establish the itinerary of Anthoker, 
Lynd Hayden and their specific intent,-at the time they 
left the United States, to proceed to North Vietnam. Copies of 
this latter letter will alsobe furnished your office in the 
immediate future with appropriate instructions and comments.

Since this case is receiving extensive press coverage 
and is of primary interest to the Administration. the investiga
tion should be expeditiously and thoroughly.

NOTE:
Memorandum Baumgardner to Sullivan, 1/10/66, advised 

that the above instructions had been telephciiicaiiy furnished 
the New York Office and that a confirming airtel would be sent 
to New York.



Mie, W, C. Sullivan January 10, 1966

1 - Mr. Deloach
F, J. Baumgardner 1 - Mr, Mohr

■ 1 - Mr. Wick
1 - Mr. Sullivan

HERBERT EUGENE APTHEKER; 1 - Mr. Bland
STAUGHTQN LYND; . ' 1 - Mr. Baumgardner
THOMAS WDEN 1 - Mr. Bartlett
UNAUTHORIZED TRAVEL TO NORTH VIETNAM; 1 . Mr Reddy
MISUSE OF UNITED STATES PASSPORT;
LOGAN ACT;
CONSPIRACY

My memorandum dated January 3, 1966, set out information 
regarding the -unaiithorized travel to North Vietnam by the 
captioned individuals and indicated that the Internal Security 
Division of the Department had been in contact with the Department 
of State with reference to possible prosecution under the Logan 
Act or under statutes which proscribe misuse of United States I 
passports and travel to countries to "which travel is forbidden ( 
by the Secretory of State.

On January 9, 1966, Aptheker, Lynd and Hayden returned^ 
to the United States, arriving Kennedy International Airport viaV 
Pan American Airways* This information was furnished to 
Department Attorney James Welden on the morning of January 10 i( \96

This afternoon Department Attorney John Davitt tele- 
phonieally advised that a letter was en route to the Bureau fromx 
the Department requesting that the Bureau initiate investigationt 
to establish that Aptheker, Lynd and Hayden intended to travel 
to North Vietnam at the time they left the United States on \ 
December 19, 1965, Davitt said that now that these individuals'^ 
had actually returned to the United States t he was requesting 
the Bureau to immediately take the following action:

(1) Interview Customs and INS personnel who processed the re-entry of| [and Hayden, with| ~|
H on any admissions these individuals may have 

made that they had been in North Vietnam. b6 Per
b7C

' . NOT .
37 IS I*

CONTINUED

(2) Interview representatives of the press, radio andb7E 
television who interviewed Aptheker, Lynd and Hayden 
at Kennedy International Airport and ascertafii any

100-123974
1- 100-396916 (Lynd)
1> 100-438^81 (Hayden)
■EBR/pcn^.^r^ 'loee .
(11 ) " J ■■



Memorandum IP. J, Baumgardner to Mr, W* C. Sullivan 
Be: HERBERT EUGENE APTHEKER;

STAUGHTON LYND;
THOM HAYDEN

100-123974

admissions made regarding their travel to North 
Vietnam. Davitt requested that the willingness 
of Representatives of the news media to'testify 
be ascertained and they should be requested to 
retain handwritten notes, as well as any audio 
dr audio-video tapes of the interviews,

<3) Contact the appropriate official of th© United 
States Customs Service in New York City and_

| b6 per CBP
taken from Hayden by Customs, b?c

.. I taken i’r'oift b7E
‘Hayden, T I ;

"friayden
will undoubtedly demand the return of this material.

Davitt said that a letter requesting the above 
investigation would be immediately prepared by the Department 
and transmitted to the Bureau.

At 4:15 p.in. Supervisor Warren Marchessault of the 
New York Office was telephonically instructed to immediately 
carry out the Department’s instructions with reference to the
three items listed above. He was instructed to prepar© inter
view report forms where appropriate and to advise the Bureau 
of the nature of the tape recordings seized from Hayden before 
beginning to prepare verbatim transcripts. It is contemplated 
that | b7E per CBP

Marchessault was also instructed to have sources of the 
New York Office attend the meeting which is scheduled to be held 
on Sunday, January 13, 1UGG, at Manhattan Center, New York City, at which Aptheker, Lynd and Hayden are scheduled to comment on, 
the results of their travel to North Vietnam,

ACTION:

For information. The telephonic instructions to
New York set out above are being confirmed by airtel and copies! 
of the letters from the Department will be furnished the New 
York Office upon their receipt at the Bureau,

2



Bureau (100-123974) (Enclo. 5) ta
■■ loo- ' ) (SWGHTON CWG

QA 100- ) (TO^AiL^®223LM
1 - Newark (100-4S095'rtW^s HAYDEN 
1 - New Haven (100-13293) (STAOGHTOfi 
1 - New York (100-110521) (STAUGHTON 
1 - New York (100-143^904) (TII0TU2 HAY 
1 - New York (100-134735) 7 VID^) (43

II) ' . . . :
LYND) ' ji' ■■'

j(S'o) ta), ■;■ ' '
LYND) (Info) (RK)
LYND) (43) . ■ •'••
DEN) (43) ■ '

. 1 - New York (100-80532) (42) ■

3DB: grjd
(12) ■ 
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. NY 100—80532 b7E per CBP'

■ ■ The personnel of* the MO who participated, in the., 
duplication .of the tape recordings are 0/13 'JOHN J. DUNLEAVY 
and JAMES D. BRODY,-and EMTs PAUL FIELDS and ROBERT DIXON.-

Enclosed under separate cover are Xerox'copies of ' \ J 
. seven statements which were' in possession of HAYDEN and also' I 
' by U.S. Customs on 1/9/66, b6 per CBP ' ;!

_________ _______ _ b7C r
|________ I stated that the originals of the above ]

■material would be returned by U.S. .Customs to HAYDEN,.' !i

i!
I? 
j!
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FBI

Date: 1/13/66

Transmit the following in
(Type in plain rfext or code)

Via AIRTEL
(Priority or Method of Mailing)

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-123974)

FROM : SAC, NEW YORK (100-80532)

SUBJECT: HERBERT EUGENE APTHEKER 
IS-C; ISA-50

STAUGHTON CRAIG LYND 
SM-C

$
THOMAS EMMETT HAYDEN
-SM-C

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are Xerox copies 
of seven statements which are the property of THOMAS EMMETT 
HAYDEN and which were detained by U.S. Customs officials on 
HAYDEN'S arrival at the Port of New York on 1/9/66, on his 
return trip from Hanoi, North Vietnam.

These statements are identified as follows:

”1. By the Democratic Republic of
Vietnam State Committee of Science 
and Technology on the Use of Toxic 
Chemicals and Poison Gas by the 
Aggressive' US Imperialists in South 
Vietnam.

Hanoi 10/20/65

5-Bureau (100-123974) (Encl. 7) (RM)
(1-100- ) (STAUGHTON CRAIG LYND)
.(1-100- j (THOMAS EMMETT HAYDEN)

1-Newark (100-48095) (THOMAS HAYDEN) (info) (Encl. 1) (RM) 
1-New Haven (100-18293) (STAUGHTON LYND) (info) (RM) 
1-NY (100-110521) (STAUGHTON LYND) (43) j, .> -s'.-.
1-NY (100-148904) (THOMAS HAYDEN)' (43) '7 ■
1-NY (100-154785) (VIDEM) (43) r f
1-NY (100-80532) (42) 53FkECORDV-’D

JDB:»v 198 4W . ....
y J12) - ***.

1366
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NY 100-80532

'‘2. By the Meteorological Department of the 
Democratic Republic of Vietnam Regarding 
the Criminal US Air Raids on D.R.V. 
Meteorological Stations and Observatories.

Hanoi II/29/65

,!3. By the Red Cross Society of the Democratic 
Republic of Viet Nam regarding the savage 
crimes of the US Government and its trampling 
upon the Geneva Conventions for the protection 
of the Victims of war.

9/27/65

b4. Of the Democratic Republic of Viet Nam 
Ministry of Public Health on the US 
bombings of medical establishments.

Hanoi 7/15/65

’*5. To the Evangelical Christians and 
ministers of all creeds in the USA.

Hanoi 12/23/65

”6. By the Ministry of Water Conservancy 
of the Democratic Republic of Viet Nam.

Hanoi 9/15/65

t!7* By the Ministry of Education of the 
Democratic Republic of Viet Nam regarding 
the US imperialists crimes in air 
raiding educational institutions and 
massacring teachers and students.

10/12/65"

-2-



NY 100-80532

These Xerox copies were made available to b6 per CBP 
b7C

U.S. Customs House, Room 51^? nxu.

In addition,! | made available for
examination two paperback books, property of HAYDEN, which 
were detained by U.S. Customs officials on 1/9/66. These d 
books were titled, "HO CHI MINH Selected Works III" and 
"HO CHI MINH Selected Works IV' consisting of 445 pages and 
468 pages respectively and both published by Hanoi Foreign 
Languages Publishing House in 1961 and 1962.

____________ I lalspr

1/9/66.

Enclosed herewith for Newark is a Xerox copy of 
U.S. Customs declaration on HAYDEN dated 1/9/66. This 
was made available by 

-3-
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